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Silicon Valley

Join hundreds of leading companies - come
to Silicon Valley in the heart of London for
the very best hardware, software, training
and above all- SERVICE.

The B.B.C., British Telecom,
Coopers and Lybrand, Express
Newspapers, Imperial College,
London Business School, The First
National Bank of Chicago, McDougall,
The National Computing Centre,
Rank Xerox, Thames Water Authority,
The Institute of Chartered
Accountants ...

These are just some of the many
hundreds of companies and
organisations who have dealt with us
over the years.

Why do they come to Silicon
Valley? Because whether you're a first
time user or an established computer
professional we try harder to provide
friendly, helpful advice; a fuller service
and better deals.

Whether you want the latest
sophisticated multi-user system,
accounts software or simple add- ons
we can supply you quickly from our
large depth of stock.

Shown above are just three of the
many computers we can offer. From

left to right they are: the Macintosh
from Apple, the New AT from IBM
and the Apricot from ACT.

What about our service?
We have our own workshops,

stores and maintainence facilities at
our premises, which enable us to
provide a comprehensive after -sales
service.

We also offer a full range of training
programmes for you and your staff.

BUY RENT OR LEASE
FROM THE PROFESSIONALS

We are authorised dealers for the above

TEL: 01-833 3391

Orli&CCD21.

wmf2Qw
COMPUTER CENTRE

164 Grays Inn Road,
London WC1
I am interested in the following.
Please send me further information.

HARDWARE
SOFTWARE
WORD PROCESSING
NETWORKING
COMMUNICATIONS
TRAINING
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
GENERAL ADVICE ON
MICROS
SUPPLIES

0
0

Name
Position
Company
Address

Tel No-



Everyone can benefit from
Effective Micro Training
at Digitus

Introduction to PC DOS
Provides a concentrated introduction to PC/MS DOS. Also
reviews hardware components and popular applications. £95.

Wordprocessing with WordStar*
A practical workshop course which teaches basic skills. £95.

WordStar* Workshop
A workshop to consolidate basic skills and teach advanced
commands. £95.

MailMerge* with Wordstar
Efficient use of WordStar for mailing using MailMerge. £95.

Wordprocessing with MultiMate*
A practical workshop course which teaches basic skills. £95.

Lotus 1-2-3*
A workshop course with advice on the design of worksheets
and on solving practical problems. £95.

Data Management with Delta*
Teaches how to design, define and implement systems using

Information Management with Cardbox*
A workshop course on design, applications and
implementation. £95.

Introduction to Microcomputers
Provides a basic understanding of microcomputer hardware,
software and peripherals. Establishes the criteria for selecting
and using micros. Explains the rudiments of programming. £95.

Fundamentals of BASIC Programming
Develops the first principles of BASIC programming so that
you can produce programs on a microcomputer. Gives
practical hands-on experience of micros. 2 days. f.190.

Improve Your BASIC
Brushes up and improves BASIC programming technique;
introduces sophisticated methods of file design, data
organisation, access methods and control. Examines software
tools. 2 days. £190.

Building Systems with dBASE II*
A detailed study of the dBASE II data management system
covering file design and indexing as well as applications
system design using the dBASE procedure language. 3 days.
£285.
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TRAINING

From

Company

Address

Nov 19

Nov22
Nov 28

Nov 29

Nov 30

Nov 23

Nov 20

Nov 21

Dec 19

Nov 12

Nov 13

Nov 15

Dec 11

NEXT COURSE DATES

Spreadsheeting with SuperCalc
A workshop course with advice on the design of worksheets
and on solving practical problems. £95.

UNIX*
An introduction to the facilities of the UNIX multi-user
operating system, including the file system, shells and editors.
and a review of the problems of system management.
3 days. £345.

The C Programming Language
A tutorial on the main features of the C language, with
extensive practical sessions on a multi-user UNIX system.
2 days. £230.

UNIX and C: 5 days. £500.

Communications
Introduces the techniques of communicating between micros,
from micros to peripherals and from micros to mainframes.
£125.

Dec 18

Dec 3

Dec 6

T B A

*NEW: THE SYMPHONY SERIES*
1-2-3 to Symphony*

A practical conversion workshop for existing 1-2-3 users. £95. T B A

Introduction to Symphony
Provides a concentrated introduction to the main elements T B A
including spreadsheeting, graphics, information management
and 'managers' wordprocessor. Teaches the basic skills
needed to use these features. 2 days. 190.

Symphony Workshop
Consolidates basic skills and teaches advanced features
including building systems with the integrated package and
command language. 2 days. £190.

All course fees are subject to VAT

MANAGING OFFICEAUTOMATION
A two-day seminar to prepare managementto devise and implement a successful officeautomation strategy It addresses key issues,presents current examples

and provides theopportun
toity

to discuss important
aspectsrelated the needs of your organisation.Sep 18-19; Oct 16- 17; Dec 4-5.

T B A

°.,f I I
IPI,... . Ara,/ A Please book places as follows n or send me more details Fi

ISend to, or phone: Course Date Places I
The Training Administrator, Digitus Ltd.

ILading House, 10-14 Bedford Street, I
Covent Garden, London WC2E 9HE
Tel: 01-379 6968 Telex 27950 ref 3005 J

In -Company Training
Digitus provides courses tailored
to the needs of individual
companies, from seminars for
management to detailed
training for office and
professional staff. Courses can
be held on company premises,
or at the Digitus Training Centre.
Contact the Training
Administrator for full details.

PCW1
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ICL OPD EXCLUSIVE 120
David Tebbutt made room for the One Per
Desk in his office and thinks ICL may be
about to make executives' dreams come
true-with a little help from Sinclair.
COMPUNET
Tony Hetherington logs onto the new
two-way networking service for
Commodore 64 owners.

134

DATA GENERAL ONE 136
A lapheld with a desktop size screen, PC
compatibility and up to two built-in disk
drives- Peter Bright makes knee -room for
DG's latest micro.

FILEVISION: 144
DATA WITH MEANING
A software package that makes the most of
the Mac- could this be the start of the
Macintosh software deluge?

IBM PC AT 160
Tired of watching rivals release PC
lookalikes? IBM has come up with another
machine for the opposition to chase. Peter
Bright joins in the hunt.

JUKI 6100 170
Daisywheel printing for less than f400 -
Simon Craven assesses the compromise
between speed and print quality.

LANGUAGE OF THE MICROCAT 188
The feather of my aunt is in my uncle's rock
garden - and other more serious
examples of the art of computerised
language translation.

ISO -PASCAL: PERFECT TIMING 193
The latest version of Pascal from Acornsoft
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EXTENDED
VERSION
Important new

features. Design
your own applic-
ations. Upgrades

from version 2
available. Brochure
available on request.

Dealer enquiries
welcome

I
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GRADE ONE
Computing
Services Ltd.,
Hawkshead
House,
Hope Street,
Glossop,
Derbyshire

SK13 9SB
Tel: 045.74 638191

66680

MASTER YOUR MICROS
MOTHER TO111GUE!

Cracking The Code on the
BBC MICRO
SINCLAIR X SPECTRUM
COMMODORE 64

£6.95
Escape the confines of BASIC with these practical
guides to machine code programming. The path to
professional programming expertise is made clear so
that you too can create fast, efficient
programs for only £6.95 each:

See these good value
paperbacks from the
PAN/PCN Computer Library
at your local computer book
stockist NOW!

0 PERSON A TI

Pan Books Ltd., Cavaye Place, London SW10 9PG Registered in England Registration No 389591
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We can liftyour micro
into a different league!
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MEMORY

BUILD A POWERFUL NEW MEMORY

With our compact Microcube, you can plug into
anything from 5Mb - 84Mb of hard disk storage. There are

two models available - both based on Rodime Winchester

disk drives. And they're a lot more useable than a sheaf of
floppy disks.

DEVELOP YOUR DEFENCES

Use Datavault and you can transfer data from disks

to the safety of removeable tape cartridges.

The Datavault checks every type of data as it goes in.

And if something doesn't make sense, it'll raise the alarm.

Datavault is controlled by easy -to -use software from

the microcomputer, so that anyone can make back-ups.

PRACTISE PASSING SKILLS

Our Combination unit is literally a Microcube plus a

Datavault in one bargain -priced unit. The disk holds 10, 21

or 42Mb. The tape section copies data from any Microcube.

WORKING AS A TEAM

With PC -link, up to 8 micros can use the same

Microcube, although using multiple PC -links, up to 64 can

be accommodated. There are three modes of operation -
single user, multi -terminal, and multi-user which requires its

own applications software. The system is so efficient that
each user can be completely unaware of the others.

A RANGE OF MICROS

ICE products are British designed, British built and
competitively priced.

They're compatible with a range of leading micros -
and with most software programs too. They're available with
interface cards and supporting software if required.

And we back their reliability with a one year parts and
labour guarantee, with 24 hour emergency service -we
come to you in all cases.

Phone ICE on Ashford (07842) 47271 for further

information.

THE MASS STORM PEOPLE
Littleton House, Littleton Road, Ashford, Middlesex 1W15 IUU. England

Telephone: Ashford (07842) 47271. Telex: 8952042 (ICE LTD G)
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DAISY WHEEL PRINTER,
SPRINT 12/20.

RETAIL PRICE: £595
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MULTIPLAN. WORDSTAR OR LOTUS 123
COURSES: 2 DAY COURSES. USUAL PRICE: £200.

ANY TWO COURSES PER PURCHASE.
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COMBINATION OF
128K MEMORY, PARALLEL

(PRINTER) PORT, AND
AUTOMATIC CLOCK/CALENDAR.

RETAIL PRICE: £395
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POPULAR
SPREADSHEET
DOCUMENTED FOR
THE ITT XTRA.
RETAIL PRICE:
£192
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Having been developed by the world's
leaders in IBM plug compatible workstations,
the ITT XTRA already boasts the highest
level of compatibility yet achieved.

How could we improve on that?
Well, the ITT XTRA comes from STC ;

one of the world's largest corporations and a
top ten UK communications company.

1111111111 II 111111

II I 111111

STC BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD

388 off
the extras.

Which means we'll give you all the
back-up you need: superb pre and
post -installation service, expert training, clear,
concise user manuals.

What more could we possibly offer?
Well, several offers actually.
Together, they add up to 388 off an

impressive list of ITT XTRA extras.
When you've decided that the ITT

XTRA is the right choice, you choose which
offers you want to take advantage of.

You can cash -in on all of them if you like.
Just call Freefone XTRA or write to us

for full details of the ITT XTRA, together
with a complete list of local dealers.

Visit one of them for a demonstration
and we're sure you'll soon be a proud owner
of an ITT XTRA.

You are then entitled to these big
discounts on this comprehensive range of
additional hardware and training courses.

Now, you can't discount a deal like that.

ITT XTRA
Personal Computer.

STC BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD., BUSINESS MICROCOMPUTERS. MAIDSTONE ROAD,
FOOTS CRAY, SIDCUP KENT DAI4 5HT. FREEFONE XTRA.



DON'T WASTE TIME DON'T WASTE VALUABLE TIME DON'T WASTE VALUABLE TIME STUDY ENGINEERS TIME

STOP - WATCH Management Services / Work Study Programs written and tested by professional Work Study Engineers STOP - WATCH

THIS IS A SELECTION FROM OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF DISCOUNTED PRODUCTS OF THOSE WHICH WE MOST HIGHLY RECOMMEND

Conventional Time Study £250.00
Production Study £250.00
Activity Sampling £150.00
Synthetic databank & SMV Compilation £150.00
MTM Compilation of SMV £100.00
Rating - Statistical Analysis £125.00
Multiple Linear Regression Analysis £75.00
The above software is being used by many large and
small Industrial and commercial organisations - List

Available

MISCELLANEOUS - SOFTWARE
Car Hire - Invoicing/Analysis/Drivers Pay £450.00
Basic Compiler £140.00
Applesoft Compiler £125.00
Typing Tutor £20.00
Membership 500 £200.00
Membership 2000 £350.00
Word Processing £90.00
Visicalc Apple/IBM £155.00
Multiplan - 2nd Generation electronic work
sheet £165.00

We can supply, deliver and install complete systems, train your staff
and get your Work Study Department computerised

HARDWARE - APPLE PRODUCTS
Apple Ile 64k £495.00
Disk Drive with controller (Ile) £200.00,
Disk Drive £150.00
12" Green Screen Monitor £85.00
Videx 80 column card £155.00
Accelerator II Faster than an IBM PC £299.00
Fast Dos - Speed up disk access by up to 20
times £20.00
80 Column Card (Ile) £63.00
Apple Ilc £840.00

PRINTERS & DISK DRIVES
Epson RX-80 Printer £225.00
Epson RX-80/FT Printer £250.00
Epson FX-80 Printer £365.00
Printer Interface for Epson £80.00
16k Printer Buffer £115.00
64k Printer Buffer £165.00
6 Mb Disk Drive (Floppy Cartridge Pack) £855.00
5 Mb Hard Disk Drive £900.00
10 Mb Hard Disk Drive £1100.00
20 Mb Hard Disk Drive £1950.00
Network - Shared system for use with Hard Disk £700.00
Work station Interfaces for Network £150.00
Add 15% VAT - carriage FREE for cash with order.

Radiusend Ltd., Sweetlands Cottage, Couchmans Green Lane, Staplehurst, KENT TN12 ORR Telephone 0580 891986

New Issue Microtest Starstick & Joystick Package
Announcing the arrival of the new issue 2+ ROM

Available now the NEW issue 2+ ROM & Joystick comes in three forms:
OPTION 1 The Starstick ROM and Quickshot I Joystick

Price £22.85 + £1.00 P&P
OPTION 2 The Starstick ROM and Quickshot II Joystick

Price £25.50 + £1.00 P&P
OPTION 3 The Starstick ROM and Patch Lead (choose your own

Atari/Spectrum style joystick)
Price £20.50 + £1.00 P&P

OPTION 4 Send your old version STARSTICK ROM back to us for
reprogramming to issue 2+
Price £3.50 + 50p P&P

Version 1.4 STARSTICK was 4K the new version has been squashed into 8K.
The NEW ISSUE ROM is compatible with latest' ACORNSOFT programs as well as REPLICA II.
As with the Version 1.4 issue of ROM you can at last connect good "self centring', "rapid action" joysticks
to the BBC Computer via the user port. (Model A owners please note that you do not need the analogue
interface fitted to your computer but you need the user port and IC76).
Pressing any combination of the BREAK key does not affect the STARSTICK software and now by
pressing TAB -BREAK REPLICA II is auto booted and is compatible with the STARSTICK ROM Version
2+.
The software patch provided in the ROM monitors O.S. calls and patches the Joystick to the Games
programs, and so will work with most games programs even programs not meant to function with
Joysticks (except those using illegal direct memory addressing).
The new command summary and description is:
'STICK enables the ROM.
'NSTICK disables the ROM.
'SETSTICK
'KSAVE
'KLOAD
'MAP
'CLEVER
'PLONK
*PROP1
'PROP2
'ANA
'KILL
'DOUBLE
TAB -BREAK
'PAUSE
-NPAUSE
'NAME
'HELP KEYS
'REPEAT

program joystick
save protocols set by 'SETSTICK.
load protocols saved by 'KSAVE.
remap current keyboard definitions, play games using your favourite keys
intelligent loading of software (ensuring ACORN/STARSTICK compatibility).
relocate area of work memory used.
proportional joystick emulator 1.
proportional joystick emulator 2.
patches joysticks via the analogue port to games.
ROM manager, disables troublesome ROMS.
replace up to two joysticks.
Auto boots REPLICA II.
define key to freeze game.
disable 'PAUSE.
predefined key protocols.
display current key protocols.
enables ROM based auto repeat.

'NREPEAT disables 'REPEAT.
Should a contention state occur when two ROMs or more try to use the same 'command prefixing any of
the above with M will help solve the problem.

Version 2+ has been tried with ACORNSOFT titles up to and including Aviator.

Available from:
MICROTEST LTD

18 NORMANDY WAY BODMIN, CORNWALL. Tel: 0208 3812
OR ANY GOOD DEALER, DEALER AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

VISA

8 PCW



CHRISTMAS CRACKER.
A MEGABYTE DISC

SYSTEM FOR £29995
If you're thinking of upgrading your BBC

Micro, your hunt for value ends here.
A one Megabyte disc drive (unformatted)

double sided 80/40 track, hardware switchable
and a double density Acorn compatible disc
interface, for a combined price of S,299.95,
including VAT

But it doesn't stop there. Because the
Opus name is second to none when it comes to

reliability. Our drives have been tested to the
limit - running for 8,000 hours without failure
- that's a year of continuous use.

And that's why we have the confidence to
give a two year guarantee on all our drives.

No other company can give you that
reassurance.

So get cracking. The offer closes on
Christmas Eve.

5 SINGLE DISC
DRIVES.
 All 1/2 height.
 Low power

consumption.
 Comprehensive manual.
 Direct drive mechanism.

 Free utilities disc.
 Fast access time.

5400 100K Single sided 40 Track s,129.95
5401 100K Single sided 40 Track £149.95
5402 200K Double sided 40 Track £169.95
5802 400K Double sided hardware switchable
80 40 Track-£199.95

53/4" DUAL DISC
DRIVES.
 Metal cased and all

necessary leads.
 Separate power supply.
 Utilities disc and manual.
5401D 200K/400K on line S/sided 40 Track -1,349.95
5402D 400K/800K on line D/sided 40 Track ,399.95
5802D 800K 1.6 Megabyte on line D/sided

hardware switchable 80/40 Track S.,499.95

OPUS 32K RAMBANK.
A 32K sideways RAM board to boost the capabilities of
your micro.
Unlike ROMS, each block is individually write selectable
and can write protected to ensure against accidental
erasure.
If you're running short of ROM sockets, the RAM card
allows you to load utilities as and when they are needed.
 Uses low power 64K dynamic RAM chips.  Simple to
install.  Consists of 2 x 16K blocks of sideways RAM.
 Two year guarantee £49.95
FLOPPY DISCS.
3" cartridge £5.75 each or £25.95 for 5.
51/4" Discs -with full 5 year warranty and free library
case. S/SS/D £17.95 for 10. S/SD/D £19.95 for 10.
D/SD/D £21.95 for 10. S/S 80 Track £25.95 for 10.
D/S 80 Track £27.95 for 10.

DOUBLE DENSITY
DISC INTERFACE.
The ultimate Acorn
compatible disc inter-
face for your BBC Micro
Z-80 and 6502 2nd
Processor.
 Utilities on ROM including: Format and verify, tape to
disc transfer, automatic 40/80 Track selection, auto-
matic density selection, unique mass copy routine,
powerful machine code operating system giving up to
248 files, 80% faster than single density. Easy to install.
Free user manual supplied £129.95
STOP PRESS FOR DEALERS: new dealer prices available.
Please ring us for information.

OPUS PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM BOOTS,
SPECTRUM,JOHN MENZIES, ALLDERS AND OTHER
GOOD COMPUTER STORES NATIONWIDE.

OPUS SUPPLIES LTD.
158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE.
Opening hours: 9.00-5.30pm Monday -
Friday. 9.00-1.00pm Saturday.

Cr-(5, 01-7018668
(`-') 01-703 6155

Telex: 295931

ETo: Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE.Please7
rush me the following: (ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & CARRIAGE.)

Quantity Description Price

I enclose a cheque for £
Or please debit my credit card account with
the amount of £
My Access/Barclaycard (please tick) No. is

TOTAL

Name

Address

Telephone
Aw

Opus.
Opus Supplies Ltd.
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Micro General the Specialists for Printer Selection
Contact us for our expert advice on all your Interfacing problems

It's not just a question of plug in and lets go. There are now over 200 different connector situations. How do you know that your
computer will accept the printer of your choice? We at Micro General do not sell boxes off the shelf. As computer engineers we
help you to choose and install the right printer for your computer. The advice is free and it could save you some embarrassing
mistakes - Buy from us for peace of mind.

2 YEAR WARRANTY NOW AVAILABLE ON SELECTED PRODUCTS

APRICOT Fl - a full blown business micro
Fa the first time business user a genuine
business machine with some amazing 'high
tech' features. - See the Apricots mouse
execute previously complex tasks at a single
key stroke, and the new infra -red device means
there's no cable connection to the keyboard,
giving desk top planning a new meaning

 256K RAM 720 single disk
 MS-DOS and Concurrent CP/M.
 Rapid Display manipulation and special

effects,
 Expansion and Outport facilities.
 Colour/Mono Monitor or VHF for your T.V.
 Extremely light (under 13Ibs) - totally

portable.
 Price includes SuperWriter, SuperCalc, &

SuperPlanner software.
 Well over 1000 software packages now

available,
LEASE Fl from f6 per week
CALL FOR DETAILS DEMO NOW

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
Bring your micro to us and match with our range of
printers - full workshop facilities available to iron
out all technical hitches! CALL US FOR PRIN SAMPLES

TRADE or PRIVATE CUSTOMERS take advantage of our

INTERFACING CONSULTANCY
INTERFACES It CABLES AVAILABLE FOR:

VIC 20
PET

SPECTRUM
ATARI
BBC

APPLE

NEW BRAIN
ORIC

DRAGON
COMMODORE 64

TANDY
SHARP

OSBORNE
SIRIUS
SAGE

SINCLAIR QL

and more!

EPSON MATRIX PRINTERS

EPSON RX8OT 100 cps £210 -1 -VAT

EPSON RX80F/T 100 cps £240+VAT

EPSON FX80 160 cps £360+VAT

EPSON RX100 100 cps £390+VAT

EPSON FX100 160 cps £499 -1 -VAT

EPSON LQ1500 200 cps £1100+VAT

BROTHER HR15 DAISY WHEEL
 Diablo code compatibility
 3K Buffer
 2 colour printing
 Super & Sub Script
 Auto underline
 Proportional spacing

LOW COST

TRACTOR FEED AND

AUTO CUT SHEET FEED

AVAILABLE

PLUG-IN KEYBOARD OPTION - £1 50+VAT

Sc

BBC
MAZZI MICRO

INTERNAL
Er STAND

ALONE

BUFFERS

from
£65+VAT

'111711.1: 4.1:1R 11114;14U I

MICROLINE LOW COST PRI
 UP to 25% faster truu-put than

nearest rival.
 Near letter quality (92/93/84)
 Ideal printer for business

systems.
 High Res Graphics

(92/93/84)

Microline 80 80 cps f195 + at
Microline 82A 120 cps £215 + vat
Alkaline 83A 126 cps £450 + Vat
I M82A & M83A serial & parallel
interfaces are standard)

MICrOfille 84 200 cps £750 vat

Sheet feeder for IBM version available

M84 f299

Militia 92 160 cps f415 + vat

Microline 93 160 cps

£550 + VAT
The ideal altemative

to EPSON FX100 -
Faster thru-put and
near letter quality.

Recommended for

IBM, SIRIUS,

APRICOT.

PRINTER SWITCHES

from £85 plus VAT.

HIGH SPEED
HIGH QUALITY
LOW PRICE!!

CANON PW-1080A
 160 cps and quiet too!
 High Resolution graphics
 Down loading for user -optional characters.
 Near letter quality - italic, gothic and orator

fonts optional
 Epson Code compatibility

SMP NSW JUKI 6100 DAISYWHEEL PRINTER 18cps £355+vAT

icro Always call for the best possible price 1E3"4" Access Visaeneral (Pcw 12) Unit 25, Horseshoe Park, PANGBOURNE, READING, RG8 7JW Tel: 07357 4466

DEALER/OEM ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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The Olivetti PC offers many
unique features and benefits
when compared to the IBM
PC.
The Olivetti PC is:
- FASTER
- CHEAPER
- TOTALLY

FUNCTIONALLY
COMPATIBLE

- VERSATILE
-A HIGHER

RESOLUTION
MONITOR

It is equally at home in a
small business or as a stand
alone desktop in a large
corporate company linked to
a mainframe.

M24; dual 320Kb disk drive;
128Kb RAM: Keyboard,
screen and MSDOS £1939
M24; dual 320Kb disk drive;
128Kb RAM; keyboard; col-
our monitor & MSDOS£2347

M24; 10Mb Integral hard
disk; 1 x 320Kb floppy disk;
128Kb RAM; keyboard,
screen & MSDOS £3899
M24; dual 320Kb disk drive;
128Kb RAM; keyboard,
screen, MSDOS & Lotus
123 £2199
M24; dual 320Kb disk drive;
128Kb RAM; keyboard,
screen, MSDOS & Sym-
phony £2299

BEST

SELLING SOFTWARE
Lotus 1-2-3 - Remarkable integrated

spreadsheet and information manage-
ment package incorporating colour
graphics for the IBM PC £375.00

WordStar - Most popular word-
processing program, easily integrated
with MailMerge, SpellStar, Star index
and SuperSort enhancements £295.00

Delta - Comprehensive and sophisti-
cated database program with '3-D' file
structures, links to Lotus 123, MultiPlan
and WordStar £495.00

Flight simulator - Full colour game
for both the novice and the potential
fighter pilot on the IBM PC

Word - Completely new approach to
wordprocessing, easy enough for first
time user; includes Mailmerge; Styles
Sheets, Formatting £379.00

Chart - Microsoft chart lets you get
your point across; easy to use, versatile.
Easy to move data from multiplan to
chart £220.00

Multiplan - extremely easy to use
with commands and formulas in plain
English, power to do many things, line
linking information on different work
sheets £179.00

Symphony - Complementary follow-
up to 1-2-3 from Lotus including word
processing, integrated spreadsheet,
communications, database and colour
graphics £550.00

dBase ll - Powerful database man-
agement and applications generator with
optional graphics and development tools

£365.00

Friday - Personal file management
package for the novice with quick custom
reporting £195.00

Framework - Integrated package
featuring word processing, spreadsheet,
graphics, data management £495.00

CBASIC - Widely used commercial
programming language for business
applications development, interpreter
also available £115.00

(CP/M86.250.00)

Wordcraft

Pegasus Software -
Purchase ledger - Sales ledger-
Nominal ledger- Stock control -
Payroll

TASHA BUSINESS SYSTEMS
191 Kensington High Street, London W8
VAT 15%. Prices are subject to change without prior notice

The HP 150 Personal Computer, with HP Touch

The HP150 optical touch screen
computer is the visible product of
Hewlett Packard's "Major Step" into
business computing. In the HP150,
the company has achieved IBM PC
compatibility without the accom-
panying dull conformity. Hence the
small physical size (first-time view-
ers are always amazed), touch -
sensitive screen, the ultra -reliable
31/2" Sony drives or up to 15
megabyte Winchester drives. In

brief, the HP150 is Intel 8088 -
based, runs at 8MHz under MS-
DOS 2.0 with a user-friendly front
end and has a touchscreen display.

[hp]

The machine is supplied with 256
Kbytes of RAM, expandable to 640
Kbytes, and is packaged with MS-
DOS. The user is guided through
tasks by highlighted soft -keys which
replace traditional function menus.
Selections only need to be pointed
to, you don't even have to make
contact with the screen. The
keyboard only comes into use to
type changed names or similar data
entries. The bit -mapped screen
offers a resolution of 512 x 390
(graphics) or 720 x 378 (alpha-
numeric).

VOLUME AND EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT
GIVEN TO UNIVERSITIES/COLLEGES & CO'S

THE PORTABLE
Phone: 01-938 1588 for availability

Macintosh
Selected number one best value personal computer

by Which Computer? magazine

Multiplan - Multiplan and Chart
are two programs that work
together to help you rapidly analyse
large amounts of information, form
opinions and convey those opinions
to others £149.00

Clickart - Create documents that
are fun to write and that make a
lasting impression - It is starting
point for developing your own
creativity on the Macintosh ...£39.00

Maccessories Dust Cover - An
anti static cover to protect your
Macintosh and keyboard from the
elements.

Habadex - Desk top management
POA

Filevision - The first software that
combines a practical filing system
with a simple to use,
object -orientated drawing system
which lets you quickly visualize your
data. Instead of sorting through
tedious line -by-line listings.

Main Street Filer £199.00

GAMES
Millionaire £55.00
Zork 1 £31.00

Zork 2 £46.00

Zork 3 £46.00
Witness £46.00

Deadline POA

Infidel POA

Mac the Knife £31.00

Macforth £119.00
de Vinci POA

Buildings £36.00

Landscapes £36.00

Interior £36.00

Sargon III POA

Omnis 1 POA

Omnis 2 POA
Omnis 3 POA

Tel: 01-937 3366, ext 48 (line open for orders)
Telex: 946240 (CWEASY G). Ref: 19001120

Open for business
9.30am-6.30pm
Mon to Sat



software that
hard tobeat...

TASWORD TWO
The Word Processor *

"If you have been looking for a word
processor, then look no further":

CRASH June 1984
"The number of on -screen prompts,
together with the excellent manual, make it
ideal - even for an absolute beginner"

PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD
September 1983

"Without doubt, the best utility I have
reviewed for the Spectrum":

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY April 1984

TASWORD TWO ZX 48K Spectrum £13.90

TASWORD MSX
The Word Processor

The Tasman Word Processor for MSX
microcomputers.
All the features of the Spectrum version.
TASWORD MSX MSX Computers £13.90

TASCOPY

The Screen Copier
Screen copy software for ZX Interface 1.
Print high resolution screen copies (in a
choice of two sizes), and also large
"shaded" copies with different dot
densities for the various screen colours.
Tascopy supports all eight pin dot matrix
printers with Epson type control codes. e.g.
Epson RX-80 and FX-80, Shinwa CP-80,
Mannesmann Tally MT -80, Star DMP510/
515, Brother HR5.

TASCOPY ZX Spectrum f9.90

ryou do not want to cut this magazine just write
your order and post to:
TASMAN SOFTWARE, dept. EC11, Springfield
House, Hyde Terrace, Leeds LS2 9LN.

I enclose a cheque/P.O. made payable to Tasman
Software Ltd. OR charge my ACCESS number

I

I

NAME

ADDRESS

TASWORD 464
The Word Processor

The Amstrad implementation of Tasword
Two plus many extra features.
TASWORD 464 Amstrad CPC 464 £19.95

TASMERGE
The Mail Merger

Transfer data from MASTERFILE to
TASWORD TWO! Letters and forms typed
on TASWORD TWO can be printed with
addresses and data taken from
MASTERFILE. The mail merge facility allows,
for example, multiple copies of a letter to be
printed, each containing a different name
and address taken from your MASTERFILE
data. To use TASMERGE you must have one
or more microdrives as well as TASWORD
TWO and MASTERFILE by Campbell
Systems. (version 9 or later).

TASMERGE ZX 48K Spectrum £10.90

TASPRINT
The Style Writer

A must for dot-matrix printer owners! Print
your program output and listings in a choice
of five impressive print styles. TASPRINT
utilises the graphics capabilities of dot-
matrix printers to form, with a double pass
of the printhead, output in a range of five
fonts varying from the futuristic DATARUN
to the hand -writing style of PALACE SCRIPT.
TASPRINT drives all dot-matrix printers with
bit image graphics capabilities and can be

used to print TASWORD text files. TASPRINT
gives your output originality and style!
TASPRINT ZX 48K Spectrum f9.90
TASPRINT Amstrad CPC 464 f9.90

TASWIDE
The Screen Stretcher

With this machine code utility you can write
your own Basic programs that will, with
normal PRINT statements, print onto the
screen in the compact lettering used by
TASWORD TWO. With TASWIDE you can
double the information shown on the
screen!

TASWIDE ZX 48K Spectrum f5.50

TASMAN PRINTER INTERFACE
Plug into your Spectrum and drive any
printer fitted with the Centronics standard
parallel interface. Supplied complete with
ribbon cable and driving software.
changeable interface software makes it
easy to send control codes to your printer
using the method so successfully pioneered
with TASWORD TWO. The cassette also
contains fast machine code high resolution
full width SCREEN COPY SOFTWARE for
Epson, Mannesmann Tally, Seikosha,
Shinwa, Star, and Tandy Colour Graphic (in
colour!) printers. Compatible with
microdrives and ZX Interface 1.

PRICE £39.90

TASMAN SOFTWARE
All prices include VAT and post and packaging.
Telephone Access Orders: Leeds (0532) 438301

* Available from larger branches of Boots

SOFTWARE
Springfield House, Hyde Terrace, Leeds LS2 9LN. Tel: (0532) 438301

PRICE -IICOMPUTER ITEM

f

Ouside Europe add ft for each item
airmail £ TOTAL £

Send me the FREE Tasman brochure
describing your products. tick here: El
I would like to know more about your
programs for:
ZX Spectrum Ei MSX Amstrad CPC 464 Ei

I

I

I

I

12 PC IN
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COMMODORE 64
_____MOWFROM

.

Special offer£175
Commodore 64 £175
CZN Recorder £39
Disk Drive £174
Monitor £174
Printer £174
Printer 1526 £300
Printer Plotter £99
RS232C £30
Easy Script £65
Easy Stock
Future Finance

£65
£65

Simons Basic £43
Assembler Tutor £26
Pat Speed £43
English Language £8
Biology £8
Mathematics 1 £8
Mathematics 2 £8
Geography £8
History £8
Physics £8
Chemistry £8
Radar Rat Race £8
Sea Wolf £8
Clowns £8
Jupiter Lander £8
Music Composer £8
Reference Guide (Book) £10

Catch Up
with your

kids.
Meet the

BBC Micro.

MIGHTY MICROS
CASIO

The PB 700:
4k RAM expandable to
16k -25k ROM graphics

The FP200:
8k RAM expandable to
32k RAM -32k ROM ex-
pandable to 40k, 20 char -
acter x 8 line

INTRODUCING A
BUSINESS COMPUTER
SMALL ENOUGH TO FIT
INTO A BRIEFCASE ...

MZ
SHARP 700
Now available in
Limited quantities

-y

, . _._ -

£141
MZ-700 64K £141

Cassette Player £34
Printer Colour £113
Printer P5 £250
Printer Cable 77?
Joystick M
Database £26
Word Processing £26
Pascal Language £34
Non -VAT Accounts £17
Easi-VAT , £26
700 Explained (Book) £6

SHARP MZ-80A
MZ-80SFDD/Orive
Expansion Unit

U50
£50

Printer P4 pm
Master Diskette £25
MZ-804FlInterface £80

,

iffilliffik
Br , - - =1

£339
The chances are that your

children already know the
BBC Micro. Because it's the
microcomputer which is
being ordered by the major-
ity of British schools.

The same machine forms
the heart of the BBC's
massive computer literacy
proj ect.

It also has a wide range of
accessories which give it

truly professional capabili-
ties. And there's an even
wider range of software,
covering games, education
al programs and business
programs.

4.
... but big enough to handle a
variety of tasks!

Sharp's amazing new PC 5000
business computer has unlimited
potential. For instance, you can use it
as an executive word processor or
Database management System. Use
it to plan budgets and taxes and
forecast your cash flow. Or use it for
time and project planning, com-
munications to other computers and
electronic mail facilities.

Thanks to its 128k byte bubble
memory you can even use it on the
move. Find out more about the
amazing PC 5000 portable business
computer - Telephone 01-938
1588, ext 46.
soSharp PC 500016 -bit 8088 proces-

r, MSDOS operating system; LCD
screen, inbuilt printer, bubble mem-
ory cartridges, battery/mains power.

THE
EPSON HX-20

£399
ff--i mil, -0.-. ,,
OGIQQ... ,
- T , . . 0.00.. .1000.P.minim

, crlallaltuti6110PPIPPill=
cla1611010101u10P010.011 SHARP PORTABLES

PC -15004 Comp ???
PC -1500 Comp £120
CE -150 Printer £110
4K Ram CE 151 £39
8K Ram CE 155 £64
8K Ram Battery £79
CE 158 RS232
CE 158 Recorder

£120
£32

PC -1251
PC -1251 Computer E.04

CE 125 Interface f79

0

LYNX
48K
RAM

£79

£798 + VAT
Nothing like it exists

for the money
"A computer that costs under
£800, has the power of many
desk top micros, weighs under
4Ib and fits neatly into a brief-
case? There's got to be a
catch."
Sorry, there isn't. In fact the
Epson PX-8 has even more to
offer. Complete with a word
processing package and other
business software it is practi-
cally a portable office. Whether
you're on a train, in a car or out
to lunch, with a PX-8 at your
fingertips you can write letters,
documents or retrieve anything
from a vast memory of stored
information. Having a battery
operated PX-8 around makes
life so much easier.

,,IN

THINIUET
PRINTER

£425

[4] HEWLETT
PACKARD

THE EPSON
CX21 ACOUSTIC
COUPLERTHE

OLIVETTI
M10

CPU: 80085 8 bit CMOS, 8k
expandable to 32k

£560
The M10 is useful in business and
professional applications and in the
home. Typical areas of activity
include:

0 Office administration: mainte-
nance of records

0 secretarial activities: word pro-
cessing, filing telephone calls,
etc.

D telecommunications for stock
braking or sales

El electronic mailing

0 stores and warehouses: stock
control using a bar code reader.

__ ___

- ---_,
. iris

Portable
Transmission Speed
300 baud £160

PRINTERS
Silentype II Printer £200
I magewriter DM P £385
Apple Colour Plotter £660
Epson FX100 £459
Epson FX80 £339
Epson RX8OT £229
Epson RX8OFT £259
Apple Printer £350
Paper Tiger 445 £199
Brother HR15 £399
Brother EP44 £220
Juki 6100 £325
Silver Reed:
EX500 Parallel £290
EX500 Serial £329
EX550 Parallel £399
EX44 Typewriter £273
EX43 Typewriter £248

MSX

COMPUTERS
JVC
HC-7GB
64K RAM £275
HC -R105
High speed data reader

£90

SANYO
MPC 100 £299
MLT 001
Light -pen £90

SONY
HIT -BIT 64K £299

HBD 50
Microdisk drive £349

PRN/C41

Plotter/printer £249

JS55 joystick £20

INTRODUCING

THE NEW EPSON MICRO

PRINTER AT ONLY £87
......._ .

aft*
ideal for use with the BBC Micro

and most popular home
computers, Parallel and RS232

versions available
Quality and Versatility
The Epson P-40 is part of the new 'P range',
which offers a micro printer with print quaiity
identical to that found in the Epson range of
superior printers. The P-40 is the first low
cost printer that can print 480 dots per line
which means it can reproduce graphs, and
pictures beautifully. The P-40 can offer three
kinds of column capacities: 20 columns, 40
columns and 80 columns (condensed) - no
other compact printer offers such a selection.
Light, Quiet and Cost Efficient
Since the P-40 is a thermal printer, operation
is particularly quiet and there's no ink ribbon
to change. Maintenance is simple. In addition
the P-40 portable battery -driven printer has
four rechargeable f4iCad batteries built into
the printer which can be recharged in 6 hours.
It's simple, economic and easy to use.
To Quality Image and High Speed
Printing
The quality of printing in all Epson printers is
unequalled and the P-40 is no exception A
superior Epson head design featuring nine
dots together with its ability to express small
letters ensures superior legibility. The com-
pact P-40 also provides high speed printing
with 45cps.

Sell Test Function
The P-40 compact thermal printer has a.

useful self test function.

t

J.
to - - -- -'a It t. -.

- aMONITORS
Kaga 12" gn £109
Kaga 12" amber £109
Kaga 12" colour £199

Kaga 12" hi res £270
Kaga 12" super hires £399
RGB colour card £78

EPSON
It's the only way

to work

to tictisstv '
. vietuito e.,

FEE! Pea 4130-
I" w et aios '''''
Ole&

JUKI 6100
A letter quality full -featured
daisywheel printer with
graphic mode and word
processing function 18 cps
print speed.

£325

SILVER REED
EXP 500

A letter quality Printer
1 6CPS Print -Speed

£2 7 0

TASHA BUSINESS SYSTEM Tel: 01-937-3366, ext 49 Open tor business

191 Kensington High Street London W8 Telex: 946240 (CWEASY G) Ref: 1900120 Mo30n

9.am-6t('
Sat0pm

VAT: Add 15%, Price are subject to change without prior notice.

- -......,...



By Order of the Liquidator C. J. Chambers Esq., F.C.A. of Arthur Young McClelland Moores & Co

Re

IMAGINE SOFTWARE LTD
TURNER AND SONS (1810)

Will sell by Public Tender in Individual Lots

EXCELLENT RANGE OF MODERN
COMMERCIAL AND HOME COMPUTERS

AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
Briefly:
Fifteeen "Sage" wordprocessors; Alpha micro 1042E computer; Televideo, Ambassador Ann Arbor,
Sirius, Apple, Mackintosh, Lisa, Kode, Dragon, Atari, Commodore, Acorn, BBC and Sinclair computers
"Mannesmann" and "Apple" printers; disk drives; approx 28 VDU screens; approx 20 portable colour
television sets; "Otari" model MX/5050611 tape deck; cassette decks; transformers; joy sticks; extensive
literature etc.
Office equipment includes Executive desks and armchairs; typewriters; typists' chairs etc.
On view Monday and Tuesday 10th and 11th of December 1984 from 10am to 4pm at Silkhouse Court, 11th
Floor, Tithebarn Street, Liverpool L2 2LE. Further details and catalogues from the Auctioneers' Offices,
28/36 Roscoe Street, Liverpool L1 9DW. Tel: 051-709 4005. Also from the Liquidator's Offices, Silkhouse
Court, Tithebarn Street, Liverpool L2 2LE.

OVEN-

 80 columns/100 CPS
 9 x 11 matrix for letter -quality

printing
 High resolution graphics
 Adjustable tractor feed
 2 interfaces selectable by dip -

switch: parallel/Centronics + serial/
EIA RS -232C

Dot Matrix and
Daisy Wheel Printers
DP80/81 £196.00
DP100 £263.00
DWP1120 £299.00

PLUS VAT

DP -100

10% DISCOUNT
FOR
CHEQUES WITH ORDER
CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

SEND NOW TO:

SOUTH COAST CASH REGISTERS LTD
FREEPOST, BLANDFORD, DORSET Tel: 0258 56700
PLEASE ALLOW 14 DAYS DELIVERY

14 PC R'



Looking for the
right Dealer?

~-100re. 201400.-41116110111140.

You've decided what equipment
to buy-Now we'll show you who
can supply it.
The Dealer File lists dealers under products, its easy
to use and takes the guesswork out of your selection.

Its absolutely FREE and it could prove to be invaluable to you
Obtain your FREE copy by telephoning us on 01 350 2020 or by
completing the FREEPOST coupon and sending it to: -

The

alt005,tif: File
The Dealer File Limited
FREEPOST
London SW11 3BR L

release send me The Dealer File FREE of chargel

Name:

Address:

Telephone number:
I am interested in the following products:-

PCW/12/84

J

PC W 15



Call us LAST with your best quotes

APRICOT SIRIUS
PC, Xi, Fl, Portable, Point 7, Point 32

Please ring for the BEST Apricot and Sinus deals that you ever heard . . .!

B M
BM PC 64K 2 DS Drives+Mono +Pdrit AD. +DOS £1780
BM PC 64K 2 DS Drives+Colour+Phnt AD. +DOS £1995
BM XT 128K DS Drive+Mono+PrInt AD. +DOS E2950
BM XT 128K DS Drive + Colour-kPrint AD. +D05 01190
BM Portable with Word & Mouse £1995

Macintosh Macwrite+Macpaint+Etc £1499
Apple 11E/IIC £449/C799
OLIVETTI
Olivitti M24 128K. DOUBLE DRIVES 0590
Olivetti M24 128K, 10MB HARD DISK F2995

SANYO
Sanyo 550 with £750 worth software £595
Sanyo 555 with 21000 worth software £790
COMPAQ
Compaq 256K RAM, 2 Drives +MSDOS £1795
Compaq 256K RAM, 10MB Hard Disk+ Dnve 23250
TELEVIDEO
Televideo Tele-PC 1605

El 4tTelevideo TPC-111 Portable

EPSON
Epson 0510192k RAM, Dual DD, Free Software £14N
Epson PX-8 64k, CPM, Basic, Wordstar, Cardin. £13

COLOMBIA
Colombia MPC Twin disks, mono, bundled software
Colombia VP Portable same as above
KAYPRO
Kaypro 2 Twin single sided and tree software
Kaypro 1 Twin double sided and free software

£895
£1275

Kaypro 10 with 10Mb HO and free software 21995
NEC
NEC APC-III Coming, ring for the details CALL
NEC APC Mono, dual drive, 128k, 2Mb 8 disks 21890
NEC APC (same as above but colour)
NEC PC -8800 Monitor, printer. CPM, 5" Drives

£2295
£995

NEC P5-8000 Colour, printer, 2 drives, CPM F995
NEC Portable PC8201 2399

Hewlett Packard HP 150 £2295
Hyperion 256K, Ram disk, 2 drives, free software 01995
Wren with built In modern
Einstein Colour, Twin DD

£995
£499

MULTI USER COMPUTERS
Altos Xenlx, MPM86, 1 to 8 Users, Ethernet POA
Televideo 8 or 18 bit, 80MB, 2 to 32 users POA
Northstar Dimension PC Comet. 15MB HD, 2 user with 128k

24995
Personal Mini (IBM PC Compatible Multi user system) £9750
HOBBY MICROCOMPU-
TERS
Enterprise CALL
Spectrum 48K
Sinclair CIL

2119
£349

BBC Model B £329
Commodore 64
Acorn Electron

059
£159

Oric Atmos
Please ring for add-ons and software

2115

PRI
DOT MATRIX
Citizen 160cps/40cps NLO 2399
Smith Corona 200/300 NLO 095/2479
Canon PW1080A/1156A (NLQ) F265/2395
Canon PJI080A (Ink Jet
Kaga Taxan KP810/910 NLIG)

2389
2259/2389

Data /807roducts 8050
Brother EP44 659

POA
£195

Brother HR5
Brother HR1

£129
£446

Epson P40/P80 015/£150
Epson JX80 Colour £499
Epson RX8OFT+
Epson FX80

2239
059

Epson FIX100FT 2359
Epson PAIOOFT
Epson 101500

056
E895

Fujitsu P1340/1351 (24pin)
Shinwa CTI-CPO

CALL
£179

Prism 80S £895
Prism 132S (Colour) 099
Microprism FT (S&P)
Mannesmann Tally MT80

2299
0185

Mannesmann Tally MT160
Mannesmann Tally MTI80

£385
2579

Seikosha GP700A (Colour)£349
Seikosha GP250X
Selkosha GP550A

£199
£219

Selkosha GPI 00A
NEC

£149
099

TEC 1550 (Serial) £489
Microline 82A
Microline 92P

£239
2359

Microline 93P 068
Microline 83P
Microline 84P

2449
2859

Microline 2410P £1590
Star Gemini 100/150
Star Delta 10X/150

2219/£299
2335/2429

Star Radix 10X/15X
Toshiba 2100H (LO)

C445/F525
0309

Texas Instruments 810/L0
Texas Instruments 855/L0

21190
0595

Anadex DP9725 (240cps)
Anode), WP6000 (330cps)

0195
£1990

Anadex DP6500 (500cps)
ORE -Newbury DRI 8820

0990
£845

ORE -Newbury 061 8937
Hermes 6128

21745
£1690

Armtek DP9500 (180cps)
Anadex DP9620 (240cps)

£850
£985

Siemens Ink
Diablo 150C Colour Ink Jet £890

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Brother HR15 2349
Brother HR25/35 2595/099
Juki 6100 £299
Suer -Data £279
Daisystep 2000 £269
Qume 9/45-55 F1495/21850
Qum, 11/40-55 0195/E1279
NEC 3510 S or £1190
NEC 2010 Sore 2659
NEC 2050 for IB ) £699

£695
£1199
£795

£1445
£1750

29951E1250
£1250

21119/r249
£295
£799

Diablo 620 RO
Diablo 630 API
Ricoh 1300
Ricoh 1600
Ricoh 2600RP
TEC F10-40
TEC F10-50
Smith Corona TPI/L100
Silver Reed EXP (12cps)
Brother EM101 K013

AUTO SHEET FEEDERS
Genesis (Juki/Tec/Nec/Ricoh/Diablo)
Rutishauser Mechanical 095
Rutrhauser Electra Mechanical £479
Tractor Feeds £159

CONSUMABLES
Parallel Cables £25
Serial Cables £22
Dust Covers from £10
Disk Storage Boxes 5.25" F25
Disk Storage Box 3.50" £23
Computer Paper 1109.5 (2000) £15
Computer Paper 11 x14 (2000) F20
Ribbons for all printers POA
5.25" Disks (SSSEI/SSDO) 010/230
3.50" Disks (Box) 05

MONITOR
MONOCHROME
Sanyo SMI2N (Green, 15mhz) £79
Sanyo DM8112 CX (18mhz) £89
Philips 12" (Green) 039
Kaga 125 Green) E98
Kaga I2A Amber) £110
BMC 12"( reen) £79
BMC 12" High Res £99
Novex (Amber) £99
Vanier (Green/Ambernilt/Sw) £95
Swivel and Tilt Monitor Stand £22

COLOUR
Kaga KI2R1 £199
Kaga 4121110 RGB/PAL 2249
Sinclair vision OL £235
Novex 14" RG8 £239
Luxor 14" (Super Res, 800 dot) 2495
Dyneer 14CMI640 x200 099
Dyneer 14CH1720 x350 £575
Sanyo 00312531 (360 dot) £189
Sanyo C03117M (620 dot) £295
Sanyo CD3I 15H (720 dot) 0911
Fidelity CMI4 12mhz, ROB and COMP £185
Microvitec monitors RA
Princeton BOB HI -Res £427

TERMINALS
Oume OVT 102 2495
Oume GOT 108 £649
Gume GOT 211GX (Tektron ice) £058
Oume GOT 103 (DEC VT100) 2795
Kokusai KOS (7I/1925, WS) 2449
Televideo 924/925/950 Best Price
Zentec (various emu latlons) £495
Hazeltine Esprit 2449
Hazeltine Esprit 11 1455
Hazeltine Esprit III (101950) £825
Tatung VT4200 £499
Wyse leff50 2545
Wyse WY75 £699

PLOTTERS
HP 7470/7475 096/21290
Watanabe MPI000 £699
Watanabe WX4636 £2165
MT Pixy Plotter (with SF) £495
Act Writer 80/81 E528/2895
Gould Bryans DP7 £1255
Houston DMP40 (2 Pen) £899
Rowland OXY800 £495
Rowland 050880 (8 Pen/A3) 0350
Strobe 8 Pen drum plotter £055

SOFTWARE
Lotus 1-2-3/Symphony (IBM, Dec, Wang) 2295/079
Open Access (IBM/Apricot) £395
Framework £490
[base 11/11I 075/2395
Exchange (4 Int. Package) £495
Friday £159
Card-Box/Plus 2139/£295
News Agents System £500
Volkswnter Deluxe £195
Integrated Travel Agents System £750
Motor Trader Int. System 21000
Insurance Brokers F1500
Autocad (2 Dim. CAD Package) £550
Doodle (CAD Package for IBM/Apricot) 2895
Cadplan (CAD with Autodimensioning) £1500
Smartwork (Circuitilloard Desig n 21395
Sage Acc/Executive £295/2590
Pulsar/Compact/Peachtree/Pegasus ham £150
Microsoft Project 2375

Pertmaster/Milestone 2850/2295
Ones1/11/111 E156/296/099
Everyman/Knowledgeman 079/095
Concurrent C PM86 with windows £175
Multi Tool Word with Mouse F275
Multimate £250
Superwriter VI.10 ............. ...... ............
Supercalc 2/3 095/035
Multiplan £150
Delta £249
Micromodeller £395
ITS, File/Report 2189
Copy II Plus (IBM/Apple) £39
TK. Solver 21.90

jSarrOeg Tr li' fl ',V

2179
I

Millionaire
. £22/3729

235
Frogger 223
Zamon 225
Pinball £19
Flight Simulator 239
Turbo Pascal (with 8087) £49
If you can find the software/printer/monitor that you are
looking for, call us for the best price and details.

COMMUNICATION
HARDWARE

Acoustic Coupler (Epson/TWL) £160
Bumbox Modem/Auto Answer 0/9/019
Minor Miracles 300/1200 £170
Master Systems 21/23 AA/AD Modem £299
Dacom AA/AD/EC Modem.. 2479
Smart Modem (IBM) £50
One to one (Send and Receive Telex) E495
Braid Telex System POA

ADD-ONS
AST Six Plus Pack IBM £239
Multifunction Board IBM (Smorgasboard) F205
Kolapad Touch Tablet (Ap/IBM £75

E96
£285

245/239
Appled M/C64/Atari Joystick 09
AST/MPC/QUOD Cards for IBM PC/VI POA
Mouse (IBM/Apricot S or P) 2125
Hercules GRP. Card 2290
Plus -5 Ext. 10MB HD for 1BM, Epson etc 21125

2590

Each 46k RAM for IBM or Comp
Mega Plus 1164k, Ser, Clk, (IBM)
IBM Jortick/Trackball

Power Bank (tor power cuts)

INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER ENTERPRISES
01.543 6866 01.542 4850 Tlx: 8813271
SHOWROOM OPEN - Monday -Saturday 9am-6pm

85-85A Cluicks Road, Wimbledon, London SW19 1EX
Export, Educational, Dealer, Governmental, Lease, Rent, Part Exchange, Consultancy
ENQUIRIES WELCOME. All items new and carry manufacturers guarantee. Prices are
exclusive VAT and Delivery and subject to change without notice. Please add 5% for
credit card orders. Delivery £10 for each item in UK.

MICRO COMPUTER
COMO:LINTS LID

COMPARE OUR PRICES!
XMAS OFFERS

on ALL the APPLE family

APPLE IIC
Built-in disc drive

* 128K RAM
* 40/80 column
* TV modulator
* 6 program interactive

learning course
* Ultra Hi -Res
* Built in serial ports for

printers and modem
* Weight only 71/2Ib
* External power supply

APPLE IIE, IIC and ///
ALL at BARGAIN prices

MACINTOSH

A new range of Software available

a Authorised Apple Dealer
Level One Service Centre

Call TODAY for further details

Ilk 0", IV
INIP 'Ir Sil no
mth I MI
EP kr IL VA. WA
1111001111111102110

Ascott House, 227 Elliott St
Tyldesley, Manchester
M29 8DG

Tel: 0942-892818
**OVERSEAS ORDERS A SPECIALITY***
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A message
for anyone who
buys computer

stationery
Kleen Edge

The answer to those who claim that letters
printed on computer stationery must have
unsightly perforated edges. Kleen Edge is a
clean edge 70 GSM paper from the Moore
Paragon Blue Chip range. Packed in boxes of
500 sheets of continuous stationery.

Accounting
Stationery

A complete series of specially designed
computer forms comprising order confirmation,
despatch documentation, invoice, credit notes,
statements, purchase orders, remittance
advice. All forms are designed around the
Acornsoft business software (Mirle) but equally
suitable for your own needs by adapting your
software. Each box contains 250 2 -part forms
on continuous stationery.

"If you would like a few sample pages
please contact us."

Computer Stationery direct from Vector Marketing
In addition to the accounting range of stationery and the Kleen Edge we can also supply listing paper and labels.

All stationery, except labels, is 11" in width.
The quality of our stationery affords a high level of presentation and we offer a speedy service for either large or small orders.

You may order by telephone using your Access or Barclaycard.

VECTOR MARKETING LTD
Our Papers have the Edge/

Vector Marketing Limited, London Road, Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL. Tel: 0933 79300

VM10
VM11
VM12

ORDER FORM
Send to Vector Marketing Ltd., London Road, Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL.

Total
boxes of Listing paper
boxes of Kleen Edge paper
packs of Labels

Bespoke Merle Software Stationery.
VM01 boxes of Order Confirmation
VM02 boxes of Despatch Notes
VM03 boxes of Invoices
VM04 boxes of Credit Notes
VM05 boxes of Statements

@ £7.50 per box
@ £8.50 per box
@ £7.50 per box

@ £14.50 per box
@ £14.50 per box
@ £14.50 per box
@ £14.50 per box
@ £14.50 per box

Name Position

Company

TE

liEwiiiNeaNE

E

E

E

E

£

VM06 boxes of Purchase Orders
@£14.50 per box £

VM07 boxes of Remittance Advice
@ £14.50 per box £

I enclose cheque for £
Access/Barclaycard No.

Tick if VAT invoice
is required
All prices include VAT

1 I

O

O

Address

Signature
Access/Barclaycard Holders
Company Reg. No. 1632455

0933 79300

C

C
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BBC MICRO COMPUTER SYSTEM DISC DRIVES
BBC Computers
Model B Special Offer £320(a) 6502 Second Processor £175(a)
Model B + NES £389(a) Acorn IEEE Interface £280(a)
Model B + DFS £399(a) Z80 2nd Proc. + Software £348(a)
Model B + DFS+ NFS £450(a) Bitstick + graphics Software.... ..£325(a)

TORCH UNICORN PRODUCTS:
ZEP100 280 Card with 64K Ram + Free Software Package £299(a)
ZDP240 Z80 Card as above with 2 x 400K Dual Drive + Software £699(a)
HDP240 20 Mbyte Hard Disc + 400K Floppy £1995(a)
HDP68K + UNIX 68000 withZ8OB + 256K RAM &UNIX OS £2995(a)
UNICOMM Communication Package c/w modem £159(a)
GS800GRADUATE 8086 + 256K RAM + Dual Drive + Xchange Software £945(a)

In addition to above we carry a very wide range of BBC firmware & software packages.
Please write for further details.

PRINTERS
EPSON

RX8OFT 1225(a) FX801316(a) FX1001435(a)

KAGA TAXAN NLO Printers DAISY WHEELS
KP810 1249(a) KP910 1369(a) JUKI 6100 1340(a) BROTHER HR15 1345(a)

3 Colour Graphics Plotter/Work Station £490(a)
(Includes pens, drill/router & opto sensor)

PRINTER ACCESSORIES
EPSON
Serial Interface:8143 £28(b);
8148 with 2K buffer £59(b).
Buffers with large storage capacity
available from stock.
Paper Roll Holder £17(b);
FX80 tractor Attachment £37(5)
Ribbons: MX/RX/FX 80 £5(c);
MXIRX/FX 100 £10(c).
Dust Covers: RXIFX 80 £4.50(c);
RX/FX100 £6.50(c).
KAGA Serial I/face with 2K. Buffer £85(b);
Ribbon Mc).

JUKI Serial I/Face with 2K Buffer £60(b);
t'UOton £2.50(d).
JUKI Sheet Feeder £199(a);
Tractor Feed £99(a).
BROTHER HR15 Sheet Feeder £199(a);
Tractor Feed £99(a).
2000 Fanfold sheets with extra fine
perforations
9,5" x 11" £13.50(b); 14,5" x 11" £17.50(b).
Self Adhesive Labels 2) x 17/i5" per 1000.
Single Row £5.25(d); Triple Row £5(d).
Parallel Leads: IBM £18(c); BBC £7(c).

PRINTER/COMPUTER SHARES

Three Computers to one printer (parallel) £65(b) Cable Set for 3 way sharer Om long each) £25(c)
Mains Adaptor £7(d) Two printers to one Computer (parallel) £19(c)

DRIVE ACCESSORIES
FLOPPICLENE Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 20 disposable cleaning discs ensures
continued optimum performance of the drives £14.50(c)
Single Disc Cable 16(d) Dual Disc Cable £8.50(c)
10 Disc Library Case £1.95(c) 30 Disc Storage Box £6(c)
30/40 Disc Lockable Box £14(c) 100 Disc Lockable Box £19(b)

EPROM PROGRAMMERS

INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMMER EP8000
This CPU controlled Emulator Programmer is a
powerful tool for both Eprom programming and de-
velopment work. EP8000 can emulate and program
all eproms up to 8K x 8 bytes, can be used as stand
alone unit for editing and duplicating EPROMS, as a
slave programmer or as an eprom emulator £695(a).

GANG OF EIGHT PRODUCTION PROGRAMMER
This is a smart, fast programmer with an audible
alarm and a 'conversational' liquid crystal display.
Single key operation discourages mistakes whilst
performing BLANK CHECK, VERIFY and PROGRAM
functions automatically. Programming voltage
selectable 12.5/21/25V. Will program all popular 5V
single rail eproms. It will program 8 eproms at a time

£395(a)
P9000 Range
These new range which will handle ALL current 5V
single rail eproms and copy B eproms at a time
comprise three following models:
All models have 16 character display, 10 different
fault detection features and automatic self test, 16
bit programming capability and a selection of high
speed programming algorithms:
P9010: A low cost duplicator £795(a)
P9020: With serial interface with 8 different formats
and 8K buffer (expandable to 33K) £995(a)
P9030: Top of the range with serial interface with 16
formats, baud rate up to 19.2K, 8K expandable
buffer, editing functions, printing facility, remote
control from a computer 21295(a)

UV ERASERS
UVIT Eraser with built-in timer and mains indicator.
Built-in safety interlock to avoid accidental
exposure to the harmful UV rays. It can handle up to
5 eproms at a time with an average erasing time of
about 20 mins £59 + £2 p&P.
UV12 as above but without the timer £47 + £2 p&p.
For industrial users, we offer UV140 & UV141 erasers
with handling capacity of 14 eproms. UV14 has a
built in timer. Both offer full built in safety features
UV140£61; UV141 £79, p&P £2.50.

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE
VAT

Please add carriage 50p unless
inchcated as follows

(a) £8 (b) £2.50 (c) £1.50 (d)
£1.00

We also stock a full
range of

TTLs CMOS, CPU's,
RAMs, EPROMS.

Please write for our
catalogue.

BBC compatible disc drives, fully cased arid supplied complete with cables, manual and
formatting disc for operation with the BBC micro. These drives can operate in both single
and double density modes and are suitable for use with any micro with Shuggart 4400
interface. Mechanisms available separately.

Single Drives
1 x 100K 40T SS: TS55A 1100(a) CS55A with psu 1125(a)

1 x 400K 40/80T DS: TS55F 1160(a) CS55F with psu 1178(0)
1 x 100K 3" Hitachi 40T SS 1100(b)

Dual Drives
2 x 100K 40T SS: TD55A with psu 1260(a)

2 x 400K 40/80T DS: TD55F TEAC with psu 1380(a)
2 x 4.00K 40)80T OS: TD55M Misubishi with psu 1365(a).

'3M FLOPPY DISCS

Authorised Distributor
Data Recording Products
Industry standard high quality discs with guaranteed error free performance for life.

Discs in packs of 10:

40T SSDD £15(c) 40T DSDD £18(c)

80T SSDD £22(c) 80T DSDD £24(c)

3M

MONITORS
All monitors supplied with BBC lead

MICROVITEC 14" RGB MICROVITEC 20" ROB
1431 Standard Resolution £175(a) 2031 Std Res £260(a)
1451 Medium Resolution 2215(a) 2040CS Hi Res £570(a)
1441 Hi Resolution £399(a)

KAGA TAXAN 12" ROB
MICROVITEC 14" RGB with PAL & Audio VISION II Hi Res £245(a)
These monitors can receive TV programs VISION III Super Hi Res £345(a)
thru a Video Recorder
1431AP Standard Resolution 2£23110(4)

1451AP Medium Resolution
MONOCHROME MONITORS:

SANYO DM8112CX Hi Res 12" Green Swivel Base for Kaga Monochrome fitted
Screen £99(a) with Digital Clock £21(c)
KAGA KX1201G Hi Res 12" Etched Green Monitor Plinth for the BBC £13.50(b)
Screen £106(a) Double Tier Plinth BBC and flat dual drive
KAGA KX1202A Hi Res 12" Etched Amber
Screen £114(a) BBC Leads; Kaga RGB

ZENITH 122 Hi Res 12" Amber Screen £70(a) Monochrome

)

ZENITH 123 Hi Res 12" Green Screeri.£70(a) Microvitec

PRINTER SHARER/BUFFER
A unique printer sharer/buffer that provides a simple way to improve the utilisation of the
installed equipment by reducing the waiting time for printing documents. All but the
smallest documents tie up the computer while being printed and the computer remains
out of use until the printing is complete. This is more so in a network which does not have a
dedicated computer for printer operation. This buffer/sharer would tree the computers
almost immediately for other uses and in many cases make the use of dedicated printer
server machines unnecessary.

STANDARD Centronics interface
with 3 inputs
EACH input port scanned every 5 secs to
check for data. Switching between ports
completely automatic.
Data input rate 4800 bytes/sec
LED Bargraph indicates percentage
memory used.
COPY key allows current document to
be reprinted.

' 64K buffer capacity.

Internal check to prove the data
integrity.
PAUSE switch allows printing to be
stopped temporarily to allow paper
change, adjust form feed etc. or allows
temporary storage for large number of
small files which can all be printed
together.
RESET allows all buffer memory to be
cleared without having to hard break on
the computer.

 Mains powered Compact 7cm x 17cm x 24cm
TSB 64 Buffer/Sharer £245(a)

Cable Set £30

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS

10 Way
20 Way
26 Way
34 Way
40 Way
50 Way

I D CONNECTORS
Headers Receptacles Edge Conns Grey Cable m

90p 85p 120p 40p
145p 125p 195p 85p
175p 150p 240p 120p
200p 160p 320p 160p
220p 190p 340p 180p
235p 200p 390p 200p

AMPHENOL CONNECTORS
Solder IOC

36 Way Centronics Plug 500p 475p
36 Way Centronics Socket 550p 500p
24 Way IEEE Plug 475p 475p

24 Way IEEE Socket 500p 500p

PCB Mtg Skt

Ang. Pin 36 Way 750p 24 Way 700p

RS 232 JUMPER LEADS WITH
25 WAY CONNECTORS

24" Single end Male £5.00

24" Single end Female £5.25

24" Male to Male 1825
24" Female to Female £9.50

24" Male to Female £9.00

Other lengths available

TECI I N0 N1 ATIC L'111)

TEXTOOL ZIF
SOCKETS

24 pin £5.75
28 pin £8
40 pin £9.75

GENDER CHANGERS

D CONNECTORS
No of Ways

9 15 25 37
Male
Solder 60p 85p 125p 170p
Angled Pins 120p 180p 240p 350p
IOC 175p 275p 325p -
Female
Solder

25 Way 0 type Angled Pins
Male to Male. £10 IDC
Female to Female ... £10 Hoods
Male to Female £10 Screwiock Hood

MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NVVIO IED
SHOPS Al': 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NWIO

(Tel: 01-208 1177 (4 lines) Telex: 922800)
305 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

90p 130p 195p
160p 210p 290p
195p 325p 375p
90p 95p 100p

130p 150p 176p

PLEASE ADD 50p p&p & 15% VAT
11..xporl: nu 1 I , p&P at tiosII

Orders from II (Tullman Mins. K College, do. Nolconio.
1111090o. Minimum I (*phone Order 43.

Detailed Price I ki renne.I.

..n. :in...., In return ni oust.

290p
440p

120p
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CRAZEE PRICES
ring now!

833 3831ABA
Hardware List

1 2+Price
£ £ £

IBM PC Dual Drive Mono Display (inc k'brd) .2.04-r 1673 1592
IBM XT Mono Display (inc. k'brd) _3439- 2820 2682
Apricot Fl 1035" 898 854
Apricot Portable 1695" 1390 1322
Apricot Double Sided +9" Monitor _1.8945" 1636 1556
Apricot XI 10MB + 9" Monitor 2995 2456 2336
Macintosh 128K ,..1.75a5" 1472 1400
Macintosh 512K 25135 2128 2024
Apple Ilc .-8e5 709 675
Compaq Dual Drive 256K _21-95" 1799 1712
Compaq Plus 2845" 3235 3077
Datageneral 1 2490 2042 1942
Epson PX8 -4913"" 654 622
Software
Lotus 123 (for Apricot) -a--75 299 292
Symphony 451 429
Framework

_Seer
405 386

Wordstar Professional 299 299
dBase II -.385 299 285
dBase III _,...4-95" 406 386
Filevision -4-59- 130 124
Multimate -a4cr 279 265
Sage -2,-/-5 299 292

We accept official orders from UK Government and Educational
Establishments. Mail Order and Export Enquiries welcome.

Callers by appointment.

EXPORT SPECIALISTS
ABA 55 Grays Inn Road, London WC1

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

All prices exclude VAT

APRICOT xi 10 Megabyte - £2396.00
(including monitor)
EPSON RX-80 (T) PRINTER-
£199.00
ALL APRICOTS AT BIG
DISCOUNTS.
PACKAGES INCLUDE
WORD
PROCESSING/SPREADSHEET etc

SANYO MBC 555 TWIN DISK
IBM complete with

Compatible colour monitor,
16 -Bit under £1500.00

PACKAGE INCLUDES WORDSTAR, SPELLSTAR
CALCSTAR

NEW AMSTRAD CPC464
With colour monitor £303.00
With green monitor £208.00

All major software packages available at low prices.
Printers include Epson (from £199), Juki (£359.00), Brother
HR -15 (£390.00), etc.

Telephone: (0733) 77100
ALLIANCE COMPUTERS LIMITED
Brookfield Industrial Park
1210 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE4 6LA
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT. P&P EXTRA

80 CPS
DOT MATRIX PRINTER
FRICTION & TRACTOR FEED
EXCEPTIONAL PRINT QUALITY
COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MICROS
OPTIONAL RS232 INTERFACE

E169.00+
VAT = £194.35

OUR QL INTERFACE WILL ENABLE YOU TO
CONNECT THE SINCLAIR QL TO MOST
MAKES OF PRINTERS WITH PARALLEL
CENTRONICS INTERFACE AND START

PRINTING RIGHT AWAY.

Just E49.95+ VAT

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
ORDER NOW WHILE STOCKS LAST

FIDELITY CM14 14"
COLOUR MONITOR

I FIDELI1Y

AT ONLY £1 69.95 + VAT

= £195.44
Also available in TV/monitor version at £195.95 +

VAT = £225.34
12MHz Video Bandwidth

RGB RGBY and Composite Video
medium resolution

Just the right choice for all popular
makes of micros

CREDIT CARD
HOT LINE

01-482 1711
PLEASE ADD £10 + VAT FOR DELIVERY.

POST YOUR CHEQUES/POs TO:

Access

DATASTAR SYSTEMS UK
UNICOM HOUSE, 182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET, LONDON NW1 9NN

Telex 295931 UNICOM G
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME

We are situated by the junction of Camden Road, near the railway bridge
Monday-Friday 9-6 Saturday-Sunday 10-1
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THE VIKINGS
ARE COMING!!!

SWESCOT are proud to announce that we
will soon be releasing several top quality
programmes on the international market,
made by some of Sweden's most proficient
programmers.

And best of all PRICES FROM £1.99
Du som bor i Skandinavien och s6ker bra

program till din hemdator.

KONTAKTA OSS!!!
Vi har det mesta som finns i denna tidning
till samma laga priser som galler i England.
Dessutom far vi in alla nyheter samtidigt

som de slapps i England.
OBS!!! Vid katalogbestallning v.g. medsand 5:- Skr

i frimarken for portot.

SWESCOT
Box 213

121 02 Johanneshov

Sweden
08/39 27 00 - 08/81 18 01

MS -Dos Version 2.11 (Available Now) £65

SANYO 550 Series
o tware & Add Ons

SOFTWARE

C Compiler + Assembler (De Smet)
£135

C Symbolic Debugger £50
Turbo Pascal Boreland £49

*Multiplan
*Supercalc 2
*Dbasell

Personal Pearl
Infostar-Report Program

£125
£175
£275
£160

£25

Sanyo (Ansi X3.64) Screen Handler
£15

Sanyo Screen Dump £39

Sanyo Hi -Speed Screen Handler £36

IBM Software
LOTUS 123
OPEN ACCESS

FRAMEWORK
SYMPHONY

*Includes Screen Handler

Add Ons
Memory Upgrade 128k -192k £49
Memory Upgrade 129k -256k £90
8087 Co -Processor £195
384k Internal Extra Memory Board -
Giving 640k max £599

DISK UPGRADE INC VW
Internal
2 x 360k drives
2 x 800k drives

External
2 x 360/800k drives (switchable) £445
10 MB Hard disk - ICE £16.50

GREYWOLF Clock/Calender Card £105

£330 COMMUNICATIONS
£375 + Viewdata/Micronet etc Adaptor £375

£410 (reg Serial Interface) £44

£485 PRINTER SHARE BOX
1 into 3 Centronics

£349
£389

£89

PRINTER SPECIAL
+ Mannesmann Tally MT80 with Centronics Parallel Interface £199
All prices plus VAT at 15%. Please add £3 P+P per item and £7 for
each item marked.

Send cheque with order to: ADS COMPUTING
118 Chester Road, Northwich, Cheshire CW8 4AN

Tel: (0606) 781164
Callers by appointment only
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WREN EXECUTIVE
£999

All British Wren Executive System.
(Manufactured by Thorn -EMI).
Includes £1,000 worth of free software:
Perfect Writer, Perfect Calc, Perfect
Filer, Executive Desktop, BBC Basic and
Communications package
Also includes built-in Auto -dial modem
and three months' subscription to
Prestel and Micronet 800.

Special Offer!
Wren + either printer including printer cable

£1,199
Daisy Step 2000, 18cps, Daisy Wheel
Printer £235

Microvitec Colour Monitor, Standard
Resolution £199
Wren Executive + Sage + either prin-
ter, complete system £1,499
Sanyo MBC 555 £999
Twin Disk IBM Compatible System in-
cludes Wordstar, Calcstar, Datastar, Re-
portstar and Mailmerge.
Special Otter: Includes free Green
Screen Monitor.
Sanyo + Monitor + either printer, com-
plete system £1,199
Complete Business System
Sanyo MBC 555 + Monitor + Sage
Accounts + either printer £1,539

Mannesman Tally MT80 Dot Matrix
Printer £230
Kaga KX12 Monitor, Green Screen £109
Wren Executive + Sage Accounts

£1,299
Sage Accounts £375
CPM or MSDOS Versions (carriage free)
(sales/purchase/nominal ledgers)
BBC Model B £347
Acorn Electron £173
Opus Disk Drives for BBC B
100K 40 track £130
200K 40 track £147
400K 40/80 track £173
200K 40 track Double £304
400K 40 track Double £347
800K 40/80 track Double £434

CompUtET Claft
15 Temple Street

Aylesbury
Bucks HP20 2RN

Telephone (0296)5476
Carriage. Please add £10 to total order. Please add 15% VAT to final total.

Personal callers welcome

pt PROZESSTECHNISCHE
SOFTWARESYSTE ME GmbH

We are a small Systems and Software House
on the outskirts of Munich , with an expected
turnover this year of 500,000 Deutsch -Mark.
In order to extend our sales activities , we are
looking for a range of small Microcomputer
and Personal -Computer products.
If you are interested in becoming associated
with us in the rapidly expanding West -German
market , please write with product details to:

The Managing Director
PTS GmbH
Grubmullerfeldstrasse 54
8035 Gauting
West Germany

%Iiimmimmummilmd



HI TECH DESKS AT
DOWN TO EARTH PRICES.

The Apollo business desk range from Opus
 Prices from £100 (inc. VAT  Lower shelf for disc drives.

and delivery).  Attractive brown and
 10 models available to suit cream finish.

leading computer systems.  Lockable castors.
 Sturdy steel underframes.  Immediate delivery
 Scratch resistant surfaces.  Made in Britain.
 Drawer for disc storage. Government and education

discounts given.
Dealer enquiries invited.

-1111111111

Model 10.

POpus Supplies Ltd

158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE,Telephone: 01-701 8668.

US.

AVAILABLE NOW FOR THE SINCLAIR QL

FILE _ DRIVER
The indispensable file management program de-
signed for Commercial, Professional and Domestic

Users - whether novice or expert

FILE _ DRIVER
This full screen microdrive based system offers:
* The capability of handling up to 8 microdrives
* Management of up to 100 files per cartridge
* Extended file commands e.g. Rename -Overwrite
* Simplified key entry with on -screen prompts
* Automatic backup and format of cartridges
* Intelligent default file names under user's control

FILE _ DRIVER
QL owners have to manage files. FILE DRIVER

makes it easy.
FILE DRIVER is supplied on a microdrive
cartridge with a clearly written guide for £17.50 inc

p&p. Send cheque or P.O. to

1 VICTORIA AVENUE, VICTORIA PARK,
CARDIFF CF5 1ET

Sinclair, CIL and ZX microdrive are trade marks of Sinclair Research Limited

ATTRACTIONS
"THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD"

STAR GEMINI -10X
120CPS  BI-DIRECTIONAL LOGIC SEEKING 

FRICTION TRACTOR AND ROLL HOLDER
STANDARD  DOWN LOADABLE CHARACTERS

 ULTRA HIGH RESOLUTION  80 COLS

Ell 89.95+ VAT = £218.44
WHAT VALUE!

STAR GEMINI -15X AS ABOVE BUT 132 COLUMN
£315 + VAT = £362.25

STAR DELTA 10
01 COMPATIBLE

NO MORE TO PAY- START PRINTING TODAY
160 CPS  BI-DIRECTIONAL LOGIC SEEKING 
PARALLEL AND SERIAL INTERFACE STANDARD
 8K BUFFER  FRICTION TRACTOR AND ROLL
HOLDER STANDARD  80 COLS  MANY MORE

FEATURES TOO NUMEROUS TO LIST.

E319.95+ VAT = £367.94
STAR DELTA 15 AS ABOVE BUT 132 COLUMN

£460 + VAT = £529.00
CREDIT CARD

HOT LINE
01-482 1711

PLEASE ADD £10 + VAT FOR DELIVERY. POST YOUR
CHEQUES/PO'S TO:

DATASTAR SYSTEMS UK
UNICOM HOUSE, 182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET, LONDON NW1 9NN

Telex 295931 UNICOM G
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME

We are situated by the junction of Camden Road, near the railway bridge

MONDAY -FRIDAY 9-6 SATURDAY 8. SUNDAY 10-1

Access
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THE MCP--E3C)
BLACK
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BLUE

GREEN
RED

04
PR I N TER

PLOTTER
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

FEATURES
* CENTRONICS comPor[BLF
* SIMPLE COMMANDS
* 0,2mm RESOLUTION
* COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL
* SOFTWARE EXAMPLES INC
* 64 SIRES OF CHRS
* ROLL PAPER 114.5/216mm
 UP TO A4 SHEET PAPER

FUTURE OPTIONS
* RS232 INTERFACE
* OVERHEAD PROJ FILM PENS
INTRODUCTORY
PRICE

p179 exc o0S L 8, vat
2211,50 ;nc post and at
EXTRA SET OF PENS Cl nc
EXTRA PAPER ROLL e3 inc
USES
* BAR CHARTS
* PIE_ CHARTS
* GRAPHS
* LABELED DRAWINGS
* FLOW CHARTS

FOR A QUICK DELIVERY
SEND YOUR CHEQUE TO;
CHOTA GRAPHICS

in 6 WaIton Lane,WeybrEdge,
Surrey,KT13 8NF

;0 TEL WEY(0932)54268 24 hr -s
MAIL ORDER;CALLERS WELCOME
BY APPOINTMENT

PLEASE RUSH ME THE FOLLOWING;
_MCP -80 © 2211.50 each__

___pen sets @ £4
___roils paper@e3 each__

TOTAL e___
NAME
ADDRESS

CHOTA GRAPHICS SUPPLIERS OF INDY)

LL!

LL

Cf)

0
z7.

LL!

7
0

(1)

For the BBC
Microcomputer

Software
PASCAL -T
Pascal -T is a 16k Eprom program capable of compiling source
PASCAL into a compact and very fast threaded -interpretative
code. Full Editor and disk support are included, together with a
comprehensive manual which contains many program examples.

Price £59.00
XCAL
A computer -aided learning system in a 16k Eprom and support
disk. The emphasis here is that no programming skills are required
in the construction of the learning sessions or their playback, as the
whole package is completely screen driven. Facilities include: Text
Pages, Graphics and Histograms. Price £65.00
FORTH
A choice of configurations as follows:

8k Eprom + Disk containing assembler and program examples.
Price £34.72

16k Eprom containing assembler and utilities. Price £49.00
Disk -based Forth for the BBC 6502 2nd Processor. Price £29.00

All the above are Econet II compatible and utilise DFS compatible
files to hold Forth screens. Supplied with 200+ page manual.
ELECTRON FORTH
An 8k Eprom for the Acorn Electron, complete with comprehensive
manual. Price £30.00
LOGO -FORTH
A 16K Eprom program introducing this very powerful but friendly
turtle -graphics language. Users also have access to the support
Forth nucleus. Supplied with comprehensive manual. Price £59.00
M/UTS
Powerful machine -code monitor with disk utilities on 8k Eprom.

Price £19.95

Business Software
A suite of three programs as follows:

Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger
Invoicing & Stock Accounting

All include comprehensive documentation. Price each £90.00

Software for the CMS 6809 2nd processor
FLEX with Assembler and Editor. Price £85.00
FLEX FORTH includes Editor and Assembler together with over
100K of utilities and example programs. Price £50.00
PL9 Compiler - very advanced native -code compiler, similar in
syntax to Pascal. Price £98.00
'C' Compiler. Price £170.00
LUCIDATA PASCAL. Price £105.00

Hardware
'BSECURE' Security cabinet for the BBC Microcomputer. All steel
construction, colour matched to BBC Machine. Features a lockable
compartment with integral drawer mechanism in which the
machine is situated. Above this is a separate compartment which
will accept a 19" Eurocard Rack or other equipment.
External dimensions are:

Width: 20"
Height: 13"
Depth: 17"

Available in the following formats:
Cabinet only. Price £60.00
Cabinet + 19" Rack, PSU and 7 card Backplane. Price £198.00

6809 2nd Processor with Tube Interface and linking software.
Price £274.00

Eurocard version of above fitted card front. Price £289.00
Connecting Cables for above cards:

Short.
Long.

GRAPHICS CARD
A 64k high resolution
processor.
6502 Low cost controller card.
6809 Low cost controller card.
ROM Programmer card.

Price £15.00
Price £20.00

graphics card for use with the 6809 2nd
Price £299.00

Price £119.00
Price £130.00

Other cards available - Please enquire

Distributors for ACORN, MICROVITEC and CUMANA
and also dealers for many other leading manufacturers -

please enquire for comprehensive product list
TRADE Enquiries are always welcome

Prices not including VAT
HCCS Associates Retail sales also at:
533 Durham Road, Low Fell HCCS Microcomputers
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear 122 Darwen Street
NE9 5EY Blackburn, Lancs
Tel: (0632) 821924 Tel: (0254) 672214

22PCW



ONCE AGAIN DATASTAR
OFFERS THE BEST VALUE INPRINTERS

ALL PRINTERS ARE EX -STOCK -
FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT GIVEN

JUKI 6100
DAISYWHEEL

ONLY £325
+ VAT = £373.75

FEATURES:
*20 CPS (MAX.) PRINT SPEED *BOLD AND
SHADOW PRINTING *SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS
*WORDSTAR COMPATIBLE *DIABLO PROTOCOLS *AUTO
UNDERLINING *STANDARD 2K BUFFER *1 YEAR PARTS AND
LABOUR WARRANTY *COMPREHENSIVE USER FRIENDLY MANUAL

SHEET FEEDER, TRACTOR AND RS232 AVAILABLE AS OPTION

DAISYSTEP 2000

OUR PRICE £225
+ VAT = £258.75

FEATURES:

*18 CPS *BIDIRECTIONAL LOGIC SEEKING *WORDSTAR
COMPATIBLE *CIUME COMPATIBLE RIBBONS AND DAISY-
WHEELS *PLUS MANY MORE.
SHEET FEEDER, TRACTOR AND RS232 AVAILABLE.

LOOK!
NEW LOWER PRICES ON

EPSON, STAR & BROTHER
DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
BROTHER HR 15 13 cps
EPSON DX 100 18 cps

CALL FOR BEST PRICE
£369.95 + VAT = £425.44

THERMAL MATRIX PRINTERS
STAR STX 80 60 cps
BROTHER HR 5 30 cps
BROTHER EP 44 16 cps

£129.95 + VAT = £149.44
CALL FOR BEST PRICE
CALL FOR BEST PRICE

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
COSMOS JP 80 80 cps £169.00 + VAT = £194.35
EPSON RX 80 100 cps £198.95 + VAT = £228.79 EPSON FX 100 160 cps £498.95 + VAT = £573.79
EPSON RX 80 F/T 100 cps £228.95 + VAT = £263.29 STAR GEMINI -10X 120 cps £189.95 + VAT = £218.44
EPSON RX 100 100 cps £384.95 + VAT = £442.69 STAR DELTA 10 160 cps £319.95 + VAT = £367.94
EPSON FX 80 160 cps £319.95 + VAT = £367.94 STAR RADIX 10 200 cps £498.95 + VAT = £573.79

PAPER - RIBBONS -

VISA

LEADS - SHEET -FEEDERS - TRACTOR FEEDS - INTERFACES
CALL FOR BEST PRICES

CREDIT CARD HOT LINE

01-4821711

Access

PLEASE ADD £10 + VAT FOR DELIVERY. POST YOUR CHEQUES/POs TO:

DATASTAR SYSTEMS UK
UNICOM HOUSE, 182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET, LONDON NW1 9NN

Telex 295931 UNICOM G
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME - We are situated by the junction of Camden Road, near the railway bridge

MONDAY -FRIDAY 9-6. SATURDAY & SUNDAY 10-1
TAX-FREE EXPORT & DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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EPSON

RX 80

£219
inc VAT

EPSON

/ RX80 F T

£255

Epson RX80 £190.43 +

Epson RX80 FT £221.74 +

Epson FX80 £329.57 +

Epson FX100 £511.30 +

KDC FT 5001 £203.48 +

Mannesmann Tally MT80 £195.65 +

Canon PW1080A £277.39 +

Star Delta 10 £317.39 +

(With Serial/Parallel I F Bk Buffer)

RS232 Interfaces from £26.09

Printer cables from £10.43

VAT

VAT

VAT

VAT

VAT

VAT

VAT

VAT

Inc VAT

£219

£255

£379

= £588
£234

£225

£319

£365

+ VAT = £30
+ VAT =

VtJUKI
6100

PI,E375
inc VAT

£12

Juki 6100 £326.09 + VAT = £375

Daisystep 2000 £216.52 + VAT = £249

Tractor unit/sheetfeeders from £94.78 + VAT = £109

PROCESSORS
BBC Model B £329.57 + VAT = £379

BBC 'B' with DFS £399.13 + VAT = £459

Amstrad CPC464 £139.13 + VAT = £160

6v power + UHF £24.35 + VAT = £28

ISL 8083 (IBM Comp) £1173.39 + VAT = £1350

DEC 11/23 + 40 MB £6086.96 + VAT = £7000

DEC 11/73 + 170 MB £10434.78 + VAT = £12000

Opus disk drives from £86.09 + VAT = £99

Cumana disk drives also available.

PHONE FOR QUOTATION ON BESPOKE ACCOUNTING

SOFTWARE INVOICINGILEDGERSIPAYROLL

colour MONITORS

Amstrad CTM640

Microvitec 1431

MICROVITEC

1451 la
Medium Res

£255
inc VAT

£469.96 + VAT = £169
£169.57 + VAT = £195

1431 (RGB/PAL/AUDIO) £195.65 + VAT = £225
Microvitec 1451 /QL £221.74 + VAT = £255
Microvitec 1451 BBC £239.13 + VAT = £275
1451 (RGB/PAL/AUDIO) £295.65 + VAT = £340
KagaVision II £234.78 + VAT = £270
(BBC/APPLE/IBM)

JVC 1302-2 (OLIBBC) £220.00 + VAT = £253
Microvitec 1441 (BBC) £433.91 + VAT = £499
Kaga Vision III £321.74 + VAT = £370

(BBC/APPLE/IBM)

mono MONITORS
Amstrad GT64 £60.00

Sanyo DM2112 (15MHz) £65.22

Sanyo DM8112CX (18MHz) £86.10

ISL 18 (18MHz) £53.91

ISL 20 swivel base/80col.) £63.48

Teco with Zoom facility £91.30

+ VAT = £69
+ VAT = £75
+ VAT = £99
+ VAT = £62
+ VAT = £73
+ VAT = £105

The Experts
57 Hoxton Square London Ni

01-729-1778
Prices are for cash and carry sale and are correct at time

of going to press in October.
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A HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR
FOR THE SINCLAIR QL

AT A LOWLY £249.95oNcvan

This is the much acclaimed JVC colour
monitor from Opus.

And it gives Sinclair QL owners a lot more than
just excellent high resolution (580 x 470 Pixels).

As you know, the QL gives out information
in 85 characters on the screen instead of the standard
80 characters.

And the loss of those five characters means
that ordinary monitors simply can't show you the
whole picture.

Opus, however, have overcome this problem
by adapting the JVC, via a special interface and cable,
so that the QL can now work 100% efficiently on it.
And with no adjustments, it'll work with the BBC
Micro just as well.

All for the lowly price of just £249.95 includ-
ing VAT, carriage and, of course, a year's full guarantee.

To: Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE.
Please send me:

High Resolution Colour Monitor(s) at
1249.95 each (inc. VAT).

I enclose a cheque for £, Or please debit my credit card

account with the amount of £, My Access/Barclaycard

(please tick) no is

You can order it by post by filling in the
coupon below and sending it to: Opus Supplies Ltd.,
158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE. (You'll
receive it within ten days by courier service.) Or you
can telephone 01-7018668 and pay by credit card.

Alternatively, you can buy at our showroom
between 9.00-5.30pm. Monday to Friday,
or 9.00-1.00pm Saturday.

GUARANTEED 48 HOUR
COURIER DELIVERY.

NATIONWIDE.

Name

Address

Telephone
PIW 23 US.

Opus Supplies Ltd.



Micro Markets Specialists
in the new MSX System

1,11:2111111.411111L" ali/Mie 1,4401lt, t HP( At

MSX represents one of the most important advances in micro computing
technology by introducing a compatible standard to micro computers.
And Micro Markets, at the forefront of this new technology are pleased
to be able to offer computers, peripherals and a full range of software
for the new MSX Systems. MSX will offer the user a compatible
programming language and therefore compatible software for all the
MSX computers in the form of cassette, cartridge and disk. Visit your
nearest Micro Market store soon.

Toshiba HX-10 Computer including starter Pack
Software £279.95
A powerful home computer designed to satisfy the first time user,
enthusiast and businessman alike. Featuring MSX Basic operating
language, a powerful 64K memory and 73 Key fullstroke keyboard, the
HX-10 will produce high resolution graphics including graphs and charts
in up to 16 colours and full 8 octave music generation.

A selection from our extensive range of
MSX software
Coco in the Database E19.95 Footloose E4.95

Castle f6.95 Starting with Peter Plumber E4.95
Driller Tanks L8.95 the MSX E5.95 Popeye E4.95
Binary Land f8.95 The MSX Ant Attack £7.95
Fire Rescue L7.95 Red Book E8.95 Boogaboo £7.95
Eric the Floaters E5.95 Maxima £7.95 Fred E7.95
Dog Fighter £6.95 Champ Assembler Snowman L7.95
Holdfast £5.95 Monitor Games Designer E9.95
Spooks and Package E9.95 French £7.95

Ladders L6.95 Time Bandits £7.95 German L7.95
Hyper Viper f7.95
Zen Machine Code

Les Flics
Hustler

E7.95
L6.99

Spanish
Buzz -Off

L7.95
£7.95

Prog System £19.95 Fuse Wars E4.95 Hot Shoe £5.95
WDPRO Word Devil Diver L4.95 Oh Mummy E5.95

Processor £29.95 Maziacs f4.95 Blagger £7.95

Micro Markets offer a full range of leading brand computers
BBC Model B Computer £399.00

Accepted as the standard in schools and colleges for learning computing.
The BBC Model B features the powerful BBC Basic programming
language, 32K memory, 73 key full stroke keyboard, 16 colour high
resolution graphics and sound synthesizer. It has several interface parts
for easy connection to many peripherals and there is a large range of
business, home and games software available.

Sinclair Spectrum 48K
£129.95

This very popular 48K colour
computer offers excellent value for
money. Featuring full colour high
resolution graphics, 10 octave sound
range and 44 key keyboard. There is
a full range of peripherals and a
massive selection of software.

Acorn Electron Computer £199.95

;500130000000181111ft
020000006001111111C3
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Built by the same company as the BBC computer and therefore uses the
same widely used programming language. The ideal machine for learning
about computers, the Electron features full stroke keyboard, 32K
memory, full colour graphics and sound generation. It comes complete
with 2 manuals: 'The User Guide' and 'Start Programming with the
Electron'.

Interface 1 and ZX Microdrive. £99.95 per pair
For fast access to large amounts of data each microdrive is capable of
holding up to 100K of memory on a single microfloppy disk.
The Interface 1 will control u to
8 m icrod rives and also
adds file handling
and communication
facilities to
the Spectrum.

MICRO MARKETS
26 PC W



Amstrad
CPC 464

The complete system
at an amazing price

from Micro Markets
Amstrad's long awaited entry into the micro computer market is a
low cost computer that provides the user with everything to just
plug-in and get going, with applications ranging from arcade games
to business and accounting. Its impressive features include: integral
RGB colour monitor or Green Tube VDU,
built-in 'speed load' data recorder,
64K memory, 74 key full stroke keyboard,
high resolution graphics, 7 octave sound
generation and a comprehensive range
of software for business, educational
and games from Amsoft.

With Green Screen
Monitor £239.00
With Full Colour Monitor £349.00

Micro Markets for a full range of Commodore Computers
Commodore 64 £229
The World's best selling home computer the CBM64 has a
massive 64K memory,
66 key professional
keyboard, 16 colour
high resolution
graphics and sound
synthesizer. A full
range of peripherals
and extensive software
for home and business
is available.

Commodore C16 £139.99
The perfect introduction to serious home computing.
The complete starter kit
includes everything for
the beginner:
*Full size 16K

computer
*Cassette Unit
*Introduction

to Basic
*4 Games

Programs

Commodore Plus 4 £299
This latest computer bridges the gap between home and business
computing with a powerful 64K memory and 4 integral software

packages stored
in the memory;
Word Processing,
Spreadsheet,
Database and
Business
Graphics.

LONDON
Manor Park E12
Kimberley Hi-Fi
698 Romford Road. Tel: 01-478 5137
London N13
SPI Sound Vision
359 Green Lanes, Palmers Green.
Tel: 01-882 5888
London W2
Kimberley Hi-Fi
376 Edgware Road. Tel: 01-724 0454
LondonSE18
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi & Video
162 Powis Street, Woolwich.
Tel: 01-855 8016
AVON
Bristol
Radford Hi-Fi
52-54 Gloucester Road. Tel: 0272 428248
Absolute Sound
25 Queens Road, Clifton. Tel: 0272 24975
BERKSHIRE
Maidenhead
Hi-Fi Markets
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Milton Keynes
JCV Hi-Fi & Video
1 Viscount Way, Dukes Drive,
Bletchley. Tel: 0908 367341

CLEVELAND
Middlesborough
Mckenna and Brown
190 Linthorpe Road. Tel:0642 246644
ESSEX
Chelmsford
Rush Hi-Fi & Video Centre
5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393
Hornchurch
Waters & Stanton Electronics
12 North Street. Tel: 04024 44765
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham
Absolute Sound & Video
42 Albion Street. Tel:0242 583960
HAMPSHIRE
Aldershot
Bryants Hi -F:
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Andover
Andover Audio
105 High Street. Tel: 0264 58251
HERTFORDSHIRE
Watford
Hi-Fi Markets
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169
KENT
Beckenham
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi & Video
51 Beckenham Road. Tel: 01-658 3450

Bexley Heath
Kimberley Hi-Fi
193 The Broadway. Tel: 01-304 3272
Canterbury
Marlowe Micros
9 The Friars. Tel: 0227 53531
Chatham
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi & Video
4 Railway Street. Tel:0634 46859
Sevenoaks
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi & Video
111 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Tunbridge Wells
Sevenoaks Hi -Fr & Video
34 Mount Ephraim.
Tel: 0892 33474
LANCASHIRE
Bolton
Cleartone Hi-Fi & Video
156/158 Blackburn Road.
Tel: 0204 22636
Preston
Norman Audio
51 Fishergate.
Tel: 0772 53057
LEICESTERSHIRE
Leicester
Mays Hi-Fi
27 Churchgate.
Tel: 0533 58662

Commodore 1701
14" Colour
Monitor £229
Highest quality colour
monitor excellent for high -
resolution colour computer
graphics and for video
viewing. Input is either
composite video or PAL
chroma signal. Comes with
8 pin connecting lead.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham
Nottingham Hi -F, Centre
116-118 Alfreton Road.
Tel: 0602 784015
OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford
Absolute Sound & Video
256 Banbury Road,
Sumrnertown.
Tel: 0865 53072
Absolute Sound & Video
19 Old High Street, Headington.
Tel: 0865 65961
SURREY
Croydon
Vision Store
96-98 North End. Tel: 01-681 7539
SUSSEX
Brighton
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi
55 Preston Street.
Tel: 0273 733338
Haywards Heath
Hi -F, & Video Markets
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333
WARWICKSHIRE
Warwick
JCV Hi-Fi & Video
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796

MICRO MARKETS

Epson RX8OFTDot
Matrix Printer

Phone for Low Price

Opus 5401 40Tr 100K
Disk Drive £149.00

WILTSHIRE
Swindon
Absolute Sound & Video
60 Fleet Street. Tel: 0793 38222
YORKSHIRE
Sheffield
Micron Audio
172 Baslow Road. Tot ley. Tel: 0742 360295
NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
Audio Times
85 Royal Avenue. Tel:0232 229907

VISA

Head Office: Cou teau House,
Greycaine Road, Watford, WD2 4SB.
Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the Micro Markets
advertisement are correct at time of going
to press (26/10/84) but may be subject to
change without notice due to fluctuations
in Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT @ 15%. Not all the
products featured in Micro Markets
advertisement are available at all branches.
Please check before travelling.
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DYSAN - FOR THE DISCERNING
With new lower prices. Dysans impeccable reputation is now a genuine
bargain

51/4 INCH DISKETTES
Certified for Single OR Double Density 48 tpi with. Hub Ring reinforcement

PRICES EXC VAT
104/1D S/S 48 tpi
104/2D D/S 48 tpi
204/1D S/S 96 tpi
204/2D D/S 96 tpi
48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation
10 and 16 Hard Sector available at same prices

8 INCH DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90
3740/1 D S/S D/Dens . . 32.90 31.90
3740/2D D/S D/Dens . . . 40.90 39.90
32 Hard Sector available at same prices

10-40
23.90
34.90
34.90
42.90

50-90
22.90
33.90
33.90
41.90

100+
21.90
32.90
32.90
40.90

100+
30.90
38.90

[flaxen

MAXELL - THE GOLD STANDARD
Maxell's very high quality control ensures all standards are met and surpassed

51/4 INCH DISKETTES
Certified for Single OR Double Density 48 tpi with hub

ring reinforcement
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+
MD1-D S/S 48 tpi 24.90 23.90 22.90
MD2-D D/S 48 tpi 32.90 31.90 30.90
MD1-DD S/S 96 tpi 32.90 31.90 30.90
MD2-DD D/S 96 tpi . . 42.90 41.90 40.90
MD2-HD D/S 1.6MByte . . 59.00 56.00 53.00

48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation

8 INCH DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90
FD1-128 S/S S/Dens . . 29.90 28.90
FD1-1XD S/S D/Dens . 34.90 33.90
FD2-XD D/S D/Dens

. 39.90 38.90
3 INCH DISKETTES

PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90
CF2 Compact Floppy Disk 39.90 38.90

100+
27.90
32.90
37.90

Verbatim

Verbatim® Datalife
Enter the World of Verbatim, with the latest range of Datalife diskettes. Not only their
performance, but their new superior packaging makes them stand out from the rest.
Further proof of their commitment to excellence. The world's brand leader, offers perfect
data retention time after time - for a Lifetime.

DATALIFE - FIVE YEAR WARRANTY
The world market leaders. with perfect data retention time after time - for a

51/4 INCH DISKETTES
Certified for single OR double density and with huh ring reinforcement

PRICES EXC VAT
MD525 S/S 48 tpi
MD550 D/S 48 tpi
MD577 S/S 96 tpi
M0557 D/S 96 tpi
48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation
10 8 16 Hard Sector available at same prices

8 INCH DISKETTES

PRICES EXC VAT 10-40
FD32-9000 S/S S/Dens . . 31.90

100+ FD34-8000 S/S D/Dens . . . 31.90
37.90 DD34-4001 D/S D/Dens . . 36.90

10-40
22.90
29.90
28.90
36.90

50-90
21.90
28.90
27.90
35.90

50-90
30.90
30.90
35.90

100+
20.90
27.90
26.90
34.90

100+
29.90
29.90
34.90

New Memorex Cleaning Kits
Just arrived are the MEMOREX Computer Care range of Part No
cleaning kits. They represent fantastic value for money, and are MKEY
available individually or with a discount if purchasing all three.

MTV

DISKING INTERNATIONAL
FREEPOST
LIPHOOK, HAMPSHIRE GU30 7BR
UNITED KINGDOM

Description
Case & Keyboard Cleaning Kit with one
foam -clean aerosol, 20 Safebuds & 5 Safecloths
VDU/TV Screen Cleaning Kit with 20 Safeclean
screen wipes & 5 Safecloths

MDD Drive Head Cleaning Kit 51/4 withcleaning fluid,
10 cleaning disks, jacket and glove

Buy all three Kits together and we will reduce the total price from £1 8.70 to
£14.90 -A Bargain if ever we saw one!

Price
4.90

4.90

8.90

How to Contact DISKING:- By Telephone (0428) 722563
By Telex 858623 Telbur G

OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

We supply all Government bodies including Schools. Universities. Colleges

Hospitals. the Utilities. Research Establishments. Armed Forces the Ministries
and Local Authorities world-wide We will despatch within 4 (YES 41 working
hours from receipt of your official order number received either by post or by
telephone and all orders are handled in the.strictest confidence and to the
letter All other customers cheques with order please payable to DISKING. If
you are a large establishment, and cannot raise cheques without an invoice
please post or telephone us your order and we will send a pro -forma invoice by
return for your accounts department to pay against

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

All orders left on the answering machine qualify for aFREE Disking Logobug to
stick on your computer

You may call 365 days a year 24 hours a day and you may speak for as long as
you like when you leave the following details -

1 Day -lime telephone number

2 Cardholder Name 8 Address
3 Delivery/Invoice Address if different
4 Your credit card number
5 Pad nos and quantity of your order
6 Normal or First Class post

we welcome Access IMasterchargel Barclaycard (VISA) and Diners Club
International and there is NO credit card surcharge Alternatively you may write
your Crcard No on your order.
You may leave the rest to US!!

URGENT ORDERS

If you're posting your order omit the word FREEPOST from our address and
use our normal post code GU30 7EJ and do not forget to stamp it First Class If

you are telephoning your order please make it dear that you wish to pay for your
goods to be sent to you by First Class Post

FIRST CLASS RATES
EXC VAT 51/4" 8"
First Ten -Pack 2.00 2.50
2nd and subsequent
Ten -Pack 1.50 2.00

TRADE CORNER
FREE AEROPLANE

Our latest aeroplanes now nave sound! ideal missiles for
throwing across the office at sleeping software en-
gineers. Call and ask for your flier, and we'll send you our
latest trade pack with prices, special offers and sample
unlabelled diskette. We'll also enclose a DPC application
form telling you how to buy at our 10,000 prices yet order
in 50's.

BARGAIN CORNER
51/4" Diskettes supplied in a FREE SEE 10 library box
Prices Exc VAT 10-40 50-90 100.

S'S 48 tpi Diskettes
UU2D D/S 48 tpi Diskettes
UU1DD S/S 96 tpi Diskettes
1.11.12DD D/S 96 tpi Diskettes

13.90 12.90 11.9
20.90 19.90 18.9
20.90 19.90 18.9
24.90 23.90 22.9

Don't be fooled - fully warranted, new and individual
certified AND with a FREE SEE 10 library box an
Disking Colour Coders!! They are unlabelled non-hu
ring diskettes, and are manufactured by one of our fok
major suppliers. At these prices you can't lose. Dor
forget you even get the superb DISKING clock with ever
two ten -packs.

To, DISKING FREEPOST, Liphook.Hants,GU30 7BR U K Tel: (0428) 722563

Qty Description Price exc VAT

Total Goods Value exc VAT

Total Delivery and insurance

Sub Total exc VAT

VAT

Value of cheque payable to Disking

NAME

ADDRESS

TEL NO

Or please charge my credit card No

r1=
LAccess VISA & Diners Cards Welcome PCW/1 2/84



DISKING NEWS MEMOREX
Business is not created between companies but between
PEOPLE.

"Everyone wants responsibility, but nobody wants accounta-
bility."
Well, when we accept your order we're ACCOUNTABLE and we
accept FULL responsibility for getting YOU your ORDER, and we
will not rest until you've got it. That's what we're here for.
Someone has to work in this country, after all we'll be in the
minority soon!

FREE with EVERY ten -pack of diskettes from
DISKING. SEE 10
LIBRARY BOX

Also available individually for £2.50 exc VAT either for
51/4" (SEE 10) or any 3"/31/2" microdisks (SEE 10-3)

PLUS
Disking Colour Coders

A multicoloured pack of ten fibre tipped pens for colour coding your diskette
labels available individually at 49p per pack of ten exc VAT.

If you work hard caring for your customers too, write to us and
we'll start a club for the silent majority - we're fed up with the
noise from all the grafitti writers, window smashers etc. We'll
start publishing a list of the companies who are trying to keep
Great Britain GREAT. We've got everything going for us and we're
only just hanging on the cliff's edge by our fingernails. Let's
climb up - wouldn't it be nice to see this country regain the
respect it once had for its industry. As they say in their adverts for
Austin Rover cars - GO FOR IT. They should know!

Send all correspondence to:
"The Real Working Class" C/0 Disking International, Liphook,
Hants, GU30 7EJ
We could even call it CAMREAP (Campaign for real people)

DISKING
SUPER PROMOTION

Free Clock Value £8.95

With every TWO Ten -Packs' of ANY 31/2", 5V4" or 8" disks by Verbatim,
Memorex, Dysan or MakeII purchased at these prices, we will pack a Super
Disking Calendar Clock worth £8.95 absolutely FREE.

Order four Ten -Packs, and you will receive two Calendar Clocks and so on.

'Excluding diskettes purchased from bargain corner. All FREE offers are
subject to availability.

OFFER ENDS 28th FEBRUARY 1985

MEMORY EXCELLENCE
Memorex diskettes are everyones favourite and work well in ALL computer
systems.

51/4 INCH DISKETTES
Certified for single OR double density and with hub ring reinforcement.

PRICES EXC VAT
3481 S/S 48 tpi
3491 D/S 48 tpi
3504 S/S 96 tpi
3501 D/S 96 tpi

10-40
21.90
27.90
27.90
35.90

50-90
20.90
26.90
26.90
34.90

100+
19.90
25.90
25.90
33.90

48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation
10 and 16 Hard Sector available at same prices

MEMOREX 31/2" MICRODISKS - HERE AT LAST!
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+
6100 S/Sided ... 42.90 41.90 40.90
0.5M Byte rating auto shutter
3,2" library boxes coming soon

UK Shipping Rates inc. ins. but exc VAT
51/4" DISKS OR MICRODISKS DISKING COLOUR

CODERS

25p each - 5+
POST FREE

1-2 packs each pack @ 95p
3-5 packs each pack @ 75p
6-9 packs each pack @ 60p
10+ packs POST FREE
ALL SEE 10 library boxes
ALL MEMOREX CLEANING KITS
1 off 60p each
2-7 off 40p each
8+ off POST FREE

Means Business

Budget Micro
30 Microdisk capacity (or 12 compact 3" disks) stored
in 3 compartments. Smart two tone beige/brown with
strong steel Hinges

BUY 3
and get the
fourth one

FREE

Budget 50
50 Minidisk capacity in smart two tone brown, complete
with four dividers and no scratch rubber feet.

Part No: Description
BM 30 Microdisk capacity

B50 50 Minidisk capacity

If buying 3 to get one FREE, P&P at the four unit rate please

Price EXC VAT
6.90

8.90

Jumbo Swinger
A massive 120 Minidisk capacity! With adjustable arms
to compensate for less diskettes, keys and carrying
handle. Buy 3 and STEAL one FREE.

Budget 30
30 Minidisk capacity, smart beige/brown with strong steel
hinges complete with 5 coloured dividers. Buy 3 and
STEAL one FREE.

Diskette Storage
Executive Mini 100 & Executive Micro 50
The ultimate in quality, these beautiful Austrian made
storage boxes in luxurious two tone dark brown come
with everything one could ever want. The lids not only
swing open and shut, but are also removable if shelf
space is prohibitive. They come with ingenious dividers
where even the tabs are adjustable and protected from
dirty finger marks. The wonderfully engineered locking
mechanism comes with 2 keys and a master filing tab.
Buy 3 and STEAL one FREE.

Part No. Description 1-3
E M100 100 Minidisk capacity 22.90
EM50 50 Microdisk capacity 19.90
Buy 3 and STEAL one FREE. P&P at the 4 unit rate
please.

Disking Swing -lid Lockable Box
60 Minidisk capacity, complete with keys, dividers, tags
and even built in carrying handles. Buy 3 and STEAL one
FREE.

Part No. Description 1-3
DSLB 60 Minidisk capacity 17.90
Buy 3 and STEAL one FREE. P&P at the 4 unit rate
please.

Part No. Description 1-3
JUMBO 120 Minidisk capacity 18.90
Buy 3 and STEAL one FREE. P&P at the four unit rate
please.

Part No. Description 1-3
B30 30 Minidisk capacity 5.90
Buy 3 and STEAL one FREE. P&P at the four unit rate
please.



UNBELIEVABLE
SAVINGS

** COMPUTERS **
EX VAT

** MATRIX PRINTERS **
EX VAT

APRICOT F1 -from £675.00 ANADEX DP -6500 500c p s £2019.00
APRICOT Point 7 from £2950.00 ANADEX WP -6000 £1808.00
APRICOT PORTABLE from £1445.00 BROTHER EP44 £189.00
APRICOT 256K 315Kx2 MONITOR £1395.00 BROTHER HR5 £125.00
APRICOT 256K 720Kx2 MONITOR £1545.00 BROTHER M1009 50cps £149.00
APRICOT Xi 256k 10MB MONITOR £2195.00 CANON PW1080A 160cps(NLQ) £274.00
BBC B £320.00 CANON PW1156A 160cps (NLQ) £339.00
CIFER 9000 Multi User 21MB £5095.00 EPSON RX 80T 100cps £195.00
COMMODORE 8250 DISK DRIVE £785.00 EPSON RX 80F/T 100cps £220.00
COMMODORE 8296 £695.00 EPSON FX 80 160cps £324.00
COMMODORE SX-64 PORTABLE £675.00 EPSON FX 100F/T 160cps £430.00
COMMODORE 64 £156.51 EPSON LQ 1500 200cps(NLQ) £895.00
COMMODORE DISK 1541 £165.21 HONEYWELL From £375.00
COMMODORE PARALLEL INTERFACE £59.50 MANNESMANN MT80 80cps £177.00
COMMODORE 1530 C2N CASSETTE £32.00 MANNESMANN MT180 160cps(NLQ) £579.00
COMPAQ2 2X360K £1795.00 NEC PINWRITER P2(PXNLQ) £535.00
COMPAQ Plus(1OMB) £3195.00 NEWBURY DRE 8850 300Ipm £2095.00
IBM PC List less 17.5% PHONE NEWBURY DRE 8925 240cps £1385.00
OLIVETTI M20 160KB 2x320KB Drives £1295.00 OKI 84A 200cps £625.00
OLIVETTI M24 128KB 2x360KB Drives £1658.00 OKI OKI 92P 160cps £360.00
OLIVETTI M24 128KB 10MB Hard Disk £3195.00 OKI OK12410P 350cps £1535.00
SAGE II & IV POA OLIVETTI DM4100E 120cps £520.00
SANYO MBC 555 128K 2x160K Drives £795.00 PANASONIC KP1091 120cps + NLQ £249.00
SIRIUS 256K 10MB £2850.00 SHINWA CP80 Model II FT £165.00
SIRIUS 256K 2.4MB £2095.00 STAR DELTA 10 160cps £299.00
SIRIUS 128K 1.2MB £1645.00 STAR DELTA 15 160cps £399.00
ACT/IBM Memory Expansions from £222.00 STAR GEMINI 10X 120cps £189.00
PLUS 5 External Hard Disk Drives POA STAR GEMINI 15X 120cps £269.00

** SOFTWARE **
STAR
STAR

RADIX 10 200cps (NLQ)
RADIX 15 200cps (NLQ)

£419.00
£525.00

TOSHIBA TH2100H 192cps £1275.00
ALL MAJOR SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SUPPLIED AT TREND 930 200cps NLQ 80cps £1350.00

LOW COST
WORDSTAR £195.00
OPEN ACCESS £360.00
LOTUS 123 £295.00
SYMPHONY £490.00
MULTIMATE £240.00
D BASE II £280.00
DMS DELTA £395.00
FRIDAY £135.00
FRAMEWORK £345.00
Not only do we offer top quality products at low
prices. We also support and develop Software with the
assistance of our long established software dept.
NEW RELEASE - UNIX MULTI USER ACCOUNTS
SOFTWARE.

MAYFAIR
MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE, PODMORE ROAD,
LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-870 3255 / 871 2555
We accept official orders from UK Government and
Educational Establishments. Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.

** DAISYWHEEL **
** PRINTERS

BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
DAISYSTEP
DIABLO
DIABLO
FUJITSU
JUKI
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
OLIVETTI
QUME
QUME
QUME
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH

RICOH
RICOH
SMITH
CORONA
TEC
TEC
TEC
TEC

* *

HR1
HR15
HR15 Keyboard
HR15 Sheetfeeder
H R25
2000 20cps
630 API
Sheet Feeder
SP320 48cps
6100 18cps
2010 Serial 20cps
2030 Parallel 20cps
3510 Seria135cps
3530 Parallel 35cps
7710 Serial 55cps
7730 Parallel 55cps
DY450 45cps
11/40 RO
9/45 RO
LETTERPRO 12/20
RP1300S
RP1600S
RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k
RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k
IBM PC
RP1600S Sheet Feeder
RP1600S Tractor

TP1 12cps
STARWRITER F1040 40cps
STARWRITER F5055 55cps
Sheetfeeder
Tractor

EX VAT

£265.00
£329.00
£135.00
£185.00
£549.00
£219.00

£1295.00
£490.00
£795.00
£325.00
£545.00
£545.00

£1049.00
£1049.00
£1440.00
£1440.00

£880.00
£1185.00
£1550.00
£475.00
£895.00

£1190.00
£1249.00

£1299.00
£459.00
£138.00

£154.00
£895.00

£1235.00
£459.00
£138.00

** VDU's & TERMINALS **
CIFER
HAZELTINE
QUME
TELEVIDEO

T4
ESPRIT Fixed Keyboard
QVT 103(VT100 VT131)
910

£760.00
£395.00
£695.00
£489.00

*MEMORY EXPANSIONS*
AST, HERCULES, QUADRAM, SIMONS
ALL AT BIG SAVINGS POA

BACKUP your troubles
in your old CLIP bag

CLIP Compressed Library Interchange Program
CP/M CP/M-86 MS DOS MS DOS 2.0 £95.00
 Backs up a Winchester

on to floppies.
 Compresses text or data to

less than half size.
 Large files can span multiple

discs.
 Selective backup or retrieval, on an

inclusive or exclusive basis.
CLIP has no equal in reputation,
convenience, power or economy.

CLIP comes standard with Winchester
systems supplied by CIFER SYSTEMS,
RESEARCH MACHINES and OLYMPIA.

COKEELE CODES LTD
University of Keele, Keele, Staffordshire, U.K. Tel: (0782) 629221 Telex: 36113

CLIP offers effortless backup.
You can prepare new commands using a
question and answer routine. Then name
each command for later use: to run it, the
name is enough.
*NEW* CLIP has its own menu, with seven
prepared commands. Customise the
commands if you wish, or edit the menu text
with a word processor. Or keep the standard
forms. All your housekeeping -
save/restore/review - by pressing two keys.
Put a CLIP in your Winchester now!

All prices excl. VAT, post free in U.K.
Most popular disc formats from stock.

30 PC W



LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE
-the pioneers in S100 Horizon

-1T," Computers since 1976 proudlyNorthStar present DIMENSION

The IBM compatible Multi-user system (up to 12 users)
15Mb hard disk and 2 user stations
complete with VDU running IBM graphics

Each subsequent work station
(8088 CPU 128K RAM) is complete with
Keyboard, Monitor and Cables

*including 6 months on -site warranty,

NEW! apricot Fl
DOT MATRIX
PRINTERS

CANON 80 Col 160cps £269
CANON 156 Col 160 cps £339
GEMINI 10X/15X 120cps £220/£295
EPSOM FX80/FX100 160cps phone
EPSON LQ 1500 Par/Ser £980
Fujitsu DPL 24 240 CPS £1,295

DAISYWHEEL
PRINTERS

FLOWRITER 1600 60cps £1,600
TEC F10 40cps £1,050

Tec F1500 25cps £395
JUKI 18cps £339
BROTHER HR/15/25 £4451£795
Fujitsu SP320 48cps £980

SHEET FEEDERS
BDT 2 Tray Auto
BDT 3 Tray Auto
BDT Single
Juki Sheet Feeder
Juki Tractor Feeder
Tractors (Qume RICOH, Tec)

PORTABLES
Compaq IBM Compat
Chameleon IBM Compatible
16 bit/8 bit Free Software Worth

£595
£695
£375
£239
£99
£139

from £1,795
£1,995
£1,000

LAP PORTABLES
NEC 8201 16K
EPSON HX20 16K
TANDY 100 8K
EPSON PX8

£395
from £402

£350
£798

SOFTWARE 8/16 Bit
Please phone for LCC Catalogue covering:
Word Processing, Accounting. Financial Planning
Integrated Software, inc. Graphics, Database.
Languages. Communications.

FORMATS: Superbrain. Televideo. Sirius. Sanyo
ririrthAar 8 SD DEC Epson OX -10 IBM

H -P XEROX. ALTOS. Apricot. NEC -AR('
All orir,e,, are exclusive of VAT

True 16 bit inc. ACT Sketch. ACT Diary
Tutorial - SuperPlanner. SuperCalc.
SuperWriter - Software.

LCC SPECIAL BUNDLE
Apricot F 1 RRP
Monitor RRP
Printer Dot or Daisy RRP
Cables RRP
Disks RRP
Paper RRP

LCC SAVING

YOU PAY

apricot HE
315K single sided Sony 3.5
CP/M. Personal Basic. Dr. Logo

£995.00
195.00
319.00
25.00
45.00
15.00

£1,594.00
239.00

£1,355.00

£795

apricot eblPorta
from £1,695

256K Ram. 720 Disk Drive LSD Display
Bundled Software as F 1

apricot PC
2 x 730K Drives & Monitor

apricot
£1,695

10-256K Ram 10Mb Hard Disk inc Monitor
£2,545 - runs most

non -graphic
software

£5,375*

£1,275

HARD DISKS

15 Mb
20 Mb
10 Mb Tape Streamer IBM PC

Hard Disks for IBM PC Sirius QX10NEC
10 Mb £1,545

£1,695
£1,995
£995

PLOTTERS
Hewlett-Packard 74754A 6 Pen
Roland DXy 8 Pen 200 Msecs.
100% HP 7475 Compatible

£1,401

£660

MODEMS/MONITORS
Buzz Box. Direct Connect Moden
EPSON Acoustic Coupler CX/21
Philips 12" Green Hi Res
Roland 14" RGB Hi Res

£70
£160
£85

£375

ACCESSORIES
Floppy Disks Printer Buffers
Daisywheels Paper
Ribbons Labels
Cables Computer cleaning kits
Disk containers Acoustic Hoods

olivetti
M24

Compatible & faster than IBM PC
2 Drive System 128K £1,939
10Mb Hard Disk (XT) £3,899
*Built-in Graphics & Colour
'Runs Flight Simulator, Lotus 1-2-3 on
mono or colour

*7 IBM slots
*8 Mhz 8086 true 16 bit

IBSM
ANYO

*

COMPATIBLE
16 bit

8088 CPU. 128K RAM

(expandable to 256K) MSDOS
550 1 Drive 160K £749
*550/160 2 Drives 160K ea £775
555 2 Drives 160K ea £999

*550/730 2 Drives 730K ea £1,199

555/730 2 Drives 730K ea £1,550
*LCC upgrade
Monitor mono/

colour
£125

from £350
Dealer enquiries invited on all products.

43 Grafton Way, London W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples
Opening Hours: 10-7 Mon -Fri. 10.30-4 Sat.

01-3874455 (4 lines) Telephone Answering Service After Offi
Telex: 8953742

DEMONSTRATIONS

ce Hours SALES - SERVICE
SUPPORT

PCW 31



*** CUT PRICE MICROS ***
Apricot & 2 x 315K Drives £1236

Apricot & 2X 720K Drives £1396

Apricot XI & 10 meg Hard Disk £2196

Apricot XI & 5 meg Hard Disk £1 995

Sirius 1 & 10 meg & Monitor £3196

Sirius 1 & 2.4 meg & Monitor £2316

Any Four Pegasus accounting modules £800

Apricot XI with 10 meg & 4 Pegasus

accounting modules and 12" Monitor £3096

Cut Price Disks, software and other supplies
also available

Call MCS on 01-802 0019
Ali prices exclude VAT, please add £10 p&p on all Micro Computers.

Government and Local Authority orders welcome

3A Woodlands Park Road, London N15
WE ARE NOW ALSO AT

78-82 Kirkton Road, London N15
32 PCW



Just think what they could
have done with d BASE III

William the Conqueror did what any
conscientious manager would do when
taking over a new position of
responsibility.

A stock take.

He sent his clerks to scour the entire
country, relentlessly itemising every
province, hamlet, house and hide;
every sword and ploughshare, serf and
maid - and their value to the Crown.

It was an awesome undertaking, and
extremely time-consuming.

So much so, that by the time the
weary clerks had finished, the stock
take of the first province on the list was
slightly out of date.

By approximately 20 years.

How much quicker it would have
been with ye newe dBASE III"' from
Ashton-Tate!

For a start it can handle over one
billion records per database, with

128 fields per record, 4,000 bytes per
fixed length record, and variable length
text fields. More than enough to take in
the new Kingdom, his old Kingdom of
Normandy - and probably the rest of
Europe as
well.

It's
database

management
capabilities are equally

staggering. You can operate
up to 10 separate database fides at the
same time and information can be
accessed from one file using data

ASHTON WE 
Coffericige Close, Stony Stratford. Milton Keynes

Bucks MKI I MY. Telephone: 0908 568866

d BASE III. More Power To You.

contained in another. You can even
include up to 32 procedures in a single
file, including parameter passing and
automatic variables.

It's fast too, handling indexing,
sorting and other file operations
instantly.

By using the enhanced reporting
facility, it would have been simplicity
itself to generate the mailing labels for
tax demands that went out soon after
William's clerks got back.

Would these clerks have managed
to learn how to handle such awesome
power? Yes. dBASE III' includes the
unique Command Assistant that takes
inexperienced users step by step
through every procedure with plain
English prompts that may be discarded
once they become more proficient.

dBASE III' from Ashton-Tate.
It's one in the eye for handling your

data any other way.
dBASE Ill is a regtstered trademark if AsthionTate.C)Ashionslint tiA54



Unique technology: British made
laminated glass, curved

Contrast Enhancement Antiglare Filter.
Up to now, contrast -enhancing filters

have always been flat-and so has their
performance, because the screen of your
TV, monitor or VDU is curved.

Up to now, most filters have been
plastic - because it takes mindbending
technology to bend optical -quality
laminated glass.

Up to now, filters have
been expensive - awkward
production techniques
have meant price
tags from around
£50 to well over £100.

Forget all that:
the Romag CEAF is here.
British designed and
manufactured by space age military
technologists, CEAF is profiled to fit
your display screen, giving you the
ultimate in contrast enhancement and
antiglare performance. For under £20,
this first generation of eye -friendly
filters diffuses all specular reflections,
gives sharper image clarity from edge to
edge of the screen and greatly enhances
display colours.

Mounted and removed in seconds by
invisible velcro fastenings, the anti-
static, anti -shatter CEAF is a major step
forward in the operational safety of

computer displays-unprotected screens
can cause blurred vision, watery and
itchy eyes, headaches and (according to
such authorities as the Institute of
Ophthalmology) even permanent
changes in eyesight.

Scratch -resistant, durable and easily
cleaned without expensive sprays and

agents, 9", 12" and 14"
CEAFS are available from
leading retailers at only
£19.95 including VAT.

Or fill in the Freepost
coupon and your

CEAF will be despatched
within 48 hours. Orders
can also be placed around

1111111111111111111111111111111
J.1111111111111111

-4141111

611%. _..a11111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111

ROAD FROG by courtesy of Ocean Software. MTA 4628

the clock by phoning the CEAF
Department on (091) 414 5524, quoting
your Access Card number. For other
screen sizes, please ring or write -
the CEAF prices for 'specials' would be
considered very competitive.... if there
was any competition!

Fr0 FREEPOST ROMAG, CEAF Dept. PC N,
Blaydon on Tyne, Tyne & Wear NE21 5SG.
Telephone: (091) 414 5524

My TV/Monitor/VDU is. (make)

(model) (size)

My Computer is' (make/model)

Please send me 9" CEAF(s)
12" CEAF(s)
14" CEAF(s)

at £19.95 each, inc. P&P.

I enclose cheque/P.O. No

for £ made payable to ROMAG.

OR My Access Card No. is

Name
Address

Tel.

oMAC

The filter which eliminates all competition
CEAF is a Registered Trade Mark.



Word processing
is for everyone

Business &
Professional
Tel 0223 65335 4

 11111 IN  Ill II      
 NI III  NM II 

Home &
Educational
Tel 0223 358264

Cambridge Computer Store
I &4 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge

IBM
Apple Digital

Tandy HP Kaypro
Epson Sanyo

BBC
Sinclair Electron

we know computers

1

Business &
Professional
Tel 0223 65335'4

Il IN     
MIN  1111 

Home &
Educational

Tel 0223 358264

Cambridge Computer Store
I &4 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge

Societe General de Developpement S.A.

We are about to establish a Europe -wide network of data bases to serve a market which in the
U.K. is worth £50m.

One data base will be established in each urban area and we want to hear from potential
managers of these data bases. Each manager will control an exclusive area and we are limiting
ourselves to 127 applicants from the U.K. and Ireland.

You should have either management experience or be entrepreneurial with the ability to manage
your own business. You will receive training and no computer experience is required. During
training you will study the viability of the data base in your area and be able to decide whether you
would like to own a data -base as a franchisee or to be a manager.

A full franchise costs an average £875 and makes you your own boss. We believe the earnings
potential of each base may be safely estimated at £20,000 to £40,000 a year but we will show you
how to assess income based on your judgement - not ours.

Write for details to:-

Societe Generale de Development S.A.

at 96 CANTERBURY ROAD, WHITSTABLE, KENT, ENGLAND

or 44 RUE DE TACITURNE, 1040 BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

with a full description of your personal background. Enclose a self-addressed A4 envelope with a
29p stamp. Mark the outside of the envelope European Data -Bases.
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SOFTWARE CENTRE
CP/M CP/M-86 MSDOS

MICROPRO SOFTWARE SYSTEM
WORDSTAR: Best selling professional Word Processing software; On
screen formatting, Block manipulation, File read/write, Simultaneous
Editing and Printing £295
MAILMERGE: Enhancement for document personalisation and mailing
applications £145
SPELLSTAR: Enhancement for checking spelling and maintaining
spelling dictionaries £145
STARINDEX: Useful package for creation of Table of Contents, Index,
List of Figures. Interfaces to Wordstar to improve document
presentation quickly and easily £116
INFOSTAR: Impressive Data Base system combining the power of
Datastar with the flexibility of Reportstar £295
DATASTAR: Screen based Data Entry, vetting and retrieval system.
Screen formats under user control £175
REPORTSTAR: Powerful report generator, provides much needed
enhancement to Datastar for report production and transaction
processing £210
CALCSTAR: Electronic spreadsheet with interfaces to all MicroPro
products £116

PLANSTAR: Advanced financial plan-
ning £495

NB: Combination prices - WS/MM
£390; WS/MM/SP/SI £495

Telesystems Ltd

1

DATABASE MANAGEMENT
FORMULA II: Unique information management system with excep-
tional capabilities for Apptication Generation. Multiple files and

indexes, transaction processing, interactive, no programming language
required £450

dBASE II: The most popular of data management systems, very powerful
application generator £365

OUICKCODE: Add-on facility for dBASE programmers to speed development
process by generating dBASE command files £200

dGRAPH: Extremely useful program for graphical representation of dBASE and
user created data files £200

dUTIL: Utility to speed up dBASE execution £69

CARDBOX: Highly popular electronic card index system. Easy to use, with
powerful retrieval facilities £195

FRIDAY: End user file management system from the authors of dBASE II. File
definition, input and reporting under user control £195

OPEN ACCESS: Multi -function Executives Information System £450
RETRIEVE II: Information Management with unique features £495 -

EVERYMAN: Database Systems £475

The Geans, 3 Wycombe Road, Prestwood, Bucks. HP16 ONZ Tel: 02406 6365

LANGUAGES
Microsoft CP/M MSDOS Digital Research CP/M CP/M-

116

BASIC Interpreter £3 25 £325 CBASIC Interpretor £125 £271

BASIC Compiler £3 65 £365 CBASIC Compiler £417 £500

FORTRAN Compiler £4 65 £325 PASCAUMT + £292 £500

COBOL Compiler £645 £645 C Compiler £292

C Compiler £465 PERSONAL BASIC Int £125

PASCAL £285 CIS COBOL £425 £425

BUSINESS BASIC £550 FORMS -2 £110 £110

Compiler FILESHARE £250 £425

MACRO ASSEMBLER £1 85 £99 FORTRAN -77 £417

SUPERSOFT C Comp £185 £185 SUPERSOFT BASIC £200

Compiler
PRO FORTRAN £220 £320 PRO PASCAL £220 £320

PCDOS

£500
£500
£292

£417

£200

£320
1

APPLICATIONS
MULTIPLAN: Eceptional electronic worksheet from Microsoft

£159
MULTI -TOOL WORD: Microsoft's advanced Word Processor
with optional! Mouse for added flexibility £299

SUPERCALC: Fast action spreadsheet and planning aid £200

ABSTAT: Powerful statistics package £295
GRAPHSTAT: Versatile statistics and graphics package for the
Epson OX10, IBM-PC and Sirius £195

ALIAS ACCOUNTS: Fully integrated accounts system with
inbuilt hooks to dBASE II £1200

ALIAS PAYROLL/SSP: Standalone or integrated system with
optional links to ALIAS accounts each £600

RCS LEDGERS: Sales, Purchase, Nominal ledgers in MBASIC
source code each £300

RCS PAYROLL: Full function, highly used package £500

STATISTICS PACK: Over 25 easily used routines in MBASIC
£120

MATHS PACKAGE: Interactive routines (40+) in MBASIC £120

1

UTIILTIES
ASCOM: The most flexible asynchronous communications package avail-
able to the micro world. Interactive, batch, menu -driven. Available for CP/M,
CP/M-86, MS/PCDOS £140

BSTAM: Simple communications program for exchanging files between
CP/M systems £140

TRANSFER: System for exchanging files between CP/M systems Provided
with full 8080 source code £130

CONVMS: Operating system converter. Runs MSDOS programs under
CP/M-86 £70

CONVCP: Operating system converter. Runs CP/M-86 programs under
MSDOS £70

ASSEMBLER PLUS: Disassembler for 8080 and Z80 programs £167

DISKEDIT: Facility for editing disk held data by sector. Invaluable aid £70

IBM-CP/M COMPATIBILITY: Set of programs that enable IBM 3740 disks to
be used on CP/M, permitting transfer of files to/from IBM mainframes £110

SPP: Speed Programming Package for use with Pascal/MT + £167

XLT86: Converts 8080 assembler code to 8086 £106

EM80/85: Emulator to run CP/M software under CP/M-86 £70

DISPLAY MANAGER: Screen handling productivity aid for Digital

Research compilers £333
ACCESS MANAGER: File handling productivity aid for Digital Research
compilers £333

MISCELLANEOUS
CP/M 2.2: Standard operating system on 8" disk £125
CP/M-86: Standard 16 -bit operating system £208
SUPERSORT: Full function Sort/Merge/Selection package
£145
MSORT: Standalone and COBOL hosted Sort package ... £149
MAGSAM: MBASIC utility to provide multi -key ISAM file
facilities £150
TOUCH 'N' GO: Teach yourself keyboard skills £40
MICROSOFT MOUSE: Mouse, interface card and soft-
ware £149
OPTIMISER: Interactive Linear Programming package .... £325
PROSTAR TRAINING GUIDE: Independent instruction on the
use of MicroPro 'STAR' products £30
EXPRESSBASE II: Productivity aid for dBASE II £125

PLEASE CALL FOR FULL LIST PRICES EXCLUDE VAT DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED
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THE
COMPUTER

ENTREPRENEUR
MANUAL

Make Your Fortune in Computers!
Now available for the UK: THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL-

the bestselling American manual on the fastest growing business in history !
Start now and prosper in your own computer business !

 "The No. 1 authority on all facets of the computer business. If you've been thinking about entering this lucrative
business, The Computer Entrepreneur Manual will make you do it," -Chicago Sun Times.

 "If you're really interested in making your fortune in computers, I recommend that you get a copy of The Com-
puter Entrepreneur Manual," -Dr. Campbell, Bits and Bytes, The Spokesman.

 "America's foremost experts on the computer business: the computer business offers the best opportunities to
make the proverbial million or to make yourself financially independent," - Business Opportunities Journal.

11All The Facts You Need To Succeed !
Don't let the profit windfall from the micro computer boom slip through your fingers Now is the best time ever to start! You find all the information

you need to plan and prosper in computers in The Computer Entrepreneur Manual. This bestselling US book on computer opportunities has inspired
thousands of successful computer businesses in the US. The new UK edition contains the unabridged original and additional UK material in a deluxe
ring binder divided into two parts for easy reference. The immense contents include over 100 lucrative computer business opportunities: systems
house, consulting, freelance programming and selling your software, computer store, word processing service, importing, used computers, seminars,
repairs, list maintenance and more. Invaluable facts and figures on how to start, capital needs, profits estimates, margins, suppliers, how to market,
staying ahead of competitors, pitfalls to avoid, suppliers and success stories. How missing technical or business experience need not stand in your
way. Business strategies like how to finance your venture including "shoestring" budgets and how you can start part-time while holding a job, surviving the
crucial first year, the business plan, estimating your market before you start, negotiating techniques to double profits, how to get free ads and free
merchandise, how to never pay retail again -even for one item right now while you're starting your business. No book before has given the facts on the
exciting and lucrative computer business in such a direct and hard-hitting way. An indispensible tool that belongs in every prospective and existing
computer business. Now at special limited time only NO RISK introduction offer --see further details below.

FIND OUT ABOUT NEW OPPORTUNITIES AND KEEP YOUR BUSINESS PROSPERING WITH

The COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR JOURNAL
The Computer Entrepreneur Journal and Newsletter will keep you up with the latest exciting computer opportunities. In each

issue features such as Dealer Hot Sheet tip you off on the best suppliers and special deals (like a recent sale where our readers
could get Winchester disk drives and high speed printers for less than £150 and Apple II compatible computers for £30!). The
Computer Market Newswire column covers new products, industry "inside" info, moneymaking tips and where to get free books,
software & magazines and free on-line data bases. US franchise chains are becoming extremely profitable in Europe. We give
you the facts on the up-and-coming US franchises like the lucrative software stores and repair franchises, still unknown in the
UK, and which you can enter for considerably less than Computerland and other already UK -established chains.

The Journal also brings you: interesting reader letters: trade show coverage: event listings: invitations: product reviews and
streetsmart know-how. Two new columns disclose inside moneymaking advice for consultants and programmers. Trade and
barter with other computer businesses and announce your products and services in the Entrepreneur's Exchange, We forecast
new trends: how you can best profit from new computer introductions (like recently the Sinclair QL and Apple's Macintosh) and
from major changes in the marketplace, like the coming worldwide boom in UNIX -based systems, set off by a 24 billion £(!) bet
by the US phone giant AT&T. In our Business -of -the -Month features we present at least two new major opportunities exten-

sively in each issue, with start-up instructions, source references, profit estimates, case histories and more. And we will, of course, show how UK compan-
ies of all sizes can profit doing business on or with the US comuter market. Find our yourself now, with our no -risk trial offer, why you will never want to
part with The Computer Entrepreneur Journal in making your own success story happen!

The Computer Entrepreneur Society
The Manual and The Journal are two of the many services we otter computer

businesses. We would also like to welcome you to join the only international association
for computer businesses, The Computer Entrepreneur Society, at a special charter
Invitation rate to UK members. You'll enjoy an extensive list of benefits and join a
select group of individuals as dedicated as yourself to their careers in their own
computer businesses. Membership includes the Manual and a full one year sub-
scription to The Journal, one free manual from those listed below. one free tape of
your choice from our vast library of computer tape seminars (select one below or from
the full tape catalog which will be sent with your membership package). These benefits
alone more than pay for your membership, but there ar,e many more including advis-
ory service, access to the world's largest library of computer business information,
directory listings, free ads, local chapters, conventions and seminars, special publica-
tion discounts. insignia to display on your promotions and advertising, diploma. privi-
leged member bulletins, volume purchases, consultant and programmer's referral
service and registry, software agency, software locator service, software development
assistance, group insurance, barter service, joint trade show participation, reciprocal
agreements with other organizations, on-line access and data bank to The Computer
Entrepreneur and many other publications. Send in the coupon and loin now at the
special invitation rate of only £ 39.50 (less than you pay for The Computer Entre-
preneur Manual, one manual from the list below and one tape separately)! You may
continue your membership in coming years at this low rate with equal benefits!!

Other profit making manuals from The Computer Entrepreneur:
Mg,  The Computer Entrepreneur Software Writer's Market -How

to make money writing software: what programmes to write, what
publishers are looking for, how much they pay. and how to pre-
sent your software. Also an extensive list of software houses
seeking free-lance programmers in the UK, US and Europe; self -
publishing, finding distributors, documentation and commercial
debugging. £12.50.

 Moonlighting With Your Micro -it's hard to start a business without a cash reserve.
However. most millionaires got started moonlighting part time. This book covers the
spare -time opportunities of the micro revolution: word processing, mailing list ser-
vices, information brokerage and many other low start-up cost ventures. Also: a step-
by-step course in advertising, free publicity and how to finance and manage your part
time business. Make yourself independent while your micro pays for itself. £12.50.
 Computer Consulting and Opportunities Abroad-$1.000/day New York consultant
Richard Holt and UK overseas employment expert Kevin Oliver cover all aspects of
computer consulting: marketing, finding assignments. CV's, how to bid and set tees,
getting higher rates, profitable sidelines, contracts, getting started, what you must
know. overseas considerations like taxes and visas. Extensive address listings for
UK and abroad paying £200, £300/day and up. £12.50.

The Computer Entrepreneur has a vast selection of computer business seminars on
audio cassettes. Each lasts one to two hours and features famous entrepreneurs like
Microsoft's Bill Gates (the MS-DOS inventor) and Rick Inatome, the No. 1 computer
dealer. Enjoy these seminars now for £5 each, which others paid 21005 to attend. As a
sampling we offer five tapes from our most popular series-

 (A) On The Software Horizon with Gates and AT&T computer boss Scanlon (Com-
puter Marketplace Seminars),  (B) Avenues of Success in Independent Systems
Sales. Reitano. Wang (ISO series),  (C) Software Sales Forecast. Juliussen, Future

(Software Market Series).  (D) Surviving the First Year in Busi-
ness, Skolnick, Desktop (Computer Store Series),  (El What
Makes A Winner, Inatome. Inacomp (Winning In Computer Sales).
All five £25 New Society members get one tape free and may
optionally purchase the other four for £18.

;'eZT7r EntrepreneurPO Box 456 Grand Central Vork, NY 10163, USA

U

o

Special UK Introduction Offer!
The Computer Entrepreneur Manual in deluxe ring binder and a two issue trial

subscription to The Computer Entrepreneur Journal. £22 95.
-OR:-

One year full membership in The Computer Entrepreneur Society including
The Computer Entrepreneur Manual in deluxe ring binder, a full one year sub-
scription to The Computer Entrepreneur Journal, one FREE manual from the
selection below, one free tape (from below or from the tape catalog which will be
sent with your membership package) and the many other membership benefits,
£39.50.

(New members may also take an additional 10% discount on any purchases of
the other manuals below). This introduction offer is limited. Mall your order now
to take advantage of the low special rates. NO -RISK TRIAL -GUARANTEE: if not
absolutely satisfied return within 30 days for full refund.

r111111MIIIIIMMIIMINI111111111111111111111111111111111111101111MMEHIMM
TO: THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR

42-45 New Broad Street, London EC2M 1QY
I accept the invitation to join The Computer Entrepreneur Society. Send me the

manual, a one year subscription to The Computer Entrepreneur Journal, one free
manual (tick choice below) and one tape (insert letter for desired tape here _

or await catalogue) and membership package for £39.50 4- £3 P&P. Important: fill
in membership portion at the bottom of this coupon.
0 Send me The Computer Entrepreneur Manual and two trial issues of The Com-
puter Entrepreneur Journal for £22.95 £2 P&P. If I decide not to continue the
subscription after the trial issues. I just mark the renewal statement "cancel."
Otherwise bill me £28 '- £2.80 P&P for one year, thereafter annually with the under-
standing that I may cancel at any time.
Tick here to order other products:

The Computer Entrepreneur Software Writer's Market, £12.50.
r] Moonlighting with your Micro, £12.50.
i] Computer Consulting and Opportunities Abroad. £12.50.
l3 Tape Seminar Package: Five Tapes. £25. (Members tick here to receive the
remaining four tapes for £18). Add 80p per book P&P, £1.80 P&P for the 5 tapes.
ALL ORDERS ARE DELIVERED WITH FULL 30 DAY RETURN PRIVILEGES.
NAME:
ADDRESS:

Tick method of payment here
chases apart from free membership
-] Visa 0 Access 0 Eurocard.
Signature/date'
New Society Members: Complete

 ToI bank), Branch Code and Address:
I -I
I Account Name: Account No :
I Please pay to Chemical Bank, 180 Strand, London WC1 for the account of The

Computer Entrepreneur, Account No. 381-89600. the sum of £39.50 on receipt of
this order and thereafter on the same date each year until countermanded by me.
Signature: Date:

POSTCODE:
for non -membership orders or book/tape pur-
selections: Echegue/postal order ]charge my:
No: _ _ - Exp. date:

the section below:
Bank, Ltd. (the name of your

PW1284116......mmoisii
PCW37
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THE PRINTED WORD
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LOW PRICES

TOP SERVICE

JUKI 6100
One Year Warranty
20 CPS : BiDirectional & Logic Seeking
10, 12, 15 & Proportional Spacing
Wordstar Compatible
2K Buffer : 13 Inch Platen
Underline : Backspace + Lots more
Centronics Interface Standard
RS 232 Interface £54.00 + VAT Extra
Tractor Feed £99.00 + VAT Extra
Single Sheet Feeder £238.00 + VAT Extra

JUKI 6100 £330.43 + VAT = £380.00

BBC/ORIC or DRAGON Package
JUKI 6100 + CJE PRINTER PACKAGE

£400.00 Inc. VAT

CANON PW-1080A
Near letter Quality Printer
NLQ Mode 23 x 18 Matrix: 27 cps
Draft Mode 11 x 9 Matrix : 160 cps
Full range of Epson FX 80 Print Codes
Friction & Tractor Feed
Centronics Interface Standard
CANON PW-1156A (Accepts 15" Paper) Available

CANON PW-1080A £278.26 + VAT = £320.00
CANON PW-1156A £360.00 + VAT = £414.00

PACKAGE PRICE for BBC MICRO/DRAGON/ORIC
CANON PW-1080A C.J.E. PRINTER PACKAGE £345.00 Inc. VAT
CANON PW-1156A C.J.E. PRINTER PACKAGE £439.00 Inc. VAT

Special RS232 Printer Bargain
STAR DP8480 (8" Printing) £187.00 Inc. VAT

Ideal for BBC/Newbrain/HX20 & Spectrum Int. 1
Phone for full specification

5t.t.ore--
9ernmi Jo x

STAR GEMINI 10X
One Year Warranty
True Descenders 9 x 9 Matrix
120 CPS Bidirectional & Logic Seeking
40, 48, 68, 80, 96, 136 cpl
Italics, Emphasized, Double strike,
Super & Sub Scripts
Downloadable Character Set
Hi -Resolution & Block Graphics
Friction or Tractor Feed
10 X 10" Carriage, 15 X 15" Carriage
Centronics Interface Standard
RS232 Int. £52.00 + VAT Extra

Gemini 10X £235.00 Inc VAT
Package for BBC/DRAGON/ORIC

GEMINI 10X + CJE Printer Pack £255 Inc. VAT
Star Gemini 15X £380 Inc VAT

STAR DELTA 10
SPEC. AS FOR 10X PLUS:-

160CPS: 8K BUFFER
CENTRONICS + RS232 INT'S STD

£311.30 + VAT = £358.00

1111111111111

C.J.E. Micro's BBC Printer Packs
For Star, Canon & Juki Printers include:

1. The Printer
2. Delivery by Securicor
3. Cable to the BBC 1.3 Metres
4. Screen Dump Progam (M/C Source)
5. Text Dump Program
6. Function Key set up Program. For use with WORDWISE
7. Function Key Label Printing Program. For use with above.
8. VIEW Printer Driver
9. 100 Sheets of Paper

10. Mains Plug with 3 Amp Fuse
11. Booklet giving details of using the printer with a BBC.
12. Character Defining Program for Downloadable-character-set

C.J.E. Printer Packs for other micro's include: -
Printer, Cable, Paper, Mains Plug & Delivery

BBC MICROMODEL B £399.00
Electron £199.00

BBC Micro Model B with Disc Int. £469.00

Large Range of Accessories including Disc
Drives, Printers, Monitors always in stock.
Printer Cables
BBC to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector
Dragon to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector
Oric to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector
Torch to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector
Serial Printer Cables
BBC to 25 way D type
EPSON HX20 to 25 way D type
NEWBRAIN to 25 Way D Type
25 way D type to 25 way D type

Blank Cl 5/C30 Cassettes Ten for £4.50 ANY MIX
Send SAE for Full Price List

£15.00
£15.00
£15.00
£20.00

£9.50
£9.50

£12.00
£15.00

VAT INCLUDED WHERE APPLICABLE
PHONE/CREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME

Postage 50p per order or as stated
24 Hr Securicor Delivery

for Printers/Disk Drives £8.00
(SHOP/WORKSHOP CLOSED MONDAYS)

C.J.E. Microcomputers
Dept (PCW), 713 tingnton Road, Worthing
W Sussex BN11 2EN (0903) 213900

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

RING FOR SAMPLE PRINTOUT, FULL SPECIFICATIONS & LATEST PRICES
BEST PRICES & BACKUP ON THE STAR JUKI & CANON PRINTERS



PHILIPS

For a demonstration
post coupon now!

Personal Computer Div.
P.O. Box 4PD, London W1A 4PD.

I Name

Address:

I Tel PCWI12184

Noisiwooligh

£1,990=
for the P2009/16 -16 bit, 352K RAM,

RP! lx 640K floppy, MS-DOS 2.11., CP/M
it.";,./ 2.2. Built-in 10 MB hard disk pos-

sible. Also runs 8 bit software.

Vast range of 16 and 8 bit software.

Dealers all over Great Britain.

Service guaranteed.

Easy to use especially for beginners.

Philips - with you every step of the way.

For the authorized dealer near you contact:
Kingsway Data Systems, 30 Guildford Street, Chertsey, Surrey, Tel.: (0 93 28) 68 911, Telex: 24667 
Vistec, 2 Chequers Road, West Meadows Industrial Estate, Derby, Tel.: (03 32) 38 15 50,
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Inc. p -System is a trademark of Softech Microsystems Inc MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Inc

£1,690;
for the P2012 - 8 bit, 96K RAM, 2x
640K floppies and CP/M 2.2., TTY,
WordStar, CalcStar, MBASIC, Busi-
ness Graphics and SAGE "Try -be-
fore -you -buy" Accounts Packages.

£1,560;
for the P2009 - 8 bit, 96K RAM,
lx 640K floppy, and CP/M 2.2., TTY,
WordStar, CalcStar, MBASIC. Built-
in 10 MB hard disk possible.

E 995:
for the P2010 - 8 bit, 96K RAM, 2x
160K floppies and CP/M 2.2., TTY,
WordStar, CalcStar, MBASIC and
SAGE "Try -before -you -buy" Ac-
counts Packages.

III

C
nll Philips

Portable
Computer

Ike
The affordable portable.

plus AI

WordStar and CalcStar are trademarks of MicroPro Int. Corp.



The BBC Micro is only 16illong.
But it stretches indefinitely
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The BBC Microcomputer System.The world's best.
And still growing.

The BBC Microcomputer System is designed, produced and distributed by Acorn Computers Ltd.



THE OLIVETTI FAMILY OF PERSONAL COMPUTERS.
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COMPATIBILITY PLUS!



Lots of computer manufacturers try to make a great deal of capital out of the fact
that their computers are compatible with the industry standard.

Not Olivetti.
Of course both our M24 and transportable IV21 are compatible with the industry

standard. So they both give you access to the widest range of software packages
worldwide.

But they've got a lot more going for them than just that.
They're true 16 bit computers so they process words, numbers and graphics

quicker than their biggest rival. They offer high resolution graphics with 16 colours or
shades of grey and up to 640 x 400 pixels to give a crisper image.

And you'll find both serial and parallel interfaces are built into the basic unit
which can also provide up to 7 expansion slots, all of which accept industry boards.

For data storage the M24 and M21 give you a wide range of magnetic media
to choose from. There's 360 KB or 720 KB slim floppy disks, or the option of an
integrated or external 10 MB hard disk. To: Valerie Belfer, British Olivetti, Olivetti House, 86-88 Upper Richmon7

irli,nLeo\indocnVtiVrla5rgTeelf0p1-e7rs805na616c6.06npltearsse supply me with

In fact they're packed with features
Road,ta Putney,

which make other computers compatible NAME

with the industry standard, look standard. POSITION

And they're both backed by the
I COMPANY

service and support network of Olivetti,
ADDRESS PCW 112184

the leading European data processing
company. I ollivettk,NO.To find out more, fill in the coupon LEL



TYKES!
It'sIt's all in Headingley at

The Super
Computer Shop

We stock HARDWARE
Computers, disk drives, printers, monitors, disks, tapes

paper, accessories.

and SOFTWARE
Utilities, adventures, education, business, games, books.

FROM
Acorn, Amstrad, Commodore, Microwriter, Sinclair.

FOR
Access, Amex, Barclaycard, Diners, Cheques, even

pound coins.
You're welcome to come in and browse, and remember,

you're better off at a proper computershop.

FLEXIWORDS COMPUTERSHOP
18 Otley Road, Leeds LS6 2AD

Tel: (0532) 758474

NEW LOW PRICES
Link two or more micros to one printer, plotter, modem, etc. or vice versa

a a

* ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
* SCREENED. METAL

HOUSING
* FULLY TESTED
* BI-DIRECTIONAL
* 24 -HOUR DESPATCH
* CARRIAGE PAID
* OFFICIAL ORDERS

ACCEPTED

SERIAL DATA SWITCHES: RS232/1,124,25 way 'D' connectors (Female)
Lines 1 to 8 & 20
Model R2 2 way switch
Model R3 3 way switch
Model R4 4 way switch
Model R5 5 way switch
Model RX 2 way crossover

All 25 lines
£49 Model V2 2 way switch
£57 Model V3 3 way switch
£65 Model V4 4 way switch
£73 Model V5 5 way switch
£65 Model VX 2 way crossover

PARALLEL DATA SWITCHES
36 way CENTRONICS sockets IBM PC Printer Switches

(25 way 'D' sockets)
Model C2 2 way switch £79 Model P2 2 way switch
Model C3 3 way switch £99 Model P3 3 way switch
Model C4 4 way switch £119 Model PX 4 way crossover
Model C5 5 way switch £139 (1x36 way & 2x25 sockets)
Model CX 2 way crossover £119

£65
£77
£89

£101
£89

£65
£77
£89

Model M2 2 way switch £79
PLEASE ADD VAT AT 15% ALL ITEMS CARRIAGE PAID

All items ex -stock guaranteed for 12 months
Trade -Educational and export enquires welcome

HOMESTEAD ELECTRONICS
UNIT 7
324 TRELAWNEY AVENUE,
LANGLEY, SLOUGH, BERKS
Tel: (0753) 44269

MICROCOMPUTER DEALERS FOR PEACHTREE
EPSON NEC A SANYO

At last a truly professional
high capacity portable computer. Equally at home as a
data capture terminal or a portable processor. The PX-8
has an A4 footprint and will fit in a briefcase.

 All CMOS construction
 CPIM Operating System
 60.8 LCD Display
 Full sized OWERTY

keyboard

PIA PRICE£7921

 64K RAM
 Optional 120K RAM "disk"
 Supports existing TF20

340 KB DISKS.

cot. DPIsPE , ISDA

row' ,116

£.998

/ATEL
GENERAL, ACCOUNTS, \X/ P.,

ELECTRONIC ORDER ENTRY,
GRAPHICS, BAR CODES,

COMMUNICATIONS.
Actel Computers Limited
The Computer Centre, Bugbrooke Road, GAYTON,
NORTHAMPTON NN7 3EU. TEL (0604) 858011

1

oc,4.s.°1,\: 0.0°0''
18 Mb nett, in 4 logical drives
36 Mb nett, in 8 logical drives
Up to 12 users

Specially designed for compatibility with
the CBM 8000 series

300 systems + in daily use throughout
Europe

ADCOMP (UK) Ltd
56 Long Street, Dursley, Glos.
Tel: 0453 46496

44 PCW



The Torch Graduate
TORCH

The Graduate.
The first IBM PC compatible upgrade

for the BBC model. B micro.
From only £764.00 the new

Torch Graduate will upgrade your
BBC Model B to a powerful 16 bit
business computer.

Disc and hardware compatible
with the IBM PC, the Graduate is
the latest addition to the Torch
range of BBC upgrades. It's
MSTm-DOS operating system is
customised to IBM compatibility
allowing exploration of the massive
range of IBM compatible business
software, programming aids,
compilers and languages universally
available from most major software
houses.

Introduction to MS' =DOS
The Graduate offers two levels

of upgrade, the G400 and the
G800, both with 128K on board
user memory as standard
(optionally 256K). This can be
increased to 1.2 Mbytes with an
IBM compatible expansion board.
The G400, contains a single,
double sided 320K formatted disc
drive and provides the low cost
introduction to MSTm -DOS for the

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

 8088 16 -bit processor running at 5 Mhz
 128K or 256K RAM
 MSTm-DOS operating system customised
to IBM compatibility
 Model 0400 - Single, double sided,
high density disc drive (320K formatted)
 Model G800 - Twin, double sided, high
density disc drives (640K formatted)
 Integral stabilised power supply
 2 IBM PC compatible hardware
expansion buses
 Software compatibility allows Lotus
1-2-3 and all popular IBM PC business
programs to run without modification,
subject to the constraints of the BBC
keyboard and display
 Disc interface is not required

Keyboard text and graphics supplied by
BBC Model B

 THE GRADUATE 

user who wants real 16 bit power
from his Model B.

More data storage
A step up from the 0400 is the

G800 which offers twin, double
sided 320K disc drives for extra data
storage. Both the G400 and the
G800 provide the possibility of

TORCH
COMPUTERS

Lighting the way ahead.
Torch Computers Limited
Abberley. House, Great Shelford, Cambridge CB2 5LQ.
Telephone (0223) 841000. Telex 818841 TORCH G.

The Graduate is manufactured by Torch Computers under licence from Data Technologies Ltd.

further expansion for networking,
modems, etc., via the IBM
compatible hardware slots provided
by the Graduate models. Each
model comes complete with a well
written user/technical manual and
connecting leads.

Just plug it in
Unlike other add-ons there is

no need to open the BBC to make
the connection. The compact and
tidy Graduate models simply plug in
to the 1MgHz bus on the Model B.
Within minutes you can be up and
running with an IBM PC compatible
system that really means business.

The_range
Add 256K RAM, 640K disc

storage and IBM PC compatibility
to the BBC Micro for less than
£1000 ex.VAT.
Graduate G400 (128K)£764 inc.VAT
Graduate 0400 (256K)£815 inc.VAT
Graduate G800 ( 128K) £949 inc.VAT
Graduate G800 ( 256K) £,1087inc.VAT

For further information
complete the coupon today.

To: Torch Computers Ltd., Abberley House, Great Shelford
Cambridge CB2 5LQ. Telephone (0223) 841000
Please send further information on the Graduate and the
address of my nearest dealer.

Name

Address

LPost
Code Telephone

PCW/12/84
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Do you own or use two or more computers with incom-
patible disk formats? Then you need our universal

4( FILE MOVER»
This easy -to -use file transfer program enables you to transfer
any type of files - including .COM-, .CMD- and .EXE-types of
files - from one computer to another by means of a serial link -
even if they use different operating systems! A special protocol
with checksums and automatic retransmission ensures error -free
file transfers.
Available for CP/M, CP/M-86 and MS-DOS (PC -DOS).
Prices: For CP/M : 49.95

For CP/M-86 or PC -DOS (MS-DOS) : £ 69.95
For any two o/s's : £ 99.95

We also offer the following easy -to -use and well -documented
utilities:

XSUB for CP/M-86 : 39.95
DISK UTILITY PACKAGE for CP/M (2.2)
Includes disk dump and patch, disk test, dupli-
cation and various file recovery utilities.
ii The file recovery aid alone makes it worth the
price, ii-- very well -designed and friendly
human interfaces" (Microsystems).
TERMINAL for CP/M, CP/M-86 and PC -DOS

: £ 79.95

(MS-DOS) : 99.95
converts your microcomputer into a powerful termi-
nal. Includes ASCII file upload and download facilities.

Disk Formats available: 8" ss/sd, IBM-PC/XT, DEC Rainbow 100,
Osborne, Zenith hard and soft sector, Superbrain (JR),
DEC -VT 180 (DD), TI Professional (DD), Kaypro II, Access ss/dd,
NEC PC -8001 A, XEROX 820 (SD), Xerox 820-11 (DD), TRS-80,
Mod I (Omikron (CP/M), TRS-80, Mod 3 (MM/CPM),
Morrow Micro Decision.
Include £ 5 per order for handling and shipping. Specify
computer, disk format and o/s.
VISA accepted.

ak alektiokontult os
P.O.BOX 846, N-3001 DRAMMEN, NORWAY

Tel (47) 3 83 15 00

NEC
PUBLICATIONS

30 Hour BASIC
standard, ZX81, Spectrum, Oric, Electron and Commodore 64

editions
(£6.95)

Me and My Micro
write and develop your own game programs

(£2.95)

Interfacing and
Control on the BBC

Micro
how to control equipment outside the micro

(book £9.95, cassettes £13.80, Control Kit £174.80)

From bookshops or direct from NEC

Further information from:

NATIONAL EXTENSION
COLLEGE

18 Brooklands Avenue,
Cambridge CB22HN

VIEWDATA FOR THE IBM PC

Introducing K -VIEW

K -VIEW is a Viewdata program which converts your
IBM PC into an intelligent viewdata -compatible terminal

* Can be used with many BABT approved modems
* Autodial facilities allow access to many different

viewdata bases
* Pages can be stored and edited
* BASIC programs can be used to convert the

information to different formats, e.g. high definition
graphs, etc.

* Viewdata information can be downloaded onto your
printer

* Can be used to download programs from Prestel
(micronet 800)

* Supplied on 160K disc for PC DOS
* Extremely easy to use.

K -VIEW vitalizes your viewdata £79.95 + VAT

MIKE RILEY or CHRIS HARRIES

K -BYTES Ltd.
Fryern House, 125 Winchester Road

Chandlers Ford, Nr. Southampton
Hants. S05 2DR. Tel. (04215) 2942

I CI DD3U 1TTI

THE
SCIENTIFIC DATA MANAGER

and
STATISTICS SYSTEM

Sophisticated but simple to use.
On screen spreadsheet data editor.
Parametric and non -parametric stats
built in.
Analysis of tables of up to 5000 data
points.
Rapid data analysis as table always in RAM
Appropriately handles missing values.
Easy customization and extension.
Runs under CP/M, CP/M-86 or MS-DOS.

Available immediately for :-
APRICOT, SIRIUS, IBM-PC, APPLE, EPSON QX-10 from -

ROCOM OXFORD LTD
7/8 PARK END STREET

OXFORD
Tel: 0865 249898

KL-PC, 5UPERBRAIN, 1E3t1 8"sssd, and all other formats from

WALLINGFORD COMPUTING SERVICES LTD
72 BROOKMEAD DRIVE

WALLINGFORD
OXON

Tel: 0491 35959

Fe :
s
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DON'T DEAL WITH THE REST, DEAL WITH THE BEST
'MWOM

41:
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The market
leaders
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£449
Apple Ile

Apple Ilc
£799:35£1699

Macintosh
311

Call for up to date offers

01-833 0044
5`100m

Wk,W ,ss%'<
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ATA IS EXPANDING!
Geographically and our product
range. We can supply the complete
range of hardware and software for
Apple, Apricot, Sirius, Hewlett-
Packard and IBM peripherals.
Do you sell micros successfully?
If so we would like to talk to you.
Ring Ann Rossi (0727) 34361
Export specialists - ring or telex
for details!

...WITH RECOGNISED PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
Apple Hardware
Apple Ile 449
Apple Ilc 799
Macintosh 1699
Apple III 1890
Disk Drive Ile + Controller 250
Disk Drive Ile - Controller 199
Disk Drive Ilc 219
Disk Drive Macintosh 339
Apple Monitor Ile 130
Apple Monitor Ilc 130
12" Hi -Res Green Display 99

Printers
Imagewriter 10" carriage 345
Imagewriter 1 5" carriage 495
Imagewriter Accessory Kit Ile 36
Apple Daisy Wheel Printer 1170
Epson RX80 100 Cps 229
Epson RX80 FT 259
Epson RX100 399
Epson FX80 160 Cps 349
Epson FX100 160 Cps 499
Ricoh 1300 Flow Writer 1150
Ricoh RP1600 1499
Silver Reed Exp 500 299
Brother HR15 399

Accessories
Apple 80 Col Card 75
Apple 80 Col Card Extended 175
IEEE - 488 Interface card 235
Parallel Interface Card 95
Super Serial Card 105
Joystick Ilc 34
Numeric Keypad lie 85
Apple Mouse II " 120
Microsoft Card (280 CP/m) 219
Keyzone Parallel Card 54
Keyzone Serial Card 82
Keyzone 80 Col Card Ile 45
Keyzone 80 Col Card Ext Ile 79
Keyzone Fan with Antisurge 38
Grappler + 105

NEW! APRICOT Fl
F1 e- 128K RAM 695
Single 315K disk drive

F1 - 256K RAM 865
Single 720K disk drive

Apple II Systems
Apple Ile 64K plus Disk Drive
and Controller 695
Apple Ile 64K plus
DVO Disk Drives and
Monitor Ile
Apple Ilc 128K plus
Monitor Ilc

Macintosh System
Macintosh pws 1
Imagewriter, MacWrite
and MacPaint 1995

Apricot Systems
Two Disk Drives
S/S & monitor 1499
Two Disk Drives D/S & monitor 1674

949

924

Plotters
Hewlett-Packard HP7470 749
Hewlett-Packard HP7475 1399

IBM Peripherals & Software
Wordstar 270
Multimate 299
Select 320
QBase 105
dBase II 350
Friday 160
Cardbox 175
PFS 85
PFS Report 80
PFS Write 85
Lotus 1-2-3 355
Tkl Solver 205
Supercalc I 125
Supercalc II 185
Supercalc III 259
Visicalc 159
CPM/86 39
Personal Basic 95

BARGAIN BOX

We have a selection of demonstration hardware and
software for sale.
HP -1 25 Personal Office Computer 1 508
HP -86A 1340
HP -87 2300
HP-87/XM 2343

25% OFF ABOVE PRICES

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
For delivery please add
f0-£199 + £5, f200-£1499 + £13,
£1500+ 1V2%.

CASH/CHEQUES WITH ORDER

CHEQUES WITH ORDERS
Please allow 10 days for clearance. PLC's, public
sector etc 30 days credit available on official
orders, subject to 5% credit charge.

MMMI

ATA IS A DIVISION OF ALBETA

i;5

.##£

333,mff,3zlin33a,3333333woommm, .;,

PONCES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT AND CURSOR AT TIME OF PAINTING.

BUT AN IBM PC
THEN FIRST CONSULT

IBM PC AUTHORISED DEALER
IBM AuthorkedLlealer

LONDON 01 -833 0044

SHEFF IELD 0742-700802

ST. ALBANS 0727-34361

POTTER BAR 0707-57113

SOUTH WEST 02915-7110

fc';';;N,m4lR%tW4:?.tAOst!Ms.lf,AMhiNsM,,AA0s,m,e,t'isl,P}MgtiMAKIAlliMilnli1P:Or "

LONDON 4 ALBION HOUSE ,1 BACK HILL ,EC1 SHEFFIELD 72 ELDON ST.,SHEFF!ELD,S1 4GT

ST.ALBANS 9 ADELAIDE ST.,ST.ALBANS,HERTS. POTTERS BAR 197 HIGH STREET,POTTERS BAR

SOUTH VEST CWRT-V-GAER,WOLVESNEWTON,GWENT ,NP6 6PR. TELEXES 25102 and 54574
1z

33
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Ps part
of our

plans to
offer the very finest all-round

service
to business

users,
were

pleased to
be able to announce

the

introduction
during

1985 of a series
of BY

ShopIraining
Curses.

These

vary in compleittytrorn
'Understanding

Computers-
A Jargon

Breakdown

to Programmers
you on Pascal

and Cobol.
Initially

the courses
\roll

operate
in London,

Birmingham
and 0352,0\1,1.1f

you
would like

details

'phone
an )am

on 0480 218812.

IT'S NOT BY
ACCIDENT THAT
THE COMMUNICATOR
KEEPS MGTS OVERHEADS DOWN
Concerned that not enough was being done to make people aware of the
dangers at work, the Mercia Group Training Scheme was set up by like
minded companies in the Midlands to train staff in aspects of safety at
work. The MGTS also offers a range of job training programmes in what has
unfortunately become a major unemployment black spot.

As a non-commercial enterprise, clearly
overheads need to be rigorously controlled and a
Comart Communicator 520MP multi -processing
system was acquired from Byte Shop, Birmingham.

Running WORDSTAR and dBASEII, the
Communicator handles a variety of administrative
jobs including word-processing for reports and
minutes etc. Benefits to date cover reduced
overheads and faster and more efficient generation
of information. Mercia Group were pleased with the
'genuine interest' shown by Byte Shop staff in their
application and the subsequent level of support.

Qat* the /irk& ate,
At the Byte Shops we've helped countless companies of all sizes improve
their efficiency by the introduction of microcomputers. Generally these are
required to perform routine business tasks- but, however similar the
application, we invariablyfind that no two customers have exact/ythe same
requirements. When you come to the Byte Shop, you'll find that we are far
more interested in finding out what jobs you require the computer to do both
now and in the future. We then tailor a complete system including not only
the hardware but the software, and the peripherals to meet your individual
needs. We believe this is the only sensible way to sell corn puters. On this
spread you'll find a number of ' Typical Ready To Run 'systems. However
we won't sell one to you - unless you force us - :?,:i'"" 

without asking a few questions first.

WHERE TO FIND US:
SOUTHAMPTON

By utilising their
considerable
expertise and talents for
improvisation, the staff at Byte
Shop Southampton have been
busy of late providing the
technology to enable customers to
link their IBM PC's together in a
networking or true PC DOS multi-
user system. If you want more of
your staff to have access to IBM
PC's, Byte Shop Southampton
could provide the answers.

PROGRAMMERS
CORNER

Wide selection of
programming languages, plus

utilities and tools from Microsoft,
Digital Research, Microfocus,
Xitan and Pulsar, incl. Basic,

Fortran, Cobol, Pascal,
Assembler,

C&PL1.

CLEARANCE BARGAINS
SOUTHAMPTON
The following are 'one -offs' and available on a
first -come first -served basis

Apricot double sided disk system
with 9" monitor (1995.00)

ONLY 1350.00
Apricot Xi 10Mb hard disk, 315Kb
floppy (2995.00) ONLY 2200.00
Tecmar 5Mb expansion for IBM PC
(2235.00) ONLY 700.00

THE BYTE SHOP. THE FIR
TURN TO FOR 711

COMPAQ
STANDARD & PLUS

Following phenomenal success in
America, you can now find the
portable, fully IBM PC compatible,
Compaq micros at your local Byte
Shop. Spec. for the Standard
model includes 256Kb RAM, twin
360Kb floppy disk drives, high
resolution screen and tough carry
case 2195.00
'Plus' models as above but with
single 360Kb floppy and 10Mb
hard disk drives 3945.00

ALL PRICES EX. VAT

DESKPRO
Four new PC/XT compatible
models from Compaq fully
complementing the now
established 'Standard' and 'Plus'
models. By incorporating the
high-speed 8086 microprocessor,
Deskpros can offer 2-3 times faster
processing speeds than standard
PCs while running virtually all
PC/XT software without modification

The Deskpro models start with an
entry level system ideal for first-time
computer users and progress to the 
top of the line Model 4 which has
claims to being the most powerful
high performance personal
computer on the market. Lower
level models are capable of being
upgraded should the need arise.

Common to all models are dual -
mode monitor, full keyboard and
PC/XT compatible expansion slots.

Model 1; 128Kb RAM: single 360Kb disk
drive 2195.00
Model 2; 256Kb RAM; dual 360Kb disk
drives 2595.00
Model 3; 256Kb RAM; single 360Kb &
10Mb fixed disk drive 3995.00
Model 4; 640Kb RAM; single 360Kb,
10Mb fixed disk drive plus an internal
10Mb fixed disk drive back-up 5595.00

COMART
COMMUNICATOR

Comart Communicator multi-user
systems have expandability built in
and are the most cost-effective way
of sharing computer power
amongst your staff. You can start
with a Communicator system to suit
your current requirements- up to
15 people can share-and simply
add new terminals as you grow. A
considerable saving over buying a
complete new computer each time.

COMMUNICATOR
MULTI-USER

MULTI -PROCESSING
SYSTEMS

£.1800 .er user
Communicator CP520MP includil ig 5
display terminals, cables 6x processors
and 6 x64Kb memory 9095.00

£2119 .er user

Communicator CP1525M with M - BOS
operating system, including 5 display
terminals, dot matrix printer and cables

10595.00

NEW COMMUNICATOR
CP2000 SERIES

Featuring the new 'powerhouse'
Intel 286/287 processors, the three
models in the CP2000 series have
at least double the speed and
processing capacity of most
conventional multi-user systems.
The big performance and excellent
value of the CP2000, means that it
can comfortably support up to 12
users for as little as £2995.
Importantly, the CP2000 series
runs two industry standard
operating systems, BOS and the
latest version of the concurrent
CP/M, allowing you to switch from
up to four programmes
simultaneously without clearing the
screen.



IBM/PC
The IBM PC/XT's versatility
means that it's equally at home in
a small business or as a stand
alone desk top in a large corporate
company linked to a mainframe.
IBM PC; dual 320Kb disk drives; 64Kb
RAM; UK keyboard and screen

1988.00
IBM PC; dual 320Kb disk drives;
128Kb RAM; DOS 2.1; UK keyboard
and screen 2149.00
IBM PC XT; 1 x 320Kb floppy disk
plus 1 x 10 Mb hard disk; 128Kb RAM;
ASYNCH COMMS; DOS 2.1; UK
keyboard and screen 3432.00

1111141111

From 1988.00 ex. VAT

IBM PORTABLE PC
Offers the features of PC
computing in a self-contained
portable package weighing only
301b (13.6kg). Specification
includes 256Kb RAM expandable
to 512Kb, dual floppy disk drives,
9" amber screen and smart
system carrying bag 2254.00

PC/XT ADD-ON'S & ADD -INS
Alloy PC -Backup - cartridge tape unit
for backing up, storing and retrieving
data from hard disk 1,750.00
Microvitec 1446-14" colour monitor

495.00
Expansion Unit 1-10 Mb hard disk
unit for PC 1,954.00
Expansion Unit 2 -10 Mb hard disk
unit for PC/XT 1,581.00
Tallgrass Datasave -51/4" hard disk
mass storage unit with 12, 20 or
35 Mb capacity plus integral streamer
tape cartridge backup..from 2,820.00
Hercules Graphics Card -allows high
resolution bit mapped graphics on
monochrome display 395.00
Orchid PC Net Starter Kit -local area
network allowing file and disk sharing
plus optional electronic mail from

1350.00
PC Net Cards -to link additional
terminals to network from 675.00
Quadram Cards -full range available
inc. memory expansion & colour
graphics from 194.00
IBM colour monitor plus adapter card

685.00
IBM printer inc. cable 469.00
Epson FX80 printer inc. cable 478.00
Brother Letter Quality Printer 445.00

TYPICAL IBM BUSINESS SYSTEMS
ALL PRICES EX. VAT

Word Processing
IBM PC; Multimate, letter quality
printer 3135.00
Colour Spread Sheet
IBM PC; colour monitor; Symphony;

full width dot matrix printer; 2 pen
plotter 4999.00
Information Management
IBM PC XT; dBase II; dot matrix printer

4399.00

Accounting System
IBM PC XT; Sales, Purchase and
Nominal Ledgers. Invoicing and
Payroll; dot matrix printer 4999.00

ALL PRICES EX. VAT

ST NAME BUSINESSMEN
CROCOMPUTERS.

SELLING SOFTWARE
0 Lotus 1-2-3 - Remarkable

integrated spreadsheet and
information management package
incorporating colour graphics for the
IBM PC 375.00

dBASE II - Powerful database
management and applications
generator with optional graphics and

,.ndevelopment tools 365.00
Symphony -Complementary

follow-up to 1-2-3from Lotus including
word processing, integrated
spreadsheet, communications,

,..database and colour graphics 550.00
SuperCalc 3 - Latest SuperCalc

version with colour graphics rivalling
Lotus 1-2-3 295.00

WordStar - Most popular
wordprocessing program, easily
integrated with MailMerge, SpellStar,
Star index and SuperSort
enhancements 295.00

0 Pulsar Accoiints - Complete
integrated business accounting system
includes sales, purchase, nominal
ledgers, data analysis, stock control,
invoicing and payroll -for Apricot and
1BM PC per module 195.00

Open Access- Exciting new
integrated business package rivalling
Lotus 1-2-3 with WP, Database, comms
and 3-D graphics 450.00

lip Multi -Mate - New standard in fast,
easy to use, function key driven
wordprocessing for the IBM PC

330.00
0 SuperCalc 2 -Sophisticated, easy

to use financial spreadsheet for in
depth analysis, modelling and
forecasting 195.00

0 Framework Integrated package
featuring word processing,spreadsheet,
graphics, data management 495.00

Friday -7 Personal file management
package for the novice with quick
custom reporting 195.00

dBASE III - Powerful easy to use
database with enhanced reporting
facilities and ability to print mailing
labels from files 495.00

Cardbox - Simple to use data
retrieval and information management
tool 155.00

0 Level II Cobol - Mainframe level II
compiler, well suited for new
applications development: tools and
utilities available 965.00

GraphStat - Up and coming
statistics and colour graphics package
for the IBM PC 195.00

CBASIC -Widely used commercial
programming language for business
applications development, interpreter
also available .125.00

(CP/M86.271.00)
0 Delta -Comprehensive and

sophisticated database program with
'3-D' file structures, links to Lotus 123,
MultiPlan and WordStar 495.00

BSTAM - Communications
package for sending and receiving
CP/M files over telephone lines.133.00

Flight simulator - Full colour
game for both the novice and the
potential fighter pilot on the IBM PC

45.00
EDPascal MT+ - Comprehensive

integrated language for developing
production quality software 292.00

(CP/M86 500.00)

SYSTEM
SPOTLIGHT

I
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IBM PC AT
If you are doubtful whether a
standard PC will have the
processing speed or memory to
keep up with your future
developments then the AT is the
obvious choice. The AT's
'formidable' spec. includes 256Kb
standard RAM (512Kb enhanced
version), 1.2Mb disk drive (plus
20Mb enhanced), new DOS 3.0
operating system expandability,
monitor and new enhanced
keyboard with 10' coiled cable,
separate numeric key pad for
easier and error -free data entry.
Basic from 3374.00
Enhanced from 4703.00

At a Coftioute, Carat
IBM
AT

IBM
PC/XT Comart Compaq

Colour graphics
Multi-user
Hard disk storage

Upgradeable
Expandable
Communications
Transportable
Networking

microserve
An integral part of the Byte Shops,
Microserve provides a complete range of
servicing and maintenance plans
nationwide for computers such as the
IBM PC and Communicator plus
peripherals from Epson, Anadex, Qume,
Wyse and Volkercraig. 'Microsure' -our
speedy nationwide on site maintenance
contract for a 'once only' annual fee.
'Microswap' -component exchange
service. 'Micromend' -workshop repair

 Volume purchase prices available on
request.
 Barclaycard Visa and 21;
Access taken in payment.
 Account, leasing and HP facilities
available.
 Prices valid for cover date life of this

and upgrades. 'Microcall' -on site
maintenance and repair charged on a
time and materials basis. 'Microtrain' -
runs product training courses for your
own service engineers. Call into your local
Byteshop for further details or 'phone
04130215005 fora Microserve

Information
Pack.

magazine (December).
 Whilst we carry a vast range of stock
we cannot guarantee that every item
advertised will be
available in each shop.

gl

It& BUSINESS COMPUTER CENTRES

LONDON
173-175 Drummond Street NW1.

Tel: 01-3870505
Manager Russell Jacques

BIRMINGHAM
94-96 Hurst Street.
Tel: 021-622 3165
Manager Jim Attfield

GLASGOW
266 St. Vincent Street.

Tel: 041-2218202
Manager Gordon Coventry

MANCHESTER
11-12 Gateway House,

Piccadilly Station Approach.
Tel: 061-2364737
Manager Robin Pimlott

NOTTINGHAM
92a Upper Parliament Street.

Tel: 0602 470576
Manager David Slater

SOUTHAMPTON
23 Cumberland Place.

Tel: 0703 334711
Manager Russ Wilmott

BRISTOL
Tel: 0272 290651
Manager John Page

BYTE SHOP HEAD OFFICE
Grove House, Great North Road,
Little Paxton, Cambs. PE19 4E L.

Tel: 0480 218812
Managing Director Peter King

Ki A Kode International plc Company

© Copyright the Byte Shop December 1984
ALL PRICES EX. VAT



RELEASE THE TRUE
POWER F THE QL!

Write programs to unlock the multi-
tasking power of your QL!

Metacomco now offers you three
languages for the QL:
> Use ASSEMBLER for its speed, and
for complete access to the QL's many
features.

> Use BCPL for systems
programming: writing games,
utilities, and applications packages.
> Use LISP for manipulating data
structures, and for exploring the
world of artificial intelligence.

Each language comes as a
complete development kit with a
screen editor and documentation,
for only f59.95.

THE ASSEMBLER
> Standard Motorola 68000 mnemonics.
> English error messages.

> Produces code which can be EXECed, and
run as a concurrent job.

> External references allow linkage to high
level languages and other assembler
modules.

> Macro expansions.

> Position independent, absolute or relo-
catable code can be produced.
> Conditional assembly.
> Large range of directives.
> Fully formatted listings.
> 30 character variable names and
32 -bit values.

BCPL
> True compiler.
> Multiple BCPL programs can run
concurrently.

> Full runtime library includes interfaces
to QDOS graphics, window handling,
file operations, etc.
> Exception handling provides
diagnostics for debugging.
> Link loader allows linkage of
separately compiled segments.

> Assembler and BCPL modules can be
linked together.

> 32 -bit variables use the full QL
address space.

5 0 PC W

LISP
> Full support of QL features including windows,
graphics, and screen handling.

> Compatible with Acornsoft Lisp for the
BBC micro.

> Interpreter.
> Structure editor allows alteration of data
structures.

> Prettyprinter displays programs in structured
format.

> Tracer to aid in debugging.
> Garbage collector automatically recovers

 In. itti  I spare memory space.
.1.4

Dr. alr 1 
Ort,r1 

r.
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> 28 -bit integers and 250 -character names.

THE SCREEN EDITOR ONO
re*/  OM.
 ...MN t .11

4,1

> Full screen editor within a user defined ,41 44, /4 4=41041

ti 4. 41.10 %MO

window.
> Edits any ASCII file including SuperBASIC

source.

  1 .4

.

> Comprehensive range of commands.
The Development Kits are available now

from HMV, Menzies and other leading
retailers, or direct from Metacomco.

, CL, ODOS, and SuperBASIC are the trade marks of Sinclair Research Limited
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Phone today, or post this coupon (.'

to: Metacomco, 26, Portland Square, 2
Bristol BS2 8RZ. Please send me:

copies of the QL Assembler
Development Kit

copies of the QL BCPL
Development Kit

copies of the QL Lisp
Development Kit at f59.95 each.

I enclose a cheque for f
or please debit my ACCESS/VISA
Account No.

 ( JS
411

 101161611 sOlUt
611110160 a SIM
61114

WO 600 VII
UMW 4110

11011111 I 0 411
Of 00011. 4 11
IDS 411. 411
46 0161 1/61 Ml1411

6110106 6111111 411
115 Olt to 006060 I 01
 NUM( 111
 4111410. 6 c
 0011I 10116116 1 111

era 106/41/1 061,
MOM MOM  011116

V 603606 IMMO* 111
I N 01411010 111500 111i a. Mat

13 006 111
0411111.  OMNI.

Card expiry date

SIGNATURE

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

TEL NO

Price includes VAT, postage and packing UK
mainland only. Delivery allow 28 days.

NI=



Don't get ripped -off
when you're buying

Personal Computers.

Rip this off  ..
le PCL are Europe's

leading Business Computer
O. Dealers. And right now, we have

an incredible offer called Investment
Portfolio.

It means unbeatable prices on hardware
and software ranges from IBM,® ACT and Compaq,

0° as well as the best advice and after sales service available
anywhere./ The more PCs you buy, the bigger the discounts. So rip outle this coupon now, and drop it in the Out Tray in the Morning./ IBM" IS THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES.

Name: Title-. Company Address.

Tel no.
- 4.-. / PCL.The Computer Planning Consultants. 

. % =

. I PW3
Planning Consultancy Limited. 46-47 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5JG. Tel: 01 839 8890.  ONO
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and
EPSON

SHEER ELEGANCE
RX 80
100 CPS 80 Col
RX 80 F/T
100 CPS 80 Col
RX 100 F/T
100 CPS 136 Col
FX 80
160 CPS 80 Col
FX100
160 CPS 136 Col

List
Price

£

FIRSTfor EPSON
OKI MICROLINE

OEM
Price

279 209

319 229

450 349

438 339

569 449

OKI MICROLINE
M82A SHEER MAGIC
120CPS 80 Col 299 259

PRINTERS
M92P E

LisEt OEM

160CPS 80 Col 449 379
M92S
160CPS 80 Col 539 459
M83A
120CPS 136 Col 489 419
M84P
200CPS 136 Col 799 679
M84S
200CPS 136 Col 899 769
M93P
160CPS 136 Col 585 499
M93S
160CPS 136 Col 675 579
P - Parallel Interface, S - Serial
Interface, A - Both supplied as std.

L Y ALL FOR OUR BEST PRICES  N  TH

By phone, quoting your ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD number or by sending a

HOW TO cheque for the OEM price stated, plus
carriage and VAT. Please allow 7 days for

ORDER cheque clearance. 30 days credit for
Official Orders from PLC's and Public
Authorities, subject to 5% Credit Charge.

BARGAINS
SHEER VALUE

List OEM
Price Price

£ £
SHINWA CTICP80 299 199
JUKI Daisywheel 449 349
SEIKOSHA GP100A 215 199
OLIVETTI
JP101 Ink Jet 199 159
DAISYSTEP
Daisywheel 288 249

PRICING
OEM Prices are exclusive of carriage and
VAT and are current at time of printing.
CARRIAGE ONLY £5 ON ALL ITEMS

k ; 0 9

TELEPHONE OEM Computer Sales
9-11 Regent Street

HOTLINE Rugby
(0788) 70522/3/4 Warwickshire CV21 2PE

MICROCOMPUTER RENTAL

From Micro -Rent, Britain's top -value specialist in microcomputer rental.
MACINTOSH

£40* PER

SIRIUS

£46*
PER

IBM PC

£46*
PER

O

111- 7/ 1O1111111111111111

rif477771% /246

 Try before you buy
 Flexible terms - weekly, monthly, annual
 No capital outlay/immediate delivery
 Purchase option with rebate of rental

Micro -Rent is Britain's top -value
microcomputer rental specialist. You can hire
on a short term basis, and give the leading
machines a thorough trial in your own office,
before deciding on the right one for your
needs.

If you already use a micro, Micro -Rent can
supply additional machines for short-term
projects, or to cover breakdowns. Extra
printers or monitors also available.

Micro -Rent is independent of any
manufacturer, and offers expert impartial
advice on all aspects of microcomputer use.

CALL TODAY 01-833 2531
*Prices quoted are based on 3 -month rental, excluding VAT.

OSBORNE APRICOT
IBM PC APPLE iie
SIRIUS LISA

MACINTOSH

MICRORENT
127 Cloudesley Road, London N1

52PCW



MRS DISKS

Don't blame the
equipment-

it's most likely
the mains!

In a perfect world, with a perfect power supply you'd have a
right to expect perfect results from your computer, word
processor, VDU or other electronically controlled
equipment. Sadly, this is not always the case, due to mains
borne interference. Even a dedicated line is only a
partial solution because interference is generated by
other equipment being used around you, typewriters,
copiers, fluorescent lights and even the office 'fridge.

Galatrek do have an answer -

vAft
Apricot Sirius 1

Registered Products

the Ferro -Resonant Line Conditioner.
Simply plug it into the mains and your unit into the socket

provided. Spikes, transients and other mains borne
interference are now trapped in its circuits and voltage
surges or dips are also catered for, as the output is highly
stabilised. It also protects itself and the equipment against
overload and gives system isolation. If you specify when
ordering, it can be used as a step down or step up voltage
supply.

You've nearly arrived at your perfect world -for as little
as £145 + VAT.

The Galatrek Filter Plug, whilst only rated to carry
2 amperes of current, is designed to protect micros, minis
and word processors from
interference and surges.
The transverse and common
mode attenuation circuits
are very effective for these
low powered units. Easily
fitted, it simply replaces your
existing 3 pin plug.

Price £19.95+ VAT.

91VATIM
FILTERPIUG

Send for details or cash with order.

Master DistributorDistributor and Dealer applications invited.

ALATREK
INTERNATIONAL

Galatrek International Ltd.
Scotland Street, Llanrwst, Gwynedd, LL26 OAL, North Wales.

Telephone: Llanrwst (0492) 640311 Telex: 617114 NB GALAN U
PCW/12,114

***BEST PRICES - TOP QUALITY - FAST DELIVERY***
********* +++++++
PRICE PROMISE

We will better any genuine delivered price advertised in the current issue of
PCW for Boxes of Disks shown in the list below. Please Telephone for price.

QUALITY FACTORY SEALED DISKS NORMALLY SAME DAY DESPATCH
5.25" DISKS

BOXES OF 10 DISKS

DYSAN

Prices per Box (L)
1-4 5-9 10-49

104/1D HR S/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr 20.00 19.00 18.00

104/2D HR D/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr 28.00 27.00 26.00

204/1D S/side Q Dens 96tpi 80Tr 28.00 27.00 26.00

204/20 D/side Q Dens 96tpi 80Tr 34.00 33.00 32.00

VERBATIM DATALIFE (5 Year Warranty)
MD525-0IHR S/side S or D Dens 48tpi 40Tr 15.25 15.00 14.50

MD550-0IHR 0/aide S or D Dens 48tpi 40Tr 21.50 20.75 19.50

III
MD577-01HR S/side Q Dens 96tpi BOTr 22.00 21.25 20.00

MD557-0IHR Weide Q Dens 96tpi 80Tr 28.00 27.25 26.00

10 or 16 hard sectors at same price. Add £1.00 for plastic case.

VEREX
M0200-01HR S/side S Dens 48tpi 40Tr 14.25 13.75 13.25

MEMOREX

BASF

(5 year warranty)
3431 HR S/side S
3481 HR S/side D
3491 HR D/side D
3504 HR S/side
3501 HR D/side Q

Dens
Dens
Dens
Dens
Dens

48tpi 40Tr
48tpi 40Tr
48tpi 40Tr
96tpi 80Tr
96tpi 80Tr

(Qualimetric) ee Special Offer - FREE Library
IX HR S/side S Dens 48tpi 40Tr
ID HR S/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
2D HR D/eide D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
1D/96 HR S/side Q Dens 96tpi BOTr
2D/96 HR D/side Q Dens 96tpi 80Tr

HR denotes Disks with Reinforced Hub Rings.

ACCESSORIES
HCK5 Head Clean Kit with Fluid
LC5 5.25 EGLY Library case
LB40-5 Lockable Box 40 Cap inc Disk Pen

II3 VCK-5
LB90-5 Lockable Box 90 Cap inc Disk Pen

Verbatim 5" Head clean kit
VCD-5 Verbatim 5" H/c disks (per 10)
DL -5 Disk Labels 100(5 cols).w/p tabs
DM -5 Disk Mailers 4 disk cap (per 100)
VDDA-5 Disk Drive Analyser(Apple II/III)

3.5" DISKS

Please Telephone for

MOST COMPETITIVE

Prices

Box
14.60
16.50
21.50
21.50
25.00

14.90
1.90
13.50
16.50
6.40
12.50
4.50
21.00
34.00

14.20
16.00
20.75
20.75
24.25

14.50
1.80
13.00
16.00
6.20
12.30
4.25
19.50

13.80
15.50
19.50
19.50
23.50

14.00
1.70

12.50
15.50
6.00
12.10
4.00
10.50

SONY - HEWLETT PACKARD
OM -D3440 S/side 80Tr 37.00 36.00 35.00

OM -04440 D/side 80Tr 50.00 49.00 48.00

BASF (Qualimetric) Special Offer - FREE ABA Box with 5 Boxes ee
FD3.5 S/side 80Tr 37.00 36.00 35.00

ACCESSORIES
LB60-3.5 Lockable box 60 Cap Inc Disk Pen 15.50 15.00 14.50

8" DISKS
VERBATIM DATALIFE (Five Year Warranty)

FD34-9000 S/side S Den 24.00 23.00 21.50

FD34-8000 S/side D Den 24.00 23.00 21.50

0034-4001 D/side D Den 27.75 26.75 25.25

MEMOREX (Five Year Warranty)
S/side S Dens Please Telephone for
S/side D Dens MOST COMPETITIVE
D/side D Dens Prices

IS
1D
2D

BASF (Qualimetric)
IX S/side S Dens
ID S/side D Dena
2D D/aide D Dena

ACCESSORIES
LB40-8 Lockable box 40 Cap inc Disk Pen
VCK-8 Verbatim 8" Head clean kit
VCD-8 Verbatim 8" H/c disks (per 10)

PAPER -LABELS -CASSETTES
PAP1 9.5"X11" 60gsm 2000 sheets
LAB1 89mmX36mm 2 on web 8000 labels
C12 C12 Quality Screw Assembly(10)

21.00
24.00
26.00

16.50
6.40

12.50

11.00
25.00
4.50

20.00
23.00
25.00

16.00
6.20

12.30

10.50
22.00
4.30

19.00
21.00
23.00

15.50
6.00

12.10

10.00
21.00
4.10

RIBBONS - PRINTERS - SOFTWARE
Telephone or write for very competitive prices on a large range of goods.

Please contact us for Quantity discounts (50. boxes) and Trade Accounts.
Official orders accepted from Government or Educational Establishments.

Description Quantity Amount

Portage/Packaging (MO
5.25/3.5 Disks,HCK5
8" Disks,HCK5,C12
LC5,0L5,VCK5/8,VCD5
Lockable Box,OM.5
...

£1 /Box.
£1.3/Box
50p/each

E2.5/Box

(75p
(95p
(35p
(£2

5+,

5+,
5+,

2+,

Post/Peck

£5 Max) Total exc VAT
£5 Max)
£5 Max) Vat S 15%

£5 Max) Total inc VAT
. . .

sper, s e s

 Add 30p for First Claes Post

Name

Address

Tel.No.

Post Code

Access/Barclaycard/cheque No.

TELEPHONE ORDERS ANYTIME --- WE DO THE REST

34 CANNONBURY AVENUE PINNER MIDDX HA5 ITS

01 868 9548

VISA Pinner Wordpro
PC W 53
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V LT 0-45
The most powerful toolkit yet for ZX BASIC. All the features
you will ever need; AUTO insert, full RENUMBER, block
DELETE, CLOCK, ALARM, error trapping, break trapping.
Full TRACE with single-step and much, much more. Makes
ZX BASIC easy -to -use and powerful.

De C f14
An excellent assembler, an advanced line -editor, a compre-
hensive disassembler and a superb front panel' debugger
all in one package. Used by many leading software houses to
write their games. "Buy it!' Adam Denning 1984.

P SC :L £25
A powerful and almost full implementation of Pascal - not a
Tiny Pascal. A valuable educational and development tool,
programs typically run 40 times faster than a BASIC equivalent.
Spectrum version includes Turtle Graphics package. " I haven't
seen any other compiler that could match Hisoft's Pascal"

NISOFT
180 High Street North

Dunstable, Beds. LU6 1AT
Tel: (0582) 896421

for the ZXSpectrum
Hisoft is pleased to announce a new compiler for this popular
and effective systems programming language. Not a tiny -C but
an extensive, easy -to -use implementation of the language.
Allows direct execution of compiled statements. Supplied with
function library. Available direct from Hisoft for £25, or write
for further details.

All prices, UK delivered, relate to 48K ZX Spectrum versions.
Our software is available for many other Z80 machines e.g.
Amstrad CPC 464, MSX, Memotech, SHARP MZ700, New -

L Brain, CP/M etc. Please write for details.

The problems of looking
after your Micro...

Prices apply
to U.K. only.

As well as providing the solution
however do present more than a

Like how do you prevent
stop it from getting kicked

divert the dog from

PAS COMPUTER LIMITED

to many a problem, Micro's
few of their own.
it gathering dust when not in use,

when Mum's cleaning the lounge,
showing it his affections, or even

ensure it at least "arrives" safely when
Dad decides to take it down to the local.

We at P.A.S. realising these needs,
have now developed a range of three
superbly made protective cases

designed specifically for Micro's. Each
case is constructed from Solid Resin

Fibreboard has a fully protective foam
lining a carrying handle internal

retaining strap, a double snap -fastening lid
and a price that defies even Micro logic.

MinniM.M=M
Please help, I am a long suffering Micro owner and
wish to purchase easels (tick appropriate box I

II enclose cheque/P.O. to the value of

I NAME
ADDRESS

rico! FICAI

R PRODUCTS
UNIT 18, CENTRAL TRADING ESTATE, Please allow 21 Jays for delwerv. Trade enquine, wek ome.
STAINES, MIDDLESEX TW 18 417X.
Telephone Staines (STD 0784) 62781

CASE HC/ I Takes Micro's - ZX8I, ZX Spectrum, Oric I, CGL MS. CASE HC/2 Takes Micro's- VIC20, BBC Commodore 64, Texas TI/99, Oric I, Dragon 32,
Colour Genie. Sharp MZ700, Acorn Electron, Lynx, Tandy Colour. Atari 600XL. Acorn Atom. CASE HC/A Can be adapted to take any of the above computers andvarious accessories such as Tape Recorder, printer etc.

54 PCW
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NOW WE'VE

ADDED EVERYTHING
TO TURBO PASCAL

NOW WITH WINDOWING

'TURBO PASCAL IS AN EXCELLENT PRODUCT AT AN
EXTRAORDINARY PRICE.'
'AN EXCEPTIONAL PROGRAM -DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM.'
David D. Clark Dr. Dobb's Journal, June 1984.

'EXCELLENT VALUE FOR MONEY.'
Iwan Williams PC User, October 1984.

NOW AVAILABLE ... TURBO TOOLBOX.

TURBO-ISAM FILES USING B + TREES.

THE TURBO-ISAM MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO ACCESS
RECORDS IN A FILE USING KEYS. EVEN THOUGH YOU HAVE
DIRECT ACCESS TO INDIVIDUAL RECORDS IN THE FILE,
YOU ALSO HAVE EASY ACCESS TO THE RECORDS IN A
SORTED SEQUENCE. A MUST IF YOU PLAN TO WORK WITH
DIRECT ACCESS FILES. SOURCE CODE INCLUDED IN THE
MANUAL.

OUICKSORT ON DISK
THE FASTEST WAY TO SORT YOUR ARRAYS. PREFERRED
BY KNOWLEDGEABLE PROFESSIONALS. AVAILABLE FOR
YOU NOW WITH COMMENTED SOURCE CODE.

GINST (General Installation Program)
NOW ...THE PROGRAMS YOU WRITE WITH TURBO PASCAL
CAN HAVE A TERMINAL INSTALLATION MODULE JUST LIKE
TURBO'S! SAVES HOURS OF WORK AND RESEARCH, AND
ADDS TREMENDOUS VALUE TO EVERYTHING YOU WRITE.

AVAILABLE FOR ... CPM 80, MS DOS, PC DOS.
*FREE SAMPLE DATABASE INCLUDED.
E TURBO TOOLBOX £49.95 + £5 VAT = £63.19.

NEW FEATURES
 WINDOWING!*
 AUTOMATIC OVERLAYS!
 GRAPHICS, SOUND AND COLOUR

SUPPORT!*
 FULL HEAP MANAGEMENT!
 OPTIONAL 8087 SUPPORT!
* IBM-PC and compatibles

Available for ... CPM 80, CPM 86,
MS DOS, PC DOS, CPM, CCPM, IBM
PC/XT, DEC RAINBOW, APRICOT,
SIRIUS, APPLE, BBC (Z80 second
processor) and most others - Call
for availability.

r- goill.umpAGLASGOW G51

TURBO PASCAL £49.95 + £5 + VAT - £63.19 SIGNATURE

TURBO PASCAL 8087 £89.95 + £5 + VAT - £109.19 NAME

8087 UPGRADE £49.95 + £5 + VAT - £63.19 ADDRESS

Upgrade must be accompanied by original master.
CPM 80 51/4in

CPM 86 8in

MS DOS 31/4in

PC DOS INTERNATIONAL ORDERS INCLUDE

SYSTEM £15.00 DELIVERY- NO VAT.

TELEPHONE
CHEQUE
PLEASE DEBIT MY:
ACCESS CARD NO:

Access

At\ FOR £
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ergulonjust
monitor?
e small print.

A glance at the screen of ouri new MC01 will tell you
how far it is from being just a monitor. Or just a 14" portable colour TV.

One advantage of our double act is worth repeating, if only
because it's another Ferguson first:

Electronic switching lets you change functions automatically
from monitor to video recorder toTV.

You can plug in any combination; leave them permanently
connected; and wave goodbye to spaghetti junction round the back.

Convenience is matched by performance. Computer graphics
and picture quality are far better through our RGB and Composite Video
inputs than through the aerial socket of an ordinary TV.

Computer audio output sounds better through the speaker of
the MCO1. (And if the beeps are too loud, you can turn down the volume)

The full potential of the MCO1 will be revealed by your Ferguson
Dealer; as will the optional Battery Converter which makes it totally
portable; and the matching computer -dedicated cassette recorder 3T31.

If total dedication is what you're after, he'll tell you about our out-
standing new 12" monochrome monitor MM02, which is particularly
suited to text applications.

But if you need a monitor for a home computer, it makes sense to
get one that's also a colour TV Especially when it only costs around X229

And if you want a portable colour TV, why not get one that's
also a monitor?In the Ferguson Monitor
Colour TV, you get the state of two arts in one. 101=1 FERGUSON TX



The SP
with operator
interchangeable
interfaces - and
the SPRINT 12/20
both daisywheel
printers with
Qume superb
design and letter -

quality print.
SPRINT 11 Plus with a
choice of 40 cps. or 55 cps.
which incorporate the unique
Qume operator interchangeable
interface modules that fit most popu
computers, through the range of R.S. 232
I.E.E.E. and Centronics interfaces.

SPRINT 12/20 with a good speed (20 cps. ) for
business, professional or home use. Engineered by
Qume to give years of reliable service and available
at an attractive price. Interface compatibility with most
popular micro computers. Compact design - user friendly.
Uses Qume standard Printwheels and Ribbons the most
accessible range available in the U.K.
Options include - Forms Tractor,
Letter Guide or Sheet Feeder

Qume (UK) Limited,
Bridgewater Close, Reading, Berkshire RG3 1JT

Tel Reading (0734)584646 Telex: 849706

A British Company of ITT



for use with
telecommunication systems

run by British
Telecommunications
in accordance with the

conditions in the
instructions for use pen up a new
world of communications

to your micro
If, like so many people, you've

become frustrated by the limitations
of your micro, then take a look at
what Tandata have to offer.

A Tandata smart auto -dial
modem will add a new dimension to
your micro, opening up a whole host
of possibilities. Add in the
appropriate Tandata micro pack and
you have the complete package -
matched software, user manual and
even all the right cables.

Tagdata

You can access the massive
Prestel database, including Micronet
800 and Viewfax. Shop by post and
carry out home banking. Download
software programmes - many of
them free of charge. Communicate
with other micros. Send and receive
messages and much, much more.

And, with prices from )ust over
f100 to around f400, there s a
Tandata smart modem package
that's right for you.

For further details, complete
the coupon or phone 06845 68421.

Tandata Marketing Limited,
Albert Road North, Malvern, Worcs. WR14 2TL
Telephone: 06845 68421 Telex: 337617 Tandat G
Prestel "799# Telecom Gold TAN001

rTlease send me details on your
smart modems and micro packs.

Name

Address

Telephone

Send to Tandata Marketing Limited,
Albert Road North, Malvern,

L.Norcs WR14 2TL PCW

PCW 59
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1 Store
112 BRENT STREET, HENDON, NW4

Tel: 01-202 2272/3/4
Telex: 265871 MONREF G

OPEN MON-FRI 9.00 - 5.30
SAT 9.30 - 5.00

BUSINESS COMPUTERS -
ALL PRICES OF BUSINESS
MICROS ARE SUBJECT TO VAT (it 15%

IBM AUTHORISED DEALER
- IBM PC

HELPS PLOT
YOUR FUTURE!

A

IBM PC PORTABLE £ please call
IBM PC £ please call
IBM XT £ please call
PC NETWORKING £ please call

Easy parking at rear car park
Nearest tube: Hendon Central

(Northern Line)

ACT APRICOT AUTHORISED DEALER
'NEW' F1 Computer Colour 256K RAM ......... ............ From 795.00
*NEW* Portable Computer Flat Screen 720K Cordless KB

Cordless Mouse Speech Recognition
From 1695

Apricot PC Computer Twin S/S Disks 256K 1595
Apricot PC Computer Twin D/S Disks 256K 1795
Apricot Xi Computer 10Mb Hard Disk 2795

"NEW* Apricot Point 7 as Xi 10Mb and networks 6 additional Apricots
3795

*NEW* Apricot Point 32 10Mb File Server Networking up to 32 users

*NEW* Apricot point 32 as above but with 20Mb Hard Disk
£2995

4395
Apricot 9" High Res Monitor 200
Apricot 12" High Res Monitor 300

*NEW Apricot 10" Colour Monitor 395
'NEWS Colour card for your Apricot PC or Xi 295

ACT SIRIUS AUTHORISED DEALER
Sirius 1.2 128K 2195
Sirius 2.4 256K 2895
Sirius SX 10mb 256k 3995
Sirius Network Please Call

C: commodore

COMMODORE
CBM 8296 SK 795
CBM 8050 895
CBM 8250 895

HOME COMPUTERS
ATARI
Atari 600XL 99.99
Atari 800XL 199.99
1050 Disk Drive 199.99
1010 Cassette 49.99

MATRIX PRINTERS
Brother EP44 Typewriter/Printer 220
Epson RX8OT 245
Epson RX8OFT 265

345
450
475

1100
129

Epson FX8OFT
Epson RX1 °OFT
Epson FX1 OOFT
Epson LQ1 500
Printer Buffers from

to
terc>

112 Brent
St;

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
*New* Daisy Step 2000 18cps, Qume Compatible .285
Brother CE60 typewriter/Printer 13cps 410
Brother HR15 15cps 445
Brother HR25 25cps 795
*NEW* Ricoh 1200 22 cps 595
Ricoh Flowriter RP1300 37cps 1245
Ricoh Flowriter RP1 600 60cps 1635

SOFTWARE
Pegasus Full Accounts Suite (per module) 295
Sales Ledger Payroll Purchase Ledger
Stock Control Nominal Ledger Job Costing
Invoicing & Sales Order Processing
Superwriter 295
Wordstar 295
Mailmerge 95
Wordcraft (Inc. Mailmerge & Dictionary) 425
Lotus 123 £ please call
Symphony £ please call
Open Access £ please call
Supercalc 195
Multiplan 195
DBase II 395
DMS Delta 495
CSM Incomplete Records (Auditman) 1500
IBIS Incomplete Records (Accounts Prep) 1600
IBIS Time Recording 800
IBIS Bureau Payroll 600
Micromail (Telecom Gold) 95
Special Applications Software £ please call

PEGASUS
BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

Compuler Services Midlands/4,

Dataview
WORDCRAFT

ACCESSORIES
Floppy Disks
Continuous
Stationery
Daisy Wheels
Printer Ribbons
Dust Covers
Disk Storage
Boxes
Disk Cleaning Kits
Battery Backup
Units
Tractor Feeds
Auto Sheet
Feeders
Acoustic Hoods
Computer & Printer
Stands
Cables

Interfaces
Winchester Hard
Disks
Modems
Monitors
Ram Cards
Other

SERVICES
Installation & Training
Software Maintenance
Hardware
Maintenance
Free Demonstrations
Consultancy
After Sales Support
Lease HP or Credit
Cards
Government Contracts
Export Orders

Official Tenders
Educational Discounts
Mail Order
Open 6 Days a Week

Please call for latest second-hand and ex -demo computers and printers

- FREE GAME WITH EVERY COMPUTER WHILE
STOCKS LAST

BBC
BBC Model B 389.00
BBC Model B + DFS 469.00
Disk Drives from 130.00
Cassette Units from 25.00
Acorn Electron 179.99

COMMODORE AUTHORISED DEALER
CBM 64 179.00
1541 Disk Drive 199.00

(+ free software)
CBM SX64 Portable £ please call

(+ free software)
CBM Cassette 44.95
CBM 801 Printer £ please call
CBM Colour Monitor 199.00
CBM BPS1101 please call

CK commodore

Joysticks
Over 1000 Games
Educational
Programs
Printers
Speech
Synthesizers
Word Processing
Data Base
Programs
Spreadsheet
Programs
Sales, Purchase &
Stock Control

SINCLAIR
Spectrum 16K 99.95
Spectrum 48K 119.00
Alphacom 32 Printer 69.95

We are now Torch/Unicorn Dealers
for North London
Torch Z80 Disc Pack E call

Also, full range of accessories:
Monitors
Computer Desks
Light Rifles
Interfaces
Cables
Disk Drives
Cassette
Recorders
Over 500 Books

We are part of the
Spectrum Dealer Group
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Softquest Ltd
The lowest prices in town

TYPICALLY:

20-30% DISCOUNT ON
SOFTWARE

dBase II
dBase Ill
Symphony
Wordstar
Peachtree

Framework
Lotus 1 2 3
Pulsar
Open Access
Digital Research

Expansion boards include:
AST, QUADRAM, MICROSOFT, HERCULES

Extra discount on all accounting and spreadsheet packages

We cannot list all the products we carry.

PLEASE TELEPHONE OUR HOTLINE ON

01-788 6311
FOR FURTHER DETAILS

THE WRITTEN WORD
BROTHER Daisywheels

HR15 Friction feed, parallel or serial,
13cps £345

Keyboard £135

Tractor £75
S/F £190
HR25 23cps, wide carriage £555
HR35 35cps, 16.5" carriage £710

DAISYSTEP Daisywheel
2000 Friction feed, parallel, 20cps,
Wordstar compatible, amazing value at
just £220

RS232 interface £55

JUKI Daisywheel
6100 Friction feed, 20cps, 2k buffer,
Wordstar compatible, excellent perfor-
mer £340

RS232 £50 tractor £90 shVfeed £207

CANON N1.0 Dot Matrix
PW1080A Friction and tractor, 160cps
(27cps NLQ), 2k buffer, 80cpl, Epson
code compatible £272

PW1156A 15" carriage £340

RS232 £70

NLQ ROMS £25

Ribbon £4.75

EPSON Dot Matrix
RX80 Tractor, parallel, 100cps, low
cost printer at £195
RX8OFT Friction and tractor £220

FX80 160cps, prop spacing, 2k buffer
£330

FX100 Wide carriage FX80 £425
L01500 200cps (67cps NW). A fast
versatile machine £900
FX/RXinterfaces from £27

MICROPRISM NLQ Dot Matrix
Parallel and serial, friction and tractor,
proportional spacing and text justifica-
tion, 110cps (75cpi text), 1.4k buffer

£240

SHINWA Dot Matrix
CP80 Friction and tractor, 80cps, pa-
rallel. Outstanding value for money

£175
RS232 (+2k) interface £42

STAR Dot Matrix
Gemini 10x Friction and tractor, para-
llel, 120cps. Great value £194
Gemini 15x £281

Delta 10 Parallel and serial, 160cps,
8k buffer £317
Radix 10 200cps, NLQ, auto single
sheet insertion, prop spacing £441

Gemini RS232 interface £43

MONITORS

Sanyo 12" Green screen £67

Sanyo 14" Colour, normal res £170

Zenith 12" Green/amber £85

Microvitec from £184

RX100 Wide carriage RX8OFT .. £340

If the printer or monitor you want is not here please give us a call.

Please add VAT at the current rate to all prices. Advertised prices are subject to change
without notice E&OE, and are based on cash with order terms. Insured carriage £8 (+VAT)

per box, postage £2 on small orders. Callers by appointment only please.

THE WRITTEN WORD (Marketing)LTD
(Formerly Golden Valley Computers Ltd)

11 Tarsmill Court, Rotherwas Industrial Estate,
Hereford HR2 6JZ Tel: (0432) 271114

sG
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Apricot
256K RAM CARD

EXPANDABLE TO 640K
Not just another ordinary RAM card, but

one that has unique expandibility. This latest
addition to our growing SimonCard range can be

used with either 64K or 256K dynamic RAM chips at the
flick of a switch, which means you will only need to use up
one precious slot in your Apricot for all your memory
requirements, since our SimonCard starts at 256K and
expands up to 640K, giving the maximum available system
memory on Apricot of 896K. To upgrade from 256K to 640K
is easy! 16 of the 64K chips are replaced by 256K chips
and and if you send your SimonCard back to us for the
upgrade we will part exchange your redundant 64K
chips for the 256K chips. Prices start at £299 for the 256K
version. MS-DOS RAM dick software available.

IBM PC & XT
RAM boards with asynchronous serial port

All boards expandable to 256K
64K + £180
192K + £275

SIRIUS
MS-DOS RAM disc software available

All boards expandable
to 384K

128K RAM

256K RAM

384K RAM

£210

£290

£375

TIMEKEEPER/
tsvail CLOCKBOARD

WITH BACK-UP
BATTERY £99

128K + £225
256K + £320

topple & ][a
Interfaces complete
4ft cable & connector

Graphics Interface £69
Parallel Interface £64

Serial Interface £69

All of the above boards are of the highest quality
made with the very best components. They come
with comprehensive manuals for easy and safe
installation.
All prices are exclusive of VAT and postage and
packing.

64K D RAMs
CALL

GENEROUS DEALER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
ON ALL BOARDS

1- CAFE -

SIFT10F1

SIMON COMPUTERS LTD
28 Lower Addiscombe Road,
Croydon
Surrey CR0 6AA
England
Tel 01-680 4646

DESIGNERS AND SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY
MICROCOMPUTER BOARDS
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II 11411+11 PRICES II

ON MICRO DEALS!
We think they're unbeatable.)

We are able to offer the systems below at least 10%
less than manufacturers' list prices - even more in the case of some machines

- therefore offering you the chance of great savings on all your micro requirements.

IBM PC XT
128 kb Ram 10 mb Hard Disk
1 X 360 kb Diskette Mono
Display, keyboard, Printer
Adaptor DOS V.2.0. List price
£3433 less discount of 15%
saving £515. New Low Price

OUR PRICE

HARD DISK MACHINES
APRICOT Xi5
256 kb Ram 5 mb hard Disk
1 x D/S 720 kb Micro Drive,
Mono Display, Keyboard plus
bundled Software. List price
£2695 less our discount of 150/0
saving you £404

OUR PRICE

HP 150 5 mb
256 kb Ram 5 mb Hard Disk
1 x 264 kb Micro Drive, Touch
Screen Display, Keyboard. List
price £4395 less our discount
of 20% saving £879

OUR PRICE

£2918 £2291 £3516
COMPAQ
256 kb Ram 2 x 360 kb
Diskettes 9" Monitor,
Keyboard, Parallel Port.
MS. DOS Fully IBM Compatible
List price £2195 less our
discount of 15% saving you
£330.

OUR PRICE

£1865

PORTABLES
KAYPRO 10
64 kb Ram plus 10 mb hard
Disk 1 x 360 kb Diskette,
Keyboard, 9" Monitor, plus D
base II/Wordstar/Supercalc/
Micro Plan/Superterm List price
£2295 less our discount of 15%
saving you £345.

APRICOT PORTABLE
256 kb Ram 1 x 720 kb Micro
Drive 80 x 24 L.E.D. Screen plus
Supercalc/Planner/ Writer/Act
Sketch/Diary, MS.DOS 2.0 List
price £1695 less our discount of
10% saving you £170.

OUR PRICE OUR PRICE

£1950 £1525
PRINTER SPECIALS

MANNESMAN TALLY MT 80.80 CPS Dot Matrix £195
QUEN-DATA DWP1120.20 CPS Daisy Wheel £245

EX -DEMO MACHINES

ACT SIRIUS 128 kb 2 x 1.2 mb Diskettes Keyboard, Monitor, plus Software £1500
APPLE IIE 128 kb/80 col. 2 x 140 I<b Diskettes, Monitor, plus stack of Software E995

LOW COST MAINTENANCE AVAILABLE FOR ALL EQUIPMENT SOLD
E.G. IBM PC XT Configuration as above

lyr maintenance 48 hr. Response Parts & Labour £300

Offers subject to availability and while stocks last.

MICRO DIVISION

DIXONIAN LTD. SCUTHBANK HOUSE. BLACKPRINCE ROAD LONDON SEI I

62PCW



Symbiotic Computer Systems
has been at the forefront in the
development of mass

1r":

storage and networking

\":
products over the past three
years designing and
manufacturing systems to I 1

enable the full range of Apple

1\

microcomputers to form a
business facility, powerful
enough to rival many mini-
computers on the market.

Symbfile - Symbiotic's Winchester hard disk system
can now be used with both the Macintosh and the Apple//c as well as
the Apple II range. The Symbfile is available in capacities up to 42
megabytes - enough space to store about 25 thousand pages of data!
which can be accessed at extremely high speeds and contained on

much larger volumes than even the highest
capacity floppy disks.

Symbnet - the Symbiotic tree and branch
local area network, allows up to 127 computers
to access one Symbfile. Symbnet is one of the
few commercially available network systems
that uses fibre optic technology. Fibre optic

cable is unaffected by electrical
interference and can run up to
9 Km between stations with no
degradation of signal and can
now also be used with low cost

twisted pair cables for distances
up to 30 metres. This allows the user

to mix both fibre optic and twisted pair cable to suit their exact
requirements, providing one of the most cost effective and noise
immune systems available.

Symbstore- is the answer to secure back up; it utilizes
inexpensive cassettes each capable of holding 10.5 Megabytes of data,
that can be used quickly and efficiently to stream a complete Symbfile
image to tape. The full range of Symbiotic products are also available
on the BBC Micro.

The Symbiotic group of Companies distribute their products
through a wide network of dealers covering virtually the whole of

western Europe.

For more details contact
one of the following Symbiotic group companies -

Symbiotic Computer Systems Ltd Duroma House, 32 Elmwood Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TX, England.
Tel: 01-683 1137 (PBX) Telex: 928202 SYMPLC

Symbiotic Computer Systems (Benelux) Keizersgracht 26, 5611. GD. Eindhoven, Netherlands. Tel: 040 456055
Symbiotic Computer Systems France 2 Rue Henri Chevreau, 75020 Paris, France. Tel: 349 06 80
Symbiotic Computer Systems NS PO Box 354, 0. Tryggvassons 4, 7000 Trondheim, Norway. Tel: 07 53 20 27
Symbiotic Computer Systems Inc PO Box 1431, Fairfield CT 06430, USA. Tel: 203 374 5910

SYMBIOTIC
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED



Acornsoft announce tidings of great joy
for both BBC Micro and Electron owners: eight
brand new programs for Christmas.

Each one makes an ideal stocking filler.
They're all available at your local

Acornsoft stockist. For the address or to order
by credit card simply ring 0933 79300.

Or you can send off for our catalogue by
writing to Acornsoft, do Vector Marketing,
London Road, Wellingborough, Northants
NN8 2RL.

Alternatively, however, you could always take
a chance and drop a linACORNSOFT
to Father Christmas.

Software for the BBC Micro and Electron.



9.00 Firebug
A fast moving arcade -type game in which you are a fireman, trying to rescue some oil
drums and take them to the safety of a water tank. Your opponent is the firebug who
runs around lighting fires which move slowly towards the drums and fire extinguishers,
destroying them if contact is made.

10.00 Maze
A gripping graphics game where you enter a top secret installation with the aim of steal-
ing secrets from a rival company. The security system, however, has many levels each
consisting of a maze of corridors patrolled by armed robot guards. Complete with full
colour 3-D graphics, sound effects and a high score table.

12.00 Elite
A superb 3 -dimensional graphics game that's light years ahead of any other. You are
a space trader who roams the universe, making your living from buying and selling cargo
in your Cobra space craft. On your travels, you will encounter aggressors who are eager
to put an end to your dealings. Be warned, only the fittest will survive.

1.00 Crazy Tracer
A crazy adventure in which you guide a paint roller round the edge of a maze of
rectangles, while avoiding the monsters which are trying to stop you by crushing the
roller. Beware - as the game progresses, so the number of monsters chasing you
will increase.

3.00 Go
`Go' is a board game for two players which originated in China 3000 years ago and is now
more popular than Chess in the Far East It requires strategic insight, intuition and a
strong, calculating mind. If you wish, you can also challenge the computer at differing
degrees of difficulty. A velly good game indeed.

4.00 Watch Your Weight
At last, a weight -loss program designed especially for you. With it, your computer
becomes an expert wholly conversant with and sympathetic to your needs, and will
help you choose an appropriate and individual weight -loss plan. The program also
includes a calorie counter and a series of apposite menu suggestions to help stimulate
your imagination when you just can't think what to eat

5.00 The Complete Cocktail Maker
With everything from a Black Russian to a Betsy Ross, this program contains data
sufficient to concoct a staggering 320 different cocktails.

6.00 Paul Daniels' Magic Show
Stun and amaze your friends with your astounding feats of magic. Thisprogram contains
ten tricks to be performed by or with your BBC Micro/Electron. Hurry though - it's
bound to disappear fast



Hand Personal 00111PLlier
Workstation.

Whether you're operating from home, school or
office, the Hago PCW (Ref 816) adds the professional
touch to your computer layout. Handsome, sturdy, with
a place for everything, the Hago PCW is the home
every personal computer deserves.

Shelf for disc drives, tape
recorder, printer etc.

ORDER
FOR

CHRISTMAS
See your local dealer

OW! II
If unavailable

order

direct from

EMI

Arks.

11:1111

Keyboard worktop
adjusts from
203/4" to 291/4" high.

Sturdy steel frame
finished in chocolate
brown with simulated
teak worktop.
Mounted on castors
for complete mobility.

Overall size:
31 1/4"d x 363/4"h x 221/4"w.

Please send me (qty) Hago (R8I6) workstations at £82.75 each inc. P&P.
I enclose my cheque for

or debit my Access/ViseAccount No
Name (Block Capitals)

Hago Products Limited, Address
Shripney Road, Bognor Regis,

West Sussex. Tel: (0243) 863131 Signature * Please delete as applicable



SPECTRUM
OUR

GAME RRP PRICE
SHERLOCK HOLMES 14.95 10.50
KOKOTONIWILF 5.95 4.75
DUESEXMACHINA 15.00 10.75
UNDERWORLDE 9.95 6.65
KNIGHT LORE 9.95 6.95
DARKSTAR 7.95 5.95
SABRE WULF 9.95 6.95
THEGREATSPACE RACE 14.95 10.95
DALEYTHOMPSON DECATHLON 6: 90 5. 25
BEACH EAD 7.95 5.99
WHITE LIGHTNING 14.95 10.50
HOBBIT' 1495 9.99
MUGSY 6.95 5.50
LORDSOF MIDNIGHT 9. 95 6. 99
PSYTRON 7.95 5.99
CODENAMEMAT 6:95 4:99
JETSETWILLY 5.95 4.50
FRANK N.STEIN 5.95 4.50
TORNADO LOWLEVEL 5.95 4.60
TRASHMAN 5.95 4.40
FIGHTER PILOT 7.95 5.99
NIGHTGUNNER 6.95 5.25
WORLDCUP 6.95 5 99
CLASSICADVENTURE 6.95 5.50
VALHALLA 14.95 9.99
FOOTBALL MANAGER 6.95 5.25
H.U.R.G 14.95 9.99
MONTY MOLE 6.95 550
FULLTHROTTLE 6.95 5. 75
MATCH POINT 7.95 5.99
DANGER MOUSE 6.95 4.99
FORESTATWORLDS END 5.50 3.99
TILER 5.50 3.99
AVALON 7.95 5.50
HERO 7.95 5.50
ZENJI 7.95 5.50
RIVER RAID 7.95 5.50
ENDURO 7.95 5.50
HAMPSTEAD 9.95 6.95
PSYTRAXX 7.95 5.50
STAR BIKE 6.95 4.99
GIANTSREVENGE 6.95 4.99
SCR!>BBLE 15.95 11.99
EDDIE KIDDJUMPCHALLENGE 6.95 4.99
COMBAT LYNX 7.95 5.50
TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY 7.95 5.50
TRAVELWITHTRASHMAN 5.95 4.75
PSYWARRIOR 9.95 6.99
DOOM DARKSREVENGE 9.95 6.99
HAVOC 7.95 5.95
POLTERGEIST 5.95 4:50
BACKPACKER GUIDE TO THE UNIVERSE 7.50 5.25
QUASIMODOS REVENGE(HUNCH BACK II) 6.90 4 ..90
STRIP POKER 7.95 5.99
SOLO FLIGHT 9.95 7.25
F-15 STRIKE EAGLE 9.95 7.25

eim][11:
=16'4111 SPECIAL OFFER

COMMODORE 64 OUR
PRICE

SPECTRUM 48K 12995OUR
GAME RRP PRICE SOFTWARE PACKAGE WORTH 56 00
SUICIDE EXPRESS 7.95 6.50 KEMPSTON TYPE INTERFACE 14: 95
GHOSTBUSTERS 9.95 7.50 QUICKSHOT II JOYSTICK 11: 95
ACTIVISION ALL OTHER TITLES
JET SET WILLY

9.95 7.50
7.90 5.75 TOTAL VALUE 21285

ZIM SALA BIM 9.95 699 OUR PRICE £14500
STRIP POKER
BLACK HAWK
PSYTRON 64

9.95 7.25
7.95 5.50
7:95 550

(This offer is not included in the
10% discount for orders over £50)

ASTEC 8.95 7.25
ANKH 8.95 725 BBC GAMES
MR ROBOT
HOBBIT 
TALES OF ARABIAN NIGHTS

8.95 725
14.95 9.99
7.00 5 50

OUR
GAME RRP PRICE
OLD FATHER TIME 9.50 7.50

DALEY THOMPSON DECATHLON 7.95 6 50 CITY DEFENCE 7. 50 5. 95
BEACH HEAD 9.95 7'75 MUSIC SYNTHESISER 9.50 7.50
DECATHLON 9. 99 7 95 TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY 9.50 7.50
PIT FALL I 9.99 7.50 HULK 7.95 6.50
MONTY MOLE 7.95 6.50 AVIATOR 14:95 11.00
SOLO FLIGHT 14.95 11.00 BLAGGER 7.95 6.95
TRASHMAN 64 7:95 6.50 JCB DIGGER 9.95 8.50
VALHALLA
DEATH STAR INTERCEPTOR
PITFALL II

1495 10.99
9.95 8.50
9.95 7.50

HOBBIT 14.95 9.99
VOODOO CASTLE 9.95 8.50
CHARTBUSTER 9.95 7.50
ELITE 14.95 10.50

RIVER RAID 9.95 7:50
HERO 9.95 7 50
DALLAS QUEST(DISC ONLY) 14.95 1200 ELECTRON GAMES
BRUCE LEE 9 95 7 50 OUR
NATO COMMANDER 9.95 7.25 GAME RRP PRICE
SPITFIRE ACE 9.95 7.95 MICRO OLYMPICS 5.95 4.75
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 14.95 11.00 TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY 950 7.50
EDDIE KIDD JUMP CHALLENGE 7:95 5 50 HULK 7.95 6.50
COMBAT LYNX 8.95 7 25 ALL ACORNSOFT 9 20 7.50
STUNT BIKE 690 499 CHUCKIE EGG 7- 90 6 50
MY CHESS 11 8.95 7. 25 BLAGGER 7.95 6- 50
BATTLE FOR MIDWAY
HAVOC

9.95 750
9.95 7.95 ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P

ANCIPITAL 7:50 5.50 QUICKSHOT II ONLY £8.99
QUASIMODOS REVENGE
TORNADO LOW LEVEL

7.90 5.90
7.90 5.90 PLEASE NOTE IF YOUR ORDER

JONY AND THE JIMPYS 6.90 525 EXCEEDS £50 YOU GET
KOKO KONI WILF 6.90 5.25 10% FURTHER DISCOUNT
ZAXXON 9.95 7 25 SEND CHEQUES/P.O. TO
BLUE MAX 9-95 7.25 GOODBYTE
FORT APOCALYPSE
SENTINEL

9.95 7.25
9.95 7.25 94 LEATHER LANE, LONDON EC1

PLEASE STATE WHICH MICROSUMMER GAMES 14 95 10 50

Christmas boxes from cMC.

systems . . .

We offer a number of complete packages for
word-processing, from £658 to £1960. Pictured
here is a BBC -based system: BBC 'B' + DFS,
Philips green monitor, 100K disk drive, Word -
wise, dot matrix printer, leads -ready to use, at
£875 including VAT. Other packages on offer
include:
PACKAGE ONE: BBC 'B' Computer  Word -
wise software  Sanyo DR 101 tape recorder 
Dot matrix printer  BBC cassette lead 
BBC printer cable £658.00

PACKAGE THREE: BBC Computer + Acorn
DFS  Philips 12" green hi-res monitor  200k
disc drive  Wordwise software  Dot matrix
printer  Printer cable £940.00

We stock a vast range of micros, printers, mon-
itors, joysticks ... phone or write for our com-
plete price list. All prices listed include VAT.
Credit terms available for orders of £500 or
over -ask for details. See our full stock on
Prestel 377550875/76A -updated weekly. All
credit cards accepted.

type
and
talk

With serial interface: 171.35

With serial and centronics interface C190.00

Simply connected to any micro, this is a
powerful speech computer with sophisticated
software: it will convert any text into speech
faster than it can be spoken. This is our own
product, developed and manufactured in
Cambridge. Postage £10.00.

... books .. .
Our highly successful Advanced User Guide for
the BBC has now been joined by the Advanced
Basic ROM User Guide, which delves deep into
the BBC micro BASIC I and BASIC 2 ROMs. At
£7.95, it's essential
for the serious
user. We have also
introduced hard-
back ring -binders
for the Acorn
User Guide and
our Advanced
User Guide:
available at
£4.50 each, plus
£1 postage.

and disk drives . . .
The new generation of TEAC 51/," slimline disk
drives offer high performance at incredibly low
prices. Single drives: 100K £120; 200K £140;
400K £180. Dual drives: 2XIOOK £295;
2x200K £325; 2x400K £415. Disk with power
supply extra £30. Delivery £6.00 per item.

All drives are fully cased and complete with
cables and format disk -ready to use.

. . . and for 1985 . . .

Our free mailings will bring you immediate
details of new products on offer -if you wish to
be included on our mailing list, just write or
phone.

Cambridge
Microcomputer

Centre
The Peripheral Centre of East Anglia

153-4 East Road, Cambridge CBI I DD, U.K.
Telephone (0223) 355404 Telex 817445.
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MSX?

On sale now: the essential buyers'guide to this exciting new standard for home
and peripheral listings. All you need to know about every MSX computer availa



omputers. Facts, specifications, prices, software
le. Plus-free first issue of MSX Computing.

SUPER1EST: Full reviews on
the first computers
horn Canon, JVC, Mitsubishi
Sanyo, Sony, Spectravidoo
and Toshiba

AO,
A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE - tomorrow's
software and maddnes
BASICALLY BETTER? - an Introduction
to MSX BASIC



12 YORK PLACE
BRIGHTON
SUSSEX BN1 4GU

Tlicroworld
Empuier and Video Centre Ltd.

10 THE BOULEVARD
CRAWLEY

SUSSEX RH10 1XX

* WE CATER FOR ALL YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS * BEST PRICES, ADVICE & SUPPORT *

COMPUTERS
BBC
Model B £344
Model B + Disc I/F £408
Teletext Receiver £195
Z80 2nd Processor £346
6502 2nd Processor £173
TELEX operation with BBC (requires Z80)

£1700
VIDEO DIGITISER £222
RAVEN 20 (20K) RAM EXP £60

ELECTRON (SPECIAL OFFER)
Acorn Electron plus 1 interface + disc
interface £169
Joystick I/F £21
Dual Joysticks for the
BBC and ELECTRON

£17
Single Joystick £8 ACORN

COMPUTER

TATUNGS Sheer Genius
EINSTEIN

* Fast Processor & full Graphics
* 16 Colours & 32 Sprites
* 64k RAM & 8K ROM
* 500K 3" Compact Floppy
* Superb Sound
* Full I/O Capability
Matching Colour Monitor
80 Col. Card

£429
£209

£44

The BRILLIANT Amstrad
Computer Great on performance

The CPC 464 Colour £294
Green £207

3" Drive for above £173
(with PSU)

DISK DRIVES
TEAC

Single Sided 40
TRACK
100K Single £121
200K Dual £243
Single Sided 80
TRACK
200K Single £165
400K Dual £329
Double Sided 80 TRACK
400K Single
800K Dual
Optional PSU
48/80 Switch

HITACHI OR PANASONIC
3" Microdrives Complete (200K) £120

£189
£382

£25
£8

ALL GOODS INSPECTED
PRIOR TO SHIPMENT

SinrIair
New Spectrum with proper keyboard
and software Ring for price
PROTEK Switchable I/F £17
Detronics Keyboard £40
Light Pen £26
Quickshot 2 Joystick £10
Sinclair I/F 1 £43
Micro Drive £43
16K to 48K upgrade £20
DISK I/F + Floppy or 3" Microdrive, a complete long awaited kit
for the Spectrum £209

SPECTRUM OL (IN STOCK) £348
Black matching Microvitec CUB Med Res Colour Monitor to
display 85 Col text £239

COMMODORE 16
+ DECK + SW £121 CF
COMMODORE 64 £165
DISK DRIVE 1541 £192
PRINTER I/F £59
C2N CASSETTE UNIT £36
QUICKSHOT 2 JOYSTICK

£10
THE SUPERB
COMMODORE PLUS 4 £259
INCLUDES BUNDLED SOFTWARE

PRINTERS
SHINWA A80P 100CPS

£205 (NEW)i
SHINWA A805 £225
MANNESMANN TALLY M180 Epson
SUPER PRICE £164
RITEMAN MATRIX £199 IN STOCK
CANNON PW 1080A
CANNON PW 1156A
CANNON P1080A COLOUR

£261
£356
£356

EPSON RX80F/T £231
EPSON FX80 £330
EPSON FX100 £443
EPSON RX100F/T £356

KAGA/TAXAN GEM OF A PRINTER 160 cps
MODEL KP810
MODEL KP910 (15.6" WIDE)
STARGEMINI 10X F/T
SERIAL I/F

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
JUKI 6300 (40CPS) £775 (NEW)
JUKI 6300 (40CPS) .. £785
JUKI 6100 £340
BROTHER HR15 £353
Keyboard £149

Sheet Feeder
Tractor Feed
DAISYSTEP
QUENDATA

£209
£105
£235
£229

1,161011

BRITISH

PRODUCT

AT ITS

BEST

apricot

DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES AVAILABLE

apricot Fle

aPprOcTA931-LE

OUTSTANDING
COMPUTER

OUTSTANDING
FEATURES

COMMITMENT TO BUSINESS EFFICIENCY

* 16 Bit Processor
* 256K RAM & 720K Drive
* Colour (640 x 256)
* I/R connected Keyboard
* Mouse Option
* Speech Recognition
* Bundled Software
APRICOT Fl E £895
APRICOT F1 £1095
APRICOT PORTABLE £1695
ABOVE WITH 128K COLOUR RAM
CARD & CORDLESS MOUSE £1995
APRICOT PC TWIN DRIVES £1595

£261
APRICOT PC TWIN 1.4MB £1795

£357 APRICOT Xi5 (5 MB HD) £2495
£210 APRICOT Xi10 (10MB HD) £2795£55

JUKI 12200 Typewriter/Printer
Parallel or Serial (10CPS) £275 (NEWT

MONITORS
FIDELITY MON FOR QL

£199
NOVEX 14" (RGB/COMP)

£187
MICROVITEC CUB 1431
STD £173
MICROVITEC CUB 1451 MED £259
MICROVITEC 1441 H RES £347
SANYO CD 3125 NB £189
SONY 14" COLOUR MONITOR AT LOW
RGB INPUT, SUPERB
PICTURE - CABLE.. £169 TV/MONITOR
NORMENDE TV/MON 14" RGB
FULL REMOTE CABLE FOR
BBC SUPPLIED £227
PHILIPS V7001 (Green) £65

KAGA MONITORS IN STOCK
RING FOR LATEST PRICES

Please add 15% VAT + £1 P&P or £8 for larger items (ie Printers,
monitors etc). Prices subject to change without notice. Goods in!

stock will be despatched within 24 hours. We also specialise in export. Dealer enquiries
welcome. Orders from schools, colleges, universities, govt. depts. welcome.

Telephone orders:
BRIGHTON (0273) 671863/698241 Crawley (0293) 545630, Farnham - Surrey

(0252) 726379
* COMMITMENT TO OFFER BETTER SERVICE * 41=4 I ADDRESS:

70 PCW

MACINTOSH SUPER MICRO £1750

SANYO MBC550 COL COMP £719

SANYO MBC555 COL COMP £969
(WITH TWIN DISC DRIVES)

MISCELLANEOUS
ACCESSORIES

DISK MEDIA Dysarr
DISKETTES

DYSAN 104/1 SSSD (QTY 10) £15
DYSAN 104/1D SSDD (QTY 10) £17
DYSAN 104/2D SSDD (QTY 10) £24
DYSAN 204/1D SS £25
RIBBONS AND PRINTER STATIONERY ALSO SUPPLIED
SOFTWARE * PULSAR SOFTWARE
* PEGASUS LEDGERS
* DELTA DATA BASE
* SAGE LEDGERS
* SYMPHONY
* SMART SW
* FRAMEWORK
ETC, ETC.

.41as

PEGASUS
BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

PLEASE SUPPLY

I enclose CHO/PO or debit my card No.

1

For amount £

Including carriage as specified.

NAME:



New from Xebec

pir

The 9710H disk subsystem - slimline in
form factor, but filled with system
features:

 10 Megabyte formatted capacity using
half high 51/4 -inch Winchester disk
unit.

 Universal SASI interface for system
connection to wide range of popular
microcomputers.

 Available selection of Xebec host
adaptor cards to allow easy add on to
existing microsystems.

 Automatic data error detection and
correction to give high data integrity.

 Small 'footprint' to minimise work
space required.

 No fan convection cooling for low
acoustic noise - ideal for office
environment.

Xebec Systems Ltd.,
1st Floor, Cockayne House,
Crockhamwell Road,
Reading RG5 3JH
Tel: (0734) 693511
Telex: 849443

The 9710H Slimline
Disk Subsystem

 Professional I/O connectors with
provision for easy daisy chaining of
additional box on SASI bus.

 Includes widely used and industry
proven Xebec controller technology.

Good looks combined with good features
make the 9710H a very attractive box.

The Xebec 'Xero D' signature that appears
on this page is the quality mark of the
company. It identifies zero defect quality
as the goal on every program and product
within Xebec. This commitment to
quality and a major continuing
investment in both product and
manufacturing technology are earning
Xebec its position as a
major supplier
of advanced
technology
product for
microcomputer
systems.

7LIEF""CThe Zero Defect
Company

Belgium - Tel: 32-02-7629 494, Telex: 65054. Italy - Tel: 39-6-350201, Telex: 620114.
Germany - Tel: 49-89-6372766, Telex: 5212201. France - Tel: 33-1-5605438, Telex: 206223.



The new Mitsubis
For those in the know

Anyone conversant with home
computers will know precisely why MSX
was worth waiting for.

The sheer proliferation of computer
and software systems flooding the
market loudly underlined the need for a
unified standard.

So the major companies jointly
developed a single computer and
software system. The result - MSX -
the format that will be standard for all
time.

And those in the know will not be
surprised that Mitsubishi are in the
vanguard of the MSX movement. For,
with the F -series, Mitsubishi offers
everything that MSX is and more.

GRAPHICS
Maximum resolution of 256 x 192

pixels with all 16 colours available on the
screen at the same time. 32 sprites in two
sizes and two magnifications allowing
easy creation of '3D' graphics. 255
pre -defined characters all of which can
be used as straight text or easily mixed
with graphics.

JOYSTICK AND CASSETTE PORTS

I

EXPANSION
BUS

PRINTER MONITOR
PORT OUTPORT

SOUND
Three independent channels which

can be output through the TV
loudspeakers at any volume, individually
or simultaneously, at any of the available
8 octaves. All three channels can use the
`noise' generator for stunning sound
effects.

KEYBOARD
73 moving keys, ergonomically

designed for many hours of fatigue free
use. Large cursor control keys which are
excellent for both programme editing
and game playing. 5 function keys giving
10 pre -defined functions which can
easily be redefined from 'BASIC' using
the 'KEY' command.

BASIC
MSX BASIC is possibly the most

comprehensive version of the original
language. There is a complete set of
commands for creating graphics and
sounds, manipulating text and moving
sprites. In addition to this there are
`built-in' interrupt routines for detecting
sprite collisions, function key selections
and joy -stick fire buttons.

EXPANSION
The Mitsubishi 64k ML -F80 and 32k

ML -F48 are both equipped with 2
cartridge ports, 2 joy -stick ports and a
centronics compatible parallel interface.
It is through these devices that the MSX
system can be expanded for use with
disc -drives, printers, serial interfaces,
modems and other peripherals.

SOFTWARE ON CASSETTE

The MSX system can load and save
data onto cassette at 1200 or 2400 baud
and unlike certain other home
computers, the Mitsubishi F -series can
be used with a normal domestic tape
recorder for this purpose.

When you put all of these features
together, with the knowledge that
Mitsubishi is the largest manufacturer of
Mainframe computers in Japan, those in
the know will immediately recognise the
true potential of the Mitsubishi F -series.
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i MSX Computers
For those who aren't

The Mitsubishi MSX family
computer is everything you wanted to
know about computers, but didn't know
who to ask.

It's friendly, it's fun and so simple, a
grown man can use it. Yet so versatile
even his computer -versed children
would be hard -stretched to over -tax it.

It operates with any colour TV set.
Just plug it in, and the full power of the
computer is instantly at your fingertips.

FOR FATHER

The Mitsubishi MSX can do many
things, from keeping a simple check on
the bank balance to running a complete
business with customer account files,
stock control programmes and word
processing. It is just as much at home
keeping control of your record or stamp
collection or playing 'strategy' games
such as chess, othello or contract bridge.

FOR MOTHER
There is the opportunity to store

recipes and other household information
or keeping record of the children's
progress at school. Household accounts
can also be recorded so that savings can
be planned for holidays and other
seasonal expenses.

FOR THE CHILDREN
There is education, particularly

computer education. In a world where
computer literacy is now of foremost
importance, MSX offers a broad base of
educational software. With simple
programmes for the very young through
to complex programmes for older
students like language learning.

Also, the graphics system of the
Mitsubishi computer ensures that the
MSX versions of your favourite games
are reproduced with incredible
speed and accuracy.

Undoubtedly, MSX
is the format for the
future, and will
become the byword
for computer

education and entertainment.
And you can be secure in the

knowledge that regardless of future
developments, any investments made in
MSX hardware, software and
peripherals today will always be
compatable with the Mitsubishi F -series.

So if you've waited until now to buy a
computer, you couldn't have timed it
more perfectly. Get to know one today.

JALMITSUBISHI
COMPUTERS

Mitsubishi Electric (UK) Ltd., HertfordPlace, Denham Way,
Rickmansworth,HertsWD32BJ.Te1:0923770000.

SPECIFICATIONS
CPU: Special keys for
Z80A (3.6 MHz) screen editing
Memory: Sound:
ROM: 32 KB 8 octaves
RAM: 64 KB (F80) 3 channels for
RAM: 32 KB (F48) sound or 'noise'
Video Ram: 16 KB
Screen Displays:
*Text Mode:
40 columns x24
lines
*Graphics:
256 x 192 pixels
Colours: 16
(15 +transparent)
Sprites: 32
Output: RF,
Composite Video
Keyboard:
73 moving -key
keyboard
5 function keys
Cursor control keys

Output by TV sound
or External Audio
Amplifier
Cassette
Interface:
1200-2400 baud
Motor controlled
by CPU
Parallel
Interface:
Centronics
Joy -Stick:
2 x 9 pin
connectors
Rom -Cartridge:
2 x 50 pin
connector

*Subject to Scan of Aloft

ML -F48

13191011PPPOICIPPPIMOS
043/302P3MEMPOilla
Boompoomowom
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HEUNIQU om lete
In the confused world of i computer technology the unique

MSX System has been adopted as a common standard for computer
production by at least 16 of the biggest and best names in home
electronics. This major breakthrough in the development of

Te
Sensational

SONY
HIT BIT

A 64K MSX Computer with an exclusive, built-in
Personal Data Bank (firmware). This handy
facility enables you to enter, store, recall and
up -date all kinds of personal information such
as appointments, addresses, telephone
numbers, etc. Operation is simple, with
instructions appearing on the screen every step
of the process. £299.95

Data from the Personal Data
Bank can be saved on any
data storage facility or on the
UNIQUE HBI 55 RAM
CARTRIDGE,

available for £39.95
KVI430 14" MONITOR STYLE, PUSH
BUTTON CONTROL TRINITRON
COLOUR TELEVISION
with front mounted RF £239.95
terminal.

HBD50 MICRO FLOPPY -DISK UNIT
stores up to 360K bytes of information on a
3'/2" disk. Easily connected to the Hit Bit by
using one of the -

expansion slots.

This sophisticated piece of equipment
offers all the advantages of 64K MSX
computing. (complete with 2911 CA5
4 programme starter pack) 01. 7.7
Plus a unique optional feature - MET001
LIGHT PEN. This provides you with
unlimited flair and flexibility in colour
graphics design. This feature comes
complete with a software package
containing some intriguing
graphic facilities.

.\\

The Super!) SANYO
CBP3000 14"

ing MONITOR
Tutor STYLE COLOUR

TELEVISION
with removable smoked

glass screen for
higher definition.

£199.95
MLT001

LIGHT PEN

£89.95

RING TELEDATA 01-200 0200 FOR DETAILS OF YOUR EAREST STOCKIST.ANYTIME DAY OR NIGHT



corn atibilit
Home Computing brings you i complete
compatibility in hardware and software. To cater for
all home computing needs, Axis have selected in
these pages an unbeatable, top value -for -money

range of MSX computers, colour
monitors, peripherals and software for you to choose
from. "We believe that when you discover the benefits of
MSX computing no other system will do".

The Star Value
TOSHIBA HX10

The first MSX computer to be introduced into the U.K.

DR202 DATA
RECORDER
Top of the range
machine offering a host
of high technologyi44.95
features.

DON'T FORGET TO ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DETAILS OF CREDIT FACILITIES,
EXTENDED GUARANTEES, ETC. AVAILABLE ON CERTAIN ITEMS.

Offering superb
facilities and outstanding
value for the first time user or
enthusiast. 64K Ram, 16 colour graphics, RF,
video and audio connectors, plus ports for
printer, disk drive and data recorder. (Including
starter pack software). £279.95
140E MONITOR
STYLE COLOUR TELEVISION
The perfect partner for the HX10, providing
excellent picture and £189.95sound quality.

HX-P750 PLOTTER PRINTER
Easily connected to the HX10 through the
printer interface. This printer features image
pnd character plotting in 4 colours - red,
green, blue and black- making it ideal
for colourful graphs, pie and bar
charts. Plotting speed is 285
steps per second.

£249.00

AT HOME WITH TECHNOLOGY



HEUNIQU

The HC-7GB
personal computer
from JVC is a new MSX machine
designed for total compatability between other
MSX machines and all MSX softwear. A highly advanced
64 K machine, the HC-7GB has three display modes offering RF,
composite video and RGB outputs. The HC-7GB MSX personal
computer from JVC is the final word in home entertainment.

..amazing
When you buy your MSX computer, you enter a new
dimension of Home Computing with software options on
disk, ROM cartridge or cassette tape.

Peripheral options cover colour monitors, printers, disk

£279.00

JOYSTICKS
For extra versatility and sensitivity in

control there is a range of high quality
joysticks available from these famous
manufacturers offering such features as
double trigger and suction stability pads.

CV SANYO
M.11/ 002 £12.95

HCJ615 £12.95

TOSHIBA

HX-J400 £12.95

SONY JS 55 £19.95

THE JVC 7255 GB
14" COLOUR TELEVISION
COMPUTER MONITOR

With full
remote control £269.95

SANYO CTP3132
14" PUSH BUTTON COLOUR

TELEVISION

The ideal budget price television for
your home computer unit. Great value

for money at
sANyo t179.95

SONY PRN-C41
PLOTTER/PRINTER

This Plotter/Printer produces red, green,
blue and black images and characters.
Pen replacement is easy and it takes a
wide choice of paper sizes including
FREE 'greetings pack' software.

SONY £249.95
RING TELEDATA 01-200 0200 FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST.
ANYTIME DAY OR NIGHT



versatilit
drives, light pens, plotters, joysticks, data
recorders and RAM cartridges from many
top name manufacturers in the home
electronics field.

Their performance offers you
unrivalled graphic and sound quality
together with outstanding simplicity of use.

THE INCREDIBLE
FISHER CFB1410 P MONITOR
STYLE COLOUR TELEVISION

This superb, high technology
14" monitor style television has earned
a high quality reputation as a reference
in the field of home computer

monitoring. It
features a full 17
function infra
red remote
control housed

in the front of the set. Other
sophisticated facilities include direct
audio/visual terminals in/out and
smoked glass filter for perfect picture
defFIinition.

SHER £269.95

SOFTWAR
TOSHIBA

SOFTWARE
STARTER

PACK As a special
.ntroduction to your MSX computing,
Toshiba offer a pack of 5 exciting computer

games for ONLY £30
Pack consists of:  3D Golf  Trick Boy
 Clapton II  Pyramid  Polar Star
(Offer only available while stocks last)
Individual games available at £7.95 each

SONY ROM CARTRIDGE
SOFTWARE A range of sophisticat-
ed Sony Rom Cartridge Software is
available at prices up to £19.95

SANYO
DR201
DATA RECORDER
An AC only recorder styled for computer
use with all controls conveniently placed
on top of the machine
for ease of use.

SANYO
DR101 RECORDER
Specifically designed for use with personal
computers, with phase shift switch,
speaker monitor and
AC/DC operation. f34.95

£34.95
 saigvcs

KNIGHTS:
KNIGHT-OTHELLO £5.95
The classic game now on MSX.

VICIOUS VIPER £5.95
Eat the men but don't bite your tail.
EXPLODING ATOMS £5.95
A strategy game for two players.

SMASH OUT £5.95
With key or joystick control.

CAVE ADVENTURE £5.95
Negotiate the labyrinth of treasures.

MSX DEMONSTRATOR £5.95
Realize the potential of your MSX.

MSX GRAPHICS £5.95
Demonstrate your excellent MSX
graphics.

TYPING TUTOR £5.95
Score by response to flashing keys.

JUNIOR MATHS £5.95
Teaches children to add and multiply.

MSX BASIC
TUTORIAL PART 1 £5.95
Learn MSX Basic programming.

MACHINE CODE LANGUAGE£5.95
Write your own machine code
programs.

KNIGHTS MAIL LIST £14.95
Store addresses and print labels.

BUDGET ACCOUNTS £14.95
Accounts with special forecast
feature. (Available on disk or cassette).

KUMA:
DRILLER TANKS £8.95
Fight in tunnels fire breath Hectoriens.

BINARY LAND £8.95
Unite the couple in the
complex maze.

FIRE RESCUE £7.95
Rescue the mice from

a burning building.

DONT FORGET TO ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DETAILS OF CREDIT FACILITIES,
EXTENDED GUARANTEES, ETC. AVAILABLE ON CERTAIN ITEMS.

ERIC & THL
FLOATERS

£5.95
Recover treasure from the evil
floaters.

DOG FIGHTER £6.95
Blast enemy aircraft out of the skies.

HYPER VIPER £7.95
Avoid venomous vipers in the labyrinth.
SPOOKS AND LADDERS £6.95
Trap spooks in holes & escape the
mine.
COCO IN THE CASTLE £6.95
Rescue the maiden from the king's
castle.
CRIBBAGE £5.95
Play 6 card cribbage with your MSX.

HOLDFAST £5.95
A local politics strategy game.

HOME BUDGET £14.95
Control your home income and
expenses.
WDPRO:- Wordprocessor £29.95
A professional quality wordprocessor.

DATABASE £19.95
A professional database program.

ZEN MACHINE CODE
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM £19.95
Generate Z80 assembler language
programs.

KUMA FORTH £39.95
A fully structured self extending
language.

COMMUNICATIONS WITH
VIEWDATA £19.95
Communicate through your modem.

SPEECH SYNTHESIS £69.50
(includes hardware card)
Typed in words can be spoken.

TCM737SONY DATA RECORDER
A mains or battery operated recorder ideal
for use with your £39.95home computer.

JVC HC -R105 DATA
RECORDER
The stylishly designed HC -R105 data
recorder is an example of a machine
produced to offer superb user
convenience, exceptional performance
parameters and reliable data transfer. The
HC -R105 is a high speed f89.00machine giving
very short
access
times to
data.

QUICKSILVA:
FRED £7.95
Fred's adventures under the
pyramids.

BOOGABOO (The Flea) £7.95
Avoid a deadly dragon inside deep
caves.

ANT ATTACK £7.95
Escape the ancient city fighting ants.
THE SNOWMAN £7.95
Build a snowman avoid Monsters &
Flames.

GAMES DESIGNER £9.95
Modify existing or write your own

games.

AMPALSOFT:
The "CHESHIRE CAT
EDUCATIONAL SERIES" of
programs will be made available to
MSX users.

ABOVE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE
MANY PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
FOR YOUR MSX BY MAIL
ORDER OR FROM
YOUR LOCAL
STOCKIST.

AT HOME WITH TECHNOLOGY



efore you give up on your system,
check for static damage.

When you come up against a memory loss, find an
inexplicable information error, an unaccountable action
or experiJnce a system crash for no apparent reason,
there could be a perfectly logical diagnosis.

Static build up.
Static electricity is generated by all of us. Touch a

computer keyboard, word processor or any electronic
terminal and you transfer static which can result in
expensive and sometimes irreparable harm.

Fortunately the 3M 'First Touch' protection mat
provides a solution. Simple and unobtrusive it just slips
under your system and with the minimum fuss is ready to
work.

Just a touch of the mat and static is drained away,
leaving a hazard free environment.

Your company will have less down time, save on
costs and increase productivity.

3M and First Touch are trade marks

otet wait until your system crashes,find out more
by speaking to Carolyn Morris on 0344 58474 or
completing the coupon below and sending it to
3M Static Control Systems, 3M United Kingdom PLC,
Bracknell, Berkshire RG121JV.

r -
Please send more details of the 3M 'First Touch' protection mat.

I Name

I Job Title

I Company

Address

I I

3M Static Control Systems
QUALITY THAT GOES BEYOND TOMORROW

3M



Is the Information Revolution Passing You By?
If you use an Apple, IBM, BBC or
ACT micro then you could be
missing out on the information
revolution of the decade. Today
there are literally hundreds of
databases worldwide, which can
be accessed by a microcomputer
fitted with a Nightingale modem
and using appropriate software.
These data bases include Prestel,
Micronet, Homelink, Telecom
Gold, various 'Bulletin Boards' and
massive American Databases such
as 'DIALOG' and 'The Source'.
Micros can also be used to send
telex messages.

A world of information is available to you
now when you install the Nightingale
modem from Pace. There are hundreds
of thousands of 'pages' of data available
on Prestel, free computer software on
Micronet, homebanking facilities
available with Homelink, Company facts,
Educational information, magazine and
news articles available with Knowledge
Index and the ability to communicate
with other micro users direct, or via
'bulletin boards'.
The Nightingale modem is only £136.85
inc. VAT. If you do not already have
suitable communications software Pace
can supply this complete with a manual
and full installation instructions.

"Bringing tomorrow a little closer"

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
OFFERFora limited period, when you orderthe Nightingale

modem you willreceive discount
vouchers entitlingyou to the following:

-

KNOWLEDGE
INDEX20% discount off standard

This remarkable
collection ofdatabasesincludes over 22000,000

items coveringAgriculture Books,
Business, Electronicsand Computing,

Corporate and CompanyNews, Education,
Engineering, GovernmentPublications,

Legal Information,
MagazineArticles, Mathematics,

Medicine and News.Current Affair's (The enrolment
fee alsoincludes 2 hours of free access time).

ONE TO ONE50% discount off standard
One to one is an electronic

message servicedesigned to give you the communicationscapabilities of a telex at much lower cost.By using your micro fitted with aNightingale
modem you can producetelexes, letters,
reports and contracts,

andsend them in
seconds to any destination.Courier delivery,

priority mail and radiopaging are also
included in this highlyefficient communications

service.

enrolment fee (normally £25)

enrolment fee (normally £50)

IE
modems & software pack for Apple II/Ile at £279 inc. age

Emodems & software pack for IBM PC* at £269 inc. VAT & carriage

Emodems & software pack for ACT at £269 inc. VAT & carriage
PACE SOFTWARE LTD. ' Name
92 NEW CROSS STREET, I Address
BRADFORD. BD5 8BS I Cheque enclosed £
Tel. [0274) 729306

B I d

By far the most versatile modem available, at the price, for
either home or business use, Nightingale will enable your
micro computer to send and receive data utilising an
ordinary P.O. Telephone Line. It offers Prestel, Viewdata
baud rates (1200/75 & 75/1200) alongside 300,300 baud full
duplex for communication
between computers.
The state-of-the-art modem
chip technology employed in
Nightingale requires minimum
support circuitry resulting in
low power consumption, low
cost, high quality and extreme
reliability. It also features a
simple self test facility for
easy installation.
Nightingale complies with
the vigorous specifications
laid down by British
Telecom and is fully BABT
approved.
"INFORMATION
SHEETS AVAILABLE
ON REQUEST"- - - - - - - - -

To Pace Ltd., 92 New Cross Street,
Bradford BD5 8BS
Please supply:

I0 modems at £136.85 inc. VAT & carriage
modems & software pack for BBC micro at £159, inc. VAT & carriage

VAT & carri

Telex 51564

I

If you require further information on the above communications products for other
computer systems, please write enclosing a stamped addressed envelope.

LAssumes IBM micro fitted with RS 232 interface. Please allow up to 28 days delivery.-KUM

or please debit my Access

(Please tick)



Askan expert why
the Electron's the best

micro in its class.
Most schoolchildren will tell you that one computer

prevails in British classrooms today. Acorn's BBC Micro.
With a hint of pride, they'll also tell you that they're

fluent in the computer language which Acorn developed
for the BBC Micro. It's called BBC Basic.

And if you ask their advice on choosing a home
computer for around .2,200, they're likely to tell you that
there's really only one sensible choice.

The 099 Acorn Electron.
Like its .099 stablemate, but unlike any other micro,

the Electron speaks BBC Basic. Which means that children
can easily carry on with their computer studies at home.
And their parents can quickly
start catching up, because BBC
Basic is such a simple language
to learn.

However, language isn't the only thing which makes
the Electron outstanding among every other micro in its
price range.

A powerful choice.
The Electron is a 64K microcomputer which has

32K of RAM, combined with another 32K ROM.
This simply means that it has more power than most

people ever need from a home computer.
Nevertheless, it has been designed to help you make

the fullest use of its power.
For example, its graphics have the highest reso

ution of any home computer bar none.
This is because Acorn specially designed the

chip that controls the graphics. And it's among the
most advanced chips of its kind.

Indeed, it delivers twice
as many characters across the
screen as the Electron's nearest
rival.

It expands into a system.
With the Electron, even total

newcomers have been surprised at
how quickly they can find their way
into the complex world of computing.

Where many computers have
keyboards which are confusing and
clumsy to operate, it has a keyboard
just like an ordinary electric
typewriter's.

And for issuing main com-
mands, there are single entry keys.
Instead of literally spelling out the

command, letter by letter, you just push the
relevant key and it's issued.

There's also a built-in loudspeaker which
gives high quality sound.

And what is perhaps most exciting
is that the Electron has the capacity to
grow with your knowledge and
ambition.

With Acorn's Plus 1 expansion
module, it can link up with a printer, joy
sticks and fast -load cartridge software
including View and Viewsheet word pro-
cessing and spread sheet programs.



With the Plus 3 module, which
will soon be available, you'll have a
disc drive system and will be able
to enjoy all the speed and conven-
ience of 3.5 inch discs.

But let's not get carried away
too quickly. You can start using and
enjoying your Electron as soon as
you get it home.

All you need is your tele-
vision set and a cassette recorder.

The speed of a business micro.
Some home computers

respond pretty slowly to your
commands. After you've

pressed the keys, they leave
you twiddling your

thumbs for more than a mere few
seconds.

The plodders, how-
ever, are a very long way
behind the Electron.

In fact, on processing
speed, a recent
bench test

survey
ranked

the Electron up with suc g iers as t e BM PC and the
Apple 111. Both are machines which cost well over £1,000.

It's an astonishing accolade when the Electron makes
no greater claim than to be a micro which is designed to,
become part of the family.

Your starter for free.

With your Electron, you'll receive a free intro-
ductory cassette.

It will give you a taste of the exceptional colour
graphics. It will show you how the Electron can play and
notate music.

And when it's given you
some new ideas about home
accounting, it will challenge you
to a few games and even spend a
few seconds doing your whole
family's biorhythms for you.

But remember, although it
holds15 programs, the cassette will
only give you a glimpse of the
Electron's full potential.

Because the potential is as
infinite as your own imagination.

No shortage of software.

Although the Electron is
still a relative newcomer to

the market, the range of software
available for it is considerable.

Besides plenty of games, there are many edu -

cational programs for children of all ages, from playschool
to A Level.

There's a great deal to keep adults occupied, too.
From money management to helpful domestic
programs, even a range of foreign language
programs, teaching the basics of
French, German, Italian and

Spanish.
And of course, wi

its simplicity and
flexibility, the
Electron could
soon be

processing programs created and written by none other
than yourself.

You can find the Acorn Electron with its full
complement of accessories and software at local Acorn
dealers and major high street stores.

For the address of your nearest supplier,
ring 0933 79300.

TheAcorn= Electron.
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BEHIND EVERY
GREAT PROGRAM

IS A
GREAT PROGRAM

Introducing Spotliuht:
Note it. File it. Schedule it. Calculate it. Save it. Find it fast.

The Spotlight"' program is a set of
convenient desktop accessories all in
one package. No matter which appli-
cation program you're working in -
including VisiCalc,®1-2-3`," WordStaç®
dBase II° pfs:File° MultiMate®
MicroSoft Word," TK!Solver,® and
Symphony'- Spotlight gives you instant
access to six essential functions.

Just a keystroke suspends your
application program and gives you a
window into Spotlight. Another keystroke
gets you back to where you were just
as fast. It's that easy.

Here's what you get:
Appointment Book- schedule daily and weekly meetings or
display monthly calendar. Set a sound alarm to remind
you of appointments, even if you're using another program.
DOS Filer- perform operating system tasks without leaving
your program. List, create, delete, copy, and sort files and
directories. Even format disks.

Phone Book -find and instantly display
any name, address and phone number
from 36 available lists. Each list can hold
500 different entries.

Note Pad -jot a note or write and edit
messages up to eight pages long.

Index Card File -search up to 36 sep-
arate files, each of which contains 500
cards. Cards are alphabetically sorted.

Calculator- calculate any problems and
insert the answers into the program
you're using.

Spotlight is the great program behind any great
program you use.

System requirements: IBM® PC or XT; or COMPAQ® por-
table computers, one disk drive, 75K memory for RAM
resident portion, DOS 2.0 or higher. Printer optional. Can
be installed on hard disk. Runs with most IBM PC software
packages.

Spotlight
By Software Arts -

43 Buttermarket, Ipswich, Suffolk, England, IP1 1BJ Tel: Ipswich (0473) 221551/213187 Telex: 98501 Saint G



MANCOS-UNBEATABLE FOR
PRICE, CHOICE AND DELIVERY

ON PRINTERS AND VDU's
All prices quoted are one-off Dealer Credit prices. For cash with order on

low, low trade counter prices 'phone Mancos Action line.

PAPER TIGERS 8000 SERIES. There's nothing at a
comparable price that can do quite as much as these
exceptional, low-cost microcomputer printers. All have
combined serial and parallel interface for total operating
flexibility, plus IBM compatible models. Data Processing.
Business Processing. Word Processing. Spreadsheets.
CAD/CAM. Multiple Print Speeds. Intermixed text and
graphics. B/W or colour. Superior print quality with advanced
paper handling, on 80 or 132 col width. The Paper Tiger can
do the lot!

8010/8011 £336 8070/8071 Colour £1579
8020/8021 £440 8050/8070 Options
8050/8051 Mono £1107 Colour Upgrade Kit £169
8050/8051 Colour £1249 Cassette Sheet Feeder £379
8070/8071 Mono £1437

OKI MICROLINE Mancos bottom -line prices on this
wide range of high performance printers, increasingly being
recognised as the best on the market. Plug 'n' play kits on
models 92,93 or 84 for IBM compatibil ity. Mancos special free
Plug 'n' play kit with every 92P.

ML 80 £149
82A £219
92P £321
92i £321
92S £389

2350S
2410P
2140S
IBM Plug 'n' play (92/93) £37
IBM Plug 'n' play 84 £75

£1400
£1445
£1490

THE MANCOS
PROMISE
* We'll match any

legitimate quote.
* Free delivery on

shipments over £2,000.
* Rebates when you purchase

more than 15 major items
in any 3 month period.

0 1 [8

83A £359
93P £429
931 £466
93S £495
84P £589
841 £664
84S £662
2350P £1355
IBM Cable £20

4 5 6] 6 6

OKI MICROLINE (continued)
80 col Tractor £27 I Cut Sheet Feed 2410 £230
Cut Sheet Feed 84 £230 OK Writer £75

VT 200 SERIES Digital's sleek new look to terminal
technology in the VT 200 video terminal series, integrates
human engineering with full VT 100 performance.
Models include VT220 for data communication VT 240 fortext
and graphics and VT 241 for interactive colour graphics.

V220 £865 V240 £1465 V241 £2132

TATUNG 6600 VDU Just arrived! VDU with VT 100
facilities-at an amazing price.
Tatung 6600 £395

TATUNG PC MONITORS Stop Press! Just introduced,
the DN 1231 with RGB for BBC Micros, the DN 1232 with
composite video (ie. for Commodore 64 etc.) or the amazing
TN 1491 an extremely flexible monitor doubling up asa 14"TV
receiver or giving high resolution graphics monitor for home
computers. The choice is yours!

DN 1231 £159 DN 1232 £159 TN 1491 £188

Call Mancos Action line for NEC, Mannesman Tally and
Data Products. In stock-VDU's and Monitors from Digital
(V1-100 and VT 200 ranges) Televideo and Hazeltine.

BARGAIN BASEMENT LA 34 Receive only.
Dot Matrix Printer (60cps with graphics) only £349
DECMATE I/LQP 02. Used excellent condition only £1995
Brother HRI letter quality Printers (including Tractor Feed) £417

&A A &IP=
OWIMANIIM VENOM&

,.11=111- -
TRADE WAREHOUSE

* Subject to terms and conditions
-ask for details.

0 F61 [ 11 8. 61110 7 5] 7

TOP -LINE CHOICE/BOTTOM-LINE PRICES
Mancos Computers, Unit 3, Albany Road Trading Estate, Manchester M21 1 BH.

Prices correct at time of going to press. See latest price list.
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N
MULTI-USER 16 BIT

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
The Latest Generation of Accounting Software

Enter Data from Multiple Work Stations

GRAFFconi

GRAFFCOM
GRAFFCOM
GRAFFCOM
GRAFFCOM
GRAFFCOM
GRAFFCOM
GRAFFCOM
GRAFFCOM
GRAFFCOM
GRAFFCOM
GRAFFCOM
GRAFFCOM

Sales Sales

Sales

Payroll

Payroll

LAN

Purchases

Purchases

Stock

Stock

Modules include:
 Stock Control
 Order Processing and Invoicing
 Purchase Order Control
 Name and Address
 Sales Ledger  Nominal Ledger
 Payroll  Job Costing

Features
 Multiuser/Multitasking
 True File Locking
 True Record Locking
 Multi Department  Multi Company

Environment
 IBM PC, XT  Future FX 30/20
 Act Apricot Point 7
 Others (Please check)

Nominal
Ledger

Enquire
about our new

Dealer Plan

Business Applications from

GRAFFCOM
11=1 NMI IMMO IMO MM

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS AND OFFICE PRODUCTS SOFTWARE PACKAGES
GRAFFCOM SYSTEMS LTD

7 RICKETY STREET LONDON SW6 TEL: 01385 9422/3056

SOFTWARE OF A SUPERIOR INTELLIGENCE
84 PC W



Computer to computer
communications.On the
phone. Around the corner.
Or around the world.
From around £149
Modular Technology presents efficient computer
communication at its simplest, cheapest, most
convenient.

With the 3005 Minimodem from Modular
Technology, your office computer is only a phone call
from your compatible computer at home.

The 3005 is completely portable. There are no
special lines to be installed. To originate transmission
simply plug into the mains (mains unit necessary
on 3005 but variable on 3005-1/2/3) and
plade almost any handset into the unique fully
adjustable cups.

Your base computer can be instantly within
reach, on the phone, whether you are in Abingdon
or Abu Dhabi.

From £149 + p&p + V.A.T., the 3005 is within
your reach, too.

Look at the 3005-2 for both answer and originate
operation with the addition of an internal rechargeable
battery for complete portability, or the 3005-3 which
supports both the Bell 103 and CCITT V21 standards.

For portable Videotex applications the M3012
provides originate only 1200/75 baud. Or in the UK
plug into the M4000 for the ultimate multi -standard
direct connection modem.

Every Modular Technology modem is approved
by British Telecom, BABT, FTZ or necessary national
approval agencies for data transmission over the public
switched network.

All modems are manufactured to the highest
standards by Modular Technology.

For the Technical:
3005  Diagnostic LEDs  Standard V24/RS232
interface  Strong, durable case in cast aluminium
 In-built current loop interface
 Size: 280 x 130 x 60mm (L x B x H)  Weight: 800g
3005-1  Similar to 3005 with additional switch for
originate and answer modes
3005-2  With internal rechargeable battery
3005-3  As 3005-2 plus external switch controls -
V21 or Bell 103.
M4000  Multi -mode  Auto answer  Full duplex/
Half duplex  Auto function check  Test facilities
To order, simply send us the completed coupon below,
or phone us.

=B

Please send me 3005 Originate
SIM MI IND MN

only at £149 + £5 p&p + V.A.T. =-- £177.10
3005-1 Modems at £169 + £5 p&p + V.A.T. = £200.10
3005-2 Modems at £179 + £5 p&p + VAT. = £211.60
3005-3 Modems at £189 + £5 p&p + V.A.T. = £223.10

Please send me further details of 3005 0 M4000 0 3012 0 Other products 0

Name Address

men I

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.

Tel

I enclose my cheque for £ payable to Modular Technology Ltd. OR charge my Access/Barclaycard

Signature

Zygal House, Telford Road, Bicester, Oxfordshire OX6 OXB.
Tbl: Bicester (0869)253361. Molex: 838873 Modtec G.

Modular lbchnology Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of Zygal Dynamics plc.
Minimodem is a Ttademark of Modular Tbchnology Ltd.

Dealer & OEM enquiries welcomed

No

Modular
Technology
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Approved Dealer List

LIWWORD
C).s.

cfi

"A quick way of learning - quicker
than the printed page".
Mike McCann, Your Computer.

"It took 12 hours to teach a regime that
would normally take 40 hours".
Peter Marsh, Training Manager,
Thomson Holidays.

"Vivid mental images are used as
unforgettable memory joggers".
Jane Bird, Sunday Times.

"Before you know it, you are
constructing your own sentences".
Mike McCann, Your Computer.

"Even a confirmed look - out of the
windower like me found
concentrating on the course very
easy"
Sally Clark, Computer Choice.

"The vocabulary sticks in your mind
effortlessly".
Sally Clark, Computer Choice

"We found the course great fun and at
the end a surprisingly large amount
had sunk in".
Which Micro?

"Undoubtedly the linkword cassettes
are the most interesting, most
enjoyable . . . of those considered".
Jon Chambers, Next

"An outstanding success"
Personal Computer World.

FOR SCHOOLWORK FOR BUSINESS
FOR HOLIDAYS FOR ALL AGES

Linkword Language Courses are published on

Machine Publisher Machine Publisher
B.B.C. (B) Acornsoft Amstrad Protek
Sirius A.C.T. Spectrum Silversoft
Apricot A.C.T. C.B. M. 64 Audiogenic
Apple A.C.T. Vic 20 Audiogenic
I. B. M. P.C. A.C.T. Oric Tansoft
Q.L. Protek Electron Acornsoft

All versions contain a programme
an audio tape and glossary.

(Prices from £12.95)

Versions available from
Boots, Smiths and leading retailers.

For further information write to:
Linkword, 41 Walter Road, Swansea.

AVON
Software Plus, Bath 0225 61676
K & K Computers, Weston-Super-Mare

0934 419324
Key Computer Systems, Keynsham

027 56 5575

AYRSHIRE
Microstore, Sterling 0786 64571

BEDFORDSHIRE
Broadway Electronics Bedford

0234 213639
Dorman's Dunstable 0582 65515
ABC Computers, Dunstable 0582 699640

BERKSHIRE
Bracknell Computers, Bracknell

0344 427317/486063
Microwise, Reading 0734 591816

BUCKINGHAM
Rams Computer Centre, Bletchley

0908 647744
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Peterborough Communications 0733 41007

CHESHIRE
Computer City, Widnes 051-420 3333
Cranford Computer Systems Ltd, Altrincham

061-941 6131
CSAR Computer Serv. Ltd., Stockport

061-480 2458
Diamond Computer Systems, Stockport

061-480 2458
Penine Computer Services Ltd., Stockport

061-480 7255

CLEVELAND
Customised Electronics Ltd., Middlesborough

0642 722064
Multicoloured Micro Shop, Redcar

0642 486643

CLWYD
Abergele Computer Centre 0745 826234

CORNWALL
Fal-Soft Computers, Falmouth 0326 314663
Microtest Ltd, Bodmin 0208 3812

DERBYSHIRE
Derby ITEC, Derby 0332 380478
Gordon Harwood, Alfreton 0773 836781
The Computer Centre, Chesterfield

0246 208802

DEVON
Open Channel, Exmouth 0395 264408
Actron Microcomp, Tiverton 0884 252854
Syntax Ltd, Plymouth 0752 28705
Computer Systems, Paignton 0803 524284
Seven Counties, Exeter 0392 21121
Model Shop, Plymouth 0752 21851
Berkshire Computer Specialists Ltd.,
Newton Abbot 0626 833855

DORSET
Silicon Chip, Weymouth 0305 787592
7 Counties, Dorchester 0305 66022

DYFED
Strong Computer Systems, Carmarthen

0267 321246
Computer Centre, Haverford West

0437 68228
Clear Computers, Milford Haven 0646 24420

ESSEX
Computer Pro Ltd., Basildon 0268 412545
Colchester Computer Centre 0206 47242
Capricorn Computers, Colchester

0279 68471
County Computer Store, Harlow

0279 414692
Brainwave Micros, Colchester 0206 56153
Maxton Hayman, Chelmsford 0245 354595
Godfreys, Basildon 0268 289379

GLAMORGAN
Bucon Ltd, Swansea 0792 467980
Jay Dee, Port Talbot 0639 895738
Steve's Computer Company, Cardiff

0222 41905

GWYNEDD
Computer Plus Discount, Llandudno

0492 79943
Tryfan Computers, Bangor 0248 352042

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
P R B Computer Systems Ltd. 0242 582022

HAMPSHIRE
Gosport Computer Centre, Gosport

0705 587862
Andover Audio, Andover 0264 58251
Brian Bass, Fleet 025 14 23360
ACT Computerworld, Southampton

0703 335633/336344
HEREFORDSHIRE
Melgray Hi -Tech 0432 275737
Golden Valley 0432 271114
Roe Computer Systems Ltd, Ross -on -Wye

0989 67474

HERTFORDSHIRE
County Computer Stores, Bishops Stortford

0279 506801
D J Computers, Welwyn Garden City

070 73 28435
NORTH HUMBERSIDE
Beverley Computer Centre 0482 881911
Computer Centre, Hull 0482 26297

SOUTH HUMBERSIDE
Brigg Computer Centre, Brigg 0652 53364

KENT
Microway, Rainham 0634 376702
Dover International Comp. Centre

0304 212433
The Micro Shop Tunbridge Wells 0892 47133
C & E Microtronics Ltd., Chatham 0634 63036

LANCASHIRE
Midwich Computer Company Ltd.

0379 898751
4mat Computing, Preston 0772 561952
Dawn Computing Ltd., Bolton 0204 397799
Blackpool Computer Stores, Blackpool

0253 27091
Computer World (UK) Ltd, Bolton

0204 494304
LEICESTERSHIRE
D A Computers Ltd. 0533 549407
Harborough Home Computers 0858 63056
LINCOLNSHIRE
Burghley Computers Stamford 0780 54444

LONDON
Castlehurst, Peckham, SE25 01-639 2205
Castlehurst, Whetstone, N20 01-446 2280
Dixonian, SE1 01-587 1004
Encom, Wimbledon Village, SW19

01-947 7678
Buffer Micro, SW16 01-769 2887
Sonic Foto Tottenham Court Road, W1

01-580 5826
City Computer Centre, EC1 01-628 3531
Advanced Tech Centre, SE9 01-859 7696
Logic Sales, Southgate, N14 01-882 4942
Percivals, East Ham, E6 01-472 8941
T K Electronics, W7 01-579 2842
Computer Enterprises, SlA/19 01-543 6866
London New Tec Network, NW1 9ES

01-482 3816
Conway Computer Services N15

01-800 1796

MERSEYSIDE
Source Computers, Newton -le -Willows

092 52 29049
Data Exchange Ltd, Birkenhead

051-647 9185

MIDDLESEX
J K I, Uxbridge 0895 51815

NORFOLK
C B & Micros, Thetford 0842 61645
Brainwave Micros Norwich 0603 663796
R A K Computer Services Norwich

0603 617674
Anglia Computer Centre, Norwich

0603 29652
NOTTINGHAM
Computer Graphic Worksop 0909 472248

TYNE & WEAR
The Compushop, Newcastle on Tyne

0632 618673
Penhill Computer Services, Darlington

0325 483469

OXFORDSHIRE
Cotswold Computers, Chipping Norton

0608 41232
Computer Plus, Banbury 0295 55890

SCOTLAND
Tom Dickson Computers, Hamilton

0698 283193
Bardell Systems, Dumfries 0387 65615

SOMERSET
Sinewave, Computer Services, Taunton

0823 57526
Grays, Taunton 0823 72986

SUFFOLK
Bury Computer Centre, Bury St. Edmonds

0284 705772
Brainwave Micros, Ipswich 0473 210832

SURREY
Computasolve, Surbiton 01-390 5135
Suttons Computer Centre, Banstead

073 73 52605
C.H.I.P.S., Leatherhead 0372 372867
Surrey Micro Systems, Wallington

01-647 5636
Surrey Micro Systems, New Malden

01-942 0478
West Surrey Computers, Woking

048 67 88561
Crest Computer Services Richmond

01-940 8635
P & H Electronics Ltd, Camberley

0276 877222
CASS Electronics Egham 0784 36266
Decision Technology, East Molsey

01-979 5533
The Computer Shop, Reigate 073 72 22244

SUSSEX
Gatwick Computer Services, Crawley

0293 37842

WEST MIDLANDS
J B C, Coventry

WILTSHIRE
Computer Centre, Swindon 0793 694997
Barbury Computers, Swindon 0793 611487

WORCESTER
Central Computers, Kidderminster

0562 746941
Evesham Micro Centre, Evesham

0386 49641

0203 73813

YORKSHIRE
T A Group, Sheffield 0742 700321
Micro Peripheral Services, Barnsley

0226 747245
Care Computer Services, Leeds '

0532 632532
ATA Ltd, Sheffield 0742 700802
Tapp & Tooth ill 0532 435491
The Softcentre, Doncaster 0302 20088
Algotek Computer Co. Ltd., Wakefield

0924 369555
Pennine Computers Ltd 0422 417191
Tasmin Software, Leeds 0532 438301
Raven Computers, Bradford 0274 309386
Mercury Computers Ltd, Fartown

0484 35770



WHY PAICROS
LOVE IVIT110

Most leading low cost Micros, eg BBC, Dragon and
Sinclair QL love the MT -80 printer from Mannesmann
Tally. It is fully hardware compatible and with a range of
cable options, gives trouble -free straight through plug-in
facilities.

You'll love it too, for its sophisticated looks, and its
range of standard features, which include 80 col, 80 cps
optimised bi-directional printing with dot addressable
and line graphs, quick tear -off facility, friction and tractor
feed, and easy change cassette ribbon. And all for an
ex -VAT price of around £200.

Options include <55dBa sound reduction kit and 2K
buffered serial interface.

The dealer who supplies you is supported by
Mannesmann Tally, Europe's leading printer
manufacturer. Your guarantee of continued support and
assistance throughout the life of the printer.

Ask your nearest dealer for a demonstration, or phone us
today for full details. Either Annie, Sali, Terry or Geoff will
be only too pleased to help you.

MANNESMANN TALLY
THE FIRST NAME IN PRINTING

Mannesmann Tally, Molly Millar's Lane, Wokingham, Berkshire RG112QT
Telephone (0734) 791619/791533 Direct Lines or (0734) 788711 Switchboard





( 1Al3S)
Business Centres

0963- 40164



MODEM.
HIGH-SPEED

COMPUTER TALK
FROM PROTEK

Inter -computer communication is easy in anyone's language, thanks to the Protek Modem. Acoustic coupling provides
a reliable link between the computer and the telephone line. There are no connection charges, the unit is totally
portable. The flexible link between the mouth and ear -pieces ensures a reliable connection between most telephones.

Interface Packs including software
are available for the following

computers:-
 ZX Spectrum 48K E24.95

 BBC Model'B'Micro E14.95
 CBM 64 £14.95
 Oric Atmos 48K E24.95 (available September)
 Electron E24.95 (available September)
Features Include:
 Two operating modes 1200/1200:1200/75

11, Battery powered
I  Totally portable

 LED Indicator
 Compatible with any standard

-0^ ,-t.rface

APPR se

with telecommuni ystems
run by British Teleco ications
in accordance with the conditions

in thiiVieoter use.

AVAILABLE FROM LEADING COMPUTER SIURES talk
Protek Computing Ltd, IA Young Square,

Brucefield Industrial Park, Livingston, West Lothian. 0506 415353.



DISCOVER MEMDOS

10 1)

Why are there more than 10,000 Apple JUNIOR with its incredible MULTI -KEY /4
users of MEMDOS in France today? INDEX FILING (ISAM), dynamic Screen / 0'

When MEMSOFT won the Golden Apple Management and powerful Macro / 4Nco,
Award, for best system software, Apple users instruction sets which reduce program / 4,'-'
realised that at last they had discovered the way coding by up to 90%. Use MEMDOS /,,o+,
to program their powerful application software JUNIOR and we are sure that you /e",
easily! will progress to full system /4,1,, 0 <°,0

") a
,

For only £15 you can discover the amazing MEMDOS, as over 10,000 /' *1/4.
z

power of MEMDOS through MEMDOS others have done. e ,,,,o-

/ C9 $c

'3,ceAvailable for Apple 11, Ile, 11c and Ill A g\ze: IsC5C

e \CP
,e,

<S6
c,

WIN A SUPER HOLIDAY TO / co-' Q,Q'c\Q e ,,o

/GREECE oic
7,,0 c,.. 0 .(z.

SEND FOR DETAILS /3
e,Z§

P ce ;.\4,'
,I3 S,/ +' '.° P

:0> - e zt,z.y

It took an apple for Isaac Newton to discover gravity so
why not use your Apple to discover MEMDOS the unique

Application Development Tool.

The full MEMDOS system costs £99 (only £84 if you buy MEMDOS JUNIOR). PCW 91



Win a Car
FIRST PRIZE:

The Exciting
Peugeot
205 GT

PLUS MANY OTHER SUPER PRIZES.

Buy a bargain from Laskys and you
"a cP
,t9

C7- TEST DRIVE
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A MACINTOSH
AT LASKYS

FOR 48 HOURS Acorn BBC 'W Computer. With
free Acorn Data Recorder and

Sinclair 48k Spectrum Plus. A new
model from Sinclair with full typewriter

Atari 800XL Computer. A compact
computer with 64k ram, full typewriter

selected software, 32k ram,
typewriter keyboard, 16 colour

keyboard, superb colour graphics, and
realistic sound effects. FREE software

E keyboard, 256 colour graphics Now graphics and 4 built-in Now pack which contains Now
TEST and 4 voices (through tv). £169.00 voices. £399.90 6 popular games. £179.90

DRIVE
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.0 
I t E r4 a 1

Sony "Hit -Bit" MSX Computer.
Apple Macintosh Computer.128k. New computer with 64k ram Acorn Electron Computer. A popular
Test drive this superb business (expandable). Professional -style computer with 32k ram and a typewriter
computer in your own home or office, typewriter keyboard and unique Brother M100G Printer. Friction feed, keyboard, 16 colour graphics, 4 built-in
for 48 hours, free of charge and with no built-in personal database for home low noise, dot matrix printer with voices and 4 expansion ports. FREE soft -
obligation. Simply complete a loan
agreement in selected Now

management. FREE 'introduction to
basic' programming and Now

serial and parallel interface and long-
life print head. Prints up to Now

ware pack includes:- Boxer, Desk Diary,
Snapper, Starship Command Now

Laskys stores. £1998.00 reference manual. £299.90 50 characters per second. £199.90 and Sphinx Adventure. £199.90



could win more than you bargained for
When you buy from Laskys you get the best modern technology at bargain prices. You alsoge
the chance to win a Peugeot 205 GT and a whole host of other prizes including Compact Disc
players, Midi systems, TV's, Videos, Clock Radios, Portable Radios, Personal Hi Fi's and Computers
Spend anything up to £50 and you can enter the competition
with one chance to win, spend £50 to £150 and you get two
chances, and if you spend £150 or more you get three chances
to win. Ask for your entry form when you buy a bargain at any
Laskys store.

Win a Car Competition

 We stock a huge range of Computers and Peripherals.  Unique demon-
stration and comparison facilities.  Credit to suit you.*  14 day exchange.
 Nationwide after sales service. LASKYS

Central London Stores: 13/15 Brent Cross Shopping Centre, 18/19 Ealing Broadway Centre, 42 Tottenham Court Road, 257 Tottenham Court Road, 7/9 Queensway.
Outside London: Bexleyheath, Birmingham, Brighton, Bristol, Bromley, Cambridge, Cardiff, Chatham, Cheltenham, Chester, Colchester, Coventry, Crawley, Croydon, Edinburgh, Enfield,

Exeter, Glasgow, Gloucester, Harlow, Kingston, Leeds, Leicester, Lewisham, Liverpool, Luton, Maidstone, Manchester, Newcastle, Northampton, Nottingham, Oxford, Peterborough, Prestos
Reading, Richmond, Romford, Sheffield, Slough, Southampton, Southend, Watford, Wolverhampton, York.

Opening Soon: Aberdeen, Guildford and Plymouth.
*ALL CREDIT OFFERS SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE BY LASKYS CREDIT BROKERS. ASK FOR WRITTEN DETAILS. TYPICAL APR 29.3% SUBJECT TO STATUS. PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OFGOING TO PRESS AND INCLUDE VAT AT15

BUT MAY BE SUBJECT TO VARIATION. ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON PARTS AND
LABOUR, HI-FI AND TELEVISION. FOR VCR'S PORTABLE EQUIPMENT, VIDEO CAMERAS, COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS, ONE YEAR. OPTIONAL 5 YEAR GUARANTEE. THESE ARE IN ADDITION TO YOUR STATUTORY RIGHTS.



Much more than
a book about 68000
Assembly Language programs

QL ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE

PROGRAMMING
lin Ode £12.95

reference to the QL, its architecture, and its operating
You will find invaluable information about QDOS, QL graphics, and important

calls, along with lots of examples, themselves
useful machine -code routines.

full 68000
Editor/Assembler

on microdrive cartridge

QL MACHINE -CODE
EDITOR/ASSEMBLER £29.95

It can output to screen, printer or microdrive, and incorporates a range of professional
features including pseudo-ops, assembler directives, alternative mnemonics, and external

library file inclusion.

`Colin Opie's book is an accurate and comprehensive guide to writing independent
machine -code programs, and to expanding SuperBASIC with machine code. It's also a

valuable reference to 68000 programming and to the QDOS system.'
Tony Tebby, designer of the Cll. QDOS operating system

McGraw-Hill Book Company (UK) Ltd., Maidenhead, Berkshire, SL6 2QL. Tel: Maidenhead (0628) 23431/2

. Order Form

Name

Address

Signature

QL Assembly Language Programming
by Colin Opie 07 084777 0 £12.95

QL Machine - Code
Editor/Assembler 07 084778 9 £29.95

I enclose cheque El/postal order

Card No.

Please
charge my Access E] Visa El American Express  Diners Card [1]

wtJ l:

enii

Cheque No.

Total £

Prices are subject to change without prior notice and apply to the UK only.
Available from all good bookshops and computer shops.
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The
Sensible-separates
the business tools

rom the to
The SENSIBLE SOLUTION is an
innovative approach to micro-
programming -a truly multi-user
relational data/procedural language.

SENSIBLE SOLUTION is a complete
language, with programs so compact
that one page of its source code is
equivalent to ten pages of BASIC
language programming. Shorter
programs and English Language
commands make program creation,
modification and debugging a pleasure.

SENSIBLE SOLUTION runs on CP/M,"
MP/M,'" MS-DOS,'" DPC/OS,'" Turbo
DOS,'" MM/MOST," n/STAR,"
NOVELLE'" and many other networks,
with Unix" soon available.

Features include
 Automatic screen and data file creation.
 Multiple screens in one program.
 Multiple key, multiple file B -tree data
file handler.

O'HANLON
COMPUTERSYSTEMS

 Virtually unlimited program size even
in 64K RAM.
 Multi-user record and file locking on
multi-user systems.
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 Totally portable between operating
systems.
 INQUIRE '°' quick report utility.
 Easy -to -follow English language source
code and commands.
 Program compiler - protecting source
and increasing speed.

And now - accounting packages
written in SENSIBLE SOLUTION which
you, the end user, can easily modify to
suit the personality and special require-
ments of your business.

Even if you've never used a computer
before, you can program with SENSIBLE
SOLUTION right away. It isn't just user-
friendly, it's positively sociable!

Ring us up and we'll be delighted to
show you why.

O'Hanlon Computer Systems (UK) Ltd
46 Windsor Road, Slough, Berks, SL1 2EZ
Tel: (0753) 78844 Telex: 849323



The best thing next
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The BBC Model B Microcomputer is widely recognised as an
impressive first computer for the home or the school, but its capabilities are
restricted by its lack of data storage and the limitations of Basic for serious
programming. For the user who needs more from this computer the Torch
Z80 Disc Pack is a gateway to the world of advanced computing.

Model B's fitted with disc interface can be upgraded to full business
machines by the Torch Z80 Disc Pack thereby offering the use of more
powerful and flexible languages such as Fortran, Pascal, BCPL and Cobol
while twin 400K disc drives provide a massive storehouse for information and
rapid data transfer from disc to processor.

Torch Z80 Disc Pack
The Torch Z80 Disc Pack is the
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proven upgrade for the BBC Model B microcomputer. It provides 800K of disc
storage plus a Z80 second processor with 64K RAM running TORCH's own
CP/M® compatible operating system based in ROM.

This advanced design means that almost all of the 64K RAM provided
by the Z80 board is available for programming use - an advantage no other
BBC micro upgrade can offer.

If your BBC micro has the Econet® option, there is a further benefit
the Torch Z80 Disc Pack can offer. TORCHNET can link together up to 254
upgraded Model B's on a local area network, so for enthusiasts, clubs, schools
and businesses it is a simple and low-cost way to achieve networking
facilities.

The discs can be used for storage under the Acorn DFS system or for
CP/M® programs and data.

A comprehensive software package is provided which includes word
and data processing and a spreadsheet program, along with utility programs
and manuals.

The Torch Z80 Disc Pack is recommended by the CCTA for
government use.

At £699 the Torch Z80 Disc Pack is exceptionally good value.

Torch Z80 Extension Processor (ZEP100)
When fitted to a BBC system which already has compatible high quality twin
400K disc drives, the ZEP100 provides a complete business or scientific computer.

Alternatively, a ZEP100 may be fitted to a BBC system to enable it to be
used as a Torchnet station.

The ZEP100, priced at 2299, comes complete with full software support
There are already over10,000 users of Torch computer systems.

Our customers include hospitals, universities, private businesses, the
Government and schools.

If you are ready to take a step into the world of serious
computing contact your local dealer listed on the facing page.



to a BBC micro.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Torch Z80 Extension Processor (ZEP100)
Processor -4 MHz Z80A
Memory - 64K RAM Accessible from the Z80
Firmware - 8K CCCP ROM on ZEP100 card
- 16K MCP ROM for BBC board
Software provided
- TORCH CPN CP/M® compatible 0/S
- Disc Utilities
- Music System
- Misc. Utilites
- PERFECT® SOFTWARE comprising -

Perfect Writer - Word Processor
Perfect Speller - Spelling Checker
Perfect Calc - Spreadsheet
Perfect Filer - Database

Other Operating Systems Available
- UCSD p -System
Torch Z80 Disc Pack. As for ZEP100 but
includes 2 x 400K 51/4" floppy disc drives with
separate power supply unit
Unicorn. These products are part of the best
selling range of add-ons to the BBC Micro by
Torch Computers Ltd, Abberley House,
Great Shelford, Cambridge, CB2 5LQ.
Tel. (0223) 841000. Telex 818841 TORCH G.

TORCH :1
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Lighting the way ahead.

Where to find your Torch dealer Fr!,H. Road. Loughborough
Tel 0509 214444

AVON

MICROSTYLE
29 Belvedere, Lansdowne Road
Bath
Tel: 0255 334659

BEDFORDSHIRE

3D COMPUTERS
1 Manor Road, Caddington, Luton
Tel 0582 458575
ABC COMPUTING
Systems House, Houghton Paraeli
Constable
Tel: 0582 699640

BROADWAY ELECTRONICS
Aston Road, Bedford
Tel 0234 58303

DATASINE
59 North Street, Leighton Buzzard
Tel: 0525 374200

BERKSHIRE

3D COMPUTERS
26 Stanley Road, Newbury
Tel: 0635 30047

DPCE (UK) LTD
26128 Market Place, Wokingham
Tel' 0734 790703

MICROSTYLE
Newbury Computer Centre
47 Cheap Street, Newbury
Tel: 07535 55 211

MICROWISE
21 Duke Street, Reading
Tel 0734 5911316

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

MICRO MASTERS (RUISLIP) LTD
6 Windsor Street, Uxbridge
Tel: 0895 70766
MICROSTYLE
52 Friars Square, Aylesbury
Tel: 0296 25487

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER STORE (2)
4 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge
Tel: 0223 358264

GCC (CAMBRIDGE) LTD
66 High Street, Sawston, Cambridge
Tel: 0223 635330

HI-TEK DISTRIBUTION LTD
Trafalgar Way, Bar Hill, Cambridge
Tel: 0954 81931

CHESHIRE

3SL COMPUTERS LTD
Brook House, 513 Crewe Road
Wheelock
Tel: 09367 61249, 09367 61798

FAIRHURST INSTRUMENTS LTD
Dean Court, Woodford Road
Wilmslow
Tel: 0625 525694

NATIONAL MICRO CENTRES LTD
36-38 St. Petersgate, Stockport
Tel: 061 429 8080

STOCKPORT MICRO CENTRE
4 Brown Street, Stockport
Tel: 051 480 0539

CLEVELAND

AUTOCALL COMPUTERS LTD
17 Middlesbrough Road, Southbank
Middlesbrough
Tel: 0642 468618, 0642 722064

CUSTOMISED ELECTRONICS
155 Morton Road, Middlesbrough
Tel: 0642 247727

CORNWALL

MICROTEST LTD
18 Normandy Way, Bodmin
Tel: 0208 31717

DERBYSHIRE

FBC SYSTEMS LTD
10 Main Centre, London Road, Derby
Tel 0332 365280

NASTAR COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
57 Saltergate, Chesterfield
Tel: 0246 207046

DEVON

A & D COMPUTERS
6 City Arcade, Fore Street, Exeter
Tel: 0392 77117

DEVON COMPUTERS LTD
The White House, 39 Totnes Road
Pa ignton
Tel. 0803 526303

DORSET
LANSDOWNE COMPUTER CENTRE
5 Holdenhurst Road, Bournemouth
Tel 0202 20165

LANSDOWNE COMPUTER CENTRE
14 Arndale Centre, Poole
Tel 0202 57091

DURHAM

DARLINGTON COMPUTER SHOP
75 Bondgate, Darlington
Tel: 0325 48747B

ESSEX

AKHTER INSTRUMENTS LTD
28 Burnt Hill, Harlow
Tel: 0279 443521

CAPRICORN COMPUTER CENTRE
37-38 Osborne, Colchester
Tel: 0206 68471

ESSEX COMPUTER CENTRE LTD
216 Moulsham Street
On -The -Parkway, Chelmsford
Tel: 0245 358702

MICROCORE LTD
5 Broomfield Road, Chelmsford
Tel: 0245 264230

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

COMPUTER SHACK
14 Pittville Street, Cheltenham
Tel: 0242 584343

TELEMATICS WEST
31Dyer Street, Cirencester
Tel: 0285 68349

HAMPSHIRE

ADACS
Foresters House, 4 London Road
Andover
Tel' 0264 52187

ELECTRONEQUIP
34/38 West Street, Fareham
Tel: 0329 230670

COMPUTERWAY LTD
Brook House, Milbrook Road East
Southamptonoad East
Tel: 0703 38868, 0483 62626

FERRANTI AND CRAIG
5 New Market Square, Basingstoke
Tel: 0256 64015, 0256 69966

HERTFORDSHIRE

3D COMPUTERS
Greystone Works, The Green
Crowley Green, R ickmansworth
Tel 0923 779250

COMPUTER PLUS
47 Queens Road Watford
Tel 0923 33927

HUMBERSIDE

THE COMPUTER CENTRE
(HUMBERSIDE) LTD
26 Anlaby Road, Hull
Tel: 0482 26297

HOLDERNESS COMPUTER
SERVICES
17 Westgate, Patrington, Hull
Tel: 0964 30225

ISLE OF MAN

TYPESTYLE LTD
1Avondale Court Onchan
Tel: 0624 24650

KENT

DATA STORE,
THE (MICROCOMPUTERS)
6 Chattertan Road, Bromley
Tel: 01-460 8991

WATERS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Army and Navy PLC, High Street
Bromley
Tel: 01-460 9991

KENT MICROCOMPUTERS LTD
57 Union Street, Maidstone
Tel 0622 52784

MEDWAY COMPUTERS LTD
141 New Road, Chatham
Tel: 0634 826080
MODATA LTD
30 St. Johns Road, Tunbridge Wells
Tel 0892 41555

LANCASHIRE

CABIN COMPUTERS LTD
183 St. Helens Road, Bolton
Tel 0204 652100

DOUBLELINE LTD
Unit 2, Forrest Way
Gateworth Industrial Estate,
Great Sankey, Warrington
Tel: 0925 573212

NORTHERN COMPUTERS
Churchfield Road, Frodsham
Warrington
Tel 0928 35110

LEICESTERSHIRE

D A COMPUTERS LTD
104 London Road, Leicester
Tel: 0533 549407

PERCY LORD & SON
63 Blaby Road, Wigston
Tel. 0533 785033

LINCOLNSHIRE

FELIX COMPUTERS
63 Wide Burgate, Boston
Tel: 0205 54321

OAKLEAF COMPUTERS
Bells Yard, Dysart Road, Grantham
Tel: 0476 60000

LONDON

3D COMPUTERS
114 Gunnersbury Avenue, Ealing, W5
Tel: 01-992 5855

BRAINSTORM COMPUTER
SOLUTIONS
103a Seven Sisters Road, N7
Tel: 01-272 6619, 01-263 6926

CHROMASONIC
48 Junction Road, Archway, N19
Tel, 01-263 9493

LION HOUSE (RETAIL) LTD
227 Tottenham Court Goad, W1
Tel: 01-580 7383

ACORN COMPUTERS LTD
10 Henrietta Street, WC2
Tel: 01-379 7358

MICROA GE
Unit 72, Capitol Park Estate
Capitol Way, Edgware Road, NW9
Tel 01-9063666, 01-957 7119

MICROFAST
57 Hoxton Square N1
Tat: 01-7291778

WATERS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Barkers, High Street, Kensington, W8
Tel: 01-937 5432

PILOT SOFTWARE CITY
32 Rathbone Place, W1
Tel: 01-6362666

TECHNOMATIC LTD
17 Burnley Road, NW10
Tel 01-4521500, 01-450 6597

TOMORROWS WORLD TODAY
27-29 Oxford Street, W1
Tel: 01-439 7709

TRIGON COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
98 Victoria Road, NW10
Tel: 01-9611466

OFF RECORDS
Computer House, 59 Battersea Rise
SW11 Tel: 01-223 7730

SYSGO LTD
Hawkehouse, Green Street,
Sunbury on Thames
Tel: 09327 89571

TWICKENHAM COMPUTER CENTRE
72 Heath Road, Twttkenham
Tel: 01-8914991

MANCHESTER, GREATER
BYTE SHOP
THE (MANCHESTER) LTD
11/12 Gateway House,
Picadilly Station Approach
Manchester
Tel: 061236 4737

GM CUS MICRO SERVICES
The St. Thomas Centre
Ardwick Green North, Manchester
Tel: 061273 6480

NSC COMPUTER SOOPS
29 Hanging Ditch, Manchester
Tel: 061 832 2269

MERSEYSIDE
DATA EXCHANGE LTD
Exchange House,
164 New Chester Road, Birkenhead
Tel: 051 647 9185/6
MICROMAN (SHAVE ELECTRONICS)
Unit la, Rainford Ind. Estate,
Mill Lane, Rainford, St. Helens
Tel 074488 5242, 074488 5295

MIDLANDS (WEST)

BYTE SHOP, THE (BIRMINGHAM)
94-96 Hurst Street, Birmingham
Tel: 021-622 3165

WATERS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Rackhams, 35 Temple Row
Birmingham
Tel 021 236 3333

STARMER COMPUTERS LTD
Richmond House, 69 School Street
Wolverhampton
Tel: 0902 713173, 0902 20251

WALTERS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
12 Hagley Road, Stourbridge
Tel: 03843 70811

CAMDEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
462 Coventry Road, Small Heath
Birmingham
Tel, 021 7713636

COMPUTACCOUNT
21Spring Hill, Ladywood,
Birmingham
Tel, 021236 3455

J B C MICRO SERVICES LTD
200 Earlsdon Avenue North,
Earlsdon, Coventry
Tel 0203 73813

MICRO BUSINESS CENTRE LTD
Wolverhampton Computer Centre
17-19 Lichfield Street
Wolverhampton
Tel: 090 2 29907/29021

NORFOLK

JARROLO OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Barrack Street, Norwich
Tel: 0603 660661

SYNERGY LTD
E Block, University Village, Norwich
Tel: 0603 503015

ELECTRONEDU IP
17 Tenneyson Avenue, Kings Lynn
Tel: 0553 3782

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

ATAN COMPUTERS LTD
T/A COMPUTER MARKET
27 Goosegate, Nottingham
Tel: 0602 586454

G. A. COMPUTERS LTD
20/22 High Street, Ruddington
Nottingham
Tel: 0602 213492, 0 602 2112 25

N & L FISHER (HUTHWAITE) LTD
264 Huthwaite Road
Sutton in Ashfield. Nottingham
Tel: 0623 553437

OXFORDSHIRE

ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO
19 Old High Street, Headington
Oxford
Tel: 0865 65961

SHROPSHIRE

COMPUTER VILLAGE LTD
Walker House, Telford Town Centre
Telford
Tel: 0952 506771

STAFFORDSHIRE

CANNOCK ITEC
Chaseley House
New Penkridge Road, Cannock
Tel: 05435 77039

COMPUTERAMA
59 Foregate Street, Stafford
Tel 0785 41899
PEN SPEED LTD
Wharf House, Fradley Junction
Alrewas, Burton on Trent
Tel: 0283 790338

SUFFOLK

BRAINWAVE MICROS LTD
24 Crown Street, Ipswich
Tel: 0473 50965

S J EMERY & CO
10 Market Place, Bungay
Tel: 0986 2141

SURREY
3D COMPUTERS
230 Tolworth South, Surbiton
Tel: 01-337 4317

3D COMPUTERS
30 Station Road, Belmont, Sutton
Tel: 01-6422534

CROYDON COMPUTER CENTRE
29a Brigstock Road, Thornton Heath
Tel: 01-6 89 128 0

DATASOLVE LTD
99 Staines Road West
Sunbury on Thames
Tel: 09327 85566

J. S. SIMNET COMPUTERS LTD
Unit 14, St. Georges Ind. Estate
380 Richmond Road
Kingston -Upon -Thames
Tel: 01-5411495

VULCAN COMPUTING LTD
32 Guildford Road, Farnham
Tel: 0252 724182

SUSSEX

CASTLE ELECTRONICS
7 Castle Street, Hastings
Tel: 0424 426844

COMPUTAID LTD
22 Queens Road, Brighton
Tel: 0273 204228

TYNE & WEAR

HCCS
533 Durham Road, Low Fell
Gateshead
Tel: 0632 821924

OFFICE INTERNATIONAL
W. Harold Spink Ltd
112/114 Pilgrim Street
Newcastle -Upon -Tyne
Tel 0632 610285

WARWICKSHIRE

CARVELLS OF RUGBY
9 Bank Street, Rugby
Tel: 0788 65275

WATERS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Rackhams, 76 The Parade
Leamington Spa
Tel: 0926 27900

WILTSHIRE

WILTSHIRE MICRO CENTRE
Unit 9, Central Trading Estate
Signal Way, Old Town, Swindon
Tel: 0793 612299

YORKSHIRE (SOUTH)

COM-TEC COMPUTER CENTRE
23 Sheffield Road, Barnsley
Tel: 0226 46972, 0226 296100

WATERS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Rackhams, 50 High Street, Sheffield
Tel: 0742 28121

YORKSHIRE (WEST)

ELTEC COMPUTERS LTD
Lister Hills, Science Park
Campus Road, Bradford
Tel: 0274 722512

GTM COMPUTERS LTD
864 York Road, Leeds
Tel 0532 647474

MICROPOWER
Northwood House, North Street
Leeds
Tel: 0532 458800

WALES, NORTH

TECHNEG CLWYD TECHNICS LTD
Unit 4b, Antelope Ind, Estate
Rydymwyn, Mold, Clwyd
Tel: 0352 83766

TRYFAN COMPUTERS LTD
57 Madoc Street, Llandudno
Gwynedd
Tel 0492 70802

WALES, SOUTH

BUCON LTD
35-36 Singleton Street, Swansea
West Glamorgan
Tel: 0792 467980

GWENT COMPUTERS
95 Chepston Road, Newport, Gwent
Tel 0633 841760

HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27 Murray Street, Llanelli, Dyfed
Tel: 05542 70517

PRINTRONIC LTD
Hill House, Raglan, Gwent
Tel: 0 291 690214

SCOTLAND

ANDREW WHYTE & SON LIMITED
Microworld, t2 Leven Street
Tolcross, Edinburgh
Tel: 031228 1111

WEST COAST
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
20 Wellington Square, Ayr
Tel: 0292 285082

COMMSCOTT LTD
30 Gordon Street, Glasgow
Strathclyde
Tel: 041 226 4878

COMPUTER SERVICES (SCOTLAND)
89/90 Westlaw Place
Whitehill Ind Estate, Glenrothes, Fife
Tel: 0592 773710

LORNE COMPUTER SERVICES LTD
12 High Street, Oban, Argyll
Tel: 063165635

SILICON CENTRE
7Antigua Street, Edinburgh
Tel: 031557 4546

IRELAND (NORTHERN)

CEM MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES
117 University Street, Belfast
Tel: 0232 244111, 0232 243564

IRELAND (SOUTHERN)

LENDAC DATA SYSTEMS
8 Dawson Street, Dublin 2
Tel, 0001 710226, 0001 710796

Prices quoted are ex -VAT. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc. Econet is a registered trademark of Acorn Computers Ltd. Perfect Softwareis a

registered trademark of Perfect Software Inc. Text, graphics and keyboard provided by BBC Model B.



NEWSPRINT

PC passé
So the question is: will IBM
drop the PC in 1985? A great
many people are telling me
that the answer is, YES.

It isn't as exciting as it
sounds. All it means is that
systems with two floppy disk
drives are beginning to look
old fashioned, and are making
the IBM look ordinary.

As from next year, my
sources suggest, the only IBM
micros without at least one
hard disk will be the PC
Junior, and the new machine
to be launched in Japan, with
Sony -style 3Y2in drives, as on
the Apricot and Macintosh.

The IBM PC AT and PC XT
are both being priced into a
more interesting position,
suggesting that IBM is well
aware of the limitations of its
basic design.

The limitations are simple:
they are those of the Apple II.
There is no fundamental
difference between an IBM PC
and an Apple II. Those who
doubt that need only study
Flight Simulator, the game
which is normally regarded as
the ultimate proof of whether
an IBM -like micro is really an
accurate fake.

The Apple and IBM
processors, for all the hype,
run at similar speeds. The
computers are simple boxes
with space for plug-in cards,
and the only real advantage
that the IBM has is its larger
memory area. To give an
Apple II a full megabyte takes
trickery, which is beyond the
comprehension ability of
most software.

However, with a RAM disk
(as now available on the
Junior) or a hard disk, it
becomes possible to load
much bigger programs onto
the IBM, and run them fast.
Without those aids to quick
loading (especially in loading
program overlays), the user
really doesn't notice any
speed advantage over '16 -bit
technology'.

My editor tells me that
needs explanation.

The Apricot is the first
cheap micro to arrive at its
buyer's desk with 256k of

Guy Kewney gets all the latest micro news. This month there's
talk of prize sceptres, French micros, disappointing summers

and optimistic winters, plus a look at Sinclair's new version of its
best-selling home micro, the Spectrum +.

memory. Most others have
the option of arriving with
only 64k. Even the IBM, for
some time, had 64k as the
standard memory.

Naturally, if there is a
chance that most users have
only 64k, software writers
make sure that their programs
will fit on those machines,
and there is a simple way of
doing this-you use the disk
for the overflow.

Suppose you have a word
processing program. Call in
WordStar, and write it. You
will find (on a 16 -bit computer
like the Apricot) that
WordStar itself occupies
some 22k. But to run
WordStar, you need
WSOVLY!.COM, which is
around 40k. And you need the
messages file WSMSGS.OVR,
which is around 28k.

Load all that into memory,
and bingo - 90k of memory.
Now, where will you keep the
document you are writing?

WordStar, like most
programs originally written
for 64k of memory, stays
mostly on disk. Type the right
command, and bits of the
extra are called in, and fed
into sections of memory
which are no longer needed,
because they used to contain
functions which aren't being
used for the moment.

People who buy IBM XT
computers tend to get them
with 256k, and quite often
with 512k- half a megabyte.
These days, that's not much
money on top of the basic
price of a working system.

If IBM could arrange things
so that every customer had a
256k computer with a hard
disk, two things would follow:
firstly, programs like
WordStar, if written today,
wouldn't be split up. You'd
have your 100k of
instructions, and there'd still
be plenty of space for the text.
There'd also be lots of space
for another program, in
memory, running (or ready to
run) to do other things like
dial the phone, count the
number of words typed so far,
look for the account number
of somebody who just
phoned with a query, and play
Scrabble when the supervisor

IBM is very impressed with its own cleverness in
producing a machine which 'will recognise spoken English
sentences,' but others are less convinced that this really is
a 'major advance in computer speech recognition.'

The subject always grabs me by the throat, because of
my report, a few years back, that Government agencies
had a device capable of partial speech transcription.

The IBM device is pretty sophisticated, being designed
as a computerised dictating machine. It understands some
5000 words, and although it requires the speaker to leave
a gap between each word, it can recognise something like
95 per cent of them. It can even distinguish, from the
context, between homonyms like 'to' and 'two' and 'too,'
says IBM.

There will be many who will look at the formidable array
of powerful, specialist electronics which IBM has
harnessed to this task who will say: 'That proves the
Government couldn't have been doing it a few years back,
doesn't it?'

Well, no!
The equipment supposedly used by security department

eavesdroppers was designed to do no more than 30 per
cent of telephone speech, and to produce, not an accurate
analysis of possible homonyms, but a simple phonetic
transcript. Many times, all it produced was garbage.

What it did (my sources assure me) was to save a lot of
work on the occasions when it did work. It gave
surveillance workers a way of scanning through a phone
conversation at a glance, to see if the content was likely to
be of interest. If it was, standard earphone transcriptions
would be made.

The difference between a 30 per cent success rate and a
95 per cent success rate, with intelligence enough to
recognise individual words, rather than just print a
phonetic transcript, is phenomenal.

IBM reckons that it is a 'reasonable goal' to expect its
machine to transcribe continuous speech 'ultimately'.

98 PC W



isn't looking.
And secondly, people

would start writing 400k
programs, and overlay them.
Maybe they'd overlay 64k at a
time. They'd be much more
powerful (do more things)-
and much faster. Consider
how much time is wasted,
between pressing a key on the
keyboard, and the moment
when the machine has found
the overlay on the disk,
loaded it, and started
executing. It's typically four
seconds, but often 10.

Loading off a hard disk is
very, very much faster than
loading off a floppy, and
anybody proposing to try
Concurrent CP/M without a
hard disk is not going to grasp
its potential. With Concurrent
operating and a hard disk, it's
like having four computers at
once, each running a different
program, without the need to
load each program before
running.

So, the advantages of a
computer of this sort are
obvious-and if all IBM
computers were configured
that way, they would all be
much faster and nicer than
their rivals.

The other big improvement
that could be made, would be
to use the 80286 chip, instead
of the 8088 chip.

The big 286 will run all 8088
programs, but offers several
advantages.

For a start, it can offer four
megabytes, not just one. You
really could have that much
memory plugged in all at the
same time, and programs that
big loaded.

Secondly, it has a 'protect
mode' which allows software
like Concurrent DOS to be
really foolproof. It would be
better if it had demand
paging, so that no memory
was wasted - but it hasn't.
Never mind.

Thirdly, the 286 runs at
about three times the speed
of the 8088. Even with two
floppy disks, you'd notice the
speed. With one hard disk and
extra internal memory, you'd
never have to wait for the
computer.

That's why IBM has
launched the PC AT (see the
Benchtest on page 160).

The same reasons underlie
Acorn's choice of the 286 chip
for the ABC range (see below)
and the result in both cases
will be that better software
gets written for the machines.

Unless, of course, some
twit carries on selling a
machine with two floppies
and 64k. As long as that sort
of machine is on the market,
all software will be hobbled
so that, in an emergency, it
will run on the simplest
system.

Now do you believe that

IBM might drop the PC next
year?

If any last evidence is
needed, look at ACT. It sells
the Sirius, which came out in
Britain before the IBM. Today,
the company which builds it is
bust. Nobody in America
writes software for it. ACT
itself no longer encourages
people to buy it-the
company would rather you
paid money for an Apricot.

But even today, ACT still
sells the Sirius with hard
disks, because for people with
ordinary business Sirius
computers, the changeover is
worthwhile.

If ACT can drop (virtually)
its dual floppy version, why
should IBM be shy?

Blood out of

stone?
Gavilan, a US computer
company which announced a
lap -held portable eighteen
months ago, is bankrupt.
Vector, a famous big -micro
company, also American, is
losing money. Oric has
virtually pulled out of the UK
market, and Dragon has
disappeared.

Is this the beginning of the
end of the micro business?

Maybe not. Something
which I'd suspected for some
time was confirmed by a
buyer at WH Smith last month
- that is, computing is not a
sunshine sport.

Smiths was talking to me
about its winter software
marketing plans, which it has
put into the hands of two
distributors, Terry Blood and
Thorn EMI. The question
arose: is WH Smith expecting
business to pick up this
Christmas?

'Business has been bad,'
commented George
Bradbury, a buyer, 'but no
worse than we anticipated.
Now we're looking for some
upturn and growth, as the
nights get longer and the days
get darker, and kids play less
football.'

For those of us who actually
have computers, the sort of
summer we had was no
encouragement to polish off
that last sort routine, or get
our disks into alphabetical
order, or find the advert which
promised automatic updates
of text file indexes- or any of
the hundred other little
activities and chores which
waited for our next spare
moment.

But for those who didn't
have a computer, the thought
of buying one must have been
the furthest possible idea
from their minds. Beer, yes;
swimming, sunbathing,

What sort of robot do you think you'd get for £24? Go to
CGL and find George. He can 'teach you to program.' (He
can what?) 'He has up to 48 programmable steps - he can
go forwards, back, hold, turn left and right, curve left and
right, and even retrace his steps.'

Details on (01) 508 5600, but don't apply for a job as an
experienced hacker on the basis of having used George.
Not even (especially?) if George was GEneral ORGanisEr
-a 1970 ICL system for 1900 mainframes.

picnicking, or otherwise
disporting oneself in the
sunshine, yes. Go into a shop
and look fora micro? When
they'll soon be down in price?
You must be joking.

Naturally, this simple
interpretation of the slow
summer hasn't found favour
with the financial pundits.

Almost without exception,
observers in the City pages
are claiming that the micro
business boom is over. So are
the big market research
companies. Their analysis is
simple: everybody who
wanted a micro, has one.

One prediction, typical of
many, came from IDC, a
well-known market research
company specialising in
micros and computers
generally.

'The breathtaking growth of
the home/hobby markets,' it
says, 'which the Western
European countries have
experienced, is predicted by
IDC to subside into relative
stability.'

The report goes on to talk
about 'the decline in growth
potential' which 'will require
vendors to sharpen their
competitive edge, as
awareness dawns that
consumer demand is not a
bottomless pool.'

In 'Visions of the future'
you'll find a similar analysis.

Nobody should quarrel
seriously with IDC's
predictions of slow -down,
and the report (costing a
bargain £2000, less the odd
fiver) no doubt gives chapter
and verse for its predictions

for market size, including the
suggestion that true 16 -bit
designs will revitalise the
home market, when they
arrive.

I'd put it a different way,
however. I'd say that the
micro industry has been
behaving for far too long, as
though there was nothing to
progress beyond the
interesting job of price
reduction.

In fact, home computers
with serious home potential,
for £400, are quite attainable
with today's technology, and
the reason the market is
slowing down is that nobody
has bothered to build them.

When a design like the
Amstrad, thrown together
inside six months with
available parts, can become
the glamour machine of 1984,
all it shows is that
manufacturers generally have
gone to sleep.

Oric's renewed

lease of life
Oric, not having gone bust, its
creditors are called 'suppliers'
- and those suppliers are
principally Jermyn
(semiconductor components),
Hitachi (similar) and
Stackpole. They may be short
some £3.5 million.

In a meeting with Oric,
called to explain the shortage
of cash, and of UK sales, they
were told of promising sales
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in Europe, and have agreed to
support the company for at
least another three months.

Oric described the meeting
as follows: 'The confidence
and support shown in Oric by
our major suppliers allows us
to forge ahead with our
market penetration both
overseas and in the United
Kingdom.'

The agreed statement by
the suppliers, for some
unfathomable reason, didn't
harp on the UK, where Oric
Atmos sales have been
impressive only by the rate at
which they have dropped.
They announced that the
'future of Oric deserves our
total support, particularly in
French, German, Austrian
Swiss and Italian markets.'

The company is still playing
at lawsuits, threatening its
former distributor with an
action covering some
£300,000. Let us hope for a big
revival of Oric sales over
Christmas.

Competitive

edge
Slightly higher up Tandy's
range (see picture story
below), the company has
announced a rival to the IBM
XT- in the US only, so far. It
does sell a rival to the
PC, which is a great deal
faster-that is the Tandy
2000- but the new one is just
an imitation at a lower price,
$3000.

You therefore have the

extraordinary sight of Tandy
producing a super -powered,
dual -floppy system, and an
ordinary -powered, hard disk
system both to run roughly
the same software. I know it
sounds strange, but friends
who have used them assure
me they are nice machines.

On the US trail
Gavilan looked like the
cleverest portable computer
ever, when I saw it working (in
prototype form) at the 1983
NCC in California. It had an
80 -column LCD screen, a disk,
and lots of integral software,
plus a scratch -mouse.

Five months later, at
Comdex, I was even more
impressed with the new
version, which had a 16 -line
LCD, not just eight as in the
original. It also had MS-DOS,
and would run IBM software. I
saw it doing this (in
prototype).

In January, on a visit to
Gavilan's enormous premises
in San Jose, I saw new
versions, with both sets of
operating software, and
telephone links, all working
(in prototype) with a promise
of delivery inside two months.

In May, at Atlanta Comdex,
there it was again, complete
with jamboree
announcements of sales to
the military, orders from
dealers. It was a little
overshadowed, true, by the
announcement of the HP 115
portable, but that didn't
include a disk.

In October, still not having

It would be ungrateful to greet Tandy's announcement of
a price cut, to f99.95 on its Colour Computer 2, with the
cry 'that's roughly twice what it's worth'- so, content
myself with the observation that this is not the real colour
computer, but its baby brother.

The 64k version with extended basic costs f 170, which
is a f30 drop, but still not enough to make me run round to
Walsall demanding one for my office. The real colour
computer is being phased out. I suppose Tandy must be
selling these cut -down versions, or it wouldn't make
them. I know it sounds ungrateful, I'm sorry, but I just
don't like the things.

It was a bit galling to watch BBC Micro designers boasting
of how they used the machine to design the internal logic
chips, when you and I can't even lay out five chips on a
board. Until, that is, Datapen launched Cirkwik, which is a
computer -aided Schematic (circuit) drawing program,
which uses a light pen. With an 80 -column printer, you can
even design the boards . . and the program costs only
f20. Details on (0256) 770488.

built one microcomputer, and
claiming that it had orders
worth $100 million, the
company went bust. It had got
through $30 million worth of
venture capital, and owed its
suppliers $10 million.

Apparently the company
hopes to find a buyer.

As simple as

`ABC'
Acorn took a lot of scorn at
the PCW Show for its new
family of business computers,
the ABC range. Most people
derided the size of the box,
others asked what was the
point of something that
looked like a Macintosh but
wouldn't run Mac software,
and still others said it looked
pretty slow.

In fact, the two
top -of -the -range machines in
the ABC series are pretty
impressive - far more so
than they seemed, at the
Show.

What could go wrong, and
badly wrong, would be the
price, and the obligatory
Acorn cockup. As stated in
our Show Report (see 'The
Party's Over', November
PCVV) Acorn is planning to
produce the top two, '32 -bit'
machines, for around £3500
- and that really is going to
be too much, by the time the
company gets them out. And
the question of when it gets
them out is one which worries
me a lot.

The bottom machine, the
Personal Assistant, is-to all
intents and purposes- a BBC
Micro in a box. It's a big box,
because Acorn has to squeeze
an Intel 80286 chip, half a
megabyte or more of
memory, a hard disk and a
floppy disk into it with a
colour monitor. Alternatively,
it'll have the National
Semiconductor 32016 chip
(yes, it used to be called the
16032, but that sounded like a
16 -bit chip, and Nat Semi
wanted it to sound grander)
which is arguably more
powerful than the 286.

The point about the 286
chip, as mentioned above
(see 'PC passé'), is that it runs
'protected' mode software.

Acorn is working with
Digital Research on the main
operating system for the big
286 machine, and it is a
version of Concurrent DOS.
Digital Research won't say
much about this operating
system, other than to confirm
- cautiously- that it will be
'portable'.

Ah, portable. Onto what?
What other machines use the
80286? Well, there's a board
from Macrotech, which fits
into any S100 bus machine,
and also has a Z80 on it
(details on (0621) 828763 from
Fulcrum). There's the
machine from Comart, too.
And, just in passing, a
company called IBM has
launched something called a
PC AT, which seems to use
that chip. Is this, perhaps, the
machine onto which Digital
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Research hopes to 'port' its
new operating system?

The company's not saying,
but yes, it is. It's also hoping
that IBM will announce this
product as an IBM label
product, and that, at last, it'll
have something which
absolutely does away with the
need for any IBM owner to
use PC DOS.

The way Acorn has set up
the ABC 310, it uses the BBC
Micro circuits inside it for
display, and gets all its
instructions down the Tube
from the 286 chip. Its native
6502 processor actually runs
four tasks simultaneously, to
fetch display details from the
possible four tasks which can
be running on the 286.

Using a very great deal of
memory, the ABC gets round
most of the problems of
running original IBM
software, because of the
clever 'protected' mode of the
80286 chip. Its memory can be
'marked' into protected
sections, and into sections
which automatically produce
an alarm to the system when
a program tries to use them,
and this means that many
problems which normally
face Concurrent DOS in
noticing screen handling, can
be picked up by the chip itself.

The trouble with a very
great deal of memory is that it
costs money.

It doesn't cost so much that
it breaks the bank of Acorn,
but the danger, from my talks
with Acorn, is very much that
Acorn will be so pleased with
its cleverness in producing
this system, that it will ask a
price of rather more than
£3500 for the hard disk
system, instead of quite a bit
less.

In the opinion of many
people, close to the project
and also close to the IBM
project (secret, of course) to
offer the same operating
system, Acorn won't sell
more than a few dozen unless
it picks a price under £3000.

I doubt that it will. And, on
past performance, I have
absolutely no faith in Acorn's
ability to actually get this
machine built by March-
which is the date unofficial
sources are offering for its
appearance. The 32016
machine, for example, has
been coming 'tomorrow' for
two years now. The Z80
machine, out only three
months ago, was due even
before the 32 -bit one. And the
Electron took 15 months
longer than expected.

It's a real pity, because with
the Desktop Manager that
Acorn has put on the system,
it really does offer all the joys
of using a Macintosh, plus the
ability to use four concurrent
programs. And it should be

very reliable, because of the
protect mode operation of the
chip.

It's a nice machine, which
deserves the chance of
success. Let's hope it gets it.

Grand Prix micro
Whitechapel Computer
Works' new supermicro, the
MG -1, costs a half to a quarter
the price of its rivals, things
like the Apollo, Sun and Perq.

But since the MG -1 costs
£5500, and uses the same
32016 as supplied in Acorn's
forthcoming 210 ABC micro,
you can bet Acorn will quote
this as evidence of the
excellent value for money of
its ABC range, at around
£3500 including hard disk.

The MG -1, however, is not a
general purpose micro, but a
graphics oriented desktop
mini. No doubt it is very good
value compared with the
Perq, which is so wonderful
that everybody weeps over it,
but so expensive that nobody
even writes software for it
except the couple of dozen
hopefuls who bought it to
write software for.

The MG -1 is for
computer -aided design
freaks, and those people
should contact the Works on
(01) 377 8680. Anybody else,
keep your nose out of what
doesn't concern you, and for
goodness sake don't let the
people in Cherry Hinton (a
little village near Cambridge,
where Acorn works) know
anything about it.

Did you know, by the way,
that some bright marketing
expert wrote a letter to Ms
Cherry Hinton, c/o Acorn,
offering consultancy
services?

Good news from

Warrington
Bill Unsworth,
Warrington -based maker of
bits and pieces for the Apple,
has designed his own '32 -bit
supermicro'.

At £2500 with a Motorola
68000 chip (as used in the
Macintosh, Lisa, Sage and so
on) plus two disks of 800k
each, the system is unusual
mainly in that it is single -user
only.

According to Bill Unsworth,
it's actually a dual processor
design, with 192k of memory,
and 64k of that dedicated to
the display chip, a Motorola
6809 (as used in the Dragon
and Tandy Colour computer).

So, in hardware terms, it
really is quite a powerful
machine. It has two serial
ports, a centronics port, a
general purpose 16 -bit

parallel port, a 10 -bit
analogue to digital slot, clock
and calendar, speech
synthesiser, and sound
generator. It also has
monochrome and RGB colour
output ports.

The operating system at
launch is CP/M 68k. There will
also be the Pascal P -system,
which Unsworth says he
expects to be almost totally
compatible with the Apple II
version. And when Digital
Research announces the
concurrent version of CP/M in
January (I think), that will be
supported too.

The box has a four slot
expansion system, which
consists of sets of inline
connectors. One is Apple II
compatible, and the others
have 68000 expansion signals
as well.

Memory can also be 256 or
512k, or one megabyte. This
month U -Microcomputers will
add a memory board to it, and
eventually versions with
internal memory of up to 10
megabytes.

'We are using an Apple

compatible hard disk
controller in standard slots,
with 10, 20 and 40 megabytes,
with the 10 megabyte costing
an extra £1000 in place of one
floppy,' said Unsworth.

With the P -system, the
company hopes that people
will be able to take programs
without making any changes,
even compiled. But they may
have to recompile to take
advantage of 800k drives. On
CP/M 68k, with compilers for
CBasic and MT Plus,
programs are supposed to be
source -compatible.

The disk format will be
programmable. That means
that it is possible to read IBM
data disks - users will need
utilities to read IBM disks, but
drives are compatible for data
file reads. An Apple to U -man
serial link will be available
soon, for £20-30 plus the
Apple serial link.

The system should be fast:
'It is a 10 megabyte 68000
with no wait states,' said
Unsworth. 'The two
processors swap information
2k at a time, without
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It's possible to get quite enthusiastic about Informatics'
new 'Lotus/Answer' software package - especially if you
are the firm's database manager, in charge of the
mainframe.

The package is designed to get information out of the
mainframe, and into either of the Lotus integrated
products, 1-2-3 or Symphony.

Normally, the theory that micros make life easier for the
mainframe manager falls down, when top executives
come into his office with the casual suggestion that they
should be able to 'download' information.

For a start, the poor information manager has to find
spare channel capacity on his mainframe where he can
attach another remote terminal. Then he has to work out
what to do with the data, to make it acceptable to the
micro and, finally, he has to help the top executive to
perfect the complex series of steps involved in transferring
it.

Lotus/Answer does all that, with the exception of
finding the channel capacity. You can't have everything
done for you, now, can you?

Details in London on (01)242 0770, and be gentle with
the company, because this micro business is still a bit
frightening for nice mainframe people . . .
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processor intervention.'

At the price, with no
bundled applications, my
initial reaction is that it's
expensive. But since there is
very little software available
to bundle, that's not the end
of the story, and when it does
start appearing, no doubt the
U -man will get some of it
wrapped up in its price.

Availability is expected
before Christmas, the
company says.

Pascal's forward

stride?
It seems to have taken a long
time, but the Pascal language
is at last starting to be
genuinely available on most
micros. The test of 'most'
means not just Apple II and
IBM, but less world-famous
machines- and in the last
few weeks both Sirius owners
and BBC Micro users have
had announcements from the
custodians of the p -system,

Softech.
In this country, the

distribution of the p -system is
through TDI, and the
TDI/Acornsoft version is the
latest announcement. Just to
prove how obscure this
version really is, you
thousands of BBC Micro
owners out there can forget it.
For better news, try this
month's review of ISO -Pascal.

The TDI version, costing
£300 odd, requires a BBC with
DFS - plus a 6502 second
processor, and 800k dual
drives. Not quite as obscure
as Bill Unsworth's new
supermicro, but not far off.

Special features listed for
this implementation ('the
latest and most complete,
version IV.1') include filer,
editor, utilities and compilers
for both UCSD Pascal, and
Fortran 77.

Pick an agent
I am delighted to report that
Climax Computers is

!-.

IV. ..,....,

This is a board providing an IEEE interface, or HP -bus
interface, or lEE 488 bus interface, for the IBM PC.

Anybody involved in connecting computers to
instruments will recognise the importance of this at once.
The same interface is used for connecting Commodore
business machines to printers and disks, but don't rush
out and buy one just to connect your old Commodore disk
up to your PC, because there is a very great deal more
work involved than that.

Details from BICC Data Networks on (0442)218383.
For owners of a BBC Micro and an old Commodore 8250

disk, there is hope, however, in the Intelligent Interfaces
Syscon 6, which does make the link. It now covers the
whole range from 2040 upwards. And another version of
the Syscon 6 will let BBC owners connect the Mator Shark
hard disk up, giving 10 megabytes - though what you do
with 10 megabytes when you can only store 31 files is
beyond me.

Details on (0789)296879.

I know this is just a hard disk for the IBM micro, but it's the
name which gets it the special mention here. It's called
1-DIR - pronounced 'wonder'. Actually, 1-DIR is the name
of a piece of software which comes free with the Qubie
PC10 hard disk, and gives a 'user-friendly front end shell'
which stands between the ignorant users and PC DOS,
handling files, commands, and so on.

Demos arranged through Roger Harvey or Peter Dignam
on (01) 228 8822.

undertaking a particularly
strenuously searching
evaluation of potential agents
for its multi-user system.

'Perhaps if I begin by telling
you that our multi-user
incorporates the Pick
Operating System,' says a
recruiting letter, 'you will
appreciate that this is a rather
important letter -the
reaction of the press to Pick
has been almost as dramatic
as the system itself.'

The letter was addressed to
me. 'A study of the market has
identified your organisation
as one company likely to be
interested in an agency
agreement on our multi-user
computer,' said Bruce
Skelton, rather
unconvincingly.

At £12,000 a shot? I don't
know- can I have a dozen on
a sale or return basis, on
credit?

Vision of the

future
It's a potent thought, that
software distributors take
around 20 per cent of the
money we spend on games in
the shops. The question is,
can anything be done to
reduce this? - and the
answer, according to
Rediffusion, is: 'yes.'

After all the excitement a
year ago, the idea of
distributing our favourite
games to the shops down
phone lines- telesoftware -
seems to be going stale.

Prism has quietly let it be
known that it has dropped the

idea of using the Romox
machine, and is looking
instead to an experiment with
video disk equipment. Those
machines have suddenly
become available for pennies,
with Hitachi dumping its stock
of video disk players at £99
including 20 films, which gave
Prism the idea of making a
special disk demonstrating its
top 100 games, and giving a
player to each shop.

That sounds like a dream to
me, but apparently the
company is 'actively
considering it.' Perhaps-but
even supposing it tries, it still
won't be a way of distributing
the software by putting the
code on the disk, because it
doesn't have any way of
getting it off.

Strangely, while the tide of
scepticism rises, Rediffusion
has just announced that
telesoftware is 'the writing on
the wall for computer shops.'

Mike Aldrich, head of
Rediffusion Computers,
recently analysed the way our
software cash is split up-
with 30 to 40p going to the
retailer, 15-20p going to the
distributor, a thumping 35p to
45p going to the publisher,
and a mere 5p or at most 20p
going to the author.

Aldrich reckons that what
will end this bonanza for the
middlemen is a simple
invention-the modem. But
instead of using the modem
on the end of a phone line in a
shop, he reckons that users
will keep their own modems
in their homes, and will dial
up software. 'The growing
sales of comms equipment
with home micros is the
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Powerful,
flexible, and

so easy.
ASPECT brings a new level of powerand ease of use to the micro

database world. Its English -like command language enables
ASPECTto provide all the facilities of the most powerful

existing database systems, and more, whilst its unique Generator
enables all ASPECT routines to be set up in a straightforward
question and answersession. ASPECTcan run entirely via menus and
the generatoror, forthe more experienced user, by direct commands.

THE ASPECT SYSTEM FEATURES
MULTI FILE  MULTI LEVEL (HIERARCHICAL) FILE STRUCTURE
VARIABLE LENGTH RECORDS  SYSTEM MENUS  USER

POWERFUL REPORTING')EFPISVTI)GTIR'111-MPFTINTELLIGENT

HELP FACILITIES  READING AND WRITING OF u

FILES FROM OTHER SYSTEMS  REPORTING
DIRECTLY FROM OTHER SYSTEMS

DESIGNED MENUS  DIRECT COMMAND MODE 

ASPECT is available from Microft
Technology Limited,45a Radnor Walk, London
SW3, and costs £400 + VAT or£40 + VAT fora limited
record evaluation version. For further in formation
telephone 01-352 7876. Dealerenquiries welcome.

ASPECT

Available
for most 16 BIT

micros

The database management system.
ASPECT is a Trade Mark of Microft Technology Limited, and is a British product.
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The computer
system that won't
give you any
arguments at home.

£249
Computer complete with
green screen VDU (GT64)

£359
Computer complete with
colour monitor (CTM640)

CPC 464
complete

with

monitor
dataCnorder

The first low-cost
personal computer to be
approved by the
British Electrotechnical
Approvals Board.



It's eight in the evening. The weekly
soap is about to start on the box. And
you're in the middle of a program.

Either way, there's going to be
trouble.

The new CPC464 gets round the
problem very neatly.

It comes complete with its own colour
monitor or green screen VDU. Yet it
:osts around half the price ofacom-
parable home micro system.

That's not all. As well as the monitor,
:he CPC464 includes a built-in cassette
lata recorder, 64K of RAM (42K avail-
ible), 32K of ROM, typewriter style
keyboard and a very fast extended
BASIC.

And it comes complete and ready -to-
g -o. Just plug it in.

High resolution graphics.
Stereo sound.

The quality of the graphics on the
2PC464 screen beats the micro/
lomestic TV combination out of sight.

That's because ourmonitordrives
,ach colour on the screen directly from
:he computer. Nothinggetsinthewayof
the best possible picture. And you won't
Nave tuning problems.

It soundsgood, too. Especially when
you feed the 3 -voice, 7 -octave stereo
output through a hi-fi amplifier and
speakers.

64K RAM.

With 64K of RAM there's plenty of
room for sophisticated and complex
programs.

Over42K isavailabletousers, thanks
to the implementation of ROM overlay
techniques.

Pound for pound, other micros simply
can't match the CPC464's memory.

Amsoft.
Exciting software range.

Arcade games, educational pro-
grams and business applications are
all designed to utilise the CPC464's
impressive graphics, sound and pro-
cessing abilities.

A rapidly expanding
range of programs is
already available. High
quality software that
takes advantage of the
CPC464's high specification and speed -
loading capability. Which means even
complex programs can be loaded
quickly.

Amstrad. Join the Club.

The CPC464 User Club is run by
Amsoft, our software division, which
provides software, peripherals and
publications for members.

As a member, you'llenjoy immediate
benefits like the privilege card, Club
binder, regular magazine, competitions
for valuable prizes and contact with
other Amstrad users.

Whether you're a games fanatic or
interested in serious commercial appli-
cations, you'll want to join the Club.

AMSTRAD
CPC 464

Userclub

MEMBERSHIP NUMBER

REGISTERED NAME

EXPIRY DATE

NO1 TR ANSFF R ABI k SEE MEMBERSHIP( ONDITIONS FOR TERMS OF l,SE

BOOTS COMS'T Dixons
Menzies RUMBELOWS 1}

STORES

nTrade mark Digital Research

CPC464 green screen VDU (GT64)

Green screen VDU.

Perfect for data management with
high resolution screen, 80 column text
display and up to 8 text windows.

An optional power supply and
modulator (MP -1) is available for
use with a colour TV.

CPC464.
Unlimited scope for expansion.

We're with you all the way. That's
why there's a built-in parallel printer
interface. A low cost optional disk drive
system including CP/M* and LOGO.
A joystick port. And the virtually
unlimited potential of the Z80 data bus
with sideways ROM support.

Optional disk
drive DDI-1
including interface
CP/M* and LOGO £199.95

Optional 80 column dot matrix printer DMP-1.
Offers high performance computerised text processing
for only £199.95.

STRA
ONE GREAT IDEA AFTER ANOTHER 1

I'd like to know more about the incredible CPC464 complete computer system.
Please send literature right away.

NAME

ADDRESS

To: Amstrad Consumer Electronics plc, Brentwood House, 169 King's Road,
[Brentwood, Essex CN1114EF. Tel: Brentwood (0277) 228888.



MORSE: SIMPLY BETTER VALUE
There's never been a better time to buy a business micro, and there's never
been a more friendly store to buy from. Morse have the right products,
service, and best of all, the greatest value. Here's a selection of some of our
systems, most with a printer and software at no extra charge. Call today!

IBM PC "STARTER" PACK Ideal for basis of
WP/Spreadsheet system. 128K, dual disks,
monochrome, SAVE £420 with our free dot-
matrix printer, cables, paper & disks! £2116

IBM XT The 10Mb Hard disk version of the
PC. Our packages include free software and
printers. The 512K "Full -House" pack even
has Lotus 123 at no extra charge! £PHONE

APRICOT PC Compact, powerful, friendly,
British. Morse supply the hugely popular
Apricot with FREE £390 PRINTER paper &
cable, Wordprocessor & SuperCalc £1790

APRICOT Xi Superfast 10Mb Winchester
version of the Apricot PC in matt Black. With
the Xi, Morse are giving away the Brother
HR15 daisywheel printer saving 15%! £2990

APRICOT PORTABLE AND Fl Now in stock,
these incredible value computers are storm-
ing the market. Morse supply a FREE £95
Mouse as an introductory offer. £PHONE

SANYO MBC 555 with WordStar, DataStar,
CalcStar etc. Best value in personal WP. Our
offer includes Green screen, daisywheel
printer, cable & box disks. Complete £1350

MORSE SOFTWARE
SYMPHONY v. FRAMEWORK. The
Giants battle it out! Morse carry
the very latest software, and fea-
ture the best integrated packages.
Compare Symphony £550 with
Framework £495. With both pro-
ducts, Morse offer special prices
on the extra memory needed. Call
for details and a demonstration.
NEW ARRIVALS: Microsoft Chart.
Graphs from MultiPlan, Word etc.
for only £235 Artificial Intelligence
"Clout" £149 for R -Base database
at £378. Please 'phone for info.

IBM COLOUR PC Colour version of the PC,
ideal for graphics. Includes dot-matrix
printer, wordprocessor & accessories worth
£520 at no cost! Complete system £2669

COMPAQ PORTABLE, the No.2 PC in the US.
SAVE £300! Morse supply this mighty
machine with free Spreadsheet and data-
base software. 256K, graphics, only £2195

COMPAQ PLUS Size and strength of the
portable, PLUS 10Mb Hard disk storage.
Morse give you Lotus 123 FREE with this
256K graphics computer. At Morse £3945

DEC RAINBOW 100 Superb value package
includes CP/M 86/80, dual 400K drives,
choice of monitor, days training, 1 Year On -
Site maintenance. Was £2295 now £1350

DEC RAINBOW 100 Plus The 10Mb Hard
disk Rainbow, includes MS/DOS, CP/M 86/
80, choice of monitor, 2 days training, Year
On -site maintenance. NOW ONLY 0300

TELEVIDEO TELE-PC PC Compatible, (runs
Flight Sim. dBase, 123 etc). 128K, 14"
graphics monitor, & RS232C serial port as
standard. Excellent value at Morse £1790

Macintnsh SURPLUS SURPLUS
From our ex -display stock
TELEVIDEO TS803
CP/M, with Software (£2000) 1600.00

I M. TELEVIDEO TPC1 Portable
CP/M with Software 1350.00
Hyperion PC Portable 1495.00

LOWEST MAC PRICES Hewlett Packard HP83 (£1595)
HP87, list £1595

295.00
495.00

BRAND NEW, BOXED Apples. HP 7225 A4 Plotter 600.00
MACINTOSH including MacWrite, HP 7470 2 pen plotter 750.00

MacPaint, mouse, etc. List price
£1795, at Morse only £1390

HP VisiCalc, CP/M etc
Epson MX100, list £499
Brother HR1 daisy

Phone
290.00
350.00

Imagewriter - hard copy of Mac Anderson -Jacobson acoustic

screen. 10" (list £385) £299, 15" coupler modem, list £265 .. 100.00

Imagewriter, (list £525) £405. Apple I e Quickfile 35.00

APPLE HC inc. monitor, software,
drive, mouse (£1569) £1275.

Apple I
Apple I
Apple I

disk drives from
VisiCalc
VisiTrend/Plot

160.00
45.00
75.00

APPLE USA II 5Mb Hard disk, 7 Apple I Easywriter 60.00
software packages inc. Lisa Office Apple I Language Cards 40.00

system, (£5050) only £4500.
NCR Decision Mate V list price

Apple colour/80col cards from
Systematics Accounting, each
Apple Mailmerge

65.00
35.00
20.00

£2368, at Morse £1799 Apple Comms cards 30.00

MORSE

From our ex -display stock
Xerox 590 typewriters 195.00
Ribbons & spare Golfballs from 1.50
Sinclair ZX81 12.00
HX20 E-Calc 60.00
Sharp MZ80A list £477 175.00
Sharp CP/M 30.00
C64 Infomast 25.00
C64 Ca IcResult 25.00
Vic 20 Starter pack, new 90.00
VIC 20 brand new, from 70.00
VIC 20 3K RAM pack 10.00
VIC 20 8K RAM pack 20.00
Atari 400 New 50.00
Atari 16K RAM 22.00
Atari thermal printer, new 70.00
Used
Epson FX80 (almost new) 320.00
Apple II plus 395.00
BBC Model B 275.00

Many more too numerous to mention.
Sorry - no mail order on surplullitems -
available to callers only. All Morse
prices exclusive of VAT at 15%

MORSE COMPUTERS 78 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1V 6LS. 01-831 0644. TELEX 916509.
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writing on the wall for the
software retailer,' he said.

Aldrich doesn't see the
writing on the wall as saying
'Next year no more software
shops' - he sees it as more
like 'By 1999, no more
software shops.'

However Micronet 800, the
Prestel club, sees the future as
being a little closer.

The Micronet analysis of
next year goes: 'People have
finished their mad rush to buy
micros, and now they are
looking for ways of using
them and enhancing them.'

Enhancing them, Micronet
reckons, means buying a
modem, and using them
means dialling up Micronet
and downloading software.
Micro Power has just given
Micronet its entire catalogue,
and the list of titles is quite
impressive.

The plan to boost Micronet
will be visible in shops,
because it is going to offer a
free access number. The
password is ten fours, the
user identity is four fours, and
anybody with a Prestel
modem can try it out-and
shops will be encouraged to
let people roam about the
restricted pages of this demo
area, instead of talking.

Intriguingly, Compunet
(reviewed in this issue on
page 134) reckons much the
same thing, but with a catch
- it announced Compunet at
the PCW Show, and revealed
that nobody would be able to
keep the software they

downloaded.
The Compunet modem

works like a 'dongle' and the
programs won't run unless it
is in place. An interesting
experiment, which I don't
think is worth betting too
highly on. Phone calls are
costly enough, without the
need to dial up each time you
want to load as an added
irritant, to say nothing of the
network charges.

Compunet did impress me
at the Show, by putting up the
Multi -User Dungeon.

MUD got a mention in the
magazine's August issue but
normally you can't share in its
delights, because it is very
restricted on the Essex
University computer. Century
Communications has got the
marketing rights, however,
and Compunet just happens
to run on a DEC 10
mainframe, exactly right for
the software.

By the way, the original
MUD at Essex has a new
wizard. An arch -wizard friend
of mine showed me the list of
all the players, and one of
them wears the title of 'Gnot
the Wizard' - and any
Micronet users who have
played with the Viewfax
database will at once
recognise the signature of the
Micrognome, who, despite
everything you may hear, is
not me.

A final observation in this
long list of networking stories
- there appears to be a
growing problem in getting

After the personalised notepaper, the personalised
diskettes. It's not a silly idea, because you can get these
Memron disks in different colours, using (say) red for text
disks, (say) green for spreadsheets, and (say) yellow for
programs. Or in companies where there are both Apple
and IBM disks, they could be distinguished by colour, thus
saving people from accidentally formatting important
Apple disks because the IBM says they're blank.

Naturally the more established diskette producers will
give you awful warnings about the quality of anything
that isn't one of theirs. My own experience shows that this
warning can be ignored - the only package of disks I ever
had problems with was one I paid £90 for, warranted
double -sided, double -density. Anyway, you can get details
on (01) 900 0255, from a company called Sternstat.

Yes, it's a Lady Mayor. Behind her, the headless Mayor of
Barking, Councillor Fairbrass, expresses his delight at
seeing 'the first Hewlett-Packard model 110 in a dealer's
premisis' (sic). The machine is 'a very useful machine,'
says the dealer concerned. I won't shame the company by
naming it. And I don't know the lady's first name, or
naturally I should quote it. But totally unreliable sources
attribute to her the following comment: 'I'm getting a
message from the Other Side . .

hold of modems.
One networking company

told me that there was no real
problem 'on the contrary,
there are more people making
modems now than ever
before.' True, but not all the
modems are any good. And
even fewer are approved for
legal connection to the phone.
And one way to tell if a
modem is any good, sad to
say, is whether it is available
- because it is almost true
that all the good ones are sold
out.

The modem market is
booming the way the micro
market used to boom.

In the US, latest figures
from market researchers Frost
and Sullivan show that the
modem market 'will have a
four billion dollar value in
1988, up from the 1.18 billion
dollars of 1984' - and
predicts that by 1990,
communications and
computing industries 'will
have melted into one.'

Very interesting, but not
helpful when it comes to
buying your Christmas
modem.

Diary of a

nobody
You can only feel sorry for
James Minotto.

He set up Computerland in
Europe, and got neither fame
nor riches. Then he left to set
up his own chain of
franchised computer stores,
Interface.

Now Interface has asked

him to leave. Not only has the
company issued a press
statement referring, tactlessly
to his 'required resignation'
but it has actually cut him out
of history- an examination
of company documents
shows that he just doesn't
exist any more.

The background
information on how the
company was set up doesn't
mention Minotto. And to his
distress, while he was still in
the building, between
handing in his 'required'
resignation, and his
departure, he found that
callers were informed he'd
already gone.

Apparently he isn't going to
say anything for a while,
while he makes up his mind
what to do. In the
circumstances, it's hard to
suggest anything other than
silence - baffled, for choice.

An offer you can

refuse
I have managed to refuse an
'irresistible' offer of checking
to see if hidden rules prevail
in my database, for two
reasons.

Firstly, my database has no
rules, hidden or otherwise,
being only 100 records long.
Secondly, I can't afford the
£150 he'd charge.

However, for people who
have more complex data,
Southdata has developed
something called an
Automatic Rule Finding
System, which it will use on
your data for you, reporting
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on hidden constants and
correlations.

Details on (01) 727 7564.

A vixen's

wrath
It isn't fair to have a laugh at
my old friends inside
Osborne, but just this once
they have surpassed
themselves with a new
ultra-luggable machine called
the Vixen.

This machine was delivered
to me at the PCW Show. It is
in almost every respect an
ordinary Osborne 1, with
three important differences.
Firstly, it is a very great deal
smaller, being even smaller
than a Wren. Secondly, it has

a bigger screen. And thirdly, it
has 400k capacity on each
diskette.

So far, so good. Because of
my known fondness for the
Osborne, I suppose, I was
offered the chance to review
the machine for PCW.
Because I'd seen the machine
two years earlier, in
prototype, and had agreed to
keep quiet about it until it was
ready, I felt entitled to have
first crack at it.

The beast arrived. With it
came instructions for secrecy
until January.

To my disappointment, on
loading the first system
diskette, it turned out to be, in
all respects, an Osborne.

The Osborne has faults, and
the worst of them is its 'dead'
keyboard. Let it take it into its
head to examine a diskette,

Anybody who can think of a reason to save a paltry £25 by
not buying The Music System had better phone me quick,
because as soon as Island Logic gets started, I shall be
ringing up for one.

The program makes music on the BBC, and is the joint
brainchild of Island Records and System, a Sheffield
educational software house. The new company is called
Island Logic, and the features it lists for its products (all
five products included in the price) make mouth-watering
reading.

The control screen is the sixth module, controlling all
the other five. It looks like a Macintosh ikon -based screen,
and calls up: the Editor, which is a musician's word
processor. 'It allows you to write notes on musical staves,
to store compositions, and even to modify existing tunes
as supplied on the Library disk, or on the b -side of the
cassette. The disk version includes percussion voices, and
all versions include 15 sound envelopes, automatic
transposition, numeric or Italian tempo notation, and
automatic barline creation.'

The Music System isn't just a thing for writing. There is
also: the Keyboard. 'It has built-in multi -track record and
playback, 15 sound envelopes, and a metronome; 'the
Linker (on disk only) 'lets you make up large compositions
from numerous single files, which can be played back as
one whole piece of music;' and there is the Printout, which
uses a dot-matrix printer to generate four-part
manuscript. And there is, of course, the Synthesiser.

The product should do wonders for those people who
make links from BBC Micro to hi-fi amplifiers. Details on
(01) 741 1511.

For a piffling £40, Pete and Pam of P&P Microcomputer
Distributors will solve the problem of making your nice
new Macintosh dump its pretty pictures and fancy fonts to
an ordinary Epson (or equivalent) serial printer. The
product is called Epstart, and it runs itself. Details on
(0706) 217744.

and you can thump the keys
with a hammer, and it will just
ignore you. Similarly, should
it be busy processing a signal
from a modem, it will ignore
you.

The result has been
irritating, and on occasion
catastrophic, with commands
lost down the line, and
programs aborted, until I
learned to keep my fingers off
the keyboard when it was
busy.

To my even greater
disappointment, however, the
first thing it did was to
write garbage over the
directory track of the system
disk. Examination with CP/M
utilities proved that the
programs were intact, but the
directory unreadable.

Embarrassed at not having
had a chance to even load and
run the disk backup program,
I rang Osborne's UK
distributor, and asked for a
replacement. Embarrassed
beyond belief, it admitted to
having sent me the only
machine in the country, with
the only system disk, of which
it hadn't made a copy.

The story had a sad ending.
The machine went off for

upgrade (a new ROM, and a
new disk) and was due to be
returned later that week (two
weeks ago, now).

But while it was there,
enquiries were discreetly
made: what did I think of it?

I must have failed to sound
sufficiently enthusiastic,
because all I've heard since
then is Osborne's American
announcement, that the
machine has been launched.

It's nice when people tell a
journalist they value his
judgment. It's nicer, though,
when they mean it.

Savage blow
As predicted in this column,

people are now selling
programs written in the
'language' Lotus 1-2-3.

The Systembuild
'spreadsheet library'
apparently includes over 40
titles, covering areas such as
finance (no, really?) sales and
marketing, statistics, payroll,
stock control, sales
forecasting, invoicing and
production scheduling.

Typical prices of these
applications seems to be
between £60-90, but for users
who aren't sure, demo disks
are available at a cost of a
fiver - good value, especially
if you can reformat the disk
and use it afterwards, if you
don't like the thing.

Details from Phil Savage on
(0778) 344388.

Hunting for real

treasure
The fashion for games where
the treasure you collect is
real, not just a message on
the screen, has spread to
Softek's Quo Vadis. It has
designed a real silver sceptre,
which the first person to find
in the game will win. The
company's cool was rather
spoilt by the claim of one
journalist who reviewed the
game, to have won - and
could he ask them to keep his
claim in the hat until
everybody else had taken as
long as he did, or less?

Well, the company says that
he didn't have the real game,
and anyway it's changing it,
and anyway he didn't really
finish it, and the arguments
run on like that, but what
really fascinated me was the
sceptre itself.

It's made of silver, and is
worth £10,000.

Never mind why anybody
in their right mind would want
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MICRO DISCOUNTS LTD.
MICRO DISCOUNT LTD OFFERS THE BEST PRICES AROUND

COMPUTERS PRINTERS
Apricot Portable POA ADMATE F/T 180CPS £160.00
Apricot Fl POA ANADEX DP 9000B 180CPS £786.00
Apricot 256k 1x 315 D/D + MONITOR £1200.00 ANADEX DP 9620B 240CPS £910.00

Apricot 256k 2 x 315 D/D + MONITOR £1350.00
ANADEX DP 9725B COLOUR
ANADEX DP 6500B 500CPS

£1086.00
£1999.00

Apricot 256k 2 x 720 D/D + MONITOR £1500.00 ANADEX WP 6000 330CPS 1855.00
Apricot 256k 10Mb HD/D + MONITOR £2225.00 NEWBURY DATA PRINTERS POA
COMMODORE 64 £150.00 EPSON P40 PX8 MODEL £70.00
COMMODORE VIC 20 Starter pack £102.00 EPSON P80 £135.00

COMMODORE SX 64 £585.00 EPSON JX 80 COLOUR
EPSON RX 80 T

£450.00
£185.00

EPSON QX10 + RX80 + Cables £1579.00 EPSON RX 80 F/T £212.00
EPSON PX 8 (PORTABLE + software) £625.00 EPSON RX 100 F/T £338.00
EPSON PX 8 + Ram disk £768.00 EPSON FX 80 £318.00
ORIC ATMOS 48k £138.00 EPSON FX 100 £420.00

SANYO MBC 555 2 x 160k D/D + MONITOR £870.00 EPSON LQ 1500 £867.00
Sheet feeder for EPSON's £179.00

BBC MODEL B £310.00 OKI MICROLINE 82A £229.00
SANYO AS ABOVE BUT NO MONITOR £780.00 OKI MICROLINE 83A £369.00
APPLE LISA POA OKI MICROLINE 92 £610.00
APPLE MACINTOSH £1600.00 SEIKOSHA GP100 £150.00

APPLE 11C £800.00 SEIKOSHA 700A COLOUR £250.00
STAR GEMINI 10 X £185.00

APPLE 11E £450.00 STAR DELTA 10 £310.00
APPLE PERIPHERALS POA BROTHER HR5 £125.00
*AMSTRAD WITH COLOUR MONITOR £300.00 BROTHER HR15 £245.00
*AMSTRAD WITH MONOCHROME MONITOR £220.00 BROTHER HR25 £550.00
*SINCLAIR QL £380.00 BROTHER EP 44 £186.00
ATARI 600 XL £117.00 COMMODORE MPS 801 £165.00
FUTURE FX 20 + SPELLBINDER £1593.00 SMITH CORONA TP1 £147.00

UCHIDA £210.00
QUME 1140 £1139.00

PERIPHERALS CANON PW1080A £270.00
JUKI 6100 £310.00

COMMODORE 1701 Colour Monitor £170.00 CUMANA DISC DRIVES POA
COMMODORE 1541 Disk Drive £154.00 IBM EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE POA
COMMODORE C2N Cassette Recorder £33.50 *COMMODORE C16 £130.00
FIDELITY CM 14 Colour Monitor £165.00 *COMMODORE +4 £280.00
SINCLAIR INTERFACE 1 £47.00 *ENTERPRISE 64 (FLAN) £185.00
SINCLAIR MICRODRIVES £47.00 OLIVETTI EQUIPMENT AVAIL POA
ORIC DISC DRIVES £217.25 SEAWARS for Sinclair QL £19.95

*INC VAT
We offer the widest range of printers on the market at the best prices, one years guarantee on all products.

A wide variety of peripherals available, please enquire. Hundreds of discount prices available.
Orders are strictly cash with order, in London area only COD available.

Send all enquiries orders to:

MICRO DISCOUNT
C/O VANTAGE COMPUTER CONSULTANTS LIMITED,

220 BALHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON SW12 9BS
Please state clearly when ordering what you require and your name and address. Carriage in London area is £5.00, all other places

£10.00. All prices are exclusive of VAT. Please allow 14 days for goods to reach you.

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME. CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT
UK GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT ORDERS WELCOME.

Tel: 01-675 2964, 9.30 to 5.00 Monday to Friday
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Sinclair Research's new version of its best-selling
Spectrum home micro features a new typewriter -style
keyboard, a reset switch, two pop-up feet and six bundled
home software packages. It sells for £179.95 including
VAT. That's the good news.

The bad news is that in many ways, the 'old' Spectrum
(which is still being sold) is better value.

The styling of the new machine, the Spectrum +, is
reminiscent of the QL. The casing is big, black and square
to the point of looking like a slab of black plastic. It's also
much larger than the old Spectrum, even though it houses
exactly the same electronics (the ROM even displays
'copyright 1982' when you switch on the machine!).

The keyboard tries hard not to be better than that on the
old Spectrum. Although it has more of a typewriter layout
with a proper space bar and ENTER key, the keys feel just
like those on the QL - dead and sticky.

The keys all have between one and four functions - so
do the St, -*rum's. The only trouble is that while the old
Spectrum uses colour keying to help you identify the keys,
tile Sliect um + has the Basic keywords printed in white
mhict maces it very difficult to find the right key.

On the pL is side, certain functions such as the cursor
klys end '" get a key all to themselves.

All in all, for your £179.95 you get a Spectrum in a
at. case with a cut -down QL keyboard, a reset

switch two little pop-up feet. You also get six free
software packages which a lot of dealers are already
giving away with the standard Spectrum.

a silver sceptre (what do you
do with it? Who would you
sell it to? What would they do
with it?) - the fascinating
question is: where do you go
to have one made?

Apparently you go to the
local sceptre -making outfit,
and you discover it will be
happy to do it, as long as it's
an order worth £50,000- but
there's a couple of other
sceptre -makers down the
road who might handle
smaller stuff, and do you want
their addresses?

What sort of world is this,
where there's a flourishing
market for sceptres worth
over £50,000? Who wrote this
awful script? Can we all leave
the stage now? Cut!

Locked in the

vaults
Vault Corporation has
announced a new version of
its wonderful Prolok method
of software anti -piracy
protection.

The wonderful thing about
this version, Prolok Plus, is
that it is virtually uncopyable.

Not only that, but if you do
make a copy, it can detect the
traces left by 'nibble copy'
programs. Especially the
nibble copiers which did such
a fine job of copying the
original Prolok disks ...

Details, if you think it's
worth it, on (805) 496 6602 in
California.

Spreading your

losses
Visicorp, the company which
called itself after its famous
VisiCalc product, has lost the
rights to sell VisiCalc, and has
also lost the rights to the term
-wait for it- Calc.

Its spreadsheet for use
under VisiOn was called
VisiOn Calc, and now it has to
be called VisiOn Plan.

The lawsuit which decided
this was settled out of court. It
left Visicorp owing half a
million dollars to Software
Arts, the company where the
software was originally
written. If it all sounds mad,
console yourself that both
companies actually went to

court with suits claiming
many millions of dollars from
each other. So all's well, I
suppose, as long as both
companies don't end well
before the next financial year.

Vault obviously doesn't
really think it's all that
important, because in the
same announcement, it has
given details of its activities to
get anti -piracy legislation
passed. Not only does it have
the cake, but it has
enormously enjoyed every
slice, and expects to make a
killing selling the thing, too.

Playing the ace
My picture of Jupiter Ace
owners being adept at DIY got
me a bit carried away in the
October issue.

Only one of Boldfield
Limited Computing's range of
accessories for the
Forth -based micro comes
uncased - the joystick
interface. And only one
comes in kit form, its ZX81
adaptor kit, with an
alternative device being
available pre -built, so Ace
users without a soldering iron
should have no problems.

Boldfield is selling the Ace
for £26 after tracking down
various sources of supply for

'people who are lucky enough
to obtain one before we sell
out have done well. After all,
at £26 the price is less than
the value of its components,
and cheaper than just a Forth
language software package
for other makes.'

For a free brochure, phone
Boldfield on (0487) 840740 or
write to Sussex House,
Hobson St, Cambridge.

Vive la

difference
While I was glued to my desk
in London, another PCW
writer got the chance to
sample the delights of the
Vidcom trade show in
Cannes, highlight of which
was a French micro set to
cross the Channel in the New
Year.

Tony Hetherington took the
trip- and he reports that for
£250 UK users will be offered
a main processing unit
housing a built-in modem, an
infra -red linked professional
keyboard and two infra -red
joysticks.

The machine is called the
Exelvision EXL 100 and it's
said to have sold 500 units in
its first week in France. It is
driven by two Texas
Instruments' 8 -bit processors,
supported by a speech
synthesis chip, providing
sound as well as speech, and
a video chip with eight
colours and 80,000
addressable pixels.

There is only 8k of ROM and
34k of RAM (with 32k
available to the user), but
both can be expanded by 32k
cartridges. Exel
a cartridge.

Other expansions include
16k of CMOS RAM for about
£50 which will store data for
up to 20 months, a 31/2in disk
system, and a printer.
Exelvision reckons that these
add-ons will enable it to offer
a business system for under
£1000. We'll find out when the
machine does arrive over
here. END

Break into print
We're offering readers a chance to get rich (well, at least
richer) and to influence what's published in the magazine
- by writing for it. We welcome approaches from
would-be writers, including those who have never
appeared in print before. It's often users with practical
experience who have the most interesting things to say,
so don't worry if your prose is less than perfect, we can
take care of the polishing.

If you have an idea for a feature, write to us with a brief
synopsis outlining the proposed structure and content. If
your article is already written, then send it in for
consideration. Remember to put your name and address
on both the covering letter and the manuscript - along
with a daytime phone number if possible. Manuscripts
should be typed or printed out (dot matrix output is fine),
in double line spacing with ample margins top and bottom
and on each side. Any accompanying program listings
should be supplied on disk or cassette, ideally with a
printout as well. We'll try to return all submissions sent in
with a suitable sae, but make sure you keep a copy of
everything as well.

Finally, we do pay for published work - the rate is £65
per 1000 words, and payment usually follows about
four -six weeks after publication.
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Home computers.

The report
you've beenwaiting for:

simple, factual,
honest, comprehensive

and 100% biased.



AL you need to know about
computers can be summed up

in one word: Commodore. (Well,
we did tell you this would be biased).

We make everything you'll
ever need to get the most out of home
computing: all the hardware and all
the software. (And if you don't
understand what that means, simply
look under "H").

That's what these
three pages are all about:
explaining what com-
puters are (without the
scientific jargon), how
they work (without any technical
mumbo -jumbo), and how you can get
more enjoyment out of them (without
much difficulty).

BASIC. Most home computers
speak the same language. It's

called BASIC. This is a more friendly
way of saying "Beginners All -Purpose
Symbolic Instruction Code'

There are different kinds of
BASIC and, like languages, some are a
little easier to understand than others.
Like, BASIC 3.5 in the Commodore
Plus/4 and Commodore 16.

BOOKS you can read: "Teach
Yourself Computer Programming
With The Commodore 64"
and "Programmers Reference Guide

CASSETTE. Just as you keep your
favourite music on cassette,

so you can also keep your favourite
computer programs on cassette.

You can either buy pre-recorded
programs in a shop, or you can write
them yourself. Cassettes are just one
form of program storage and playback
- see also Cartridges and Disk Drive.

To play cassette software you
need a cassette unit. The Commodore
1530 and 1531 cassette units have
been specifically designed to get the
very best out of our computers, and
provide consistently reliable results.
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CHIP: silicon. A very complex
electrical circuit miniaturised in
silicon. It carries out the functions in
the computer. Unlike other home
computer companies, we make our
own chips, so maintaining quality.

DISK drive. A program and data
storage system, just like

cassettes, but much faster..
You can find and load
the program you're
looking for in seconds
instead of minutes.

Diskettes, which can
be used repeatedly for recording
or re-recording programs, transfer
information or instructions to and
from the computer.

EDUCATION software from
Commodore. We work

non-stop with educationalists,
improving our range of
programs for the pre-school to
"0" level age groups and beyond.

Computers are an
invaluable educational tool -
versatile, patient and able
to present information in an
exciting way.

Our "Get Ready to Read" series,
with lovable B.J. Bear,
is recognised as a
excellent

example of
how it

is possible to develop reading and
writing skills in pre-school children.

ELEPHANT: well -

CARTRIDGES. These are pro
grams that plug directly into the back
of the computer itself.

CPU stands for Central Pro-
cessing Unit. This is the computer's
"brain;' and as such it's what does all
the hard work.

known symbol of
the Commodore
64's enormous
64K memory And
don't you forget it!

FOUR is for Commodore Plus/4,
our very latest home

computer with four, very popular
built-in programs: wordprocessing,
spread -sheet (financial planning),
database (filing), and graphics.
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It has an extensive 64K memory
with an exceptionally large 60K
available for use. The Plus/4 comes
equipped with the Commodore
BASIC 3.5 with over 75 programming
commands.

Other features include sound
facilities, comprehensive graphics
and 121 colours.

(ORTEK and the Microchips is a
unique programming course,
for children of all ages, that
links learning exercises
with a space adventure story.
GRAPHICS.

The pictures and diagrams
on a monitor or TV screen,
either high or low resolution.

All Commodore home
computers have 62 graphic

symbols to create low resolution
pictures and diagrams, or

high resolution modes that
allow you to specify each pixel

(or dot) on the screen.
(There can be up to 64,000

of these).
GAMES: Commodore

produce them all, and more!
From shoot 'em up games,

to games of adventure
and complex strategy.

ELP! On both the 1   it
Commodore 16

and Plus/4 computers
there is a very special
feature: a HELP key. It
does exactly what it
says: it helps you to
debug (which is the
smart way of saying,
"identify and
correct errors")
when you're
programming.

It high-
lights errors
right down
to indivi-
dual
instructions.

HARDWARE.
The computer itself -you can
it. Whereas software's a program you
can only see or hear (on the monitor)
when it's running in the computer.

touch



INTEGRAL software is software
that is actually built into

hthe computer, as on the Commodore
Plus/4, the very latest in home
computing.

INTRODUCTION to BASIC.
Just as you don't need to understand
how a car works to be able to drive it,
you don't have to understand how a
computer works to be able to use one.

But you will definitely get more
enjoyment out of it if you do have
a basic knowledge of programming.

Which is why "Introduction to
BASIC" has become the most popular
software tutorial.

It comprises 2 cassettes and an
easy -to -follow, step-by-step manual.

INPUT/output: Input is
information put into the computer
from either the keyboard or a storage

device. Output is information
A from the computer to either a
----,

screen, printer or storage
device.

jOYSTICK and paddles.
As well as improv-

ing speed and accuracy,
these make games more real
by putting the control of
whatever it is on the screen
directly into your hands.

KLOBYTE is 1,024 bytes.
So "K" stands for a

unit of 1,024 or 21q A 64K byte
memory unit contains 64 x 210,
or 65,536 bytes of memory.
And if you don't understand

all that, don't worry.
All that's important

is knowing you can run more
complex programs through
a computer with a large memory,
than one with a small memory.

EINGUAGE.This is a system of
coding that can be under-

stood by a computer. It allows you
to "speak" to the computer,
and for the computer to "speak"
to you. Most home computers
speak BASIC, but there are also
other languages available for

Commodore computers
that have been designed

for specific uses.
For example, LOGO

and PILOT in education.

MONITOR: this is the
screen on which

you can see what you've
typed into the com-
puter, and also what
the computer is
saying back to you. -
You can use an
ordinaryTV screen,
but more preferable
is a colour
video monitor, like
the Commodore 1701.

This is a special
device thatthat produces
much higher resolution than a
TV, and so offers superb reproduction
and clarity.

On top of which it allows the rest
of the family to stay tuned -in to their
favourite TV programme while you're
tuned -in to your favourite computer
program.

MODEMS allow computers to
connect via a telephone line to other

computer systems. Commodore
64 modem owners can
communicate with other owners,
join systems like Prestel/Micronet

and an exciting new system called
Compunet, where quality software is'
available cheaply or even free.

MEM  RY. ere are two asie
types of memory: ROM and RAM.

Read Only Memory (ROM)
is the computer's permanent built-in
memory which tells the computer
what to do. It doesn't disappear when
the computer's switched off.

Random Access Memory
(RAM), however,

is for temporary
storage.

It is the part
of the computer's

memory that's free
for you to

use. It can be
erased and used over and

over again.
It stores

both data and
instructions

during the execu-
tion of a computer

program. These are
lost when you switch

the machine off - unless,
of course you store them

on cassette or diskette.

NUMBER ONE. In the
whole wide world, Com-

modore is No. 1 in microcomputers,
and the Commodore 64 is the No. 1
best seller.

ORIGIN of the computer. In the
19th Century an Englishman,

Charles Babbage, invented the first true
computer. But his "Analytical Engine;
was so ahead of its time, it turned out
to be impossible to build!

The modern computer first
appeared around the time of World
War II. Britain's "Colossus" was vast,
consumed vast amounts of electricity,
required its own air-conditioned room,
was unreliable and difficult to operate.

It had its limitations.
Then came the amazing transistor...

integrated circuits ... and microcomputer.
The first desk top microcom-

puter in the world was the Commodore
PET (this was a friendly name for
Personal Electronic Transactor), in 1977.

In effect Commodore had taken
hitherto huge, expensive,
mysterious machines
accessable only to
eggheads, reduced
the size and price,
and put them
into the hands of
ordinary mortals in
ordinary offices. An
extraordinary advance.

PERIPHERALS. TheseThese are separate
add-ons that will extend your

computer's capabilities. Like our
printers, storage devices and monitor.

PRINTER: One of the ways a
computer can "speak" to us.

It means you can produce charts,
letters, documents, pictures on paper.



The Commodore range includes
four printers and one printer plotter.

The MPS 801 dot matrix printer
(so called because its characters are
made up of dots) has a print speed of
50 characters per second, about five
times as fast as the fastest secretary.

The MPS 802 dot matrix friction
feed printer has a
print speed of 60
characters per second
and uses either single
sheets or continuous
stationery

The DPS1101 daisy wheel printer
(called that because, surprise, surprise,
the print wheel looks a bit like a daisy),
produces superb quality print on
all letters, reports and documents (the
kind of quality one desperatelyrequires
on a letter to the bank manager).
There's a range of alternative type faces
available on additional print wheels.
Speed: 18 characters per second.

And the 1520 printer plotter
( illustrated). This has 4 colours, and
opens up a whole new world of graphic
print-out ability. You can draw pictures,
create graphic designs, plot graphs or
construct bar and pie charts. Speed:

14 characters
per second.

WERTY- the 6 keys at the top
left hand side of a standard

typewriter. Unlike lesser machines, all
Commodore computers have full-size,
professional typewriter keyboards.

They have a solid, responsive feel
to them. (The problem with rubber
or membrane keyboards is they have
a soft, spongy feel to them: you
press a key, then wonder if the message
got through).

RANGE. The
range

of Commodore
software
is enormous.
There is some-
thing, as they
say, for everyone:
educational,
business, home
and games.

STARTER PACK. The
Commodore 16

Starter Pack has been
specially designed to
introduce you to computing.

It contains everything you need
to start home computing, complete in
one box: a 16K computer, cassette
unit, four superb software programs,
and Introduction to BASIC Part 1.

It has a Help key in case you
get into difficulties, and incorporates
advanced BASIC, which has been
specifically designed to simplify the
programming process.

Other features include: 4 cursor
keys, 2 joystick ports, an astonishing
121 colours, plus excellent sound and
graphics capabilities.

TUNES. Commodore make software
to help you compose your

very own music.
All our home computers have

great sound and music capabilities.

USER friendly. This is a program
that explains itself as it

goes along, or a computer that
people can easily operate.

Every computer
manufacturer now claims
its products are "user
friendly," but only
Commodore really
demonstrates it. For example, our Help
key and use of Advanced BASIC.

VERTICAL integration is not as
complicated as it sounds. All it

means is that Commodore make
everything to do with computers, from
the silicon chip to the computer casing.

So we have complete control over
everything, from design to manufacture.

It also means, of course, that we
can design everything so you're
able to get the very best out of your
Commodore computer system.

OMEN also are discovering
computers - and not just in

offices, but
at home.
Computers
aren't sexist.

They were
invented for

everyone, and the fact that they're fun,
exciting, educational, practical and
time -saving are benefits that apply to
women just as much as to men.

XMAS. There is no
better time to

give or receive a
Commodore
present.

yPPEE! Yes, now you know
(or should do) that computers

are really interesting. They're not just
about space games with horrendous
monsters. Nor are they horrendously
complicated machines that you need a
maths degree to understand.

Computers are the future, and
it's important that you and, even more
so, your children don't get left behind
in the past.

With a Commodore computer
and a peripheral or two (and we now
know what those are, don't we?) whole
new leisure and business opportunities
will immediately be opened to you.

Make the choice now and (just
so long as it's Commodore) we promise
you will never regret it.

ZP us a line if you'd like more
even more biased information

on any Commodore products.
Write or telephone: Commcdore

Information Centre, 1 Hunters Road,
Weldon, Corby, Northampton
NN17 1QX. Tel: Corby (0536) 205252.

commodore



Let's join

together
The increasing number of
small computers in offices
means that users who are
unable to share common data
often find themselves in
isolated, single -user islands.
But all that is changing.

Today there's a major move
towards local area networks.
Ethernet, the first
industry -standard local area
network, was announced in
1980 by Xerox, DEC and Intel;
and there are now more than
5000 Ethernet systems in
operation supported by more
than 200 vendors. Initially,
Ethernet was hampered by a
relatively high cost per node,
but today the cost is down to
about $600 per hook-up and
experts expect this to decline
even further.

Since 1980, many other
local area networks have been
announced and it's estimated
that there are about 16,000
currently in operation.

These include offerings
from Wang, Apple, Corvus,
Datapoint and IBM.
Consultant Architecture
Technology Corp estimates
that network sales will grow
from about $300 million this
year to $1.5 billion by 1988.

IBM is expected to be an
important player. Its first
offering is the recently
announced PC Network which
links up IBM Personal
Computers.

Expected soon is an
announcement of a factory
floor 'industrial network'
designed to tie together
factory automation systems.

And two or three years
away is the 'token ring'
network, which will allow IBM
computers of all sizes (and
perhaps those of other
manufacturers) to
communicate with one
another.

David Ahl has some good news for isolated business micro
users in the form of companionship and price cuts.

Eat your words
In 1950, a study by Univac
indicated that five computers
would meet the total
worldwide demand for the
foreseeable future.

In 1976, Ken Olsen,
president of Digital
Equipment Corp, told a World
Future Society meeting in
Boston that he couldn't see
any reason for an individual
ever to need his own
computer.

In 1982, Future Computing,
a market research firm,
predicted that Commodore,
Texas Instruments and Atari
would be the leading three
vendors of home computers
for the following three years.

Soft in the head
The new software packages
being issued by third -party
vendors for three leading
computers, the Commodore
64, Apple II, and IBM PC tell an
interesting story. In the last
six months, more business
packages have been issued
than anything else, followed
by educational and games
packages. However, the
proportions vary widely for
the different machines: IBM
leads in business, Apple in
education, and Commodore
in games.

But, of course, not all the
new packages will be
successful. Furthermore,
business packages tend to be
priced considerably higher
than games and educational
ones, thus vendors of
business software need fewer
unit sales to break even.

If the price
is right ...
Typical of companies in the
personal computer market,
Tandy assumed that prices of
home computers might fall as
fast as 30 per cent per year,
but the prices of business
systems would fall more
slowly, say, 15 per cent a year.
However, in recent months
Tandy, along with many other
manufacturers, has had to
face the realities of price
declines of mid -and
upper -end systems by as
much as 40 per cent. In

response, Tandy has cut the
price of its bread-and-butter
Model 4 by 40 per cent to
$1299 (with two drives).

Also fuelling the price
competition is a new PC
compatible from Tandy itself,
the Model 1000, priced well
below $2000.

Seemingly a competitor for
the sluggish PCJr, in reality
the 1000 is more of a
competitor for the IBM PC. It
has a 16 -bit 8088 CPU, 128k
(expandable to 640k),
monochrome and colour
graphics adaptors (640 x 240
pixel resolution), single or
dual floppy disk drives (360k
each), a full -stroke detached
keyboard, three -voice sound
circuit, a parallel printer
interface, two joystick
interfaces, and a light pen
interface. The CPU operates at
the same clock rate as the IBM
PC (4.77MHz) and almost
twice as fast as the PCJr.

The expansion bus is
completely compatible and
has three expansion slots, so
third -party peripherals can be
used directly on the Model
1000. Software compatibility
with the IBM PC is very high:
the two 'test' programs, Lotus
1-2-3 and Microsoft Flight
Simulator, run without a
glitch.

According to Tandy, the
machine is being aimed at
home and small business
users, so the initial 40
software releases include
such packages as Lotus 1-2-3,
Multiplan, MS -Word, DR
Graph, Friday!, the PFS:
series, Knoware, Micro
Illustrator, and a nifty group
of games.

Best of all, the pricing on
the Model 1000 is 35 per cent
to 40 per cent under that of
the IBM PC. The base price of
the Model 1000 is $1199; an
entire system with 256k, a
colour monitor, and two disk
drives costs $2348 compared
with $3578 for the
corresponding IBM PC
configuration.

Random bits
As well as announcing the
512k Macintosh ($3195) about
four months earlier than
expected, Apple lowered the
price of the 128k Mac by 12
per cent and lowered the
prices of the Ilc and Ile by
$100 each. Is this an
indication that Apple is in

trouble, or is the company
just trying to get a bigger
piece of the holiday season
business while other mid- and
low -end manufacturers are in
disarray? . .. Jobs at
Japanese computer
companies in the US continue
to be revolving doors: Sanyo,
Sharp, and Panasonic have all
had recent shake-ups ... The
shakeout of computer
magazines continues to
increase with well -established
titles such as
Microcomputing, Softalk,
Microsystems, and
Commander biting the dust
along with newer entries such
as Compute's Gazette,
Personal Software, Color
Computer, PCJr, and Jr.
Experts expect the failure rate
to rise to four or five a month
leaving perhaps 20 healthy
titles ... Although
universities have settled the
question of who owns the
copyright on a textbook (the
professor who wrote it) and
who owns a patent (the
university- although a
professor may share in the
profits), the question of the
rights to computer software is
very much up in the air. In a
1979 case at Carnegie-Mellon
University over the rights to
Scribe, a document
production system, the
creators of the program won,
but there are still bitter
feelings on both sides. Faculty
committees have convened
every year since in an effort to
establish a fair policy and
have yet to succeed ... A
study by Communispond, a
New York management
consulting firm, found that
most business executives
preferred pencils to
computers for composing
their correspondence: 89 per
cent chose pad and pencil, 10
per cent opted for dictation,
and only one per cent used
computers ... Most software
companies are reluctant to
commit themselves to
developing packages for the
Coleco Adam, citing doubts
about Coleco's long-term
intention to stay in the
market. Sierra On -Line had
cartridges ready to burn in
and decided to hold up and
eat the costs itself. Other
vendors are also taking a wait
and see attitude ... Future
Computing projects that 67
per cent of all US households
will have a computer by 1990
(presently 10 per cent). Fri
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COMMUNICATIONS

Doubtful

pleasure
These days everyone is
obsessed with the cult of
calling everything by its
initials, and in your October
issue you refer, in three
places, to Artificial
Intelligence as 'Al'. On page
136, Michael Stevens tells us
that Al is concerned with
choosing which particular
event 'has more value (or
gives greater pleasure?) than
others.' Beware!

For decades the farming
community has used the
initials Al for Artificial
Insemination. It needs no
computer to tell you that this
brings very little pleasure to
the bulls (who prefer the
old-fashioned methods), and
none whatsoever to the cows.
The community itself will
derive little pleasure in seeing
its abbreviation hijacked by
the upstart electronics
industry. That industry
bellyaches enough about
'program piracy', but does not
itself seem to be above
abbreviation piracy.

There could well be
misunderstanding were an
enthusiastic computer
salesman to assure a farmer
that within a few years the
whole of his administration
will be handled by Al!
Jeffery English,
Brockenhurst, Hants

`Lack of

understanding'
The review of Spectrum Logo
in the September issue of
PCWwould have been more
welcome if it had been written
with a greater understanding
of Logo. To take up two
important issues. Firstly, the
reviewer, Mike Liardet,
mentions the lack of a
primitive to raise a number to
a power. The point is that
Logo is extensible. You create
your own toolkit of
procedures and functions. For
example:

This is the chance to air your views-send you r letters to
Communications, Personal Computer World, 62 Oxford

Street, London W1A 1HG. Please be as brief as possible and
add 'not for publication' if your letter is to be kept private.

TO EXPONENT :NUMBER
:POWER

IF :POWER = 0 [OUTPUT 1]
OUTPUT :NUMBER *

(EXPONENT :NUMBER
:POWER - 1)

END
which raises any number to
an integer power >= 0. PRINT
EXPONENT 4 3, for example,
returns 64. EXPONENT
becomes another prefix
operator like QUOTIENT or
PRODUCT.

The same is true of Lisp
systems. A good system
comes with plenty of built-in
functions, but every user
creates a further library of his
own. The relationship
between Logo and Lisp is far
closer than your reviewer has
apparently realised.

Secondly, where the
reviewer compares the
assignment statements in
Logo and Basic, he uses as an
example:
Logo: MAKE "X : Y + 3
BASIC: LET X = Y + 3
and claims the latter to be
'more intuitive' than the
former.

How about the far more
frequent
LET X = X + 1
which I find downright
counter -intuitive. It makes me
think of
LET 2 = 3

The problem is that you are
giving the = sign a
specialised meaning, which
contradicts its familiar
mathematical usage. This
contradictory usage, derived
from Fortran, led the Algol
committee in 1958 to use
X := X + 1
and to use the word
'becomes' rather than 'equals'
as the spoken variant of :=.
If the reviewer had said
'familiar' rather than
'intuitive', I might have felt
less indignant.

Using MAKE for
assignment in Logo is
consistent with the
philosophy of the language,
placing explicit control and
responsiblity in the hands of
the user. MAKE "X 3 seems to
me completely unambiguous
and clear, or do I mean
familiar?

I'm sure other readers will
have written to you about
your Benchmarks. An error
which led to a difference of an
order of magnitude in Basic's
favour will, I'm sure, be

corrected.
Christopher Roper, Belton,
Leics

Mike Liardet replies: with
regard to the exponent
function, Mr Roper would
probably also defend a
language lacking
multiplication on the grounds
that a procedure can be
written using repeated
addition.

The point is that Spectrum
Logo does not have an
exponent function. Moreover,
Mr Roper's procedure is not a
replacement for one, since it
doesn't cope with negative or
non -integral powers. Of
course I know that the correct
procedure can be written, but
it's hardly an appropriate task
for most beginners.

Secondly, since Logo does
not permit extensions to the
syntax (as do languages like
POP -2 and Prolog), even a
correct exponent function
can't be used in the more
familiar infix position. Thus,
in Logo we are forced to use:
EXPONENT 2 -3.5
whereas in most other
languages we can use:
2" -3.5.

Thirdly, Logo user -defined
procedures are executed at
the speed of the interpreter-
slowly. So a user -defined
exponent will be many times
slower than a machine -coded
procedure provided as part of
the language.

As for Logo assignment, I
find
MAKE "X :X + 1 (Logo)
less clear than
LET X = X + 1 (Basic)
which in turn is slightly less
clear than
X : = X + 1 (Algol)

This is obviously a matter of
taste, but we both prefer
Algol's assignment at any
rate. Whatever did happen to
Algol, by the way? (Don't
answer- I know.)

According to my watch the
Benchmarks are correct.

GOTO a deep

discussion
PCWarticles are invariably
informative and
thought -provoking, but David
Bradnack's presentation in
'GOTO, Thou Sluggard'
(August PCW) was excellent.
If articles were rated as to the

pleasure they gave the reader
simply through style and wit,
this masterpiece would rate
100 per cent every time.

I still haven't read it in its
entirety (I'm going to cheat
and load it into my micro as a
series of PRINT statements
with appropriate GOSUBs)
and Mr Bradnack even caught
me on the hop with statement
180.

I have to confess to being a
proponent of the modular
approach to programming,
and I do write many routines
in the manner which has been
so cuttingly presented. Yes,
Mr Bradnack, you have made
your point, and very cleverly
too.

I take issue with the
association between GOSUB
and structured programming;
along with the popular BBC
Micro, my much -maligned
TI -99/4A is capable of
producing programs using
the procedural approach. The
procedures are called
'sub -programs' and are, I
believe, slightly more
powerful than the BBC PROC.
Without going into deep
discussion of either the merits
of the TI -99/4A (there are very
few) or of the structure of
sub -programs, there's one
highly important difference
between a subroutine and a
procedure.

Whether your programs are
peppered with GOTOs or
laced with GOSUBs, if an
error is encountered, the
computer will (usually) stop
and issue a report of some
description together with the
statement number at which
the error became evident.
Your task is then to decipher
the route taken by the
interpreter from the start to
the point in question. After
even a few minutes
processing, this can be an
impossible task.

While I can't speak for the
PROC function, the use of
sub -programs on the TI -99/4A
provides an 'audit trail' which
is presented to you
automatically whenever it
encounters an error. The kind
of horrendous error
generated while nesting
subroutines causes no
problem with nested
sub -programs, as all steps are
detailed for you. The typical TI
screen presentation might be:
*BAD VALUE IN 4010
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IN HEXDUMP
CALLED FROM ASSIGN
CALLED FROM SPLIT
CALLED FROM GETCHAR
CALLED FROM SCRCHK
CALLED FROM INTRO
From this you know exactly

the route that the interpreter
took and can follow at a
leisurely pace with pencil and
paper. The use of GOSUB
does mean that any route can
be followed provided that you
can: (a) retrieve all the
unresolved RETURN
addresses from the GOSUB
stack and relate them to your
program; and (b) be sure that
no overflow of the stack
occurs, losing some of the
unresolved RETURNs. GOTO
gives you none of this
information.

While I do not accept the
near -hysterical outbursts
from some academics with
respect to GOTO, Basic and
brain damage, I am equally
cautious about accepting Mr
Bradnack's contention that
selective use of GOTO in
place of GOSUB is a
preferable approach.

Finally, whatever your
views on GOSUB, GOTO, Life,
The Universe, and Everything,
you have to admit that Mr
Bradnack would have an
excellent future as a
politician!
Peter GO Brooks, Oxon TI
Users, Oxford

On the defence
I would like to clarify the
situation concerning the NEC
PC8201 (not the PC 8012A as
quoted in your article
'Laphelds down in price',
P107 November issue. I
believe Bill Barham's remarks
may have been
misinterpreted and I would
like to make it clear that NEC

has no need to reduce the
price of its PC8201 lapheld as
it believes its product offer is
far superior to that of their
competitors.

This is the situation that Bill
Barham had originally
implied and I would be
grateful if you could inform
your readers accordingly as I
feel they might otherwise be
misled.
Judith Knight, NEC, London

Sensible

inaccuracies
I read Kathy Lang's review of
the Sensible Solution
database (September PCW)
which was most
complimentary, but I feel that
a number of points were
missed or inaccurately
represented.
(1) Sensible Solution is
intended not only for
networked systems, such as
the SIG/NET, but for many
micro operating systems. We
currently support CP/M,
MP/M, DPC/OS, TurboDOS,
McNOS, MS-DOS, CP/M-86,
Concurrent -DOS, Novell and
any compatible operating
system. Furthermore, all
screens, programs and data
files are transportable from
system to system without
modification.
(2) Although we use 128 -byte
records which could be
wasteful of space if not
carefully planned, most
operating systems lock
records of this size as the
minimum.
(3) Using multiple linked
screens does not introduce
any overheads.
(4) Another date format not
mentioned is DD/MM/CCYY
where CC is the century. Most

BLUDNERS
PCW s printer interface has
been playing up on Spectrum
programs. 'SP -Easel' from
September's Program File
and 'Crib Player' in November
are the two programs affected
- throughout both, the hash
character (#) has been printed
as a cross between a single
quote and a closing bracket.

Neil Anyon and Philip
Jones have written in with
some corrections to the
Spectrum 'Keywords'
program in September's
issue.

The hex loader routine (Fig
1) contains a number of
errors, not least the inclusion
of a MID$ function
(unavailable in Sinclair Basic)
at line 60. Also, the LET
statements, compulsory in

Sinclair Basic, have been
omitted throughout the
program.

To enable the program to
run, replace line 60 with:
60 LET P=CODE (H$(13))-48
and add
35 IF LEN H$<>2 THEN GO
TO 30 which prevents the
program stopping due to the
lack of a two -digit
hexadecimal number. Finally,
precede all variable
assignments with a LET
statement.

Nick Ryman-Tubb's
October article, 'One Step at a
Time', also had problems with
Sinclair Basic. We're trying to
produce correct listings, and
any reader requiring copies
should write in and we'll
forward them.

database management
systems only allow YY which
precludes dates ranging into
the 21st century.
(5) Fields can be created with
the same parameter values
but only the field name
varying by using the 'ARRAY'
program supplied with the
package. This allows the
fields defined to be accessed
as an array, like Basic, which
is an extremely powerful
feature, as is pointed out.
(6) If a data field is full, the
cursor will usually drop into
the next field on the screen.
This explains why Kathy
couldn't get the find
command to always work.
Pressing RETURN to end a
field can be made compulsory
on installation and changed at
any time. Thus, at the main
menu, you would have to
press RETURN whether you
type 1 or 10 into the two
character field.
(7) There's a 'clean' way to
end a program. Use the
'execute' command to start
another program or any COM
file.
(8) Describing the procedural
programming language as
'somewhat crude' is like
calling a COBOL compiler an
ISAM file -handler with a
somewhat crude
programming language!
(9) Creating programs on a
question -and -answer basis
has the advantage that no
syntax errors occur, and at
every stage all options are
displayed for you. Other
systems need 'command
assistants' to be specifically
invoked - very tedious.
(10) The manual has since
been revised to include a
more comprehensive
contents page.

Overall, I thought the
review to be well presented
for such a flexible product.
However, with such a
specification and the wide
range of systems we run on,
where's the competition?
Steve Leven, European
Technical Support Manager,
O'Hanlon Computer Systems,
Slough, Berkshire

Kathy Lang replies:
(1) My Summary box has a
line missing - it should
include 'Systems Supported'
showing CP/M-80 and 86,
MS-DOS and PC -DOS, and
several networked multi-user
micro systems. My apologies.
(3) Good - but that in turn
may have implications for
security against breaks such
as power cuts.
(5,6,7,10) I'm grateful to Mr
Leven for making these points
- but if the manual had been
less opaque I might have
found 5, 6 and 7 for myself
(nor did the array utility come
with my version). A more

detailed contents page may
help but a proper introduction
to Sensible's approach and,
even more important, an
index would be better still.
(8)1 strongly disagree.
Sensible has only two ways of
controlling execution: GOTO
line number (optionally
preceded by IF and a
condition) and GOSUB line
number. These control
structures are, I repeat, very
primitive: even the simplest
Basics have FOR . . . NEXT,
good ones have a proper
IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE (without
the necessity for branching)
and a DO . . WHILE, and
some even (gosh!) permit
procedures with variable
parameters. Among
Sensible's competitors in the
data management market are
several which have some or
all of these features.
(9) I agree - but this
approach does nothing to
help avoid logical program
errors, which tend to be much
harder to find than syntax
errors.

The great

American

disaster?
I own a QL (AH ROM), but
some facets of the machine's
performance have proved
disappointing.

These are:
(1) Quill is painfully slow and
as such prevents it from being
used as a serious word
processor.
(2) Microdrive access times
are slow compared to ZX
drives, and even slower when
loading Quill files.
(3) 80 -column mode
overscans when using an
industry -standard monitor,
which is very tough on those
who bought one expecting it
to work. Nothing was ever
said to the contrary.

A word of warning: to foist
the QL on the great American
public in its present state
would be to commit
commercial suicide. They are
not a patient, laid-back lot like
us. The special relationship
between Uncle Clive and the
British public doesn't exist
over there. If it's not right first
time it will, as our
transatlantic cousins would
say, 'go down the toilet.'

If the necessary
improvements are made in
time, the QL could still be a
world beater. It has the
potential. The line between
success and failure has
always been thin, and never
more so than with the QL.
Roy Barrett,
Hatherleigh, Devon
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BANKS' STATEMENT

The biggest slice
Would software manufacturers have more financial success if they tailored their products

towards a well-defined market? Martin Banks crossed a few palms to find out.

A few weeks ago, a friend of mine in the
computer industry came up with a
fascinating but inconsequential fact. In
1983, IBM made $2.50 profit for every
second of my 80 -year -old uncle's life. At
first I thought that this was the most
irrelevant piece of information I had
ever heard (unless I was IBM's bank
manager, of course), but I played with
some numbers and found that in the
first quarter's trading this year, the jolly
blue giant had made around $1 profit
for every second he has been alive.

This is all quite stunning, but so what?
Then I thought: 'Billions of dollars' just
sounds like a hell of a lotof money when
you say it out loud. Consider it in terms
of an equivalent, such as seconds of life,
and you realise just how much of a hell
of a lot it really is.

If, therefore, IBM can make that much
money out of the computer business,
why are so many other companies
going under?

There are, of course, significant
reasons why IBM is such a success. It
started by being in the right place at the
right time when the computer industry
first took off. It pursued its sales and
marketing objectives with a zeal that
still borders on religious mania. It
became the name in computers: for
many people computing means IBM,
and that includes other computer
manufacturers.

But why has it succeeded while
others have failed? One possible
reason for such success was recently
brought to my attention. I visited a
software company that had done well
out of addressing a vertical slice of the
software market place, and was due to
launch its latest product. Its target was
the legal profession, a business well-
known- in folklore if not always fact-
to be one of the most remunerative
ways of earning a living.

The package was introduced and
explained, and the price was men-
tioned in passing; at which point I felt
the urge to seek a little clarification on
the indelicate point of the price tag.
What, I wondered, did one get for the
£2000 -plus that had been mentioned? If
it was an all -up price, including the
hardware, then it looked like a reason-
able deal.

'Ah, no,' I was informed. 'That's just

the price of the software package.'
Just the price of the software pack-

age? Good God. There are companies
up and down the country who could -
probably are - writing programs as
complex for under £500.

It was then that the thought struck
me. I've seen several software product
catalogues from distributors and indi-
vidual product announcements from
software companies that reveal a great
divide in the software business. Place
your company in a nicely defined
vertical market and you can charge
what you like for the product. If the
punters want it, they'll beat a path to
your door, no matter what the price.

If, however, your product is of a more
general nature with potential applica-
bility across a wide range of user
sectors, then the price must be low,

'You maynot become a
millionaire orreach IBM's
enviable financial status
but there's good moneyto
be had making the icing for

The Big Blue One's
extremely fulsome cake. '

competitive and aggressive. The re-
lated logic is quite straightforward:
general-purpose applications pack-
ages will theoretically be sellable to a
wide range of customers across a wide
range of user sectors.

There is, therefore, the potential for
high volume sales which justify an
aggressive price. Such a price will also
be needed to generate sales in the first
place, because other software com-
panies will be fighting for the same
general-purpose data processing mar-
kets. They will all be selling word
processors, database managers,
spreadsheets et al. What will primarily
distinguish the various packages will be
price, unless the features of one are so
stupendous as to be unbelievable, or so
appalling as to be laughable.

Even the prices will be broadly

similar, with each new entrant to the
market attempting to provide more
facilities than the current leading pro-
duct in any sector at a lower price.

Yet, as has been found many times
before (the latest being the home
computer hardware market), there's
only ever room for two or three
successful products in any category
and, once these market leaders are, by
whatever process, defined, the other
contenders are doomed to either strug-
gle or suffer an ignominious failure.
That is unless they can offer the user
something different, or better.

Then they find that they can even
charge for it. They may not sell as many
units as the market leaders, but their
profitability will often be greater in
percentage terms. Such companies are
now making the transition towards
addressing vertical markets, where
they may well find that the pressures
are slightly more bearable and the
problems slightly less.

As can be seen from the catalogue of
software distributors, pick the right
vertical market and you can name your
own price. Something for the legal
profession perhaps, or the building
trade - anywhere that's used to
shelling out money in large dollops for
its product purchases. These are the
markets to go for.

You could spend less time and effort
developing a package in those fields
than in developing a word processor.
You could come up with a package that
had seventeen times more the power of
WordStar, could run immediately on
any machine with more than 16k of
memory and cost just £25 and it still
wouldn't sell. With a well-defined ver-
tical market product you're almost
guaranteed business. I've heard of
customers buying such products, often
several copies, just for evaluation
purposes, to 'find out what it's capable
of.'

At vertical market prices, that can be
good business; in the general purpose
applications business, it can mean
bankruptcy.

You may not become a millionaire or
reach IBM's enviable financial status
but there's good money to be had
making the icing for The Big Blue One's
extremely fulsome cake. END
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ICL OPD
The OPD could be the busy executive's dream come true. It allows several
applications to run simultaneously, talks to telephone callers and features
Sinclair hardware and microdrives - to name just a few of its impressive

capabilities. David Tebbutt takes an exclusive look at the latest concept from ICL.
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What does your average busy profes-
sional do all day long? I'll tell you. He
dives from task to task, taking phone
calls, dashing off letters or memos,
calling people and generally looking
totally disorganised.

In fact, such a person is well in control
and is capable of responding rapidly to
changing circumstances and altering
priorities accordingly. Unfortunately,
most computers can't keep up with
such a person. They prefer to grab you
for an application and hold you there
until the job is finished. Integrated
programs like Symphony or Frame-
work help considerably and the more
recent development of background
tasks (calculator, calendar, notebook,
and so on) such as Sidekick, Spotlight
and QED will bring computers much
closer to an executive's needs.

Imagine a computer that lets you run
several different applications 'at the
same time', takes up less space on your
desk than the average personal compu-
ter, replaces your telephone for both
voice and data calls without interfering
with other applications, and chats to
your callers when you're out. In-
terested? I certainly was when ICL's
OPD landed on my desk.

The amazing thing about this project
is that it's been kept so quiet despite
numerous mentions a couple of years
ago. Here's a quote from a 1982 Sinclair
press release: 'In December 1981, ICL
announced that it was to develop with
Sinclair Research an ultra low-cost
integrated terminal/digital telephone
workstation employing Sinclair's flat
tube technology and Sinclair Basic. At
the time it was christened the "One Per
Desk IT Work Station".' The Basic and
the name (OPD = One Per Desk)

Side view: the monitor is adjustable and fits snugly to the machine

survived, but the flat screen was
discarded somewhere along the way.
The microdrives used for backing up
the memory are a visible reminder of
Sinclair's involvement, but the pre-
dominant influence is clearly ICL's.

Hardware
The OPD comprises two units - a
monitor and a keyboard unit incorpor-
ating a pair of microdrives and a

telephone handset, To avoid the need
for a cooling fan and to allow con-
tinuous operation for up to five years,
ICL has tucked the power supply away
in the back of the monitor unit. A single
lead connects the units together, and
this carries both power and control

signals. A second socket at the back of
the keyboard unit allows the attach-
ment of an RS432 printer.

The colour scheme is chocolate and
cream with burgundy telephone con-
trol keys and a lime green ENTER key.
This is a good idea because the ENTER
key is quite puny: it's been made the
same size asthe letter keys to help make
room for ICL's special control keys. Six
LED windows indicate whether power
and the screen are on, which telephone
lines are active and which microdrives
are in use.

The OPD has no power switch but, in
view of its continuous use, has a screen
on 'off switch to preserve the tube's life.
In addition, the screen will blank after
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Two Sinclair chips sit on the main PCB with the processor, ROMs and speech synthesiser chip on a smaller board
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The standard qwerty keyboard incorporates a pair of microdrives and a telephone handset

five minutes of inactivity in order to
protect the phosphor coating. A loud-
speaker permits call monitoring without
lifting the handset. The handset must
be used if you wish to speak - there's
no microphone in the OPD itself.

The keyboard, or control unit, com-
prises three modules-the main unit,
the telephony module and the ROM
module. The main unit contains the
processor, memory, operating system
ROMs, most of the control circuitry, the
microdrives, the keyboard and a

numeric keypad. The telephony mod-
ule plugs into the rear left of the main
unit, and has two telephone leads and
the handset trailing out of it (the
handset is a variant of British Telecom's
'Sceptre').

The ROM module slides into the rear
right of the OPD and contains two
sockets into which you may plug
applications software: for example,
ICL's own messaging software will be
supplied in this form. Optionally, the
ROM pack may also contain Psion's
Xchange suite of programs which are
tucked away inside the pack on five
ROMs of its own. When faster one -
megabit ROMs are available, the num-
ber of ROMs needed for Xchange will be
reduced and the ROM pack will allow
the addition of up to four additional
plug-in applications. Plug-in modules
can be 8-, 16- or 32k each.

The OPD is the easiest machine I've
ever taken to pieces. The only screw
was in the telephony module and I'm
not entirely clear what it was doing
there anyway. The top of the main unit
is held to the base by nine concealed
plastic clips; a slot allowsyou to insert a
screwdriver and lever off each clip. It

takes seconds and is designed for rapid
replacement of damaged or faulty
components.

The connections between the upper
and lower parts of the assembly are the
14 -pin microdrive
set switch leads and the loudspeaker
leads. The keyboard lies over the front
part of an oddly -shaped main PCB (at
least, I'm calling it the main one
because it's the largest). In fact, the
processor, four ICL system software
ROMs (32k each) and the TI TMS5220
speech synthesiser are on a separate
smaller board 'piggy -backed' onto the
first. Two Sinclair -designed chips sit on

the main board (sounds like a business
machine, doesn't it?) and, of cou rse, the
microdrive ULAs are Sinclair's too. The
three Sinclair chips and the Motorola
68008 processor are the same as those
used in the QL. The main board contains
128k of main memory on 16 chips. An
additional 2k of static RAM contains
essential system parameter informa-
tion, and is backed by a lithium battery
designed to last at least five years. A
further ROM contains the vocabulary
for the speech synthesiser. Apart from
such things as a volume control and a
piezo electric speaker, that just about
covers the main ingredients.

Choice of monitors: a 14in Microvitec colour or a 9in monochrome
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The upper part of the assembly
contains the loudspeaker, the handset
on/off switch and the microdrives
mounted on their own separate assem-
bly. I must confessthat I approached the
microdrives with some trepidation, but
they worked reliably.

The OPD's keys are well laid out and
of normal pitch. The keytops are dished
and have a slightly bumpy surface
which makes them pleasant to touch.
The technology underlying the
keyboard is not a million miles from its
much -hated rubber membrane rela-
tive: each key rests on a rubberised
plastic 'bubble'. The bubble is securely
trapped by a plastic surround attached
to the keyboard PCB. This bubble
doubles as a spring and, presumably,
as a connecter. The keys automatically
repeat after a short pause and a hefty
128k Basic keyboard buffer is provided.
This keyboard is designed for low to
medium use over the product's lifetime.

The qwerty keyboard is standard but
there are a few differences. For exam-
ple, the numerics on the top row each
have three characters inscribed on the
keytop; the third is accessed by holding
down the ALT key while pressing the
numeric. INS and DEL are provided on a
single key: they open a gap in the
current line and delete the character
preceding the cursor respectively. If
you press CTRL with this key, it deletes
characters to the right of the cursor and
closes up the gap. TAB and BACK TAB
are provided on the same key and are
used to move between 'boxes' on data
entry screens. The cursor keys are to
either side of the space bar, just like the
QL.

Now for some new keys: START,
RESUME and REVIEW are specific to
the OPD. Because the OPD lets you run
several tasks at the same time these
keys, in conjunction with ICL's firm-
ware, allow you to get out of something
(START), get back into whatever you
left last if it's still there (RESUME), and
find out what tasks are going on at the
same time (REVIEW). This last function
gives a menu of all active tasks and you
can elect to go into any one.

Over on the right is the numeric pad
which comprisesfifteen keys and works
in conjunction with SHIFT and ALT. In
this context ALTturns the numeric keys
into function keys and, as a reminder of
this, has a lower case 'f' inscribed on it. I

have always thought that separate
function key pads are an irritation, just
something else to learn, but ICL's
answer is so simple I'm astonished that
I've not come across it before.

The numbers are laid out in the same
way as a touch-tone telephone: that is,
with 123 at the top. Since this computer
is so closely linked with the telephone
system, ICL has made the right deci-
sion. Two keys on either side of the zero
contain the Prestel special characters,
asterisk and hash; the shift position of
these keys contain ESC and PRINT
respectively. The first we know, the
second performs a screendump to your

printer (ICL supplies an OKI printer for
use with the OPD).

The remaining keys all have some
function connected with the telephone
system. Here's the top row: LIST shows
your important phone numbers; RE-
CALL has the same effect as RECALL
fitted to some telephones; AUTO lets
you switch a data call from the handset
to the modem; SPKR initiates a 'hands
off' call or transfers a call to the
loudspeaker; LAST displays the last six
numbers dialled and redials your
choice; and REDIAL redials the last
number dialled. Of the remaining
seven, HOLD -S holds a call and trans-
fers you to the other line; SELECT
switches your preferred line; END ends
a call and starts a new one, or connects
you to a call on the other line; DIAL
connects/disconnects the numeric pad
from the telephone (presumably so you
can use it in a program); HOLD holds a
call; CAPS (what's that doing here?)
locks the keyboard in upper case; and
TIMING starts timing a call or lets you
enter a charge band code.

The screen has a maximum resolu-
tion of 256 x 512 pixels, which gives a
choice of four colours (or shades of
grey) - black, white, green and red.
Using a 256 x 256 resolution, the
number of colours is doubled to eight
and you can make the pixels flash too. In
normal use the screen is laid out as 26
lines each of 80 characters (alternative-
ly, each line can contain 40 characters).
The top 24 lines form the main display
area and the bottom two are referred to
as the 'Noticeboard', where the system
status messages appear. Since many
things may be happening at the same
time, these last two lines are essential.

The machine I tested had the stan-
dard 9in monochrome monitor (not
unlike the one on the Apricot on which I
wrote this review), but a 14in Micro-
vitec colour monitor is also available.
The OPD monitor has a two -position
pair oflegs at thefront. One position has
the monitor lying almost flat on the desk
but it's all still visible behind the sloping
main unit; the other position raises the
monitor so that it may be pulled in close
to the main unit where it fits snugly just
behind the microdrives. This latter
position also tilts the screen backwards
and makes it more natural to use. Apart
from the screen protection facilities
(on/off and auto -blanking after five
minutes), the monitor has a slider
control for brightness and two LEDs-
one to show that the tube is still
powered, the other to show that the
mains power is still connected.

The telephone module is controlled
by a Frequency Shift Key (FSK) modem
and can handle 1200/75 baud for
Viewdata connections, 1200/1200 half -
duplex and 300 baud full duplex. It can
also ha ndletwotelephone lines at once,
and with only one modem and one
handset, these will normally be a data
line and a speech line. However, it's
possible to put one voice call on hold
while dealing with another. The board

is designed for analogue communica-
tion, but a digital board is under
development to be ready when digital
communication becomes more estab-
lished. Auto -dialling and auto -
answering facilities are also provided.

The speech synthesiser and its
associated vocabulary is used to con-
struct messages which can then be
broadcast through the telephony mod-
ule when set in auto -answer voice
mode. Auto -answer data mode allows
the reception and storage of data
without any user intervention.

System software
The QL has an operating system called
QDOS which is intimately related to QL
Basic. In fact, I think they may even
occupythe same ROM on that machine.
ICL has written its own operating
system software and accordingly has
had to prise the Sinclair Basic away
from QDOS priorto building it into OPD.
This process is ongoing and several
features were missing at the time of this
review. In particular I felt the need for
high resolution graphics, which are
oddly missing from this machine.

ICL is aware that a large amount of
third party software will be written for
the QL, and will therefore be trying to
make the two languages as compatible
as possible. ICL will also want to make
its own operating system resources
available to Basic programmers, so I

expect the final version of Basic to be
completely compatible with QL Basic.

The OPD user will be very taken with
the 'operating system' provided with
the OPD. To call the ICL software an
operating system is rather insulting. ICL
calls it the Base Functional Software as
it not only controls the essential func-
tions of the machine, but also provides
services which the user can invoke in
order to accessthe various applications
available. Briefly, the elements of this
system are as follows: Kernel, Director,
telephone handler, telephone director-
ies, calculator, screen image printing
and field editor.

The Kernel is what we normally call
an operating system: it manages the
nuts and bolts and provides a logical
map of the hardware devices. Input,
output, memory allocation, device con-
trol and interrupt handling are the main
tasks of the Kernel and everything is,
of course, invisible to the OPD user.

The Director is a higher -level piece of
software which comprises two ele-
ments - the applications handler and
the telephone handler. The Director
schedules activities so that they don't
trip over each other in their bids for
machine resources. Guidelines exist for
software authors and, providing they
obey the rules, the Director and the
Kernel will make sure that no conten-
tion problems arise. The Director takes
care of those strange keys I mentioned
earlier, START, RESUME and REVIEW,
and is always in control of what
application is where, what resources
it's using, and what state it was in
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when it was last active.
The telephone handler part

of Director keeps track of the
calls which have been requested by the
various applications, the status of each
line and the management of voice and
data calls through those lines. Auto -
dialling, line switching and connection
of the speech synthesiser are handled
by this part of the software, as is the
reporting of the telephone system
status to the Noticeboard at the foot of
the screen.

OPD contains two telephone direc-
tories- one for computer services and
the other for voice calls. The directories
can be searched by keyword or part -
word, browsed, used to automatically
dial a number and saved to microdrive.
The user can create and amend direc-
tory entries, and load and merge
directories from microdrive. All these
facilities are directly available to the
user from a series of menus.

Asimple calculator is provided which
handles up to 16 digits (plus decimal
point and sign). Calculations are to
eight decimal places and the normal +,
-, *, /, = and %facilities are provided. In
addition, a number of memory com-
mands are included but, frankly, the
calculator is nothing to write home
about. It's on a par with a credit card
calculator, with the additional benefit
that you can see the details of earlier
calculation scrolling up the screen as if
they were on paper.

The screen image printer literally
freezes the screen when the button is
pressed and dumps the image to the
printer, and is obviously useful if you've
encountered an interesting Prestel or
electronic mail page.

The field editor provides cursor
positioning and text editing controls,
giving the user a consistent approach to
data entry and amendment tasks.

All the foregoing functions are built-
in to enable applications programmers
to provide a consistent user image in
their programs.

For the ordinary user, all the system's
facilities and supplied programs are
presented through a series of menus.
Although you may lose track of yourself
from time to time, you can always get
back to the main menu by pressing
OPD's panic button - the START key.
The main menu comprises the follow-
ing options: Telephone Directory, Tele-
phone Control, Messaging, Applica-
tions, Computer Access, Calculator,
Basic, and Housekeeping.

The Telephone Directory option con-
ceals a lower menu which allows you to
create and amend directory entries,
save and load them via microdrives,
search for an entry by keyword or
part -word, display the current entry,
and make automatic calls. You can
store two numbers for each person -
one data, the other voice. Extension

numbers may follow the
telephone number for display

onscreen while the call is being put
through. The only trouble is that
when you lift the handset to ask for
the extension, it disappears from
the screen; you need to use your
own short-term memory.

The Telephone Control option allows
you to examine the status of your
telephone lines (free, ringing, answer-
ing, and so on) and the last number
called. The fun starts when you want to
set the OPD to automatically answer
voice calls with its built-in speech
synthesiser.

A selection of some two hundred
words is offered and to create a

message, you simplytype it using these
words. If a word is unrecognisable to
OPD it will highlight the wrong word so
that you can change it. Endings such as
-s, -ing and -ed may be appended to
words and the letters, numbers and
dates (1st to 31st) may be included. A
sentence like: 'I am sorry, I am out.
Please call my secretary on extension
"328". Thank you.' is quite feasible. If
you're the imaginative sort you could
cook up something like: 'I have gone for
a we -we. Back soon.' Full stops, spaces
and commas provide pauses of varying
lengths and the end result sounds
rather like a well-educated Dalek. It
works, it's fun and you can't be in any
doubt that you're being answered by a
computer.

You can set a time window for
auto -answer and automatically switch
to an alternative message outside that
window; a repertoire of up to sixteen
messages may be stored in the OPD. If
you want the phone to ring for 14
seconds before your Dalek answers,
then that can be arranged too; this gives
people a chance to ring off when they
realise you're not there. Other features
of Telephone Control allow you to time

calls and let OPD work out approximate
call charges.

The plug-in ROM capsule covering
Messaging wasn't finished at the time
of this review. It's a kind of electronic
mail facility which lets you create
memos, messages or whatever in a
'notebook' on your OPD. You pop it into
OPD's electronic 'out tray' where it
waits to be transmitted to its destina-
tion. Transmissions take place without
your intervention and, when you arrive
in the morning, you may well- find a
stack of messages in your electronic
'in tray' which can be transferred to
your notebook, printed out or simply
destroyed.

The Applications option clearly de-
pends on what you have plugged into
your OPD. On the review machine it
offered a cartridge menu which told me
which programs were available from
the microdrive, statistics relating to the
microdrive's performance and access
to Xchange, Psion's suite of applica-
tions programs.

Computer Access lets you maintain a
file of computer phone numbers and
access details in a similar way to the
voice Telephone Directory mentioned
earlier. It allows automatic or manual
connection using Viewdata or Glass
Teletype conventions. Pages of data
may be stored for later printing and
protocols can be tucked away in its
Profile Store. I tried Telecom Gold but
was denied access - someone at ICL
may have changed the password. The
auto -dialling, the connection and the
sign on worked perfectly though.

I had more success with Prestel and
suffered the usual experience of pro-
found disappointment with what was
there. I saved pages and displayed
them after I had disconnected, and it
pleased me to think that I was cutting
down on my phone bills by using the
facilities in this way.

Technical specifications
Processor:
ROM:

RAM:

Mass storage:
Keyboard:
Monitor:
Size:

Weight:

I/O:
Modem:
DOS:
Bundled

software:

Peripherals:
ROM pack:

68008, 7.5MHz
128k integral
208k ROM pack
128k dynamic
2k static (lithium battery -backed)
Two microdrives, minimum 95k each
73 keys, qwerty plus telephone -style numeric pad
9in monochrome
Control unit, 95mm x 440mm x 250mm
Monitor 250mm x 280mm x 280mm
Control unit, 3kg
Monitor, 4.75kg
Nine -way RS432 serial connecter
1200/1200 half -duplex, 75/1200 and 300/300 full duplex
Proprietary

Telephone directories, control, communications, utilities,
calculator, Basic
OKI printer, Microvitec 14in colour monitor
Psion's Xchange suite (Easel, Archive, Abacus and Quill)
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The'Classic'
Menu Generator.

Eliminate all user contact
with operating system

commands. Use MENUGEN
from Microft Technology to
create menus to access all
your regularly used programs.

MENUGEN is a utility
which will create menus for
any activity. A menu selection.
will run a program, call another menu, return to a
previous menu, run a basic program, execute operating
system commands, or exit to the operating system.

User Ltd. Selection Menu

1 ASPECT
2 Wordstar
3 Lotus 123
4 Disk formatting menu
5 Exit to operating system

Please type in selection number

FACILITIES INCLUDE
UP TO 16 MENU OPTIONS PER MENU SCREEN

UP TO 15 LEVELS OF NESTED MENU
OPTIONAL PASSWORD PROTECTION ON

MENU SELECTIONS  OPTIONAL LOGGING
OF ALL SELECTIONS TAKEN

MENUGEN is available for mostmicros with one
ofeitherthe CPM orMS DOS family of operating
systems, including IBM PCand compatibles, Sirius,
Apricotand man yZ80 machines. MENUGEN costs
£30 + VAT(£34.50)and is available from Microft
Technology Limited, 45a Radnor Walk, London SW34BP.
To order, or for information, telephone 01-352 7876.

MENUGEN
MENUGEN is a Trade Mark of Microft Technology

Limited and is a British product.

011 MICROs07.,_

LIMITED
V,*

THE BUDGET EXTENDER FOR ALL COMPUTER SOFTWARE

AT LEAST 20% OFF* ALL SOFTWARE

FOR: APPLE  IBM  BBC  COMMODORE
 APRICOT  ATARI  SPECTRUM

WE SUPPLY SOFTWARE FOR

BUSINESS * WORD PROCESSING * GAMES *
EDUCATION SYSTEMS & UTILITIES * GRAPHICS

WE SPECIALIZE IN MAIL ORDER

TELEPHONE NOW 01 -

FOR OUR PRICES AND FREE CATALOGUE

FREE 1985 DIARY WITH EVERY PURCHASE

DISCOUNT MICROSOFTWARE LIMITED

11A CAMDEN HIGH STREET

LONDONNW1

TEL: 01-387 0325

.5

S

Creative Computer.
Graphics
ANNABEL JANKEL
and ROCKY MORTON

This celebration of the stunning visual power of
images created by modern computer technology
presents the full range of today's computer
graphics from the USA, Britain, France and Japan.
Artists, scientists, programmers and technicians
have described how they present the images,
lucidly explaining their methods for the
non -specialist reader. Frames from video games,
NASA space simulations, scientific research,
advertising, computer -aided design and feature
films have all been chosen as
outstanding examples of the new art form of
computer graphics.

£1 5.95 net

Cambridge University Press

O
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Finally, the Housekeep-
ing option allows you to
check the battery charge, set the
time and date, save and load important
bits of store and mess around with the
microdrives. Format, copy, rename,
display and delete are among the
utilities provided.

Applications software
An option with the OPD is the Psion
Xchange suite of programs. This com-
prises the four most popular applica-
tions - spreadsheet, business
graphics, word processor and data-
base. Called Abacus, Easel, Quill and
Archive respectively, they are similar to
the versions offered on the QL and the
popular MS-DOS machines. Xchange
was reviewed in PCWs October issue
and, as is so often the case, I was
working with development versions.

Once the programs are fully debug-
ged they offer a perfectly adequate set
of facilities, and any minor niggles
(especially the need to type Archive
commands in full) are overcome by the
splendidly low price. Because the
Xchange applications are held in ROM
and treat RAM as if it were a microdrive,
the loading of programs and exchange
of information is impressively fast. You
can, of course, specify the microdrives
for data storage when things do slow

the trick is to make your tele-
phone calls while the drives are busy.
You can get into other activities but,
sooner or later, they suspend the

microdrive activity.
ICL is looking for other software

but, at the time of writing, it either
hadn't found what it was looking for or
was keeping quiet about its plans.
As I mentioned earlier, the company is
aiming for compatibility with software
offerings destined for the Sinclair QL.

Documentation
The OPD is supplied with the following
manuals: OPD Installation; OPD Hand-
book; OPD Basic; OPD Messaging; and
OPD Welcome Package. I was given
draft copies of all except OPD Mes-
saging.

The manuals are well laid out and
well written, although I did feel the need
for a road map from time to time. The
problem lies less in the manuals than
in the complexity of the subject being
tackled. The OPD is a very sophisticated
piece of kit and ICL has tried very hard
(and very successfully)to hide thisfrom
the user. Because the manuals have to
cover the subject thoroughly there's a
danger of getting bogged down, so my
advice is to read as little as possible and
use the machine as much as you can. As
you run into gaps and apparent incon-
sistencies, that's the time to study the
manuals.

The Installation manual is approx-
imately 25 pages which tell you clearly
what to do to get your OPD going. Read
it -you must. It's a model of clarity and
about 50 per cent pictorial.

The Welcome Package runs you

In perspective
A single glance at ICL's OPD betrays its pedigree. The Sinclair microdrives peer
at you over the top of the keyboard. Inside you'll find three Sinclair -designed
chips and the Basic is adapted from Sinclair SuperBasic. Having said all that, the
rest of the design is definitely ICL's. The system software has been written by ICL
to handle a wide range of tasks concurrently - exactly what the busy
professional needs; access to these facilities is through a series of simple
menus.

With its built-in voice and data telephony system, ICL has clearly distanced
itself from the run-of-the-mill desktop computers. I read somewhere that the
few square inches on thetop of the executive's desk are the most valuable piece
of real estate in the world. The race is on for that space and I think that ICL is in
with a very good chance of leading in the first lap. At £1150, or £1300 if you
include the Psion packages, this product represents remarkable value. Looking
aroundthe market -place I had problems deciding which machinesto compare it
with; because there's nothing like it my choice is limited. Most people will need
two telephones, a modem, a personal computer and a pile of software packages
to match the OPD's facilities.

An IBM PC plus RS232 board, modem and integrated package such as 1-2-3 or
Symphony would certainly be morethan a match for the OPD. But at what cost?
The microdrives put a limit on the OPD's data storage, but many users wouldn't
notice this. The QL is a much closer match but once again, by the time you've
added the extras - two phones, modem, special software and monitor -
you're talking about an expensive and untidy system.

Sir Clive Sinclair clearly sees them as machines aimed for two different
markets; either that or he's spreading his risk, which is unlikely. I have seen a
Macintosh with a phone glued to the side . .. it's desperate, isn't it?

There isn't anything available in our part of the market which compares with
the OPD. You're on your own with this one. Go out and cobble together these
facilities around any personal computer and I think you'll find that when you
price it you'll wonder why you bothered.

through a series of 'typical' OPD activi-
ties using both a microdrive cartridge
and the Welcome book. The cartridge is
the easiest way to get a feel for the OPD
software if you'd like a little theoretical
learning before properly using the
machine. The accompanying manual is
thorough but makes machine opera-
tion look a lot more complicated than it
actually is.

The Handbook tells you everything
you're likely to need to know about the
OPD, but is a book to be dipped into
rather than read straight through. It's
clearly written but once or twice I found
it guilty of 'forward referencing' - it
mentions things before it's explained
what they are.

The Basic manual is utterly compre-
hensive and can be used equally well by
a novice or an expert.

Prices
The basic OPD costs £1150 including
the 9in monitor, and Xchange is a

further £150. My guess is that the
Messaging software will be cheap,
around £25. Discounts will be available
for bulk orders, say more than ten units,
and all prices exclude VAT. At the time
of writing printer and colour monitor
prices were still to be fixed.

Conclusion
The ICL OPD is an excellent concept. It
grabs a corner of the desk and, with the
Xchange software, takes care of most of
the professional's data processing and
telephone needs. By allowing several
tasks to be operational at once, OPD
comes very close to matching a user's
rather erratic way of working.

The price is simply amazing coming
from ICL- I haven't seen anything like
this machine at that price level and I

suspect that, for a few months at least,
ICL will have the field to itself. I do hope
that the company introduces a version
of OPD which performs simple switch-
board operations, rather like the Herald
system that's so popular.

The microdrives behaved faultlessly
all the time I was using the ICL software
but let me down when using Xchange.
Exhaustivetestsfollowed and I couldn't
avoid the conclusion that the pre-
release software contributed to this
problem. ICL has modified the electro-
nics and the system software to maxi-
mise the rea liability of the microdrives
and I understand that, even at the time
of the review, it still has some further
improvements to make.

In view of the fact that ICL's Robb
Wilmot would like to see a quarter of a
million OPDs shifted next year, it's very
much in the company's interests to
make the machine as reliable as it can.

No Benchmarks were run on the ICL
OPD as the Basic wasn't ready at the
time of review. END
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"I'M A TOSHIBA HX10
I'VE GOT ALL THE
BEST BITS FROM EVERY
OTHER HOME COMPUTER.
AND MORE, I HAVE A
64V MEMORY, LIVE THE
COMMODORE 64. A
CASSETTE INTERFACE,
LIVE THE BBC. TWO
JOYSTICV PORTS, LIVE
THE COMMODORE 64.
A BUILT IN POWER
SUPPLY, LIVE THE
ORIC RTMOS. 16
USABLE COLOURS, LIVE
THE ACORN ELECTRON
73 FULL STROVE VEYS,
LIVE THE BBC. A
CARTRIDGE SLOT LIVE
THE COMMODORE 64,
A PRINTER INTERFACE,
LIVE THE ORIC ATMOS.
SOUND OUTPUT THROUGH
THE TV, LIVE THE
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM.
AN AUDIO/VIDEO
OUTPUT CONNECTION,
LIVE THE COMMODORE 64.
RF BUILT IN LIVE
THE BBC. AND:
A SEPARATE 16V VIDEO
MEMORY UNLIVE MOST
NON-MSX COMPUTERS.
32 SPRITES, MORE THAN
ANY OTHER NON-MSX
COMPUTER. AND I USE
MICROSOFT EXTENDED
BASIC, LIVE EVERY
OTHER MSX COMPUTER,"

11111WINI//////1l/llIII

"WOW. WITH A
SPECIFICATION LIST
LIVE THAT,
NO WONDER YOU'VE
GOT A 64V MEMORY."

--t

You'd expect one of the best-selling
home computers in Japan to have a
specification list as big as its memory.

But the Toshiba HX10 doesn't just
limit itself to that.

It was developed along with other
Japanese home computers to operate

on one language:MSX.You can swap prog-
rams,games,cassettes,even peripherals
like disk drives, printers, and joysticks:
they're all compatible with every other
MSX computer.

All of which makes MSX the system
of the future.

So if you want a computer that won't
be obsolete in a few years, buy an MSX.
If you want one of the best-selling MSX
computers in Japan, buy a Toshiba HX10.

TOSHIBA

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE TOSHIBA HX10 CONTACT TOSHIBA (UK) LTD., TOSHIBA HOUSE, FRIMLEY ROAD, FRIMLEY. SURREY GM 5.11 TEL: (0276) 681691.
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Spoilt for
choice

Mike Liardet guides the prospective spreadsheet buye,
through the bewildering choice of available systems, ana

gives hints on what, and how, to choose.

A couple of years ago spreadsheets
were still something of a rarity. In those
days there was VisiCalc - the world's
first spreadsheet program, and a hand-
ful of early imitators. Whereas the
would-be database or word processor
user could look down a long list of
products before making a selection, the
budding spreadsheet user was invari-
ably faced with Hobson's choice or,
worse still, no choice at all.

A couple of years is a long time in the
world of micros, and the situation is
quite different today. Most of the major
softwaresuppliers,togetherwith a host
of newcomers, have plugged this gap in
the market. All personal computer
users, from the humble Spectrum to the
world-beating IBM PC, can mull over
the pros and cons of a wide range of
spreadsheet software.

Paradoxically, this has made the
situation more difficult, since most
prospective spreadsheet purchasers
can easily become confused by the
myriad claims and counter -claims of
rival products.

History
Unlike most micro software, spread-
sheets have no mainframe ancestry:
they only became feasible with the
advent of machines with cheap proces-
sor power and high-speed displays,
otherwise known as micros.

The spreadsheet appeared as recent-
ly as the late seventies by courtesy of
two young Harvard Business School
graduates, Dan Bricklin and Bob Frank-
ston. Their program, called VisiCalc,
was an instant success. Unfortunately
(for them) they were unable to copy-
right or patent the spreadsheet con-
cept, and in the intervening years a wide
range of rival companies launched their
own spreadsheet systems.

Today the spreadsheet is widely
recognised as one of the software
cornerstones for personal computing,

along with word processing, database
and graphics. Since many micro users
need more than one of these fun-
damental packages, a number of manu-
facturers have attempted to combine
them in one 'integrated system'. The
theory is that a single integrated
package is cheaper and easier to learn,
with benefits becoming apparent when
data needs to be transferred from one
type of application to another (for
example, spreadsheet results to gener-
ate a graphics display).

Much of the more recent spreadsheet
software does not exist as a stand-alone
package, but is just one of five or six
applications in an integrated system. It
has yet to be demonstrated that the
public really does want this type of
mega -software, but the success of
graphics -spreadsheet integration (in
the form of Lotus 1-2-3) is undeniable.
However, at the present time there is
still a good chance of stand-alone
spreadsheets.

What is a spreadsheet?
When a spreadsheet system is running,
the VDU screen acts like a window on a
large sheet of numbers interspersed
with text headings, neatly laid out in
rows and columns. As the sheet is much
larger than the screen, only a part of it
can be shown at any one time.

The spreadsheet rows are usually
numbered and the columns identified
by letters, so the coordinates of any cell
can be ascertained; for example, the
top left-hand cell is at Al, whereas Z99
will be further down and to the right.

A single cell is marked by the cursor,
and is highlighted or distinguished in
some way. By using a few keystrokes
it's possible to shift the cursor to a new
cell. Attempts to move the cursor off the
edge of the screen cause a rapid redraw
so that its destination can be displayed.
If the redraw is fast enough, it's as
though the window has been 'pulled'

into a new position by the cursor.
At the cursor it's possible to enter

text, a number or formula. A typical
formula could be Al - 10 * C2. If the
values displayed at Al and C2 are 76.5
and 6.7, this will cause the cell contain-
ing that formula to display 9.5. In
practice, formulae can be very complex
calculations using a variety of maths
functions and referring to many other
positions on the sheet. The result of a
formula's calculation is displayed im-
mediately the formula is entered, but if
a change is subsequently made at a
position referred to by the formula (at
Al or C2 in the above example), then a
recalculation is made automatically so
that the display remains consistent.
This recalculation can have a knock -on
effect to other formulae, which must
also be recalculated, and so on. Fre-
quently, an alteration on the top line of a
spreadsheet can change everything
from top to bottom.

Fast, automatic recalculation is the
whole raison d'etre of spreadsheets:
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the equivalent exercise on paper might
take several hours, even using a calcu-
lator. A spreadsheet saves time and
produces error -free results (assuming
the correct formulae have been used),
which in turn encourages more experi-
mentation with figures, or 'what -if'
analysis, as it is termed.

The classic spreadsheet implementa-
tion is in financial planning, where 12
columns are used to represent the 12
months and the rows are used for
profits, sales, overheads, and so on. But
spreadsheets can also be useful as a
laboratory tool, for statisticians, or in
any area demanding repetitive calcula-
tor work. 'What -if' analysis can be
especially useful in financial planning,
where there's no certainty about the
future, and a range of possibilities can
be quickly explored; for example, effect
on profits if next year's sales are good,
average or bad. Once a set of formulae
have been built up in a spreadsheet, it's
easy to experiment with a range of
possible scenarios, as the recalculation

effort can be performed quickly and
accurately by the computer.

Requirements
To distinguish between a good and bad
spreadsheet, you'll need a clear idea of
your requirements. Most spreadsheet
softwarewill only run on a limited range
of machines (IBM PC, CP/M systems,
Apple II, and so on), so your choice will
immediately be limited by the available
hardware. You may insist on graphics
or a link with other software, which will
further limit the choice. There's also a
major division between pure spread-
sheet software and financial planning
systems (based on older mainframe
interactive techniques) which incorpo-
rate only some spreadsheet facilities.

When you have narrowed down the
field, a demonstration of the more likely
candidates is desirable to give you a
chance to see the system's key features
in action. Study the documentation and
look for simplicity of style.

A popular approach is for docu-

mentation to be divided into tutorial
and reference material. The tutorial
sections should be readable and lightly
entertaining; some of the later spread-
sheet systems have tutorial material
built into the software and you may
prefer to learn this way. The reference
material should provide the answers to
fairly detailed questions that might
arise once you are familiar with the
basics. For example, whether the trig
functions work with radians or degrees,
or how to switch off automatic recal-
culation. The spreadsheet should be
well -indexed for quick reference.

The most common problem encoun-
tered by spreadsheet users is lack of
memory. A typical system might claim
to handle a spreadsheet of, say, 256
rows by 64 columns, but run out of
memory long before all 16,000 cells
have been used. Spreadsheet size is
limited by the amount of available RAM
in the machine, thus 16 -bit micros can
accommodate larger spreadsheets
than older 8 -bit micros.
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Once models become very large, the
recalculation time, following a mod-
ification, becomes significant. To avoid
irritating pauses after every modifica-
tion, it's useful to be able to switch off
the automatic recalculation facility: the
faster calculations can be performed,
the better.

Apart from the basics (documenta-
tion, reliability, speed and size), most
spreadsheet systems differ from one
another with respect to the facilities
they offer. Generally, users only require
a few available facilities, and here are
the major options:
Integrated software: if the system is, or
can be, integrated with graphics soft-
ware, it's a definite bonus.
Maths function: everyone needs plus,
minus, times and divide, but some may
need trig and logs, and other advanced
maths functions. Statistics and special
spreadsheet functions (like row -sum,
or minimum value in a column) are also
very useful.
Spreadsheet editing: most systems
offer special facilities for inserting or
deleting rows and columns, or editing
formulae. It's particularly important
that a good replication facility is pro-
vided. This will enable a model to be
developed for just one column and
quickly copied across several - which
saves a considerable amount of typing.
Display facilities: there are a number of
possible enhancements to a basic
spreadsheet display - multiple win-
dows, where the screen can window on
two or more areas of the spreadsheet,
variable column widths, and so on. It's
possible to manage without these
facilities, but they are useful in certain
spreadsheeting methods.
Sorting: some applications need data
to be sorted, and there are spreadsheet
systems to provide this facility. For
some applications (ranking students'
exam results, for example), it's impor-
tant that the sorting not only affects the
column being sorted, but that data in
other columns is moved simultaneous-

ly as a result.
Consolidation: if an organisation is split
into several divisions. It's often neces-
sary to sum key data into one global
report- this is consolidation.
Goal seeking: you know which result
you want- but how do you get it? Goal
seeking enables you to reverse the
normal logic flow in your model. For
example, what sales (at the top of the
model)will give a specified profit (atthe
bottom)?
Sensitivity analysis: say, you've
formed a reasonably plausible plan, but
how drastically will it change if some of
your assumptions (for example, next
year's inflation rate) are wrong? Sensi-
tivity analysis shows how sensitive the
plan is to variations from your initial
guesses.
Programmability: if you're already a
programmer, you might appreciate the
abilityto usethe spreadsheet as a rather
novel programming language. Unless
you're a verysophisticated user, you're
unlikely to want to stray into this
territory.

Home computer systems
It's naive to expect a £200 home
computer to support serious business
applications. Principally, home compu-
ters lack fast, reliable permanent stor-
age facilities and have a reduced
display capacity, which rules out any
serious use of database, word proces-
sing or accounting systems.

But spreadsheet software does not
make high demands on permanent
storage facilities. Once the spreadsheet
software and a saved model have been
loaded, all further manipulation affects
only the internal memory of the
machine. As a home computer's inter-
nal memory and processor is identical
to that of many business micros,
spreadsheet performance should not
be seriously downgraded on a home
computer. Of course, loading and
saving models to cassette tape does
take longer, but this is only done

occasionally during an average spread-
sheet session.

Good spreadsheet softwa re for home
computers recently reviewed in PCW
includes Psion's Vu-Calcfor the Sinclair
Spectrum (September 1983), Abacus
for the Sinclair QL (September 1984)
and Falc for the Sord M5 (January
1984).

Psion's Abacus is in a class of its own
in the home computer market. Some
people claim that the QL is a little pricey
for a home computer, but it only costs
the same as the BBC Micro which
doesn't come with bundled -in soft-
ware. Abacus is included in the QL's
price along with three other Psion
packages (graphics, database and word
processing). The four packages can
exchange data between each other but
must be run separately. Psion, suffi-
ciently confident of the software's
sophistication, is releasing MS-DOS
versions under the name of Xchange
(see review October PCW).

Integrated systems
Following the enormous success of
Lotus 1-2-3, an integrated spreadsheet -
graphics -database which deposed Visi-
Calc as the leading spreadsheet sys-
tem, several integrated systems have
been released in the last year.

It should be remembered that most
integrated systems are not strictly
spreadsheets at all, but provide a highly
sophisticated and versatile software
environment that can resemble a

spreadsheet, a word processor or a
database as the need arises (1-2-3 is an
exception).

Lotus 1-2-3 was originally available
solely for the IBM PC, but is slowly
migrating onto other MS-DOS
machines. The 1-2-3 environment is
primarily a spreadsheet, and the data-
base facility is accommodated when
rows of the spreadsheet are used to
represent records with the columns
being the fields. 1-2-3 has various sort
and selection facilities to provide a

Product name Tested on Max
Rows

Max
Cols

Capacity
rows

Recalc
rows/sec

Scroll
rows/sec

Scroll
cols/sec

Text
f rows

Numbers
£ rows

Abacus Sinclair QL 128k 256 64 56 2.8 2.5 2.0 58 57

Falc Sord M5 100 100 6.0 4.0 34 30

Framework IBM PC 512k RAM 2.08 1.6 2.2

MasterPlanner 56k CP/M 2MHz Z80 1000 1000 70 2.12 0.3 0.5

Multiplan Apple II 64k RAM 255 63 95 1.58 6.0 4.0 190 190

Sirius 128k RAM 255 63 235 4.27 6.0 4.0

Peachcalc IBM PC 576k RAM 255 63 892 1.82 0.5 0.5 1230 1230

PerfectCalc 56k CP/M 2MHz Z80 255 52 0.30

PlannerCalc 56k CP/M 2MHz Z80 128 0.74 0.4 0.5 61

PlanStar IBM PC 256k RAM 5000 5000 0.16 2.0 1.3

Symphony IBM PC 458k RAM 8192 256 247 7.48 3.6 1.9 820 967

VisiCalc Apple II 64k RAM 255 63 82 1.91 10.0 6.0 148 254

+ 128k RAM 255 63 320 1.81 1.3 2.5 large large

Vu-calc Spectrum 48k RAM 60 60 240 1.00 4.0 3.0 240 240

1-2-3 IBM PC 320k RAM 2048 256 370 6.85 6.3 3.8 1210 1380

Fig 1 Benchtest results
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ADDER ADDER

for Advanced Computer Books and Software
 SPECTRUM ADVANCED USER GUIDE
- by A C Dickens, M D Plumbley and L Whewell, this
book is an essential supplement to the manuals
provided with the components of the ZX Spectrum
system. Both software and hardware aspects of the
Spectrum system are covered including: a complete
BASIC reference section, detailed screen maps,
microdrives, Interfaces 1 and 2, the network, ROM
modules, joysticks, a full Z80 reference section,
detailed ROM routines with many practical examples
of their usage - in short, every Spectrum owner's
dream come true!
ISBN 0 947929 02 9, 232 pages, £7.95

SPECTRUM
ADVANCED
USER GUIDE

RuMik,
xtv. mwo.n.

 QL ADVANCED USER GUIDE
- by A C Dickens, this book is the authoritative guide
to the Sinclair DL System. It provides a complete
introduction to ODDS, covering multi -tasking, tran-
sient ,programs, resident procedures, heaps and
stacks, traps and utilities, 68008 assembler program-
ming plus much more. All of these features are
illustrated by practical examples, and the powerful
ODDS Expenmentor program allows many facilities to
be tried out from BASIC. All of the programs from the
book are available on a microdrive cartridge which can
be purchased with the book.
ISBN 0 947929 00 2, 352 pages, £12.95 (book)
£9.95 (+ VAT) microdrive cartridge)

 BBC BASIC ROM USER GUIDE
- by M D Plumbley, this book contains a detailed
description of the BASIC ROM as used in the BBC
Microcomputer and Acorn Electron. BBC BASIC 1,
BBC BASIC 2 and Electron BASIC are all covered in
considerable detail. Extensive reference sections cover
the ROM routines and error recovery, allowing
sophisticated features to be added to BASIC prog-
rams. Many examples are provided (available on
cassette) allowing 'Bad programs' to be salvaged, new
commands to be added, procedures to be overlayed
plus much more!
ISBN 0 947929 04 5, 360 pages, £9.95 (book)
£5.95 (+ VAT) (cassette)

 ORIC ADVANCED USER GUIDE
- by L Whewell, written for the ORIC 1 and ATMOS
computers, this guide is an essential supplement to
the manual provided with the machine. The book
contains a COMPLETE COMMENTED ROM DIS-
ASSEMBLY plus lots of information on the disc
system, sound chip, 6502, ULA, BASIC variable
storage, intercepting interrupts and a complete circuit
diagram.
ISBN 0 947929 01 0, approx 290 pages, £8.95
available end Sept '84

"Ric
ADVANCED
USER GUIDE

' ELECTRON ADVANCED USER GUIDE
- by A C Dickens and M A Holmes, this guide
describes the facilities of the Acorn Electron in the
detail required by the serious programmer, and acts
,as a supplement to the 'Acorn Electron User Guide'.
Both the hardware and the software aspects of the
Acorn Electron System are covered, including *FX/
OSBYTE calls, paged ROM software, using events and
interrupts, programming the ULA, interfacing to the
expansion bus, a complete memory map and a full
'circuit diagram.
ISBN 0 907876 17 X, 256 pages, £9.95

Order from: Adder Publishing, PO Box 148, Cambridge CB1 2EQ
Item Cost

1 Spectrum Advanced User Guide (book) £7.95 (no VAT)
[ ] QL Advanced User Guide (book) £12.95 (no VAT)
[ ] OL Advanced UserGuide(microdrive) £11.44 (inc. VAT)
[ ] BASIC ROM User Guide (book) £9.95 (no VAT)
[ ] BASIC ROM User Guide (cassette) £6.84 (inc. VAT)
[ ] ORIC AdvanceUserGuide (book) £8.95 (no VAT)
[ ] Acorn Electron Advanced User Guide (book) £9.95 (no VAT)
Please add £1.50 P&P/book

I enclose my cheque/PO for £
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Dealer enquiries welcome ADDER
ALL PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS BUT SUBJECT TO CHANGE

EPSON
PX-8 and HX-20

SHARP
PC -5000
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E

EPSON PX-8
EPSON HX-20
SHARP PC 5000
APRICOT
NEWBRAIN
PRINTERS
SHARP 700
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Please send more information:

Software

n AMSTRAD CPC 464
 TATUNG EINSTEIN
 MSX
E SHARP 700

COMMODORE 64
O APRICOT

E CASIO FP200
111 EPSON PX-8
O EPSON HX-20
E NEWBRAIN
 SPECTRUM

Name Address
Post Code

I own a Computer

Ku ma Computers Ltd., 12 Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Berks RG8 7JW.
Telephone: 07357-4335.
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crude but effective facility for handling
small databases arranged in this man-
ner. Its main selling points are its
superb spreadsheet and graphics facili-
ties, providing very fast calculations,
plus pie charts and bar graphs.

Ashton-Tate, developers of dBasell,
launched Framework as a rival to Lotus
1-2-3. Framework fully integrates
spreadsheets, graphics, databases,
word processing, ideas processing and
communications. Each application
type is held in a 'frame', of which there
can be several of the same type. This
means that several spreadsheet ap-
plications can be active at one time. If
it's a spreadsheet frame it acts as a
window on the spreadsheet in the
normal way. All the frames can access
each other's data, so data in a frame can
be used to draw graphs in a graphics
frame, or several spreadsheets can be
totalled into a 'consolidation frame'. It's
also possible to program Framework,
so that highly complex spreadsheet
manipulations can be performed at the
touch of a button.

Having produced 1-2-3, Lotus didn't
rest on its laurels but set about impro-
ving it. The result was Symphony, an
integrated system launched at the
same time as Framework, but with a
specification so similar that one sus-
pects that both companies were work-
ing as hard at market intelligence as at
developing the software.

Symphony's user interface is closer
to Lotus 1-2-3 than to Framework. All
Framework's applications are offered,
but the underlying data is stored in one
huge spreadsheet which is viewed
through different windows (cf frames
above).

Some of 1-2-3's best features have
been transplanted into Symphony -
the impressive calculating power and
graphics, in particular. But a number of
new features have been added: an
increased spreadsheet size, special
word processing and communications
facilities, and improved database facili-
ties. Like Framework, Symphony offers
multiple windows simultaneously
onscreen, so more than one application
can be viewed at once.

Of the threesystems, and purelyfrom
a spreadsheet viewpoint, my preferred
integrated system is Lotus 1-2-3. It
offers everything you could reasonably
expect from a spreadsheet system but
very little else. The other systems are
very much clogged up with word
processing et al- not of much interest
to the dedicated financial modeller.
Lotus offers a trade-in for 1-2-3 to
Symphony, so you can always opt for
Symphony at a later date, which will
handle anything you created with 1-2-3.
However, if your prime interest is
databases then you might plump for
Framework, as it's also compatible with
Ashton-Tate's dBase II.

Stand-alone systems
Most of the spreadsheet software
currently on the market is of the
stand-alone variety: that is, a single
function software package. Although
the software is single function, this
doesn't always preclude it linking with
other applications.

A popular ploy, predating integrated
software, is to offer a range of packages
all capable of exchanging data with
each other. Apart from Psion's compa-
ratively recent Xchange software, but
following Micropro's original Star
series (WordStar, CalcStar, and so on)
there have been a number of others,
including the Perfect range of software
(with PerfectCalc spreadsheet), and the
Peach software (including Peachcalc).

Another stand-alone spreadsheet
strategy is to implement just the
spreadsheet software, but provide a
standard format for data transfer to be
adopted by other software developers
when implementing add-on facilities.
Both VisiCalc and Multiplan do this:
VisiCalc has the DIF data interchange
format, and Multiplan offers SYLK.
Some developers do offer software that
can read these formats.

Of these stand-alone systems, I

would opt first for Multiplan. I would tie
VisiCalc and Multiplan, but relations
between Software Arts (Visicalc's wri-
ters) and Visicorp (the publishers) have
turned sour of late. This has held up any
enhancements to VisiCalc, and it now
looks like Software Arts is turning its
energies to its later product, TK!Solver.

Financial planning
Before spreadsheets existed, main-
frame users expended a great deal of
time and money on financial planning
systems. Afinancial planning system is
a programming language in which the
program manipulates rows and col-
umns in a matrix, and generates reports
from it. Financial planning systems
have found their way onto micros and
borrowed some spreadsheet technolo-
gy on the way. Although the program-
ming language approach is still used,

it's also possible for the VDU screen to
act as a window onto the matrix.

These systems offer very sophisti-
cated facilities for financial work, but
would not appeal to technicians with
more mathematically complex models.
They are also slower in use, lacking the
immediacy of the spreadsheet automa-
tic recalculation facility.

Comshare, a company with a long
history of mainframe financial plan-
ning, was quick to recognise the
spreadsheet threat. It launched two
micro packages, PlannerCalc and Mas-
terPlanner, both amalgamating tradi-
tional financial planning with the new
spreadsheettechniques. PlannerCalc is
offered as an inexpensive introduction
to financial planning, and is compatible
with its bigger stable -mate.

After enjoying little success with the
spreadsheet system CalcStar, Micro -
pro waited some time before introduc-
ing the financial planning system Plan -
Star, my favourite of the three. This
system is packed with facilities not
generally available in everyday spread-
sheet software. Notable features in-
clude sensitivity analysis, consolida-
tion and goal seeking.

Any user who has been spoilt by
contact with some of the high -quality
user-friendly micro packages will
notice some considerable difference
with financial planning systems.
Although the concept of a programm-
able matrix is a good one, most of the
financial planning systems have inher-
ited too much of the old-fashioned
mainframe approach to computing.
You need to work quite hard to getthese
systems working for you, but it must be
said that oncethey are in operation they
offer some very powerful facilities.

Fig 1 shows the Benchtest results for
the systems mentioned here. Note that
the results are reprinted from the
original reviews, and do not take into
account manufacturers' enhance-
ments. Note also that not all versions of
the products are covered by these tests,
and in several instances the software is
available on more than one operating
system.

Name of
package
Abacus
Falc
Framework
MasterPlanner
Multiplan
PeachCalc
PerfectCalc
PlannerCalc
PlanStar
Symphony
VisiCalc
Vu-calc
1-2-3
Fig 2 References

Producer

Psion
Sord
Ashton-Tate
Comshare
Microsoft
Peachtree
Perfect Software
Comshare
Micropro
Lotus
Software Arts
Psion
Lotus

Issue of PCW

September 1984
January 1984
August 1984
April 1984
April 1983
March 1984
October 1983
April 1984
July 1984
August 1984
June 1983
September 1983
November 1983
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XCHAPIGE
There's never been

a business software system
like it before.

If you're in the market for
business software, we think you
ought to read our brochure about
Xchange before you reach a
decision.

Why? Because, quite simply,
there has never been a software
system like Xchange before:
a modular integrated suite of
business applications programs
for desk top micros.

Modular integration -
creating a system that's right
for you.
Each of the four programs, in the expanding Xchange system
individually competes with the very best in its field.

And the programs also link together to form an integrated
software system that allows you to transfer information between
programs with remarkable ease and speed.

The Xchange programs can either be purchased as a complete
suite or separately to build a system that's exactly right for you -and
to add to later as you require.

This modular approach to integration puts Xchange in a
different league to ordinary "all-purpose" programs. It's the
difference between a team of specialists working together and
a jack-of-all-trades trying to do everything.

Rapid switching between tasks boosts the
productivity of you and your micro.
Xchange enables you to switch between as many as eight completely
different tasks and transfer information freely between them.

For the first time, you can have a micro that really works the way
you do - moving from job to job and working with different people
throughout the day. With Xchange, it's like having eight micros on
your desk at the same time.

Xchange will be available shortly
for the IBM PC, IBM XT, Apricot,
Apricot xi and Sirius 1.The complete
suite costs £495, individually the
Word Processor, Spreadsheet
and Business Graphics programs
£175 each, the Database £250
(all excluding VAT). Versions for the
Apple Macintosh, and other leading
makes of 16 -bit micro are under
development.

Xchange- a software dream
come true.
To give you the complete picture

of how Xchange can transform the way you use your micro, we've
written a brochure giving full details of each of the four programs,
and the way they link together. It tells you everything you need to
know. Complete the coupon or call us on 01-200 0200 and we'll
send you a brochure by return post.

As you can find out
for yourself.
 Xthange' ts atrade mark of Pm"! Systems Ltd.. and IS sold snbtect to standard
terms and annimons of use, copies of winch are available direct Inv" P.m.

NMI

To: PSION SYSTEMS LTD.,
I FREEPOST, London NW1 1YR

Please send me a copy of the Xchange brochure.
I Name

Address
PCW/ 3

I
Postcode
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Compunet
Compunet is the new two-way network for Commodore 64 users.

Tony Hetherington looked at its wide range of services and is convinced
that the system has some major advantages over its rivals.

Compunet is the new home micro
network from Commodore aimed in-
itially at the Commodore 64 user, but
services for other micros may follow.

For an annual subscription of £30,
Compunet offers its users an impress-
ive array of services ranging from home
banking to the ability to upload quickly
and sell home -produced programs.

One of the service's star attractions is
Essex University's adventure game
Multi -User Dungeons (or MUD for
short - see 'Real, Live MUD', August
PCW), but more serious users will
appreciate the electronic mail facilities
and the ability to form closed user
groups.

Hardware
In order to use Compunet, you'll need a
modem. I was provided with Commod-
ore's own modem which was, at the
time of writing,the only one to allowfull
use of the Compu net system.

The modem is housed in an undis-
tinguished black plastic box which
plugs into the Commodore 64's car-
tridge slot. It is connected into the
phone system via a three -metre -long
cable to a BT jack socket.

Removing the two screws which hold
the two parts of the modem's case
together reveals the normal array of
communications circuitry together
with a serialised EPROM. This EPROM
is Commodore's 'ace in the hole' in its
bid to combat software piracy - you
can't buy protected software unless
you have registered your serial number
with Compunet. Once this is done, your
modem acts as a dongle and your
bought software will only run with this
modem. Obviously, if you don't have a
Commodore modem then you won't
have a serial number to register, so you
won't be able to buy any commercial
software!

But the modem also has other
advantages. It contains useful routines
with which you can keep track of your

time on Compu net and, consequently,
keep your phone bill to a minimum.

The modem and Compunet operate
at a rather slow baud rate of 1200/75, but
it's obvious that Commodore has sacri-
ficed the transfer speed for quality;
quality both in the success of transmit-
ted data, and the fact that the system
uses standard Commodore graphics
rather than the more usual but limiting
teletext block graphics.

Screens of data which you may wish
to upload into Compu net can be created
using the screen editor in the modem
and saved to tape or disk.

Getting started
Logging on to Compunet is a simple if
time-consuming process, and is insti-
gated by typing CONNECT followed by
one of the phone numbers for a

Compunet access point. At the time of
writing there are 12 such numbers
spread throughout the UK, so many
people will only pay for a local call. The
procedure is straightforward. Sit back
and wait while your modem dials the
number, input your user ID and pass-
word, and wait again; onlythis time you
will be waiting for Compunet to down-
load communications software which
you need in order to talk to Corn punet.
According to Compunet this is down-
loaded every time you log on, so that
Commodore can easily introduce new
systems and services.

As this process takes several minutes
to complete,you can save yourself time
and money by storing this software on
tape or disk using the modem's
CNSAVE routine, and loading it back
into your machine before you log on via
CNLOAD. You'll only need to download
this software again when it has been
updated.

Once you are logged on, you are
presented with a screen consisting of a
menu of options and a command strip
along the bottom affectionately known
as the 'duckshoot'.

As with other network systems such
as Micronet and Prestel, Compunet
consists of a number of pages arranged
in a tree -like structure. You start at the
top of the tree working down through a
number of branches, atthe end of which
are either leaves (of information) or
more branches, or both.

The titles of these branches and
leaves are displayed in an options
menu on the screen and are selected
using the up/down cursor controls.
When you have selected the entry you
want, use the left/right cursor controls
to move the duckshoot until the action
you wish to perform is highlighted in
the centre. Press ENTER and the action
will be carried out.

These actions include DIR to move
down the tree and display the entries at
that level, BACK to move up the tree,
and SHOW to download the informa-
tion into the machine where it can be
PUT (saved) to disk to be read when you
aren't online to the system.

Each branch and leaf in the system
has a specific code number, and you
can jump to a specific entry via the
GOTO command. You can also LEAVE
the system whenever you wish, and
should you get stuck you can ask for
HELP.

But it's unlikely that you'll ever get
completely stuck as each section of
Compunet is fully supported by pages
of instructions (very fortunate - I
received scant written instructions).
The philosophy behind this is that once
Compunet has told you how to log on,
it's up to you to find and use the parts of
interest to you.

According to Compunet's John
Clarke, users will receive a full user
guide at registration. This will contain
step-by-step instructions on how to use
the various parts of the system.

Range of services
When it comes to the crunch, the
success or failure of Compunet will
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depend not on its ease of use, but on the
range of facilities and services on offer.
It's in the latter case that Compunet
presently scores over its rivals as it
offers users full two-way communica-
tion in a free-for-all section, approp-
riately called 'the jungle'.

Among the usual mix of users' hints
and tips are two areas which are sure to
attract a lot of attention: the user
noticeboard and user software. On
selecting UPLD from the duckshoot, it's
as easy to upload information and
programs from your computer to Corn-
punet as it is to download other
people's-simply give your entry a title
and a few moments later you're on the
system.

If you're about to upload a program
that has taken you months to complete
and you feel you deserve some reim-
bursementforyour hard work,then you
can set your own price; a price which is
only restricted by the fact that Com-
punet demands its share by setting its
own commission rate at 40 per cent
with a minimum of 50p. This shouldn't
be too much of a worry as I imagine that
the average user will sell enough of his
own software to pay for what he buys.

You can also charge a fee for public
viewing of your messages on the
noticeboard, but it's unlikely that any-
one will want to pay for them. For
example, should you wish to comment
on a program, you can do so by giving it
a vote between 1 and 9. These votes are
then averaged and displayed alongside
the program to give users an indication
of its worth.

Once the system has been up and
running fora while, I envisage this area
getting packed with 'It's my dog's
birthday' type of messages. Un-
doubtedly, the more serious user will
want to move elsewhere.

Courier is the name given to the
electronic mail service through which
you can send messages to specific
userswithout being overheard. If secre-
cy is a requirement, you can set up your
own closed user group and give read
and write access to as many or as few
people as you wish.

For really private conversations, you
can download software so that two
Commodore 64s can talk directly to
each other. You could argue that you
can use the telephone for such a

confidential exchange of words, but via
Compunetyou can have a long distance
call for the cost of two local calls.

The Software Park is the section to
head for if you want to buy professional
software from software houses. You
should be ableto pickup some bargains
but remember, the software sold to you
will only workwith your modem. Trying
it without the modem or on another
machine may produce different effects
ranging from not working to the drastic
wiping out of your disk. As Commod-
ore's Gail Wellington explained recent-
ly on Chip Shop, you might download
international soccer and watch the
players run out of the tunnel - only to

seethem turn round and run back upthe
tunnel.

At the time of writing only Commod-
ore and Talent Software were offering
any programs for sale, but other
software houses should join in as the
system gets going. Similarly, the num-
ber of free programs will increase from
the presently available five pre-school
programs to a whole range of 53
educational programs.

Other sections such as the Market-
place are for hardware and software
small ads; Money Matters offers home
banking facilities; and MUD will no
doubt be played by intrepid explorers
into the early hours. Until then Com-
punet is little more than a series of
headings and a lot of speculation.

Prices
The Commodore modem used to re-
view the system costs £99.99, but
included in this price is your first year's
subscription of £30.

You should also choose carefully the
times you plan to use the system. If you
use it during office hours there's a
connection fee of £6.50 an hour on top
of the charge of the phone call. Space in
the user noticeboard and software
areas will also cost you money, but
these areas are the most reasonably
priced parts of the system as the cost is
calculated as a penny per page per day.
Similarly, for a program the charge is a
penny per 1000 words per day.

Sending messages via the Courier is
cheaper than using the postal service at
10p for one page peruser, with a charge
of 7p for each additional user receiving
the same message.

Finally, Compunet has instigated a
system to make payment as easy and
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Users can easily upload and sell their
own programs in the Jungle.

painless as possible. Each registered
user is given a credit limit of £50
from which money spent on sales is
deducted; money earned from sales is
credited to your account, with the
balance being deducted from your bank
account by direct debit. You can keep a
track of your account via the ACNT
option on the duckshoot.

Conclusion
It's difficult to evaluate a system such as
Compunet before all its services have
been fully implemented. However
I have seen enough to state that
Compunet is offering more than the
average network. Micronet is the rival
service most readers are likely to have
heard of; this offers commercial soft-
ware and a range of information
services - but you can't upload easily.
Also, it's easier to find your way around
Compunet due to its better structure
and ease of use.

Compunet's major advantage is the
ease with which users can upload their
own information and programs at a
reasonable cost, making Compunet a
good transition between electronic
magazine and user market -place. But
there are inherent problems in success;
over -use might result in a heavy access
rate at peak evening times which could
seriously degrade the already slow
access times.

You'll need a Commodore modem to
get the most out of Compunet, in order
to buy and upload software or prepare
documents offline. But if you view the
modem and Compunet as a single
package it represents a very good buy,
particularly since Compunet is offering
downloaded software to allow access
to both Micronet and Prestel. IlD
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Courieroffers an electronic mail service
as well as closed user groups.
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Commercial software can be bought at
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Data General One
Well-known minicomputermaker Data General has taken a courageous
step in launching a portable micro in an already crowded market -place.

But a machine which offers IBM compatibility and a25 -line LCD could
attract the 'mobile' executive-and such is the company's aspiration. Peter

Bright gives it the once-over.
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TheThe keyboard is very cramped: 79 keys are squeezed together tightly

Picture the scene. A couple of hundred
dealers and journalists from all over
Europe waiting restlessly in a theatre
half -way up the Eiffel Tower for the
show to begin.

The lights dim -the audience put on
their headphones and tune into the
appropriate language. Dry ice starts to
choke the people in the front row.

Then the laser show starts, a card-
board cut-out wobbles across the stage
and someone starts wittering on in
French - another dealer l(a)unch.

The object of all this effort and no
small expense is a new lapheld micro
from Data General (DG), better known
for its minis. The new machine offers a
25 -line LCD display, up to two built-in
disk drives, IBM compatibility and up to
512k for RAM all running from
rechargeable batteries in a lapheld
package.

Hardware
From the side the DG One looks like a
small toboggan: the bottom is flat but
gradually slopes up towards the front.
I'm sure that if anyone ever made any
decent -sized replicas, you could get up
quite a speed riding one on a good
snow -lined hillside.

The machine is finished in two-tone

light and dark brown. When closed up it
measures just 13.7 x 11.7 x2.8ins,
which is just about small enough to fit
into the PCW-standard briefcase. It was,
however, a very tight fit and there
wasn't even room for a couple of 31/2in
disks. According to the specification the
whole unit weighs nine pounds- it felt
much heavier when I was carrying it
home and the scales in the office put it at
12 pounds.

When the unit is closed up it looks
very secure. There are no holes or
ventilation slots, and the only visible
means of entry is the slot (or slots) for
the internal disk drive(s). The only thing
it lacks is a carrying handle; Epson got it
right with the PX8 which has a nifty little
handle built-in.

To start the machine you press in two
catches on the front and hinge the lid
up: this lifts to reveal the keyboard, LCD
and the on/off rocker switch. One of its
nice features is a hi -tech auto power off
device built into the lid. When you close
the lid, a lump of plastic hits the on/off
switch and rocks it to the off position.
Heath Robinson lives!

There are two other covers on the
machine. One is on top just behind the
lid and hides the battery compartment.
The basic machine runs on Duracell -

Verdict: good for tobogganing but, more importantly, two built-in 31/2in disk
drives

type batteries, but the review machine
came with the optional extra recharge-
able batteries.

The other cover is at the back and
hinges down to form a foot which lifts
up the rear of the machine. It also
reveals the 10 and external power
ports. This cover is the worst -designed
piece of plastic I've seen in a long time
- I've got the cuts on my fingers to
prove it. It had a nasty habit of
collapsing when I least expected it
(usually when I was plugging in a cable)
andthen notclosing when I wanted itto.

I/O is fairly limited on the DG One,
Along the back panel from left to right
we have: internal modem output (not
yet approved by BT), two RS232 ports
(one printer, one external modem),
the system expansion bus, and two
power inputs.

It's odd that there should be two
power inputs. One is for running the
system and the other is for the battery
charger, but I don't know why DG
couldn't charge the batteries from the
system power input. The result is that
the machine is supplied with two
separate power transformers- one for
the batteries, one for the system.

Getting inside the machine is diffi-
cult. I tried but gave up admitting
defeat, which isn't surprising as CMOS
chips are notoriously sensitive and DG
doesn't want people poking around
inside the unit.

There are no ventilation slots in the
casing -they aren't necessary. Most of
the DG One's electronics are CMOS
which not only means that it uses much
less power than normal machines, but
also that it runs much cooler. The casing
didn't even get warm on the test
machine.

The main processor in the DG One is
an 80088, the CMOS version of the
popular Intel 8088 processor used in the
IBM. One of the DG One's major
advantages is that it's compatible to a
large extent with the IBM PC, thus
giving it access to a large range of
hardware and software.

The basic DG One is supplied with
128k of RAM; the review machine was
the fully expanded 512k model. The
chips used are CMOS 64k static RAM
chips. Interestingly, although the RAM
is CMOS, it isn't battery -backed. This
means that when you switch off the
machine, you lose all the data in the
RAM. According to DG, battery -backing
a 512k machine would write off your
batteries too quickly.

The basic model comes with one
built-in Sony 31/2in disk drive as stan-
dard: this is a double -sided unit giving a
total formatted capacity of 720k. As the
review machine was the expanded
model, it had two 31/2in drives built-in. In
addition to being small these drives
also use less power than 51/4in drives, so
it's feasible to run a machine with disk
drives from batteries.

The manual states that the batteries
will last for about eight hours with
average disk access, but obviously the
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more you use the disks, the
shorter the batteries will
last. When the battery level is
getting low, a message appears in the
bottom left corner ofthe display to warn
you, butthe machine doesn't lock up, so
you can close down in an orderly
manner.

The DG One has an interesting range
of optional extras. In order to be
hardware as well as software -
compatible with the IBM PC, an external
51/4in IBM compatible disk drive can be
plugged into the expansion bus.
Another external module is available
which holds a 51/4in drive and also
houses IBM compatible expansion
slots, which means that IBM cards can
be used with the DG One. A small
thermal printer is available too.

The external hardware options were
not supplied with the review machine.

The executives at Data General must
have been kicking themselves when
ACT beat them to launching the world's
first micro with a 25 -line screen (the
ACT Portable) a few weeks ago. The
Data General staff can console them-
selves with the knowledge that they've
done a much better job.

The great thing about the DG One's
display is that whereas the ACT Port-
able uses a wide, short screen to display
its 80 characters by 25 lines, the screen
on the DG One is almost square and is
the same size as a 12in monitor screen.
This not only means that there's more
height to play with, but also has the
psychological advantage of looking
more like a conventional micro display.

The official specification of the LCD
display is: 80 characters by 25 lines in
character mode, or 640 by 256 pixels in
bit -mapped graphics mode. This can be
downgraded to 640x200 pixels in IBM
compatibility mode.

Large LCDs take a lot of decoding to
work, and the DG One uses two
custom -designed CMOS gate array
chips to handle the display. In addition
to normal display functions, Data
General designers have designed com-
prehensive IBM display emulation into
the gate arrays, so that the display on
the DG One can emulate both the IBM
monochrome and the colour graphics
adaptor under software control. If an
applications package is designed to
display colour graphics, then it will be
grey -scaled on the DG One.

In use, the LCD display on the DG One
is better than those on most other
machines I've seen, but still bad in
absolute terms when compared to a
CRT. One of the problems is that
although the display hinges up, you can
only use it at one angle. You can't vary
the angle as on machines like the
Hewlett Packard HP110. You can,
however, adjust the contrast of the
display by using the CMD key and the up
or down arrow keys. This helps to some
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Internal modem output, two RS232s, the system expansion bus and two
power inputs
extent, but you still need to position the
machine carefully to get good results.
Not surprisingly, I found that the
display was at its best in natural light
and at its worst when sitting on my desk
at home lit by a single 100 watt lamp.

The characters are nicely formed and
looked very likethecharactersfound on
a VDU, but the 'shadow' characters on
the HP110 are superior.

When the unit is closed, the keyboard
is hidden underneath the display. As
soon as you open the unit to use it, the
display hinges up to reveal the
keyboard. As on most portable
machines, the keyboard on the DG One
is cramped. It contains a total of 79 keys,
all squeezed together tightly,

`In use, the display on
the DG One is better than

those on most other
machines I've seen, but

still bad in absolute terms
when compared to a CRT.

One of the problems is
that although the display
hinges up, you can only

use it at one angle.'

The first thing you notice about the
keyboard is that for a machine purport-
ing to be IBM compatible, it's very
un-PC like. I suppose this is unavoidable
in a portable, but it plays havoc with the
pretty keyboard overlays for programs
like Framework.

The overall look is very old fashioned,
but I'm not sure whether it's because of
the cream and brown colour scheme or
because the keys look like they're built

on two levels. Everyone who saw it
commented that it reminded them of
old mainframe terminal keyboards.

The layout of the keys is fairly
standard. The main qwerty section is
set in the middle and coloured a darker
brown to distinguish it from the editing
keys. The 10 function keys are set out in
a row along the top of the keyboard.
Above the function keys is a space for a
function key strip which can be used
with applications custom -designed for
the DG One.

The cursor control keys are set out in a
line to the right of the space bar. This at
least is an improvement over the IBM
PC where they're incorporated into the
numeric pad. The DG One doesn't have
a numeric key pad as such, but the
functions are built into the right-hand
portion of the typing area. This can be a
problem if you don't realise that you
have NUM LOCK engaged and get '5's
instead of 'I's.

The DG One has more than its fair
share of control keys. In addition to the
normal CTRL, ALT and ESCAPE keys, it
has SPCL and CMD. SPCL doesn't do
anything useful. To the right of the
RETURN key is a blank key, which
doesn't do anything useful either.

In use, this keyboard is an odd
mixture. The keys are unusually well
pitched for a portable machine and
have a good, positive feel. It also has a
number of niggling faults which make it
less fun to use than it might be.

The first problem is that if you put the
machine flat on the table without the
back cover opened up,the keyboard is a
good inch above the level of the desk
and is impossible to use. If you use it
with the back flap down it goes to the
other extreme and slopes up too much.

Touch typing was a problem because
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GRAPHICS
DIGISOLVE offer you a way to increase your graphics speed and resolution. Using a high speed graphics
processor, our cards draw lines and characters FAST. The graphics processor works in parallel to the host
machine and gives you the power of using a co -processor specifically designed for graphics. With drawing
rates of up to 1,500,000 pixels per second, lines appear instantly to speed up your plotting.

With the resolution, we offer new possibilities for software and systems, both in monochrome and colour
on a large range of computers.

SHEFFIELD SUM RIME CCOPORTILE -*TERMS SIM

COLOUR GRAPHICS CONTROLLER
DIGISOLVE offer you high resolution colour graphics too. Designed to plug into any computer with
a bus host adaptor. The VGP64 gives you 512 x 512 pixels in 64 colours. With its own vector
processor and 384K bytes of memory, your computer can become a sophisticated grahics system.
64 COLOURS or 8 if you insist, not many do! 4096 COLOURS now you can really paint a picture.
384K BYTES of RAM or 768K Bytes with 4096 displayed simultaneously. 2 PICTURE BUFFERS
give you help with animation. GREY SCALE OUTPUT. EXT VIDEO SYNC LOCK available for
making video tapes. APPLE, SAGE, PET, IBM, S100, VME BUS, RS232, centronics, all have
interfaces available to make use of our fast hardware. New ones are coming along all the time so
give us a ring if your requirement is not listed.

8 COLOURS £899, 64 COLOURS £999
4096 COLOURS £2000 + P&P + VAT

The above prices are box units including power supply but excluding computer interface.
SOFTWARE PACKAGES: Painting and Slide generation, Business graphics, Architectural 3D

design.

APPLE II
DIGISOLVE's Apple II High Resolution Vector Graphics Processor card quadruples the screen
resolution and saves using up your Apple's memory. The enhanced Applesoft support disc
supplied with our card provides powerful graphic functions and simplifies the conversion of existing
software.
512 x 512 pixels resolution. FAST 1,500,000 pixels per second. MEMORY an extra 64K on the
card. TEXT to 85 characters by 57 lines. CURSOR drawing features. SOFTWARE 18 new
functions are added to Applesoft and extra utilities too, all with source listing. OUTPUT to a dot

matrix printer or save images on a disc. PASCAL and TASC Compiles supported too.
£399.00 + P&P + VAT

SOFTWARE PACKAGES: Art and Design, Business graphics, Painting, Slide generation
packages. Architectural design and modelling, Kitchen design and
Visicalc preboots.

VDU BOARD
DIGISOLVE offer you the cheapest way to make a scrolling VDU with our intelligent 80 x 24 VDU
card. With over 50 control functions, the card works up to 19.2K baud.
80 x 24 DISPLAY optional 40 x 24 or 40 x 12.
TRUE DESCENDERS on properly formed characters in an 8 x 12 matrix.
BLOCK GRAPHICS
FULLY SCROLLING display
UP TO 19.2K BAUD via RS232 communications port.
KEYBOARD AND RS232 DATA INPUT
£180.00 (1 off) + P&P + VAT

COLOUR GRAPHICS TERMINAL
The new FRONTIER monochrome and colour high resolution graphics terminals are fully
compatible with Tek 4014 terminals at an amazing price. The high line rate flicker free monitor and
advanced electronics provide an exceptional graphic display terminal.
512 x 720 DISPLAY, 1K x 1K STORED PICTURE PAN, ZOOM & SCROLL to move the display
about. LOCAL EDITING with macros and software definable character fonts.
PALLETTE OF 4096 COLOURS
FLICKER FREE DISPLAY due to high line rate monitor and advanced electronics working
non -interlaced.
19" SCREEN OPTION AVAILABLE

PRICES FROM £1495.00 + P&P + VAT

CUSTOM DESIGNS

DIGISOLVE have staff dedicated to design consultancy and are helping many industrial users with custom design packages.
Our experience in designing display equipment, character or graphic based, and microprocessor controllers may help you with
your special projects. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require further details.
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DIGISOLVE LIMITED
AIRE & CALDER WORKS
CINDER LANE
CASTLEFORD
W. YORKS WF10 1LU
(0977) 513141 (6 lines in), 513382, 510511
TELEX 557661 AGRAM

APPLESOFT IS COPYRIGHT APPLE COMPUTER  TEK 4010 IS COPYRIGHT TEKTRONIX  SCRIBE IS COPYRIGHT ECOTECH LTD
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the right three fingers of my
right hand were resting on the
cursor and CAPS LOCK keys and
accidentally engaging them, which is
what happens when you have to fill
every available space on the keyboard.
Other gripes with the keyboard include
a minuscule RETURN key and the fact
that there's no indication that CAPS
LOCK, NUM LOCK, and so on have been
engaged..

Having said all that, the keyboard is
still good by portable standards. The
only portable with a better one is the
HP110.

System software
The DG One will run both MS-DOS and
CP/M-86; the review machine was
supplied with MS-DOS version 2.11.

If you reset the machine (CTRL, ALT,
DEL as on the IBM PC) without any disks
in the drives, the machine will spend a
moment searching for a bootable disk,
admit defeat and drop into the ROM -
based utilities. These can also be
reached from DOS with CTRL, ALT and
CMD, but the machine is reset so you'll
have to reload DOS afterwards.

Four functions are provided from
ROM - Notebook, Terminal, Set Up
and Diagnostic - and are entered by
hitting the appropriate function key (F1
to F4).

Notebook is designed as a basic text
entry system for preparing one-off
memos, and so on. As such, it's just
about (but only just) acceptable. If
you're going to do anything more than
the most basic test editing, you'd be
better off with a proprietary word
processing package.

The Notebook screen is divided into
two sections: the top 22 lines are set
aside asthetyping area, and the bottom
three lines are used as command/
message lines. What is immediately
noticeable when typing is that when
you get to the end of a line, the machine
bleeps and doesn't proceed to the next
line. It expects you to insert a carriage
return at the end of every line just like a
low -tech typewriter! What's the point of
a word processor without word-wrap?

Things get worse when you find that
although your test is stored in RAM, it's
destroyed as soon as you boot DOS and
there's no way of saving to disk from
Notebook. Even the Tandy 100 can do
better than that.

I suppose we should be grateful that
editing commands are provided and
you're not expected to re -type mis-
takes. As it is, the editing instructions
are strange but effective. Cursor move-
ment is provided by combinations of
the CTRL, SHIFT and arrow keys.
Notebook can store up to 500 lines of
text, so page scrolling is provided in
addition to character cursor move-
ments. The command line providesfive
text editing commands plus com-

mands for Search, Search and
Replace, Tabulation, and Printing.

The editing commands are Split Line,
Join Line, Save Line, and Erase All.

Split Line allows you to move part of
the text in the current line to the line
below. In most word processors this is
done by hitting <CR>, but here it's a
separate command. Join Line is the
reverse of Split Line.

Using Save Line, you save a copy of
the current line of text so that it can be
printed out when you hit Insert Line.
The same line can be printed out
repeatedly until a different line is saved.

while the PC uses a
parallel printer port, the
DG One uses one of the
RS232 ports. This might

cause problems when IBM
applications look for the
parallel port and can't

find it, but DG has put a
patch in the BIOS

redirecting all output to
COM2 to avoid difficulty.'
The second ROM -based routine is a

dumb terminal emulator. It offers a
choice of two emulations: either Lear
SeiglerADM 3AorDG'sown Dasher D2.
Assuming your firm doesn't have a DG
kit, the ADM 3 option will get you onto
most systems.

The command line allows you to
select eitherthe internal modem (which
will be an option when BT approves it),
or an external modem connected to the
RS232 line. XON/XOFF is provided
although DG calls it OFC (Output Flow
Control). Baud rate, parity, and so on
are controlled from the system con-
figuration menu.

As with Notebook, you can't upload
or download disk files using the ROM
terminal emulator. However, you can
run inputto Notebook, edit it and send it
back down the line.

The third ROM routine allows you to
customise the system to your own
requirements. You'd probably only use
this routine when you first purchased

Benchmarks
BM1 1.6
BM2 5.4
BM3 12.9
BM4 12.3
BM5 13.8
BM6 25.2
BM7 39.5
BM8 39.1

All timings in seconds. Fora full listing
of the Benchmark programs, see
'Direct Access'.

the machine, or when you added to the
system.

The Set Up menu has six options:
Date/Time, Diskettes, Modem, Printer,
Screen and Keyboard.

Date/Time sets the internal real time
clock calendar chip, and is only used
when the clock batteries are changed.
These are separate from the rest of the
system and last two -three years.

Using the Diskettes option, you can
tell the system how many disk drives
you have; the valid range is one to
three. There were two on the review
machine as three is only used if you're
using the optional external IBM com-
patible drive.

The Modem and Printer options set
up the transmission settings for the
machine's two RS232 ports. Both ports
can work at up to 9600 baud with all the
usual choices of data bits, stop bits and
parity.

The last two options allow you to set
the type of IBM display that the system
is emulating and to set up the national
keyboard. The system options are
saved when the machine is switched
off.

The final ROM utility is a set of
diagnostics. These allow you to test out
the system RAM, both internal disk
drives and the external 51/4in drive if
fitted, and all are destructive so I didn't
run them.

MS-DOS version 2.11 is shipped with
all DG One systems. When the system
boots up, DOS takes the time and date
from the internal clock so you simply
accept the defaults when asked for date
and time. The implementation of DOS is
perfectly standard and is to be expected
on a machine which is trying hard to
look like an IBM PC.

The only minor addition to DOS on
the DG One is an extended version of
the MODE command. Using MODE you
can change the values of the RS232
lines, change the print mode of the
optional DG printer, and change the
mode of the IBM display emulator. To
change the speed or the protocols of the
RS232 lines, you just type something
like MODE COM1:1200,N,8,1. This
changes the first RS232 port to 1200
baud, no parity, eight data bits, and one
stop bit.

One area in which the DG One differs
from the IBM PC in terms of hardware is
that while the PC uses a parallel printer
port, the DG One uses one of the RS232
ports. This might cause problems when
IBM applications look for the parallel
port and can't find it, but DG has put a
patch in the BIOS redirecting all output
to COM2 to avoid difficulty.

If you're using the optional thermal
printer, you can change its print quality
from draft to near -letter quality using
the MODE command. For near -letter
quality you type 'MODE LTP1:NLQ'.
The final use of the MODE command is
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THE COMPUTER PROTECTORS.

Cables and leads

Manuals

Computer

Joy stick

Programmes

Keep euerlithing And eueripthing
you want In. you donlyout

Static and dust, the biggest enemies of the home computer.
Fortunately there are now Targus computer bags.

Thanks to the protectastat, specially treated material, these
unique bags give your computer total anti -static and dust protection.
Only Targus can do this.

COMPLETE PROTECTION
And that's not all. Beneath the hard wearing nylon outer, is a

high -density, impact -proof, foam padding and a thermal lining to stop
the build up of condensation.

It's also fire-retardent and once sealed with the heavy-duty
nylon zips, rain -proof as well.

A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING
There's also a handy compartment for your programmes, joy-

sticks, cables, leads, accessories and manuals; so it's ideal for neat home
storage, as well as transportation between home and work or school.

FITS ANY COMPUTER
These sturdy, attractive bags are black with a red trim and come

in 3 sizes, fitting any model. Just check the list to see which bag
you need.

FREE MICROWIPES
Order any bag and we'll also send you a dispenser of microwipe

anti -static treated screen cleaners -absolutely free.
ONLY AVAILABLE DIRECT

Targus computer bags aren't on sale in the shops, so order direct
from us now.

Simply tick box A, B, or C, clip the coupon and send it with the
correct remittance, plus £1.75 to cover postage, to: Personal Purchase
Ltd., Engineers Way, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 OEB.
Allow 21-28 days for delivery.

Check this list for the bag to fit your model of computer:
A SINCLAIR OL B. TOSHIBA -MSX -64K
A. AMSTRAD CPC 464 B. SHARP- MZ- 700
B. BBC MICRO B C. COMMODORE 64
B. DRAGON 64 C. COMMODORE -C-16
B. ATARI 800 48K C. VIC 20
B. ATARI 800 XL 64K C. ORIC ATMOS
B. ENTERPRISE 64 C. ACORN ELECTRON
B. MITSUBISHI C. SORD

-MSX ML -8000 RECORDERS
B. SANYO- MSX WAVY 10 C. TR-17
B. SONY-MSX HB- 75 C. TR-30

C. SAISNO DR 70
C. COMMODORE 1530

PRINTERS
B. COMMODORE MPS 801
C. ORIC

DISCS
C ORIC
C. ZX SPECTRUM
C. ZX INTERFACE
C. COMMODORE 1541

j'elthanaq'tflichaoectimded
Engineers Way, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 OEB.

Flease send the Targus bag to fit my home computer (tick either box 7
I I A, 8, or C) at £ plus El 75 p&p. I enclose my cheque/PO

for £ payable to Personal Purchase Ltd., or please debit
my Access/Diners Club/Visa/American Express.

Card Number Expiry Date

Signature

Name

Address

A. £19.95
BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE

B. £24.95 El

Postcode C £29.95 Ell
Your remittance should be made payable to Personal Purchase Ltd., at the address specified.
Delivery on UK mainland only. Allow 21-28 days for delivery. Registered Office, Personal Purchase Ltd.,
Engineers Way, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 OEB. Reg. No, 1573900,
If not fully satisfied return your Targus bag within 28 days of delivery for a full refund. POW/11MM j
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to change the IBM display
emulation. Different IBM ap-
plications packages are written for
different IBM video adaptors, but the
DG One can emulate both the IBM
monochrome adaptor and the colour
graphics adaptor. To change the emula-
tion you type MODE followed by either
MONO, 40, 80, BW40, BW80, C040 or
C080. All the values for mode are reset
when you re -boot the system ,so it's
best to set the default to the most
common screen mode and use a batch
file calling the correct mode for non-
standard application programs.

The DG One is shipped with two
configuration files called VDISK.COM
and ANSI.SYS. If the userwishes he can
call these as entries in CON FIG.SYS to
alter the mode of operation of the DG
One. VDISK.COM is becoming more
common as MS-DOS machines are
shipped with more RAM. It allows users
to set aside a portion of RAM as a
RamDisk, and on the DG One was
accessed as drive C.

ANSI.SYS is a screen device driver
which configures the system to res-
pond to ANSI control codes. In this
mode, the screen and keyboard res-
pond to the same escape codes as a DEC
VT100 terminal.

The final utility allows it to be
connected to DG's CEO (Comprehen-
sive Electronic Office) office automa-
tion system. As well as allowing access
to all the facilities of CEO, it ca n translate
files produced by certain common

ra
1 LP.

micro applications such as
WordStar and Multiplan and trans-

mit them to and from the CEO system,
but as I didn't have access to a CEO
system I couldn't try this out.

Applications software
Because the DG One is software com-
patible with the IBM PC, there shouldn't
be a shortage of applications software
to run on it. There will always be one or
two packages which don't work, butthe
majority of popular applications, in-
cluding Lotus 1-2-3 and Multiplan, are
already available.

The major problem is likely to be
working out how to get the software
onto the 31/2in disks. DG has appointed
Tamsys to move IBM applications onto
these drives.

An alternative is to buy the optional
51/4in IBM compatible external disk
drive, which reads IBM disks so that
programs can be copied across to the
internal disks. The only problem here is
going to be copy protected disks, which
will have to be done professionally.

The third option, if you already have
an IBM PC, is to link the two machines
together and download software to the
RS232 line. DG's preferred communica-
tions system is DGBlast which, in
theory, allows you to upload and
download program and text tiles. In
practice, while my Olivetti M24 would
talk to the DG One, the DG One refused
to say anything to the Olivetti.

In the old days communications

Technical specifications
Processor:
ROM:
RAM:
Mass storage:

Keyboard:
Size:
Weight:
I/O:
DOS:
Bundled software:
Peripherals:

Modem:
Power:
Battery:

80088
32k
128k up to 512k
Up to two 31/2in 720k internal disk drives plus one 51/4in IBM
compatible external drive
79 -key full travel
2.8x 11.7 x13.7ins
Nine to twelve pounds depending on specification
Two RS232 ports, system expansion bus
MS-DOS version 2.11, CP/M-86
ROM -based terminal emulator plus editor
Optional printer and IBM expansion chassis/51/4in disk
drive
Optional internal modem (not yet BT approved)
240 -volt AC or battery
Eight to ten hours continuous use

In perspective
The marketing people at Data General are trying to be clever with this product.
Its obvious market is as a go -anywhere, full -function portable which can be run
off batteries and carried in a briefcase.

However, by offering the external IBM compatible disk drive and expansion
units, the marketing men are hoping to poach some business from the desktop
market. Although great things are forecast for the lapheld market, the real
business at the moment is still with desktops. Data General hopes to sell very
large numbers of this machine, and to do so so they need to be in as many
sectors of the market as possible.

At the portable level, the DG One's main competition is from the Hewlett
Packard HP110, which beats the DG One on engineering, user -friendliness and
style. The DG One has a bigger screen and built-in disk drives.

programs were complicated and very
unfriendly to use. Recently, however,
much more user-friendly programs
have been released which make life
much easier. My favourite at the
moment is Perfect Link for the IBM PC.
Unfortunately, DGBlast belongs to the
old school and is not to be taken lightly.

Documentation
Two manuals were supplied with the
machine - one was small, the other
was very small. The first was the DG
One owner's manual, and contained
everything you need to know to enable
you to set up the machine, use the ROM
utilities, and run MS-DOS. Packaged in
a spiral -bound typeset form with good
use of illustrations, it's relatively low-
level and easy to understand.

The second manual was a cut -down
pocket quick reference version of the
first, which I found quite useful.

Prices
The basic system with 128k of RAM, one
720k diskette and AC adaptor will cost
you £2490. The expanded version with
256k of RAM, two disk drives and
rechargeable batteries is £3675. The
external 51/4in IBM compatible disk
costs an extra £685.

Conclusion
I always said that I wouldn't buy a
lapheld until it had a 25 -line screen, disk
drives and would work off batteries. I

will now add another condition ...'and I
can afford it.'

Low -power technology is still expen-
sive. If it wasn't, the pile -'em -high -
and -sell -'em -cheap merchants would
be using it.

For an expensive machine the DG
One feels cheap. It's certainly nowhere
near as well engineered as its major
competitor, the HP110.

Apart from the price performance
ratio. I have no qualms about the
machine. It works well and the package
of screen, disks and battery power is
justfine. Choosing between the DG One
and the HP110 is a difficult decision; if
Hewlett Packard built a machine to this
specification I'd be ecstatic.

The marketing aim is to poach
desktop business. People who use a
desktop use the machine for more
prolonged periods than people on the
go with a lapheld. Given this assump-
tion, I expebt a desktop to have a good,
easy to read display and a nice
keyboard. The display and keyboard on
the DG One are fine for occasional use,
but I'd hate to spend seven hours a day
looking at the LCD screen and using that
keyboard.

For anyone who wants a go -
anywhere machine that can run IBM PC
software, and can afford it, this is a fine
machine. I'll wait until CMOS becomes
cheaper.
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DELTA 2
DELTA gives your computer the power to breeze through the management of any record keeping
situation - whether it's stock control, personnel, customer files, mailing, library, car fleet
management, club records, or course bookings. DELTA is totally versatile and very user friendly -
there are thousands of applications for this exciting program.

Your staff will really enjoy using DELTA. They'll be able to create their own records, store
information, and sort and search the files. DELTA has its own calculation program PLUS its own
report generator to print lists, reports, mailing labels and even personalised letters (DELTA has its
own letter writing option as standard!)

DELTA also links with LOTUS 1-2-3, MULTIPLAN and WORDSTAR. It's the perfect way to
make the most of your data.

If you haven't already looked at DELTA now is the time to do so. You can see it at Compsoft's
headquarters near Guildford, or we'll recommend the best local supplier in your area. Training
courses, User Club and 'Hotline' service provide a totally professional after -sales backup.

Ring us today or clip the coupon and we'll send you a beautiful 12 page full colour guide to
database software. Or ring us and we'll help in every way possible.

DELTA is available for most microcomputers including the IBM PC, Apricot, HP 150, Sirius, DEC
Rainbow, etc, etc.

DELTA is also distributed on the IBM PC and PC/XT by IBM UK Product Sales.

Compsoft plc
Hallams Court

Please send me further details

Company
Shamley Green

Nr Guildford, Surrey Contact

England GU4 8QZ Address

Telephone: Guildford (0483) 898545

Telex: 859210 CMPSFT PC Tel No



Filevision: data
with meaning

Will Apple's Filevision database, with its unusual terminology and use of
graphics, help to dispel fears that the Macintosh is just an 'executive toy'?

Peter Bright thinks so.

The problem with micros in business is
that they have a nasty habit of taking
once meaningful data and turning it
into uninformative figures.

Database programs are often the
worst offenders. Take something like
stock control: at the start of the chain,
the data means something tangible -
someone has to go out and count how
many widgets you've got. But by the
time the computer has had a good
munch at the data, you have to think
hard about the difference between a
widget and a wombat.

Another problem is that building
database programs can be a pain. Of all
the popular applications, database
management is the only one that forces
you to dive someway into the works of a
micro and get your hands dirty. With a
word processor, spreadsheet or
graphics program the worst thing you
might have to do is think of a new
filename. But with a database you have
to work out the file structure and field
types and, in most cases, field lengths
- the list is endless. Even then, you
usually have to write an ultra high-level
program if you want your database to
do anything useful.

Filevision for Apple's Macintosh dif-
fers from all the other databases I've
seen in that it associates an onscreen
picture with each record in the data-
base. You not only get data about your
item, you get a picture of it too. It also
relieves you of the chore of having to
specify the data type for each field or
even the field length. The net result,
according to the advertising blurb, is
that even a computer -naive Macintosh
user can create and use a database with
a quick flick of the mouse.

Filevision is supplied on a single 31/2in
disk along with a surprisingly thin

manual. When you try to copy the
distribution disk, it looks for all the
world like you've succeeded. All the
files appearto be there and the program
gives the impression that it will load,
but halfway through loading a copy of
Filevision the Mac spits out your disk
and asks you to insert the distribution
disk. It then reads a few copy -protected
routines from the disk and lets you
re-insert your copy and carry on.

This is a clever trick and while it does
reduce the likelihood of your distribu-
tion disk being corrupted, it still means
that you're reliant on that one disk.

Before I delve into the workings of
Filevision, I'll cover the package's ter-
minology - it isn't the same as is used
elsewhere.

The disk file where the data is stored
is called the 'drawing file'. The max-
imum size for a drawing file is 132k, the
minimum is 4k, and we'll see later that
this needn't be a restriction because
you can chain disk files together. You
can have as many different drawing
files as will fit onto a disk.

At the next level down from the
drawing file are 'types'. It's easiest to
look on a type as a logical file-think of
it in the same way that you would a data
file in any other database. When you set
up a type, you also define how the data
in each record will be structured; each
type can have a different data structure.
You can have up to 16 types in any one
drawing file.

It's worth putting some thought into
the way you're going to set up types,
because most ofthe search and printing
functions in Filevision will only work on
one type at a time. You don't want to
end up with important relevant data in
two different types.

Below the types are 'objects', which

are roughly equivalentto records in any
other database; the major difference
being that each object has a drawing as
well as data associated with it. The
maximum number of objects per 'pic-
ture file' is 999, which cannot consume
more than 2k (2000 characters).

Objects are made up of 'data fields'.
Both fields and objects are variable
length, so you don't need to worry
about making fields long enough. You
don't need to declare the field type
either (alphabetic, numeric, date, and
so on, so setting up the structure is
extremely straightforward. The only
limitation is that there's a maximum of
30 fields per object.

So to sum up, a Filevision disk file is
known as a picture file. This contains up
to 16 logical files called types. Each type
has a unique data structure made up of
objects (records) which, in turn, are
made up of data fields.

In use
Filevision can be started in two ways. To
open a newfile,you selectthe Filevision
ikon from the finder. But if you want to
call up a previously saved file, you
selectthe ikon relating to the file and the
system automatically loads Filevision
and auto -runs your file. You can
obviously load and save files from
within Filevision too.

Assuming that you're creating a new
picture file, the main Filevision screen
looks like Fig 1. You'll see that there are
nine pull -down menus running along
the top of the screen and 10 tools in the
toolbox running down the left side. The
remaining screen space is taken up by
the drawing window, which is blank at
the moment.

The first step to creating a new
database is to set out a structure for the
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data in each type. This is achieved using
the 'Types' pull -down menu.

The system always has one default
type in place called background. This
can be used for anything you like, but its
usual role is to make the picture look
pretty rather than to hold data.

To create a new type you select 'Add
Another' from the Types menu which
calls up the data definition screen (Fig
2). The system automatically allocates
two default fields - Name and Link.
Name is used as a key for searches, so it
pays to put some thought into the data
you put in that name field; link will be
described later.

To add a new field, you select the Add
Field button at the bottom of the screen.
The system then says 'Where?' and the
cursor turns into a picture of a hand. To
create the field, position the cursor
where you want the field to be display-
ed and hit the mouse button. You then
use the mouse to stretch or contract the
field size to your heart's content. It
doesn't matter if you find later that you
didn't leave enough space: just stretch
the field with the mouse. You can add or
remove fields at any time, even when
you've entered all your data. Ah, the
wonders of variable length fields.

Using this combination of mouse and
variable length, non -typed fields creat-
ing the field structure for the different
types are very easy.

After you have created all the types
and field structures you need, you can
progress to the more interesting job of
drawing objects.

The easiest way to describe how
objects work onscreen is to give an
example. If you look at Fig 3, you'll see a
map of Greater London showing the
different postal districts. The data
hiding behind this map gives informa-
tion on fictitious London Apple reps. If
you want to know who's calling in NW9,
just highlight the area and the data
screen is displayed.

This picture was created using the
'tools' listed down the left side of the
screen; there are eight different draw-
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Fig 1 The main Filevision screen

Info fr Link I
buttons

ing tools and two pointing devices.
From top to bottom the tools allow you
to draw/edit text, symbols, straight
lines, rectangles, rounded rectangles,
ovals and freehold lines.

Text can be modified in any of the
usual Mac ways - different fonts,
styles, point sizes, and so on. You can
create different symbols using the
symbol editor (Fig 4). The system is
supplied with 20 pre -drawn symbols,
but you can easily create new ones by
calling up and modifying the symbol.

Any enclosed spaces such as rec-
tangles or ovals can be filled with any of
20 different shading patterns using the
'Shades' pull -down menu.

The example picture is made up of no

S File Edit fives linker Tent Symbols Lines Mules

Definition fopthis type

Type -name I,

Name Link 1111111111.11111111

region year 1111111

from 1111111111111111011.11111.purchased

date purchased MOM
price Mal

comment

Cancel Flemotie Fipiii Rdd Field Donelt

Fig 2 The data definition screen

less than 172 different objects which on
their own are only lines and letters, but
which together make up the map of
London. Each object can be individually
selected and edited - you can move,
expand, contract and even reshape
objects at any time.

For every object drawn, Filevision
creates a related data record. The
structure of the record depends on the
type under which the object was
created. To enter or view data relating
to a particular object, you move the
pointer to it using the mouse and
double click the mouse button; the
system then displays the information
screen which you designed when you
created the type. Within this screen
you're free to enter or amend data and
play with field lengths, but you can't
add or delete fields (this option is
available from the 'Tinker' menu).

The only potential problem with the
drawing file is that you have to draw a
great many objects on the screen just to
make the picture look prettier. This is all
very well, but you're left with a corres-
ponding number of empty data records
which were created for the superfluous
objects. An example of this isthe map of
London where useful data is only
associated with the lettering (NW9,
SW8, and so on). The lines marking the
postal area boundaries make the pic-
ture easier to understand and don't
have data associated with them.

It's possible to overcome this prob-
lem to some extent by using 'Elements'.
You can create complex composite
objects by holding down the SHIFT key
while you draw the object, which
combines the shapes you draw into one
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You bought a computer
to cultivate yourchild's mind.

Make sure it's bearing fruit,
not growingvegetables.

When it comes to developing a child's learning skills the
computer's potential is endless. Unfortunately, the search for
software that makes the most of that potential has been endless too.

That is until Spinnaker created their remarkable Learning Tree
Series, a unique software range that introduces the one thing
missing from most educational programs - fun!

At Spinnaker educators and games programmers write our
software. It's a team effort that uses the understanding of how a
child learns in a fun' way that makes children simply forget
they're learning at all.

So successful is the Spinnaker formula that worldwide more
parents buy more Spinnaker programs than any other home
educational software.

And now, here in Britain, Spinnaker comes to the rescue of
parents saddened by the mindless 'shoot to kill' software syllabus.

If you're looking for software that truly cultivates young minds
look out for Spinnaker Learning Tree Series.

We're proud to say Spinnaker is one software house actually
giving computer games a good name.

ALPHABET ZOO
A zany two -in -one game that
teaches children how to
understand the relationship
between letters and sounds,
how to spell and how to have
fun doing it.

FRACTION FEVER
An infectiously exciting
encounter with the friendly
fraction but with a big
difference. This contribution to
the third has all the pace
and style of arcade game action
and graphics.

AEGEAN VOYAGE
What better introduction to the
timeless characters and domains
of Greek Mythology This
voyage of discovery leaves your
child free to enjoy mind
challenging tasks because the
imagination is well and truly
captured.

KINDERCOMP
In one delightful program six
fun learning games that every
young child will enjoy.
Kindercomp helps develop a
child's reading readiness and
fundamental counting skills.

KIDS ON KEYS
A three game program that
cleverly combines simple
'computer literacy' with early
learning tasks. Children learn to
identify numbers, letters and
words through a sound and
image reward.

ALF IN THE
COLOUR CAVES
You'll have to be clever to guide
Alf on his exciting journey
through the colour caves and
wriggle, squoosh and zig zag
him through the shapes to the
colour room at the bottom.

Available from selected W.H.Smith, Claude Gill, Blackwells and all good software outlets. Most Spinnaker
software is available for CommodOre 64, Sinclair Spectrum 48K, Acorn Electron and BBC -B micros.
For further information contact Susan Hough,
WH.S. Distributors, St. John's House, East Street, Leicester LE1 6NE Telephone: (0533) 551196.

SPIANAKER
We make learning fun.
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object. In this way, you can draw a
square within a square which Filevision
counts as one object instead of two.

Linking
'Link' is one of the fields automatically
created by the system for each object,
and is one of the most interesting
features of Filevision. If an object has a
link entry, the user has the option of
calling up a whole new drawing file
corresponding to that object from disk.
As long as you have enough disk space,
you can build up a tree structure of
Filevision drawing files.

Let's look at an example. At the top
level you have a drawing file showing a
map of the world. Each object in the file
contains basic details about a country
and a link calling a drawing file showing
towns in that country. This can go on
until you run out of disk space.

The effect of linking is very impress-
ive. To continue the world theme, you
could select Great Britain on the map of
the world and be presented with a
detailed picture. You could then select
London and get a map, select West-
minster, then a street, and so on down
as far as you want to go.

This, of course, is an extreme exam-
ple. The amount of data and therefore
disk space needed to do this is incredi-
ble, but it's easy to conceive of projects
going one or perhaps two levels down.

The Tinker menu
The quaintly -named 'Tinker' menu
allows you to highlight objects which
conform to certain criteria. The main
options are: 'Hide These', 'Show Only
These', 'Highlight All','Highlight Some'
and 'Ignore'. The Tinker options only
work on one type at a time, so before
you usethem selectthetypeyou wish to
work on from the types menu.

ARE
Hide These allows you to stop the

specified type from being displayed
onscreen,which is useful for narrowing
down the data you're working on. Show
Only These removes everything from
the display apartfrom the selected type.

Highlighting is Filevision's way of
selecting data that matches certain
criteria. Highlight All displays all the
objects in the current type in empha-
sised print. Types which haven't been
selected are displayed in a de-
emphasised light grey print.

Highlight Some is the most useful of
all Tinker's options. It highlights only
those records in the current type which
meet criteria you have laid down.

When Highlight Some is selected,
Filevision displays the selection screen
(Fig 5) which allows you to use the
mouse to select objects on up to four
different criteria ANDed together. The
left side of the screen is used to enter
your criteria, and the right side shows
what you've entered.

It's possible to use the mouse to enter
nearly all the selection criteria; first
select the field you wish to work on. The
entry box can only display five field
names, so if your type contains more
than five fields you have to go to a
separate screen and decide which ones
will be displayed on the selection
screen. This works well enough, but it
would be easier to scroll through the
fields from the selection menu.

Once you have selected the field, you
use the mouse to select the criteria.
Boxes are provided for the verbs 'is', 'is
not', and for the operators 'equal to',
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Fig 3 Map of Greater London with postal districts

'greater than' or 'equal to', 'less than or
equal to', and 'between'.

Finally, you can enter the number or
string with which the data is to be
compared. If you're doing a string
search, Filevision allowsyou totune the
matching using -, '..' and '(CL'.

looks for an exact match at the start
of the field. As soon as it has found it, it
doesn't botherto look anyfurther in that
field. For example, if you specify
-FRED', Filevision matches 'FRED
BLOGGS' but not 'RED FRED BLOGGS'.
'..' is a wild card match for any
character; '@' is a single character wild
card; and '@@FRED' will find any
occurrences of FRED preceded by any
two characters.

The highlighting section's main res-
triction is that it only allows you to AND
a maximum of four criteria. This is fine
for most applications, but on one or two
occasions I found it a problem.

The only way around it is to apply
yourfour criteria to the currenttype and
then change all the highlighted objects
to a new type; this allows you to apply
four more selection criteria to the new
type. Although this works, it's rather
messy and goes against the basic idea
of Filevision.

When you choose the Highlight
Some option all the objects which meet
your criteria are highlighted onscreen,
and everything which doesn't is shaded
in light grey.

Printing options
In addition to displaying data
onscreen, Filevision also produces
various printed reports. There are four
printing options, all available from the
'File' pull -down menu. The print op-
tions work closely with the screen
highlighting options. If you haven't
highlighted anything on the screen, the
print options will assume that you want
all objects in the current type to be
printed out. However, if you have
highlighted various objects, the print
options will only print these.

The first option allows you to dump
the screen to the printer. This is
available permanently and is useful for
getting hard copy of pictures with
different highlighting according to
different criteria.

The second option is 'Print Info',
which prints out all the fields of the
selected objects. When it's selected,
Filevision allows you to specify headers
and footers for the pages along with the
field the objects will be sorted on. You
can also decide the print quality of the
report using the standard Mac printing
option box.

The third option is 'Print List', which
allows you to create a tailored report
based on the selected objects within the
current type. In addition to selecting the
sort field and the headers and footers,
you can also specify how your report
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should look by specifying fields as
column headings across the width of
the page. Filevision will then print out
the selected fields giving each object a
new line. You can specify if the data in
each field is printed ranged left, centred
or ranged right to make your printout
visually pleasing.

The final option is a label printer for
printing data onto address labels. The
screen shows an outline of a label and
allows you to specify where selected
fields will be printed.

The report generating options were
the only area which disappointed me.
Although I can see that setting out data
pictorially on the screen cuts out some
of the demand for printed reports, there
will still be times when they're neces-
sary.

The printing facilities aren't compre-
hensive enough to cope. You can only
sort out one field at a time, and the sort
can only be in ascending order. There's
no provision for totalling of fields or
value -based page breaks. You're also

limited to printing data in column
order; if this doesn't suit, bad luck.

Documentation
This consists of one 150 -page spiral -
bound manual. When I first saw it I

thought that it was so short it couldn't
hope to cover all the aspects of
Filevision adequately - database
manuals usually make War and Peace
look short. After using the manual I can
say that not only does it cover every
area, but that it's the best manual I've
ever used of any kind.

Great use is made throughout of
illustrations and emphasised printing.
Everything is very well broken up and
exceptionally easy tofollow. The manu-
al is divided into three sections -
Learning Filevision, Using Filevision

, . .
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Fig 5 Selection screen from the Tinker menu

and Filevision Reference. The first
section is a tutorial designed to be used
in conjunction with a demonstration file
provided on the distribution disk. It's
only after you've finished the tutorial
that you realise that it's taught you
everything you need to know about
Filevision.

The rest of the manual just provides
back-up - it's the tutorial that does the
real work.

Conclusion
I've become bored recently with new
business software. While the names
may change, the products remain very
similar. The last innovative product I

saw was Brainstorm, but even this now
has a brace of lookalikes professing to
do the same thing.

Filevision is the first product for a
long time which is truly innovative. In
the process, it has brought database
technology to the point where it can be
used by the proverbial ingenuous
Macintosh user. The use of graphics
may at first sight look like a gimmick,
but this view couldn't be further from
the truth: the graphics allow you to see
what the data means.

The biggest borewith any database is
usually entering the data. Apple is
predicting that a whole new market will
develop offering ready-made 'data
packs' for use with Filevision. Instead of
using printed reports, market research
companies and the like could just
produce a Filevision drawing file with
all the data already installed and
distribute it on disk.

If this idea caught on, it could have
dramatic effects. Instead of ploughing
through pages of printed reports, you
could call up the required information
and analyse it in your own way. Not only
that, but the data is represented pictor-
ially. It's a great idea.

Apple says it hopes that Filevision
will do for the Mac what VisiCalc did for
the Apple II. Obviously some of this is
hype but it certainly has the potential,
especially if the data pack on disk idea
catches on.

This product has not only made me
rethink my view of databases, but also
my view of the Mac. In the past I didn't
want the hassle of setting up a data-
base: now it's positively fun. Where I
used to regard the Mac as a glorified
executive toy with little practical value, I
now see it as a potentially very powerful
tool capable of much more than I at first
thought.

Although Filevision won't solve all
database problems, it's still the best
piece of new software I've seen during
the last year.

Filevision is manufactured by Telos
Software and distributed in the UK by
Softsel and Pete and Pam. It costs £159
+ VAT.
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EDUCATION

A class for
all students

One of the beauties of Econet is that there are hundreds of ways of
configuring software to run on the local area network. But this can

create problems - Robert Elliott explains how to avoid them.

The cost of purchasing an Econet local
area network is surprisingly cheap.
Assuming all the necessary hardware
forthe workstations is already available
(that is, one BBC Micro with an Econet
interface and monitor per station), then
the total cost for upgrading to a level II
system is £1250. This includes dual
800k, switchable 40/80 -track disk
drives, a second 6502 processor, level II
software, all the cabling and installa-
tion.

The commonly held belief that at
least 10 stations must be present to
make the network viable is misleading.
For a start, the teaching advantages of
such a configuration are of some worth.
Since all students load off the one disk,
software is made more easily available;
and there's a corresponding saving in
disks required to store programs. Net-
work communications allow the
teacher complete control over all stu-
dent activity.

Other resources, such as a printer,
can be shared by all users and, contrary
to Acorn's own leaflet on Econet,
printing takes place in the background,
allowing complete use of the printer
server as a workstation. Add to this the
cheapness of adding further work-
stations (the price of a BBC with Econet
interface and monitor), and I would say
that anyone considering a system

involving more than six users would be
better going for the network approach.

Supplied with the system are three
handbooks - The Econet Manager
Guide, The Econet User Guide and The
Econet Advanced User Guide. The
Manager Guide is excellent with very
clear instructions on how to control the
network. Learning to use the system is
fairly straightforward since most of the
commands the manager issues are
one-liners. For example; *CDIR BOB'
creates a new directory called 'BOB'
within the currently selected directory.

Two disks are also supplied: the File
Server Master Disk and a Utilities Disk.
Together they provide the software
necessary to use the system as well as
several utility programs to help in its
management. There's a utility to con-
vert software in standard DFS format to
file server format, another to transfer
files from one directory to another,
wipe entire directories, add new users,
print a disk's structure, and so on.

After the euphoria of successful
installation the first decision we had to
make was how to organise file server
disks.

Econet directories have a similar
structure to Unix directories in that
entries need not be actual files but may
be directories themselves. This hierar-
chical approach to disk structures

means that related files may be
grouped in a common 'sub -directory'.
For example, a CATalogue of directory
MAIN may Contain:
MAIN (012) Owner
FSDISCI Option 00 (Off)
Dir.MAIN Lib.LIBRARY
BBEBPLOT WR/WR
STOCKCTRL R/
UTILITIES DL/

Users of disk -based BBC systems will
be familiar with the concept of a file's
accessstring. However, the 'D' attribute
will be new to non-Econet users. There
are three files in this directory: BEEB-
PLOT, STOCKCTRL and UTILITIES. In
fact the latter is not a file at all. The 'D'
attribute denotes that it is a directory
within the MAIN directory (that's a
sub -directory of MAIN). Now a '*CAT'
of UTILITIES gives:
UTILITIES (005) Owner
FSDISC1 Option 00 (Off)
Dir.UTILITIES Lib.LIBRARY
BEEBMON R/
EXMON R/
USRDEFCHR R/

There are three files in the UTILITIES
directory.

Sub -directories may be created to
any depth. One possible disk configura-
tion is shown in Fig 1.

When a user logs on to the network,
Econet looksfor a directoryto match his

LIBRARY (D) MAIN (D)

VIEW REMOTE UTILITIES (D) BEEBPLOT STOCKCTRL

BEEBMON EXMON USRDEF CHAR

ROOT ($1

GAMES (D)

ARCADE (D) EDUC D)

SNAPPER MONSTERS CHESS

Fig 1 Disk configuration (sub -directories may be any depth, but the 'Root' directory is always at the top of the tree)
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Our rivals
are speechless.

Hello.

I'm an Apricot Portable. The computer
you can talk to.

I'm a very good listener. I can understand

over four thousand words. And I'll learn to
recognise any accent from Glasgow to
Grosvenor Square.

I can respond to commands in foreign
languages and even a personal code if it's

hush hush.
Rather surprisingly for

my size, I can easily

run a medium
sized business

CORDLESS
MOUSE on my own.

My maximum memory is 1 MByte and
I can store up to 720K on a 31/2" disk.

control with your thumb.
Or you can use the desk

to roll the ball if it's more
comfortable for you.

Want to know more?
With every machine you

get a free tutorial disk that
TUTORIAL DISK

demonstrates all my features.
It shows how words and pictures are

cleverly mixed on screen and explains every-
thing you haven't gathered already.

You will also get a powerful bundle of
free software which, among other things,
gives you a word processor, spreadsheet
and diary.

Then when you've mastered those, you
can choose from two thousand packages

I tip the scales at just under CARRYING CASE specially developed for Apricot,
13 lbs. (Most of my rivals weigh in which will include Lotus 1-2-3.
at two stones.) That'll make me do almost

So packed away in my slim,
charcoal grey carrying case I'll slip
practically unnoticed onto the
6.30 with you.

One of the reasons I'm so trim
is my full sized flat screen. It's a bit
like looking at a big digital watch.

My cordless keyboard and mouse work
by infra red signals, the way you probably
operate your TV set at home.

What's a mouse?
It's a piece of gadgetry that lets you use

the computer by simply pointing the mouse
at the machine and moving around the ball

anything except sugar your tea.
Give them time. They're

working on it.

Please send me details of the Apricotl
Portable. To: ACT (UK) Ltd., FREEPOST,'

Halesowen, West Midlands B63 1BR.
Or Freefone Apricot via Operator.

Name

Position

Company

Address

Tel

THE ANSWER IS AN 1m
yricot Portable140±1

APRICOT PORTABLE FROM £1695 PLUS VAT NOT INCLUDING MOUSE.

ACT (UK) LTD., FREEPOST, HALESOWE N, WEST MIDLANDS B63 1BR.



MEMOTECH MTX500 MAJOR FEATURES

STANDARD I/O PORTS
 Variable rate cassette port (up to 2400 baud)
 Two joystick ports using Atari configuration
 Centronics -type parallel printer port
 ROM cartridge port
 Uncommitted parallel input/output port
 Internal ROM board port
 Hi-Fi output port
 4 -channel sound through TV speaker
 PAL composite video colour Monitor port

THE RS232 COMMUNICATIONS BOARD
(required for disc expansions)
 Two independent RS232 ports
 60 -way Disc Drive Bus supporting up to four 5.25 and/or 8 inch

floppy disc drives, plus instant access Memotech Silicon Discs,
and Hard Discs with capacities up to 32 Megabytes

USER RAM
 Optionally expandable to 512K in increments of 64, 128, or

256K

24K OF ROM which includes:
 MTX BASIC
 Noddy, a simple, text -handling language
 A powerful Assembler/Dissassembler - sections of machine

code can be created and run by calling the Assembler from
within BASIC

 The sophisticated Front Panel, which displays the contents of all
registers (including the F flag register) and pointers during
program execution

 All four languages can be used interactively with each other
and with the user

Adventure

ISSI
PHO1

ROM EXPANSIONS
 MTX NewWord, a 32K word processing package
 Hisoft PASCAL, written specially for the MTX Series

THE KEYBOARD
 Full size, 79 -key, full -stroke professional quality keyboard

incorporating:
 Main Block with typewriter -style layout
 A separate 12 -key numeric/editor keypad
 Eight programmable function keys (16 with shift)

HI-RES GRAPHICS MODE
 256 192 pixel resolution plus
 32 \ 24 Text in 16 foreground and background colours
 All 16 colours (i.e. 15 colours plus transparent) are available on

the screen together
 32 user -definable easily controllable sprites
 128 separate GENPAT statements providing a huge range of

user -defined characters

TEXT MODE
 Text resolution is 40 \ 24 characters plus
 128 user -defined characters
 Eight user -definable virtual screens or -windows (available in

all modes)

For further information, please contact:

MEMOTECH
MEMOTECH LIMITED STATION LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
WITNEY OXON OX8 68X
TELEPHONE: (0993)2977 TELEX: 83372 MEMTEC G

MEMOTECHMTX
SERIES

,4#4150)
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Colossal Advent



EDUCATION
username and boots him into that part
of the hierarchy. If no match isfound, he
is logged on to the ROOT directory. For
example, if you type '*I AM BOB', then
Econet attempts to log you on to the
directory called 'BOB' (wherever it is in
the tree). If no such directory exists (and
assuming 'BOB' is a registered user) he
will be logged on to the ROOT.

Disk organisation
The important point to note is that a
user who has to move up the tree to
access files has only public access to
those files; if you move down the tree,
you have owner status. You may have
noticed that a files access string is
divided (by '/') into two parts: the first
half specifies what the owner access to
that file is; and the second half, the
public access. Therefore, if a file's
access string is 'R/', this means that
users with owner access have read-
only access and users with public
access have no access whatsoever.
Since the Root directory is at the top of
the tree, users who log on to this
directory have owner access to all files
on the disk.

The problem is, how do you confi-
gure the disk so that students have
access to all the necessary software
while ensuring that they are not
allowed to cause any damage (for
example, delete important files such as
application software) or use facilities
that are intended for the teacher (for
example, the 'REMOTE' program)?

There are literally hundreds of ways
of configuring a file server disk depend-
ing on who is ultimately going to use the
software on it. If the diskwereto be used
for learning how to program, then it
would be important for each of the
disk's registered users to have their
own user area (that is, directory), so that
when they logged on they would be
booted to the directory containing their
own personal programs. Conversely, if
the group were concentrating on ap-
plications software, it would be waste-
ful to have copies of all the required
software in each user's directory.

Applications
Since we are mostly concentrating on
the applications side of things, let's
tackle that particular problem.

After much thought the structure in
Fig 2 was decided on, where '(D)'
denotes directory.

The disk has only two registered
users - 'TEACHER' and 'STUDENT'.
Since there is no TEACHER directory,
when TEACHER logs on, he will go to
the ROOT directory by default, giving
him owner access to all the files on the
disk. However, when the student logs
on, he will be booted to the STUDENT
directory and will only have public
access to directories at a higher level.
As all the access strings in directories

<
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VIEW
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EDUCATION(D)
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WORDF'ROC ( D )

TEXT-EDIT
WORDCONF
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CAL ( D )

HANGMAN
PEEKO
DIG --LOGIC

DATABASE ( D )

DBASE
VUF I LE

UTILITIES (D)
BEEBMON
USERDEFCHR
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GRAPH ICS (I) )

HEADER
F' I E

etc
LANGUAGES ( D )

SPASCAL
etc

DEMOS ( D )

LED
BUBBLE-SORT
AI-OX0
etc

Fig 2 Structure

above STUDENT are 'R/' (that is, read
only to owner, no public address), then
the user STUDENT has no access to
programs such as VIEW, NOTIFY, and

so on, which are contained in the
LIBRARYwhich the student hasto go up
the tree to reach! Notice that the
GAMES directory is also inaccessible to
user STUDENT! Changing access
strings is by the *ACCESS command
with a wildcard as a parameter.

On the subject of disks, it's worth
mentioning how Econet uses file server
disks.

Although there are two physical
drives (0 and 1), each with two physical
sides (1 and 2), Econet does not
distinguish between disk sides. When a
user attempts to access a file, Econet
searches both sides of the currently
selected drive. This means that at any
one point in time, 400k of backing
storage is online and all 400k can be
used since there is no limit on the
number of files held on a file serverdisk.
A simple command allows the second
disk (assuming dual drives are used) to
be selected. Econet is very economical
in its use of disk space - I have
transferred over thirty cassettes and
numerous disks (all the software in the

Tconet directories have a
simi larstructure to Unix

directories in that entries
need not be actual files but

may be directories
themselves . . related
files maybe grouped in a

common "sub -directory". '
department!) over to the network and it
has all been stored on two thirds of one
file server disk!

Auto -start facilities
Since individual directories can be
configured for auto -start, students can
be protected from the rigours of Econet
and the operating system. When a user
logs on, Econet checks if the auto -start
option-in the user's directory-is set;
if so, it executes the !BOOT file in
accordance with the auto -start option
(that is, *LOAD, *RUN or *EXEC). I have
used this facility to boot a welcome
page when user STUDENT logs on;
similarly, when TEACHER logs on,
'KEY-INIT' is chained to set up the
user -defined keys with commonly used
Econet commands such as *VIEW,
*REMOTE and *USERS.

Another auto -start option is achieved
by the user pressing <SHIFT>
<BREAK>. When this happens Econet
attempts to log on as user BOOT and,
assuming user BOOT and the BOOT
directory exist, the auto -start option is
set and the file !BOOT is contained
within this directory, then the com-
mands contained in !BOOT are ex-
ecuted. In effect, this facility gives the
impression of every station having its
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EDUCATION

own local disk drives.
Any station on the network may have

its own local storage facilities. For
example, a local tape unit may be used
for I/O by selecting the cassette filing
system. Consequently, transferring
most tape -based software over to
Econet is just a matter of selecting the
cassette filing system (using *TAPE),
loading the desired program, re -

selecting the network (using *NET) and
saving the file under ECONET. Local
disk storage may be used similarly,
except the station must have its own
disk interface and drive.

Network communications
The sharing of hardware and software
by all users is common to all local area
networks. What makes Econet unique is
its communications capabilities.

By using the com ma nds su ppl ied,the
teacher can supervise the progress of
individual students with the minimum
of fuss. For example, a student's work
may be monitored using the *VIEW
command, which transfers the stu-
dent's screen to the teacher's monitor.

If the student is having problems, the
teacher may tell him whatto do by using
the *NOTIFY command. If problems
persist, then the teacher may take
complete control of the student's sta-
tion by using the *REMOTE command.
This not only copies the student's
screen to the teacher's monitor, but
disables the student's keyboard, pas-
sing control of all further processing to
the teacher's station while allowing the
student to see exactly what the teacher
is doing. Finally, the file server's moni-
tor displays all network activity by
echoing every command any user
issues with an accompanying station
number. All this is possible without the
teacher leaving his desk!

One slight omission is the lack of a
command to not only view the stu-
dent's station, but also update the
teacher's monitor as the student con-
tinues to work (the *VIEW command
merely takes a 'photograph' of the
student's screen. I have written a small
program that adds a new command to
Econet (Listing 1). The *STATION com-
mand (for example *STATION 12) not

10 KEYPTR=&02D8: REM Pointer to next free location in buffer
20 KEYBUF=&0300: REM Base address for keyboard buffer
30 DOSCLI=&FFF7: REM Entry point to OSCLI routine
40 DIM MEMORY 100: REM Reserve 100 bytes for object code
50 FOR PASS°/0= 1

TO 3 STEP 2
60 P%=MEMORY: REM Set PC to address MEMORY
70 [ OPT PASS%
80 LDX KEYPTR / Load X reg with address of next free

location in buffer
90 .AGAIN / Search buffer (backwards) until a <SPACE>

is found
100 DEX / Make X point to last character in buffer

(&OD)
110 LDA KEYBUF,X / Transfer this character into accumulator
120 CMP #&20 / Is this a <SPACE>?
130 BNE AGAIN / If not repeat the search
140 LDY #3 / Load Y with number of characters in NCL

minus 1 ie VIEW
150 .TRANSFER / This loop transfers characters from OCL to

NCL
160 INY / Make Y logical index (Y is index for NCL)
170 LDA KEYBUF,X / Load X with character to transfer
180 INX / Make X point to next character in OCL
190 STA TEXTLOC,Y / Now transfer to NCL
200 CMP #&OD / Was this character a <CR>?
210 BNE TRANSFER / If not move onto next character for transfer
220 .VIEW / Continually execute NCL
230 LDX #TEXTLOC

MOD 256 / Load X reg with low byte address of NCL
240 LDY #TEXTLOC

DIV 256 / Load Y reg with high byte address of NCL
250 JSR DOSCLI /The OSCLI routine
260 JMP VIEW / Continue until interrupt
270 RTS
280 .TEXTLOC / Store NCL here
290 1:NEXT PASS%
300 $TEXTLOC="VIEW": REM Store this string from location TEXTLOC

on
310 CALL MEMORY
320 END
Listing 1 *STATION command

only copies the student's screen, but
also updates the teacher's monitor as
the student's screen changes. The
student is unaware of this supervision
and the link may be severed by pressing
the <ESCAPE> key.

To put the program on the network,
log on to the LIBRARY. Type in the
program and run it. Now, save the
object code by typing '*SAVE "STA-
TION" 199D 1A30'. You may notice that
I have saved more memory than
appears to be necessary - however,
since the new command line is stored
immediately after the machine code,
room has to be reserved for it. (Remem-
ber to give the program an appropriate
access string!)

Conclusion
Econet has not been without its critics.
While it's still too early to come to any
definite conclusions regarding the
robustness and durability of the net-
work, I can say that everything the

'What makes Econet
unique is its

communications
capabilities. By using

the commands supplied,
the teachercan supervise

the progress of
individual students with

the minimum
of fuss.'

manager's guide claims to work, does.
Transferring software across has

been much simpler than expected.
Since PAGE is set to &1200, most
cassette and all disk -based software
has been transferred successfully.

Having said that, I have experienced
some difficulty running software which
requires data to be saved from within
the program. This tends to happen on
(some) cassette -based software and
has not been a problem with any
software transferred from disk. Inevit-
ably, my ROMs don't work! WORD -
WISE, GRAPHICS and EXMON don't
seem to be compatible with the network
filing system, although Computer Con-
cept's latest version of WORDWISE is.

One final point in Econet's favour is
its cost. Compared with most other
local area networks, Econet is remark-
ably cheap. With twenty user stations
on the net, each workstation (including
monitor) costs approximately £560 (ex
VAT). What other twenty -station local
area network can compete with this
figure?

Robert Elliott is a senior lecturer in
Clydebank College's Business Technol-
ogy Department. END
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Drawing andwords...

It took the rare skill of Leonardo Da Vinci to
conceive of manned flight and to be able to
portray his ideas.

Doodle dms gives today's designer the
power of micro -computer technology to design,
change and draw his ideas.

Doodle is a breakthrough in graphics
software. Anyone can learn to draw simple line
diagrams or sophisticated technical designs
with Doodle.

Doodle easily integrates drawings in
word -processed text for reports, catalogues
or training manuals.

Doodle can produce high quality output on

47I
low cost Matrix printers and runs on IBM-PC,

Sirius, Apricot, Compaq, Zenith, AM -Steam,

44)
Olivetti M24 and Columbia.

11:

 Engineers, designers and architects can use
Doodle for CAD.

 Educators can use Doodle for designing
course material.

 Lecturers can use Doodle for creating
presentation material.

 Exhibitors can use Doodle for creating
dynamic displays.

 Office Managers can use Doodle to plan
layouts or design forms.
How could you use Doodle?

tj SESOAff\\

.J5
The Electronic Pencil

Further Information from:
Trilex International Marketing Limited,

57 Church Street,
Staines, Middlesex TW18 4XS

Telephone: Staines 63771



FEATURES

4 "SOUND" VOICES

MAX 256 COLOURS
ON SCREEN AT ONE TIME

DIAGNOSTIC "SELF TEST"

CASSETTE "SOUND TRACK"
CAPABILITIES

64K RAM

PROGRAMMABLE
JOY STICK PORTS

SPRITES

CARTRIDGE SLOT

MONITOR SOCKET

BUILT-IN "BASIC"

COMMUNICATIONS
CAPABILITIES
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ACORN
ELECTRON
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AT 069, LOOK
HOW THE ATARI
800XL COCKS A
SNOOK AT THE
COMPETITION.

AT LAST, SERIOUS HOME COMPUTERS ARE UP AGAINST SERIOUS COMPETITION. THE ATARI 800XL
OFFERS EVERYTHING COMPETITORS IN OUR PRICE RANGE OFFER. AND, AS YOU CAN SEE ON THE

LEFT, A GREAT DEAL MORE. PLUS SOFTWARE PRICES THAT START AT LESS THAN £10.

A ATARI 1300XL
FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT YOUR NEAREST ATARI DEALER: ARGOS, BOOTS, CARREFOUR, CO-OP, CURRYS, DIXONS, GRANADA, LASKYS, LEWIS'S, LITTLEWOODS,

MAKRO, RUMBELOWS, SILICA SHOP, SPECTRUM, VALLANCES, WIGFALLS, WOOLWORTHS AND ALL OTHER COMPUTER SHOPS.



IBM PC AT
The PC AT follows its immensely successful and much -copied little brother
into the market, but does it represent good value to the single user or is it
designed for bigger things? Peter Bright tests the latest product from the

seemingly infallible IBM.
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The PCAT keyboard is a great improvement on the PC- the typing areas are well spaced and the RETURN and shift keys
are larger.

You're on a 'hiding -to -nothing' review-
ing a new IBM micro -the people who
don't know any better will buy it
anyway, and the people who do, can
work out how good it is for themselves.

It was with these thoughts in mind
that I set out to review IBM's second
offering on the micro scene, the PC AT.
'AT' apparently stands for 'Advanced
Technology', and I must admit that on
the face of it the AT does boast one or
two interesting features: multi-user,
the new Intel 80286 processor, optional
1.2Mbyte floppy disk, all for £3000. It
looks like IBM might have come up with
something new for a change.

Hardware
IBM won the prize for the lowest
specification in the biggest box with the
original PC, but I'm glad to say it has
managed to do rather better with the
AT. The main box is only slightly larger
than the PC box, even though it has
much more inside it. That said, putting
an AT on your desk is as good a way as I
have found of hiding yourself from the
rest of the office - it's still a big beast.

For this reason, IBM can supply a
floor mounting stand which allows you
to stand the system unit on its side next
to your desk.

The AT is a three -box design in the
same mould as the PC and the vast
majority of other desktop micros. The
monitor is exactlythe same as that used
on the PC, but the system unit and the
keyboard have been completely re-
designed.

The system unit is finished in a

mixture of grey and cream. Most of the
unit is the same grey as the PC, but the
front panel isfinished in cream to match
the monitor and the keyboard.

On the front of the system unit at the
far right-hand side is space for two
half -height 51/4in floppy disk drives. On
the left-hand side are two LEDs, a key
and the IBM badge.

The LEDs are used to indicate power
on and when the hard disk is reading or
writing. The key is used to disable
keyboard input from the main unit; it
does not disable input from remote
terminals. The idea is that the system
manager can prevent access to his
terminal without throwing off autho-
rised users.

When the machine arrived, I spent a
happy 10 minutes trying to bypass the
lock. I thought I had found a way by
removing the main cover and wedging
the micro switch on the lock closed with
the aid of a pen top. Then I found that
you can't take the cover off if the lock
has been activated. Back to the drawing
board.

I wouldn't usually class the maker's
badge as one of the most innovative
features of a micro (I don't know
though ...); however, IBM seems to
employ someone to design useless
appendages for the AT. On the front
panel that person has been hard atwork
designing a spring -loaded swivelling
IBM badge. The idea is that if you have
the unit standing on its side on the floor,
at least you can make sure that the IBM
logo is the right way up. Hey ho.

The rear of the main unit is very
unremarkable. From left to right there
are sockets for power in and out, the fa n,
a DIN plug for the keyboard and the exit
holes for no less than eight expansion
slots. There are also four strips of velcro
which look like the work of the useless
appendage person.

The velcro is used to hold an optional
plastic blanking plate in place. This fits
onto the back plate and doesn't seem to
serve any useful purpose other than to
cover various type approval badges
and a few screws. It looks pretty but I'm
sure it wouldn't last long before it got
lost in an office.

Getting inside is just the same as for
the PC: remove five screws and slide
the cover off (remembering, of course,

to turn the key to the locked position.
The inside is also reminiscent of the

PC. The power supply dominates the
rear right-hand corner. In front of that
are the twin disk drives and the hard
disk (which can't be seen from the
outside). To their left are the eight
full-length expansion slots. The main
processor board lies along the bottom
of the unit. However, while the layout
remains the same, the individual com-
ponents are very different from the
original PC.

The PSU is a multi -voltage unit with
external switching for continental use
(although you'd have to be Superman
to lug this lot over to the continent in
your hand luggage). The PSU box also
incorporates the system cooling fan.
This has a built-in thermistor which
regulates the speed of thefan according
to how hot the unit is. This apparently
helps cut down unnecessary noise. It
doesn't work- it's still noisy.

The AT is availablewith a bewildering
range of disk drives. The review
machine had one 360k floppy drive, one
1.2Mbyte floppy drive and a 20M bytes
full -height 51/4in hard disk. A 40M bytes
hard disk is also available. The floppy
drives aren't marked 'A' or 'B', although
the 360k PC compatible drives are
marked with a '*' embossed onto the
casing. All the new floppy drives are
half -height as opposed to the old
full -height units on the PC.

The most interesting aspect of the
new drives is the 1.2Mbyte high capac-
ity unit. The only other mass micro I can
recall which offers 1.2Mbyte on one
51/4in floppy is the Sirius. This did it by
varying the speed of rotation of the disk
to allow it to pack in more data.

The AT drive doesn't do this, but it's
still non-standard. The drive can actual-
lywork in two modes-IBM compatible
and high capacity.

If you put a standard 360k PC
format disk in the drive, it will happily
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read the data. It will also
write data back in 360k format,
but this is more dodgy. The
manual stresses that IBM doesn't
guarantee that data written to a 360k
disk in a high capacity drive can be read
by a standard drive. In practice I didn't
have any problems, but don't say you
haven't been warned.

The drive will only work in high
capacity mode if you use it with special
disks supplied by IBM. At first I thought
it might just be a marketing ploy, so I
shoved one of my 'all -singing -all -
dancing' Inmac disks into the drive and
tried to format it. The AT would have
none of it and spat the disk out with a
message to the effect of 'You can't fool
me like that, sonny.'

It transpires that the disks have a
special surface which can handle the
high density needed to achieve
1.2Mbytes. The only doubt I have is
about the supply of these new disks.
No-one I talked to at IBM was sure
whether they were available from
anyone other than IBM. If they aren't it
means you are dependent on IBM's
whim until a third party tools up to
producethethings. Not recommended.

The main PCB takes up two thirds of
the floor space in the system unit. It is
dominated by the processor, memory
and the expansion ports.

The Intel 80286 main processor is
very easy to spot because it's square
ratherthan the conventional oblong DIL
package. Many modern VLSI chips are
adopting this shape because they can
run pins out of each side of the square
rather than just two sides on DIL
packages.

The 80286 and its smaller brother, the
80186, have been on the stocks for quite
a while, but production difficulties and
problems with the mask have put the
chip in short supply. The mask problem
also meansthat,althoughthechip hasa
design clock speed of 8MHz, the pro-
duction versions can only be safely run
at 6MHz.

In hardware terms, the 80286 can be
looked on as a CPU and advanced
memory management unit combined
into one chip. It hasa full 16 -bit external
data bus and a 24 -bit address bus which
would theoretically give access to a
maximum 16Mbytes of RAM. I say
theoretical because the amount of RAM
that the processor can access is depen-
dent upon the mode in which it's
running. In compatibility mode (see
below) the maximum is 1Mbyte.

Although it's loosely based on the
older 8086/8088, the design of the
processor unit is very different result-
ing in much higher throughput.

The instruction set of the 80286 is also
based on the older chips, but in
protected mode programmers have
access to an extra 28 instructions. Most
of these are designed for use with the

Nothing out of the ordinary here - exit holes for up to eight expansion slots

1111111111111111111111111111111

On the right two half height 51/4in floppy disk drives

memory management unit.
The review machine also came with

an 80287 maths co -processor fitted.
ATs are usually shipped without the
chip but with a socket if your software
needs it. The 80287 performs the same
function for the 80286 processor as the
8087 doesforthe 8086: that is, it relieves
the processor of mathematical calcu-
lations and lets it get on with less
time-consuming work.

The base model AT is supplied with
256k of RAM. However, the review

machine arrived carrying the full 512k,
which the main board can take without
having to resort to using expansion
slots. Maximum RAM using the expan-
sion slots is 3Mbytes. The RAM was
provided by 36 of the new(ish) Texas
Instruments 128k x 1 giving 512k with
parity. The main board also holds 64k of
ROM -based operating system routines
and diagnostics.

Like the PC before it, the AT makes
heavy use of expansion slots to provide
basic functions such as video genera-
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THE RIGHT TOOLS FOR THE JOB?

f you've been looking around for business software, you'll
probably know all about the latest gadget. It's called

I
"integrated software". A little bit of everything, crammed
into one do -it -all package.

But if you're really serious about running your business,
you'll know how important it is to get the best possible tool
for every job.

That's why we developed Smart Software. The Smart
Word Processor, the Smart Spreadsheet with Graphics
and the Smart Data Manager are all state-of-the-art, fully-
fledged packages in their own right. On their own, they
match the best. Yet together, they integrate totally in every
way to form a complete software system.

If you think your business might need something a little
more powerful than the latest all -in -one software gadgets,
you're in good company. A group of America's top
corporate decision makers recently voted Smart Software
the overwhelming victor in an integrated software show-
down that included Lotus Symphony© and Framework
from Ashton Tate.

Call one of our distributors now for more details about
Smart Software. It could be one of the smartest moves
you'll ever make.

ACT (Pulsar) Ltd Highfield Court 24 Highfield Road
Edgbaston Birmingham.B15 3DP West Midlands
Tel: 021-455 7000 Telex 336874

Paradigm Southampton House 192-206 York Road
London SW11 3SA Tel: 01-228 5008 Telex 8954575

MBS Soft Ltd Unit A Horton Trading Estate Stanwell Road
Horton Slough Berks Tel: 02812 4515 Telex 848945
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Smart Software
from Innovative Software Inc.

Smart Software is a registered trademark of Innovative Software Inc.
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XVI WAVE MATE BRINGS MUSCLE TO YOUR

IBM PC/XT WITH IT'S 80286 MOTHERBOARD
BULLET -286 makes the XT perform with greater power and speed than the IBM PC/AT

It's the new BULLET -286 motherboard for the
IBM PC/XT marketplace. This advanced -tech-
nology product utilizes the Intel microprocessor
80286 while maintaining both hardware and
software compatibility with the IBM PC, XT.
By simply replacing the existing XT board
with our new BULLET -286, you get greater
power and speed than the IBM PC -AT. Thus,
existing PC /XT users can preserve their
investment in hardware and software while
moving a quantum leap beyond PC -AT
performance.
The BULLET -286 contains a 6 megahertz no
wait state 80286 microprocessor in place of the
XT's 4.77 MHz 8088. There is an 80287 math
co -processor option, 8 IBM expansion slots,
and enhanced ROM BIOS. The BULLET -286
is equipped with 256K bytes of memory,
expandable to 1 megabyte on -board.

The BULLET -286 is compatible with the IBM
PC XT to a degree far beyond the IBM PC -AT

product. Application programs and operating
systems (PC -DOS, CP /M, UCSD Pascal,
Pick, Oasis, Unix-derivitives) available for the
XT, can run without incompatibilities on the
BULLET -286.
You can order now. The BULLET -286 is avail-
able with 256K RAM, with options to 1 full
megabyte. Prices start at $1,995.

Quantity discounts available. OEM, distributor
and dealer inquiries welcome.

WAVE MATE EUROPE nvsa
159 Chee de Vleurgat
1050 Brussels, Belgium
Tel: (02) 649 10 70 Telex: 846 61 828

AASP
Systems Ltd This is just a tiny selection from

719 Banbury Avenue our range. Please ring or write for
further details, price lists and reliable,

Slough Trading Estate intelligent, patient advice to provide

Slough, Berks. you with the tools you need. We have

SL1 4LH
most disk formats available.
Send C.W.O. plus £1.75 pp + VAT.
Payment within 30 days on approved

Tel. Slough (0753) 821682 accounts.
All prices excluding VAT
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Wordstar World's most widely used word processor package

Mailmerge Mail shot/Boiler Plate for above

Multiplan Spreadsheet with linking of worksheets

Lotus 123 Spreadsheet, database plus graphics

Knowledgeman 2nd generation database, easy to use

Supercalc 2 Most well known spreadsheet

Pertmaster Critical Path Analysis

Access Manager Keyed file Access for CBASIC, Pascal MT, PLJI

C Basic Digital Research Version of Basic

Lattice C Well respected version of C Language

VAT Analysis Calculates VAT for Retailers

BSTAM Transfers files between micros

X25 Pad Connects IBM PC to world wide packet switched networks
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tion, disk control and
printer connection. The AT
does rather better than the PC
by having eight full-length slots.
The main difference between the two
machines is that where the PC has an'
8 -bit data bus and limited memory
addressing, the AT has a 16 -bit data bus
and a 24 -bit address bus. This means
that if you want to take full advantage of
the AT's architecture, you need extra
lines for the expansion cards.

IBM gets around this problem by
giving each slot a PC -compatible socket
and a 36 -way socket to take the extra
data and address lines. This means that
the AT will work both with custom -

designed cards and most PC cards.
The expansion cage in the review

machine was occupied by four cards: a
disk controller, two serial/printer cards
and a colour graphics card.

The disk controller card is the only
one of the three to make use of the extra
socket. This is a new custom -designed
unit which controls the high capacity
floppy, PC -compatible floppy and the
hard disk. The card fitted to the review
machine was obviously an early ver-
sion and had a couple of patches fitted.

The two serial/printer cards are used
to connect remoteterminalsto the main
unit. Each card houses a standard (for
IBM) 25 -way D plug for connecting a
parallel printer and a 9 -way D plug for
the RS232 line. The 9 -way RS232 line is
a bad idea. It seems that whenever IBM
comes across something that everyone
else uses as a standard, it changes it. It
happened on the PC with the parallel
printer port and now IBM has done it to
the RS232 connection. Everyone else
uses a 25 -way D plug, so why use a
9 -way version?

Interestingly, according to IBM, the
maximum number of remote terminals
that can be connected is two. At the
launch it was said that this was due to a
hardware limitation. I have a feeling it
has more to do with IBM not wanting to
compete with products higher up in its
range.

The PC keyboard certainly evoked
strong reactions when it was released.
You either loved it oryou hated it. I rated
it as the best keyboard I had ever used
until I tried the keyboard on the AT.

The AT keyboard is similar to the PC
unit. It's connected to the main unit by
an extra long coiled cable, which allows
it to be used a fair distance away from
the main unit if necessary. Like the PC
wilt, it hastwo legs which can be flipped
down to alter the typing angle.

A total of 84 keys are divided into
three main areas. The main qwerty
typing section is in the middle, with 10
function keys set down the left-hand
side and numeric pad/editing keys to
the right. The feel of the keys is just the
same as on the PC - firm, sharp and
beautifully positive.

A great deal of criticism was
levelled at the layout of the PC key-

board. IBM seems to have taken note
of this and rectified it on the AT.

One of the major criticisms was that
the RETURN key was too small and
difficult to find. The AT has a RETURN
key so large that anyone could find it.
The shift keys get similar treatment.
Another criticism was that there was no
gap between the function keys and the
typing area, and between the typing
area and the numeric keypad. The gaps
are there now. Finally, there was no
indication on the PC keyboard that
CAPS LOCK or NUM LOCK had been
selected. Now there is a bank of three
LEDs in the keyboard to indicate CAPS
LOCK, NUM LOCK and SCROLL LOCK.

It is not all good news though. A
major criticism of the PC keyboard was
that the cursor control keys doubled up
with the numeric keys and invariably
the wrong mode wasselected. Unfortu-
nately this is still the case with the AT.

Worse than that is what IBM has done
with the ESCAPE key, which usually
lives somewhere in the top left of the
keyboard. IBM has put it in the numeric
keypad on the right-hand side of the
keyboard. This makes life difficult for
anyone used to running Lotus 1-2-3 etal
which make heavy use of ESCAPE.
Having said that, the AT keyboard is still
a vast improvement on the PC keyboard
and now rates as myfavou rite keyboard
on any micro.

The display on the AT is standard
IBM, just the same as the PC. That
means that you get an acceptable
monochrome display and a downright
horrible colour display unless you want
to pay for a third party display card that
may or may not work in the AT.

The review machine was supplied
with the same IBM colour monitor as
supplied with the PC. The trouble with
this monitor is that it doesn't tilt and
only swivels if you pick it up and put it
down facing in a different direction.

System software
With the introduction of the AT, the IBM
system software scene is starting to
look rather muddled. The AT will be
offered with a choice of two operating
systems, PC -DOS Version 3 and Xenix.

PC -DOS Version 3 is the latest up-
dated version of the PC -DOS single -
user operating system which was
originally on the PC. Xenix is Micro-
soft's adaptation of AT&T's Unix multi-
user operating system. In addition, a
special single -user version of Xenix
called PC/IX will be made available for
the PC. However, PC -DOS Version 3
won't run on the PC, so it stays with
PC -DOS Version 2.11.

Xenix won't be available for the AT
until next year, so the review machine
was tested in single -user mode running
PC -DOS Version 3.

When you switch on the AT it goes
through its self -test routine in much the
same way as the PC; the only difference
being that it's thankfully much quicker.
It then goes on to boot DOS and ask for
the date and time in the same way asthe
PC - only this time you take the
defaults because the AT has a battery -

backed clock'calendar built-in.
The 80286 processor in the AT is

capable of operating in two modes:
either compatibility or protected mode.
In compatibility mode it emulates an
8088 processor so that programs writ-
ten for the 8088 will run. In protected
mode, the processor offers an extended
instruction set along with some very
comprehensive memory management
features designed for use in multi-user/
concurrent processing applications.

DOS 3 works in compatibility mode
and limits user memory to 640k. This
means that even though you can
physically expand your AT to 3Mbytes,
your program can only access 640k.The
rest will have to be used as RamDisk.

To all intents and purposes DOS 3 is
just the same as DOS 2.11 with a few bits
rewritten to take advantage of the new
architecture on the AT. The user image
is exactly the same as DOS 2.11. It looks
very much as if IBM and Microsoft have
done as little as possible to get PC -DOS
up on the AT, which may not have been
such a good move. Digital Research is
about to release its 80286 version of
Concurrent CP/M, and the signs are that
it will make full use of the processor as
well as offer PC -DOS emulation and a
multi-user option. If I were a prospec-
tive AT owner I'd give Concurrent CP M
a very close look.

The only interesting features I found
with DOS 3 on the AT were a couple of
utilities which I've seen elsewhere -
but not on IBMs. They are a RamDisk
manager and a prompt utility.

The RamDisk utility is called VDISK-
.SYS and is used to set aside an area of
RAM as a virtual disk; the advantage
being that you can treat the virtual disk
in the same way as you would a normal
disk, except that the access time is
extremely fast.

To set aside a RamDisk you add an
entry calling VDISK.SYS in the CONFIG-
.SYS configuration file. For example, an

Benchmarks
BM1 0.8
BM2 2.2
BM3 4.9
BM4 5.1
BM5 5.6
BM6 9.4
BM7 15.0
BM8 13.9
Average 7.1
All timings in seconds. Fora full listing
of the Benchmark programs see
Direct Access:
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entry in CONFIG.SYS such as
'device = vdisk.sys 256 512 64'
would mean that every time the
system was booted up, a 256k Ram Disk
would be set aside with a phantom 512
sectors and up to 64 directory entries.

The other new utility is called
'Prompt'. This is very like a similar
utilityfound in Unix which allows you to
alterthe system prompt. For example, if
you were fed up with the system
showing 'A>', you cou Id type 'PROMPT
GET LOST' and the system would use
'Get Lost' instead of the default prompt.
It's fun for five minutes but wears thin
after that. Just out of interest I tried
booting my PC system disk with PC -
DOS Version 2 on the AT. It booted with
no problem and even ran applications,
but it couldn't recognise the hard disk.

Applications software
Applications software - there's the
rub. The obvious use for the AT is as a
small multi-user machine. In this role
IBM's favoured operating system is
Xenix. The problem is that there's not
yet a great deal of good multi-user
applications software on the market but
no doubt this will change. Such is the
pulling power of IBM that software
houses will be falling over themselves
backwards to convert their software to
multi-user. This will take time, but IBM
is giving them some lead time by not
releasing Xenix officially until 1985.

There are no such problems with
PC -DOS, thousands of programs are

BENCHTEST

available for the PC. The only
question is: will they run on the

AT? The answer is that you can
never be totally sure, but it seems that
the majority of popular programs will
run out of the box. IBM is giving
technical assistanceto software houses
who have to re -write.

I had a go with Flight Simulator on the
AT and it wouldn't run. The reason for
this isn't clear as it got very close to
running and only failed when it tried to
load in the scenery from the disk.

IBM has been very thorough in trying
to assist with getting applications
software over from the PC. Two of the
user manuals supplied with the
machine were devoted to giving in-
structions on how to install specific
programs on the AT.

A look at the Benchmark timings
shows that the AT is fast, but perhaps
not quite as fast as one would have
expected. Remember that the AT has
the brand new 80286 super processor
and that the review machine was also
equipped with the 80287 maths co-
processor. Even with all this it only
came out fractionally faster than the
Olivetti M24 with a humble 8086 and no
maths chip.

The reasons for this are varied.
Firstly, Basica makes no use of the
80287, so it might as well have not been
fitted; and secondly, Basica is an 8 -bit
Basic and is not optimised for this
processor. Even so, it's an interesting
comparison because the Olivetti's
GWBasic is an 8 -bit Basic . . .

In perspective
The AT sits comfortably above IBM's current range of PCs. Although it can be
used as a single user machine, its main role will be as a small multi-user unit
with a couple of remote terminals added on to the base unit. The only possible
conflict would have been the base model ATcompeting with the PC XT; IBM got
over this potential problem by cutting the price of PC XTs.

The base model AT with 256k of RAM and a 1.2Mbyte floppy drive can be had
for less than £3000. However, I think it's likely that most AT users will go for the
512k RAM, 20Mbytes disk version for £4300. This is the minimum configuration
with which you can do any serious multi-user work.

The fact that the AT was going to be based on the Intel 80286 chip wasn't a
particularly well -kept secret. Consequently the flow of AT 'think-alikes' has
already started and is likely to continue in much the same way as the PC
look -alike market. Most of these products will either give superior performance
or be priced lower than the AT.

As with the PC, the people who know what they are doing will probably be
able to get better price/performance elsewhere, but other users are likely to
buy it regardless.

Technical specifications
Processor:
ROM:
RAM:
Massstorage:
Keyboard:
Size:
Weight:
I/O:
DOS:

Inte180286 running at 6MHz
64k
256k expandableto3Mbytes
20 or 40Mbytes hard disk, 360 or 1.2Mbytesfloppydisks
84 keys
6.5 x 21.25 x 17ins
421 b

Eightextended PCcompatibleslots
PC -DOS Version 3,ATXenix

Documentation
What is the world coming to when IBM
documentation sprouts yellow cartoon
birds saying how nice DOS.3 is?

Luckily the bird has so far only
managed to penetrate the noddy guide
to DOS supplied with the machine. Let's
hope it gets no further! As a rule IBM
manuals are well laid out and easy to
understand, and don't need the 'Gee -
Whizz' style.

The AT was supplied with three other
manuals: the Set Up Guide, Guide to
Operations and the Applications Instal-
lation Guide. The DOS reference manu-
al wasn't available, so I can't comment
on it. However, the others were of
standard IBM quality: good use of
two-colour printing, plenty of diagrams
and easy to follow.

Prices
The basic AT with 256k of RAM and 1 x
1.2Mbyte floppy disk drive will set you
back £2951. I doubt that many people
will buy this model. It's more likely that
they'll go for the expanded version with
512k of RAM, a 20Mbytes hard disk and
a 1.2Mbyte floppy drive. This will set
you back £4281.

Conclusion
I found nothing to dislike about the AT
and quite a lotto like. The 1.2Mbyte disk
drive is interesting, but I'm not sure how
useful it is in a machine which already
has a hard disk. It makes backups easier
but not thatmuch easier-I'd still go for
a high capacity tape streamer. It would
be of much more use in the PC, but the
disk controller card won't work there.

DOS.3 is a disappointment. I was
hoping IBM would take the opportunity
to improve the operating system, but it
hasn't made full use of the main
processor's facilities.

As far as Xenix goes, it will be a while
before it's launched and even longer
before decent software is available. I

think a long look should be given to the
286 version of Concurrent CP/M.
Assuming Digital Research doesn't
make any major faux pas, it could have a
great deal to commend itto the AT user.

The AT doesn't look like good value
as a general purpose single user
machine, nor was it so designed. But as
a small multi-user system or as part of
IBM's new micro LAN it begins to look
much better. Perhaps even good value.

The IBM PC AT is a good solid
product, just as you would expect from
IBM. It nods towards innovation by
using a new chip and a high capacity
disk drive, but on the whole sticks with
what IBM stands for - good solid
conservative technology that sells by
the bucket -full.

Thanks to IBM dealer Silicon Valley for
supplying the review machine. END
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On average,there is
one new software package

being written for the
IBM Personal Computer

everyday.*



It's difficult to say exactly how many programs
there are for the IBM Personal Computer.

New ones are being added to the extensive
library every day.

Which means that, however unusual your
business may seem, we can probably offer you
software that matches your personal needs.

As you'd expect, software for the IBM Personal

Computer covers every everyday business function
(accounts, sales forecasting, word processing and
so on.) As you probably wouldn't expect, it also covers
a whole spectrum of less obvious areas.

With specific programs for subjects as diverse
as gem -cutting and plant -breeding.

Your local IBM Authorised Dealers or Retail
Centres will show you how many IBM Personal



Computer Programs they have
for you.

You can count on them.
For further information

phone 01-200 0200 or clip the
coupon.

*Based on published National Computer
Centre data for the period January/February
1984.

Roger Kojecky, IBM United Kingdom Product Sales Limited,
FREEPOST, Greenford, Middx. UB6 9BR. (Tel: 01-578 4399.)

PCW 7/84
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Juki 6100
Simon Craven looks at theJuki 6100, an inexpensive, letter -quality

daisywheel printer, and is suitably impressed.

There's never been a better time to buy
a computer printer but, paradoxically,
choosing which one to go for has never
been more difficult. The latest round of
price reductions has brought daisy-
wheel printers down to a level previous-
ly occupied by draft -quality, dot matrix
types, so the main criterion for selecting
something suitable for your particular
application is the kind of compromise
you are prepared to strike between
speed and print quality.

The Juki 6100 certainly offers excel-
lent print quality for a £370 unit, but the
otherprice you pay is a speed of only 18
characters per second. A £370 dot-
matrix printer can be expected to zip
along at up to 100cps, dropping to
about half that figure in a double -strike
'correspondence quality' mode.

Whether this is important to you
depends mainly on the length of your
printing tasks. The Juki comes into its
own for letters, when the delay is never
long enough to be irritating. However,
with an article of 2000 words or more,
the speed differential is more notice-
able: the Juki takes about 12 minutes to
stutter it out, against two and a half
minutes for a typical mid -range dot-
matrix printer.

Hardware
If your desire to see fully -formed
characters marching crisply across the
page overrides your impatience, then
the Juki 6100 has much to recommend
it. Daisywheel printers are traditionally
bulky, heavy pieces of equipment
which threaten to shake the house

down when they burst into staccato
action; the Juki breaks with that line of
development. Its overall dimensions
are 20.5 x 5.9 x 14.2ins, making it a
sensible choice if you want your com-
puter system to leave a couple of square
inches free on your desk top. This is
about six inches wider and two inches
deeper than an Epson FX80 dot matrix
printer, but a couple of inches smaller in
those same dimensions than the main
daisywheel rivals.

Nor will you need to weld bracing
struts to the furniture before putting
your new 'toy' online. It weighs in at
271b - about 10Ib less than much of the
competition - and the low weight of
the moving parts keeps vibration at
acceptable levels.

Noise is frequently the Achilles' heel
of a daisywheel printer, but I found the
Juki subjectively less irritating than an
Epson FX80. Although the noise con-
tinues for a longer period than a dot
matrix type, being much lower pitched
the irregular beat of the daisywheel is
less annoying than the predictable
scream of the Epson.

The physical design of the printer is
very thoughtful. An injection -moulded
plastic case keeps the internals free of
dust, and the dust cover -cum -acoustic
muffler is engraved with typescales for
the three type pitches (10, 12 and 15)
which the Juki can produce. All the
controls are easy to reach, and include
two platen knobs instead of the onethat
many printer manufacturers provide.

The front -mounted control panel is
slightly unusual. A small slider control
is an immediate attention -grabber: it
allows you to change the pitch setting
without sending special codes through
software or fiddling about with internal
DIP switches. But you can't change
horses in mid -stream: once it has been
moved to a new position, the printer
must be turned off and then on again to
reset it to the new parameters.

WordStar users, indeed, anyone
whose word processor allows the use
of an alternative character set, can still
use software control to alternate be-
tween, say, 10 -pitch and 12 -pitch.
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There are three ZX81-style touch -

sensitive keys to the right of the slider,
but instead of the normal Line Feed,
Form Feed and On Line/Off Line toggle,
you get separate keys for Off Line (here
marked Pause) and On Line (marked
Reset). The Form Feed function re-
mains, but Line Feed is not present.

One of the most inconvenient aspects
of many printers is gaining access to the
DIP switches, but the Juki is definitely
superior in this respect. All you have to
do is pull off the top part of the case and
a single bank of switches is revealed -
no screws to undo, no need to remove
the ribbon nor the paper. It is, however,
a good idea to switch off the power
before you get stuck in!

The functions of the switches them-
selves are straightforward enough.
Switch 1 determines whether or not a
carriage return should automatically
imply a linefeed, and switches 4 to 6 are
used in various combinations to select
one of the eight international character
sets available. Switch 7 distinguishes
between continuous stationery and
single sheets, 8 gives two choices of
form length, and 9 provides two options
for the spacing between lines.

So far, so conventional, but switches
2 and 3 offer a little more of interest.
Switch 2 selects one of two levels of
daisywheel impact. In my case, the
lower intensity setting proved more
than adequate for normal use, and
probably reduced wear and tear on the
plastic daisywheel supplied, but if you
want to produce a clear impression
through weighty wads of carbon paper
then you can turn the power up.

Switch 3 is aimed at users of the IBM
PC. The PC has a couple of idiosyncratic
tricks up its sleeve, including a habit of
cutting off diplomatic relationswith any
peripheral it hasn't heard from for a
while. If a signal is not received from the
peripheral, be it a modem, printer or
plotter,then the communications chan-
nel is closed after a certain period of
time. This can cause problems with
parallel printers, as the PC gets impa-
tient when itfills theJuki's 2k buffer and
can't send any more data.

A couple of software patches are
recommended in the manual. Setting
switch 3 to ON sets the scene by
selecting the appropriate mode for the
buffer's data processing.

Setting up
Hooking up your computer to a Juki
6100 is unlikely to cause too many
problems. The standard parallel inter-
face, using an ordinary Amphenol
connecter, can be supplemented by an
RS232 serial interface at extra cost. The
codes which turn on and off various
features such as underlining, shadow,
bold and double printing, as well as
superscripts and subscripts, have been
made identical to those used by the
Diablo 630. Any piece of software which
includes a printer installation menu is
likely to include a driver suitable for the
Juki.

This compatibility with convenient
standards also extends to the ribbon,
which is like that of an IBM Selectric
typewriter. Supply of single -pass car-
bon ribbons and the more durable
multi -strike cloth ribbons is unlikely to
cause any headaches. Using single -
pass carbon ribbons makes the print
quality especially crisp and clear, but
the traditional drawback is the need to
buy a replacement ribbon at short
intervals. The 6100 does a very good job
at squeezing the most out of its ribbons,
striking each bit of the ribbon in three
vertically arranged tracks. The ribbon
life is 160,000 characters, or about
27,000 words, although the multi -strike
cloth alternatives should be good for at
least 100,000 words before the print
becomes faint.

The advantage of a cloth ribbon is not
the decrease in running costs, of course
- it's the progressive way the ribbon
wears out. If you stickto carbon ribbons
the timewill come when,say, it's eleven
o'clock on Sunday evening and your
last ribbon runs out in the middle of
printing a 12 -page report which has to
be on somebody else's desk by nine

ing,with numerous cartoons injecting a
little levity into what could too easily
become a dull subject.

What makes the documentation
stand out in terms of content as well as
presentation is a series of chapters
devoted to interfacing the Juki to the
most popular personal computers, and
the most likely choices of word proces-
sing software for those systems.

The computers covered are the IBM
PC, Apple II family, Kaypro II, Osborne 1
and TRS-80 Model III. The software
featured is mainly the relevant versions
of WordStar, although Perfect Writer
also puts in an appearance and the
Tandy chapter goes into Superscript.
The explanations of how to getthe most
from your system even suggest using
DEBUG.COM to patch your WordStar
program files.

Optional extras
Optional extras for the 6100 include a
continuous stationery tractor -feed de-
vice with an accompanying end -of -
paper detector. Another possible en-
hancement is the expansion of the 2k
static RAM print buffer to 8k, just by

`Hooking up your computer to a Juki 6100 is unlikely
to cause too many problems. The standard parallel
interface, using an ordinary Amphenol connecter,

can be supplemented by an RS232 serial interface
at extra cost.'

o'clock the next morning. a
cloth ribbon, you can always squeeze a
few more pages of print out of it, even if
the quality isn't everything you might
have hoped for.

The other major consumable with a
daisywheel printer is the daisywheel
itself. Plastic wheels like the one sup-
plied with the printer have a low initial
cost, but in the long -run their higher
rate of wear makes them less econo-
mical than metal wheels. The daisy-
wheels used are compatible with those
used on Triumph -Adler machines, so
there should be no difficulty in getting
hold of your required typeface.

Documentation
The unusually high quality of the
documentation which accompanies
the Juki 6100 is a powerful incentive for
selecting this product over some of the
alternatives. In an ideal world, all
computers, software and peripherals
would come with a manual this good.

All the usual information is supplied
in a clear and concise format, and the
well -designed contents pages make it
easy to get straight to whatever snippet
you are looking for. There's also a
decent index -a feature noticeable by
its absence on too many computer
products. It's all beautifully written,
with a noticeable American idiom
which manages not to get in the way of
the information, and never skignps on
the well -presented technical informa-
tion. The design is clear and entertain -

desired capacity is reached. A list of
compatible memory chips is given in
the manual, along with full fitting
instructions.

The latest offering from Juki is the
larger 6300. This is a rather more
conventional device than the 6100, and
provides a much wider carriage and
significantly higher speed. Unfortu-
nately the example borrowed was not
complete with documentation so a full
evaluation was impossible, but initial
impressions were of a solid, well -
engineered machine which neverthe-
less lacks some of the 6100's thoughtful
touches. For example, the external
control for pitch setting has been
replaced by a combination of internal
DIP switches, and the typescales on the
platen cover have been omitted. The
print quality was very good, though,
and I was impressed by the low noise of
the printer.

Conclusion
Overall I was very pleased with the Juki
6100. With the prices of this class of
product falling steadily it's difficult to
make specific recommendations about
the value for money offered by various
competitors, but operationally the Juki
is extremely competent with no notice-
able weak spots.

If you are in the market fora low-cost
letter -quality printer, I can foresee few
grounds for dissatisfaction with the
6100.
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CONSTRUCTION

Play it again,

Beeb
Good quality, multi -channel sound is one of the many advantages of the

BBC Micro, but playing Bach on a qwerty keyboard is a pianist's
nightmare. Richard Tomlinson tells you how to build your own

electronic keyboard from easily obtainable parts.

The four sound channels on the BBC
Micro produce an imaginative range of
effects over five octaves. Sounds from
buzzes and beeps to multi -voice melo-
dies can be coaxed from the sound
generator, but most games on the
market settle for zaps and pings which
don't do justice to the micro's full
potential.

Our keyboard uses the BBC's 12 -bit
analogue to digital converter
The keyboard's internal resistor chain is
simply a potential divider arranged so
that when a key on the keyboard is
pressed the resistance chain is electri-
cally divided and the computer calcu-
lates which key is being pressed by the
amount of current being fed into the
ADC. (This contrasts with the operation
of a qwerty keyboard, where each
keypress generates an ASCII code
corresponding to a character in the
ROM or user -defined character set).

Naming of parts
All the parts needed forthe project, with
the exception of the wood glue and
double -sided tape, are available from
Maplin. The keyboard used on the
prototype is the XB15RM a 49 note C to
C keyboard, although a cheaper version
(ref XB17T), which is not as deepfrontto
back, can be used just as well.
Keyboards with fewer or more keys can
also be used and will require modifica-
tions to the test program (see below).

Forty-nine GJ keyboard contact
blocks are needed to go with the
keyboard. Each of these is a single pole
changeover switch which is activated
by depression of the lever arm. When
the keyboard has been constructed
these lever arms are depressed by the
key plungers. The keyboard contact
blocks are stuck onto four SRBP mount-
ing strips.

Keyboard
Keyboard contacts

Wood batten
Plywood base

Fig 1 Assembly

.T1

SRBP mounting
strips

I I

The potential divider chain is con-
structed out of one 100k Ohm, one 220
Ohm and 50 x 100 Ohm resistors. Hav-
ing designed the keyboard and built the
prototype, I discovered that thefirst and
last keys did not produce a steady
output, but oscillated in an alarming
way. Although the explanation wasn't
obvious, the solution was: a 220 Ohm
and a 100 Ohm resistor were added to
the beginning and end of the resistor
chain respectively. A load had to be put
onto the ADC when no keys were being
pressed, so a 100k Ohm resistor was
added between the VREF and CHAN-
NEL 0 lines in order to keep the ADC at a
steady preset value.

Connection between the keyboard
and the computer is achieved with three
one metre lengths of flexible cable
connected to a 15 -way D -type plug.
About 1.5 metres of light duty connect-
ing wire will be required to join one pin
of every contact block together. For the
termination of wires a terminal block
(HFO1B) is used.

The base of the unit is formed from a
sheet of 1/4" (minimum) plywood 2'2" by
the depth of the keyboard (in the case of
the XB15R). To raise the contact blocks
a piece of 1/4"x 2"x 2'4" is also needed. A
wooden batten about 2'4" long sup-
ports the keyboard (see Fig 1). Wood
glue, a strong adhesive such as Araldite
and double -sided tape (carpet tape) are
the other essential ingredients.

Assembly
Glue and screw the smallest side of the
wooden batten onto the edge of the
plywood base. Screw the keyboard
hinge onto the batten as in Fig 1, and
glue down the thin strip of plywood on
the base next to the batten.

Stickthe mounting stripstemporarily
to the small strip of plywood with a
modest amount of double -sided tape,
so that the mounting strips can be
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Resistors twisted together
and soldered onto
pins at the back

Wire to
channel 0

Distance between
key centres

Fig 2 Positioning of resistors

Keyboard
contact SRBP strip

removed after alignment of the contact
blocks. Place each keyboard contact on
the mounting strips, taking care to
centre the contact arm under the
keyboard plunger (Figs 1 & 2) and mark
off the position. After all the positions
have been marked, remove the mount-
ing strips and glue the keyboard con-
tacts to the mounting strip using a
strong adhesive.

Join the 100 Ohm resistor legs by
twisting and soldering them together.
The spacing of the resistors must be as
shown in Fig 2. The resistor legs can
then be cut back to the length shown in
Fig 2 and the chain soldered into place.
(Other methods were tried but this
proved to be the most convenient!). All
the keyboard contacts must then be
connected to channel 0 (Fig 3). This is

achieved by soldering a long connect-
ing wire to one of the pins on each
contact block (Fig 2). Only two of the
three pins on each block are used,
making them function as on/off switch-
es (Fig 4). The three flexible wires are
terminated at the keyboard end by the
use of the terminal block.

Once the wires, resistors and resistor
chain have been connected to the

2200 1000

V Ref
Pin 11

1000

Fig 3 Connecting keyboard contacts to channel 0

1000 1000 1000 1000

0
Key 49

Channel 0
Pin 15

AGND
Pin 5
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CONSTRUCTION
terminal block, the block is screwed to
the wooden base, inside the keyboard.
Make sure that no bare wires or resistor
legs touch the metal surface of the
keyboard. The 15 -way plug is now
connected to the three flexible wires
which run from the keyboardtotheADC
as follows: channel 0 wire to pin 15,
AGNDwire to pin 5 and VREF wire to pin
11 (Fig 5).

Testing the board
The test program (Listing 1 & Fig 7)
allows you to solve any problems that
might have occurred during construc-
tion of the board. If an alternative board
(see below) has been used, only minor
changes will be necessary. Once the
board is fully operational it can be used
as a keyboard instrument capable of
generating a wide variety of sounds
from an organ to bagpipes, from one
channel sound to simple additive
(Fourier) synthesis. The board can also
be used (with minor modifications to
the test program) as a device for writing
music into other programs. Most
schools nowadays have at least one
BBC B, so by expanding the program
the board can take its place in the school
orchestra as an organ/synthesiser or in
the music department as a teaching aid.

To make the board compete with
other keyboards, accompaniment must
be incorporated into the program (Fig
6). There are two types of accompani-
ment, real time and step time. Real time
is where the accompaniment is played
back exactly as it was played in
(mistakes and all!). Step time is where
all the notes have the same duration,
which is changed by the speed of the
tempo.

To keep the key response quick, the
program must regularly call a proce-
dure to keep updating the accompani-
ment. The test program can be used
with the addition of a few procedure
calls. Where there is a loop,which could
last for a long time, (line 190 for
example) a procedure call should be
placed between the REPEAT and UNTIL
commands.

When the sound buffer is full and a

( Start )

( )Initialise
variables

A

A

A

Sound
note for
the key

Sound the
release

part of the
envelope

Subroutine for tune up

Is the sound
buffer near

full

Fig 6 Modifying the test program to enable accompaniment

sound command is executed, the prog
ram will pause until there is space in the
buffer for the command. If this happens
when the keyboard is being used, then
the board will go 'dead' for a short
period of time. Therefore, when a
procedure is called to update the
accompaniment,the sound buffer must
be checked forspace. lfthere is no space
the computer must return from the
procedure without updating the
accompaniment.

Pitch and duration are needed for real

Fig 4 Two pins function as on/off switches

To rest of keyboard

1000
2200

100k0

Terminal block

To AGND
TolIFVREF To channel 0

Fig 5 Connecting wires to the
111

15 -way plug
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Select only
1 AID

converter

B = 1236

Force
conversion

a Y
Key N

Drive N to
be used in Sound

> 50 ? 1 'sound'
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N N Both Has Adval
Conversion
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complete ?

equal
other

changed ?each
? Y

Take sampledivide'release'by 'B'
Sound

part
and store

in 'A' Take sample
and divide

of the
envelopes

by 'B'

N

Force Conversion
another

conversion
complete ?

Fig 7 Test Program

time accompaniments; when record-
ing the TIME command is used to time
the length of the notes and through a

keyboard isn't a C to C one - that is, if
the first note isn't a C, then the +5 will
need to be changed to a number

corresponding with the musical value
of the first key (see the SOUND
command in the BBC User Guide). END

small equation the value for the sound
command may be found. A value of
zero for the pitch could be used to
indicate a pause. The computer could
then SOUND & 100 channel, envelope,
0,duration. This would sound the re-
lease part of the envelope and a pause
for the duration indicated. To indicate
the end of the accompaniment a value
of 255 can be used. Two bytes per note
are needed for real time and only one
byte (pitch) for step time. The values
can either be stored in a DIM array or be
directly poked into memory.

Keyboard adaptation notes: you can
use keyboards other than the Maplin
versions mentioned here but you'll
need to make a few modificationsto the
test program. Lines 70 and 150 will need
to be changed. The value for B in line 70
will have to be found by a little
experimentation. The value 48 in line
150 will also need to be modified. If your

10 REM *** *** *** *** *X* *** *** *5*
20 REM

REM (C) R.TOMLINEON 198430
40 REM
50 REM *** *** *** *** *** *** *5* ***

*X 1660
70 8=F1236,1
80 ENVELOPE 1,1,0,0,0.0,0,0,63,43,0,-63,63,126
90 REPEAT
100 *FX 17,1
1.1,0, REPEAT UNTIL ADVAL(0) DIV 256=11A=ADVAL(1) DIV 8

130 REPEAT UNTIL ADVAL(0) DIV 256=1:IF ADVAL(1) DIV B<>A THEN 110

1:51-,!, Z.=4";I:J.,;(;),...5
160 SOUNDAt1,1,50,-1
170,

:=1:::=1
190 REPEAT UNTIL ADVAL(1) DIV 8(.44
200 SOUND&1001,1,0,-1
210 SOUND&1002, 1,0,-1

,f_, IT, -'7,7'='.;"''-'E
240 REM

fr
REM

aaa *** **a PIANO *** *** ***
f:30 ENVELOPE0 1,1,0,0,0,1,1.1,127,-1,-1,-1,126,1

290 REM
3°0 REM *** *** *** V1BRA *** *** ***
310 ENVELOPE 1,3,1,-1,1,1,2,1,75,0,0,-75,126,126
2:20 REM

.330 RE"
Listing 1 Keyboard test program
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Apricot Portable -A full function
business computer weighing less than
13 lbs. Priced from £1695 exc. VAT. it has
an innovative speech recognition system
as standard as well as a full size, flat
panel display.

The answer is an Apricot
Come and see the very latest additions to the fabulous range of ACT

Apricot Microcomputers at your local ACT ComputerWorld store now.
The Apricot portable and Fl personal computers set new

standards for innovative design and competitive pricing. Both
machines provide 256 Kbytes of RAM and a single 720 Kbyte 3.5" disk
for mass storage. In addition a cordless keyboard, a revolutionary infra
red 'mouse't for cursor control and a full range of useful software
make the systems really easy to use.

Visit an ACT ComputerWorld and evaluate these machines at first
hand. You can be sure of expert advice and guidance on the choice of
system best suited to your needs together with a full range of ancillary
products such as software, printers, computer stationery and floppy disks.

ACT ComputerWorlds are ACT's national chain of professional
business centres, so you can rely on the quality of their judgement and
expert product knowledge.

And their commitment won't end when you buy an Apricot.
All ACT's ComputerWorld's provide a full after sales support,

including training and fast and efficient service facilities.

See the impressive new Apricots at an ACT ComputerWorld today.
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221 Charles Street, Leicester. Tel: 0533 550 661
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Apricot Fl -A full function business
computer for £995 exc. VAT.* Complete
with colour and a complete range of easy
to use software to make you productive
right away.
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LONDON To be opened shortly.
359-361 Euston Road, London.
MANCHESTER To be opened shortly.
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PROGRAMMING

Caught in a trap
The 'cascading IF syndrome' can plague Microsoft Basic

programmers struggling with the problems of data validation. Ron
Yuen has the cure.

Many prog ram mers never use the error
trapping features available in Microsoft
Basic. Others may not even realise why
they exist, and what can and cannot be
done with them. So for all you that
haven't used them or don't, here are
some useful ideas.

The standard reason as to why the
command
ON ERROR GOTO <line number>
exists is usually to enable errors to be
dealt with by the program - as
opposed to letting it crash as would
otherwise happen. This is very true but
not very informative. What sort of
errors? Logic, data, input, disk and
catastrophic errors are all common.

In my view, it's better to look on the
command as a powerful aid to verifica-
tion and validation techniques.

Microsoft Basic, in the Extended and
Disk versions (as used under CP/M, for
instance), can recognise 47 different
error conditions. When a program is
running and an error condition is
detected by the interpreter (or compiler
run-time module), an appropriate code
number is allocated to the reserved
function ERR, the line number generat-
ing the error is stored in another
reserved function ERL, and program
execution is terminated with the error
messages displayed.

If the error happens to be in the
program logic, then a crash is what you
deserve. On the other hand, many error
conditions are generated because in-
formation typed in at the keyboard is
incorrect or not what the program
expects. A good applications program
will be able to handle these kind of
errors in a controlled way in-house, and
it's because of this feature that I

consider error trapping to be a valida
tion tool.

If an error is detected (some errors
can't be trapped) once error trapping
has been enabled by the ON ERROR
command, control will pass to the
specified line number. To get back into
the main program a RESUME, RESUME
NEXT, or RESUME <line number>
command must be issued.

Error codes
The Microsoft Basic manual describes
all 47 error messages in some detail.

Numbers 1 to 30 are mainly errors

100 REM ****** Main program ******
120 PRINT "Input name of Data File" ; : INPUT FILENAME. TWO$
140 PRINT "Input name of Report File" ; : INPUT FILENAME. THREE$
160 PRINT "Input name of Code File" ; : INPUT FILENAME. FOUR$
180 GOSUB 1000' search the data files
190 STOP' ***********************
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550

REM first subroutine
OPEN "1", 2, FILENAME. TWO$
OPEN "0", 3, FILENAME. THREE$

FOR X = 1 TO 100
INPUT £2, CODE%,INFORMAT1ON$, AMOUNT
GOSUB 1500' search for matching name

NEXT X
CLOSE 2
KILL "OLDDATA.BAK"
NAME FILENAME. TWO$ AS "OLDDATA.BAK"
RETURN ********************
REM search code/name subroutine
OPEN "I", 4, FILENAME. FOUR$

FOR Y = 1 TO CODE%
INPUT £4, NAME$

NEXT YRETURN ********************

Listing 1 Main program

Line ERR
1010) 53
1510 )
1020) 61
1040 )
1530) 67
1040) 13

1100 58
1010) 62
1510 )
1010)
1020) 64
1510 )
Fig 1 Potential program problems

Probable reason
Wrong filename typed

Disk is full

Directory is full
Wrong filename but it exists and records are in a
different format
Possibly filename is OK but data is corrupted
"OLDDATA.BAK" already exists
Endof file reached and
data not found

Incorrect filename format

arising from faulty syntax or bad
program logic. However, one or two of
them might conceivably arise on pur-
pose, and program flow can be re-
directed if they are detected.

Error codes 50 to 67 inclusive are
concerned with various Disk Errors and
it is here that errortrapping is at its most
useful.

To see how things work let's write a
rough program outline for a practical
problem. In order to keep things simple
the program (Listing 1) is written in
'pseudo-MBasic' using occasionally

crude methods.
The program fragment (Listing 1)

deals with a typical situation in busi-
ness programming, or indeed any
file -handling job. Data is read from one
file as a result of which (and depending
on the data) a second file needs to be
accessed to get yet more data. Finally,
selected data items from both files are
written to a third file.

Ignore the fact that the subroutine at
1500 is inefficient: it illustrates the point
very well. Looking at what could (very
easily) go wrong with the program, not
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through faulty logic but just from
having bad data forced in, possible
sources of problems are shown in Fig 1.
Any of these errors will lead to a

program crash but they are all easy to
trap. ERR 62 is best trapped using the
EOF function, and not bythe ON ERROR
techniques. For example use a line like:
IF EOF(file number) THEN <action>

For the rest the first thing to do is
initialise the error trapping routine. The

best placeto do this is right atthe start of
the program. In our example simply
insert the line:
110 ON ERROR GOTO 2000

Immediately an error is detected the
program will jump to line 2000 with the
variables ERR and ERL set.

At line 2000 we must insert a routine
to correct or ignore the error, as
appropriate, and take any necessary
action to correct consequential errors.

130 WRONG.FILE$ = FILENAME.TWO$ :

NAME FILENAME.TWO$ AS FILENAME.TWO$
150 WRONG.FILE$ = FILENAME.THREE$ :

NAME FILENAME.THREE$ AS FILENAME.THREE$
170 WRONG.FILE$ = FILENAME.FOUR$ :

NAME FILENAME.FOUR$ AS FILENAME.FOUR$
Fig 2

2010 IF ERR= 64
THEN PRINT WRONG.FILE$;" is in the wrong format ! "; :

RESUME <ERL- 10>
Fig 3

2010 IF ERR=64
THEN PRINT WRONG.FILE$;" is in the wrong format ! "; :

RESUME 2020
2020 ' a re-routing routine for ERR =64
2030 IF ERL=130 THEN RESUME 120 :

IF ERL=150 THEN RESUME 140 :
IF ERL=170 THEN RESUME 160 :

Fig 4

For example, we could start with
Listing 2. But this already makes things
look very cumbersome. While it's OK as
far as it goes-which isn'tveryfar-it's
time to rethink.

Firstly, lines 2030 and 2050 are going
to have to make fairly complex deci-
sions as to what to do with data already
processed and written into
FILENAME.THREE$.

Secondly, there is a lot of almost
duplicated code in lines 2060 to 2080.
Can this be reduced?

Thirdly, we have run smack into a
major problem. We are in the middle of
an error trapping routine. We can not
trap any errors generated in this section
as all errors detected in an error
trapping routine are terminal.

Since we are inputting data in our
errortrapping routine, we are asking for
trouble. As trouble is what we are trying
to avoid, different methods must be
adopted.

The solution, in principle, is easy.
Trap your errors at source, that is at the
moment of first entry into the cornpu-
ter. This is the first, and most important,
law of data processing. Garbage, once
admitted, wreaks havoc out of all
proportion to the effort required to filter
it out in the first place. So, what can be
caught at source? The obvious thing to
check is if the file name format is correct
-and also check to see if thefile already
exists, otherwise something important
might be overwritten.
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PROGRAMMING

Let's start again with a clean slate and
delete the whole error trapping
attempt.

The NAME <old filename> AS <new
filename> command can be used to
check the file name format. The NAME
command demands that
<old.filename> exists and that
<new.filename> doesn't. If this is not
so, then useful ERR messages are
generated. Using our example, insert
the lines shown in Fig 2.

By introducing a new variable -

WRONG.FILE$ - at this stage we can
cut down the code needed in our error
trapping routine.

Logically we ought to check first for
correct file name format (Fig 3).

We are getting tidier, but unfortu-
nately since ERL is a reserved variable
we cannot use the syntax RESUME
ERL-10 so we have to cheat (Fig 4).

Looks OK? Well, it's not! This is a
classic trap for the unwary, perhaps it
should be called the 'cascading IF
syndrome'.

2010 IF ERR= -64
THEN PRINT WRONG.FILE$;" is in the wrong format ! "

IF ERL=130
THEN RESUME 120
ELSE IF ERL=150

THEN RESUME 140
ELSE IF ERL=170

THEN RESUME 160
Fig 5

2000 REM ****** Error Trapping ******
2010 IF (ERR=53) AND (ERL=1010)

THEN PRINT "Can't find "+FILENAME.TWO$;
"Please re-enter "; :

INPUT ; FILENAME.TWO$ : RESUME
2020 IF (ERR=53) AND (ERL=1530)

THEN PRINT "Can't find "+FILENAME.FOUR$;
"Please re-enter "; :

INPUT ; FILENAME.FOUR$ : RESUME
IF (ERR=61) OR (ERR=67)

THEN PRINT "No room on the disk ! " :

PRINT "Insert name of file to delete "; :

INPUT ; F1LE.TO.DELETE$ :
KILL F1LE.TO.DELETE$ : RESUME

2040 IF (ERR=13) AND (ERL=1040)
THEN PRINT "Can't recognise this data ! " :

PRINT "Is ";FILENAME.TWO$;" the right file? ";:
INPUT(1) ; ANSWER$ :
IF ANSWER$ = "Y"

THEN PRINT "Data is corrupt" : END
ELSE<get the right filename,

correct mistakes so far &
resume>

2050 IF (ERR=13) AND (ERL=1530)
THEN PRINT "Can't recognise this data ! " :

PRINT "Is ";FILENAME.FOUR$;" the right file ? ";:
INPUT (1); ANSWER$:
IF ANSWER$= "Y"

THEN PRINT "Data is corrupt" : END
ELSE <get the right filename,

correct mistakes so far &
resume>

2060 IF ERR=58 THEN KILL "OLDDATA.BAK"
2070 IF (ERR=64) AND (ERL=1010)

THEN PRINT FILENAME.TWO$;" is the wrong format " :
PRINT "Please re-enter "; :

INPUT FILENAME.TWO$ : RESUME
2080 IF (ERR =64) AND (ERL=1020)

THEN PRINT FILENAME.THREE$;" is the wrong format"
 PRINT "Please re-enter "; : -

INPUT F1LENAME.THREE$ : RESUME
2090 IF (ERR=64) AND (ERL=1510)

THEN PRINT FILENAME.FOUR$;" is the wrong format " :
PRINT "Please re-enter "; :

INPUT FILENAME.FOUR$ : RESUME
Listing 2

It's not the logic that's at fault but the
syntax. What happens is that if the test
for the first part of line 2030 fails, then
the rest of the line is ignored.

The answer is to write each 'IF' test as
a separate line, or include the 'ELSE'
test and make sure that all the tests are
nested correctly. This is the method I
prefer, so wha'we should have written
is shown in Fig 5.

If we then get a bad file format typed
in we are forced straight back into the
input routine, until we have input an
acceptable format.

Two of our files are input files and as
such it is necessary that they exist. The
third file is an output file and if it doesn't
exist, then the interpreter will create it
for us as line 1020 is executed. This
could also lead to a problem as it may
result in a file being overwritten
accidentally. Fortunately, we already
have enough ERR information to avoid
this and to check for file existence/
duplication.

Note that because of the complexity a
GOSUB has been introduced into the
error -trap to get a yes/no answer. It will
often be necessary to use subroutines
in error trapping. Fig 7 shows how to
write the program.

Here is an example of the use of the
RESUME NEXT syntax. In this case, if
we'd answered 'Y' to the overwrite
question, then RESUME would have
left the program in an infinite loop on
the error line, but we have chosen to
disregard the error and continue with
the next statement.

There is an important point here
regarding the use of the GOSUB.
Routines that require additional
keyboard input should be used sparing-
ly in error trapping. The reason is that
once in an ON ERROR routine all
subsequent error trapping is disabled,
until a RESUME command has been
issued. In this case we are only looking
fora one character input and so can use
INKEY$ with safety. If more complex
data needs to be input, then beware!
The picture is looking clearer now but
we still have to rewrite the sections
checking for Disk/Directory full errors
and look at the problem of Type
Mismatch errors.

To solve the Disk/Directory full prob-
lem, it is necessary to give the error
routinethecapabilityto delete a disk file
to make room. This can be a dangerous
thing to do in its own right, so we need
to be able to 'protect' important files
against erasure.

Asimplewayto dothis istodraw up a
list of files that you are not allowed to
erase, and to compare the erasure
request with this list using the INSTR
command to search the list (Fig 8)
where 2200 is the deletion routine.

We are still not home and dry as END
could leave us with files of indetermin-
ate content. In other words the disk
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might fill half way through writing the
file and we might choose not to delete. If
this happens we will have a file -

FILENAME.THREE$ but no means of
telling how many records have been
written. Whether or not this is critical

2020 IF ERR = 53
THEN IF ERL=150

THEN RESUME NEXT
ELSE PRINT WRONG.FILE$;

" doesn't exist, try again " :

IF ERL=130
THEN RESUME 120
ELSE IF ERL=170

THEN RESUME 160
2030 IF ERR=58

THEN IF ERL=150
THEN PRINT WRONG.FILE$;

"already exists, Overwrite ? "; :

GOSUB <get yes/no", :
IF <yes>

THEN RESUME NEXT
ELSE RESUME 140

ELSE RESUME NEXT
Fig 6

2100 REM ****** GET YES/NO ******
2110 ANSWER$ = 1NKEY$ : IF ANSWER$ = "" THEN 2110
2120 ANSWER$ = CHR$(ASC(ANSWER$) AND &H5F) ' upper-case
2130 RETURN
line 2030 then becomes
2030 IF ERR =58

THEN IF ERL=150
THEN PRINT WRONG.FILE$;

"already exists, Overwrite ? "; :

GOSUB 2100: IF ANSWER$ = "Y"
THEN RESUME NEXT
ELSE RESUME 140

ELSE RESUME NEXT
Fig 7

2040 IF (ERR=61) OR (ERR=67)
THEN PRINT "Disk is full. Delete a file ? "; :

GOSUB 2100: IF ANSWER$ = "Y"
THEN RESUME 2200
ELSE END

Fig 8

will depend on your application. I would
DELETE the partially written file, take a
newdiskand re -run thewhole program.

Why, you may ask, can't you GOSUB
2200? You could, but remember that in
an error trapping subroutine, error
trapping is disabled . . we must issue a
resume first to re -enable (Listing 3).

Conclusion
These examples of the right - and
wrong - approaches to validation
should ease a few programming prob-
lems, although the routines obviously
still need some work. More important-
ly, some general points can now be
made about error trapping.

Firstly, always use a RESUME to get
back into the main program or any of its
other subroutines. If you are in a

subroutine and an error is detected
which requires you to RETURN to the
main program, then don't just issue a
<return> command. The command
will be obeyed but the whole error
trapping system will be disabled, and
the subroutine Stack may behave in an
unexpected manner. The correct
answer is to RESUME at the line
num beratthe end ofthesubroutineyou
are in.

Secondly, it's good practice to end all
the error trapping tests with the com-
mand.
ON ERROR GOTO 0
which will terminate and print any error
not allowed for. This then becomes a
'safety -net' to catch errors for which
recovery is not possible or practical.

Thirdly, error trapping can quickly
degenerate into a spaghetti -like sham-
bles of GOTOs. Since proper structur-
ing is almost impossible to achieve, it
pays to keep the traps modular, small
and close to the source of trouble, if
possible. It may mean duplicating code
but it's usually worth it. ujj

2200 REM ****** Delete a file routine ******
2210 OLD.ERL=ERL ' remember original ERL to enable correct return to main program
2220 ON ERROR GOTO 2300
2230 PROTECTED.FILE.LIST$ = "<file1file2 . file99>"
2240 PRINT "Input name of file to delete";
2250 INPUT FILE.TO.DELETE$
2260 IF INSTR(PROTECTED.FILE.LIST$,F1LE.TO.DELETE$) > 1

THEN PRINT "Protected file - try again "; :

GOTO 2240
2270 KILL FILE.TO.DELETE$
2280 ' now we have to get back to the main program we can't use ERL because we may have generated a new one

since entering this routine
2290 IF OLD.ERL=1020

THEN GOTO 1020
ELSE IF OLD.ERL=1060

THEN GOTO 1060
2300 REM delete a file error trapping
2310 IF (ERR=53) OR (ERR=64)

THEN PRINT "No such file - try again ";
RESUME 2240.

2320 IF (ERR=55)
THEN PRINT "Can't delete that one, try again "; :

Listing 3
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A SELECTION FROM OUR PRODUCT RANGE
High Level Languages
ADA Supersoft
BASIC INTERPRETER Microsoft
BASIC COMPILER Supersoft
BASIC COMPILER V5.3 Microsoft
BUSINESS BASIC COMPILER Microsoft
C COMPILER Microsolf
C COMPILER Supersoft
CBASIC Digital Research
CBASIC COMPILER Digital Research
CIS COBOL Micro Focus
COBOL COMPILER Microsoft
FORTH Supersoft
FORTRAN Supersoft
FORTRAN COMPILER Microsoft
LEVEL -2 COBOL Micro Focus
LISP Supersoft
muLISP Microsoft
muMATH/muSIMP Microsoft
PASCAL COMPILER Microsoft
PASCAL MT-- Digital Research
PL/1 Digital Research

Low Level Languages
MACRO -80 Microsoft

OR ASM-i- TOOLS Digital Research

Program Development Tools
ANIMATOR

BUG

DISPLAY MANAGER
FTNUMB
LEVEL II ANIMATOR
POEVELOP

PLINK

PLINK II

PLINK -86

SID

SPEED PROGRAMMING PACKAGE
XLT 86
ZSIO

Micro Focus
Phoenix Software
Digital Research
Micrology
Micro Focus
Phoenix
Phoenix
Phoenix

Phoenix
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research

Utilities/System Tools
CLIP

OESPOOL

DIAGNOSTICS II
DISK DOCTOR
DISKED -2

DISK -EDIT

DISKMAN
DISKORG

DISKTOOLSI 101SKMAN 8 OISKORGI
DISKTOOLS-2 tOISKTOOLS J 8 DISKED-
dUTIL IFOR DBASE-Ill
FILESHARE

DEC RAINBOW SERVICE SAY:
III Format/Verify Service
121 Autorun Service
131 Function Key Service
SERVICE S/W VOL 1 II. 2 8 31

SYSTEM CHECKER

THE OPERATING GUIDE

UTILITIES I
UTILITIES II

Sorting
MSORT

SUPERSDRT

Code Generato
AUTOCOOE

FORMS -2

OUICKCODE

SAUCE WRIT ER

THE LAST ONE
THE LAST ONE-COMPACT

Keele Codes
Digital Research
Supersoft
Supersoft
Slogger Soltware
Supersof I
Slogger Software
Slogger Software
Slogger Software

21 Slogger Soltware
Fox & Geller
Micro Focus
Silicon Valley Corp

Supersoft
Decision Systems
Supersoft
Supersoft

Microsoft
Micropro

rs
Stemmos
Micro Focus
Fox 8 Geller
Soltw right
0 J 'Al Systems
D.J. 'Al Systems

Telecommunica
BACDEBIT

BACSCOPY
BSTAM
BSTMS

tions/Conversions
Comley

Cornley

Byrom Software
Byrom Software

*Retailer and OEM Terms
Available

*Free Catalogue Available

/ Telecommunications Cont.
ICL CO3 EMULATION IBA) Synchro Systems
ICL CO3 EMULATION (Interactive) Synchro Systems
ICL CO3 EMULATION limaracilve A Bono Synchro Systems
REFORMATTER CP/MH DEC Microtech Exports
REFORMATTER CP/MH IBM Microtech Exports

Word Processing/Text
Editing/Editors
CORRECTOR

EDIT -HO V2 02
FRIDAY

MAILMERGE

MEMOPLAN
WORD

WORD WITH MOUSE
PARAGRAB
PEDIT

PMATE

SPELLSTAR
STARBURST

STARINDEV

WORDMASTER

WORDSTAR

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL

IWS- MNI4 SS  STAR INOEX1 Micropro

Supersoft
Microsoft
Ashton Tate
Micropro
Chang Labs
Microsoft
Microsoft
Focus

Phoenix
Phoenix
Micropro
Micropro
Micropro
Micropro
Micropro

Databases/Data
Management Systems
DAT A ST AR

dBASE II
INFOSTAR

REPORTSTAR

Micropro
Ashton Tale
Micropro
Micropro

Financial Accounting
INCOMPLETE RECORDS SYSTEM MPI

NOMINAL LEDGER Padmede
OPEN ITEM PURCHASE LEDGER Padmede
OPEN ITEM SALES LEDGER Padmede

PADMEOE BUSINESS CONTROL SYSTEM Padmede
PAYROLL

PURCHASE LEDGER

SALES INVOICING
SALES LEDGER
TIME 8 COST RECORDING

MPI

Padmede

Padmede

Padmede

Padmede

Financial Modelling/Problem
CAL CSTAR

DECISION ANALYST
LINEAR 8 GOAL PROGRAMMING
MATHSPACK

MICROPLAN

MULTIPLAN
PLANTRAC 1

PLANTRAC 1

PROFIT PLAN

EISTAT

STATSPACK
TK1 SOLVER

TN' SOLVER PACKS

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
MECH ENGINEERING

Micropro
Executive Software
EAS
MPI

Chang Labs

Microsoft
Computerline
Computerline
Chang Labs

Pivotal Software
MPI

Soltware Arts

Business Applications
JOB COSTING Heseltine
POLICY MASTER CSA Micro Systems
PRINT ESTIMATION Software Mgolt

Systems
STOCK CONTROL Padmede

Training Aids
CP/M TUTOR Syntax Software
KEYBOARD MASTER Anthony Ashpitel
TYPING MASTER Anthony Ashpitel

Graphics
dGRAPH

STATSGRAPH

Fox 8 Geller
Supersoft

#

Solving

I* I

RO PASC RO FORTRAN

Bridge
ver Troubled

Waters

Program in one
operating system
and you are source
code compatible
with the others!

Pro Pascal has all the features
of Standard Pascal, plus some
useful extensions such as
dynamic strings for characters
and an assembler -level
interface for systems
program.

Pro Pascal is a compiler with a
very simple user interface. A
one line command is all that
is needed to convert a source
file into an executable
program.

Pro Fortran is a complete
implementation of Fortran 66
with a number of features
from the later Fortran 77 .

Both Pro Fortran and Pro
Pascal include a compiler,
linker, run-time library,
librarian and a source cross-
referencer. There is also a
useful utility to configure the
software to suit variations,
such as disc capacity
differences.

By Prospero Software

* Access And Visa Cards Accepted

*PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LATEST PRICES

MICROCOMPUTER
PRODUCTS
INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED

Room PCW884,
Central House,
Cambridge Road,
Barking,
Essex IG11 8NT.
Tel: 01-591 6511
Telex: 892395
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Tony Hetherington fights his way to the top and joins the Elite, takes a dive
in search of an undersea monster and joins the wacky races in this month's

selection of games for the BBC B, Commodore 64, Atari and Spectrum.

The bounty hunters
Title: Elite
Computer: BBC B
Supplier: Acornsoft
Format: Cassette/disk
Price: £14.95/£17.95

You start your Elite career as a space
trader officially described in police
records as clean and harmless, with
only 100 credits and your trusty Cobra
trading ship to your name. Your initial
course of action should be to buy fuel
and cargo and head for another planet,
where hopefully you'll make a profit
selling your goodies.

But it's a large, unfriendly universe
and there are pirates about, as well as
other traders who won't lose any sleep
over killing you for your cargo. Your
next priority is to arm your ship with
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more weapons which leads to another
profession - bounty hunting.

As you trade and fight your way
through the galaxy, your status will
progress from harmless to dangerous
until eventually you become one of the
Elite.

It will take you months of practice to
reach this goal and you'll attain the
'dead' status many times along the
way.

You're free to trade in anything, but
don't carry slaves or narcotics until
you're suitably skilled and armed to
tackle the police and every bounty
hunter in the area. Profits are high and
there's lots of combat.

The hardest task facing a new trader
is docking with the space stations that
orbit every planet - a necessity since
this is where you buy and sell your
cargo, and where you equip your ship.

It's also where you'll meet other

ships, so check the planet's political
leanings before you travel: an anarchist
planet is the end of the line for a novice
pilot.

The graphics are constructed from
line drawings, but what isn't clear is the
way they're animated to produce
smooth movement across the screen.

Below your view out into space is the
control panel incorporating a 3D radar
which indicates other ships' relative
positions. It doesn't indicate these
ships' intentions towardsyou, but don't
worry - you'll soon find out.

I played the tape version which was
accompanied by a 60 -page instruction
book, a function key overlay, a 'know
your enemy' chart, a command sum-
mary card and a 50 -page novel 'inspired
by the game.'

My attempts were disappointing, but
I am convinced that Elite will soon be
the number one game for the BBC.

Wacky races
Title: Pitstop
Computer: Commodore 64, Atari
Supplier: Epyx
Format: Cartridge
Price: £34.25

Pitstop challenges you to master six of
the toughest race tracks in the world as
you cut corners and burn up tyres in a
bid to save those vital seconds.

It's a game for up to four people but
unfortunately only one can race at a
time, therefore each sets a time for the

others to beat. The races are average,
you weave your way inbetween the
other cars, but the fun starts when
you're in the pits.

On the track you have to keep an eye
on your fuel and tyres; fuel is repre-
sented by a gauge, and tyre wear by a
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change in the tyres' colour. They start a
comforting dark blue and gradually
wear through green to red, then briefly
turn yellow before bursting. They be-
come damaged through collisions with
other cars and reckless cornering, but if
you slow down to save them you'll lose
valuable time. The harder you drive the
more fuel you use, but the less fuel you
have the lighter and faster your car.

Such arethe choicesfacing the driver
in a race that can be won or lost by a

`Beep -beep!'
Title: Cliff Hanger
Computer: Commodore 64
Supplier: New Generation Software
Format: Cassette
Price: £7.95

fraction of a second.
Races are won and lost in the pits-if

your team can put you back on the road
ahead of the opposition, you'll have a
winning advantage.

To be successful you must be fast in
the pits. The screen display shows your
team around the car, and you use your
joystick to move the men who refuel
your car and replace worn tyres.

You may decide to change one or two
tyres, or perhaps only half -fill the fuel

Cliff Hanger is obviously inspired by
those infamous Roadrunner cartoons
and as such uses cartoon logic, so
be prepared for the unexpected.

You are Cliff, the hero of the piece
who must prevent a bandit from
shooting up the canyon. This you
attempt to do in a variety of comical
ways ranging from shooting cannons
to dropping boulders.
=MD
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Adventures in
history
Title: Eureka
Computer: Commodore 64,

48k Spectrum
Supplier: Domark
Format: Cassette
Price: £14.95

There's a £25,000 prize awaiting the first
person to solve Eureka and they'll have
earned it: the winner has to com-
plete five difficult adventures. You try
to foil the evil Von Kemp's attempts to

tank. Either way will save you seconds,
but if the gamble fails you'll get nothing
from the winning purse. After each race
the purse is divided, and at the end of
the three- or six -race series the player
with the most money is the winner.
Individual races can be either three, six
or nine laps long, but six is best for
gamblers.

Pitstop is produced by the American
company Epyx and is available here
through Softsel.

These methods increase in complex-
ity as the game progresses through its
levels. You start at level one which
consists of 10 screens, each with a
different method of stopping the ban-
dit. Once you've killed him in all 10
ways, you progress to level two and 20
screens; each screen is preceded by a
clapperboard which gives you a clue to
what should happen.

You then see a classic cartoon
impression of the canyon with
of boulders, bombs, see -saws and ton
weights at your disposal. You have to
work out from the clue and equipment
how to stop the bandit before he passes
you, otherwise you'll have to start
again.

SWORD AND ATTACKS VDU.

THE BLOCK KNIGHT ATTACKS VDU!
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control or destroy the world. During
your travels you'll meet dinosaurs in
pre -history, soldiers of the Roman
Empire, knights of King Arthur's round
table, prisoners in Colditz castle and
finally, Von Berg in a James Bond -style
Caribbean mystery.

The adventures use a mixture of text
and graphics, some of which are
animated, but a particularly nicefeature
is the combat system. When you're fit
and healthy you have a vigour of 50,
visually represented by a standing
figure, which gradually stoops, crawls
and collapses into a heap as you suffer
injuries.

In certain circumstances the compu-
terwill take control ofthe action, usually
when you step off a cliff; the situation is
then resolved in true cartoon fashion.
You walk off the cliff, realise that you're
walking on air and look down. You're
naturally amazed that you're standing
in mid-air, so you jump up and down
until finally you plummet to the canyon
floor. You then lose one of your five
lives, which are displayed on the
clapperboard as coat hangers.

There are 50 screens in this comical
game which is accompanied by the
musical strains of Brian Doe (he used to
belong to Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mick
and Titch), and may become a game
that's fun to watch as well as play.

I played a limited pre-release version
of two of the modules, Celtic Britain and
Roman Times, and enjoyed them,
although it was a shock to the system to
discover that the Romans speak Latin.
People with a classical education may
have an advantage here, but the Ro-
mans certainly understand the lan-
guage of the sword.

£14.95 for five adventures represent-
ing 250k of code is good value, even
without the chance of winning the
£25,000 prize.

Who'll be the first to offer the first
computer game million? Answers,
please, to Robert Maxwell.
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SCREENPLAY

Football focus
Title: American Football
Computer: 48k Spectrum,

Commodore 64
Supplier: Argus Press
Format: Cassette
Price: £9.99

It's the third down with four yards to go
on your own 23rd line. Will you run the

'40.1116611MMENE6406

ball or pass it? The choice is yours in this
American football game that treats the
sport as a tactical battle rather than an
excuse for a punch-up.

You're head coach and call your
team's plays against either a human or
digital opponent.

As in the real game, the plays are
divided up into offence or defence;
there are 11 offensive and four defen-
sive plays which make for some in -

teresting combinations and results.
Once the players have entered their

choice of plays, the result is graphically
displayed onscreen by Football Mana-
ger -style players who line up befo re the
game. It's quite an achievementto have
all 22 players moving realistically
around a Spectrum screen and Argus
has done well here.

My only complaint is that the scale of
the pitch is rather odd - distance
onscreen can be anything between four
and 14 yards.

Below the pitch display is all the
information you'll need during the
game including which down you're on,
and the yards and time to go. The stats
freaks are well catered for - every
conceivable game statistic you'll ever
need is displayed at the end.

American Football plays well and
includes all the game's major aspects
including penalties, time and a good
choice of plays.

The art of self-defence
Title: Kung -Fu
Computer: 48k Spectrum
Supplier: Bug -Byte
Format: Cassette
Price: £6.95

There's an old adage that simple games
are often the best which is ably sup-
ported by this Kung -Fu game from
Bug -Byte. It's a fight between two
superbly animated characters - you
and a friend (or the Spectrum). The
game can be played with joysticks, or a
sensible keyboard arrangement.

It's an easy game to learn as there are
only six keys to master, two to move
you backwards a nd fo rwa rds,two kicks,
and two punch movements. However,
getting the punches and kicks in the
right order is a skill which takes some
time to acquire.

At the bottom of the screen there are
indicators showing the physical state of

Your state is
depicted by a clenched fist which
changes colour as you weaken; and
your opponent's by a series of dis-
appearing all symbols - but this is
academic when you're flattened by the
first blow.

If you beat the computer you face two,
then three opponents, which are de-
finitely anti -social odds. When you've
fought three times, your ability is
judged and you're awarded a suitably -
coloured belt.

Stranger things are

happening
Title: Seastalker
Computer: Commodore 64 and Atari
Supplier: Infocom
Format: Disk
Price: £34.15

Infocom's latest release, Seastalker, is
described as a 'junior level introduction
to interactive prose'. In other words, it's
easier than its predecessors and de-
signed as an introduction to the com-
pany's particular style of adventures.

All Infocom's adventures are sup-
plied on disk, which is ideal and might
account for its success in this medium.
Disks make it quick and easy to load and
save game positions and, more impor-
tantly, the game isn't restricted by
memory size as the rest of the game is
just a disk -read away. Even so, Infocom
has resisted the urge to litter its games
with graphics and concentrated instead
on producing locations to rival the
works of Tolkien and Asimov. Seastal-
ker has the depth of the Zorktrilogy and
is superbly packaged.

You're head of a marine institute and
are completing your latest invention, a
new submarine. Suddenly, a message
comes through - the undersea

Aquadome is being attacked by a
monster! Your adventure begins.
There's more than a hint of sabotage in
the air, and you'll haveto prove yourself
as a detective before the game is out.

Enclosed with the disk is a folder
containing a navigational chart, a log-
book containing rules and instructions,
charts and diagrams of the laboratory
and submarine, and a set of information
and hint cards.

If you get completely baffled you can
send for a hint book supplied, via
Infocom, by Bilk and Wheedle, the
infamous upper Mongolian company
which also covers life, health, auto,
blizzard, mongul horde invasion and
yak stampedes.

Finally, good news for Commodore
64 owners - Commodore has just
announced three more Infocom adven-
tures at a bargain price of £11.99. The
new titles are Deadline, Starcross and
Suspended. END
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FRASER
Associates Limited

PICK UP
THE PHONE

FOR THE BEST
PORTABLE
PACKAGE.

(0280) 816087

2.
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FREE WITH EVERY SYSTEM
Bundled software including

Word Processing, Spreadsheet
BASIC and Operating System.

(ALL PRICES + VAT)

Impartial advice from trained consultants.
On site training.
On site servicing & fully equipped workshops.
 Complete After Sales telephone support.

1 Bristle Hill, Buckingham MK18 1EZ Telephone (0280) 816087

EPSON

viOr"tool 00
osives'

A very high quality product direct
from the manufacturers, contained in
attractive sloping box with low inser-
tion force socket and neon indicator
for programming fitted as standard,
the software adopts the high efficien-
cy method for programming 2764
and 27128. This allows up to 100%
faster programming, software in
machine code, supplied on cassette
and can be placed in Eprom. Very
easy to use, menu driven with easy
to use instructions. This unit is com-
pletely self contained with its own
power supply and plugs into the user
port.

THIS PROFESSIONAL UNIT ALLOWS:
1. Will program 2716, 2732, 2532, 2764 and 27128 Eproms.
2. Copy eprom into memory and compute checksum.
3. Blank check eprom.
4. Program Eprom from memory.
5. Verify byte by byte and compute checksum.
6. Allow buffer start area to be changed.
7. All operating system calls may be used when in menu mode.
8. Semi -intelligent programming. Typical time to program a 2764 8k device is

approx. 50 sec. depending on the data to be programmed.
9. Additional software supplied to enable your own program (basic or

machine code) to be put into eprom with the necessary leader information
to allow calling with a ' command. Downshift routine to enable basic
programs to be run is also supplied.

Cost: £46.30
(Please add 15%VAT + £1.00 post and package)

Also available:

16K Rom expansion with provision for 16K Ram for BBC (fully
buffered), separate power leads eliminates bd. crashing when loaded.

Cost: £29.30
(Please add 15% VAT + £1.00 post and package)

Eprom Programmer (as above) for Acorn Atom and Electron (for Electron
user port interface card must be fitted).

Orders to:
H.C.R. ELECTRONICS
Dept. A/A
Industrial Unit, Parker Road

841C7VONIC Chelmsford, Essex CM2 OES..no,
Access orders: Telephone Chelmsford (0245) 350188 (24 hours)

EXTERNAL RAM/ROM CARD
THE NEW EXTERNAL
28 ROM EXPANSION
SYSTEM FROM HCR
ELECTRONICS

This extremely powerful but versa-
tile machine has the capability of:
32K RAM & 24 sockets available
for ROM or many various combi-
nations to your personal require-
ments.
This machine has its own separate
power supply which eliminates
drain on the BBC's switched mode
supply.
NO SOLDERING IS REQUIRED.

The unit consists of two modules:
1 An adaptor board to plug into the

BBC sidways Rom socket 15.
2 The expansion case.

The case comes complete with an inbuilt power supply and one expansion card. This
card will hold 12 Roms or a combination of Ram/Rom (Ram can be 6116's, 2016's
or 6264's). This gives a total of 16 Roms (including four in machine).
A second board identical to the above can be fitted at a later date, giving a total
capability of 28 available sockets for Rom or Ram.
The second board can be selected as an alternative to the first board, either by a
switch on the case or via software control.

SOME ADVANTAGES
1. No soldering required.
2 No access into machine required after initial fitting.
3. No overheating problems.
4. Does not physically interfere with other internal

expansion add-ons.
5. Built in power supply (does not overload BBC's supply).
6. Computer will still function with external box powered

down or unplugged (using Roms resident in machine).
7. Will make available 32K Ram plus 24 Rom sockets at a

varied combination to the customer's needs

Cost unit complete with one board £70.00 vat.
Second board £29.00 vat. Postage & Packing
£3.00

ELECTRONIC

SERVICES
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the MicroCat
Linguist Paul Holland appreciates the intricacies of accurate foreign

language translation, so it was with some scepticism that he agreed to
look at a machine -aided translation package called MicroCat.

MicroCat is the small brother of a more
powerful system called MacroCat. They
are the brainchildren of the Weidner
Communications Corporation of Utah,
one of the main contenders in the field
of machine -aided translation. Macro -
Cat has been on the market for around
five years, and uses a large mainframe
computer such as the DEC PDP-11 or
Vax series CPU, so the launching of a
similar system on a personal computer
is a natural development. In this case,
the machine chosen was the IBM PC XT.
At present there are no plans to adapt it
for other micros on the market but, as I
was told, 'if the customer is willing to
pay...'

The difference between the two
machines is perhaps best illustrated in
the claimed translation rate of the two
systems - 8000 words per hour for
MacroCat versus 3000 for Micro -
Cat. Broadly speaking, big brother is
intended for the large institutional user
and junior is aimed at smaller com-
panies, translation bureaux or even
cooperatives of freelance translators.
The system was launched at this year's
IBM Users' Show and is distributed by
the Software Connection Ltd, Fareham.

It must be pointed out that the
machine does not do away with the
linguist, rather it demands new skills
and disciplines of him.

The translator's task
Before going on to find out what the
machine can do, it's necessary to
understand the work of the translator.
The foreign language text, of course,
always has to be in a legible form -
printed, typed or, at worst, hand-
written. With this in front of him the
translator sets out to produce a transla-
tion in his own language.

In a large organisation, such as the
EEC, the draft is dictated onto a

dictaphone, typed up by a professional
typist then passed on to the revisor (a

senior or more experienced translator),
who checks it for: faithfulness to the
original; style; consistency of vocabul-
ary, and so on. The revised version goes
back to the translator for information
and from there is passed back to the
typist for production of the fair copy and
final distribution to the customer.

Until the advent of word processors,
this was the method of producing
high -quality output. Now, the transla-
tion need never come out of soft copy
until it reaches its final destination. The
use of word processors increases out-
put by about 100 per cent. The usual
features of any good word processor,
such as programmable PF keys (used
for much -repeated words), block and
copy (for repeated sections of text), and
the retrievability of electronically -
stored data on disk (for repeat transla-
tion of similar texts) all contribute to
raising the well-equipped translator to
a high degree of efficiency.

Once on MicroCat, the foreign lan-
guage text undergoes a 'vocabulary
search' where the text is compared
against the words available in the
machine's dictionaries. Words not
found are automatically written to a
special vocabulary file. The linguist
must now do a dictionary update,
taking the words one by one and
entering them into one ofthe machine's
dictionaries.

Dictionaries
Dictionaries fall into three categories-
the core, the main and the specialised.
The number of specialised dictionaries
is not fixed. Once the software has been
loaded, there are seven megabytes left
for files and dictionaries. The core of
around 10,000 words is supplied by
Weidner and cannot be altered by the
user; it contains the foreign language's
basic vocabulary compiled from a word
frequency count. The user can add
words to the other two dictionaries.

One of the system's features is the
option to alter the sequence in which
dictionaries are consulted. If a text deals
with telecommunications, you instruct
the machine to consult the telecom-
munications dictionary first, then the
general, then the core. If, however, the
text covers the application of plastics to
telecommunications with the emph-
asis mainly on plastics, it is advisable to
instruct it to consult the specialised
plastics dictionary first, followed by
telecommunications, general and core.
A sequence of up to nine dictionaries
can be specified.

This feature might be considered a
double-edged sword. On the one hand
you're free to create user -specific dic-
tionaries with obligatory translations
for certain terms; on the other, the very
creation of dictionaries is tedious and
time-consuming in the extreme.

It's during dictionary update that any
errors in the foreign language text will
come to light. Words which have been
misspelt will be presented to the
translator as words not found in the
dictionary. Although this acts as an
error correction device, further human
intervention to correct the source text is
required if the word is to be correctly
translated. In 'steam' translation, the
human brain merely takes the error in
its stride and produces the correct
translation nonetheless.

Before translation proper can begin,
the machine carries out 'preprocessing'
of the vocabulary search. Once com-
pleted, machine translation can start-
translation at the press of a button.
When the process is completed, a raw
translation is available for what's
known as 'post -editing'. This involves
taking the raw translation provided by
the computer and turning it into an
understandable version of - in this
particular case, English. This is normal-
ly done on the machine using split-
screen mode, with the original foreign
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language text in the top split and the
raw translation in the bottom split. The
user alters the raw translation using the
machine's word processor facility,
scrolling both texts as required. The
finished product is the polished transla-
tion ready for its final customer.

Testing the system
The language pair chosen was from
French into English. The system can
only work in one direction at a time, so
to change from French into English to
English into French, the software for
one language must be unloaded before
the other pair can be used.

A variety of texts both long and short
were selected; with one exception they
were technical in content, chosen at
random from various issues of a highly
respected French electronics maga-
zine. I must stress the point of the
sample being genuine French from
France and not just any old rubbish.
This allows me to highlight the fact that
even in texts such asthese, taken from a
magazine, there can be faults, and
faults there were in plenty. Such
occurrences are hardly surprising: you
need only think of some of our revered
'quality' dailies to see just how inaccu-
rate some publications can be. Howev-
er, whereas the average reader takes
errors in his stride (in the same way that
the translator does when reading his
text), MicroCat cannot. It demands
that mistakes be corrected. The oppor-
tunities for error were further com-
pounded: since the texts were ex-
tracted from magazines, they had to be
typed in by hand, and the length of each
text varied - the longest being just
under a thousand words and the
shortest 59.

I decided to see how the machine
would cope with an 'unseen text'. What
better, I thought, than the old chestnut
of 'La plume de ma tante . ..'? There-
fore, with one slight modification, I

entered 'La plume de ma tante est dans
le jardin de mon oncle Pierre.' I gave the
machine no help, and added no words
to its dictionary: I just let it get on with it.
To my surprise it produced 'The feather
of my aunt is in the garden of my Rock
uncle.'

All very well for a laugh, but it does
reveal a few of the strengths and
weaknesses of the system. Even
though all the words are in the diction-
ary, the machine will reproduce what-
ever version of a word it finds irrespec-
tive of context. It can recognise verbs
without prompting; it will take French
word order and reverse it to give
English word order: for example, noun
adjective in French becomes adjective
noun in English. It was just unfortunate
in this case that it thought uncle Peter
was a rock.

It's possible to isolate words the
machine is not to translate. With the
alteration of 'feather' to 'pen', the
deletion of 'rock', and the insertion of
'Peter' at the end of the sentence, you
have a piece of intelligible English. In

many cases such a translation might be
sufficient for a customer's needs, but it
falls far short of being a masterpiece of
English prose. The system does not
produce the English possessive apos-
trophe - for example, aunt's.

All the texts were entered by hand
which gave me a good opportunity to
test the machine's word processing
capabilities. The word processing ele-
ment was Weidner's own and not
IBM's. Since I was entering text in a
foreign language, I had to use unusual
characters such as c, o, é, 6, a, and soon.
These characters were achieved by
using a minimum of two key depress-
ions and in one case three.

The default setting of the word
processing option puts the user in
insert mode. Modify mode also exists,
and I would have preferred this as my
default setting rather than insert for
ease of working. Insert mode makes
error correction very slow: if more than
one character needs to be inserted,
letters have to be deleted before they
can be replaced.

To build up experience I started with a
short text, a paragraph of 119 words.
Unfortunately, MicroCat took a dis-
like to my example. On two occa-
sions I tried to get it to do a vocabulary
search. All went well until it reached 81
words and on both occasions, for no
obvious reason, it baulked and went to
sleep.

My next attempt was on a paragraph
of similar length, 103 words, covering
the same technical subject matter. The
vocabulary search took only 60 seconds
and produced two unknown words.
These were entered into the dictionary
and the translation began - and was
completed in five minutes. The result
was the best of all those produced, with
few alterations needed to turn it into an
acceptable piece of English. This para-
graph did, however, reveal a major
drawback of the system. Although the
dictionary contained all the words bar
two, it was unable to pick out multi -
word technical terms. The term in
question was 'tete de lecture ecriture',
which means 'read-write head' rather
than 'reading head writing' with
which I was presented.

It's possible to enter such terms into
the machine's specialised dictionaries.
The only problem is that since the
machine will not automatically identify
them as terms (because the individual
words are already in the machine's
dictionary), the translator is given
additional work. He must either go
through the text beforehand to look for
such terms and then add them to the
dictionary (thereby nullifying the auto-
matic nature of the vocabulary search),
or he must spend a great deal of time
correcting each occurrence of the term
at the post -editing stage.

The main test was a long passage of
959 words; the vocabulary search took
8.5 minutes and the translation proper
took 52 minutes. The final raw transla-
tion was poor and required a good deal

of work to produce an intelligible end
product. The result achieved did not
support the claim that 'MicroCat can
translate at speeds of up to 3000 or
more words per hour.'

In describing the process of transla-
tion on MicroCat, a false impression
may be created: the work done in
entering new vocabulary appears ex-
cessive in view of the results obtained.
However, it must not be forgotten that
the technical vocabulary entered for
onetranslation on a given subject could
eventually pay dividends if large
amounts of translation on the same
subject were required.

As a rough guide, a competent
translator using a word processor could
produce a polished translation of the
same text in a couple of hours. I have
deliberately made no mention of the
time taken to enter the text by hand,
enter the vocabulary in the dictionary
and do the post -editing, since the
system and machine were new to me
and familiarity with the package would
improve speed of operation. Nonethe-
less, all these procedures must be
added to the time taken by the machine
for the press -button translation.

Justification
Weidner makes no claims that this
machine produces automatic transla-
tion- it is Computer -Aided Translation
(the CAT of MicroCat). The translator
remains an essential part of the whole
operation. How do the claims put
forward for the machine stand up?
Deferred translation: up to 14 jobs can
be stacked up to run at will - this
feature is absolutely essential. In the
test case, 1000 words took just under an
hour to be processed and obviously
during that time the machine was
unavailable for any other work.

But in an office situation with only
one machine dedicated to translation,
if a text were presented at 9am, then
unless the machine were devoted
entirely to that job, the most efficient
use of manpower and machine would
be achieved by doing the vocabulary
search and dictionary update in one
working day, stacking up the transla-
tion to be processed overnight and
post -editing the following day. In other
words, the finished translation would
not be available until more than 24
hours later. In business, translations
are normally wanted yesterday at the
very latest, so a minimum of two
machines would appear essential.
Lexical (or terminological) consisten-
cy: a word of explanation is required
here. To get a long piece of text
translated in a reasonable period of
time, it's common practice to split it up
among several translators. Such a
procedure could well give rise to
different people translating the same
word or expression in different ways,
and the result would be a sloppy
finished product. In large organisations
the problem is resolved, or at least
minimised, by the intervention of the
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revisor. With MicroCat, you can trans-
late 'une pelle' as 'a spade' throughout
and it won't appear as 'spade', 'shovel',
or 'agricultural manual hole -digging
system', according to the whim of the
individual translator.

Weidner's system is not unique in
being able to provide such consistency.
The same can be achieved through
adequate customer -translator liaison,
by the sharp-eyed revisor, or even by
the search and replacefacility of a word
processor. Nonetheless, Weidner's
invariable substitution of one word for
another could well prove attractive to
many potential customers.

Dictionary building
Dictionary building is the stage I found
the most mind -numbingly boring and
also the hardest to grasp. The fact that
all the necessary documentation was
not provided didn't help matters,
although I subsequently received later
versions of the manuals.

The presentation of the process on
screen was acceptable: and the words
not found by the machine in the
dictionaries were clearly displayed,
well -presented, highlighted in capitals
within the line of text in which they
appeared, and again, on their own, on
the line below. Such a presentation
allows the linguist to react to the word
immediately since it's placed in context
-there's no need to search the original
text to find out what the word meant in
that instance. To add the word to the
machine's dictionary you need a de-
tailed knowledge of basic grammar
both in English and in the foreign
language, but that's not an unreason-
able requirementto ask of a profession-
al linguist.

The machine provides prompts at the
bottom of the screen for the coding of
entries which cover most eventualities.
In other, more complicated, cases, the
linguist has to refer to the user's
manual. Providing you do what it
expects, all goes well; however, if you
get it wrong it punishes you by remov-
ing the prompts, leaving you at a loss as
to how to proceed.

The greater part of a trainee's time
will no doubt be split between master-
ing dictionary update and coming to
terms with the word processor. As an
example, there are 48 noun inflection
rules, 82 verb inflection rules, and a
dictionary update manual running to 29
pages. Where a word can only be one
part of speech, things are fairly simple.
For words that can be more than one
part of speech (homonyms) - for
example, 'est', which can be both noun
and verb - the task of entry is much
more involved. All the same, the fact
that the machine can cope with
homonyms at all is quite an achieve-
ment, but the brochure's claim of
adding words 'in seconds' would only

I I I I I MIMI=
WARE

apply to the most straightforward entry
being processed by a very experienced
operator. Apprenticeship appeared
long and arduous to me.

Niggles were many, but the only
serious one was the word processor.
Having gonetothetrouble of producing
your own word processor element, I

would have expected it to be quick and
easy to use. Sadly this was not the case.
The manual is not a model of clarity
when explaining how to achieve the
various functions, and a bewildering
combination of key depressions was
usually required to achieve the desired
end. Since word processing is the keyto
the post -editing phase, greater thought
should have gone into this function.
The word processor does have a utoma-
ticword-wrap and reformatting, buttoo
manyfunctions required more then one
keystroke. Such basic functions as
'scroll text up' (ALT + KP5), 'next
screen' (F5 + KP9) and 'previous
screen' (F5 + KP7) were all double
keystrokes. It would have been much
more satisfactory to use just one.

The keyboard on the review machine
usedthe standard IBM PC XT layout, but
I was told that MicroCat customers
could use overlay stickers. However, I
do foresee difficulties for customers
using the same machine for other
purposes with IBM software.

Another of the system's foibles was
its disconcerting habit of unaccount-
ably freezing the keyboard so that the
operator is left with no option but to
reload the terminal. This happened
more than once: on one occasion I

asked it to list the dictionary I had just
created, and at the thirteenth entry it
went to sleep leaving the keyboard
disabled.

The major niggle was vertical move-
ment of the cursor. If the cursor

encounters a blank line itwill shoot over
to the margin and continue its journey
along the margin ratherthan its original
axis. For the linguist this is hard work.

Conclusion
Does it work? The short answer is yes, it
does, but with qualifications. The distri-
butor's literature does not compare like
with like - 'The whole process is
cleaner, faster, less wearisome and
altogether more satisfying than the
time-honoured method of pencil, rub-
ber and typewriter'; and 'A translator
using traditional methods and working
a normal eight -hour day would be
pleased to produce an average of 1200
words of finished text per day.' Under
certain circumstances, the above might
be true when compared with what can
only be described as amateur 'stone
age' methods. When compared with a
professional using a good, efficient
word processor, the claims don't stand
up at all.

The transition from mainframe to
PC -based system is not as advisable as
it might first have appeared. A main-
frame -based system scores where
the PC falls down: that is, on speed,
multi-user capability, the ability to
process one translation while the ling-
uist prepares or post -edits another. But,
in fairness, there's a considerable
difference in price!

The foibles of the word processor I
could probably learn to live with but
prefer not to; the same can't be said
about living with the raw translations
produced by the machine. In its present
form I predict a fair amount of translator
resistance to working with such a
product day after day - but perhaps
that's justthe Luddite coming out in me.
MicroCat could never be competitive
for doing one-off translations: it scores
where there is repeated demand for
translation of texts on the same subject.

I advise potential customers to think
long and hard before embarking along
this path.

Summary
Package type:

Facilities:

Drawbacks:
Ease of use:
Documentation:
Price (ex VAT):

Supplier:

Partial Machine Translation using an IBM XT personal
computer
Word processor, user -definable dictionaries, vocabulary
search, onscreen post -editing
Two machines required for most applications
Five days' training required
Latest version much improved
PC - E5244
Software: 1 language direction - £8000, including five
days' training and manual

2 language directions-£15,000, including 10
days' training and manual

Additional language direction - £7000 each,
including five days' training and manual
Note: five days' training supplied with package
The Software Connection Ltd, The Old Manor House,
Wickham Road, Fareham, Hampshire P016 7AR. Tel:
(0329) 230870/239025, John Newton
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Education's a scream
down at Spooky Manor.

Acornsoft have a range of education programs that
encourage children to think logically and creatively.
And at the same time, they make learning bags of fun.

SPOOKY MANOR: An adventure game for up to
four players. Where exploring the creepy old house and
solving mysteries involves co-operation and planning.
It is suitable for children aged seven and upwards but
many adults will enjoy the challenge it provides.

WORKSHOP: An easy to use and completely
captivating program. Full of unusual machinery.
By experiment children discover what each of the mach-
ines can do with simple geometric shapes. For ages three
or over, Workshop encourages highly creative thinking
and experimentation.

ABC: A writing tool designed for young writers
aged seven and upwards. It is easily operated and quickly
understood and before they realise it children will be
creating and reshaping their words and ideas.

TALKBACK: Both entertaining and demanding.
It allows children to create their own computer
`characters' capable of holding simple conversations on
the screen and provides valuable lessons in both English

and computer literacy. For ages ten and over.
All four programs are available for the BBC Micro

computer on either cassette 0.95) or disc (11.50).
Talkback and Workshop are also available for the Electron
on cassette 09.20).

For your local Acornsoft stockist or to order by
credit card simply ring 0933 79300 during office hours.
Alternatively you can order the programs by writing to
Acornsoft, do Vector Marketing, London Road,
Wellingborough, Northants. NN8 2RL, enclosing a
cheque or postal order. Please allow 21 days for delivery.

ACORNSOFT



IF YOU WANT
THIS

BUT
WANT TO AVOID
THIS
£,15 guarantees a copy of
your favourite micro
magazine hand delivered to
your door each month for a
year. Every month you'll get
reviews of the hottest
machines, the latest
news, amazing features,
and the best writing in
the business. Make
the most of your
micro - subscribe
today and
avoid the
crush!!

SIMPLY FILL IN THIS



ISO-Pascal:
perfect timing

Cornelia Boldyreff conducts a lesson in the virtues ofAcornsoft's1SO-Pascal for
program development on the BBC Micro and AcornElectron.

There are two reasons why Acornsoft
should be applauded for its ISO -Pascal
system: it supports the ISO -Pascal
standard; and it truly is a system which
supports Pascal program develop-
ment.

The ISO -Pascal system is available
for both the BBC Micro, on which this
review was carried out, and the Acorn
Electron. The Electron version comes
on cartridge, while the one for the BBC
consists of two plug-in ROMs and a disk
with extensions. The system manual
incorporates a comprehensive user
guide covering usage on both Acorn
micros. An excellent tutorial book by
Professor Peter Brown of Kent Universi-
ty entitled Pascal from Basic is also
supplied. No price was available for the
Electron at the time of writing, but the
BBC version costs £69.

One aspect of the implementation
which initially strikes the user is the
simple and wonderfully consistent in-
terface which the Pascal has with the
BBC's operating system; few things
make a new system easier to use than
building on already familiar ground.
Both systems, for example, treat unrec-
ognised commands uniformly. Integra-
tion of the new ISO -Pascal system with
existing systems is bound to make the
Pascal more attractive to existing users
of those systems who are potential
customers of this product.

The Pascal is strongly reminiscent of
the UCSD-Pascal system in many re-
spects. It has retained many of the
latter's better ideas without perpetuat-
ing any of its annoying features. Its
strongest point is that it supports the
ISO -Pascal standard, and the British
Standards Institute has validated the
Acornsoft Pascal compiler's adaptation

to the standard.
The Pascal system has four major

components: a command interpreter, a
powerful screen editor, a compiler and
an interpreter. The compiler produces
an intermediate code, BL -code, which is
executed by the BL -code interpreter.
The authors of the preliminary user
guide describe Acornsoft Pascal as
'semi -compiled'. They relate several of
the Acornsoft language products on a
scale ranging from purely interpreted
to purely compiled; this is reproduced
in Fig 1. Unfortunately this section has
been edited out of the final edition of the
user guide.

On small micros such as the BBC and

operates on the current text file.
Similarly, the COMPILE command

uses the current memory text file as its
source and produces a current memory
code file. The command GO executes
the current memory code file, and the
SAVE command is used to save it onto
the filing system in a named file (Fig 2).

Once a code file has been saved to a
named file, the Pascal command inter-
preter will interpret its name when
typed as a command - it will load the
named code file and execute it. In this
fashion, users of the Pascal system can
extend its functionality by introducing
new commands of their own invention.

There are a few more Pascal system

Purely interpreted

Atom Basic
BBC Basic

Lisp

> Semi -compiled > Purely compiled

Acornsoft BCPL
Acornsoft Pascal

Fig 1 Acornsoft language products

Forth 16032 BCPL

the Electron, the trade-off of compact
intermediate code requiring less stor-
age than purely compiled code against
slightly slower execution speed
through interpretation rather than
direct execution of machine code is a
reasonable one.

Of the system components, the com-
mand interpreter is the one the user
sees first and is probably the least
obtrusive.

It announces its presence by a simple
prompt and allows the user to access
the other system components. By
default, the Pascal commands are
interpreted as operations on current
memory files, thus the EDIT command,
unless the user specifies otherwise,

commands: LOAD, which enables a
named code file to be loaded into
memory as the current memory code
file and then subsequently executed by
GO; RUN, which accomplishes a LOAD
and GO together, that is, it's equivalent
to LOAD followed by GO; CLOSE, to
close all open files; TRACE, to enable or
disable tracing of programs; and
MODE, which is used to select various
modes on the BBC Micro. All the
commands operating on memory files
may also, where appropriate, operate
on named files.

In addition to the eight commands
described above, all the usual operat-
ing system commands are also avail-
able.
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Screen editor
In order to assist users with the task of
preparing the text of their programs, a
powerful screen editor is distributed
with the Pascal system. This can be
used initially by those already familiar
with text editing on the Acorn Atom
as a function key -driven editor. For the
more experienced, the editor has com-
prehensive pattern matching facilities.
As these are very similar to those found
in the standard Unix system editor, Ed,

manual alerts users to the danger, but
this will be little consolation to anyone
caught out. Reversibility in an editor is
always a welcomefacility: it's a pitythat
such a fine editor in other respects does
not allow for users changing their

( EDIT) ( COMPILE ) ( GO ) ( SAVE )
A

Current Current Named

memory
text file

memory
code file

code file

Fig 2 Pascal system overview showing operations on memory files

little effort is required to use them for
anyone already familiar with Ed or one
of its variants.

This corn bination of powerful pattern
matching and replacement facilities
with a simple cursor and function
key -driven editor makes for a very
attractive programmer's editor. The
editor tutorial section in the user guide
has many illustrative examples, and
includes a short 10 -character line to
reverse the order of alternative charac-
ters in a file.

When the user is entering Pascal
program text, the editor 'remembers'
indentation but only if requested. This
is a welcome change from the auto -
indent mode featured in many other
editors for programmers.

There is one serious drawback to the
editor - it has no UNDO command.
This is especially serious when one
realises that there's a one -character
difference between a global deletion of
a string and a global count of the
number of times that string occurs. The

minds or recovering from mistakes.

Compiler
The compiler supplied with the system
has itself been written in Pascal and is
supplied in BL -code form; therefore, it
runs interpretatively like any user -
developed Pascal program. For the
sake of simplicity,
to the compiler. In fact, two are
supplied: one which supports ISO -
standard level zero Pascal with minor
restrictions; and one which supports
ISO -standard level one.

(A BSI official divulged at a recent
UCSD-Pascal System Users' Society
meeting that the Acornsoft Pascal
compiler was the first commercially
available micro Pascal compiler to pass
the newly developed Version 4 of the
Pascal Compiler Validation Suite. Full
details for those who are interested are
included in the Pascal user guide, as is a
reprint of the ISO -standard for Pascal.)

The level one compiler is only avail-
able for use on BBC Micros fitted with a

Apple
UCSD

Atom
Acorn

BBC
ISO -Pascal

Magnifier 6.4 1.8 2.4

Forloop 74.3 25.0 29.6

Whileloop 70.9 59.7 120.0

Repeatloop 63.3 52.8 119.7

Literalassign 88.5 36.7 52.3

Memoryaccess 91.0 36-5 53.1

Realarithmetic 93.0 121.0 61.2

Realalgebra 83.4 133.0 58.3

Vector 203.3 102.0 202.1

Equalif 116.7 65.5 105.6

Unequalif 115.3 68.0 105.2

Noparameters 50.2 10.3 30.7

Value 54.4 18.0 37.9

Reference 55.3 22.2 34.8

Maths 66.0 115.0 346.1

Fig 4 ISO -Pascal Benchmark results and comparisons

second 6502 processor. It is supplied,
with its own interpreter, on the disk
which comes with the BBC version.

Both compilers support a range of
Acorn extensions. The extensions pro-
vided by Acornsoft are primarily con-
cerned with allowing access to the
more exotic input and output facilities
offered on the Acorn machines - for
example, graphics and sound. The user
guide helpfully relates these to their
Basic equivalents.

One useful extension to Pascal on
small micros is support for separate
compilation, which enables part of a
large program to be compiled. There's
individually no provision for this in the
language standard and Acornsoft has
not provided it.

The ISO -Pascal was put through the
PCW suite of Benchmarks devised by
Chris Sadler (Fig 3). The results are
shown in Fig 4 with the results for two
other 6502 -based systems, Apple
UCSD and Acorn Atom, being used for
comparison (reprinted from May 1982,
PCW).

Conclusion
Many universities already use Pascal as
their main teaching language and have
bought several BBC Micros - this
Pascal should be very attractive to
them. Small engineering firms using
Pascal will find that it provides them

tem. They can also use the system to
design in Pascal, replacing time -critical
routines by machine code -something
for which Acornsoft has made provi-
sion.

Will self-taught Basic programmers
be tempted to sample the possibilities
offered by a high-level programming
language such as Pascal on the Acorn
micros?

Guided by Professor Brown's excel-
lent book, Pascal from Basic, which
Acornsoft has included, they could take
this transition in their stride and reap
the benefits of a host of software
published in Pascal. As Donald Knuth
recently noted in an article on literate
programming defending his choice of
Pascal for an illustration, Pascal has
become something of a lingua franca
among programmers who know more
than one language.

The low price of this product should
lead to its widespread use in schools
already using the Acorn micros. It could
form the basis of improvements to the
level of computing already taught -
there are numerous textbooks which
support the teaching of programming
in Pascal.

An efficient Pascal compiler should
also enable software developers and
system engineers to more fully exploit
their micros in a host of applications,
with the added advantage of software
portability achieved through ISO -

Pascal. END
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program value(input,output);
var j,k:integer;
procedure value5(i:integer);
begin

j:=1
end;
procedure value4(i:integer);
begin

value5(i)
end;
procedure value3(i:integer);
begin

value4(i)
end;
procedure value2(i:integer);
begin

value3(i)
end;
procedure value1(i:integpr);
begin

value2(i)
end;
begin

writeln("s');
j:=0;
for k:=1 to 10000 do
valuel(j);
writeln("e')

end.

program noparameters(input,
output);

var j,k:integer;
procedure none5;
begin

j:=1
end;
procedure none4;
begin

none5
end;
procedure none3;
begin
none4

end;
procedure none2;
begin
none3

end;
procedure none1;
begin
none2

end;
begin
writeinCs');
j:=0;
for k:=1 to 10000 do

none1;
writeln("e')

end.

program maths(input,output);
var F:integer:

x,y:real;
begin
writeln('s');
for k:=1 to 10000 do
begin

x:=sin(4);
y:=exp(x)

end;
writeln("e')
end.

Fig 3 ISO -Pascal Benchmarks

(devised by Chris Sadler)

program vector(input,output);
var j,k:integer;

matrix:arrayCO..10] of
integer;

begin
writeln('s');
matrix1:0]:=0;
for k:=1 to 10000 do

for j:=1 to 10 do
matrix[j]:=matrix[j-11;

writeln("e')
end.

program realalgebraiinput,
output);

var k:]nteger;
x:real;

begin
writeln('s');
for k:=1 to 1000u do

x:=1/4*[+k-k;
writelnCe')

end.

program memory access/input,
output);

var j,k,1:integer;
begin
writeln("s');
for k:=1 to 10000 do

for j:=1 to 10 do 1:=j;
writelnUe')

end.

program repeatloop(input,
output);

var j,k:integer;
begin
writeln('s');
for k:=1 to 10000 do
begin

j:=1;
repeat

j:=j+1
untilj>10;

end;
writeln("e')

end.

program forloop(input,
output);

varj,k:integer;
begin
writelnUs');
for k:=1 to 10000 do
for j:=1 to 10 do;

writeln("e')
end.

program literalassign(input,
output);

var j,k,1:integer;
begin

writeln('s');
for k:=1 to 10000 do
for j:=1 to 10 do 1:=0;

writelnUe')
end.

program egualiinput,
output);

var j,k,1:integer;
begin

writeln(7s');
for k:=1 to 10000 do
for j:=1 to 10 do

if j<6 then 1:=1
else 1:=0;

writeln("e')
end.

program unegualif(input,
output);

var j,k,1:integer;
begin
writeln('s');
for k:=1 to 10000 do
for j:=1 to 10 do

ifj<2 then 1:=1
else 1:=0;

writeln('W)
end.

program whileloop(input,
output);

var j,k:integer;
begin
writeln('s');
for k:=1 to 10000 do
begin

j:=1;
while j<=10 do j:=j+1

end;
writeln("e')

end.

program realarithmetic(input
,output);
var k:integer;

x:real;
begin

writeln("s');
for k:=1 to 10000
x:=k/2*3+4-5;

writeln('e')
end.

do

program magnifier(input,
output);

var k:integer;
begin

writein('s');
for k := 1 to 10000 do;
writeln('W)

end.

program reference(input,
output);

var j,k:integer;
procedure reier5(var 1:
integer);

begin
j:=1

end;
procedure refer4(var
integer);

begin
refer5(i)

end;
procedure refer3(var
integer);

begin
refer4(i)

end;
procedure refer2(var
integer);

begin
refer3(i)

end;
procedure refer1(var
integer);

begin
refer2(1)

end;
begin

writeln("s');
J:=«;
for k:=1 to 10000 do

referl(j);
writeln("e')

end.
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David Taylor raids the PCW bookshelf and finds a stablemate for
Dallas and Dynasty, plus - what's this - the QL's in business?

Silicon soap opera
Title: Hypergrowth: The Rise and Fall
of Osborne Computer Corp
Authors: Adam Osborne and John
Dvorak
Publisher: Idthekkethan of California
Price: £14.25

Better than an episode of Dynasty is
this: the horse's -mouth account of
how, in the space of just a couple of
years, one of the computer industry's
most flamboyant pioneers built up
from nothing a huge, multi -million
dollar business and then watched it
crash into equally spectacular bank-
ruptcy.

It's a numbing indictment of the
commercially cut-throat and personal-
ly back -stabbing nastiness which did,
and presumably still does, infect the
atmosphere of California's Silicon Val-
ley; the hotbed of microcomputer
development where (way back in 1981)
the Osborne Computer Corporation
was the fastet-growing outfit in the
West.

Doing his damndest to maintain an
objective, level-headed tone, Adam
Osborne begins by describing how he
got out of small-time publishing and
into big-time micro -making in the first
place. He then vividly recalls the heady
days when high-tech start-up com-
panies could click with a startling
innovation (in Osborne's case the
portable business micro) and practical-
ly overnight see sales and profits go
through the roof. He details the press-
ures of putting such upstart companies
on a more secure (as he imagined)
footing.

Then really biting his lip, Osborne
tells how Bob Jaunich (at the time an
executive of Consolidated Foods) was
appointed Chief Executive Officer of
Osborne.

From here on, the book splits its
personality. Part of it continues the
documentary analysis, weaving
through the highly -complex way the
company was structured and funded,
and part of it makes no bones of the fact
thatOsbornecameto regardJaunich as
one son -of -a -bitch.

Osborne is saying here's the extra-

ordinary rags -to -riches, riches -to -rags
history of my company. He's saying
here's my view, from hindsight, of
where many of us made mistakes. He's
saying this is my overall analysis of the
way the industry in general was, is, and
will develop. But most of all he's saying
this is how Jaunich stitched me up.

No doubt the writs will fly. Osborne's
book cheekily prefaces its text by
reproducing a You -Have -Been -Warned
letter from Jaunich's lawyers, but
Adam bashes on regardless. The result
is a fascinating, cautionary, and grip-
pingly bitchy read.

QL in business

... at last
Title: Desk -top computing with the
SinclairQLfor professions and
businesses
Author: Barry Miles
Publisher: Hutchinson
Price: £6.95

Now that the living, breathing, all -
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singing, all -dancing QL has, not before
time, supplanted the cardboard cut-
outs in the shops, you can hardly stir for
manual addenda. The shelves are
groaning with Introducing the QL,
Getting Started with the QL, Making
The Most of the QL, Making Tea with the
QL, and no doubt the spring tide will be
full.

Barry Miles's approach raises the
vexed question of whether Sinclair's
wunderkind is, or is not, to be consi-
dered a proper business machine. His
view is that if it isn't quiteyet, it jolly well
soon will be, so why muck about?
There's huge interest in a desk top
micro that comes in at about a fifth of
the price of many rivals. Never mind the
present lack of disk drives, says he. The
500k RAM pack will come soon, he's
sure of that, if not from Sinclair then
from somewhere else. It's a damn
nuisance, he admits, that no centronics
port means a round -the -houses
arrangement to put most dot matrix
printers online. Software? Dammit,
says Barry, you do get four cracking
packages thrown in and, well, the
Spectrum didn't have to wait long for
universal support now, did it? A separ-
ate numeric keypad for quick sums?
Listen, it is only £400.

My own view is that most businesses
or professionals who depend heavily
on a fully -developed micro will wait a
while yet for the QL to mature. But for
many at the toe -in -the -water stage, or
for home -users on a limited budget
who aspire towards serious stuff, the
promise of whatthe QL seems certain to
become (and its not -to -be -sniffed -at
present merits) are already fierce com-
petition for the likes of the BBC. This
book is a chatty manual re -write, nicely
presented, and honestly listing the cons
as well as the pros of the package as it
goes along.

Don't expect professional -standard
miracles of the QL just yet. But if you're
itching for an aperitif of its business
potential as you get to grips with
working it, then this book is a good
example of its ever-increasing kind.

Much ado about

nothing
Title: Disk -Drive Projects For Micros
Author: Michael Milan
Publisher: NCC
Price: £5.95
This rather pedestrian paperback
assumes that you have a BBC and are
fed up to the backteeth with loading and
saving programs via cassette. It there-
fore sets out in laborious detail what a
disk drive is and what it's for.

Teacher then devises projects for us
to try. The first is formatting: 'A new
disk, when it's first taken out of the
packet, is completely blank. It's like a car
park with no spaces marked.' Having
mastered marking out the car park, we
then learn to save, load and back-up

programs with diskettes and are in-
structed in file handling.

I'd hesitate to call such manoeuvres
projects, myself. As a painstakingly
thorough book of disk operating in-
structions, this passes muster. As an
amazing insight to new computer
horizons, it's the let -down you might
expect. Many people regard disk drives
merely as a fast method of saving and
loading programs, the author says, as if
to imply that he's about to put them
straight. I'd have thought many people
were right all along.

A kick up the sober

approach
Title: The Micro Manual
Author: Stewart Hasted
Publisher: SHA Publications
Price: £9.95

Millions of otherwise highly intelligent,
generally well-informed people are still
computer dimwits. Embarrassed as
hell about it, and aware at least that
tackling a micro is the way to learn, they
all want a definitive crammer.

What they don't want is to be
patronised, foxed with jargon, or bored
stiff.

Week in, week out, dozens of compu-
ter -smart authors take a crack at the
First Principles market. Most adopt an
industry overview approach, soberly
describing the breadth of micro ap-
plications from zap to DOS, and stres-
sing the old chestnut that you must
decide first what you wantyour compu-
ter to do, then decide which system
you'll buy to do it. Such guides are often
helpful but almost invariably dull.

Stewart Hasted isn't dull. Stewart's a
lot of fun. In fact, fun -loving Stewart is
so much fun, so flip, so hip, that you
want to throw a bucket of water over
him. He describes himself as a nautical
astronomer by profession, a writer by
trade and a downhill skier by inclina-
tion. He has a high-tech consultancy
which published this book.

It reads like an introduction to micro-
computing as told to Kermit the Frog.
There's scarcely a page that isn't
packed with snappy one-liners -
'There are three types of RAM chip:
static, dynamic and deep-fried' - or
smothered by wacky illustrations of the
fresh -out -of -art -school kind - Mona
Lisa with an apple on her head and a
rubber -suckered arrow on her brow. It's
slick, cheeky, dizzily fast-moving and
occasionally incomprehensible to any-
one but an all-American yuppie - 'We
just can't wait to get on top of Mount
Bisset, score for the Ram piing Cleavers
or strike gold at the confluence of the
Streep.'

Kids who sit glued to A Kick Up The
Eighties might relate to the style and, if
you can handle it, the information
content of The Micro Manual is a rich
concentrate. It hurtles across historical
snippets (meet Leibniz and Stibitz,

Boole and Babbage, Byron's 'naughty
daughter' Ada and Grace Hopper of the
US Navy), crashes through basic Basic,
teases up thickets of CP/M and MS-
DOS, and juggles with concepts, prog-
rams, procedures and files. From Ste-
wart Hasted's helter-skelter of a manu-
al, you do learn quite a lot.

A case of nutty but nice.

Computing is a

feminist issue
Title: Women and Computing: The
Golden Opportunity
Author: Rose Deakin
Publisher: Papermac
Price: £5.95
Lord Byron's number -crunching
daughter Ada, Countess of Lovelace,
turns up again in this book, although
there aren't many laughs from Rose
Deakin, a former social worker. Ada,
we're told, was one of the first to grasp
the concepts of computing, or, Charles
Babbage's 19th century Analytical En-
gine. Thus Ada demonstrates Ms
Deakin's central thesis: that women are
not half as daffy -headed about matters
mathematical as male chauvinist pig-
headed men like to make out.

Women do, nevertheless, shameful-
ly neglect the opportunities provided
by today's micro revolution, Ms Deakin
laments. Male -dominated culture is at
fault, conditioning attitudes against
female high-tech achievers right from
schooldays. And since 1984 is
apparently The Year of WISE (Women
Into Science and Engineering), it's high
time something was done about it.

Ms Deakin proposes a radical shake-
up of the school curriculum, wants to
see far more software for girls, and
wants grown-up girls to try computing
as a home -based career - word
processing, book indexing, setting up
training schemes or specialist data-
bases are among her suggestions.
We'rethen given detailed case histories
of a handful of ladies who've crashed
their way into successful computing
from home or, as in Ms Deakin's own
case,turned full-time professional. And
finally we get an over -abbreviated
guide to choosing kit.

There could have been more of the
practical advice and less of the unavoid-
ably provocative feminist beef. I'm all
for computer -smart women doing
high-tech jobs, but it does get dreary
reading drum -beating demands for
equal opportunities. No-one in their
right mind any longer challenges the
justice of such claims. Better to concen-
trate on howto stake them, rather than
to hammer why it's only fair. No doubt
Ms Deakin would counter that attitudes
aren't changed overnight and that you
can't over -stress the need for more
women to wake up to the chip.

Fine, just so long as the chip isn't on
their shoulder.
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T E A C H
Y R E L

LISP
Dick Pountain concludes his 'Teach Yourself' series with a look at the

important fringe features of the language.

This month I'll examine several impor-
tant but unrelated features of Lisp that
haven't yet been covered.

First let's find out how to split the
atom. Although Lisp is excellent for list
processing, on the evidence so far
presented it isn't much usewith strings.
Names have been treated as if they are
atomic; they either exist or they don't
but you can't get inside them.

Sometimes we needto break down a
name into its individual letters; a good
example is the extension of the MATCH
function defined last month. I sug-
gested that it would be interesting to
use variables instead of * and ?, so that
the matched values could be returned
to us. In order to do this we need a
scheme of variable naming so that the
match variables can be distinguished
from ordinary listelements. Using a $ as
the first letter will suffice, as in:
(MATCH '($name likes $animal) '(fred

likes tree -frogs))
which leaves 'name' equal to 'fred', and
so on.

To recognise variables in such a
scheme, we need a way to inspect the
first letter of an atom. Most Lisp dialects
have the dramatic -sounding functions
EXPLODE and IMPLODE to accomplish
this(sometimesthey're called UNPACK
and PACK, or IMPLODE may be called
COMPRESS). EXPLODE applied to an
atom returns a list of the letters in the
atom:
(EXPLODE 'frog)
(f r o g)

Nowwe can use all the list processing
we've learnt to manipulate the indi-
vidual letters and stick them back
together with IMPLODE, which takes a
list of letters and returns an atom. Don't
forget that neither function alters the
orginal atom: a new atom is formed,
and it's up to you whether to substitute
it for the old one. The function we need
can now be defined as shown in Fig 1,
and we test the result to see if it's a $ to
recognise variables in the match list.

Lisp is an excellent language for

handling databases, and one of the
chief reasons lies in a facility that we
haven't used called the 'property list'.
Without getting too far into the internal
workings of Lisp, let'sjust saythat every
name which you define has associated
with it a list called its property list. When
a name is created, this list is empty. You
can use the list to give named prop-
erties to an atom, just like the fields in a
database record.

If we create a name FRED, it could
have properties called, say, GENDER

HEIGHT which are quite indepen-
dent of any value that FRED might have.
In fact the value of a variable which
we've been using so far is merely one of
its properties, called the 'value proper-
ty'. The value property is special
because it has no name of its own: it's
what is returned by Lisp when the name
is evaluated, and it's altered by SETQ.

Other user -defined properties are
manipulated by the fuctions PUTPROP,
GET and REMPROP.

PUTPROP puts a value onto the
property list of a name under a property
name which is one of its arguments.
(PUTPROP 'FRED 'MALE 'GENDER)
sets a property called GENDER to the
value MALE. Some dialects might take
the arguments to PUTPROP in a diffe-
rent order, so check your manual before
experimenting.

We can read back such property
values with GET:
(GET 'FRED 'GENDER)
MALE

REMPROP (from REMove PROPerty)
removes a property from the list (not
just its value but the whole thing), so
(REMPROP 'FRED 'GENDER) leaves
FRED in the fashionable state of being
genderless.

(DEFINE FIRST -LETTER (NAME)
(CAR (EXPLODE NAME))

Fig 1 Function to inspect an atom's first letter

(DEFINE KEEP -OBJECT (CHARACTER OBJECT)
(PUTPROP CHARACTER

(CONS OBJECT (GET CHARACTER 'POSSESSIONS))
POSSESSIONS ) )

Fig 2 List of POSSESSIONS property

(DEFINE REST -NAME (NAME)
(IMPLODE (CDR (EXPLODE NAME))) )

Fig 3 Defining REST -NAME to FIRST -LETTER

(DEFINE MATCH (PATT LIST)
(COND

((AND (NULL PATT) (NULL LIST)) T)
((OR (NULL PATT)(NULL LIST)) NIL)
((OR (EQUAL (CAR PATT)

(EQUAL (CAR PATT)(CAR LIST)) )

(MATCH (CDR PATT)(CDR LIST)) ) )

Fig 4 First version of MATCH

((AND (EQUAL (FIRST -LET (CAR PATT)) '$)

(MATCH (CDR PATT)(CDR LIST)) )

(SETA (REST -NAME (CAR PATT)) (CAR LIST) ) I)

Fig 5 Clause which checks for words beginning with $
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I'm sure your imagination will tell you
just how powerful this facility is. It
provides a way of creating fully dyna-
mic databases whose record structure
can be changed, pruned or expanded at
anytime during a program run. There's
no limit on the number of properties an
atom can have, save that of memory
space.

Let's suppose we're writing an
adventure game in which characters
pick up and drop possessions. Each
character's name has a property called
POSSESSIONS, which is a list of what
they've picked up so far (Fig 2).

The character and object can be
obtained from pattern -match variables.
We'll start by defining a com-
plementary function to FIRST -LETTER
called REST -NAME (Fig 3), which re-
turns a name with the first letter
stripped off. Our MATCH function can
now test the first letter to see if it's a $
(indicating we've found a match vari-
able), then put values in the variables
names (without the $) and these can be
used by KEEP -OBJECT. Then perhaps
we could do:
MATCH '($CHARACTER picks -up ?

$OBJECT) (READ))
to analyse user input expressions such
as 'Frodo picks up the Orc-Repellent',
and have the Orc-Repellent added to
Frodo's list of possessions.

For simplicity's sake, let's use the first
version of MATCH which only used ? to
match any single atom (Fig 4).

We need to add a new clause to the
COND which checks for words begin-
ning with $. If it finds one and if the rest
of the lists match then we have a
variable match, and we want to set the
value of the variable to the matched
word.Asuitable clause appears in Fig 5.

But, unfortunately, this won't work.
The SETQ expression will bomb out
because itsfirst argument isn'tan atom.
Remember that SETQ doesn't evaluate
its first argument, so (REST -NAME .. ..
is just so much garbage to it. What we
need instead is the related function
SET, which we haven't used before, that
evaluates both its arguments. (SETO is
just a SET which quotes its first
argumentforyou,which isusually what
you want.) SET will evaluate the (REST -
NAME . . . . expression and all is well.
Test the new MATCH with Fig 6.

Try to extend this variable matching
scheme to accept *variables which
match any number of atoms (assigned
as a list). You could also try using a
PROG to read input lists, match things,
and add the things to a property list like
KEEP -OBJECT does.

The last major Lisp constructs I

should mention are the mapping func-
tions. A very common need in Lisp
programming is to apply a function to
each member of a list in turn and return
a list of the results. It's perfectly
possible to do this by writing a function
as in Fig 7 to apply SQUARE to each
element of a list of numbers. The
disadvantage is that you'll have to write
a new definition for each different

I
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(SETO NAME NIL)
(SETO EPITHET NIL)
(MATCH .(SNAME IS A ? sEPITHET) "(RUDOLPH ,IS A BIG WALLY))
NAME
RUDOLPH

EPITHET
WALLY

Fig 6 Testing the new MATCH

(DEFINE SQUARE -ALL (LIST)
(COND

((NULL LIST) NIL)
(T (CONS (SQUARE (CAR LIST)) (SO -ALL (CDR LIST)))

Fig 7 Function to return a list of results

) >

(DEFINE DO -TO -ALL (LIST FUN)
(COND

((NULL LIST) NIL)
(T (CONS (FUN (CAR LIST)) (DO -TO -ALL (CDR LIST) >)

Fig 8 Passing the function to be applied as a second argument

) )

(DEFINE ATOMCOUNT (LIST)
(COND ((NULL LIST) 0)

-((ATOM LIST) 1)

( T (APPLY "PLUS (MAPCAR LIST 'ATOMCOUNT))) ) >

Fig 9 Function using APPLY and MAPCAR to count all list atoms
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LANGUAGES
function you want to apply in this way.
We can make the definition general by
passing the function to be applied as a
second argument (Fig 8).

Used as in (DO -TO -ALL '(1 2 3)
'SQUARE), this will return the same
answer, (1 4 9 ), as (SQUARE -ALL '(1 2
3)) does.

You may be worried by this cavalier
passing of a function as an argument to
another function, but Lisp is happy with
it. In general, you may pass functions as
arguments just as you pass numbers or
lists. Complications can arise if the
function passed uses variables which it
doesn't bind itself, but some dialects
provide a function FUNCTION which
should be used instead of QUOTE when
passing a functional argument, and this
solves any problems.

Most Lisps provide the function
MAPCAR (sometimes called MAPC)
which does exactly the same thing as
our DO -TO -ALL (warning: some
dialects have the arguments to MAP-

CAR in reverse order-that is,function,
list). The 'MAP' part refers to the
mathematical notion of a 'mapping'
rather than the everyday idea of a chart,
although the two are connected.

Closely related to MAPCAR is the
important function APPLY. APPLY also
takes a function and a list as its
arguments but instead of applying the
function to each member of the list, it
passes the list as multiple numeric
arguments, rather than a single list
argument, to the function. Take the
example of PLUS which can (usually)
accept any number of arguments, so
(PLUS 1 23) is 6.1f we tried to give PLUS

a list of arguments, (PLUS '(1 2 3)), it
wouldn't like it one bit. By using APPLY
we can make it accept:
(APPLY 'PLUS '(1 2 3))

Think of it this way; APPLY takes the
function and places it inside the brack-
ets at the front of the list. APPLY is used
in the inner workings of the Lisp
interpreter, where multiple arguments
are always represented by a list.

Don't worry if the difference between
these functions doesn't sink in at once.
You'll find that you only understand
them properly when you use them to
solve a programming problem.

As an example of their use, Fig 9 is a
function which uses both APPLY and
MAPCAR (a very common construc-
tion) to count all the atoms in a list.

This will only work if your PLUS can
take more than two arguments, and will
give an error with a single atom list. Do
you know why?

Very often it would be handy to use
APPLY or MAPCAR to apply a function
that we're only going to use once. It isn't
worth defining such a function with
DEFINE and wasting valuable memory
by giving it a name and permanent
storage. Instead we can define an
'anonymous' function which is created
only where it's needed, using that
cryptic word LAMBDA. It's used so:
(MAPCAR LIST '(LAMBDA (NUM)

(TIMES NUM NUM))
The LAMBDA expression defines a

function identical to SQUARE (try read-
ing DEFINE SQUARE instead of LAMB-
DA), but which has no name and only
exists during the evaluation of the
MAPCAR.

Some readers may be using versions
of Lisp (muLisp, for example) which
require the function LAMBDA to be
used in ordinary definitions. To them I
apologise. What's more, a// versions of
Lisp insert LAMBDA into the internal
stored form of definitions (just as they
expand into (QUOTE editor). I deliber-
ately postponed examination of LAMB-
DA until this late stage because it's too
confusing and alarming to introduce it
at the same time as DEFINE. LAMBDA is
the function which defines functions
and controls the way arguments are
passed, but most modern dialects
disguise its presence from the user as it
means a whole extra level of brackets
and makes definitions much less read-
able.

You should now be convinced of the
importance of list processing as a

technique. It can model anything from
human languages to the construction
of DNA (ribosomes as biological Lisp
machines?) Lisp is an elegant, at times
beautiful, but sometimes exasperating
implementation of list processing for
computers. Languages like Logo and
POP -11 provide a more conventional
(and friendly) syntax, Prolog adds the
power of automatic pattern matching,
and in the future we might even see
Basic with list processing extensions.
But in learning Lispyou've started atthe
right place-the beginning.

This is the final part of our six -part
Teach Yourself Lisp series. Back
issues can be obtained from our office
at 53 Frith St, London W1A 2HG, tel:
(01) 439 4242.

Lisp discount

offer
Machine

Spectrum
NewBrain

CP/M-80:
QX-10
Televideo
Kaypro
Sirius
SuperBrain
Applell
Lynx Laureate
Transtec
Tatung PC2000
NEC 8000
Pied Piper
DRS -20
TA P3 & PC
BBC B
IBM PC

To helpyou getthebestfrom the Teach Yourself Lisp series,PCW has arranged special
discountson several Lisp packages. Identify your machinefrom the list belowand send
the offer tab at thecorner of this page with a cheque forthe full amountto the appropriate
address, stating clearly which machine it is for.

Address

Serious Software
5 Wimbourne Avenue
Chislehurst
Kent BR7 6RQ
Software Ltd, for...
2 Alice Owen Centre
251 Goswell Rd
London EC1

OR

Text 100,for...
South Black Lion Lane
Hammers.rnith
London W6

Text 100
Address as above

Cheque (includes
VAT and p&p)
£10.50
(Normal price £15.50)

Supersoft Lisp: £75
(Normal price £115)

Microsoft MuLisp: £112
(Normal price £170)

MuLisp (MicroSoft):(Normal

price £170) 40,£112
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Look back in dismay
The World Microcomputer Chess Championship held recently in

Glasgow was full of surprises, as Tony Harrington found out.

Looking back with hindsight at the
predictions I made about the likely
outcome of the 4th World Microcompu-
ter Chess Championship (WMCC), I find
many reasons for dropping the predic-
tion -making habit as quickly as possible
(see October PCW). This World Cham-
pionship was full of surprises.

The first of these concerned those
who weren't there at the off. The Novag
Super Constellation was many peo-
ple's idea of a hot favourite prior to the
event. It had beaten all kinds of
international masters at blitz chess and
had acquired a great reputation in the
process. Surely Novag would want to
cash in on its potential and claim a
WMCC title. But no, instead of an entry
form, Novag sent round a circular to
everyone except the organisers a week
or two before the tournament, stating
why these kinds of events are not worth
entering.

In golf that would be called playing
the percentage shot: if you have a good
reputation already, why risk blowing it?
However, that wasn't one of Novag's
reasons for not entering. It was worried
about the absence of any reliable test to
differentiate between a genuine 'com-
mercial entry' and something running
on equipment way out of reach of most
people's pockets. That sounds a

reasonable grumble, but it has more to
do with marketing nerves than reality. I
still think the Super Constellation might
have won if it had been allowed a
chance (another prediction, but habits
are hard to break).

SciSyswas a less surprising absence.
Nothing had been said before the
tournament about a real improvement
in the SciSys Superstar program. The
word from SciSys was that it was
working on one but that it would not be
ready in time for the event.

Even with these two manufacturers
out of the running, the field was one of
the largest ever with nineteen entries
beginning and - even more remark-

ably - finishing the tournament (de-
spite the occasional threat of a walk out,
a normal occurrence at these events.

Far and away the most astonishing
thing about the tournament, from my
point of view, was the reappearance of
Conchess, which had three entries. Ulf
Rathsman, the programmer, had been
quietly beavering away since Con -
chess's rather undistinguished initial
public performance at the 1982 PCW
tournament, and had come up with a
program capable of testing the best.

Then there was the Mephisto team,
also with three entries. Mephisto had
drawn some flak over the last year for
releasing a Mephisto III which had the
unfortunate habit of losing to the earlier
Mephisto II. (New releases are sup-
posed to be better than the old, rather
than just different.) So it was nice to see
that Hegener and Glazer, the supplier,
appeared to have some improvements
to offer.

Fidelity, as usual, had a strong array
of entries, supplemented by a number
of Spracklen programs running on
business computers like the Compaq,
the Macintosh and the Apple. Intelli-
gent Software entered an experimental
program and - good news for home
computer owners- Richard Lang and
Martin Bryant, two regular participants
in what used to be the annual PCW
European Tournaments, also had en-
tries.

Lang's Cyrus program, available in
one form or another on both the
Spectrum and the Dragon, was re-
placed for this event by a new genera-
tion program designed for the Sinclair
QL. Sponsored by Psion, which will be
marketing it in the UK, Lang's program
(called Psion after the sponsor, un-
doubtedly a wise decision) ran, for the
purposes of the tournament, on an
8MHz Sage computer. It will, he reck-
ons, be slower by a factor of three on the
QL, but even so, it looks like being one of
the strongest home computer prog-

rams around. Lang won joint first prize
in a four-way tie for first place. This
earned him a large bottle of Lang's
Whisky (though he assures us he is not
related).

Bryant's home computer program
for the BBC Model B, White Knight Mk
10, won the 'Best home computer chess
program' section at the 1983 PCW
tournament. Bryant improved on White
Knight with a program called Colossus,
which has done very well as a commer-
cial program for the Commodore 64
(see November PCW). For this event, he
entered a souped -up version of Col-
ossus, running on an Apple II.

Last but not least, there was the
solitary amateur entry, Geoff Bulmer's
'Chessnut', a plucky little program
running on a Commodore 64 and
guaranteed of the best amateur trophy
even if it didn't win a game (it didn't).

The seven -round Swiss tournament
was held in Glasgow at the Stakis
Ingrim Hotel (9 to 15 September) as part
of the centenary celebrations of the
Scottish Chess Association. Sponsored
by CGL Ltd and Langs Supreme Whisky,
in association with Stakis Hotels PLC,
my main concern is that unless the
Scots feel like an early celebration, we
might have to wait another hundred
years for a micro tournament to be as
well organised and presented.

From the opening ceremony to the
grand buffet close, it was a splendidly
organised and run event.

Rounds began at 2pm each day and
went through to a theoretical 10pm
close. I say theoretical because the
tournament director, Mike Valvo, a US
International Master, made a practice of
allowing play to go on where necessary
until the computers either bored their
programmers to death or reached a
result. If there was the smallest sign of
theoretical interest left in the game, he
was willing to pace the floor and let the
machines fight it out. Even when the
programmers themselves wanted to
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Game No 1 Sargon Compaq versus
Mephisto B

1 Nf3 d5 20 Nxd2 0e2
2 g3 Nc6 21 Rfdl Bh5
3 Bg2 e5 22 f3 Ne5
4 d3 Nf6 23 g4 Nxg4
5 0-0 Bf5 24 fxg4 Bxg4
6 Bd2 Bc5 25 Qa3 Rxd2
7 b4 Nxb4 26 Rxd2 Qxd2
8 NxeS Qd6 27 h3 Qd4+
9 Bc30-0 28 Kh1 Bd7

10 Nd2 Rf-e8 29 a5 Bc6
11 e4 dxe4 30 a6 b5
12 Nec4 Qa6 31 Rb1 Bxe4
13 Bxf6 Qxf6 32 Qb3Bxg24
14 dxe4 Bg6 33 Kh2 Bc6
15 Rb1 Qa6 34 Kg3 Reg
16 a3 Nc6 35 Of3 Bxf3
17 a4 Bb4 36 Rf1 Qe5+
18 Ra1 RadR 37 Kxf3 Qe4+
19 Qc1 Bxd2 38 Kg3 Rg2 mate 0-1

This was one of the better games
from the tournament. The manner in
which Mephisto forces the win is
particularly impressive.

Game No 2 Intelligent Chess Soft-
ware (ICS) versus Chessnut

1 d4 d5
2 c4 Nc6
3 Nc3 dxc4
4 d5 Ne5
5 Nf3 f6
6 Nxe 5 fxe5
7 e4 Nf6
8 Bxc4 Bg4

9 f3 Bh5 17 Oc6 Rd1+
10 Ob3 b6 18 Kxd1 Kd8
11 Qa4+ Qd7 19 Nxc7 Bf7
12 Bb5 0-0-0 20 Kc2 Kc8
13 Qxa7 Qxb5 21 Na6+ Kd8
14 Nxb5 Nxd5 22 Rd1+ Bd5
15 QaB+ Kd7 23 RxdS mate
16 Oxd5+ Kc8 24 0-1

Although ICS didn't do well overall, it
was quite up to exploiting a poor
opening by Chessnut.

call things a draw Valvo was heard to
say: 'Let's give it 10 more moves and
see what happens ..

The chess played was definitely of a
higher standard this year than ever
before, but you would have been hard
pressed to spot that from most of the
games scores.

Computers, even good ones, play
boring chess against each other; they
look much more impressive against
chess players, when the game takes on
more shape and sharpness.

But although it didn't lead to much in
the way of spectacular middle game
fireworks or witty sacrificial attacks, the
increased strength of many of the
participants showed up in the large
number of end games that were
reached (see Games section).

Another indication of the strength of
the event is that Martin Bryant's Col-
ossus-which I have alwaysthought of
as a rather good program - could only
scrape up one and a half points against
the dedicated machines.

And L'Empereur, an old Intelligent
Software program which tied for first
commercial place in the 1982 PCW
Tournament, entered here by its French
manufacturer, could do no better.

Caithness Glass bowls were pre-
sented to the four winners by Professor
Monroe Newbarn, president of the
ICCA. The actual title of commercial
world champion, though, went to the
Mephisto A, since it was the only
machine among the winners which
fulfilled the condition of being currently
available in the shops.

The Fidelity Elegance ran at 6.1MHz
on a 6502 processor, the Mephisto

programs at 12MHz on a 68000 and
Princhess (or Conchess) at 6.1 MHz on a
6502chip. Full tournament bulletins are
available from Chess Suppliers (Scot-
land) Ltd, 15 Hope St, Glasgow G2.

Games section
White: Fidelity Elite X. Black: Mephisto
B. Notes by Grandmaster Dr John Nunn

(The 4th World Microcomputer
Chess Championship was notable for
the close finish and for the surprising
number of interesting end games aris-
ing. The reason for this is probably that
the struggle between the stronger
programs created today is likely to
remain finely balanced for a long time.
The following fascinating ending was
of some sporting interest since the
Fidelity Elite X needed to win against
Mephisto Btotieforfirst. Wetake up the
story with the Elite, as White, about to
make its 43rd move.)

/ 4 /, A r
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r
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43 Rb1-al !
(Although material is level, White has

all the chances because the passed
a -pawn can be used to deflect Black's
pieces from the defence of his kingside
pawns. White correctly places his rook
behind the pawn to support its adv-
ance.)

43 Ke7-d6
(Black later decides to blockade the

pawn with his rook in any case, so it
would have been better to do this
immediately by 43 ... Re2-e6 44 a4 -a5
Re6-a6.)

44 a4 -a5 Kd6-c7
45 a5 -a6 Re2-e8

(Black would have preferred to use
his king to obstruct the pawn's advance
by 45 ... Kc7-b846 a6 -a7+ Kb8-a8, so as
to leave the rook actively placed, but
White can play 45 . . . Kc7-b8 46
Ra1-b1+! followed by RB1-b7 attacking
the kingside pawns.)

46 Ra1-b1?
(Giving Black unnecessary chances.

46 a6 -a7 Re8-a8 47 Kg1-f2 Kc7-b7 48
Kf2-f3 Ra8xa7 49 Ra1xa7+ Kb7xa7 50
Kf3-f4 Ka7-b6 51 Kf4xf5 Kb6-c7 52
Kf5-e6 followed by Ke6-f7 wins the
kingside pawns. We shall meet several
lines in which the rooks are exchanged,
when the result depends on whether
White's king can penetrate to attack the
g7 and h7 pawns before Black's king

comes to the rescue. Here the result is
as close as it could be, depending on a
single move.)

46 Re8-b8
(46 . . .g7 -g6 47 Rb1-b7+ Kc7-c6 48

Rb7xh7 Re8-el + 49 Kg 1-f2 Re1-a 1 was
no better because of the strong reply 50
Rh7-h6!.)

47 Rb1-el?
(Missing 47 Rb1xb8 Kc7xb848 Kg1-f2

winning as before.)
47 Kc7-d6
48 a6 -a7 Rb8-a8

(White reverts to the correct plan.
Black's rook is completely immobilised,
so White has time to bring up his king.)

49 g7 -g6
50 h2 -h3 Kd6-c7
51 g2 -g4?

(This should have thrown away the
win, which could have been forced by
the familiar plan of 51 Kg1.-f2 followed
by a king advance.)

52 f5xg4
52 h3xg4 Kc7-b7

(Now we can see the difference.
Thanks to the pawn exchange Black can
meet 53 Kg1-f2 by 53 . . . Ra8xa7 54
Ra1xa7+ Kb7xa7 55 Kf2-f3 h7 -h5 ex-
changing White's last pawn and
drawing.)

53 Ra1-b1+ Kb7-c6
(Black could also have taken the

pawn, but he has not spoilt anything
yet.)

54 Rb1-a 1 Kc6-b6
55 Ra1-b1+ Kb7xa7
56 Kg 1-f2

(White is in no danger of losing
despite his minus pawn, since Black's
king is too far away, but equally he
should not win.)

56 Ra8-f8+
57 Kf2-g3 Rf8-f7

(57 h7 -h5 was the simplest draw.)
58 g4 -g5 Rf7-f5
59 Kg3-g4 Ka7-a6
60 Rb1-d1 Rf5-f7
61 Rd1-b1 Rf7-b7??

(Mephisto's blunder allows the Elite
X to take joint first place. Black only
needed to mark time by 61 ... Ka6-a7 to
draw, since White cannot undertake
anything positive.)

62 Rb1xb7! Ka6xb7
(White's king is able to win both Black

pawns and reach a won position with
king and pawn vs king.)

63 Kg4-f4 Kb7-c6
64 Kf4-e5 Kc6-c5
65 Ke5-f6 Kc5-d4

(Or 65 ... Kc5-d6 66 Kf6-g7 Kd6-e7 67
Kg7xh7 Ke7-f7 68 Kh7-h6 Kf7-f8 69
Kh6xg6 Kf8-g8 70 Kg6-f6 Kg8-f8 71
g5 -g6 Kf8-g8 72 g6 -g7 Kg8-h7 73 Kf6-f7
and the pawn promotes to a queen.)

66 Kf6-g7 Kd4-e4
67 Kg7xh7 Ke4-f5
68 Kh7-h6 Kf5-e5

(Black has no choice but to abandon
his last pawn to its fate.)

69 Kh6xg6 Ke5-e6
70 Kg6-h7 Ke6-d5
71 g5 -g6 Kd5-e6
72 g6 -g7

(and Black resigned.)
END
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Files &Folders
Does ACT Pulsar's Files and Folders, a straightforward data management system
similar to dBase II, provide every useful facility for the user? Kathy Lang finds out.

Files & Folders is a file management
package intended to allow people new
to computers to set up their own filing
systems on micros running MS-DOS or
PC -DOS. The package stores informa-
tion in records of fixed length and a
fixed format, with the option of using
one or more items in a record as keys
with which to quickly access the re-
cords. You can keep several sets of
records in separatefiles and relate them
together, perhaps by having a custom-
erfile, stockfile and orderfile in an order
processing system.

Files & Folders is completely menu -
driven; I reviewed it on an Apricot, and
the microscreen has been used to
effectively provide the menu options.
Setting up a folder is a simple job and
exploits the facilities of keyboard and
screen well. There are, however, no
batch processing options at the mo-
ment. You can't, for example, ask the
package to automatically update the
prices of a range of products by 10%,
nor can you put together sequences of
operations for subsequent execution
with a single key-there's no program-
ming capability at all.

In some respects the package's facili-
ties are rather limited, but on the other
hand, as you can see from Fig 1, it's rare
to find the file linkage capability in
packages in this price bracket.

Constraints
The major constraints of Files & Folders
are shown in Fig 2, together with its
main features. The limitation on the
number of files open at a time and on
total number of related files is reason-
ably generous, since it doesn't include
indexes or report files. The overall limit
on key length may be a restriction;
according to Pulsar the limit is a total of
29 characters, but I successfully used a
key of 46 characters long, so the actual
limit remains unknown. You can't use
several fields in conjunction as indexes,
which will be a disadvantage in some
applications. A large number of date
formats is provided, plus three time
formats - an unusual feature. Field
names may not be longer than the field

length they identify, although you can
have separate captions which may be
longer. As field names are used for
identification in several places, this
could be a nuisance if you have many
short items to store.

File creation and indexing
The first step in setting up a file is to
design a screen format. This process
allows the user plenty of flexibility, but
is also well guided by the package. For

each field (called a box in Files &
Folders) you type any labelling in-
formation you need, then press a
microscreen key to 'start a box'. Cursor
movement is used to indicate the
desired length: when a box is the right
length, you press RETURN or a micro -
screen key. If you've placed boxes or
captions incorrectly, you can use a cut
and paste technique very similarto that
used by word processors to move the
row, column or block of information to

Package Cost (£)
Condor 295

DMS+ 195

Friday! 195

Files and Folders 295

Pearl 190

Rescue 295

dBASEII 438

Summary
Fixed record structure, two data files
available at once. Good post feature for
updating related files. Only one index per
data file. Very like dBasell, although some
people find it easier to use.
Stripped -down version of Delta from same
(British) supplier-one file open at a time,
no tailoring. Indexes must be reformed'
when data is altered. Good reporting
features including letter writer.
Simple, single -file, fixed format record
handler. Drawbacks are clumsy approach in
letter writer and when designing screen
formats. Excellents tutorial manual and
menu charts, but not easy to find items in
reference manual.
Easy -to -use package: allows up to three
data files open at once, up to eight linked
together. Good use of screen when setting
up files. Good list and sort features, but no
letter writer. Menu -driven, with no tailoring
or automatic command execution.
Economical storage of varying length re-
cords, indexes kept up-to-date, paint -a -
screen formatting for screens and reports,
entry screens can read from several files at
once.
British -supplied package with good data
validation features. Menu -driven with few
short-cuts. Single file, fixed record structure
stored, but good facilities for displaying and
entering records with irregular structure.
Popular fixed -format package allowing two
data files at once. Any field may be a key, so
retrieval is fast. Flexible key construction.
Commands used to give instructions. Can
operate on whole file in 'batch', and stores
sets of commands to tailor system.

Fig 1 Comparison of similar data management packages
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the required place. And it's very clear-
you actually see the whole block moved
one line or column at a time as you
move the cursor.

So far, so good. Some of the process
details are rather tedious, though; for
example, when you start to enter
information into the records, the sys-
tem assumes that you want to enter the
data in fields in the order they were set

Systems
supported
Maximumfile
size
Max record size

Max no fields
Maxfield size
Maxdigits
Max prime key
length
Special disk
format?
File size fixed?
Link to ASCII
files?
Data types
Fixed rec
structure?
Fixed record
length stored?
Amend rec
structure?
Link data files?
No data files
open
No sort fields
No keys

MS-DOS,
PC -DOS

OSL
Approx 1600
chars
Limit of screen
78
NS

NS

No
No

Yes
C,N,D,L,T,Seq#

Yes

Yes

By copying
Yes
Three (eight
total)
Five
Varieswith
length

Max key length
(chars,fields) Not stated
Subsidiary
indexes kept
up-to-date? UTD
Data validation Adequate
Screen
formatting
Unique keys
Report
formatting
Store calculated
data
Totals & statistics
Store selecn
criteria Permitted
Combine criteria And,Or
>1 criterion
/field?
Wild code
selection?
Browsing
methods
Interaction
methods
Reference
Manual (max 5*)
Tutorial Guide
(max 5*)
Reference Card
(max 5*)
Online Help(max
5*)
Hot-line?

Paint -a -screen
Optional

Paint -a -screen

On data entry
Yes

Yes

String within

Any Key

Menus

**

***

***

Dealer support

Fig 2Featuresandconstraints

up. You can change the order later but
that's another stage, so it helps to set
them up in the right orderto begin with.
When you finish setting up a box,
pressing RETURN moves you to the
next line but beneath the caption of the
box you have just defined.

The only other way to move the
cursor is with the arrow keys, which is
tedious for a whole line.

The process is easy and quick if you
only have one field per line, or if your
data entry treats the screen as, say, two
columns, going down the first and then
the second. But if you want to put
several fields on each line, and have
them entered row by row across one
complete line before going to the next,
the set-up process is much less helpful.

Once you have designed the screen
format, you must set up the attributes
required by each field. Once again, the
process is a mixture of quick and easy,
and slow and difficult. Files & Folders
assumes that all fields will be text fields
unless informed otherwise, so if most
of your data is text then type definition
is very quick. On the other hand, it
assumes no correspondence between
captions and field names: if you've
used as captions the namesyou wantto
use for identification, you still have to
respecifythem each time. (Some of you
would want to respecify because of the
limitation on field name length, but it
would be useful to have to respecify
only those.)

Any field may contain only unique
values, may be cleared each time the
entry form is displayed, or have its
value carried over from the previous
record, and be saved or stored tempor-
arily. Using these last two attributes
simultaneously, it's possible to create
the effect of cumulative memory vari-
ables so that,for instance, as you enter a
set of orders you can see a display of
their cumulativetotal value. The default
attributes for each field are non -unique,
cleared and saved, and are the most
sensible ways to set those switches for
minimum change by the user.

Sort keys, on the contrary, are treated
in the reverse of what's needed. You
must have at least one sort key: these
are used for retrieving individual re-
cords for screen display and amend-
ment. The manual warns against hav-
ing long sort keys and too many of them
- and then proceeds to set up the first
five characters of each field as a sort key
unless told otherwise! It's more sensi-
ble to make it easy for people to do
sensible things, and difficult for them to
take undesirable courses of action.

in addition to these compulsory
elements, Files & Folders also has
several optional elements in file speci-
fication. You can provide for links with
one or two other files which may in turn
be linked to other files, with a maximum
of eight being connected together in a
single group. Numeric fields may be
calculated from the results of other
fields, either within the record or by
being accumulated across records.You

may also specify an Edit Mask for the
field, which gives a limited data valida-
tion capability. (The facilities for check-
ing use the same rules as when testing
to see if a record should be selected for
listing or reporting.)

Once a file has been created, its
structure can be changed by asking
Files & Folders to revise the folder, then
opting to copy the data from the old
folder to the new one. (The same
process can be used to create a file with
a structure similar to an existing file,
only in that case the data won't be
copied.) Both files must be in the same
'filing cabinet': that is, on the same
floppy disk or in the same hard disk
directory.

Data input and updating
When adding or amending records,
Files & Folders displays the format you
defined for the record when the file was
created. You can work through a file in
record order, or you can select a
particular record by entering a value
into any field which is a sort key, and the
record most closely matching it will be
displayed. Once you have retrieved a
record using a particular field as a key,
you can browse through the file in the
order of that field. You can also retrieve
records from related files so that you
can, for example, display the record for
the associated stock item when enter-
ing an order. (You cannot, though,
display the two records side by side.)

Amendment and replacement of re-
cords is reached through the menu for
adding records-one of the options on
that menu is to search for a record to
amend. Once into that function you can
continue amending, browsing or
directly selecting new records until
you've completed the changes. You are
then returned to the menu which allows
you to add records.

Records are directly edited on the
screen under full cursor control. There
are, however, no editing commands
within a field except Backspace (used to
delete the preceding character). To
amend a field, the only option is to
completely retype it.

Screen display
For record addition and amendment,
only one format is provided using one
screen per record. You can, however,
also list records onscreen, one per line.

In this mode you can display any or all
fields, and any or all records using
selection criteria which can apply to any
field, not just indexed fields. Records
can be listed in any order, not only by
key field. There is, however, no way to
display onscreen, before printing, a
report which has been set up using the
full report formatting facilities.

Printed reports
There's a standard format for printing
automatic reports which uses the in-
formation about field lengths in the
record definition. Files & Folders will
send a listing of records to the printer,
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but to print a full formatted report you
have to set up a report format.

Report formats are attached to par-
ticular folders, although they can ac-
cess information from other linked
folders. The report definition allows
you to specify both detail information to
be taken from each record, and sum-
mary information. You can have the
records sorted on up to five fields, and
these may be used to give page breaks
and to trigger the printing of sub -totals.
You can specify which fields are to be
used as the sort items when the report is
printed, so you could use the same
report format to produce several re-
ports on the same file using different
sort and sub -totalling sequences. I

couldn't, however,find a wayto use the
same report format with two different
folders of similar layout.

No special features are provided for
printing personalised letters, so if you
need anything more than the crudest
facilities in this area you have to send
the required information to a file, and
then process this with a 'mailmerge'
program such as that associated with
WordStar. This can be done using the
report formatter, by setting up a format
which producesthe detail records in the
appropriate form and then sending the
report outputto a text filefor later use by
the mailmerge program.

Selection & sorting
When selecting records for amend-
ment, or in order to view complete
records one on each screen, you can
use only key fields to extract particular
records and only one key can be used at
a time (that is, you can't use the direct
retrieval features to ensure a record
passes two or more tests. To be more
selective, you can either set conditions
on the listing of records on screen, or set
similar tests which must be passed by
records which are to be the subject of a
printed report.

Three types of test are allowed:
against a constant value; against the
value of a field in the same record; and
against a field in a linked file record. The
usual comparison operators (equal, not
equal, less than, greater than) are
allowed, but no special text comparison
operators such as the wild codes
common in many packages. If you need
to apply several tests, the results may
be ANDed or ORed or a combination of
the two, so that you can arrange for all
tests to be passed, or any subset that
you require. The method of specifying
how tests are to be combined is,
however, rather verbose. To specify
that one field may take only one value,
and another may take one of two, you
must respecify the essential condition
once for each alternative value of the
second test field. The user is helped by
the way Files & Folders allows you to
press one key or microscreen position

O.

for each field name or condition, butthe
process is still tedious. People quickly
become used to the idea of constructing
conditions using brackets if the system
is reasonably helpful; once this skill has
been learned it saves a lot of time!

These selection features apply to
listing onscreen with the one -record -
per -line automatic report feature, and
with the formatted reportwriter. In each
case you specify the selection in full
when you want the report-there's no
way of storing a sequence of selections
for future use.

When retrieving complete records
for amendment or display, one record
per screen, you can see the records in
order by any one of the key fields
specified when the file was set up.
When listing records-one on each line
of the screen using the automatic report
feature - you can see the display
sorted on any one field (not just a key
field), and it's this feature which was
used in Benchmark seven. When using
the full reportformat, you can sort on up
to five fields at a time.

As with selection criteria, there's no
way to store sortfield specifications. It's
good to be able to specify the sort field
afresh when printing the report if you
need to, but equally it's helpful to be
able to specify with the stored format
the order in which you'll most often
want to see the report.

Calculation
The record definition can include the
specification of calculations on numer-
ic fields so that you can construct a
numeric field from constants, the
values of other fields in the same
record, and from the values of fields in
other related files. You can also con-
catenate text strings or characters from
text fields, but you can't carry out
calculations using dates or times. Simi-

lar calculations can be carried out in
reportsto produce averages and simple
statistics such as standard deviations.
In records and reports, you can create
temporary fields for accumulating
values or calculating information which
you want to display but don't need to
store. But you can't, as in some
packages, use Files & Folders as a desk
calculator.

Multiple files
Files & Folders allows you to have three
files open at once, and upto eight linked
together; the linkage allows indexed
retrieval of records in related files. You
can write to other files as well as
retrieve information from them, mak-
ing it possible to use the system in quite
sophisticated applications provided
the limits on file numbers don't worry
you. Indeed, these limits are more
flexible than those on some more
expensive packages. The fields by
which files will be linked are specified
when the files are set up, as are the rules
for linkage. This means that the rela-
tionships between files are an explicit
part of their structure, rather than being
specified by processing statements
when files are being updated or read.
The Files & Folders method is easier to
use and involves much less work forthe
user, but is less flexible than the
alternative approach.

Tailoring
There are no facilities for tailoring Files
& Folders to specific needs (for exam-
ple, by storing sets of commonly used
actions in a command file). This can
make the system tedious to use if you
repeat tasks regularly.

Security & housekeeping
Files & Folders uses a simple password
system to protect files against unautho-
rised access. Every user may have a
password, and to each password is
attached an access number; the pass-
word owner may use only those files
which have the same number. Files

Benchmarks
BM1
BM2
BM3
BM4

BM5
BM6
BM7
BM8
BM9
BM10

Time to add one new record (Inst)
Time to select record by primary key (Inst)
Time to select record by secondary key (Inst)
Time to access 20 records from 1000 sequentially on three -character
field (1m 40secs)
Time to access record using wild code (Inst)
Time to index 1000 records on three -character field (14m 5secs)
Time to sort 1000 records on five -character field (14m 20secs)
Time to calculate on one -field per record and store result in record (NA)
Time to total three fields over 1000 records (3m 31secs)
Time to add one new field to each of 1000 records (22m 4secs)

Time to import file of 1000 records: 16m lOsecs

Notes: NA = Not Applicable - no batch updating available
Benchmarks done on Apricot with hard disk
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with access number zero may be used
by anyone, while the password with
access number 255 allows the user to
carry out anytasks on any file, including
changing, listing and adding pass-
words.

The ability to have several files with
the same access number allows several
users to have access to a group of files,
but the restriction to one access num-
ber per password will often mean that
some users will need several pass-
words.

For example, if I have some files
which I wish to share with a colleague,
but others which are personal to me, I'll
need two passwords - one with the
access number of the shared files, and
another with the access number of my
personal files. This simple system
should nevertheless be adequate for
applications where the basic data man-
agement functions provided by Files &
Folders are sufficient.

Each password may also have an
access flag, which means that the user
may be restricted to reading files and
adding records to them, or to adding,
amending and deleting, but not creat-
ing new files or modifying file struc-
tures. The feature is rendered less
useful than it might be by the necessity
for users to have the full capability of
adding and altering files if they are to
create new formats for reports, since
this involves creating a file (albeit a
layoutfile ratherthan a potentially large
data file). There's also no read only flag:
surely a user must at least be allowed to
create new records.

Files & Folders keeps all the files on
one disk or in one hard disk directory in
a single 'filing cabinet'; all files which
interact with one another must be
within the same filing cabinet. Within
the package, you can delete files and
copy files between filing cabinets. The
maximum number of files in one
cabinet is 30, but this is not likely to be a
problem for most people, given the
limited capacity of floppy disks and the
ability to create new cabinets in other
directories on hard disks.

Links with outside
You can write a text file from within the
system by setting up an appropriate
report format to create the required
output format (for example, to write a
file of names and addresses which can
be read by a word processor with
mailmerge capabilities). It also pro-
videsa facilityforwriting a DIFTM format
file, which allows you to pass informa-
tion from the package to most spread-
sheets. In the full version of Files &
Folders, which needs at least 320k
memory, you can import text records
provided they are of fixed format. This
allows you to import files from another
data management package such as
dBasell.

User image
Files & Folders is entirely menu -driven,
with function keys used to involve

options. This applies even to options
such as the number of decimal places a
numeric field should have. Such an
approach should make the system very
easy to use when first starting and for
those who use the system only occa-
sionally, but may become tedious for
experienced users. This applies parti-
cularly to such aspects as setting up
selection rules; users soon learn how to
write a conditional expression using
brackets, which saves a geat deal of
time.

The other area where no concession
has been made to more experienced
users is in the paths through the menu
structure. You can't jump to a particular
part of the system once you know your
way around, but must go down through
the menu tree in the defined order. Nor
can you exit quickly from the lowest
levels of menus, but must press the
EXIT option key several times -
sometimes as many as six or seven
times - to get out cleanly. This is a
shame - it's not difficult to provide
short cuts for experienced users.

By and large the system is consistent
in its use of options and keys. For
example, in all but the main menu,
function key 1 is used to exit to the level
above, and on the Apricot function key 1
always has this meaning. The functions
available at any time are shown at the
bottom of the screen, with pictograms
of the (numbered) function keys; up to
eight are used at once.

On the Apricot, on which Files &
Folders was tested, the function keys
are implemented partly on the micro -
screen's six keys, with the other two
being FINISH and HELP from the
Apricot's fixed bank of function keys.
This means that the purpose of each
function key is shown on or above it.
The numbering scheme used by Files &
Folders does, however, make matching
keys to function rather awkward. Exit is
usually function 1, with the main
options on the menu numbered two to
seven. On the Apricot, this means that
in general microscreen key one match-
es menu option two, key two matches
option three, and so on. But on the main
menu, things are worse: the keys are
labelled and used in the same way as on
all subsequent levels, but this is not the
same convention as the manual uses-
here it's the last key which gives Exit. As
a result, all the manual references to the
main menu are, for the Apricot, one
number out. The section of the refer-
ence manual referring to setting page
formats in reports suggests that the

appropriate menu path is 1-4-3-3-5,
whereas on the Apricot it's 2-4-3-3-5.

Documentation
Files & Folders comes with a single
manual in two sections, tutorial and
reference. The tutorial section I found
quite helpful, although some sample
files (rather than just instructions on
how to set them up) would have made
them even better.

The reference section is less good,
not so much in what it includes as in
what it leaves out. It consists entirely of
an explanation of what each menu
option does, ordered by option num-
bers. You get the whole of the sub-

menus for main menu option one, then
those for main menu option two, and so
on though with no clear indication of
where a new major option begins. But
it's supplemented by an effective index,
making it an improvement on most
reference manuals.

On the bad side, there's no reference
summary to give a brief overview of the
package features, and no explicit in-
formation about constraints (I still don't
know the maximum total size of key
fields for a file). Worse still, in many
ways, is the absence of a menu tree
diagram. This makes it hard to tell
where a particular feature is, either in
the software or in the manual, and is not
helped by some rather infelicitous
naming. For example, 'revise a folder'
means 'change the structure of a file',
not 'change entries in an existing file'.

Files & Folders provides a reasonable
level of online help which briefly
explains each option currently avail-
able. There isn't any way of getting a
more detailed level of hel pthan this one
line per option, although the help
screens do, I'm glad to say, refer to the
appropriate page number in the
manual.

Conclusion
Files & Folders is a simple, straightfor-
ward data management system. In its
price bracket it provides better -than-

average facilities for retrieving and
listing records onscreen, and reason-
able reporting features including five
levels of sub -totals. The facilities for file
linking should meet most users' needs.

The absence of any batch processing
features will, however, be a major
disadvantage in many applications,
and the lack of tailoring facilities will
restrict its use to those whose needs are
met bythe package as itstands.

LID

Summary

Package Type

Ease of Use
Error Messages
Documentation
Costs (ex VAT)
Supplier

Data management system with basic features plus
relationships between several files.
Good for novices, rather tedious for experienced users.
Adequate.
Tutorial manual quite good, reference adequate.
£295
UK distributor: ACT Pulsar, (021) 455 7000.
Freepost, Birmingham B16 1BR.
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Ourmonthlypot-pourri of hardware and
software tips for the popularmicros. If you have

a favourite tip to pass on, sendit to TJ's
Workshop, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W1 .

Please keep yourcontributions concise. We will pay£5-£30 foranytips we publish. PCW can

accept no responsibility for damage caused by using these tips, and readers should be
advised that any hardware modifications may render the maker's guarantee invalid.

VIC-20

CONTROLLER

This VIC controller program
may be the answer to many
problems, as well as an
innovative way of achieving
new screen displays.

It effectively gives you
two VIC chips: one
operating on top of the
screen, the other on the
bottom. The changeover
point can be altered, as
shown in the first demo
program. This sets up the
system, and sets two
different screen and border
colours, but because of the
routine they both appear
onscreen at the same time,
one in the bottom half, the
other in the top.

The program then alters
the changeover point. The
second demo program turns
on just one sprite, but

shows that it's displayed
twice by the swapping of the
registers.

To use the routine, issue
the SYS command as in the
demo files, then treat the
two areas of memory
(defined as VIC1 & VIC2) as
the normal VIC chip. VIC +
32 is the usual address of
the border colour. To set the
border colour of the top of
the screen, just use VIC1 +
32 in place of VIC + 32. For
the bottom of the screen,
use VIC + 32.

The changeover point can
be changed: for example,
allowing a small text screen
at the bottom and a large
hi-res screen at the top. It's
best to play about with the
demo programs to get the
feel of the system, then to
write your own program.
Don't forget to run the
loader program first to load
in the control code.

Steve Mehew

10 RIM Vif CONtROLLER BASIC LOADER.
20 RPM (r) SIEVE MEHEW 1901.
0 :

40 0 -4915,.7:E -g197.32

50 FOR TO E: READ A: POKE R,A:NEX(
60 PRINT"DATA COMPLETE. ":END
70 :

100 DATA 37,15,172,120,169,60,141,20
405 DATA ',167,192,141,21,3,169,200
110 DATA 111,18,200,173,17,200,41,127
415 DATA 141,17,200,167,127,141,13,220
420 DATA 173,17,220,177,26,208,",1
425 DATA 111,26,200,08,96,167,46,109
17;0 DATA 0,208057,0,206,157,0,205
475 DATA 202,16,244,96.162,17,109,0
440 DATA 206,157,0,208,207,16,217,16'
445 DATA 21,107,0,206,157,0,200,272
150 DATA 224,25,700,215,162,27,189,0
455 DATA 206,157,0,209,732,774,47,200
160 DATA 215069,120,141,20
165 DATA 3,169,172,111,21,3,169,251
170 DATA 111,10,200,169,1,111,25,208
175 DATA 76,180,251,162,17,187,0,205
100 DATA 157,0,200,20206,217,167,21
105 DATA 109,0,205,157,0,200,232,-224
190 DATA 25,208,245,162,27,189,0,205

195 DATA 157,0,200,232,221,17,200,215
500 DATA 169,60,.141,20,3,169,172,141
505 DATA 21,3,169,200,141,10,208,167
510 DATA 1,141,25,208,76,49,234,202

READY.

100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
170
100
190
195
200
210
220
240
250
260
270
290
300
310
320
400
410
430

REM TEST rRooRnm roR CONTROLER

REM WRITTEN BY STEVE MEHEW 1984

VI52776:REM PSEUDO VIC #1
V2=52400:REM PSEUDO VIC #2
VA=49720

SYS 49152:REM START ROUTINE
DOVE V24.72,0
POKE V1477,0
COSUB 400

FOR LINE= -70 TO 230
roKE VA,LINE
NEXT

FOR LINE=230 TO 70 STEP -1
POKE VA,LINE
NEXT

SOTO 210

RRINTCHR$(147):PRINT
PRINT"WATCH THE SPLIT LJNE MOVE..."
RETURN

READY.

100 REM TEST PROGRAM FOR CONTROL .ER 2..

110 :

120 REM WRITTEN BY STEVE MEIIEW - 1.904

130 :

140 VI - 52776
150 V2 = 52430
155 VA -,- 49320
160 :

170 GYS 49152:REM STAR1 ROUTINE
190 :

190 RCM OCT LIP ortilc (ONLY ONE '11)
200 POKE V1,100:REM X COMP

rnrE V111,200:REM Y COORD
.220 REM rnsItTnN (TNE SPRITE AT 100,700
230 POKE V1179,1:REM COLOUR-WHITE
240 REM
250 rni E V2,100
260 POKE v211,100
270 POI(E V2479,1
200 REM
290 FOIE V1171,1:1'01 E V2421,1
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291 REM ABOVE SHOWS ONLY ONE SPRITE
292 REM IS ACTUALLY TURNED ON.
300 REM
10 POKE VA,150:REM SWITCH AT LINE 150

320 REM
330 POKE 2040,13
340 FORR=0T062:POKE 032q2,192:NEXT
350 REM
360 POKE V1+16,0:POKE V2+16,0
370 END

READY.

ATARI OUTPUT

DEVICE
This subroutine allows you
to change the Atari's
standard output device (the
standard output is where all
system messages, PRINT
statements, and so on
appear, and normally this is
the screen). With this
subroutine, you can specify
another device (usually a
printer) and save yourself
the bother of writing
everything twice using
PRINT &LPRINT. The routine
will work regardless of
operating system, or even if
you have superseded the
normal device driver by
adding a new device
handler.

Simply type STDOUT$ =
"P:" or STDOUT$ = "E:"
(depending on whether you
want printer or screen
output), then GOSUB 10000.
Everything will be then sent
to the chosen device.

10 DIM STDOUT$ (2):
REM DECLARE THE
STRING FOR USE
THROUGHOUT THE
MAIN PROGRAM
AND IN THE
SUBROUTINE ITSELF

MAIN PROGRAM

10000 FOR DEVICE = 830
TO 794 STEP -3: IF
PEEK (DEVICE) = ASC
(STDOUT$) THEN
HANDLER = PEEK
(DEVICE + 1) +256 *
(PEEK (DEVICE + 2)):
POP: GOTO 10020

10010 NEXT DEVICE: PRINT
"NO SUCH DEVICE":
RETURN

10020 POKE 838, PEEK
(HANDLER + 6):
POKE 839, PEEK
(HANDLER + 7):
RETURN

F M O'Dwyer

COMMODORE 64

PRINT AT
The use of cursor controls
within a print statement on
the Commodore 64 allows
flexible use of printing, but
inevitably results in
statements containing large
numbers of cursor control
characters which are almost
impossible to read on a
printer. What is needed is a
PRINT AT command, which
is provided on some
machines such as the ZX
Spectrum.

Here is a short machine
code routine (only 29 bytes
long) which is accessed by a
SYS call, followed by the x
coordinate (0-39) and the y

coordinate (0-24). 0,0 is the
top left-hand corner.

The routine is fully
relocatable, and by letting
the variable AT be the
address of the routine in
memory, the call is easy to
read and understand. For
example:
SYS AT,x,y: PRINT B$

The program is split into
two parts: the first loads the
routine at address ADDR;
and the second is a very
short demonstration
showing the command's
ease of use.

This routine does not
affect the print routine at all.

The routine
10 REM M/C PRINT AT

ROUTINE
20 ADDR = 10000

30 COUNTER = 0
40 FOR T = ADDR TO

ADDR + 28
50 :READ D: POKE T,D:

COUNTER =
COUNTER + D

60 NEXT T
70 IF COUNTER < > 3857

THEN STOP
80 DATA 32, 253, 174, 32,

138, 173, 32, 247, 183,

152, 72, 32, 253, 174, 32,
138, 173

90 DATA 32, 247, 183, 166,
20, 104, 168, 24, 32, 240,
255, 96

100 REM DEMO
110 AT = ADDR
120 PRINT "(CLR/HOME)"
130 SYS AT, 16, 12: PRINT

"SCROFF"
David Gristwood

SPECTRUM

DRAW TO
One problem with
producing graphs on the
Spectrum is its lack of a
DRAW TO command.
Calculating and plotting
each point is unnecessary
and time-consuming, so I've
written a simple routine to
make it easier.

After the code has been
typed in using the short
program in Listing 1

RANDOMIZE USR 32000 will
create a line from the last
point plotted to the new
point specified by the
following POKEs:
POKE 32007 -x coordinate
POKE 32027 -y coordinate

You can initialise the
graphics cursor by.POKEing
the system variable
COORDS:
POKE 23677,x
POKE 23678,y

Listing 2 is an example
program of the routine in
use, showing the amount of
time it saves.

Listing 1

10 FOR n-32000 FO 32049
20 READ po
30 POKE n,po
40 NEXT n
50 DATA 217,229,217,33,125,92,

62,250,1.50,79,30,1,210,23  125,30
, 255,126,33,7,125  150,79,33,126,
92,62,69,150,71,22,1,210,43,125,
22 , 255,126,33,27,1:25,150,71,205 ,
186,36,217,225,217,201

Listing 2

1

4

6
7

8
10
15

30
40
50
60
70
eo
85
90

REM Demonstration
REM
LOAD ""CODE
REM
LET step=1
LET graph=1000
LET a$="Using PLOT"
REM
FOR f=1 TO
PAUSE 30: CLS
POKE 23677,0
POKE 23678,80
PRINT a$
FOR x=0 TO 255 STEP step
LET y=80+75*SIN (x/128*PI)
GO SUB graph
NEXT x
REM
LET step=10
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95 LET graph500
9E) LET a$="Using DRAW YO"
97 REM
98 NEXT f
101 STOP
102 REM
500 POKE 2007, x
510 POKE 32027,y
520 RANDOMIZE LJSR 32000
530 RETURN
600 REM
1000 PLOT x,y
1001 RETURN

BBC SECOND

PROCESSOR
I have spent a few weeks
getting to grips with the
Acorn Z80 second processor
attached to my BBC Micro,
and have uncovered a few
interesting points.

1) Although some reviews
have mentioned
compatibility problems
when using non -Acorn
ROMs, I didn't realise that
Disk Doctor would
completely stop the Z80
from functioning. I've
overcome this by the drastic
but simple means of
bending up DD's pin 28 (that
is the positive p/supp rail)
and including a switch in the
supply to the chip.

Operation is simple -
switch off before attempting
to use the second processor,
and to use DD again, switch
off the Z80, switch on DD
and press break. Most DD
routines seem to work while
the Z80 is on, but Disk
operations return Load
Error' while no other ROM in
my expansion board gives
any trouble.

2) The mass of software
accompanying the Z80
needs some studying (a
useful index would make an
ideal example for Fileplan),
and includes buried files of
which we are told nothing.
Two useful programs (both

in Z80 Basic) are READDFS
and 6502-Z80. The first
transfers an Acorn (or,
presumably, other
Acorn -compatible) Disk file
onto a CP/M disk while the
second re -formats the file
into CP/M format. This latter
operation is necessary as
CP/M doesn't 'type'
variables but stores them in,
generally, the reverse order
from that used by Acorn.For
example, strings are the
right way round!

As part of its function,
6502-Z80 re -formats Basic
program files, the new
format being of the type in
Fig 1.

After BREAK, the content
of the first location is set to
zero which Basic interprets
as no program. The effect of
OLD is simply to count up to
the next RETURN and insert
the appropriate calculated
line length.

The end of the program is
marked by the sequence
&FFFF after the last
RETURN. Note that TOP
points to the next location
after these.

3) Some not -so -good
news. The elegant facility of
specifying load destinations
for disk files as being in
either the I/O or language
processor by inclusion of all
four bytes of the address
isn't supported by CP/M on
the BBC. I found this a
problem when trying to

Field
Line length
Line number
Basic text
Line terminator
*Length = n + 4
Fig 7

Description
Inclusive *
16 -bit binary
As for 6502
&OD

No of bytes
1

2

n

1s

adapt some of my old Basic
programs, which typically
read a file into the function
key definition area rather
than explicitly set up the
keys.

The desired result can be
achieved by calling upon the
semi -retired DFS. To do this,
it's necessary to precede the
OSCLI call by an asterisk,
producing:

**L.:1.$.KEYS FFFFOBOO
But the catch is still there:

invoking DFS requires a DFS
format disk, holding the
required file, to be present.
The added scope for
confusion when operating
with two filing systems/disk
formats should be enough
to deter most people!

Dave Johnson

DRAGON 32

ARRAY PASSING
In many high-level
programming languages,
it's possible to pass
variables from the main
program to a subroutine. In
Dragon Basic, an example of
this is the function (DEF FNA
(X)) which allows one
simple variable to be passed
to a one -line function.

I've written a simple
method to enable one or
more arrays to be passed to
a subroutine. The program
works by finding the

in the variable storage space
(using VARPTR). This is

changed to a local variable
name, 'W', by which it is
known throughout the
subroutine.

At the end of the
subroutine, the array name
is converted back to its
original name with some
error trapping for incorrect
names (recorded in 1$).

The method is useful for
performing the same
operations on various
arrays of the same number
of dimensions but different
numbers of elements: for
example, summing the
elements of two arrays.

If there's any reference to
the passed array in the
subroutine, an
Occur.

P G Woodcock

10 ' MAIN PROGRAM

20 DIM A(6,6,6),B(3,3,3)

30 J-3

40 'cAu., SUBROUTINE

50 '10 IS NAME OF ARRAY BEING CALLED

66 I0-"A.JD-VARI1R(A(0,0,0))1GOSUB2000

70 PRINT A(1,1,1) 'SHOWS EFFECT OF

80 140-nr,I-vARETR(8(oto,0)).cosim000

90 PRINT B(1,1,1)

100 END

2000 'SUBROUTINE

2010 POKE I-J*2-5,ASC("W")

2020 POKE I -J:2-4,0

2030 w(1,1,1)-6

'number dimensions U)

SUBROUTINE

'CHANGE ARRAY NAME TO

3000 'CHANGE ARRAY NAME BACK TO

3010 IF LEN(I0) L 1 TIN STOP ELSE I*I0+CHR$(0)

3020 I0,-LEFT(4,2)

3030 I-VARPTR(W ,0 , )

3040 POKE I-J22-5,ASC(LEFT$(4,1))

3050 POKE I-J*2-4,ASC(RIGHT0(4,1))

3060 RETURN
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NUMBERS
Mathematical mind -benders from Mike Mudge

This month sees a dramatic change in
the area of research covered in Num-
bers, a move from integer arithmetic to
floating point arithmetic.

Consider the decimal expansion of a
fraction (which for convenience will be
supposed to lie between 0 and 1). This
either terminates, for example, 73/200
= .365 or yields a repeating pattern
called a recurring decimal, say, 7/13 =
.538461 538461 538461 .. . written
.538461. There is little of interest for us
in such cases.

However, suppose that we start with
an irrational number, which by defini-
tion cannot be exactly represented as a
fraction. What happens in its decimal
expansion?

A number is said to be simply normal
if each of the digits 0, 1, . . .9 occur
equally often in the non -terminating
expansion as a decimal; furthermore, it
is said to be normal if every combina-
tion of these digits occurs with the
proper frequency- by which we mean
the frequency calculated on the
assumption of randomness . .. the
absence of any pattern.

A number which preserves the prop-
erty of normality in every possible
number system, including of course
binary, is said to be absolutely normal.

Now we shall restrict our discussion
to two famous irrational numbers:
(1) 'I:9%7r, the ratio of the circumference
of a circle to its diameter.

Readers may wish to use the series:
7T = 1/1 (16/5 - 4/239) -1/3(16/53 -
4/2393) + 1/5(16/55 - 4/2395) . . .

approximately 3.1415926536.
(2) 'e', the base of natural logarithms,
defined by the series:
e = 1 + 1/1 + 1/(1.2) A- 1/(1.2.3) +
1/(1.2.3.4) + 1/(1.2.3.4.5) . . . approx-
imately 2.7182818285.

Readers are encouraged to examine
and improve upon the very crude ZX81
Basic program given here.

1 DIM X(100)
2 DIM Y (10)
3 DIM Z (175)
4 DIM W (60)

5 FAST
10 LET N = 40
15 PRINT "THE CALCULATION OF E

TO ";N," DECIMAL PLACES
YIELDS ..."

20 LET M = 4
22 FOR D = 1 TO 10
23 LET Y (D) = 0
24 NEXT D
30 LET TE = (N + 1)* 2.30258509
33 LET M = M + 1
34 LET DI = M* (LN (M) - 1) + 0.5 x

LN(6.2831852* M)
35 IF DI <= TE THEN GOTO 33
36 PRINT " AN M REQUEST OF ";M
38 FOR J = 2 TO M
40 LET X (J) = 1
42 NEXT J
44 LET Fl = 2
45 LET Y(2) = 1
48 FOR I = 1 TO N
50 LET CA = 0
52 LET J = H
54 LET TE = X(J)* 10 + CA
56 LET CA = INT (TE/J)
58 LET X(J) = TE - CA* J
60 LET J = J - 1
62 IF J >= 2 THEN GOTO 54
64 IF CA -0 THEN GOTO 68
66 GOTO 70
68 LET Y(10) = Y(10) + 1
69 GOTO 72
70 LET Y(CA) = Y(CA) + 1
72 LET Z(I) = CA
74 NEXT I
76 PRINT Fl; ".";
78 FOR Q = 1 TO 60
80 PRINT Z(Q);
81 NEXT Q
82 LET J = 61
84 IF J >= N THEN GOTO 97
86 LET M=J-1
88 FOR D = 1 TO 60
89 LET M = M + 1
90 LET W(D) = Z(M)
91 NEXT D

92 FOR E = 1TO 60
93 PRINT W(E);
94 NEXT E
95 LET J = J + 60
96 GOTO 84
97 PRINT
98 PRINT "END"

With each ofthe numbers uand e (and
if a further challenge is needed the
square root and cube root of 2), readers
are invited to submit programs to
calculate any required number of de-
cimal places and to test at least for
simple normality by counting the num-
bers of each digit present in the
resulting decimal expansion.

Test Data: computed on ENIAC
around 1950 took approximately 11
hours for e with a further 17 hours for
card -handling and checking, and a total
of around 70 hours machine running
time for 7. Readers will appreciate how
computing has changed over the past
quarter of a century (see Fig 1).

Submissions should include prog-
ram listings, hardware description, run
times and output; these will be judged
for accuracy, originality and efficiency
(not necessarily in that order) and a
prize of not less than £10 will be
awarded to the 'best' entry received by
1 March 1985.

Please address entries to Mike
Mudge, 'Square Acre', Stourbridge
Road, Penn, Nr Wolverhampton, Staffs.
WV4 5N F. Tel: (0902) 891141.

Please note that submissions can only
be returned if a suitable stamped
addressed envelope is provided. Ex-
panded reviews of previous 'Numbers'
problems together with, subject to the
approval of the contributor, copies of
detailed programs from the prize-
winning submission may also be
requested.

Digit 0 1

2,035 decimals of rr 184 213
2,000 decimals of e 196 190
Fig 1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
210 190 198 211 204 200 207 218
208 202 201 197 204 198 202 202

Brain -teasers courtesy of J J Clessa

Quickie
Their are three mistakes in this sen-
tense - can you find them?

Prize Puzzle
This one should keep the micros
humming over the Christmas period. I
believe the puzzle was originated by
Ernest Dudeney but it's certainly been
around a while.

Can you find an integer which -

divided by 5 and multiplied by 4-gives
the same result if you move the first
digit of the number to the end.

For example, suppose the number is
2615. If you divide it by 5 and multiply it
by 4 you get 2092. But if it were the
number we were seeking, we would get
6152.

Answers please, on postcards only,
to: PCW Prize Puzzle, December 1984,
Leisure Lines, 62 Oxford Street, London
W1. Entries to arrive not later than 31

December 1984.

August
Prize Puzzle
The answers are as follows:

(a) The largest perfect square with
digits in ascending order is 134 689.

(b) The largest perfect square with
digits in descending order is 961.

Winner: D Haworth, Bolton, Lancs.
Congratulations!
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32 -BIT RANDOM
RNDL (Datasheet 1) from
Matthew Rhodes of Bradford
implements SubSet's
favourite 32 -bit
pseudo-randomnumber
algorithm on the 68000 series
computers. His routine to
generate a 16 -bit random
number, RNDW, was given
last month. Both RNDW and
RNDL are untested as yet.

RNDL is written to use the
short addressing mode,
which covers memory in the
range $FF8000 to $007FFF.
Only 'a1a0'is required in this
mode, the high order bit
being sign extended.

SUBSET
David Barrow presents more documented machine code
routines and useful information forthe assembly language
programmer. If you have a good routine, an improvement

or conversion of one already printed, orjusta helpful
programming hint, then send it in and share it with other

programmers. Subroutines forany of the popular
processors and computers are welcome but please include

full documentation. All published code will be paid for.
Send yourcontributions to Sub Set, PCW, 62 Oxford Street,

London W1A 2HG.

For a 'SEED' outside the
short address range, change
the coding of the first
instruction to $2039 a3a2
ala0, and of the instruction
before RTS to $23C0 a3a2
a1a0. This makes the routine
four bytes longer with an
increase in operating time
(clock cycles) to: 212 (68000),
308 (68008) i 178 (68010).

Descriptive reference to any
combination of the four
bytes in a 68000 register is by
a binary coding of their
position expressed as a
hexadecimal digit. Thus D1 \C
refersto the two highest bytes,
and D1\ 3the lowesttwo bytes,
in data register 1.

DATASHEET 1
:= RNDL

:JOB

:ACTION

CCIUMICCM UCCC CC CU =MCC. C

32 -bit pseudo -random number generator.
MCc2CMITUCC2CCMCC .

To generate a 32 -bit random number from the
series: Ri+l = (Ri * 69069 + 41) mod 2**32.
Read previous random number from store.
Acting separately on HI -word and LO -word and
using the identity, 69069 = 65536 + 3533,
new number

((3533 * HI + LO) mod 2**16) * 65536
r 41 + LO * 3533.

Write new random number to number store.

:CPU

:HARDWARE

:SOFTWARE

MC68000 series.
Four bytes of RAM for random variable, must be
located between $FF8000 to $007FFF inclusive.
None.

:INPUT

:OUTPUT

:ERRORS

:REG USE
:STACK USE
:RAM USE
:LENGTH

:CYCLES

32 -bit seed or previous random number must be in
RAM variable SEED.
New random number in SEED.
DO = new random number. DI is changed.
Negative (N) and Zero (Z) flags show the status.
Overflow (V) and Carry (C) flags are cleared.
Re-entrancy could cause numbers in the sequence
to be missed, affecting the randomness.
DO DI CCR
None.

None.

32

68000: 204. 68008: 292. 68010: Max. 170.

:CLASS 2 -discreet *interruptible *promable
;-**-*- -reentrant *relocatable -robust

. =

SEED EDU Sala° :Address of 4 -byte random number.

RNDWAS MOVE.L SEED,D0 :Get old number or seed into 2038
:Data register 0 and ala0

MOVE.L D0,D1 :copy into DI. 2200
SWAP DI :Move HI -word to DI\3 and 4841
MULS *3533,D1 :multiply by 3533; D1\F = C3FC

:D1\3 * $DCD, then add in ODCD
ADD.W DO,D1 :LO -word and multiply by 65536; D240

SWAP DI

MOVE.W $41,D1

MULS $3533,D0

ADD.L DI,D0
MOVE.L DO,SEED

RTS

sDI\C (Dl\3 + LO) * $10000.
:Put constant in D1\3 for
:adding in to DO.
:Multiply LO -word by 3533;
:DO\F = DO\3 * $DCD.

:Combine parts then store
:new number (mod 2**32 since
:DO is 32 bits) back to
:variable and exit.

4841

323C

0029

C1FC

ODCD

D081

21C0
ala0

4E75

REPETITIVE

SPEED
Frank Golding of Newcastle
upon Tyne has taken me to
task for comparing the fill
times of the Z80 instruction
LDR with those of Roy Easto's
routine QUKFLL (August
1984, PCW).

He writes:
.. although QUKFLL is an

absolutely brilliant idea it is
only capable of filling a block
of RAM with the fixed
contents of HL. In this respect
it is not a block transfer
operation like LDIR or LDDR,
both of which update the
source and destination
pointers on each operation!
The comparison of 21 T states
(clock cycles) for LDIR against
about 6.3 T states for QUKFLL
is pretty meaningless except

in the quoted example, where
presumably LDIR is used to
transfer a "blank" screen onto
a real screen, looping through
several thousand blank bytes
of separate memory in the
process.'

QUKFLL doesn't set out to
be a block transfer- only to
fill a RAM area with one
character more quickly than
by using LDIR. For all of you
who have not come across it,
the block transfer method of
screen clearing is shown in
Fig 1. Only screen memory, in
this case that of the Exidy
Sorcerer, is accessed by the
method.

The same method is used to
clear individual screen lines
on the ZX Spectrum (see page
47 of The Complete Spectrum
ROM Disassembly by Dr Ian
Logan and Dr Frank O'Hara,
published by Melbourne
House).

START
BYTES

CLEAR

Fig 1

EQU OFOGON :Start address of screen memory.
EQU 780H :No. of screen memory bytes.

LD

LD

LD

LD

LDIR

HL,START
DE,START+1
BC, BYTES -1

(HL),32

:Point HL to 1st byte,
:DE to 2nd byte and give BC
:no. of bytes to copy to.
:Clear 1st byte and copy it
:to all other screen bytes.

21

11

01

36

ED

80

81

7F

20

BO

FO

FO

07

BBC ASSEMBLER

FORMATTING
Sverrir Karlsson of Kopavogi,
Iceland, who sent LSTFMT,
the marvellous listing
formatter for BBC assembly
language programs
(September 1984, PCW), has
written to correct the mistake I
made about locations &D00
and &D01 being set to &FF on

machine reset. Only &D00 is
affected this way.

There are, in fact, several
pages below the Basic
program area available for
storing machine code
routines- provided Basic
isn't using them. The
assignments for these pages
are shown in Fig 2. A fuller
description of the BBC
memory usage can be found
in the Advanced User Guide
f- rthe BBC Micro byBray,
Dickensand Holmes,
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published by Cambridge
Microcomputer Centre.

Probably the safest way to
store a program like LSTFMT
is to set the PAGE variable to
&FOO (&1A00 for a disk

machine) and change
LSTFMT lines 50 and 180 to
write the machine code to
address &E00 (&1900). PAGE
will need to be reset after
every BREAK.

&BOO
1900

&A00

&B00

&C00
&D00

- 18FF:

- 19FF:

- &AM
- &BFF:
- &CFF:
- SDFF:

Fig 2

Sound.

Cassette and RS -423 output.
Cassette and RS -423 input.
Soft key expansion.
Redefined characters.
NMI routine and ROM expansion vectors.

6809 ERROR

DETECTION
ECAL9 (Datasheet 2) and
EFIX9 (Datasheet 3) from
Martin Chadwick of Oxford
are conversions to 6809 code
from the original Z80 versions
(December 1982, PCW). 6502
versions were published in
January 1983.

ECAL9 forms an error

correction byte (ecb) by
parity coding the position of
every bit on a 31 -byte data
block. The ecb can be
appended for transmission or
storage of the data.

On receipt or recovery of
the data, EFIX9 tests the
appended ECB against that
recalculated for the received
data. Any set bits in the
resultant error correction
code are used to index and
re -invert any single bit error
that may have occurred.

DATASHEET 2
: ECAL9 Calculate error correction byte.

iJDB

:ACTION

To calculate a single byte parity code, capable
of being used to detect and correct a single bit
error in a 1 to 31 byte data block.
IF block byte length > 0 AND < 32 THEN:
Parity mask bit count = bytes * 8 + 7.

Clear error correction byte (ecb).
WHILE bit count > 7:

IF current bit 1 THEN:

[ ecb = ecb EOR bit count.
Bit count = bit count - 1. 1 I

:CPU

:HARDWARE
:SOFTWARE

6809

Memory containing data block.
None.

:INPUT

:OUTPUT

:ERRORS
:REG USE
:STACK USE
:RAM USE
:LENGTH
:CYCLES

add

B = no. of bytes
Cy 0: aborted.

Cy 1: A  ecb.
None.

CC A B Y

1

None.

34

40 + average 145

first byte of the data block.
in data block (max. 31).
B 0 or B > 31. A,Y unchanged.
Y  block + 1. B 7.

per byte.

:CLASS 2
***

ECAL9 PSHS B
DECB

CMPB *30
BHI ECOUT

LDA

MUL

SUBB 11-15

STB ,S

BYTELP LDB ,Y+

ROLB

BITLP BCC NXTMSK
EORA ,S

NXTMSK DEC ,S

LSLB
BNE BITLP

LDB *8F8

BITB ,S-

BNE BYTELP

ECOUT PULS B,PC

-discreet *interruptible *promable

*reentrant *relocatable *robust
..* .***.w

:Save block length and test
:for valid length 1 to 31,
:exiting immediately if 0 or

:greater than 31 with C = O.

:Multiply length - 1 by bits per
:byte, then add by subtraction so
:B  no. of bits + 7 & C = 1.

:Save parity mask bit count.

34 04
5A

CI 1E

22 19

86 Ofi

3D

CO Fl

E7 E4

:Get indexed byte, index next. E6 AO
:Move 1st bit out to C. Move 1 in. 59

:"ecb EOR 0" if bit reset, else
:"ecb EOR bit count".
:Count off bit processed, move next
:data bit out, and repeat until
:Carry = initial Carry = 1.

:Test if parity mask bit count is
:less than 8, repeating until it

:is, when all bits done. C . 1.

24 02
A8 E4

6A E4

58

26 F7

C6 F8

E5 E4
26 EE

:Exit, C 0 . invalid, else C 1. 35 84

DATASHEET 3
EFIX9 Validate data with error correction byte.

:JOB

:ACTION

To examine a 1 to 31 byte data block with
appended error correction byte, correcting any
single bit inversion indicated.
IF block byte length ) 0 AND < 32 THEN:
Calculate new error correction byte (ecb).
Correction code new ecb EOR appended ecb.
IF set bit(s) in correction code THEN:
IF correction code addresses data bit THEN:
C Correct bit error by re -inversion. I I I

:CPU

:HARDWARE
:SOFTWARE

6809

Memory containing data block.
"ECAL9" - routine to calculate ecb, located
within single byte signed offset range.

:INPUT

:OUTPUT

:ERRORS

:REG USE
:STACK USE
:RAM USE
:LENGTH
:CYCLES

Y addresses first byte of the data block.
B . no. of data bytes in block (max. 31).

Cy = 0: aborted. B = 0 or B > 31. A,Y unchanged.
Cy = 1: Y = block + 1. B is unchanged.

Z = 0: Data assumed valid.
Z = 1: A single bit has been corrected.

More than one real bit -error, or a bit error in
the error correction byte can result in an
uncorrupted bit being inverted.
CC B Y

7 (including BSR ECAL9)
None.

36

Average 123 + 145 per data byte.

:CLASS 2
:-****-

-discreet *interruptable *promable
*reentrant *relocatable -robust

EFIX9 PSHS

BSR

BCC

A,B,X
ECAL9
EFOUT2

EORA ,Y
TFR A,B

ANDB 11807

LSRA

LSRA

LSRA
BEQ EFOUTI
CMPA 1,S
BHI EFOUTI
MEGA

LEAX A,Y
SEX

EBIT ROLA

DECB

BPL EBIT

EORA ,X

STA ,X

:Save regs. with length on top 1. 34 16

:Get new ecb in A, Y addressing 8D nn
:appended ecb, or skip if invalid. 24 IC

:Correction code  new ecb EOR
:appended ecb. Copy it to B
:and get error bit number in B.

:Divide correction code
:by 8 to give position of corrupt
:byte from end of block in A.

:Exit if no error indicated.
:Compare with block length and
:exit if indicated error outside.
:A . -A (set Cy), add to end
:pointer, X addresses corrupt byte.
:Clear A, (Cy unaffected).

:Rotate set bit from Carry into
:corrupt bit position, using bit
:number from correction code.

:Re -invert corrupt bit and

:restore correct data to byte.

A8 A4
1F 89
C4 07
44

44

44

27 10
Al 61

22 OC
40

30 A6
ID

49

5A

2A FC

AG 84
A7 84

EFOUTI COMB :C = 1 always, Z = 1 only if error. 53

EFOUT2 PULS D,X,PC :Restore and exit with flag info. 35 96

68000

MULTIPLICATION

The 68000 performs both
signed and unsigned 16 -bit
multiplication. The first
argument must be in the low
word of a data register (Dn/3)
and the second in any of 11
other source operands - the
'Effective Address', or 'ea'.
The 32 -bit result overwrites
the first argument and also
the high word in that register.

According to the M68000
16/32 -Bit Microprocessor
Programmer's Reference
Manual, fourth edition,
published by Prentice -Hall,
the execution time of MULU
and MULS is defined as a
constant plus 2n where:

n=the number of set bits (1s)
in the 'ea', (MULU).

n=the number of 10 or 01
patterns in the 'ea'
extended to 17 bits by
attaching a '0', (MULS)

For the 68008, the manual
tags the 17th bit for the MULS
algorithm as the most
significant bit. It is tagged as
the least significant bit for the
68000, probably in error.

Matthew Rhodes makes the
point that, where speed is
paramount, a few cycles can
sometimes be gained by
carefully selecting between
MULU or MULS to match the
bit pattern of the multiplier.
This only applies when the
most significant bit of the
multiplier is zero, as it's in the
value $ODCD in RANDL.
Matthew reckons that using
MULS instead of MULU saves
two clock cycles. END
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THE OLYMPIA RANGE OF DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
A RANGE OF DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS DESIGNED BY OFFICE EQUIPMENT

LEADERS

0 OLYMPIA INTERNATIONAL

OLYMPIA 103 SERIES
Method of printing:
Daisywheel, exchangeable,
96 characters
Print speed: 17 characters per
second, Bidirectional.
Form width: 17" (431.8mm)
Width of printline: 14.2"
(360.6mm)
Tabulation: Variable, 60
positions/inch, Bidirectional
Pitch: 10, 12, 15 characters/
inch proportional spacing
Line length:
141 characters with 10 pitch
169 characters with 12 pitch
212 characters with 15 pitch
Paper feed: Variable, 96
position4inch, Bidirectional,
indexinf one half space up/
down.

Printing: Automatic bold, (1/
120"), expand and double
print. Automatic
bidirectional printing with
shortest path seeking.
Automatically skips over
blank fields.
Buffer: 4 k byte.
Keyboard option. Qume
control code. Option for
Wordstar.
Function controls led:
102 ON/OFF-Line. Error.
103 ON/OFF-Line. Error.
Bold print.
Expand print. Double print.
Interfaces: RS232,
Centronics IEEE.

OLYMPIA 3000 SERIES
Method of printing: Daisywheel,interchangeable 100 characters.
Print speed: 50 cps maximum. (40 cps Shannon)
Form width: 17" Width of printline: 15".
Tabulation: Variable, 60 positions/inch (optional 120) bi-
directional, horizontal tabulation direct to column address,
halfspace forward.
Pitch: 10, 12, 15 characters per inch and proportional spacing.
Line length: 150 characters with 10 pitch. 180 characters with 12
pitch. 225 characters with 15 pitch.
Method of printing: Automatic bi-directional printing with
shortest path seeking logic. Automatically skips over blank fields.
Paper feed: Variable, 96 positions/inch, bi-directional.
Buffer: 4 K Buffer. Keyboard option. Qume/Diablo. Code option.
Function control led: ON/OFF-Line. Paper out. Ribbon out.
Cover open. Error.
Printing mode: Bold printing (1/120"). Expanded printing. Double
strike.
Interface: RS232 IEEE, Centronics.

OLYMPIA COMPACT SERIES
Method of Printing: Daisywheel 100 characters. Interchangeable.
Print Speed: 14 cps
From Width: 14.3" Width of Printing: 11.5"
Pitch: 10, 12, 15 characters per inch.
Line length: 10 pitch -115 char. 12 pitch -138 char. 15 pitch -172
char.
Instruction code: Diablo compatable (compact RO)
Built in Tractorfeed - Compact RO
Built in Keyboard - Compact 2.
RS232 or Centronics Interface (Compact 2)
Both interfaces as standard (Compact RO)

ACCESSORIES
Olympia Single Bin Sheet Feed £398. Double Bin Sheetfeed £598.

Olympia Tractor Feed £150. (All Prices exclude VAT)
A full range of Daisywheels and ribbon types are available.

Distributor: Intelligent 43B Wood Street, Stratford upon Avon, Warwickshire CV37.
Interfaces Tel. 0789 296879 London 01-367 0817 TL. 312242.
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COMPUTER ANSWERS

Send your queries to Tony Hetherington, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W1 .

Note that Tony cannotanswer questions on an individual basis, so please
don'tsend an SAE with your query.

Loss of memory
Although my IBM PC has 256k
RAM, only 60684 bytes are
available when using Basic.
Why is this? Will buying extra
memory help? And is the
Apple Macintosh any better
than the PC in terms of
memory organisation?
Anne Stokes, Newcastle

The 8088 in the IBM PC can
address 1024k (or one
megabyte). However, the PC
organises its memory into
blocks of 64k (which IBM calls
'segments'). IBM Basic is an
old version which was
originally designed to work
on 8 -bit micros, so it only runs
within one segment. This is
why only 60k is available for
programs after the computer
has taken what it needs for its
own operation.

Unfortunately, buying extra
RAM won't help as the Basic
will still only work within one
segment. There are three
courses of action open to you:
(1) write a machine routine to
switch in another segment;
(2) look for a third party
version of Basic that will
address all 256k; and
(3) write your program in a
programming language such
as 'C'.

Although the PC is actually
called a 16 -bit computer, the
CPU can only transfer eight
bits at a time. The CPU in the
Apple Macintosh can directly
access 16 megabytes (16384k)
and can transfer 16 bits to and
from memory at a time.

Do-it-yourself
I have a Sharp MZ80A and
would like to add a printer
and perhaps a disk drive.

Have you any information
on the necessary interface
boards and outlet ports
which I can self -assemble and
fit? Details of suppliers would
be a great help.
Paul Thompson, Hoddesdon,
Herts

Can't bring you much good
news on this one as I haven't
been able to track down any
self -assembly kits for MZ80A
boards.

However, Peterson
Electronics in Scotland
manufactures an £80 interface
board which will let you run a

centronics printer. It comes in
two versions: one fits directly
and the other plugs into the
Sharp expansion box.
Peterson makes various other
Sharp accessories and you
can contact the company on
(0307) 62591.

The expansion box costs
about £80 from Sharp itself. It
will let you run a Sharp printer
(the cheapest is £350) and a
Sharp dual disk drive system
(which will cost you another
£700) but I'm afraid you'll
have to add VAT to all those
prices.

Looking for

adventure
I own a Colour Genie
computer, which I have been
programming in Basic for
some time. I now feel that I
need to learn machine
code/assembly language in
order to speed up my
programs. Could you
recommend some books on
the subject and tell me where
I can get hold of them?

I am also interested in
writing adventure programs
(I have written two to date),
but I would like to learn more
about the subject, so I'd
appreciate a further list of
books on adventure writing
techniques.
Richard Goldring, Ilfracombe,
North Devon

The best book on Z80
machine code programming
is Rodney Zak's Programming
the Z80 published by Sybex.
Your local bookshop should
be able to get hold of it for
you. The problem is that it's a
bit impenetrable, so I
wouldn't recommend it to any
but the most determined
beginner.

As ever, few good books
are available devoted
specifically to micros which
haven't sold in vast
quantities. The problem is,
unfortunately, similar for
Colour Genie adventure
programming books.

One of your best bets is
Keith Campbell's Computer
and Video Games Book of
Adventure. This is a good,
general purpose introduction
to writing adventures- but
the sample listings are all
predictably devoted to the
BBC, Spectrum and

Commodore 64. It's published
by Melbourne House and
costs £5.95.

Baffled and

bewildered
I am a complete novice in the
world of personal computers.
Have you any literature -a
Which? -type survey, perhaps
- which might be of
assistance?
Peter Buswell, St Leonards on
Sea, Sussex

We used to run a section in
the magazine called
'Newcomers Start Here' - the
problem was that it just kept
on growing. You'd be better
off looking at books such as
Dennis Jarrett's The Good
Computing Book for
Beginners (published by
Hutchinson) or the more
expensive Choosing and
using your home computer
from Orbis.

The consumer choice
magazine Which? has done
some microcomputer surveys
but they're a bit suspect.
Another magazine, What
Micro?, publishes a table in
each issue comparing various
micros.

Clubs and Computer Towns
can help answer some of your
questions (see our Club News
section in Direct Access).
Better still, beg or borrow a
cheap machine plus manual
and start playing around.

Fly-by-night owl?
The copyright banner on the
Acornsoft Lisp package
includes a reference to Owl
Computers. Could you tell
me:
(a) if this company is still in
business and, if so, where to
contact it?
(b) if not, whether its Lisp
interpreter for the Apple is
still available? and
(c) is there a UK Lisp user
group?

Acornsoft has been unable
to help me on this matter.
A Jappy, Perpignan
University, Perpignan, France

Owl Computers is now called
Owl Micro -Communications.
Its address is The Maltings,
Station Road,
Sawbridgeworth,

Hertfordshire, tel: (0279)
723848.

Owl has originated various
Lisp packages, including
Acornsoft's, but the only one
it sells itself is the Apple
interpreter which costs £58
(plus VAT for anybody living
inside the UK).

I don't know of a UK Lisp
user group but as you're
writing from a university you
may be interested in the AISB,
which actually stands for the
Society for the Study of
Artificial Intelligence and
Simulation Behaviour. The
society, which consists of
European academics and
representatives from
industry, has about 600
members. There's a quarterly
newsletter and annual
meetings (a conference one
year, a summer school the
next. The secretary is Dr R
Young at the MRC Applied
Psychology Unit, Cambridge.

Still on the subject of Lisp,
Grant McFarlane of
Clydebank has written to ask
if I know of a VIC
implementation (or one for
Logo). Given the VIC's
memory capacity it seems
unlikely, and I don't know of
any. But if anybody else can
help, write and let us know.

Don't judge a

book . . .

I would be very interested to
know if you propose to
review the Sanyo MBC 555 in
PCW in the near future. I am
looking for a
reasonably -priced micro for
my business, primarily word
processing, and the Sanyo
seems to have a lot to offer in
this respect.

I've also got a more specific
question: why do you need
twin disk drives? I understand
two to be necessary for
serious computing yet the
Apricot Fl is, according to
your review, aimed at the
business market, and it only
has one disk drive. It was a
pity your reviewer of the Fl
did not list the areas, other
than greater disk capacity,
where it scores over the
Sanyo.
Terence Lawton, Norwich,
Norfolk

The Sanyo is certainly a
machine worth considering,
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The new, portable Epson P40.
Now the home computer user can

have a true business quality printer,
from Epson-maker of the world's most
popular printers.

Our new P40 is only £99.95 -
that's including VAT and recharger.
It's suitable for BBC, Sinclair,
Commodore, Oric and almost any

other popular home computer, as well
as virtually any portable or desk top
micro.

Running off its own rechargeable
batteries as well as mains, your P40 is
totally portable and being Epson,
an absolute doddle to use. And though
particularly compact it even gives

EPSON

you 80 -column width printing in
condensed mode.

So wherever and whenever you
want to print, now you can - with the
new, portable Epson P40. In fact,
anything a ball-point does, it can do -
better. See it at selected branches of
Boots, or ring 01-200 0200 for details.



CENTRONICS, RS232
INTERFACES

Amommommor.
Printer interfaces for the ZX Spectrum allow-
ing you to use a wide range of printers.

PRO 3000/5000
JOYSTICKS

Kempston's pr
arcade quality action. Suitab e
Commodore 64 & Sinclair ZX Spectrum
(when used in conjunction with a Kempston
Joystick Interface).

Available directly from
Kempston Micro Electronics Ltd
Fast mall order service
Please send me the following

MICRO ELECTRONICS LTD

BBC PRO JOYSTICK

Complements the BBC computer in both
design and performance. 8 -way micro
switches for precision control.

JUNIOR PRO
JOYSTICK

Offering maximum ar
n unbeatable r ce

PEW I

Centronics "E" Interface £49.00 RS232 Interface £45.00

Centronics "S" Interface £35.00 BBC Pro Joystick £16.95

Kempston Joystick Interface E 1 1.50 Pro 3000 Joystick £12.75

Pro Joystick Interface £19.95 Pro 5000 Joystick £13.50

Junior Pro Special Combination £14.99 Junior Pro Joystick £5.99

KEMPSTON JOYSTICK
INTERFACE

Allows all joysticks in the Kempston range
and others that are Atari compatible to be
used with the Spectrum.

PRO JOYSTICK
INTERFACE

The Circuitssionals

Most items

Selfridges r

spectres Currys

kiblc from

11TH

I enclose a cheque/P.O. for £

Access/B'card
Name
Address

P/code
Signature

All prices include VAT P&P Overseas add £4 P&P

Kempston Micro Electronics Ltd Singer Way Wobum Road industrial Estate Kempston Bedford MK42 7AF Tel (0234) 856633 Telex 826078 KEMPMI G



COMPUTER ANSWERS
and we may be reviewing the
upgraded models.

Twin disk drives usually
make it easier to do back-up
and provide more memory
space. However, the Sanyo
machine has twin 160k drives
while the Apricot Fl has 720k,
all on one drive.

The Fl also has a more
advanced CPU than the Sanyo
and offers facilities such as
ikons- but the Sanyo is
cheaper.

Wired for sound
I am planning to build the
sound sampling system for
my BBC described in the
December (1983), January
and February (1984) issues of
PCW for which a BBC Micro
with the OS 1.2 is needed. My
one has an OS 1.20. Will this
do or will the program need
adjusting? If it needs
changing, could you tell me
what the changes would be?
Also, is there a PCB available?
Robert Pritchard, Warrington,
Cheshire

OS 1.2 is the same as the
1.20, so you can rest easy on
that one. But I'm afraid you'll
have to build the sound
sampling system yourself as a
PCB isn't available.

Novelist seeks

advice
I am an unpublished novelist
looking at a computer to
assist me with my next book.
I have settled on the software
(WordStar); now I am looking
at hardware.

Among members of the
Society of Authors there is no
consensus. Judging from
some members' experience
and from reading the
columns in computer
journals, one factor stands
out . .. teething troubles -
unreliability. Some may be
due to inexperience of new
owners anxious to get things
working, striking the wrong
keys. But to talk of reliability
in the computer world is like
talking about chastity in a
brothel.

The view from the outside
(my view) is that the industry
is feverishly bent on
producing faster -working
machines, novelty and
innovation generally; and at a
speed which takes one's
breath away. It looks like the
Gold Rush all over again and,
from what you say about

Sinclair, even the
manufacturers cannot keep
up.

So what happened to that
old-fashioned virtue,
reliability?

I realise you are in a difficult
position, for you serve two
masters: your advertisers and
the public. But you are in a
position to know the wheat
from the chaff. What about
identifying the best
hardware, as of here and
now? I believe you would be
doing a service to all, and, I
suspect, to the industry itself.

Who on earth would buy a
motor car with vouchers to
exchange later, for what? The
seats? The exhaust? The
windows!
Peter Porn pa, Portsmouth,
Hants

To answer one particular
point: we have only one
master-and that's our
readers.

But independence doesn't
make it any easier to identify
the best hardware-there are
just too many different factors
and subjective elements to
take into account. Even if we
were to agree on a fixed set of
criteria in the office, I doubt
whether we'd be able to agree
on a best buy.

The usual advice is to select
your software first and then
look at the machines that will
run it. As you've chosen
WordStar already, there's a
lot of machines to consider.

The conservative advice,
which is usually the best to
follow if you want to keep life
simple, would be to look at
established business
machines with a wide user
base. In the UK that means
ACT's Apricot and IBM's PC.
The fact that the machines are
established means that any
teething troubles will have
been ironed out - and that
answers can be found to most
of the questions you're bound
to need answers to.

You're right that it does
sometimes look like the Gold
Rush out there- I'm not sure
how successful we are as the
sheriff.

Portable chip

talk
I came across a reference to a
chip called the 80086 in a
review of a portable machine.
Can you tell me some more
about it?
Steve James,
London SW18

The 80086 (and the 80088) is
a Harris -made CMOS version
of the Intel 8086 (and the
8088).

The advantage of CMOS
chips is that they don't use
much power and don't
generate much heat, making
them ideal for
battery -powered portable
machines such as the HP110
and the Data General One
(see Benchtest on page 136).

However, CMOS
derivatives of well-known
chips are not always that
straightforward. For example,
the 65CO2 is not only a CMOS
version of the 6502, but it's
also enhanced with a faster
clock speeds and more
instructions.

Commodore

game for a laugh?
Earlier this year I was on the
verge of buying a
Commodore 64 when an
announcement was made
concerning the new family of
micros under development.

After deciding to wait I
have read several glowing
reports of the new Plus /4,
including the Benchtest in
PCW.

The Plus/4 seems suitable
for the applications I would
need; however, I am
disturbed that it lacks the
sprites and sound capabilities
of the 64, therefore making it
less suitable for games.

I wonder if the popular
games for the 64 will be made
available for the Plus/4. Do
you think that the 64 will die
out as a result of the release
of the Plus/4?

Although the ultimate
choice remains mine I would
like your advice as to whether
the Plus/4 is worth waiting for
or should I stick with the
already established 64?
Vincent Tuckwood,
Watford, Herts

It is the Commodore 64's
sprites and sound capabilities
which have made it into such
a good games playing
machine. These same
facilities are missing from the
Plus/4 as Commodore has
tried to distance the two
machines and is aiming them
at different markets. The
Commodore 64 is aimed at
the home games player
whereas the Plus/4 is for more
serious professional users,
hence the built-in software
packages.

This will have two effects:

the Commodore 64 will
continue to be Commodore's
leading seller and the Plus/4's
games library will be limited. I
say limited because even pure
business micros such as the
IBM PC support some games.

As I said in the review most
of the Plus/4's games
software will drift up from
titles prepared for its smaller
brother, the C16. However,
since this has limited memory
the games will hardly be to
the same standard as the
leading 64 titles. Therefore, I
would suggest that you
consider buying a
Commodore 64 for its games
playing abilities as well as a
word processor and database
program from the many that
are available.

Incidentally, Commodore
raised the price of the Plus/4
between the writing of the
review and the launch of the
machine. The Plus/4 will now
sell at £299.

Time to speak

your mind
The Speech Therapy District
for which I work (Maidstone)
has recently acquired a BBC
Micro Model B. So far it has
only been used for statistics,
and so on, but we would like
to extend its use to therapy
programs for the benefit of
patients.

We are, therefore, planning
to replace our
black -and -white TV monitor
with a good -quality colour
one. Can you recommend any
make?

And what about a colour
television/monitor in case the
NHS grants us money for a
video recorder later on? I
would be grateful for your
comments.
Dr Gerda Frank-Gemmill,
Sevenoaks, Kent

Microvitec monitors can be
safely recommended but
make sure you visit a dealer
first to compare them with
others.

A colour television/monitor
will cost a bit more. Laskys
expects to be selling Hitachi's
CPT 1444 now-this has a
14in screen and costs about
£210. Also on its way is a
Philips model with the same
size screen.

For a bigger screen, try
Sony's Profeel (which we
reviewed in the May issue),
but again you'llpave to pay
more - from £500 to £700
according to the model. rill
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Peter Tootill looks at the differences between dumb and
smart terminals, and gives guidelines on buying terminal software.

One of the prerequisites for
using your micro for
telephone networking is the
software that will turn it into
a terminal (a terminal is
basically an input and
output device connected to
a computer). In our case the
terminal (the micro) will be
connected via a telephone
line, but the principle is the
same as for the terminals
directly connected to a
mainframe computer. There
are two types of terminal,
'dumb' and 'smart', and two
types of micro terminal
software.
Dumb terminal
programs
A dumb terminal sends and
receives characters; it has
no ability to store or edit
messages. Dumb terminal
programs are simple and
easy to write. All that's
needed is a routine to
convey what's typed on the
keyboard through the RS232
port, and another to take
what comes in through the
RS232 port and display it on
the micro screen (this can be
done in Basic on most
micros). Some micros
permit you to use the RS232
port as if it were a file so that
you can open it, print to it
and read from it as you
would a data file on
cassette, for example.

Smart terminal
programs
The main difference
between a smart terminal
and a dumb terminal is the
former's ability to
implement data to be
transmitted. The terminal
usually stores a certain
amount for offline editing;
some smart terminals are
really dedicated micros with
disk storage and
comprehensive text editing
facilities. Smart terminal
software is the more
complex, and is normally
written in machine code or a

suitably compiled high-level
language such as 'C'. A
Basic program is unlikely to
be able to provide all the
usual facilities.

What mainly turns dumb
software into smart terminal
software is the ability to
store incoming data and
transmit prepared files. It's
preferable that the files be
stored in such a way that the
computer can load them
later for use as programs.
Smart terminal software is
of limited use if it's the only
program that can read and
write the files it uses.

Many micros can load and
save Basic programs in
ASCII format, which means
that they can easily be used
as data files by other
programs such as word
processors and terminal
software. Saving and
loading data for offline use
is just one feature of a good
smart terminal program;
others are as follows:
Up -and downloading of files
and programs: it's
necessary to make the
distinction between files
and programs, because not
all smart terminal software
can save a downloaded
program in a format that can
be used by the computer
afterwards. Under the
heading of 'Upload'is the
transmission of prepared
messages to a BBS, as the
methods and principles are
much the same. Good
software should support
several methods of up -and
download including the
popular Xmodem protocols.
X-on/X-off flow control:
most online systems
support this very useful
method of stopping and
starting the flow of data they
are transmitting - it can be
essential at fast data rates.
Other methods of flow
control do exist, but
X-on/X-off is the most
common.
Echo incoming data to

printer: it's handy to be able
to keep online a printed
copy of what happens
during a session.
Software control of RS232
settings: the ability to alter
RS232 interface parameters
from the terminal program
can be important. Some
systems use seven bits,
even parity; others use eight
bits and no parity, and so
on. There are also systems
using different baud rates,
but some RS232 interfaces
can't be controlled by
software, so this feature
isn't always possible.
Half -full -duplex and host
echo: it's rare to find a
modem with a half -duplex
switch, so the software will
have to stand-in if
necessary. 'Half -duplex' is a
method whereby onscreen
characters are placed there
locally rather than being
echoed back from the
computer at the other end of
the phone line, which is the
normal way of working. You
may need this if you're
communicating with other
micros that are not running
BBSs- if you're online to a
friend exchanging
programs, for example.
'Host echo' is what the BBS
does when it sends back
what you type, and is also
useful for micro -micro
communication.
Auto -log on and macro
keys: many systems such as
Prestel and bulletin boards
support an auto -log on
feature. If your terminal
software responds to this, it
will save you having to type
your name or account
number each time you use
the system.

Macro keys, or
programmable function
keys, can also come in
handy. The programmable
key can be set to a particular
set of characters: for
example, a mailbox number
you call frequently. Press
the function key and the

number will be sent
automatically.
Auto -dial: to use a modem
with an auto -dial facility,
you'll need the software to
support it. The main
problem is that auto -dial
modems are rare as yet, and
methods of operation vary.
If you're buying, make sure
that the modem and the
software are compatible.
Translation tables: these
are filters in which data is
continuously monitored for
certain characters which are
then translated, or changed,
into different characters. For
example, if you're using a
system that sends you ASCII
code 08 for backspace and
your computer uses ASCII
code 127, you can set the
translation table to change
every 08 code it receives to
127, enabling a proper
backspace on your screen
and vice versa. Your printer
may go haywire if certain
codes appear in the data, so
you can set up a table to
filter out these codes and
keep a listing of incoming
data.

Another situation in which
translation tables are
essential is when using a
micro (using ASCII codes) as
a terminal to a system with
EBCDIC codes, which most
mainframes use. You can
build ASCII to EBCDIC
translation tables and
convert the incoming and
outgoing data to suit. In
general use with BBSs
translation tables are not
essential, as the BBS
software will be
configurable to suit your
computer system.
Prestel graphics: these use
special code combinations
to display coloured graphics
on the user's terminal with
only the normal seven -bit
ASCII alphabet. If you use
viewdata systems and don't
want to buy a separate
software package, it's useful
if your terminal software
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supports these codes. It's
unusual to find terminal
software that does both,
although hopefully it will
become more common.
Direct cursor addressing:
you'll only need this feature
in specialised applications.
If you're using your micro as
a terminal to a mainframe or
database system, check that
the machine supports this
feature. If so, then you'll
need to choose a terminal
program that supports the
relevant mode (for example,
VT52).

Conclusion
The number of terminal
packages available is
growing rapidly, and you're
likely to find a confusing
variety and price range for
some micros. However, the
price doesn't always reflect
the quality or versatility of
the software: some public
domain programs are far
better than many pricey
commercial packages.

The best approach is to
find a cheap, or preferably
free, public domain
program that you can use
temporarily (users' groups
are a good starting place).
As you gain experience,
you'll discover which
features are essential and
which are desirable. You
can then look at the more
expensive commercial
packages and see which is
the best value for money.

If you have a computer
that's available in the US
then that's the most likely
source, or at least origin, of
good terminal software.

BULLETIN BOARDS

UK free networks

(0626)890014. Hours: 24
hours daily.

Mailbox -80, W Midlands
Tel: (0384) 635336*. Hours:
6pm-8am daily (ring -back
system).

Forum -80 Hull . . . (Forum -80
HQ)Tel: (0482)859169.
International electronic mail,
libraryfor up/down loading.
Hours: 5-11.30pm, Mon -Fri;
noon-11.30pm, Sat & Sun
(CCITT); midnight-8am,
daily (Be11103).

Hamnet . . . Tel: (0482)
497150. Hours: 6pm-8am,
daily.

Forum -80 Users Group, PET
Userssection shopping list
system. Hours: Tues/Thurs
7-10pm; Sat/Sun 1-10pm;
nights, midnight-8am, US
(Bell 103) standards.

Forum -80 London . . . Tel :
(01)9022546. Electronic
mail, libraryfor down-
loading. Hours: 7-10pm
weekdays; midday-10pm
weekends. Ring and ask for
Forum -80.

"MG -Net CBBS London . . .

Tel: (01)3992136. Facilities:
electronic mail, program
downloading. Hours: Sun
5-10pm.

Liverpool Mailbox . . .

Tel: (051)4288924.
Electronic mail, down-
loading, TRS-80 information.
Hours: 24 hours daily.

TBBS, London . . . Tel : (01)
3489400. Hours: daily
9am-7am.

BASUG ... Tel: (0742)
667983. Hours: 24 hours
daily.

Computer Answers ... Tel:
(01)6313076. Hours: 24
hours daily.

CBBS Surrey ... Tel: (04862)
25174. Hours: 24 hours daily.

Blandford Board ... Tel:
(0258) 54494. Hours: 24
hours daily.

Southern BBS. Tel : (0243)
511077. Messages, down-
loading. Hours: 8pm-2am
daily (ring -back system).

NBBBS-North
Birmingham . . . Tel: (0827)
288810

TBBS Southampton . . . Tel:
(0703)437200 (ring -back)

Stoke ITeC (Information
TechnologyCentre) (Remote
CP/M) . . .Tel: (0782)265078.
Hours: 24 hours daily.

TBBS Nottingham . . .

Tel: (0602) 289783. Hours: 24
hours daily.

Clinical Notes Online.. .

Tel: (0254) 60339. Hours: 24
hours daily.

UK commercial
systems which are
free in part
DISTEL. Tel: (01)6791888.
Run by Display Electronics
(newand surplus electronic
and computer equipment,
components, etc). The
system provides information
about stock lines, credit card
sales, and some message
facilities. 300 baud only at
present. Cost: free. 24 hours.

MAPTEL. Tel: (0702)552941.
Run by Maplin (electronic
components and micro-
computers). Provides
information on stock levels,
creditcard salesto existing

Modem Operating Frequencies Transmit Receive Answer
Frequency Tone

1 0 1 Freq
Hz Hz Hz Hz

Speed Frequency
Modem Type (111t/s) Duplex 0

Hz
CCITT V.21 Orig 300 Full 1180 980 1850 1650
CCITT V.21 Ans Full 1850 1650 1180 980 2100
CCITT V.23 Mode 1 600 Half 1700 1300 1700 1300 2100
CCITT V.23 Mode 2 1200 Half 2100 1300 2100 1300 2100
CCITT V.23 Back 75 .450 390 450 390
Bell 103 Orig Full 1070 1270 2025 2225
Bell 103 Ans 300 Full 2025 2225 1070 1270 2225
Bell 202* 1200 Half 2200 1200 2200 1200 2025

 Bell 202 has no back channel as such, only a 5 bit/sec on/off signal (387Hz = on,
no signal = off) used for handshaking. (CCITT V22 & Bell 212A do not use single

frequencies like these and cannot be simply included in such a table.)

customersonly. 300 baud
only. Cost: free. 24 hours.
ESTELLE. Tel: (0279)
443511 V21 (Datel 200);
(0279)441188 (Datel 600);
(0279)441222 (Datel 1200).
For customers of STC
Electronic Services. Office
hours only.

Subscriber
commercial
systems in the UK
PRESTEL. Subscribers only:
Prestel consists of a database
made up of individual pages
provided by many different
organisations (not by Prestel
itself). 1200/75 baud service
at local call ratesfora large
percentage of potential
users. 300 baud service on
London telephone number
only, at present. Cost:
domestic subscribers £5 per
quarter and notimecharges
outside peak periods,80 per
cent of pages are free.
6pm and Saturday
mornings, no time charges
outside these hours (time
charges also apply to
domestic users).
Information: Dial 100 and
ask for Freefone Prestel
sales.
MICRONET 800. An
organisation providing
information within the
Prestel database specifically
aimed at microcomputer
users. Service details as
Prestel. Cost: £50-£75 joining
fee (covers acoustic coupler
and software -for a limited
range of machines at
present) and £8 per quarter
on top of normal Prestel
charges. Information:
Micronet 800,8 Herbal Hill,
London EC1R 5JB. Tel: (01)
8373699.

Subscriber
business systems
in the UK
TELECOM GOLD. Infofrom:
sales admin, 60-68 St
Thomas Street, London SE1
3QU.Tel: (01)4036777
COMET. Message handling
system giving userfacilities
for leaving and retrieving
messages: costs £30 per
month. Info from: John
Douglas, BL Systems
Limited, Grosvenor House,
Prospect Hill, Redditch,
Worcs.Tel: (0527) 28515.
*RING -BACK SYSTEM -
dial the number, let phone
ring once and then ring back.
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 FREE JOYSTICK + software
(£30 -worth) for Sharp MZ700 when
you buy printer/plotter for MZ700.
Printer + joystick are still under
guarantee, £100 ono. Will also sell
separately. Tel: Dumbarton 31969.
 SUPERBRAINS (two). Quad
density with newly fitted drives, £700
each, or nearest offer. Tel: (0922)
418670, Highfield Insurance,
478-480 Walsall Road, Great
Wyrley, Walsall, Staffs.
 VIEWDATA printer. Radofin
VDXZ100P. Offers? Tel:
Wisborough Green 700678 (Sussex).
Ask for Brett.
 COMMODORE 4032. With
graphics keyboard, printer 4022,
dual disk drive 8050, with instruction
manuals and demonstration disk,
£600 delivered. Will sell items
separately. Tel: Hastings 423780.
 MZ-80K, 48k. Very good
condition. Basic, Invaders, Frogger,
Star Trek, etc, and manuals
included. Also reset switch (not
attached), £200. Tel: Southend
(0702) 618661.

WBRAIN Model AD 32k.
Hardly used, £100 ono. Tel: 021-354
2201.
 NEC PC -8000 users! Have much
American public domain software in
N -Basic and CP/M. Would like to
meet other PC -8000 users. Box 4072,
RAF Bentwaters, Suffolk IP12 2RQ.
Tel: Columbia (039443) 342.
 MICROLINE 82A dot-matrix
printer. Centronics and RS232.
Lightly used over period of 14
months, £190 ono. R.F. Swallow,
Bridge House, Culmstock, Devon
EX15 31J. Tel: (0884) 40513.
 TRS 80. 48k, high res graphics,
printer interface, single disk drive,
word processor and other software,
£420 ono. Aculab super fast tape
drive, tapes, software for Tandy
Level I, £100. Tel: 01-368 3460.
 APPLE II EUROPLUS, 80
column card, Hitachi En monitor,
Apple disk drive, full 64k RAM, lots
of disks and software, £500. Tel:
Epsom 26854.
 VIDEO GENIE EG3003 with
Aculab floppy disk drive, dual
cassette, monitor, sound, desk and
software games, APL, Assembler,
File handling, Renum, Word
processor, £185 ono. Tel: Chris on
Oxford 245842 (eve).
 COMMODORE PET 32k.
Cassette deck, centronics interface,
some software, games and utilities,
£225 ono. Tel: David Edmunds on
01-9041845.
 ICL PC1. VDU Microline 82A:
500k storage on two 5 Vain FD, 64k
RAM, CPM2.2, Wordstar,
Datastar, MBasic included. Home
use only. Delivery by Securicor to
any UK address. £1,400 ono. Tel:
Addingham (0943) 830798.

TRANSACTION FILE
 SHARP MZ-80B. Wish to
correspond and exchange tips with
users anywhere. Send 2 intemat
reply coupons (Post office), to
Joseph Arens, 5 Heidepark,
NL-6705 AB, Wageningen, Holland.
Reply guaranteed.
 VIDEO GENIE with 40 track
disk drives, hi-res, Eprom board,
software, £295 ono. Epson RX-80,
six months old. Tel: Tony on 021-329
2305 after 6pm.
 SEIKOSHA GP700A colour
printer. New with guarantee, £340
including postage. Also Sanyo
SCM14M 14in high resolution colour
monitor, £320 including postage.
Tel: (0267) 231246 (Carmarthen).
 TANDY LP VII (DMP 100) dot
matrix printer. 5 or 10 cpi graphics,
50 cps underline, parallel and serial
interfaces, adjustable tractor feed,
dust cover, manual. Very good
condition, £110 inc post. Tel: Bristol
(0272)510969.
 DISK DRIVES. New unused dual
Shugart 801 8in cased unit with
power supplies. 400k on BBC 800k
dual density. Superb quality, an
absolute bargain at £350 ono. Tel:
Cwmbran 73049.
 GEMINI G811, 80 BUS/Nasbus
compatible Z80A, based CPU card.
For sale £90 ono. Tel: Potters Bar
(0707) 42065 after 7pm.
 PRINTER SEIKOSHA GP100A.
For BBC micro or other with parallel
interface. Variable width pin feed.
Graphics dumps from any mode.
Excellent condition, £125. Tel:
Chorley (02572) 78286 (Lanes).
 NASCOM 2. Cased, 48k RAM,
Nas sys, Nas sys 3, Zeap ROM,
Naspen ROM, ext Basic, various
games etc, EG100 12in monitor.
Complete £220. Tel: (0604) 67851.
 OSBORNE I, single density,
Wordstar, Supercalc, CBasic,
MBasic, CP/M, separate monitor,
VGC, £550. Tel: Camberley (0276)
21874 (eve or weekends).
 HEWLETT PACKARD,
HP41CV Alphanumeric
programmable calculator. With
Math Pac. Excellent condition, £190
or nearest offer. Tel: Holywood
(02317) 3212.
 SALE, SHARP disk Basic, floppy
interface, plotter cable, printer
cable, printer I/O card, £60 ono. Tel:
Cosham (Wilts) 714589 (24hr). All
items for Sharp MZ80A.
 APPLE SILENTYPE printer
with interface and word processing
software. No 80 column card
required. Will demo and deliver.
Tel: Hackwood 8717 (eve).
 VIDEO GENIE, 48k. Expansion
box with RS232, twin 40 track disk
drives, Lease mod, Ldos 5.13, Edas
and many games, £475. Will split.
Tel: Hatfield (07072) 61397.
 MZ-80A. Home or business
computer, original packing, hardly
used. Cassette, monitor, tapes, all
one unit. Not one scratch, perfect
condition. Quick sale, £250. Tel:
051-546 5037 (after 6pm).

 COMMODORE 8032.
Commando, Arrow, Netkit, cassette
recorders, light pen, much software,
£500 ono. Tel: 01-405 2933. Leave
message for Dr. Schooneveldt.
 TRS-80 32k, Level two, screen,
expansion interface, over thirty
games, books, etc, £250 ono. Write
with offers to M. Hurer, Brenthurst,
Barnet Road, Arkley, Herts ENS
3LW.
 EPSON HX20 Micro cassette
drive, tapes, games software,
carrying case, manuals and mains
charger, £310. Tel: Chobham
09905) 7225.
 APPLE III. Complete 256k
system, disk drive, Apple monitor,
Apple printer, communications
interface, Apple II emulation,
Applewriter, etc. Mint condition.
Offers over £1,000. Tel: 01-836 5317
(Shirley, daytime) or 01-444 0611
eve).

FOR SALE: Tandy line printer
VII. Works with BBC, Dragon, or
any computer with parallel or serial
interface. 80 columns, 50 cps, £150.
Tel: St. Helens (0744) 25030 (ask for
Carl).
 SERIAL INTERFACE for
Epson MX80, £60 ono. Shugart
SA460 drive, £160 ono. Both
unused. Tel: 01-603 2312 (work,
days), 01-940 9174 (eve) (Phil B.).
 SHARP MZ80A. With Sharp
software. Also Epson MX80F/T3
printer with interface and ROMs for
full Sharp character set, (plus normal
Epson ROMs). Excellent condition.
£475 ono. Tel: Abingdon (0235)
27042.
 A QL complete as new.
Immediate availability. Best offer.
Tel: 01-989 8742 (eve and
weekends). QL QL QL.
 SHARP MZ-700, 64k, built-in
data recorder, games and other
software. Original packing etc. 3
months guarantee. Hardly used,
£170 ono. Tel: Mark on (0865) 58513
(Oxford).
 OSBORNE 1. Double density,
CP/M, Wordstar, Mailmerge,
Supercalc, MBasic, CBasic, Ashton
Tate DB II manual plus blank
diskettes. As new in original box,
£600. Tel: (0792) 390365.
 SHARP MZ-80K, 48k. With
built-in monitor, tape cassette
player, manuals, Basic tapes, also
ASR33 teletype not interfaced. £200
the lot. Tel: (0276) 28291 (eve).
Reid, Camberley, Surrey.
 EXCHANGE ZORK I and Zork
II, in mint condition, for flight
simulator or what games can you
offer for use on IBM-PC. Cash
adjustment if needed. Tel: Rust on
(0438) 736030 (daytime).

TRS-80 Mod 1 L11. Expansion
interface (48k), green screw
monitor, perfect. Lots of software
(asembler, Forth, Pascal, word
processor, adventures, etc). Books
and 80 -micro mags, £220. Peckett,
Tel: Farnborough (Hants) 517498.

 Olivetti ET225, word
processor/electronic typewriter.
32KB non-volatile text storage. Can
be used as quality daisywheel printer
with optional interface. Includes
spare consumables, all
documentation, (1,000. Tel: 01-542
2916 after 6pm.
 Word processor Supertyper
FD85. Efficient professional system,
Qume Sprint 345CPS, daisywheel
printer, tractor feed, cut sheet
feeder, dual disks, 520k, manuals,
leads. Delivery, good condition,
urgent, £950 ono. Tel: 01-626 1515
ext 2214. Robert.
 SHARP MZ80K, (48k), built-in
monitor, cassette player, £80 worth
of software, with operating manual,
perfect working order, £200 ono.
Purchasing business system. Tel:
(Birmingham) 021-353 1809.
 SORCERER 55k CP/M system,
twin 315k disks, MBasic, word
processor pac, all manuals etc, also
IBM Golfball printer, plus Aculab
735 interface, £600. Tel: 0642 243370
office hours, 0642 315123 eve.
 TRS80 Model 1, Level 2, 16k,
monitor, interface, Lease modif,
leads, manuals, software (games and
utilities), £225 ono, may split, offers.
Tel: 0633 892570 (eves).
 MASTERPLANNER CP/M
business spreadsheet program,
liquidator's sale, unregistered, with
full documentation, £100. Tel: 02814
4563 (Farnham Common).
 SANYO DM2112 green video
monitor, £60, includes carriage to
any UK address. Tel: 0389 63198
after 6pm or Prestel Mailbox
038963198, Robert Henry.
 SHARP MZ80A Computer,
includes Expanded Basic, Forth,
Pascal, Database, many games,
utilities and books, as new condition,
must sell (upgrading), so all for £275.
Tel: Wilmslow 532864 anytime.
 NORTHSTAR Advantage with
Quad disks, usual software, CP/M
etc, very little used, with
Spellbinder, as new, £1,350. Tel:
01-459 5056 eve.
 DIABLO 630 daisywheel printer,
little used, good working order, with
tractor feed and sheet feeder, cost
new £2,200+, wanted £1,550. Tel:

 DIABLO 620, ace condition,
£500. Tel: 01-499 1670 eve only.
 NASCOM 2, 52k, cased, running
Nas-Sys 3 at 4MHZ, Zeap, Nas-Dis,
Nas-Debug, Nas-Pen, Nas-Gro, and
MBasic in ROM, full documentation
with user group magazines etc, £215.
Tel: 0632 810338 eve.
 MICROFOCUS Cis Cobol
+Forms -2 (new £479), reasonable
offers considered. Tel: 0202 486344
ext 2724 (Bernard Moss) between
9am-5pm.
 48k LYNX, unwanted gift,
boxed, as new, sell for £225, accept
£175. A. Thomson, 170 Gilmartin
Road, Linwood, Strathclyde PA3
3SL.
 WANTED: Atom disk pack or

,Dos ROM, controller card, data etc;
also Wordpack ROM and manual.
Tel: John on (0734) 882354 after
6.3 m.
 TRS-80 Model 4, 64k, includes
monitor, 2 disk drives, TRSDOS
6.00, boxed with manuals and Mod.4
Planner-Calc plus misc software,
£775. Tel: Hatfield 68419 eve or
weekends for demo.
 VIDEO graphic printer, Sony
UP101UB or similar for Prestel
terminal wanted, would consider
purchasing one or more complete
systems. Tel: 0703 767903.
 MEMOTECH MTX512, 80k
RAM computer, fitted with
"NewWord" word processor ROM,
with Memotech DMX80 printer, six
months old, boxed, complete,
manuals, £500 or exchange cheaper
computer plus cash. Tel: Southend
529169.
 SHARP M7 -80K, (48k), excellent
condition, Basic, Basmod, Pascal
Assembler, manuals, books, £250
ono. Tel: (0422) 201543 after 6pm.
C. Ward, 1 Anderton Fold,
Northowram, Halifax, Yorks.
 MICROTAN 6502 computer
system, Basic, Forth, Assembler,
Toolkit, 80k RAM, Tanram, RS232,
Centronics, 32 -bit PIO, keyboards,
full mother board, manuals, plus
extras, any reasonable offer, might
split. Tel: 060446765.
 WANTED: Apple II software,
Real Estate Property, Capital
Investment, Structural Analysis,
CAD, Architecture, Nutrition, Diet,
Languages, Statistics, Database,
Word proc, Accounting, also
d/drives, co -processors, accelerator
cards, absolutely anything
considered. Tel: 01-736 7809
(daytime answerphone).
 WANTED: Cromenco
computers and Persci 299B drives for
breakdown, best price paid, please
ring during office hours. Tel: (0234)
213645, ask for Mr Massey.
 COLECO Adam owners, join
The Independent Coleco Adam
Users Club. Write to: PO Box 9,
Towcester, Northants NN12 7QG.
 VIDEO Genie EG3003, with
12inch green monitor, software and
manuals, £150. Contact: N.

Road,
Coventry CV3 5LU. Tel: 504254.
 APPLE II + 64k twin drives and
monitor, £375. Microline 83 wide
carriage printer, £200. VisiCalc,
Applewnter, stock control software
(new), £60 each. Copy II+, £15. Tel:
Preston 58044 (day), 713941 (night).
 SHARP PC1500, colour printer,
expanded memory, consumables,
programs, hardly used and as new.
Offers to: N. Harris on Bicester
252322 (day) or 242089 (eve).
 BRITISH Micro Mimi 802G,
updated to 803 plus graphics, Philips
monitor, yellow running Xtal Basic
3.1C, all manuals, disks, quick sale,
£750 ono. Tel: 01-994 2995.
 WORDWISE, tape, manual,
£25. Beebug Exmon, ROM, manual,
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£16. Macro Assembler, ROM, disk,
manual, £20. Cheetah speech synth,
£15. Epson FX80, cables, hardly
used, boxed, £295 ono. Tel: 0592
757580 after 6pm.
 IBM-PC, 10 meg Winchester
1 x 360k, 1 x 810k floppy disk, 640k, 2
serial, 2 parallel ports, amber screen,
Microsoft, C Turbo, Pascal, Lotus
1-2-3, Wordstar, Spelstar,
Mailmerge, Epson FX80, box of 200
floppy disks, all original menu, 6
months old, boxed, £3,800. Tel:
01-809 3854.
 FOR SALE: T199/4A, offers.
Tel: 01-3401191.
 TIPC100C print cradle for TI58/C
and 59 models, very good condition,
hardly used, £80 ono. Tel: JC on
01-249 8209.
 EX BBC 5.25 SS disk unit
(Alpha) by Canon of Japan,
complete with PU + leads, genuine
unwanted gift, bargain at £70. Tel:
061-865 5809 anytime (Manchester).
 EXCHANGE: Zorc 1 and Zorc 2
programs, in mint cond, for Flight
Simulator, or what have you? For
use on IBM PC. Cash adjustment if
necessary. Tel: 0438 736030.
 CASIO PB700 handheld
computer, 4k RAM, expandable to
16k, 32 Basic ROM, LCD screen
(20 x 4 lines dot addressable), mint
condition, complete with box,
manuals etc, £100. Tel: Sedeley 2275
after 6pm.
 APPLE II+ , 64k, 2 drives,
accelerator card, Digitek 80 col card
keyboard enhancer, Digitek colour
card, cooling fan, lots of software
available, £950 ono. Tel: Guildford
(0483) 69975 evenings.
 HEWLETT PACKARD HP15C
calculator, mint condition, manual,
£58, no offers. Trutwein. Tel:
Bracknell 483244 ext 120 10am to
2.30pm, Monday to Friday.
 TANDY Model Three computer,
as new, 48k, two drives, RS232,
communications software and much
more, £850. Also digital
printer/terminal Decwriter IV,
RS232, £325. Tel: Robert, Winkfield
Row 884879 anytime.
 NASCOM 2, 64k RAM.
NAS-SYS 3 Basic, NAS graphics,
VDU/keyboard, boxed, Nascom
PSU boards in 19in rack, software,
cassette player, £220 ono. Tel:
Crawley (0293) 29183.
 TANDY TRS80 Model 1, Level
2, expansion interface 48k, twin

Scripsit Profile, VisiCalc, each £20.
Lineprinter VI, £250; all ono. Tel:
0908 583150 evening.
 COMMODORE 64, disk drive,
printer, word processing program,
several disks, file, games, huge box
paper, under one year old, hardly
used, £650 ono. NB: still under
guarantee. Tel: 01-794 1204.
 SHARP MZ80K, 48k, excellent
condition, Basic, Pascal compiler,
Forth Cecil, plenty of games,
adventure, utility software, all
manuals included and original box,
also includes cover, only £210 ono.
Tel: High Wycombe 28992.
 CORONA portable, IBM
compatible, 256k, 9in green screen,
twin 320k DSDD disk drives,
software includes GW Basic and
Multimate word processor, £1,500
ono. Tel: 0482 212761 after 6pm.
 WANTED: Apple II, Sharp
MZ8OB, or BBC B micro computer.
Also wanted: Atari 400/800, must be
cheap. Robert, 27 Keresforth Hall
Rd, Barnsley, S Yorks S70 6NF, or
tel: Barnsley (0226) 299715 after
6.3 m.
 mr 20/20 (Apple II), 48k disk
drive, parallel interface, lowercase
card, paddles, assembler and editor
program, software, golfball/printer/
typewriter, circuit diagrams,
comprehensive manuals, as new,
£540. Tel: Jan Hall, Farnborough
(0252) 548236.
 TRS-80, Level 11 16k, excellent
condition, APL -80, Forth, Tiny
Pascal, assemblers, disassembler,
games, Scott Adams' adventures, all
with manuals or instructions, five
books and tape recorder, bargain
£135. Tel: (0274) 637377 evenings.
 COMMODORE 64 system
includes cassette, 1526 printer,
monitor and disk drive, with
Easyscript, File program,
Synthesound, several games, all vgc,
bargain at £850. Tel: Staines 52777
after 6pm.
 HP75C, complete, purchased Nov
'83, with Easymemo program and
PPC User Club journals for 1983/4,
which include many programs, etc,
£375 ono. Ray Weam, tel: 01-943
4628 eves, 01-839 7000 days.
 NEWBRAIN AD, with
handbook, tapes etc, Sanyo
DM8112CX hi-res monitor,
NewBrain technical manual, Zen

assembler, books: NewBrain
dissected, c/w tape, Getting More
From NewBrain, Z80 assembly
programming, £270. Tel: Lincoln
31861.
 WANTED: Apple III disk drive,
paddles, plotter, clock, business and
games software, utilities. Call
Richard Sheridan, 01-221 3378
home, or 01-491 7545 office.
 BURROUGHS B80 business
computer with two floppy disk drives
and one 18 megabyte hard disk
drive, very little used, originally
£25,000, but asking £5,000 for quick
sale. Tel: 01-609 0061.
 NEWBRAIN Model AD with
remote stop cassette, Sharp monitor
and OKI Microline 82A printer,
little used, £650 the lot or offers. To
sell separately: manuals and leads
available. Tel: Kettering 84175 eve.
 NEWBRAIN AD, beginners
guide, technical manual, pristine,
£H. Apple bits: 8 port RS232
interface, £45. Normal RS232
interface, £20. U -Talk speech
synthesiser, £20. ITT2020 64k, disk,
printer, £399. Tel: 0270 780608.
 CBM 8032 + 8050 double disk
drive + 4023 printer + Superscript,
Petchess, adventure games, good
condition, £1,500, buyer collects.
Tel: 04203 4261 (Hampshire).
 CBM 4032 computer with tool kit
+ 4040 disk drive + 3022 printer, not
used much, £815 ono. Tel: 0705
373666 (Hants).
 CASIO PB-100 pocket computer,
qwerty keys and Basic, ideal for
learningprogramming, plus FA -3
cassette interface, manuals and book
of programs, as new, £55. Tel:
Otford (09592) 3256 eve.
 SHARP MZ700 with printer
plotter and data corder; software
includes two Basics, many games,
and tutorial, £300 ono. Offers to:
Ralph Brook -Fox, Old House,
Blundells, Tiverton, Devon.
 NEWBRAIN AD plus manuals
and software, good condition, £175
ono, low price for quick sale. Tel:
Fishcer 0905 620098 evenings. The
Chestons Cottage, Uphampton,
Ombersley, nr Droitwich, Worcs.
 SHARP MZ-711 computer, new,
in original packing with manual,
leads and Sharp Basic on cassette,
tried in the shop before purchase,
otherwise unused, f160 total. Tel:
0580 712019 day or evening.
 64 CBM + cass deck + Simons
Basic + joystick + books + cass
games and cartridge games,
unwanted gift, any offer around £300
considered. Correspondence only to:
28 Sainfoin Road, London 8EP
SW17, Mr G Roberts.
 TUSCAN 5100, 2 x 51/4in disks,
64k RAM, CP/M 2.2, Pascal, Micro
Prolog, Pilot, £350 ono. Tel: John on
01-736 4524 eves.
 SHARP MZ8OK (48k), manuals,
games, Basic, toolkit included, £200.
MZ80 I/O, £30. MZ80 P3 printer,
£190. All in superb condition,
boxed. Tel: South Benfleet (Essex)
(03745) 56940 after 6pm.
 COMMODORE 1525 printer,
1541 disk drive, business software
worth over £200, the lot for £350.
Contact: Chris Norris on Winchester
60725.
 OSBORNE I S/D disks, complete
with bundled software, Wordstar,
Mailmerge, Supercalc, CP/M etc;
also printer lead, blank diskettes,
vgc, recently serviced, £520 ono.
Tel: 0274 872350.
 VIC-20, cassette deck, all
manuals and programmers reference
guide, Gridrunner and Abductor
originals included, all boxed and as
new, joystick included, £100. Tel:
Sedgeley 3468 after six, ask for Mr
Spencer.
 SHARP M280k, (48k), includes
monitor, cassette, excellent
condition, 4MHz upgrade, lots of
software including several Basics +
toolkit, Pascal, adventure, arcade
games, also books, manuals, £250
ono. Tel: (0472) 696393 after 6pm.
 SEIKOSHA GP100A printer and
BBC cable, very good condition, in
original box, £135 ono. Tel:
Manchester 061-740 3477 after 6pm.
 VIC-20 add-ons, switchable
memory board 8k on, expandable to
27k, plus Vick it II, £35 ono. 40 x 80
column card, f40 ono. Write to:
S Stonehouse, 22 Hylton Road,
Sunderland SR4 7AA.
 IBM PC, compatible Corona PC,
256k RAM, twin 360k disk drives,
RGB card, RS232, b/w monitor, full
software support, £1,300 ono. Tel:
Coventry 419769 after 6pm.
 NASCOM 2, 36k, Hobbit
microcassette drive, (worth £120
alone!), toolkit, compression
assembler, user defined graphics
board, user group magazines, full
documentation, level 9 software and

more, only £200. Tel: (0372) 53464.
 TRS-80 Model III, 48k, twin disk
drives, LDOS5.1, VisiCalc, all
manuals, as new, £850. Tel: David
Lines on 01-942 2266 evenings,
01-643 8020 daytime.
 PHILIPS P2012C portable
computer, 640k disk drives, bundled
software includes CP/M, Wordstar,
Supercalc, £1,450. Tel: Bedford
(0234) 741626 after 6pm.
 TRS-80 Mk 1, Level 2, 32k
expansion interface, twin disks,
VDU, tape recorder, line printer 7,
RS232 board, hi-res graphics,
XYprint Eprom, sound box, 100+
games, ED/Ass Series 1, lots of
books and software, £780 ono. Tel:
051-486 7030.
 PET Fat -Forty, 32k, 4040 twin
disk drive, interface and Epson
MX8OFT printer, cassette, Doctor
Watson cassette assembler and
manual, Pet Revealed, etc, £850 +
P&P. Tel: (0772) 729803.
 WANTED: Apple disk drive
without controller and VDU, no
leads necessary, postage will be
repaid on serious offers. Will pay up
to £200. Write to: T Stevens, 21
Coldstream Gardens, London SW18
1LJ.
 SINCLAIR QL, full production
model and software, hardly used,
first offer over £350 secures. Tel:
Sevenoaks (0732) 458989.
 TANDY Model 100, 24k,
including cables and some software,
£450. Epson HX-20 with cassette
drive, £325. Both little used,
manuals and charger included. Tel:
Tonbridge (0732) 356 036 after 7pm.
 SHARP M280 -k, 48k, 200+
programs, Basic/Zen word
processing, assembler/editor, reset
switch, Xtal Basic, dust cover,
manuals, very good condition,
realistically priced, £250 ono. Tel:
Cardiff (0222) 842521.
 S100 system, partially assembled,
Integrand case/PSU, Jade CPU, 64k
RAM, disk controller and I/O
board, CP/M, software and
documentation, £500 or offers. Tel:
04895 82186 eve.
 NASCOM 2, fully cased,
professionally built, 48k RAM, with
NAS-SYS3, Zeap assembler,
Nas-Dis disassembler, Nas-Pen text
editor, graphics, Sargon chess, full
documentation, magazines,
complete system f95 for quick sale.
Tel: Colchester 841293.
 DAI 48k personal computer,
hi-res, 16 -colour graphics, RS232
and PIO ports, stereo sound,
cassette recorder, leads and
manuals, demo and games tapes,
1179 ono. Mr Lee, tel: 0392 216570
eve.
 £650 Video Genie, expanded 48k,
2x 100k,1 x 403k disks, Centronics
737 printer, business software,
manuals etc. Hartley, 35 Dacres
Road, London SE23 2N5. Tel:
01-699 5662.
 VIDEO GENIE 16k computer
with leads, software and integral
backing storage, £95 ono. Tel:
Hamilton 088 32-4115.
 TANDY TRS-80 Model 1, Level
II, + 32k 5100 Genie interface,
monitor, cassette recorder, software,
magazines, (PCW/Micro-80) for last
two years, books etc, bargain at
100. Tel: John on 01-947 8442 after

6pm.
 MOTO-GUZZI V50 MkII,
500cc, 7,400 miles, excellent
condition. Will exchange for printer

and disk drives or equivalent system
compatible with BBC, or sell for
£650 ono, real bargain. Contact:
Frank on 01-693 4736.
 APPLE II+, 64k, twin drives,
monitor II, joystick, manuals,
books, software (assembler,
Debugger, Locksmiths, Copy II+,
Zaxxon, Lode Runner), purchased
1984, excellent condition, £900. Tel:
051-722 8411, Michael Humphreys.
 TRS80, Model 1, Level II, 48k,
hi-res monitor, interface LPV11, two
tapes, all connectors, lots of progs
including Scripsit, Edtasm, Debug,
£550 ono. Tel: Houston (STD 0249)
890624 for full details.
 WANTED: IEEE to RS232
Bidirectional interface, any
condition. Contact: Chris on
Wolverhampton (0902) 761888.
 EASY SCRIPT WP package for
CBM64, disk unopened, offers. Tel:
Forest Row 3200 eve.
 SPECTRUM 48k system,
including interface I, microdrive, ZX
printer, cartridges, software:
Assembler, monitor, Forth, Pascal,
Tasword, VU -series, Hobbit,
Advent X3, Flight, many arcade
games, books, including ROM,
Debug, 1255 ono. Tel: Hitchin
812521
 RML 3805 56k, 2 51/4in SSSD
driver, HRG extra serial port, text
editor and formatter, Forth
assembler, etc, £1,000. Corby, tel:
Littlewick Green 3158 (Berkshire).
 VIDEO GENIE, 16k, with inbuilt
cassette, manuals etc, games
programs included, £90 ono, or £130
with VDU monitor (b/w), buyer
collects. Tel: Dave on Preston (0772)
321419 eve.
 SEIKOSHA GP80A, plain paper,
dot matrix printer, hi-res graphics,
80 columns text, full ASCII
upper/lower cases, serial RS232 and
parallel interfaces, £140. Tel:
Alistair on Norwich (0603) 486296.
 ADVANCE 86B, 128k, with
Zenith green screen monitor, £1,150
ono. NewBrain AD, £80. HP75C,
£350 ono. HP printer, (Epsom),
£250 ono. Tel: 01-868 9517 after
8.3 m.
 SHARP dual disks for MZ8OK
computer, together with expansion
box, utilities and valuable Wdpro
software, all as new condition, for
quick sale, all' for £499. Tel:
Wilmslow 532864 anytime.
 APPLE IIc, 128k RAM, 80 col,
built-in disk, portable, latest model,
matching hi-res monitor, new price
£1,185, bargain £1,050 ono. Tel:
Leamington Spa (0926) 27201 pm or
weekend.
 SECONDHAND ACT Sirius
computer, lots of software, very
keen price. Tel: 0624 5998.
 SECONDHAND Wang PCS II,
8 -bit micro, twin disk printer, offers?
Tel: 0624 5998.
 TANDY TRS-80, Model III, 48k,
integral dual Teac disk drives, Basic
and TRS-DOS disk user manuals,
enhanced VisiCalc and other
programs, various books and
magazines, £875. Tel: Eastbourne
(0323)33088.
 COMMODORE, upgraded to
8032 with 3022 printer and tape
deck, odd bits of software, £650. Ray
Bateman, 9 Grampian Way, Luton,
Beds. Tel: Luton (0582) 504308.
 BUG -FREE QL, £380 ono,
including all leads, packages,
manuals. Ben Last, 5 Haymeads,
Welwyn Garden City, Herts, or tel:

Welwyn Garden 21901 after 6.
 SHARP M280k, I/O box, P3
printer, as new, extras, £495 ono.
Mr. Williams, 11 Priory Oak,
Bridgend, Mid -Glamorgan. Tel:
0656 60369.
 EPSON HX-20 portable,
complete with manuals, charger
expansion unit. No cassette drive,
must sell, offers over £200. Tel:
Leon 01-881 3435 day or night.
 KAYPRO II 64k. Twin drive
portable, lots of software, tabs,
ledgers, stock and payroll,
Wordstar, spreadsheet, games etc
etc. Little used, £850. Tel: 061 477
7628 (Stockport).
 ACORN Z80 SP. Plus DNFS
ROM, bundled software and
literature, good condition, £300 plus
carriage. Write to D. Gay, 13 Bank
End Road, Worsbrough Dale,
Barnsley S70 4AF.
 MZ80B. Disks, 2 x graphics,
RS232, 2x parallel I/F, CP/M,
Wordstar, MBasic, + compiler,
Macro 80, ZS1D, ProPascal, (+
other Pascals), lots of programs. +
50 top quality disks (mostly
Mascell). All hardly used, £850. Tel:
Brighton (0273) 420918.
APPLE II + 64k. Monitor, twin disk
drives, silent type printer, ROM plus
board, language board, parallel
interface, Visicalc, database
packages, plus many extras, £800.
Tel: Ponteland 25564.
 APPLE I1+48k. Disk drives (2),
language card, UCSD Pascal, printer
card, Videx 80 column, NEC
monitor, Merlin assembler, £800
ovno. Tel: 0494 716830.
 APPLE IIe 64k. Disk drive, Kaga
12 in monitor, joystick (11E),
software (price less £50 if not
required). All less than one year old,
mint, boxed, £800. Tel:
Southampton 584487 evenings
except Thursdays.
 INTERPOD. Free standing IEEE
+ full RS -232-C interface for
Commodore VIC or 64. Enables use
of 2mB disks + printer of your
choice. Excellent condition, hardly
used, £80 ono. Tel: 0742 551656 after

4'TOMMODORE SX64. With 2nd
disk drive, Centronics interface,
Practicalc, Easy script, Easy Stock,
Future Finance. Virtually unused
£575. Tel: 01-213 7396 office hours.
 SHARP MZ-80A 48k. Excellent
condition, combined monitor and
cassette, manuals, plus over twenty
programs, £250 ono. Tel: 0734
732924 after 6pm.
 SHARP M280B 64k. Integral
monitor and cassette drive, high res
card, assembler, disassembler + lots
of software, £500 ono. Tel: 01-647
4993 office hours.
 SHARP MZ8OB. Computer,
excellent condition, as new. Basic
tape, manuals included, a bargain at
£550 ono. buyer collects. Write: C8,
Aldis House, 55 Osborne Road,
Newcastle -on -Tyne, Tyne & Wear.
Tel: 0632 2725201 after 6pm.
 BBC MICRO B. Cumana 40/80
track dual disk drive, monitor, Z80
second processor + CP/M software
(worth £3,000) + View word
processor. All VGC, asking £950.
Tel: 01-959 0394 after 6pm.
 VIGLEN SS/SD. 100k disk drive
+ all connections for BBC micro,
manual, formatting disk, good
condition, £100. Tel: 01-959 0394
after 6pm.
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MUSIC MICRO PLEASE!!

LVL'$ ECHO I is a high quality 3 octave keyboard of 37 full sized keys operating electroni-
cally through gold plated contacts The keyboard which is directly connected to the user port of
the computer does not require an independent power supply unit.

The ECHOSOFT Programme "Organ Master" written for either the BBC Model 'B' or the
Commodore 64 supplied with the keyboard allows these computers to be used as real time synth-
esizers with full control of the sound envelopes. The pitch and duration of the sound envelope can
be changed whilst playing, and the programme allows the user to create and allocate his own
sounds to four pre -defined keys.

Additional programmes in the ECHOSOFT Series are in the course of preparation and will be
released shortly

Other products in the range available from your LVL Dealer are our:
ECHOKIT (£4.95)" - External Speaker Adaptor Kit, allows your Commodore or BBC Micro-
computer to have an external sound output socket allowing the ECHOSOUND Speaker amplifier
to be connected.
ECHOSOUND (£49.95)* -A high quality speaker amplifier with a 6" dual cone speaker and a full
6 watt output will fill your room with sound. The sound frequency control allows the tone of the
sound output to be changed.

Both of the above have been specifically designed to operate with the ECHO Series keyboard.
The ECHO PRODUCT FAMILY breaks both the SOUND and PRICE. BARRIERS, representing

outstanding quality and value for money

' inclusive of VAT

ECHO I KEYBOARD £99.95 *
ECHOSOUND
AMPLIFIER £49.95 "

ECHOKIT £4 99 " IeV
Scientific House,

Bridge Street, Sandiacre
Nottingham NG10 SBA

Telephone (0602) 394000





THE
In seven, superbly successful years,

Comart have established unique
computer systems in commerce, industry
and government departments throughout
Britain.

Today sees our product range fulfilled
in a way which can only give existing
Comart users cause for further satisfac-
tion in having made the right choice to
begin with ... and for non -users to swiftly
reconsider:

The fad is that with Comart,
wherever and whenever you start,
there can be no mistake.

Take for example, a Comart work-
station, our latest system with
formidable stand alone computing
power and built-in networking.

You can join it to other Comart
workstations or computers ... feed
multi-user terminals anderipherals
(printers, tape streamers... and
then add more workstations ... more
computers ... more and more, in fact
-for up to a distance of one
kilometre around the building!

You will have the whole place
working together, sharing
information.

You will have achieved total
integration ... compatibility with
the IBM software library... and,
in addition, compatibility with
past, present and future Comart
Systems.

Comart modularity means
you can continue to build -on
power and facilities without fear
of the future (Comart machines
may grow old, but never
obsolescent).

With so much power to go
round, Comart puts an end to
frustrating waiting.

And with such an extraordi-
nary degree of flexibility-enabling you to give each
individual precisely what is needed-Comart systems are,
without doubt, uniquely cost effective.

THE SYSTEM
A microcomputer system can solve many business problems

by more efficient organisation and more effective use of manage-
ment resources-but only if you get the combination right.

Unfortunately, most micros offer precious little flexibility and
(worse) a limited future because you can't upgrade them. This,
however, will never be the case with Comart.

The modular design of our systems ensures that you get the
performance you need-both today and tomorrow.

With conventional desk top micros, once outgrown, you
simply have to ditch them.

With Comart systems, expansion could just mean changing a
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The Comart VVY50 smart editing
terminal achieves excellent

performance at a very competitive
price. Utilising a large 14" screen,
801132 column display and soft

key setup, the terminal has a small
footprint and an attractive

ergonomic design.

circuit board or two ...extra capacity, a simple
matter of additional disk storage and extra
memory cards. In this way, you can easily keep
abreast of developing technology and expand
your computer capability in step with the
growth of your business. You just add further
users, computers and workstations using the
Comart Local Area Network and Comart's
built-in modularity. Further, you will also have
the benefit of a special Comart software

endorsement scheme which works contin-
ually to 'field test' the best multi-access
software-guaranteeing that it will fully
meet your requirements.

COMART COMPUTERS
At the heart of a Comart system you

have the choice of two elegantly styled
series of Comart computers which
provide a variety of storage, memory and
user options:

The well -established, excellent value
CP1000 series comfortably supports from
one to eight users and, in common with all
Comart computers, runs the very latest
industry standard operating system,
Concurrent CP/M. It accords well with the
Comart principle of only paying for the
specification you require.

The new CP2000 series of Supermicros
belongs to a new generation of very fast,
powerful computers.

Because the CP2000 Series uses the
super Intel 80286 processor it runs at

speeds not yet associated
with microcomputers at

all: up to 8 times faster
than ordinary 16 bit
machines and 14 times
faster than 8 bit
computers!

This speed really
becomes useful when
running the new
generation of operating

systems like Concurrent
CP/M from Digital

Research. Whenever up to
four programmes and up to 12

users are running simultaneously, the processor's time is shared
between them, visibly slowing down the response of ordinary
micros. But with the new Comart Supermicro the processor is
moving so fast that it copes with plenty to spare.

This same speed/power capability makes the CP2000 series
ideal for integrated business and commercial software plus all the
popular applications such as word-processing, database
management and spreadsheets, within a multi-user environment

Each of the Comart 1000 series and 2000 series computers can
be readily added to, expanded or updated by slotting in new or
extra cards.

Add on sub -systems include 8" floppy disks, cartridge tape
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GROWS
back-up and hard disk storage of up to 40 Mb. All sub-
systems are styled in half height compatible cabinets.
For users requiring extra large databases, the
CP 2000 series can accommodate up to
200 Mb of on-line data storage!

Security back-up from hard disks can
be a long and tedious business. The
Comart CB 240 cartridge tape unit will
copy 40 Mb of data in just 10 minutes.

THE COMART
WORKSTATION

The new Comart workstation is like
a well adjusted personality-happy and
able to work on its own, and yet prepared
to work with others, sharing and contri-
buting as a member of the team!

It is a high performance, high specifica-
tion microcomputer designed to fulfil the
needs of the individual user-within
an overall Comart system capable
of sharing data and resources.
Much more than a personal
computer the Comart workstation
has full graphics and communica-
tions facilities with a choice of
sophisticated management tools
and built-in networking.

The sleek new design has a space -saving footprint of less
than one square foot, and a low profile multi -language IBM
compatible keyboard.

There are three models. A single high capacity floppy
diskette system, and the choice of dual diskette or 10 Mb
hard disk systems. With each workstation, a 256 kbyte
memory (expandable to 512 kb) is standard; so too is the
large, easy to read 14" swivel and tilt monochrome display.

At no additional costs, all models will fully support an
IBM compatible colour or high resolution display, printers

---
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(either serial or parallel) and support mouse data entry-as
well as being able to connect both to a modem and

into the Comart Local Area Network.
The use of an Intel 80186 advanced

16 -bit processor ensures ample power
to perform multi -tasking (essential for
successful network use and window
display software). Extra data storage
and processing capacity can be
obtained by using the Comart CP
series as file servers on the network.

Concurrent DOS also provides
GSX graphics display facilities,
DR -NET and PC -MODE. MICROSOFT

MS-DOS is an optional operating
environment.

Under MS-DOS and PC -MODE, well
designed software written for the IBM-PC

will operate on the workstation including

Using a low-cost twisted pair network cable
full colour graphics.

(easily installed with junction boxes and
interface cables) Comart Workstations can

bejoined together to communicate and share

COMART-
THE COMPANY

information without further modification or Since 1977, Comart has been a
addition. All told, the Comart network can major force in microcomputer

accommodate up to 255 computers or development in the UK., earning
workstations! a reputation for the kind of

innovation which meets genuine customer needs.
Now part of the Kode International PLC microcomputer

group our record of quality, reliability and service has few
equals (as the owners of thousands of Comart systems
installed not only in the UK., but worldwide, will testify).
Our growth rate and success ensures that our company will
remain a vital market leader long into the future-in other
words, you can have complete confidence in the fact that
Comart will always be there to support your current
installation and provide after -sales service and training.

Another important reason for Comart's world-wide
success is our superb network of dealers and specialist
suppliers available to give full advice and after -sales
support. And you can never be far from Microserve, Comart's
own customer -service division offering maintenance and
field -service for Comart systems nationwide.

WHAT NEXT?
For more information or for an opportunity to see the

Comart System for yourself, please complete and return the
coupon overleaf.

THE COMART SYSTEM.
All working together.
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provide a variety of storage, memory and
user options:
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CP1000 series comfortably supports from
one to eight users and, in common with all
Comart computers, runs the very latest
industry standard operating system,
Concurrent CP/M. It accords well with the
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back-up and hard disk storage of up to 40 Mb. All sub-
systems are styled in half height compatible cabinets.
For users requiring extra large databases, the
CP 2000 series can accommodate up to
200 Mb of on-line data storage!

Security back-up from hard disks can
be a long and tedious business. The
Comart CB 240 cartridge tape unit will
copy 40 Mb of data in just 10 minutes.
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an overall Comart system capable
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Much more than a personal
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has full graphics and communica-
tions facilities with a choice of
sophisticated management tools
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The sleek new design has a space -saving footprint of less
than one square foot, and a low profile multi -language IBM
compatible keyboard.

There are three models. A single high capacity floppy
diskette system, and the choice of dual diskette or 10 Mb
hard disk systems. With each workstation, a 256 kbyte
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COMART SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL PROCESSOR CARD EXPANSION RAM DISKETTE HARD DISK

STORAGE 51/4" STORAGE 51/4"
STANDARD

INTERFACES

CP 1000 SERIES
CP 1202 8086

6MHz
7 256kb 2x790kb

-IMb
2 serial asyn/syn
1 parallel

CP1502 8086
6MHz

6 256kb lx790kb lx5Mb
-1Mb

2 serial asyn/syn
1 parallel

CP1522 8086
6MHz

6 256kb lx790kb 1 x20Mb
-1Mb

2 serial asyn/syn
I parallel

CP1542 8086
6MHz

6 256kb lx790kb lx40Mb
-1Mb

2 serial asyn/syn
1 parallel

CP1525M 8086 4 512kb
6MHz -1Mb

lx790kb 1x20Mb 10 serial asyn/syn
1 parallel

Options: additional memory, processors, storage, communications, interfaces.

CP2000 SERIES
CP2202 80286

6MHz
7 256kb 2x790kb

-1.5Mb
4 serial asyn/syn
1 parallel

CP2522 80286
6MHz

6 256kb lx790kb
-1.5Mb

lx20Mb 4 serial asyn/syn
1 parallel

CP2542 80286 6
6MHz

256kb lx790kb
-1.5Mb

lx40Mb 4 serial asyn/syn
1 parallel

Calendar clock as standard.

Options: additional memory, processors (including 80287 numeric co -processor), storage, communications and interfaces.

FEATURES COMMON TO CP1000 SERIES AND
CP2000 SERIES SYSTEMS:

 Operating system software: Concurrent CP/M 86 single
or multi-user, MPSL BOS/5 and M-BOS/5 optional.

 Keyboard/Display: 80/132 columns, 101 key detached
with typewriter, numeric and function key sections,
14" green screen swivel/tilt.

 Printers: choice of daisy wheel, dot matrix and dual
function printers with single sheet feeders -speeds up
to 300 CPS.

 Expansion- internal: 5100 cards, IBM and ICL main
frame communications and protocols.

 Expansion -external: stackable modules including high
speed tape drive, 8" floppy disks and 5" hard disks
providing up to 200Mb of on-line data storage.

Sub-systems
MODEL STORAGE STORAGE AVERAGE

CAPACITY TYPE ACCESS
TIME

ROTATIONAL
LATENCY

RECORDING
DENSITY

TRANSFER
RATE

FD800 256kb lx8" diskette 130ms
SS/SD

83ms * *

HD520 1 x22Mb 5' 4" Hard/8 85ms
surface

8.3ms * *

HD540 1 x40Mb lx5' i" Hard/8 85ms
surface

83ms * *

CB200 13.4Mb Cartridge *
DC300XL

* 6400bpi 30kb/sec

CB240 40 MB Cartridge *
DC3(X)XL

* 8000bpi 90kb/sec

System dimensions: 197x370x525

Sub -system dimensions: 143x370x525 (HxDxW )

System power requirements 110, 220, 240v± 10% 50/60 Hz

COMART WORKSTATION
MODEL PROCESSOR RAM DISKETTE STORAGE 51/4"

WS20 80186 256k-512kb 1x720kb

WS30 80186 256k-512kb 2x720kb

WS40 80186 256k-512kb 1x720kb

Memory:

Diskette capacity:

Disk capacity:
Display:

Graphics:

Keyboard:

Serial ports:

comart

HARD DISK STORAGE 51/4"

lx10Mb

FEATURES COMMON TO ALL COMART WORKSTATIONS:
256kbyte (optional expansion to 512 kbyte)
32kbyte display screen memory
51/4;' 720kbyte capacity, soft sectored, double sided,
80 track, 9 sector/track, 512byte/sector
51/4" 10Mbyte formatted (WS 40)
14" monochrome (green P39 phosphor) swivel & tilt,
25 line x 80 character (7x9 matrix in 9x12 cell),
blinking, underline, dual intensity, normal and
reverse video.
Character sets may be downloaded into RAM
Low, medium and high resolution.
Modes include: 640x200 2 colour (IBM compatible)

640x400 2 colour
320x200 4 colour (IBM compatible)
320x200 16 colour

Detached keyboard
83 keys, including 10 function keys, numeric pad
and cursor controls
4 multi language options
Mouse -asynchronous
Printer -asynchronous
Modem-sync/asynchronous

Comart Computers Limited, Little End Road, Eaton Socon, St. Neots, Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE19 3JG.
Tel: (0480) 215005 International +44-480-215005. Telex: 32514 Comart G

igA Kode International plc Company
In pursuance of improvement the company reserve the right waiter or modih, the specifications and details of the
equipment described in this leaflet without prior notice. All products referred to in this brochure are trade marks or
registered trade marks of the companies of origin.

Printer -Centronics compatible
1Mbitisecond, token passing LAN controller
Time of day with battery backup
Enclosure and screen 343x318x432mm (WxDxH)
Keyboard 457x178mm (WxD)
Keyboard angle 7 degrees or 15 degrees
230V± 15% or
115V-± 15% (link)
UL, VDE, FCC and BT (pending)

Digital Research
Concurrent DOS with windows
GSX86 graphics support
DR -NET network support
PC -MODE, IBM Personal computer PC -DOS emulatic
MS-DOS (optional)

r, would like to know more about the Comart System, specifically 7
(state which product). Please send me details

of my nearest Comart dealer.

I Name

Company Position

Address

Daytime tel no

Parallel port:
Network port:
Calendar/clock:
Dimensions:

Power:

Approvals:
Operating System:
Software:

Post to: The Comart System, Comart Computers Limited, Little End Road, Eaton
Socon, St. Neots, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE19 3JG. Tel: 0480 215005
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ACC NEWS

Rupert Steele gives a round -up ofnew computerclubs.

Two towns and one credit were missed
out of last month's round -up. Computer
Town Croydon has two branches, one
in central London and one in Norbury.
The Norbury branch is run by Vernon
Quaintance and meets every Saturday
from 9.30am to 12.30pm at Norbury
Junior Library, Beatrice Avenue, Nor -

bury. Admission is free and there's a
regular attendance of about 25 children
whose ages vary from 8 to 18. Typical
machines include the BBC, Apple,
Commodore 64, Tandy TRS 80 and
Spectrum.

Corn puterTown Eastwood continues
to meet once a month under the care of
organiser Ted Ryan. Ted's address is 15
Queen's Square, Eastwood, Not-
tingham.

And Paul Gray should have been
credited as running Computer Town
South Shields which meets every
Wednesday night from 7pm to 9pm at
the local branch of the YMCA. Paul's
address is 1 Morton Walk, South
Shields, Tyne and Wear.

And now on to this month's club
news.

Firstly, there's news from an old
friend, the Thames Valley Computer
Club (TVCC). Founded in 1978, the club
is centred on Reading and meets in the
Church House, Church Street, Caver-
sham. It has a strong membership
ranging from beginners to profession-
als, who between them have experi-
ence of most micros and many aspects
of hardware and software. Its main club
meeting is on the first Tuesday of each
month, and there's usually a guest
speaker or demonstration followed by a
general discussion. New members are
always welcome, and if you're in-
terested you should contact the secret-
ary, Joe Edwards, 32 Redlands Road,
Reading RG1 5HD or call (0734) 867855.

Staying south, but straying west-
wards there's the Cheltenham Amateur
Computer Club which is based at the
YMCA in Vittoria Walk, off Oriel Road,
Cheltenham. It meets at 7.30pm on the
third Tuesday of each month. The
December meeting (on the 18th) is
intriguingly titled: 'Q. What is an
elephant?' A. 'A mouse with an operat-
ing system.' For further information
contact Steve Smith on Cheltenham
(0242) 576043 whose address is 5

Westal Park, Cheltenham, Gloucs GL51
5BL.

Not far away is the Midweekly
Spectrum User Group, Gloucester, run
by Barry Ledbury on Gloucester (0452)
23186. Meetings occur at Barry's home
on Thursday if Wednesday's date is

odd, otherwise on Wednesday from
7pm; the address is 8 Linnett Close,
Gloucester. The club is an informal
workshop -type affair, rather than for-
mal group meeting. TVs and a light pen
are available, so bring your Spectrums!

Mrs C Sargent writes about the club
she's running at Broomhill Youth Club,
208 Allison Road, Bristol BS4 4NZ. Tel:
Bristol (0272) 779574. The club is aimed
mainly at the 10-21 age group, whether
or not they're members of the youth
centre. Mrs Sargent is also anxious to
hear from older computer users who
can assist in the running of the clu b. The
main interest is in the Dragon and
Spectrum machines, but other micros
are very welcome.

To the south we find Mr Leo Hughes,
the secretary of the Bognor Computer
club. His address is 20 Pinehurst Park,
Aldwick, Bognor Regis, West Sussex
P021 3DL. The club meets on the last
Thursday of each month at 7.30pm at
the RAFA Club, Waterloo Square, Bog-
nor Regis and there's a BBC sub -group
which meets every second Thursday.
Leo describes it as a 'social computer
club' and says that visitors are always
welcome, as are all types of computer.

Also on the South Coast is the
Lordshill Computer Club run by Mr N W
Whitlock of 9 Matheson Road, South-
ampton SO1 8GR. The club is still at a
preliminary stage offormation, so write
for details first.

Moving towards the teeming metro-
polis, my eye is caught by a veritable
dinosaur of a computer club. Mr K M
Shaw of the Biometrics and Computing
Section, British Museum (Natural His-
tory), Cromwell Road, London SW7
5BD writes to tell me of the British
Museum (Natural History) Computer
Club. Contact Mr Shaw on (01) 589 6323
extn 636 for membership details.

In Middlesex there's the Hayes Com-
puter Club. This has been running for
about nine months and the person to
contact is Mr G E Clow of 9 Hurstfield
Crescent, Hayes, Middx UB4 8DN. And
there's the new Lynx User Group which
has been formed in the wake of Rob
Poate's Nilug magazine. The new man
is Mr Robert Jones of 209 Kenton Lane,
Kenton, Harrow, Middx HA38TL. LUG's
main activity will be the production of a
magazine, but Mr Jones is anxious that
any prospective members in the West
London area will consider active in-
volvement.

Remember that the ACC has a data-
base enquiry service which advises
people, either by post or telephone, of a
nearby computer club. Please supply
an SAE and/or a telephone number fora
reply.

If you want more information about
the ACC, or would like a Club Informa-
tion Kit, contact me: Rupert Steele, ACC
chairman, 17 Lawrie Park Crescent,
London SE26 6HH, or tel: (01) 370 0601.

'It's a new cereal. When you add milk, it goes snap, crackle, pop, syntax error.'
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ACORN ELECTRON WITH FREE COMpANION
EXPANSION UNIT

The Companion Expansion is a rugged
aluminium case that bolts firmly onto the
back of the Electron. It contains a six slot
mother board with three connectors
installed that can be used to expand your
Electron to a more complete system.

Acorn Electron L 1 7 3 . 00 + VAT

Companion Exp. Unit £29.00 + VAT
Printer & User Port £19.90 + VAT
Sideways ROM Board £19.90 + VAT
Joystick Board £12.90 + VAT
Prototyping Board £9.90 + VAT

Boards in Development
Disk Interface

Memory Expansion
Relay Board

Serial Communications Board
Econet Interface

APPLE MACINTOSH
"If you can point,

you can use a
Macintosh."

0 68000 Processor
 128K RAM
 Built-in 400K Disk
 Macwrite
 Macpaint
 Built-in high

resolution screen
MACINTOSH - £1690 + VAT

ACT APRICOT
APRICOT PC

0%4' £1199
VAT

APRICOT Xi
..,?sp-O. £2199

All Apricots come
with MS-DOS, Basic,
Supercalc, Superplanner, Superwriter.

COMPSHOP PRICE PROMISE
- We guarantee to match the
price on equipment offered
from stock through any other
supplier.
Educational
enquiries and
orders welcome.
Quotations given.

One year warranty
on all products.

COMPSHOP was established in
1978 and has continually offered

the best in micro computers
to discerning customers.

We sell only
computers and

peripherals, and
therefore can

offer the support
many other

shops cannot.

All pnces quoted are exc usive of VAT. Delivery is added at cost.
Please make cheques and postal orders payable to COMPSHOP
LTD., or phone your order quoting BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS,

DINERS CLUB or AMERICAN EXPRESS number.
LUICLINCAM

NSA CI
CollOS 014
MEM YON..

14 Station Road, New Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 1QW
(Close to New Barnet BR Station - Moorgate Line)

Telephone: 01-441 2922 (Sales) 01-449 6596 Telex: 298755 TELCOM G
OPEN (BARNET) - 10am - 7pm - Monday to Saturday

APPLE 2c

11111111111111111111111111111111111101

 128K RAM
 Built-in Disk Drive
 80 Column Display
Apple 2c £799 + VAT

2c Monitor £129 + VAT

Additional
Drive £199 + VAT

Monitor Stand £27 + VAT
Appleworks
Software £175 + VAT

PACKAGE DEAL £1299 , VAT

550
Single Drive
128K RAM
MS-DOS
BASIC
Wordstar
Calcstar

£649
+ VAT

Additional
Drive
£150

VAT

SANYO
:9-

,c 40%4E649
VAT

LI_

555

Dual Drives
128K RAM
MS-DOS
BASIC
Wordstar
Calcstar
Mailmerge
Report Star
Data Star

£849
+ VAT

STOCK CLEARANCE

ACORN BBC
SPECIAL OFFER
 BBC B + 8 Program Tapes £347 VAT

BBC + Disk Interface
+ Disk Drive £525 + VAT

 BBC + Disk Interface
+ Disk Drive
+ Juki 6100 Printer
+ Leads
+ High Res Monitor
+ Workwise W.P.

£949 VAT
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BENCHMARKS

Test your micro's speed of execution by running our Benchmarks.

A listing of the Benchmarks used when
evaluating micros is given below. An
explanation can befound in the Decem-
ber '83 issue.

100 REM Benchmark 1
110 PRINT"S"
120 FOR K=1 TO 1000
130 NEXT K
140 PRINT"E"
150 END

100 REM Benchmark2
110 PRINT"S"
120 K=0
130 K=K+1
140 IF K<1000 THEN 130
150 PRINT"E"
160 END

100 REM Benchmark3
110 PRINT"S"
120 K=0
130 K=K+1
140 A=K/K*K+K-K
150 IF K<1000THEN 130
160 PRINT"E"
170 END

100 REM Benchmark 4
110 PRINT"S"
120 K=0
130 K=K+1
140 A=K/2*3+4-5
150 IF K<1000 THEN 130
160 PRINT "E"
170 END

100 REM Benchmark 5
110 PRINT"S"
120 K=0
130 K=K+1
140 A=K/2*3+4-5
150 GOSUB 190
160 IF K<1000THEN 130
170 PRINT"E"
180 END
190 RETURN

100 REM Benchmark 6
110 PRINT "S"
120 K=0
130 DIM M(5)
140 K=K+1
150 A=K/2*3+4-5
160 GOSUB220
170 FOR L=1T0 5
180 NEXT L
190 IF K< 1000 THEN 140

200 PRINT"E"
210 END
220 RETURN

100 REM Benchmark7
110 PRINT"S"
120 K=0
130 DIM M(5)
140 K=K+1
150 A=K/2*3+4-5
160 GOSUB 230
170 FOR L=1T0 5
180 MIL)=A
190 NEXTIL
200 IFK<1000THEN 140
210 PRINT"E"
220 END
230 RETURN

100 REM Benchmark 8
110 PRINT"S"
120 K=0
130 K=K+1
140 A=K^2
150 B=LOGIK)
160 C=SIN(K)
170 IF K<1000 THEN 130
180 PRINT "E"
190 END

DIARY DATA

organisers
Readers are strongly advised to check details with exhibition

duebefore making arrangements, in order to avoid wasted journeys

London

to cancellations, printer's errors, etc.

20-22 Nov(Barbican), International Exbn on Computers & Communications in Investment
Banking & Insurance. Contact: Online Conferences Ltd, (01) 868 4466

London (Barbican), Computers in The City. Contact: Online, (01) 868 4466 20-22 Nov

London (Heathrow Penta Hotel), COMCON 84. Contact: M Dodds, (01) 686 2599 20 Nov

Glasgow (Kelvin Hall), Business & Data Processing Exbn. Contact: Scottish Industrial & Trade
Exbns Ltd, (031) 225 5486

20-24 Nov

Nottingham (East Midlands Conf Centre), East Midlands Computer Show. Contact: Central Exbns,
(0827) 896474

27 Nov -2 Dec

London (Olympia), Your Computer Christmas Fair. Contact: Reed Exbns, (01) 643 8040 30 Nov -2 Dec

London (Novotel), International Online Information Meeting. Contact: J Mulligan, (0865)
730275

4-6 Dec

London (New Horticultural Hall), Electron & BBC Micro User Show. Contact: Database
Publications, (061) 456 8383

6-9 Dec
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MICROMART PROGRAM FILE

£148-£598
World Champion Elite program
now exists on several Fidelity

Machines

For full details by return leave name
and address on:

041 221 3399 Ext 70
or write to: DURIE & WILSON LTD.

Fidelity Distributors
24 McGrigor Rd, Glasgow G62 7LD

data buffers
print buffers T -switches
buffered protocol converters
telecommunications buffers

Formats:
IEEE -488 or Centronics parallel,
or V24/RS232c serial, or any
conversion combination.

Buffer sizes:
From 2k to 1 megabyte RAM.

Computers:
IBM PC, Hewlett-Packard, DEC,
Apple, Sirius/Victor, Televideo,
Super Brain, Commodore, BBC,
Tandy, Sharp, Osborne, NEC,
Data -General, etc, etc.

Applications:
Input buffering (data collection,
telecommunications, etc.).
Output buffering (accounts/pay-
roll printing, plotting, graphics
dumps, assembly listings, word
processing, telecommunications,
etc).

Support:
We are the leading specialist
distributor of UK -designed
buffered interfaces, with a range
of products second to none in
scope, price and reliability.

A>Line Computer Systems
MICRO BUFFER DISTRIBUTORS

1 Church Farm Lane,
Willoughby Waterleys,
Leicestershire, LE8 3UD.

Peatling Magna (053 758) 486

PCW is interested in programs written in any of the
major programming languages for all home and small
business micros. When submitting programs please

include a cassette or disk version of your program, brief
but comprehensive documentation, and a listing on

plain white paper- typed if you have no printer.
Please ensure that the software itself, the

documentation and the listing are all marked with your
name, address, program title, machine (along with any
minimum requirements) and - if possible -a daytime

phone number.
All programsshould be fullydebugged and yourown

original, unpublished work.
We prefer to receive programs which adhere to the

following criteria:
1 Maximum 80 -column width; and
2 Emphasised typeface.

Please keep a copy of everything.
Programs are paid for at the rate of £50 per page of

published listing, plus a £50 bonus for the Program of
the Month. Send your contributions to Nick Walker,

PCW Programs, 62 Oxford St, London W1A 2HG.

There's a pot-pourri of utilities, games
and serious programs this month
covering a wide range of micros.
Program of the Month is chosen for
partly personal reasons - I've spent
hours designing teletext screens on the
BBC Micro and know how tedious it can
be. 'Teletext Graphics Editor' greatly
eases this process, and will be a boon to
programmers designing teletext
screens.

Dragon owners who have created an
adventure party with 'Brimstone Part
One' published last month can now
explore their first dungeon with 'Brim-
stone Part Two'. This advanced
Dungeons and Dragons -type program,
although lacking the polished finish of
commercial programs, has great puzzle
quality and game depth. Next month
there'll be another scenario - 'The
Tavern' - and details on how to create

you r own dungeons.
There's a comprehensive financial

program for the Sirius which calculates
every possible banking facility you
could want. 'Defkeys' for the Commod-
ore 64 allows the function keys to be
defined to any string, and there's 'Golf'
for the Spectrum, 'Trader' for the BBC,
'Program Editor' for the NewBrain, and
a useful 'sort at' input for the TRS-80
which is general enough to be easily
converted for other machines.

Frr
Games

Scientific/mathematic

Business

Toolkit/utilities

Educational/Computer
Aided Learning

Program of the Month

Teletext Graphics Editor
by Shane Murphy

As every BBC owner knows, it's difficult
creating a teletext screen. This is a

shame, as teletext screens are the most
economical graphics screens in terms
of memory, and teletext is a standard in
computer graphics. This program
allows the easy creation of teletext
screens via a graphicscreen editor,thus
eliminating the calculations and te-
dious PRINT statements which are
normally needed.

The program contains all the neces-
sary instructions in the form of two
'help' pages which are called from the
main menu, although a basic under-
standing of mode seven teletext
graphics will help. Inexperienced users
will havetoexperimentwith the various
options before tackling anything se-
rious. Screens can be saved to disk or
tape for future editing or incorporation
in other programs. The following notes
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PROGRAM FILE MICROMART
may help if you find yourself in trouble: of the line and may become lost. Press
1) In text mode, the cursor may some- TAB to return to text mode, and remove
times become obscured by control any excess pixels by printing spaces
codes: for example, if blue text is over them.
printed on a blue screen. 3) The line plotting option won't work
2) In line -plotting mode, the cursor unless you put graphic colour codes
doesn't look any different from the rest the left of where the line is to be plotted.

to

IOREM
_,.._

20REM TELED Teletext Graphics
30REM Editor
40REM (C) Shane Murphy 1984.
50REM Thanks to Ashley Saulsbury
60REM and Jon Cansdale.
70REM Listing from Dr. Challoner's *
BOREM Grammar School, Amcom E-net.
90REM

0 1000NERRORGOT01130 0
110HFX4,2
120.KEY1 1 "IA"
130aKEY12":8" *
140*KEY13.1C"
150HKEY14"ID"
160.HEY15.1E"

111170HKEYWHIM"
180aKEY1":!:)"
190aKEY2.1!:\"

0 200MODE7
210VDU28,0,24,39,0,23,1,0:00:0;
220PROCsetup
230CLS e
240PRINTCHRS(132)CHRI(1157)CHRt(141)CHR$(134)"TELETEXT GRAPHICS EDITOR"SPC(6).V

1.4d"

250PRINICHRS:132)CHRS(157)CHRS(141)CHRS(134)"TELETEXT GRAPHICS ED1TOR"SPC(6)"L)0 1.4d"
260PRINTCHR$(132)CHR$(157)CHRS(134)" (C) Shane Murphy I984.""
270PRINTCHRS(134)"Menu options:"'
21110PRINTCHR$(134)"(1) Edit existing screen" 0
290PRINTCHRS(134)"(2) View existing screen"
300PRINTCHR$(134)"(3) LOAD screen from disk"

0 110PRINTCHR$(134)"(4) SAVE screen to disk"
320PRINTCHRS(134)"(5) Erase screen from memory.
330PRINTCHR$(134)"(6) Shaw help pages"
340PRINTCHRS(134)"(7) Omit program"0
350PRINTCHRS(134)"(H) Execute 'star' command" 0
360PRINT'CHR$(134)"Type the option yOu require:"
370REPEAT:AY,GET:UNTILA%>4111 ANDA7.<56 ORAZ=42
380IFA%.42 THENGOT01410 0
390PRINTTAB(0,A7.-42)CHR$(133):037.=INKEY(100)
400A7.=A%-48
4100N87.805U8430,600,630,650,670,1180,690
4208070230
430*FX220,0

0 440CLS:CALL1,900
450XC%=0:VC%.01P7..255
460PROCcursor
470IFXC%>390RXC%<COTHENXCY.=0
480IFYC%>24ORYCZGOTHENYC%=0
490AZ.INKEY(0):IFAX.-ITHEN460
5001FA:4.127THEN?(XU4fYCZa40+&7C00).32:XC%:=4C%-1:0010460
510IFA7,9THENXP7.=XCV.1.2-2:VP7..(23-YCX).3,3:GOSUB700
520IFA7,13THENGOSUB780 .

530IFAZITHEN7(XC7.+YC7..415+&7C00).P%:XC7..XC%+/
540XCX.XC7.-(A5.3)+(0%.21
550Y(.%)..YC%-(0%=4).-(14%=5)
)r60ltr(A%,128ANDA%138)0R(A2>144ANDrA%16 OR(4%>139ANDA%<142)0RIA%>31ANDA%(128)

IHEW(XC7,-.YC%*404-&7C00).452:KC%=XC%+1
)Y70IFF1%<)27 1HENG010460 0
580*FX220,27
590CALL&900:RETURN
600CLS,FRINTTA8,0,111"Press any key to return to the menu,.148(0,13).And an, ,

ey to continuo
610A%..7&J)1.441&900:AFT;CALL&900
620RETURN

0 630CLS:INPUT.Filename ')..)-$)$&7700=.LOAD.."-FAS....":05=0:Y7.=&77:CALL&FFF7
640CALL&900:RETURN
650CLS:INPUT.Filen,me 7-0$:$&7100-.SAVE..,-AA.... 7C00 7FFF 801F.:X%=0:Y%=.1.77)

CALL&900:CALL.S,FTF7

660CALL&900)RETURN
670CA1.LS900:CLS:CALL&900
680RETURN
690MODE7: END
700A%=INKEY(10)
710A%=INKEY(0)
720IFAX=9THENRETURN 0
730XP%=XP%-(A%--.3)-1-(A%=2)
740YP%=YP%-(A%.5).(8%=4)
750YP%.ABS(YP%MOD75):XP%=ABS(XP%MOD78) 0
760PROCplot(XF%,YP%)
7700070710
780REPERT

0 790A7..INKEY(20)
8001FINKEY(-17)THENP%=P%E0R1
810IFINKEY(-34)THENF%=P%E0R2
820IFINKEY(-66)THENPZ.P%E0R4
8301FINKEY(-82)THENP%=P%E0R8
840IFINKEY1-98)THENPZ.P%E0R16

e 850IFINKEY1-67)THENP%=P7.E0R64
860?(XC%+YC%*40.4.7C00)=P7.
870UNTILINKEY(-74)ORINKEV(-113)
880aFX15
890RETURN
900DEFPROCsetup
910DIM S% 7
92015%.&0804020118%!4=t4010
9.30FORT%.0TO2STEP2
940P%.8.900
950EOPTT%
96OLDAE&7C:STA&71:LDAEO:STA&70,STA&72:LDAE&78:STA&73
970.L2 LOVED
980.L LDA(&70),Y:STA&75aLDA(802),Y)STA(800).,Y:LDAS.75:STA(&72),Y

0 990DEY:DNEL ,

1000LDX&73:INX:STX&73:LDX8.71:INX:STX&71:CPXE&801BNE L2
1010RTSin
1020NEXT:ENDPROC
1030DEFPROCcursor
1040FORZ%=1704.7tXC%+YC%*40+&7C00),),(XC%+-YC%*40+&7C00) EOR255eNEXT

0
1050ENDPROC

dGE GRAPHICS EXTENSION FOR dBASE II
What is dGE?

dGE is the extension to dBASE II that allows you to generate hi-resortition graphics on
screen from within dBASE programs.

dGE is a complete graphics environment specifically written to complement dBASE II.

Once the Graphics Kernel is loaded (by naming a command file from within dBASE

graphics commands can be issued at any time, effectively extending the dBASE
command set to perform a wide range of graphics functions.

With dGE you can, for the first time, generate pictures and text using the full power of

dBASE to manage your data.

DATA "MACRO" FUNCTIONS
PIE CHARTS-Optional 'exploded' segments

* BAR GRAPHS-Simple, differenced, stacked or clustered

* POLAR and 0,0 GRAPHS-Chained lines, symbols or sticks

* STATISTICS-Mean, standard -deviation and best -fit lines

PLUS
Line, fill, window, box and circle primitive routines. Multiple character sets. Dual

smtchable screens in memory. Trig functions for co-ordinate rotation. User -defined

icons. Save and restore images on disk. or print on a bit -mapped printer. 'Cr', SAY'

and IrOt GET' text commands for interactive programming. Internal library of 10
symbols and 20 shade patterns.

MS-DOS versions currently available
ACT Apricot 256K, Sinus and Victor 9000256K. IBM PC using Hercules graphics

board 128K

Coming Soon
IBM PC using ColouriGraphics board. Machines with USX graphics interlace

Price: £90
"RUN TIME" licences £20 each

All enquiries

)1
bitsper
second

9 Sudeley Terrace, Brighton BN2 11i0
Tel: (0273) 699720

Prices inc p&p, ex -VAT

BEST UK
SOFTWARE PRICES?

Buy from TriSoft Ltd., the specialist software company
formed by microcomputer consultants.
* Over 400 leading software packages (inc. Apple)
* Independent advice in making your choice
* Professional staff + network of consultants
* Most formats. All programs latest versions

SAGE ACCOUNTS £259
The new updated version (1.5) featuring many enhance-
ments at only £259 (reduced from £375). Please telephone
or write for details of all other Sage Accounting product,
and our Sage training programme.

List Our List Our
Price Price Price Price

DMS Delta 2 495 399 Infostar 295 218
Wordstar Prol. 399 275 Planstar 495 375
Symphony 550 450 Bstam 145 110
Knowledgeman 450 299 Omnis II 295 235
DR C Compiler 275 218 MS Pascal 250 199
Further discounts are available through the TriSoft
network (please enquire).

******************
4( SPECIAL OFFER -Ir
-4K -I(

: D BASE II £239******************
INTERESTED IN COMPUTER -AWED DESIGN?
As a result of our consultancy work in micro -based CAD
Systems, we are now able to offer the AUTOCAD 2D
computer -aided drafting and design system. We firmly
believe this to be the best program of its type currently
available. Price on application. AUTOCAD is an im-
mensely powerful and versatile software development -
please telephone us with respect to required hardware
configuration, digitizers and plotters supported etc.
Disks: Dysan DS/DD £25.95 (box of 10)

Sony SS (3.5") £35.95 (box of 10)

LOTUS 1 2 3 £279
now also available at our new lower price for

SIRIUS and APRICOT
All prices exclude VAT and carriage.
If you see any of these products genuinely advertised at a
lower price we will improve upon that offer in most cases.
Please phone or write for our comprehensive price list.

?BIZ SOPIP &VD
INDEPENDENT MAIL ORDER DISTRIBUTORS

OF QUALITY SOFTWARE
Castle House, Lea, Matlock

Derbyshire DE4 5GL
Tel: 062 984 383/719
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MICROMART PROGRAM FILE

256 COLOURS FOR YOUR BBC MICRO!!
The Colour Expander is probably the most exciting and useful
peripheral you could ever get for your BBC Model B. It
replaces the eight boring colours on the BBC with a selection
of eight from 256. Every colour you could ever want is there:
silvery greys, shades of brown, pinks, golds, subtle aquamar-
ines, warm oranges , . . Everything.
Applications are almost unlimited. The most spectacular
computer art is possible, 3D graphics using true shading
techniques, fabulous games, business graphics enhancement,
education etc.
The Colour Expander is a unique device which will make all
the difference to your BBC graphics. It is compatible with
most RGB monitors and is extremely easy to use. A software
cassette with demonstration and utility programs is included.
The Colour Expander costs a mere £85 + (VAT + P&P) =
£99.75. Send an SAE for more details if required. The Colour
Expander is also available as a module for OEM and scientific
use.

5 INCH PORTABLE MONITOR
The famous Hiltec portable monitor with 5" monochrome
CRT is ideal for computing on the move, portable business
computing, home and professional video or any application
where a really compact, lightweight, low power monitor is
needed. It measures just 180mm x 105mm x 230mm and
will run off mains or from batteries in its integral battery
compartment. This unique product costs just £92 + (VAT +
P&P) = £108.60.

Both of these amazing, unique products are available only from

HILTEC ELECTRONICS LTD
7 Airlie Gardens, Campden Hill Road, London W8 7AJ

Tel: 01-727 5956 or 07987-316

QLUTILITIE S

4 programs on microdrive for
Sinclair QL to prevent DIRec-
tory overflowing the screen,
provide single key LOADing or
DELETion of files, repeat FOR-
MATing of cartridges and back-
up COPYing of whole or part of
any cartridges. "A verify prog-
ram is unnecessary - QDOS
does this automatically". £10.
From

WD SOFTWARE
Hill Top, St Mary, Jersey, C.I.

Tel: (0534) 81392

REPAIRS & SERVICE

* COMPUTERS (Business & Personal)

* DISC DRIVES (51/4" x 8")
* WINCHESTERS
* MONITORS

* VDUs
* PRINTERS
* MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

* Fixed repair charges

* 3 months warranty on repaired part
* 48 hour service for disk drive alignment

A.N. ELECTRONIC & COMPUTER
SERVICES LTD

130B North Lane, Aldershot, Hants
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 25608

1060DEFPROCp1ot(X%,Y%)
1070LOCALC%,A%
1080VDU31,X% DIV2+1,24-Y7. DIV3
1090C%=87.7(107. AND1J+(2-Y7. MOD3).2)
1100A%=135
1110VDU (USR&FFF4 AND&FF00) DIN256 ORC% OR128
1120ENDPROC
1130IFERR=17 THENGOT0230
1140PRINT.Read / Write error..:REPORT:PRINT'"Ignore error or Abort program (I/A

) 7.;
1150REPEAT:AX.GET:UNTILA%=73 ORA/...65
1160IFA%.65 THENEND
11706070230
1104S;PRINTCHR$(132)CHR$(157)CHR$(141)CHR$(134).TELETEXT GRAPHICS EDITOR HELP

1190PRINTCHR$(132)CHR$(157)CHRI(141)CHR$(134).TELETEXT GRAPHICS EDITOR HELP FAG

PS.
1200FRINl'CHR$(134).Move cursorA.:CHR$(130). Use the arrowed cursor keys.
1210FPINT'CHR$(134),Insert a colour control code.'CHR$(130). <SHIFT> plus funct
ion key 'n' gives.'CHR$(130). text colour
1220PRINTCHR$(130). :CTRL) plus function key '0' gives."CHR$(130). graphics co

1230PRINT-CHRS(134)"Define a group of six pixels ( one-CHR$(134). character )

;.'CHRS(130). <RETURN> to enter and leave the pixel..CHRS(130).editor,.
1240PRINTCHR$(130)" O,W,A,S,Z, and X to toggle the pixels.'CHp$(130)" on and of

1250PRINTCHRS(134).Plot the currently defined pixel group;.CHRS(130). Fress :.CD
PY..
1260PRINT'CHRS(134).Piot any alphanumeric character).'CHR$(130). Type it in dir

ectly from the keyboard."
1270PRINTTAB(0,24)CHRS(132)CHR$(157)CHR$(134).PRESS ANY KEY FOR THE NEXT PAGE..

1280A7,GET
1290CLS;PRINTCHR$(132)CHR$(157)CHR$(141)CHRS(134).TELETEXT GRAPHICS EDITOR HELP

PAGE"
1300PRINTCHR$(132)CHR$(157)CHR$(141)CHRI.(1.34).TELETEXT GRAPHICS EDITOR HELP FAG

1310FPINT'CHR$(134).Plot a linei.'CHR$(130). Press <TAB> to enter and leave the
''CHRt(130)" line plotter,.
1320PRINTCHR$(130). Arrow keys to draw a line.
1330PRINT'CHR$(134),Insert a new background' character).'CHAS(130). Fress func-

tion key 1..
1340PRINTLCHR$(134),Insert a 'biac background' character)-CHR3(130). Press fu

notion key 2."
1350PRINT-CHR.1(134)"Insert a 'double height' character).'CHR$(130)" Press funct
n key O."
1360PRINT'CHR$(134).Save screen to memory and return to-CHRS(134). the menu
not whilst plotting a line.CHRS(134). or editing pixels )).
1370PRINTCHR$(130). Press <ESCAPE)...
1380PRINTIA6(0,24)CHRS(132)CHR*(157)CHR$(134).FPESS ANY KEY TO RETURN TO THE ME

NU..;
1390A%eGET
14000OT0230
1410CLS:INPUT...A$:$&7700en$)X7,0;Y7.=&77)CALLE&FF7
1420PRINT-Press any key to return to the menu....;;P7eGET:GOT0230

Financial Calculations
by Jim McCartney

'Financial Calculations' is a program of
loan, investment and savings calcula-
tions for the Sirius. It's written in
Microsoft Basic and should run on any
machine that uses this version of Basic.

The program is comprehensive, easy
to use and will be of interest to those
contemplating loans, investments,
mortgages and life insurance. The full
range of available calculations is as
follows:

1) Future value of a single invest-
ment.
2) Present value of a future sum.
3) Future value of regular deposits.
4) Regular deposits needed to give

future sum.
5) Investment needed to provide reg-

ular withdrawals.

6) Regular withdrawals from an in-
vestment.
7) Investment needed for inflating

withdrawals.
8) Inflating withdrawals from an in-

vestment.
9) Loan secured by regular payment.

10) Regular payment on a loan.
1 1 ) Mortgage secured by monthly pay-
ments.
12) Monthly payments on a mortgage.

Unusual features are: allowance for
inflation; and allowances for front-end
management fees by investment man-
agers. One word of warning: if you'd
rather not know how much you're really
paying, don't try the program - it can
be upsetting.

00
,02

104
106'00000000##00000000#000000####00#00000000#0######0000000

'**********************************0000*****************
CALC.BAS program for various financial calculations *

By Jim McCartney September 1984

110 ON ERROR GOTO 60000
120 SOTO 20000

200 '**************** UTILITY SUBROUTINES
290
300

VX=V7.1,1%)+LN%: H%=H%(.1%)
PRINT FNC*(V%,H%);: RETURN 'position curs

310 MV. (74-LEN(M$))/2: MS.SPACES(M%) + M$ + SPACE$M):

320
PRINT ES.Y8E.RVSMSNOSHM$: RETURN
PRINT ES.Y8!.SPACES(78)HMS:: Mg."": RETURN

'message
'clear it

330 GOSUB 310: FOR J=1 TO 1500: NEXT: GOSUB 320: RETURN
'message, pause and clear

400 DP% = DP% WM
405 QC = VAL(0$):

IF OE <> 0 THEN TP = 10.'DP%:

230 PC W



PROGRAM FILE
Qf = FIX(Qf * TP +.5)/TP + RUf:
0$ = MIDS(STRS(00,2)

ELSE 0$ = "0"
410 P7. = INSTR(OS,"."):

IF P%=0 THEN QS . 0$ + .." + ZS: GOTO 410
ELSE D% . LEN(08) - F'S:
IF DY. < DP% THEN QS = QS + Z$: GOTO 410

420 IF DY. > DPY. THEN IF DP% THEN 0$ = LEFT$(0$,P%+DP%)
ELSE Of = LEFTS(08,P%-1)

430 IF Of < 0 THEN QS = "-.+0$
440 IF LEN(QS) < L%(J%) THEN QS = SPACES(L%(J%)LEN(01))+0$ 6
450 RETURN

'sub to return a numeric string rounded and justified on decimal

500PRINT HM$CDSCD$CD$CDSSCSSPC(15)MUS(MUM
505 PRINT SPC(15)STRINGS(LEN(MUS(MU%)),45)
71C, FOR J%=0 TO EF7..

IF (MU%=3 OR MU%=4) AND J%.5 THEN J%=6
515 IF J%=3 THEN PRINT FNCS(VMJ%),16)PRS(J5)PXS(MU%)

ELSE PRINT FNCS(V%(J%),16)PRS(J%)
520 NEXT J%
525 PRINT FNCS(20,16)ANS(MUM
530 - IF MUX=7 OR MU%=8 THEN PRINT FNC$(21,16)

"'Value' means real value, allowing for inflation" 0
535 IF MU%=11 OR MU%=12 THEN PRINT FNCS(21,7)

"This calculation assumes that interest ias added annually in advance."
540 PRINT FNCS(23,28).ALT-E Exit to MENU"HM$
545 RETURN

'program section titles, prompts and annotations

0
600 PRINT USING FNC$(20,48)+"EEEffEff,.fE".AE
610 PRINT FNCS(23,20)"ALT-E Exit to Menu ALT -P to Print"HMI: RETURN

'print answer I. prompts

700 LPRINT,MUS(MUM: 0
LPRINT,STRINGS(LEN(MUS(MU%)),45):
LPRINT

710 FOR J%=0 TO EFX
720 IF (MU%=3 OR MUX=4) AND J%=5 THEN J%=7
730 IF J%=0 AND INS(J%)."" THEN J%=1
740 IF J%=3 THEN LPRINT USING PFISiPRS(J%):PX1I(MU%);VAL(TN8(J%0):0 GOTO 770 0
745 IF J7.=4 THEN LPRINT USING PF48.PRS(J%).VAL(IN$(3%)). GOTO 770
750 IF J7.=7 THEN LPRINT USING PF3S.VAL(INS(6))iVAL(INS(7)).

GOTO 770
760 LPRINT USING FF28:PRS(J%):VAL(INS(J%))
770 NEXT J%
780 FOR J%=EF% TO 5: LPRINT: LPRINT: NEXT:

LPRINT USING PF2S.ANS(MUM.AE:
LPRINT FFS. RETURN
'printout procedures

800 IF FE = If THEN Plf = NYE: GOTO 820
810 OE = F£/I£: PlE . (QE^NYE-1)/(0E-1) 0
820 P2E = (FEAIYE-1)/(FE-1): P3E = IC'NYC
830 Alf = RE/(1E-1)*(1-1/P3E+(FC-1)/P3E*(P3E*PIE-P2f))
840 RETURN 'investment for inflating withdrawals

1000 '**************** INPUT SUBROUTINE 0
1010 J% = SF%. X%=0
1020 WHILE J% <= EF% AND X% = 0 ________ _>>>>> » >>.,»).

illo

1030 0% = 27
1040 WHILE 07. <5 13 AND X% = 0
1050 IF 0% = 27 THEN GOSUB 290:

LX = 0: P% = 0:
VP = VARPTR(A$):
PK = PEEK(VP+1) + 256 * PEE (VP+2)

1060 0% = ASC(INPUTS(1)): IF 0% > 31 THEN 1130
1070 IF 0% = 13 AND LX = 0 THEN Q$ = I8$(0%)

0
1080 IF 0% = 27 AND LX = 0 AND Ji 5 SF% THEN J% = J% - 1

1090 IF Q% = 5 AND LX = 0 THEN X% = 0%
1095 IF 0% = 16 AND LX = 0 AND J% = 0 THEN X% = 07.: GOSUB 700
1100 IF Q% = 8 AND P% > 0 THEN P% = P% - 1: PRINT ES"D";
1110 IF 0% = 9 AND P% < L% THEN P% = P5 +I: PRINT ES"C".
1120 GOTO 1150
1130 IF 0% 5 96 THEN 0% = 0% - 32 'u. case only
1140 IF LX < L%(J%) OR P% < L%(J%) THEN

PRINT CHRS(Q%)::
POKE PK + PS, OX:
P% = P% + 1:
IF L% < P% THEN LX = P%

1150 WEND
1160 IF XX THEN 2100
1170 IF LX 5 0 THEN OS = LEFTIMLEFTS(AS,L%) + BL$),L%(J%)) 0

1200 IF J% . 0 AND VAL(0$) = 0 THEN INS(..17.) . '

GOSUB 290: PRINT" ":

GOTO 2030
'skip APR 0

1210 IF J% = 3 AND VAL(0$) 5 99999.99 THEN DPX.0: GOSUB 405
ELSE GOSUB 400

'round & justify figures
1220 IF OE < LLE(J%) OR Qf > ULE(J%) THEN 1900 ELSE 2000

.

'validate

00
1900 MS = WNS(J%). GOSUB 310; GOTO 2100 'invalid

2000 GOSUB 320: GOSUB 290: PRINT 0$:: 'NS(J%) . QS 0
2010 IF J% = 0 THEN J% = 1:

QS = STRS(C% * FNI(VAL(DS),(1/12))).
GOSUB 400: 0
INS(J%) = RIGHTS(BLS + CIS,L%(J%)).
GOSUB 290s PRINT INS(J%):

'calc APR from monthly, print & skip entry.
41° 2020 IF (MU%=3 OR MUX=4) AND J%=4 THEN J5=5

2030 J% = J% + 1

2100 WEND : RETURN '<<<<<<<<<<<<<---.= _===-=== 00

20000 '***************** DATA DIVISION ********************
20010 ES.CHRS(27)7 CLS=E$+"E": Ht.W.E$+.H.: RVS.E$+"p": NOS.E$+"q".

'escape, clear, home, reverse, normal
20020 BES=CHRS(7): HIS=E$+"(": LOS=ES+")". CDS.E$+"8": CHII.E$+"+".

'bell, bright, dim, cur down, clear bright 0

MICROMART

STOCK CLEARANCE

SALE
EX -DEMONSTRATION
EQUIPMENT
SIRIUS Twin Floppy 384k RAM

£1,700
SANYO MBC 555 £600
With Free software
SHARP MZ3541 Twin Floppy, 128k
RAM, CP/M, choice of two from £900
BBC Model Bs from £200
BBC B + Torch Z80 Pack £800
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS EDMP
40 A3/A4 Plotter £600
BROTHER HR15 Printer with
Keyboard £400

NEW EQUIPMENT
BBC Model B £320
ACORN Electron £150
ELECTRON + One Interface £32
TORCH Disk Pack £620
SHARP PC1500 Pocket Computer
With Plotter/Cassette Interface £70

SOFTWARE & BOOKS
50% Off all software and books for
BBC, Electron, Spectrum.

Send SAE for list with details of all the
above offers.

WEST COAST
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

47 KYLE STREET, AYR
Tel: 0292 285082

All offers available while stocks last. Prices
exclusive of VAT. P&P £10 per item.

THE CRACKER -
* Find out why this is the best spreadsheet
CP/M Z80 PC -DOS
CP/M 86 MS-DOS

£100 + £2 P&P + VAT
TRANSLATOR -
Z80 to 8086/88

* Single pass
* Will handle very large files
CP/M Z80 PC -DOS
CP/M 86 MS-DOS

£80 + VAT
DISASSEMBLER - Z80

* Dissassembler - 8088/86
* Disk based
* Labelling
* Cross-reference table
* Data areas ready for re -assembly
* Will cope with large programs
* Also 8080/8085 to Z80 opcodes

CP/M Z80 £60 -I- VAT
CP/M 86, PCDOS, MSDOS,

£80 + VAT
Software Technology

Limited
PO BOX 724, BIRMINGHAM B15 3HQ

TEL: 021 454 3330

PCW 231
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New Brain
Model AD, Special Purchase

0 440:4401'.
,d011100,..401111 4011'owqrF' 0. 0

only £149.95

Just arrived and now in stock:-
 Disk Controller £139
 Expansion Interface 96k £229
 Disk Drives. Full range from £145
 Large and small Power Supply Units
 Eprom boxes £49.50
 Special matched housing unit holds New
Brain, disk controller and expansion interfaces,
enhances the look of the whole system.
 Specially chosen tape recorder for the New
Brain, superbly reliable £24.75
 CP/M manual including licence £39.50

WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE OF
CP/M AND CASSETTE -BASED
NEW BRAIN PROGRAMS,
INCLUDING:-
* Financial spreadsheet
* Database
* Word Processing and many more

Send large SAE for the full price list.
Please add VAT to the above prices

ELSTREE COMPUTER
CENTRE

Elstree Aerodrome, Elstree, Herts
WD6 3AW mm=

VISA
Tel: 01-953 9021 =mom

COMMODORE
2001.3000
4000.8000

We have the world's largest selection of software for
the PET/CBM range. We supply to schools, universi-
ties, large and small companies, government depart-
ments, and of course home users.
We also manufacture add-on boards and plug-in chips
that can make your computer more powerful - the
most popular add-ons are our high resolution graphics
boards which give your PET better resolution than an
Apple!
IF YOU OWN OR USE A PET/CBM COMPUTER WRITE
OR PHONE FOR A FREE CATALOGUE. By the way, we
also offer software for the Commodore 64.

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road, VVealdstone,

Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 7SJ
Telephone: 01-861 1166

20010 NCS=ES,"x5": COS=ES+"V5":DLS=E$+"L": SCS=ES+"J": CPS.ES+"A.:
'curs off, curs on, del line, clear down, curs up

20035 PRINT Ef"xl"
20040 DEF FNR(X) = INT(X*C%+.5)/C% 'round to 2 places

20050 DEF. FNI(X,Y) . EXPULOG(X/C%+1))/Y)-1 'calc APR from periodic

20055 DEF FNCS(V,H) = ES + "Y" + CHRS(V + LN% + 31) + CHRS(H + 31)
'position cursor

20060 Z$ = "000000.: C%=100: RUf=1E-08
20070 DIM .1%,K%,N%,M,V%,H%,LN%,E1%,P%,DP7.,L%,VP7.,D%,X%
20080 DIM 0$,MS,T,TP,PK,VP,If,YE,Pf,Af,QE,Ff,P1f,P2E,P3f,NYE,Rf,

NE,Q,Jf,JME,NPE,A1E,A2f,Ef
20090 AS=STRING$(20,32)+""
20100 BLS=SPACE$(20)
20110 FFS=CHR$(12): LFS=CHRS(10) 'form feed & line feed for printer

20120 PF1S.LFS+SPACE$(14)+"\ \\ \ Efffffff,.ff"

20130 PF2S=LFS+SPACES(14)+"\ \ ££££££££,.CC"

20140 PF3S=LF$+SPACES(14)+"Management fee fff.ff % on first CC deposits"

20145 PF4S=LFe+SPACE$(14)+"\ ff"

20150 SF% = 0: EF% = 0
21000 DIM MUS(12), PX$(12), AN$(12)
21010 DIM L%(7),V%(7),H%(7),LLE(7),ULE(7),DP7..(7),WN$(7),INS(7),PR$(7)

22000 DATA "Future value of Single Investment",
"Present Value of a Future Sum",
"Future Value of Regular Deposits",
"Regular Deposits needed to give Future Sum",
"Investment needed to provide Regular' Withdrawals"

22010 DATA "Regular Withdrawal from an Investment",
"Investment needed for Inflating Withdrawals",
"Inflating Withdrawals from an Investment",
"Loan secured by Regular Payment",
"Regular Payment on a Loan"

22015 DATA "Mortgage secured by Monthly Payments",
"Monthly Payments on a Mortgage"

22018 FOR J%.1 TO 12: READ MOS(J%): NEXT

22020 DATA "Monthly Interest Rate %", "True Interest Rate (APR) %",

"Term in years","Amount of ","Number per annum",
"Annual Inflation Rate %",
"Management fee % on first deposits"

22025 FOR .1%.0 TO 6 : READ PR$137.): NEXT

DATA 22030

"investment C",
"future sum f",
"regular deposit E",
"future value f",
"regular withdrawal f",
"investment f",
"withdrawal value E",
"investment E.,
"regular payment E",
"loan f"

0

22035 DATA
"monthly payment f",
"mortgage f"

22037 FOR J%=1 TO 12: READ PX$(J%): NEXT
0

22040 DATA "Future Value is","Present Value is","Future Value is",
"Regular Deposit is","Investment needed is.,"Regular Withdrawals are"

22050 DATA "Investment Needed is","Value of withdrawals is",
"Amount of loan is",.Regular Payments are",
"Mortgage is","Mortgage Payments are"

22060 FOR J%=1 TO 12: READ AN$(J%): NEXT

22100 '********* INPUT DATA
22110 DATA 5,8,54,.099.20.1.2."Must be 0.1 to 207."
22120 DATA 6,10,53,.249,99.99,2,.Must be 0.25 to 99%"
22130 DATA 6,12,53,0,99.99,2,"Must be 0 to 99 years"
22140 DATA 11,14,48,.009,99999999.99,2,"Must be £0.01 to £99,999,999"
22150 DATA 2,16,57,.99,99.9,0,"Must be I to 99 per annum-.
22160 DATA 5,18,54,.249,99.99,2,"Must be .25 to 99%.
22170 DATA 5,18,31,0,100.1,2,"Must be 0 to 100"
22180 DATA 2,18,49,0,99.-9,0,.Must be 0 to 99"
23000 FOR J%=0 TO 7 : READ L%(J%),V7.(..1%),H%(.1%),LLE(J%),ULE(J%),

DP%(J%),WNS(J%): NEXT

25000 '******************** MENU
25010 GOSUB 320: PRINT HM$
25020 PRINT CL$5PC(15)RVIS" Financial Calculation Program .NOS
25030 PRINT CD$SPC(30)RVS" By Jim McCartney "NOS
25040 PRINT CDSCDSSPC(30).Calculations Menu.CDS
25050 FOR MU%=I TO 12: PRINT USING SPACES(14)+"E£ &";MU%;MUS(MUM:NEXT
25060 PRINT SPACES(14)"13 Notes on Interest Calculations

,,,.

'''

25070 PRINT SPACE$(14).14 INSTRUCTIONS
25080 PRINT CD$SPC(13).Please key your option and press <RETURN>.; 0
25090 INPUT. ",O$
25100 MU%=VAL(OS): IF MU%<1 OR MU%>14 THEN MS="Enter 1 to 14 please !":

0 GOSUB 330: GOTO 25010
25110 ON MU7. GOTO 30010.31010,32010,33010,34010,35010,36010,37010,38010,

39010,40010,41010,42010
25120 PRINT CL$CD$CDS"You have the option of entering monthly interest rates o
r annual (APR) rates
25130 FRINT"of interest. If you enter monthly rates, the APR will be calculate
d and shown.
25140 PRINT"If you enter 0 or a blank for monthly rates, you will then be able
to enter APR

25150 PRINT.directly.
25155 PRINT"Any values entered are carried over into any following calc,iation
s, and may be
25157 PRINT"re-used by pressing RETURN.
25160 PRINT CDS.Cursor Controls:
25170 PRINT.RETURN to finish an entry or to accept existing value
25180 PRINT"ESC to skip back an entry
25190 PRINT.BACKSPACE (left arrow) to backspace within an entry 0
25200 PRINT"TAB (right arrow) to move forward again within an entry
25210 PRINT CDS"Program Controls:
25220 FRINT"ALT-E to return to Menu 0
25230 PRINT.ALT-P to print existing calculation - but only if cursor is on the
first line

25240 PRINT"ALT-C to finish.
25250 PRINT"Since there is are no disk files, you can switch off any time.
25260 PRINT CDS;:INPUT. Press <RETURN> for MENU ",01.
25270 GOTO 25010
30000 '4,8**SWIS****** Future value of investment
30010 EF%=3: GOSUB 500
'30020 GOSUB 1010: IF X%=5 THEN 25010
314c30 If = VAL(IN$(1))/C% +1: YE = VAL(1N$(2)): FT . VAL(INS(3))

.. .
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PROGRAM FILE
30040 RE = PE*IE'Yf
30050 GOSUB 600: GOTO 30020

31000 '*************** Investment for future value

0

31010 EF=3: GOSUB 500.
w 01020 GOSUB 1010: IF X%=5 THEN 25010 0

7100 If = VAL(INS(1))/C% + 1: YE = VAL(IN$(2)): PE = VAL(INS(3))
31040 Af = PE/I£-'YE
31050 GOSUB 600: COTO 31020 0

32000 '*************** Future value of regular deposits
32010 EF7.=6: GOSUB 500: EF%.7
32020 GOSUB 1010: IF X%=5 THEN 25010
32030 NE . VAL(INS(4)): Q = VAL(INS(1)): JE . FNI(0,NE): yf = VAL:INS:2i):

RE = VAL(IN$(3)): JME = JE - FNI(VAL(INS(6)).NE): NPE = VAL(INS(7))
32040 Alf . RE*((l+JME)'NPE-1)/JME:

Alf = A1E*(1+JME)'(NE*YE-NPE):
A2E = RE*((1+JE),(NE*YE-NPE)-.1)/JE:
RE = Alf + A2f

32050 GURUS 3,00: GOTO 32020 0

33000 '*************** Regular deposit for future value
33010 EF7.6: GOSUB 500: EF7.=7
33020 GOSUB 1010: IF X%=5 THEN 25010
33030 NE = VAL(INS(4)): 0 = VAL(IN$(1)): JE = FNI(0,NE): YE = VAL(INS(2)):

RE = VAL(INS(3)); dME . JE - FNI(VAL(INS(6)),NE): NFT = VAL(INS(7))
33040 Alf ..((1+JME)IPE-1)/JME:

Alf . Alf*(1+jME)''(Blf*YE-NPf): 0
A2f . ((1+JE)'(NE*YE-NPf)-1)/Jf:
Af . R£/(A1£ + A2E)

19 30050 GOSUB 600: GOTO 33020

34000 '*************** Investment for regular withdrawals
34010 EF%=4: GOSUB 500
34020 GOSUB 1010: IF X%=5 THEN 25010 0
34030 NE = VAL(IN$(4)): 0 = VAL(INS(1)): JE = FNI(Q,NE): YE = VAL(INS(2)):

RE = VAL(IN$(3))
34040 AE = RE/JE*(1-1/((1+JE)'(NE*YE)))
34050 GOSUB 600: GOTO 34020

35000 '*************** Regular withdrawals from an investment
35010 EF%=4: GOSUB 500

w 35020 GOSUB 1010: IF X%=5 THEN 25010
35030 NE = VAL(INS(4)): 0 = VAL(INS(1)): Jf = FNI(0,NC): YE = VAL(INS(2)):

RE . VAL(INS(3))
35040 AE = RE*(JE/((1+0E)(NE*YE)-1)+JE)
35050 GOSUB 600: GOTO 35020

36000 '***********ti** Investment for inflating withdrawals
36010 EF%=5: GOSUB 500
36020 DOSUB 1010: IF 9%.5 THEN 25010
36030 NE = VAL(INS(4)): 0 . VAL(INS(1)): It = FNI(0,NE)+1: YE = VAL(INS(2)):

RE = VAL(IN$(3)): 0 = VAL(INS(5)): FE . FNI(0,NE)+1: NYE .NE*YE
36040 GOSUB 800
36050 GOSUB 600: GOTO 36020

37000 '*************** Inflating withdrawals from investment
37010 EF%=5: GOSUB 500
37020 GOSUB 1010: IF X%=5 THEN 25010
37030 NE = VAL(INS(4)): 0 = VAL(INS(1)): It = FN1(0,NE)+1: YE . VAL(INS(2)):

CE = VAL(INS(3)): 0 = VAL(INS(5)): FE = FNI(0,NE)+1: NYE =NE*YE
37040 RE . 1: GOSUB 800: AE.CE/AE
37050 GOSUB 600: GOTO 37020

38000 '*************** Loan secured by regul payment
38010 GOTO 34010 e

39000 '*************** Regular payment on a loan
39010 GOTO 35010

0
40000 .*************** Mortgage secured by monthly payment 0
40010 EF7.=3: GOSUB 500
40020 GOSUB 1010: IF X%=5 THEN 25010

W 40030 JE = VAL(INS(1))/C%: YE . VAL(INS(2)): RE = VAL(IN$(3))*12
40040 AE . RE/JE*(1-1/((1+JE)'YE))
40050 GOSUB 600: GOTO 40020

41000 '*************** Monthly mortgage payments
41010 EF%=3: GOSUB 500
41020 GURUS 1010: IF X%=5 THEN 25010

w
41030 JE = VAL(INS(1))/C7,: YE . VAL(INS(2)): RE . VAL(INS(3))
41040 RE = RE*(JE/((1+JE)'YE-1)+JE)/12
41050 GOSUB 600: GOTO 41020

0

42000 '*************** Notes
42010 PRINT CLSCD$CD$CD$CDS"APR is used for- calculation throughout, e cept in
Mortgage payments.
42020 PRINT "This means, for example, that if the monthly interest is quoted a
s 1%,

42030 PRINT "the Annual Percentage Rate is not 12%, but a rather larger figure
0

42040 PRINT CDS"Calculations assume that interest is adjusted at the time c: e
ach transaction,
42050 . PRINT "so that if you make monthly payments or withdrawals, the interest
calculation

42060 PRINT "takes full account of these. This is not usually the case for Mor
tgages,
42070 PRINT "which have interest charged one year in advance, whereas repaymen

.

is

MICROMART

PASCAL COMPILERS

We can advise which is the best
Pascal for your needs. Our wide range
includes the remarkable TURBO Pascal.

8-bit Nevada Pascal (JRT4) £ 35
Turbo Pascal v2.0 £ 45
Pascal/M14 £105
Pro Pascal £200

16-bit Utah Pascal (JRT) £ 35
Turbo Pascal v2.0 £ 45
NS Pascal £100
SBB Personal £105
Practical Pascal £145
Pro Pascal £290
SBB Professional £315
Pascal/MT+86 £380

Prices include delivery, but not VAT.

For more information call us.

P t NI AkTTER
yq ,icow AshLD',.- Devon T013 70F I

TEL. (0364)5309

Every computer needs

VI IM I I &,I-II-1Ii,./A II
I _am the leader..

For ZX81 cR...
SPECTRUM

SPEECH
BBC *tt SYNTHESIS
TRU:4
APPLE

__,-.1."..
NASCOM

,

VIC PET64 SYSTEMS
(Please state) L.

r39
NEW! PITCH
EXCLUSIVE' CONTROL

,
payTAP474.,

CHATTERBOX II T can say anything!
Genuine phoneme synthesis - not just recorded
speech - hence unlimited vocabulary.
Programmable pitch for more natural intonation
(exclusive to Wm Stuart Systems)- solid tone
cabinet for quality sound - integral beep -music
amplifier. PLUS expansion socket for BIG EARS
voice recognition system. Full instructions
technical notes and software supplied with this
outstanding educational unit.
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

As seen on BBC TV "Computer Programme"

*BIG EARS* s,...,°9, ,0,.
SPEECH
INPUT
FOR ANY SPEECH Moonily'
COMPUTER
Hugely successful Speech Regnmon System
complete with microphone software and full
instructions ONLY £49
BUILT TESTED & GUARANTEED
PLEASE STATE COMPUTER uKtt of
SPECTRUM. ATOM. NASCOM2 Vic 20. Micron.

ZX80 81 PET TAS80 MZBOK APPLE II BBC MICRO. CBM 64

Z X81/SPECTRUp
MUSK SYNTHESISER
- LINE CONTROL

NEW
VIBRATO
CONTROL

Play 3 -pan music. sound effects drums etc Full
control of attack. decay and frequency
Input Output lines provide control and monitor
facility for Home Security. Robot Control. Model
Railway etc etc Works with or without 16K RAM

Full instructions software inouded
AMAZING VALUEAdd keyboard to make a live performance

AT ONLYpolyphonic synthesiser'
Note up to 3 units can be used simultaneously £19.50 ikiT)
giving 9 music channels 8. 4810 lines 025.50 (BUILT)

THE COMPOSER
s,n,..s.. /Opp.<
Programme
Enter 4 play 3 parr narmony
incr... barnonsvauons
ISPecirvn ZnI,recorrrerancree C7

TALKING HANGMAN
For Cualtergo,
Toe vass, game

laP'rs s octorns Ail
awn a Pry roc e. a
accornpan)mant ,SPeCrr,-. ce

ZNARP/DRUMSE0
..0^IIP9 PYtPes.Per

Pemonstrapons Generales
.110,31.0 SOOLlenCeS dr.
pia,

lion

keytroara Some
we. ecis (Spectrum,

--=
.-.--r+--

E6

CHROMACODE,T,TTT
Can you Peruse me comp oycanyon

sacra)
camoaon Delo,e Irma, WS
out, MP) Cnagerporr .once
ourp,SpecPurn1

COLOUR MODULATOR Ka£16
RGB(n. PAL UHF out MI 'or 2X, BUILT £22

Please add VAT at t 5% to prices.
Balder Access orders accepted by telephone

All enquiries
S.A.E. please

WILLIAM st,-.Yr,000,-"u" 01.1.
STUART LrrrusL opz AIL
SYSTEMS Ltd Tel 098 064 235
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NO GIMMICKS!
NO WAFFLE!
SIMPLY THE
BEST PRICE!

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL PACK

=gnaw limin A
swim= no %UM MID Personal
aimp 4m1 Me Was Um4, wp Mmo ,n, ComputerSim  4,
£299

VER. 3.40
The latest version!

= ACT
SIITUS

119

1101, 111.1 a

SAMPLE PRICES
ON SOFTWARE

OVERSEAS AND TRADE
ENQUIRIES WELCOME

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL PACK VER. 3.3.... £299
SUPERCALC 2/3 £135/£209
d BASE 2 £299
d BASE 3/FRAMEWORK £349
OPEN ACCESS £353
MULTIMATE V3.2 (UK) £259
LOTUS 1-2-3 £295
SYMPHONY £440
R BASE 4000 £255
FILE VISION £139
TK SOLVER £239
KNOWLEDGE MANAGER £325
FRIDAY! £159

By popular demand we are able to supply business,
educational and recreational software at DISCOUNT
PRICES for the following machines: Apple, Atari, BBC,
Commodore, Vic 20, DEC Rainbow, IBM, ICL, Epson,
Sinclair, Sirius, Spectrum, Texas, TRS 80, CPM 51/4 or 8

inch.
Please send SAE for full list

NEW PRODUCTS FOR IBM PC
SPOTLIGHT £89
DESQ TBA
PLEASE £249
ELECTRIC DESK £225
CONCURRENT PC DOS £189
STARLINK MULTIUSER £1395
GRAPH IX PARTNER (everyone must have one)... £99
PROKEY (and one of these too) £89
FORTRAN -77 £219
GSX £219
Demo disks and literature are available for many of
these products.

University, College and Public Authority orders
welcome.

All prices plus VAT in UK. Phone your Access or
Barclaycard number for immediate despatch (software
sent post free by recorded delivery)
Send any other ad to us and we'll beat the price.

Photographic & Optical
Services Ltd

129-137 STANLEY ROAD
TEDDINGTON, MIDDX.

Tel: 01-977 3498
Now open

6 days a week!

Answering machine after business hours.
Offers subject to availability.
Telephone first to reserve.

Telex No. 885463 (Photo G)

PROGRAM FILE
42080 PRINT "are made monthly. The Mortgage calculation takes account of this.
42090 PRINT 20$"In the calculation of withdrawals from a fund, it is assumed t
hat one time
42100 PRINT "period elapses between the deposit and the first withdrawal.
42110 PRINT CD$;:INPUT" Press <RETURN). for MENU ".05

42120 GOTO 25010

60000 ,******************** ERROR TRAP
60040 IF ERR.6 OR ERR=11 THEN

MS="Sorry -can't calculate this ' Try different figures.".
GOSUB 330( RESUME 25010

60050 M$="ERROR MESSAGE: ERROR"1-STR$(ERR)+" AT LINE",STRS(ERL)
60060 GOGUE 310: PRINT HM$: END

Investment needed for

Inflating Withdrawals

Monthly Interest Rate 7.

True Interest Rate (APR) %

Term in years

Amount of withdrawal value

Number per annum

Annual Inflation Rate %

Investment Needed is

0.80

10.03

15.00

£ 100.00

12

5.00

Regular Deposits needed

to give Future Sum

True Interest Rate (APR) 3.

Term in years

Amount of futtlre value

Number per annum

Management fee

3.50 % on first 24 deposits

12.908.94 Regular Deposit is

11.00 
10.00

£ (3,000.00 414

66.88

Space Trader
by Sam Redfern

In this BBC program, you must make as
much profit as possible by trading in
space.

There are four things to take care of:
1) Nine different trading items.
2) Six different planet types.
3) The upkeep of your spaceship.
4) Unexpected encounters.
1 Trading items The nine trading items
are steel, food, farm machinery, com-
puters, gems, gold, silver, sugar (illeg-
al) and other machinery. You'll gradual-
ly get to know the reasonable buying
and selling prices of each item.
2 Planet types The six different planet
types are:
a) High population, industrial.
b) Low population, agricultural (no
fuel or spaceships for sale).
c) Low population, industrial.
d) High population, agricultural.
e) Low population, mining (no fuel or
spaceships for sale).
f) High population, mining.

Some useful trade links can be used:
for example, buying gems, gold and
silver cheaply from a mining planet,
and selling them at a large profit to an
industrial planet.
3 Spaceships There are six different
types of spaceship. As you begin the
game with CR2500 (2500 credits), your
main aim initially will be to get a better
craft (see table).

Your fuel decreases by two every
round in which you move. If it reaches
zero, your life support systems fail.
Spaceships may be damaged by crash
landing on a planet, or by enemy gun
fire - this comes off your hull points.
When all the hull points are gone, your
ship explodes. Spaceships may be
traded in for 3/4 of cost price (minus cost
of bringing the hull points up to full).

You can only trade-in your ships when
you're buying a new one.
4 Unexpected encounters You may
meet an asteroid storm (which dam-
agesyour ship) orthe space police (who
will attack you if you don't stop to be
searched). If you do stop and have sugar
in your cargo hold, you'll be jailed. You
may also meet space pirates, who'll
attackyou if you don'tgive them a//your
cargo and a// your money. You can
either fight attackers or run. You're safe
when you change sectors, or when you
land on a planet.

The screen is divided into three
sections:
1) Dials. This shows the current value
of your cargo, ship, money, and so on.
2) Sector map. This is the small-scale
map at the top left of the screen,
showing your ship's position and direc-
tion, and the position of any planets.
3) Galactic map. This is at the top right
of the screen, and is made up of stars
and numbers. The number refers to the
type of planet (only revealed after the
planet's been visited). The sector you
are currently in is shown by a cross.

All written communication between
you and the computer is shown in the
text display window. When you're not
asked an obvious yes or no question, or
prompted to type in a number, you'll be
asked to enter a command (from A -G):
A: fire at your attackers. All ships
except shuttles have guns of different
power.
B: accelerate.
C: decelerate.
D: turn 90 degrees anti -clockwise.
E: turn 90 degrees clockwise.
F: wait.
G: save the game to tape or disk (saves
as a file under your name).
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PROGRAM FILE MICROMART
Type Cost Max Fuel Hull Repair cost/ Cargo

speed carried points hull point space
Shuttle 2000 5 200 20 50 15
Fighter 1500 10 80 10 40 5

Trader Mk I 5000 7 400 25 80 25
Trader Mk II 7500 8 500 30 100 40
Cruiser 10000 12 600 35 150 20
Warship 20000 13 800 50 250 30

.,BL1S1'
1 REM Space Frader
2 REM
3 REM By Sam Redfern
4 REM May '84

10 UN ERROR GOTO 2960 0
20 MODE4:PROCchars
.30 PROCsetup:PRUCscreen
40 IF load%=.0 PROCtrade
50 PRUCdraw:PROCgame
60 MODE7:PROCtinish
70 PR1NT'""Do you wish to play again (Y/N1?"1:REFEA1' AS=GETS:UNTIL 8$="Y" OR

AS="N"
80 IF Ae="N" END ELSE RUN
85
90 DEF PROCscreen:CLS
100 PRINTTAB(0,19);CHR$224;STRINGS(21,EHR$225)1CHR$2271STRING$116,CHR$225);CHR

., 4226
W 110 VDO28,0,30,39,20

120 PRINTTAB(0,0)1CHR$2281" Cargo Space : "ICHR$2281" "IC

HR$228
130 PRINTTAB(0,1);CHR$2281" Steel : "ICHR$2281"MaxSpeed: "IC

HR$228
140 PRINTTAD(0,2);CHR$2281" Food : "1CHR$228;" Speed: ";C

HR$228 .150 PRINTTAB(0,3);CHR$2281"Fa m Machinery : ";CHR$228;" Fuel: "IC

HR$228
160 PRINTTAB(0,4);CHR$229;" Computers : ";61R$2281" Hull: "IC

HR$228
170PRIN1TAB(0,5);CHR$2281" Gems : "ICHR$231/STRINOS(16,CHR$225lIC

.. HR$233
W 18CIERINTTAB(0,6);GHR$2281" Gold : "ICHR$2281" "ICH

R$228
190PRINITAB(0,1);OHR$2231" Silver : "ICHR$2281"CR "ICH

R$228
200PRIN)TAB(0,8);CHR$2281"Sugar(illegal) : "ICHR$2311STRING$(16,CHR$225)1C

AR$233
210PRINTTAB(0,9/1CHR$228;"OtherMachinery : "ICHR$2281TAB(39,9);CHR$2281TAB

(0,0);
220 RRINTTAB(0,10,1CHR$2291SIRING$(21,OHR$225);CHR$2321STRING$(16,CHR$225);TAB

(J,0);
230 VIA.15:000L0,1:MOVE1250,60:PRINTCHR$230:VD1_14
240 VD1J26:FOR I%=0 TO 18:PRINTTAB(19,I7.>ICHR$226:NEXT I%:PRINTTAB(19 9)1CHR$2

250 VDU -28,20,19,39,0
260 FOR 10=0 TO 1EMPRINIT88 0,11%);M$(1%);:NEXT I%
270 V1)1128,0,30,39,20
280 FOR 10=0 TO 8:PRINTTAB(10,10,1)0211(10);:NEXT ..1%:FRIN1TAB(18,0);CS% 0
.190 PRINTTAB(23,0);SNSITAB(33,1);MAX011AB(33,2)1801TAB(33,3);FUELXITAB(33,4)1H

I
i0;

100 PRIN1'TAB(23,6)INSITAB(25,7)1CP01
310 VDU28,0,18,18,0
320 IF PWO PRINTIAD(PX0,FY%);CMR$238
330 ENDPROC
335
AO. DEF FRiAlchars:1EX14,6
350 VOU23,224,A,0,0,0,1,8,11,8,23,225,0,0,0,0,2. ,0,0,0
160 VUU2.1,226,u,0.0,0,240,8.8,11,23,227,0.0.0,0,247,8,8,8
3/0 VDO23,228,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,23,29,8,6,8,8,7,0,0,0
180 VOU23,230,8,8,3,8,240,0,0,0,?3,231,8,13,9,17,7,(3,8,8
'.90 VDU23,232,8,8,8,0,247,0,0,0,23,233,2,8,8,8,240,8,11,8 0
400 00023,238,60,126,255,255,255,255,126,60
'110 ENORPOC
,11

420 DEE RROLGetup
430 VDU19,0,4,0,0,0,19,1,3,0,0,0

0 440 DIM SIA3),L4(-),MS,18),C$03),HP0
450 CR0=2500:NE0=0:11011=0:P1:=0:Dx0=0: 4- .:SX0=10: :.= :DIRXl=2:NS="":8%=0:51.%=

Inend=0:PX0=10:PY0=1,Aload0=0
A60 PRINI"ENTER YOUR NAME:"
470 PRINT": ";:REPEAT AS=GETS:NS=N$,AS:IF LETI,NS).l, N LEFTS(N 6):8OUND1,-1

.

4') IF 1111.E.- ',/: NS="":PRIN1TAB2,1);STRINUS(16,. ")
490.PRIN1TA81/;NS:UNTIL INEEY(-14)
00 PRINTTAD(0,10):"LOAD A SAVED GAME (YiN)"1:REPEAT AS=EIETS:UNTIL A4 -"Y" OR A

$="11":IF AS="V" PROCload:CL8:6810 640
510 ELS
.0 PRINI.You have CR2500."
, PRINT -You can only buy (1) a Shuttle, or 12) a Fighter."

PRINT ' "WA ch (1-2) " ; : REPEAT INPUT I7.: UNTIL I%>() AND >7.
iP 10=2 10=3

5g0 PROAhipk10):FOR 10=234 TO 237:1-3$(10-234)=CHR$(10):NExi I%
5/0 ELS:))'fINT"You have CR";CR0;" left."
'JWQ PRINi"How much fuel will you .huy, at CF/!unit : ";:REPEAT INFLI 0:UNTIL 1

AND 17.(=MFUEL.'4
500 FUE1A=10:CR0=CR0-,I0x2)
bOU PRIN11AB(5,10);"9811,WHILE 1 DESIGN GALAXY"
;AA FuR 1.4., 10 18:FOR N11=0 11A 19
620 IF RNEA5/=-.1 M$(10)=M$(.1%,"." ELSE NS,10)=M8i1%)*" "

A30 NEXTM.17.:M40)="1"1MIDS(Mill0),2,20)
640 RESIORE6501FOR 10=0 TO 8:HEAD CS(C4):NEXI 17.

645 REM DOlA FOR NAMES OF ITEMS
.0 DA1ASteel,Fuod,grm Mach.,Computers,sems,Gold,S11 e Sugar,OtherMach.

El1DPROL

.2,, DEF FROCshipd....0)

690 RESTORE. (C4.20)+720
'00 READ CO3MAX0,6CIA,MFUEL0,HPS%,DAMARC%,3180,138$
10 l.R0=CR0-00:1100=C1',FUEL.%=(.:FOR M0=0 TO 8:C0(1111)=0:NEXT 1.17.1THP9HSS0,FOR 110.

..,A IO 23!:READA,B,C,D,E,F,U,H:VDU23,11%,A,B,C,D,E,F,C,H:NEXT M%
13110=L0

lHDPROL
731

/32 REM DATA FOR SPACESHIPS
734 REM 1st LINE: COS1,MAX SPEED,ACCELERATION,FUEL SPACE,HULL PTS,DAMAGE OF GU

NS(1-X),COST TO REPAIR 1 HULL FT, CARGO SPACE, SHIP TYPE

THE

ZENITH PC

AN EXCEPTIONAL
IBM CLONE

Completely IBM-PC ccnratible
better engineered

more reasonably priced.

128k,1x360k,monitor £1295
128k,2x360k,monitor £1495
320k,2x360k,monitor £1645
320k,1x360k,mon,10M Win £2695
For colour monitor add £ 245

For more information call us.

GREY ATTER
4 Pngg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon TD.13 7DF.

TEL. (0364)53499

: GO FORTH & * ;
THE LANGUAGE OF

TOTAL CONTROL
Laboratory Microsystems FORTHs - the
professional FORTHs complete with editors,
assemblers, turn -key compiler, many system
utilities, multi -tasking, and extensive documenta-
tion. The FORTHs are available for 8080, Z80,
8086/88 and 68000 processors using CPM-80,
CPM-86, MSDOS/PCDOS or CPM-68K.
CPM-80 £60 CPM-86 £105
MSDOS/PCDOS CPM-68K £190

£105

NEW - FORTH+ packages have 32 -bit stacks
and can access the processor's full address
space for both program and data.
CPM-86/
MSDOS/PCDOS CPM-68K £290

£190

Nautilus Systems Cross -compilers - transport
FORTH to different processors, generate
ROMmable code, these compilers will run on any
of the FORTHs above. The complete develop-
ment system - a real time saver. Choose
targets from - 6502, 8080, 8086/88, Z80, 6800,
6301/6801, 6809, 68000, 1802, Z8, 8070, 9995/
99000, Z8000, LSI-11. First compiler from £290,
additional targets from £95.

NEWBRAIN FORTH in PROM - includes
screen editor, full integration to NEWBRAIN i/o
handlers, complete Z80 macro -assembler, float-
ing point, graphics, decompiler, utilities, and
manual - £55 + VAT.

DIY FORTH kits Installation manual - How to
do it, model, definitions, editor £7
Source code listing for one processor - choose
from 6502, 6800, 6809, 8080, Z80, 8086/8088,
9900, 1802, 68000, Z8000, VAX, Apple ][,
LSI-11, Eclipse £7

Comprehensive range of FORTH books
includes -
Starting FORTH by Brodie- the classic £16.25
Systems Guide to fig -FORTH by Ting £22.00
FORTH Programming by Scanlon £13.50
Threaded Interpretive Languages by Loeliger

£20.75

I Microprocessor Engineering Ltd
21 Hanley Road Shirley
Southampton SO1 5AP
Tel. 0703 780084
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MICROMART
CP/M FOR

MICROS???
Now your personal computer can run CP/M. That's
right! Any micro with an RS232 port and a Terminal
Emulation Package can now run CP/M.
The OMEGA opens up a new world to you and
enables you to run any of hundreds of Business and
Recreational software packages, from both com-
mercial and user group sources. Your micro is no
longer restricted to one or two languages, the
Omega is sold with Basic and one other language of
your choice (Cobol, Fortran, Pascal, Forth).
WHAT IS THE "OMEGA"? The "OMEGA" is a single
board module which will allow a micro with an RS232
port to plug in and run CP/M. OMEGA has a 4MHz
Z80A CPU, 64K of RAM, 2 software -controllable
RS232 ports, a Centronics Port, 4K Monitor Eprom.
The OMEGA can support four disc drives, single or
double sided, single or double density, 48 or 96 TPI.
OMEGA runs under CP/M 2.2. It has a set of utilities
for formatting and copying data. A disk translation
facility lets OMEGA read, write and execute
programs and data from Kaypro, Morrow Decision,
IBM PC and others.

SPECIFICATIONS
Hardware:

Processor - Z80A microprocessor operating at
4MHz
Memory - 64K bytes of RAM; 4K bytes of ROM
Serial Ports - Two RS232C compatible ports for
terminal, modem or serial interfaced printer. Baud
rates from 75 to 38.4K baud.
Printer Port - Centronics -compatible
Software:
Operating Systems - CP/M 2.2 with enhanced
BIOS and CCP
System Utilities, including formatting, back-up,
system configuration and translation of other 5'/4
disc formats.

OMEGA SCSI/PLUS ADAPTER
FEATURES:
* MOUNTS DIRECTLY ON OMEGA )5.75" x 6")
* LOW COST I/O EXPANSION AND HARD DISK

CONTROLLER INTERFACE:
* 16 BI-DIRECTIONAL I/O LINES: 40 mA output

drive
* HARD DISK/TAPE CONTROLLER INTERFACE:

SCSI (ANSI X3T9.2) Initiator AND Target inter-
face (software controlled); bus arbitration in
hardware; full 40 mA drive capability)

* SLAVE I/O BOARD INTERFACE: unique SCSI
bus extension control of 256 "slave modules -
simultaneously with up to 8 SCSI "initiators or
"targets".

* Optional DMA addition to the OMEGA; up to four
Megabits/sec throughput over SCSI/PLUS bus

* BIOS support for SCSI Winchester controllers.
DESCRIPTION:
The SCSI/Plus adaptor provides the OMEGA with
the added features of a hard disk and tape controller
interface, general purpose I/O expansion, and
optional DMA. Its size and mounting hole configura-
tion make it an ideal companion to OMEGA, and
simplify the addition of these features to any system
based upon it.

* OMEGA PRICE LIST *
OMEGA (BARE BOARD W/SOFTWARE SUP-
PORT) £300
OMEGA 300 SCSI/PLUS H/DISK + TAPE

CONTROLLER W/SOFTWARE SUPPORT
£99* * *

OMEGA 100 W/ONE 250 Kbyte Disk Drive £650
OMEGA 110 W/TWO 250 Kbyte Disk Drives

£800
OMEGA 120 W/THREE 250 Kbyte Disk Drives

£999
OMEGA 130 W/FOUR 250 Kbyte Disk Drives

£1,099* * *
OMEGA 200 W/ONE 1MB Disk Drive £999
OMEGA 210 W/TWO 1MB Disk Drives .... £1,099
OMEGA 220 W/THREE 1MB Disk Drives £1,199
OMEGA 230 W/FOUR 1MB Disk Drives.. £1,284* * *

All prices quoted ex -VAT and in sterling
Securicor delivery if requested (COD only)

Carriage (UK mainland) £15 + VAT

Send cash, Access, or Barclaycard order to:
QUANT SYSTEMS

111 Thorpe Road,
London E7 9DE

(Please allow 28 days for delivery - guaranteed)

1111101311111111 FILE

0

736 REM 2nd LINE: DATA FUR PICTURES OF SPACESHIP IN THE 4 DIREL110ms

740 DA1A2000,50,200,20,0,50,15,Shuttle
750 DATA24,60,60,60,24,60,0,0,0,0,46,63,63,46,0,0,0,0,60,24,60,60,60,24,0,0,0,

116,252,252,116,0
760 DATA5000,7,1,400,25,2,80,25,Trader ME I

770 DATA24,60,189,255,189,0,0,0,28,8,30,31,31,30,8,28,0w0,0089,255,189,60,24,
56,16,120,248,248,120,16,56
780 DATA1500,10,2,80,10,5,40,5,Fighter
790 DATA24,90,126,24,0,0,0,0,0,6,405,15,4,6,0,0,0,0,0,24,126,90,24,0,96,32,24

0,240,32,96,0
800 DATA10000,12,2,600,35,7050,20,Cruiser
810 DATA24,153,153,189,219,153,0,0,62,16,8,63,63,806,62,0,0,153,219,189,153,1

53,24,124,8,16,252,252,16,8,124
820 DATA20000,13,2,800,50,10,250,30,Warship
830 DATA24,189,189,255,189,189,60,126,62,136,254,255,255,254 136,62,126,60,189

089,255,189,189,24,124,17,127,255,255,127,17,124
840 DATA7500,80,500,30,3,100,40,Trader MK II
850 DATA24,189,189,255,189,189,0,0,62,8,62,63,62,8,62,0,0 0,189,189,255,189,18

9,24,124,16,124,252,252,124,16,124
855
860 DEF PRUCtrade
870 VDU28,0,30,39,20
880 PRINTTAR(23,9);"Sell anything?";:REPEAT AS=GETS:UNTIL AS="Y" OR AS="N"
890 PRINITAB(23,9);STRING$(14," ");
900 IF AS="N" THEN 940
910 FOR I%=0 TO 8
920 IF C7.(1%)>0 PRINTTAB(23,9);C$(1%);"?";:REPEAT AS...GETS:UNTIL 8141="Y" OR A$="

N":PRINTTAB(23,9);SIRINGS(11," "):IF 88="Y" PROCsell
930 NEXT I%

- 940 1%=RND(9)-1:PRIN1TA8(23,9):"Buy ";C$(1%);:C%=F-Ncost:AS=GETS:PRINTTAB(23,9)
;STRING$(10," "):PRINTTAB(23,9);"at ";C7.1"/unit?";:REPEAT AS=GETS:LINTIL AS="Y" 0
R AS="N":1F AS="Y" PROCbuy

0

950 PRINTIAB(23,9);8IRING$(16, ");

960 ENDPROC
965
970 DEE FNcost
980 C7.=RND40/.80:RES1URE (11704(10sP17.))
990 11- I%=0 [HEN 1010
1000 FUR N%=1 10 17.:READ A:NEX1 N%
1010 READ L
1020 RESUME 1300:IF I%=0 THEN 1040
1030 FUR N%=1 TO 1%:READ A:NEX1
1040 READ A 0
1050 =A.((C7.,C)/100)
1055
1060 DEF PROCsell
1070 C%=FNcostl
1080 PRINTIA8(23,9);"How many at ";C7.;"7";:REPEAT A=GET:UNTIL 8).47 AND A<58 AND
18-48),,C5(I%):A=A-48:0%(1%)=C%(1%)-A:CS%=CS%,A:CR%=1J1%,(07.A):PRINTTAD(23,9):S

TR1N6$(16," ");:ENDPROC
1085
1090 DEF FNcost1
1100 C%=RND(40)+80:RESTORE (1230+110*PT%))
1110 IF 1%=0 THEN 1130
1120 FOR N%=1 f0 I%:READ A:NEXT N%
1130 READ L:
1140 RESIORE1300:IF I7=0 THEN 1160
1150 FOR N%=1 TO I%:READ A:NEXT
1166, READ (-;

1.170 =A5((C%-i):/100)
11/2
11/5 REM DATA FUR BUYING OF EACH ITEM
1177 REM Af EACH PLANET TYPE (1-6)
1180 DAIA10,10,30,10,000,10,10,10
1190 DATA20,-20,30,50,0,0,0,60,0
1200 D94IA0,-5,30,10,10,10,10,30,10
1210 081820, -5,20,30,0,0,0,15,10
1220 DA1A-10,10,30,20,-30,-20,-30,20,10
1230 DATA -20,10,30,20,-40,-20,-30,20,10
2.:115 REM DAIA FUR SELLING OF EACH ITEM
1237 REM 40 EACH PLANET TYPE (1-6)
1240 DAIA10,20,-5000,0,10,40,40,10
1250 DATA --20,-.40,40,-30,0,0,0,--30,1('1280

014185,0,-50,10,10,10,10,10,20

ID
12/0 DATA 20,0,60 0,-5,0,0,05,20
1280 DAIA30,0,-30,-10,-.30,-.30,-40,-20,10
129() 081850,20,-40,10,-50,-30,-40,20,10
1295 REM DATA FOR BASE COST OF EACH
1.297 REM ITEM (1-9)
1300 DAIA10,6,40,200,300,250,150,200,50
1305 REM DATA FOR AMOUNTS AVAILABLE
130/ REM OF EACH ITEM (1-9)
1710 DA1A9,9,5,5,2,3,5,3,6
1.115
1320 DEE PRUCbuy
13:3(1 PRINTUAB(23,9):8TRING$(16," "I; 0
1340 RESTORE 1310:IF I%=0 THEN 1360
1350 FOR N%=I TO I%:READ A:NEXT NV.
1360 REA4 8:R=RNO,T01PRINTTAA123,6)01. unitm,Now many.:REPEAT A=GET:UNTIL W47,
AND A(04-49) AND tC%.LA-48»,=CR% AND ( -48)<=LS%:A=A-48:CR%=CR%-(C%.A):C%(C,,

C%t1%).A:CS%=1:S1:-1}
1370 PRINTIA8(23,9);STRINGSt16,. ");
1380 ENDPROC
1385
1390 DEF PROCgame 0
1400 REPEAT
1410 PROCcommand:IF 27.>0 PROCenemy
1420 IF RND(50)=1 AND P%=0 PROCstrange
1430 .FX15,1
1440 PROEmove
14,50 PROLdraw
1460 IF HPS%K1 end=2 ELSE IF FUEL%<0 end=3
1470 *FX15
1480 UNTIL end>0
1490 ENDPROC 0
1495
1500 DEF PROCcommand
1510 PRINTTAB(23,9);.Command (A-8)?";:REPEAT A=GET:UNTIL A>64 AND A<72:CS=CHRS(

A)

1520 IF C$="G" PROCsave
153(1 PR1NTTA8(23,9);STRING$(14," ");
1540 IF C$="A" AND P7.=0 THEN 1510
1.550 IF C$="A" PROCtire
1560 IF C$="8" AND S%=MAX% 1HEN 1510
1570 IF Cf="8" PROLaccelerate 0
1580 IF C$="C" AND 8%,-.T. THEN 1510
1590 IF C$="C" PROCdecelerate
16A0 IF c$="0" DIR%=DIR%-1:1F D1R%=0 D1R%=4 0
1610 IF L$="E" DIR7.=DIR%.1:1F DIR7.=5 DIR7.=1
1620 ENDPROC
1625
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PROGRAM FILE
1630 DEF FROCstrange
1640 FUR N2=0 10 10:SCION01, 2:60UND1,0,0 :NEXT N%
1645 .FXI5,1
1650 ON RND(3) 6010 1660,1680,1770
1660 P3IN11(AB(23,9);.ASTEROID SIORM!":D=RND,10):HPS%=HPS7.-D:A$=GET$:PRINTTAB(23

,9);STRINDS(15,. "):RRINTTAD(23,9);D;" hits taken!!.:T=TIME:REPEAT UNTIL TIME>T+
300
1670 PRINTTAB(23,9);STRINBS(16," ");:ENDPROC
1680 P%=1:P=RND(3):IF P=1 NE7.=RND(3):51$="Fighter":8D%=5:FOR N%=0 TO (NE%-1):HP

%(N%)=10:NEXT N% ELSE IF P=2 NE%=RND(2):STS="Cruiser.:0D%=7:FOR N7.=0 TO (NE/. -I):
HP%(N%)=35:NEX1 N% ELSE. NE%=1:STS="Warship":605=10:HP7.(0)=50
1690 IF NE%>I ST$=STS+."s"
1700 PRINTTAB(23,9);NE%;. Pirate.;:IF NE >1 FRINT"s";:
1710 PRINT. in":AS=GETS:FRINTTAB(23,9);STRING$(16," ");:PRINTTAB(23,9);ST$;" Pa

/"';:REPEAT A$=6ET$:LINTIL. A$="Y" OR AS="N"
1/20 PRINTTAD(23,9);SIRINGS(16," ");
1730 IF A$ ="N" THEN 1760
1740 PRI34I1AB(23,9):"Thank you!"::A$=8ETS:CR%=0:FOR N%=0 TO 8:CS%=CS%+C%(N%):C%

(N%)=0:NEXT N%
1750 P%=0:PRINTIA8(23,9);SIRING$(16," .);:ENDPROC
1760 D=OnFOR N5 -t TO NE%:D=D+RND(OD%):NEXT N%:PRINTTAB(23,9);.You take .0;" hi

ts"IIT=IIME:REPEAT UNTIL TIMEA+300:PRINTTAB(23,9);STRING$(16," .);:HPS%=HPS%-D:
ENDPROC
1770 P%=2:PRINTIA8(23,9);.2 PoliceCruisers";:AS=OE1S:PRINTTAB(23,9);STRING$(16,

" ");:PRINTIAB(23,9);"Do you stop?";:REPEAT AS=OETS:UNTIL AS=.Y. OR AS=.N.:PRINT
IAD(23,9);EIRIN8$(16," ");
1780 NE7.=2:011)%=7:FOR NS=0 TO 1:HP9.(N%)=35:NEXT N%
1790 IF A$="N" THEN 1830
1800 8",:=O: IF C%(7)>0 end=1
1810 F7.=0:IF end=0 PRINITAB( 9);"OK You can go..;:A$=8E1-$:PRINTTAB(23,9);STR

1118$(16," ");
1820 ENDPROC
1830 D=RND7)+RND ):PRINTEAD(23,9);"You take "ID;" hits";:HPS%=HPS%-D:T=1TME:R

EFEA1 UNTIL TIME>T 00:PRINTTAB(23,9);STRINS$(16," ");:ENDPROC
1835
1840 LIEF PROCfire
185U IF DAM%=0 PRINTTAB(23,9);.No guns you fool.;:AS=GETS:PRINTTAB(23,9);STRING 0

$(16," ");:ENDPROC
1860 D=RND(DAM%1:HP%10)=HP%(0)-DiPRINTTA0(23,9);D;" hits scored!";:A$=GET$:PRIN

TTAD123,9);STRING$(16,. "i;
1870 I* HR%(0).1 PRINTTAD(23,9);.Enemy exploded!!";:NE%=NE%-1:T=TIME:REPEAT UNT

1L TIME>T+250:PRINTTAB(23,9);STRINO$(16," ");:803O 1890
1880 ENDPROC 0
1890 IF NE%<1 THEN 19:30
1900 FOR N%=0 10 NE%
1910 HP%(N%)=HP%(N%+1)
1920 ENDPROC
1930 P7.=0:PRIN1lAu(23,9);.A11 ";:IF' P5=1 PRINITAD(27,9);"Pirates dead"; ELSE PR

INTIAB(27,9);"Police dead!";
1940 A$=OETS:PRINTTAD(23,9);S1RINGS(16.," ");:ENDPROC
1945
1950 DEF PRUCaccelerate
1960 IF ACC%=1 UR (5%41=MAX%) 57..5%+1:ENDPROC
1.970 PRINITAB(23,9);"How much (1-'2)': ;:REPEAT A=DET:UNTIL A>47 AND 4,51:A=8-48:

S7=S%+A:PRINTIA8(23,9);STRINO$(16,. ");:ENDPROC .

1915
1980 DEF PROCdeceierate
1990 PRINTAAB(23,9);.How much (I -.;:IF 85>8 PRINTTAB(35,9);"9.; ELSE PRINTTAB(3

5,9);S%;
2000 PRINITAB(36,9);")4";:REPEAT A=GET:UNTIL A>47 AND A<(8%+49):A=A-48:5%=S%-A:

PRINTFAB(23,9);STRINGS(16," ");:ENDPROC
2005
2010 DEF PROCenemy
2020 D=0:FOR N%=1. TO NE%
2030 D=D+RND(60%):NEXT N%:HPS%=HPS%-D

411 2040 PRINTTAB(23,9);"You take ";13;" hits.;:A$=GETS:PRINTTAB(23,9r;STRINGS(16,"
;:ENDPROC

2045
0 2050 DEF PROCmove

2060 IF S%=0 ENDPROC
2070 FUEL%=FUEL%-2
2080 VD028,0,19,18,0
2090 FOR N%=1 TO S%
2100 0X%=SX%:0Y%=SY%
2110 IF 0185=1 675=SY%-1:IF SY4K0 SY%=18:PROCchangesector
2120 IF DIR5=2 SX7.=5X%+1.:IF SX%A8 SX%=0:PROCchangesector
2130 IF DIR%=3 SY7.=SY7.+1:IF SY7.>18 SY%=0:PROCchangesector
2140 IF DIR%=4 SX%=SX%-1:IF SX%<0 SX%=18:PROCchengesector0 2150 IF SX%=PX% AND SY%=PY% AND SX%/0 PROClanding:N%=S%:S%=0:001.0 2170
2160 PRINTIAB(OX%,0Y%);" ";IAB(SX%,SY%);SS(DIR%-q);
2170 NEXT N%
2180 VD028,0,30,39,20 0
2190 ENDPRUC
2195
2200 DEF PROCchangesector 5
2210 VD028,20,19,39,0
2220 PRINTTAB(0,BY%);MS(8Y%);
2230 IF DIR%=I BY7=DY%-1:IF BY%<0 DY%=18
2240 IF DiR%=2 BX%=DX7.+1:IF 8X0. 19 BX%=0
2250 IF DIR%=3 BY2=8Y7.+1:IF BY -%218 898=0
2260 IF DIR%=4 DX%=8X%-1:IF BX%<0 EIX%=19
2270 VDU28,0,18,18,0:CLS:IF MIDS(MS(DY%),BX%+1,I)<>. " PX%=RND(17):PY%=RND(17):

PRINTIAB(PX%,PY%);CHR$238
2280 VD028,20,19,39,0
2290 PRINTTAB(BX%,DY%);"+"; 5
2300 VOLI28,0,19,18,0
2310 IF' MIDS(M$(8Y%),8X%+1,1)< . AND MIDS(MS(BY%),Dx%+1,1)<>" " PT%=VAL(M1D$(

114(BY%),BX%+1,1)):ENDPROC 00 2320 P%=0:IF MIDS(MS(BY%),DX%+1,I)="." AND BX%>0 AND BXV.<19 PT%=RND(6):MS(8Y7.)=
LF11e(MS(BY%),DX%)+STRS(P1%)+RIOHTS(MS(BY,20-(BX%+1)1:ENDPROC
2330 IF M1DS(MS(BY%),8x%+1,1)=. . pr,=0,ENDF.Roc

2340 RT7.=RND(6):1T 11)(%=0 M$(BY%)=STR$(P1%)+RIOHTS(11$(0Y7.),19) ELSE M$(BY%)=LEFT
$(M$189%),19)+SIRSIPT%)
2350 ENDFROC
2355
2360 DEF PROClanding
23/0 VD028,0,19,18,0:PRINTIA8(0X%,0Y%);" ";
2380 001128,0,30,39,204IF 8%/1 HP8%=HPS%-S%:PRINITAB ,9);.Crash landing!"::AS-

OFTS:PRINITAB(23,9);STRINGS(16,. ");
2390 IF HP5%,1 ENDPROC

e 2400 P%=0:PROCtrade:1F 1154 2 AND PT%, 5 PROCnewship
2410 VD028,0,19,18,0
2420 ENDPRUC
:425 00 :430 DEF FROCnewship
,440 140028,23,29,38,29
2450 PRINT"Buy a new ship2";:REPEA1 AS=GETS:UNTIL A$=.9" OR AS="N":CLS
2460 IF A$="N" THEN 2560
2470 L7.=0:0C=CR%:CR%=CR%+((CO7.-(RC%.(THP7.-HPS7.)))..75)
2480 FOR N%=I TO 6
2490 RESTORE (720+(200,NMI:READ C

MICROMART

DISK COPIIIC SERVICE

Moving data and program files from
one machine to another is often made

diffiCult because different
manufacturers have adopted different

disk format standards.

We can copy your files to and from
over 300 disk formats including

cP/M, CP/M-86, MS -D06, PC -COS, ISIS,
APPLE, SIRIUS, TORCH, APRICOT, HP150,

TRSDOS, DEC RT-11, and IBM BEE.

Disks are normally despatched on the
day they are received.

Our charge is £10.00 + disk + VAT.
Special prices for quantities.

For more information call us.

GREY MATTER
4 Prigg Meadow, Ashburton Devon TQ137DF

TEL. (0364) 53499

* SAVE OVER £1,000 NOW!! *
SCOOP PURCHASE

OF NEW

L TOSHIBA T -30016 -BIT U

L IBM COMPATIBLE L

MICRO COMPUTERS L

A

E

R

F

S

E

S

FEATURES:

8088 PROCESSOR

8087 MATHS PROCESSOR (Optional)

192KB MEMORY (Expandable to

512k in 64k blocks)
103 KEY KEYBOARD

(Incl. function keys, cursor keys, numeric and
calculator keys)

2 640 KB DS, DD 96tpi Disc Drives
(Optional 10 MB Winchester)

12" MONOCHROME DISPLAY (Green)
(14" COLOUR DISPLAY OPTIONAL)

(640 x 500 PUT)
(OPTIONAL GRAPHIC ADAPTORS)

1 RS 232C PORT

1 CENTRONICS PORT

MS DOS STD or CP/M 86 (Optional)

MRP £2,495 + VAT

S

0

W

F

R

E

S
S OUR PRICE £1,795 + VAT
E Includes either FREE Peachtree Software
L or FREE Canon PW 1080 a Printer worth p
R £299 + VAT

VPhone or write for colour brochure please.

PHOTOGRAPHIC & OPTICAL 0
SERVICES LTD

C 129-137 STANLEY ROAD
TEDDINGTON, MIDDLESEX

Tel: 01-977 3498
Telex: 885463

Ansaback PHOTO -G
Established 20 years *

PCV.7237



MICROMART PROGRAM FILE

MICIZO-COPTURIZ
111lUIZA11a

* All Risks Cover (incl. Transit)
- up to £10,000 for £20

* Increased Cost of Working - to reinstate
lost data

* Breakdown & Derangement -alternative
to maintenance agreement

Comprehensive cover at a
reasonable premium: -

Talk to us before taking a Maintenance Contract

Write with details of equipment and value to -

Geoffrey Hoodless & Associates
Insurance Consultants

Freepost (no stamp required)
Woking, Surrey GU21 4BR

Tel Woking (04862) 61082 Answering Service.

CROMEMCO
MAINTENANCE

 Workshop Repairs
 Maintenance Contracts
 Field Calls/P.M.
 Range of Upgrades
 S-100 Cards Swap Facility
 Training HW/SW

Over three years' experience in
Cromemco computers maintenance

71111;1:; ' 111111ri:; Ill ' Ill ' 111

COMPUTERS UMITED

2 KIMBOLTON ROAD

BEDFORD MK40 2NR

Tel: (0234) 213645
9 00am-5 OOpm Mon -Fri

BUSINESS & LEISURE
on the Commodore 64

BUSICALC is easy to learn, easy to use Its the ideal
spreadsheet program for the home or small businesses.

Price was .EatoW Now only i'7795
Have fun with CRAZY KONG! Excitement for the
whole family.

Price was 03143S Now only f3 out
There are many more great programs in the
SUPERSOFT catalogue. Send in the coupon below or
telephone us on 01-861 1166.

Top Software from SUPERSOFT
To: SUPERSOFT, Winchester House. Canning Road, Harrow HA3 7SJ
I have a Commodore 64 Please rush me a free copy of your software
catalogue, and send me the programs ticked below
I enclose a cheque/postal order for
Please charge my ACCESS card no

 BUSICALC disk £19.95  BURGER CHASE tapeE6.95
 BUSICALC tape £17.95  STIX tape E8.95
El CRAZY KONG tape E3.95.D XERONS tape £5.95

Name
Address

101N .

2 510 REAL -hi, A, A, A , , A, A, AS

PP 1N1 AS; " -; :REPLA1 I $: UNI I.L. AS = " NP AE= N':1:1. AS=",- L0.. -717.M.1%

2530 NE X I N%
2540 IF L%>0 PRUCshi p (L%) OC=CR%
2550 CR%=.0C
2560 REPEAT INPU I "Fuel units:", A:UNTIL A->=0 AND CR%>= (A.2) AND' (A,FUEL%)<=MFUEL
CR%=CR% (2*A) :FUEL%=FUEL%+A
2570 IF HPS%< IMP% REPEAT INPUT .Repai r ", As UNTIL A>=0 AND (A.RC%)<=CR% AND A<= (T

HP% -NRS%) s CR%=CR%- (A$RC%) slAPSI:=HPS%.,-A
2580 VDU28,0,30, 39, 20
2590 FR IN I I AD (2:,i)); S IR INUS 114, . . ) ; 1 AD (23,0) ;SN$1 TAD (33,1 ) I MAX%;

2600 PRINT: vpti28, 19,18,0
2610 LNDPRUC
2615
2620 DEF PROCdraw
2630 PRINT TAB (25,7) ;STRINGS (14, " .)

2640 FUR I%=0 10 8. PRINTI AB 18,1%.1 );C% (1%) " I NE XI i%s PR INTT AD (18,0) ;CS%; "

; IAD (33,2) ; 8%; ";1";TAB(:_; " "; TAB (25,7) ;CR7.; TAD (33, 1)
; MAX%; " ";

2650 VDU28,0,19,18,0: IF load%=1 oad%=0:VD028, 0 18,18 0: CLS: VDU28,0,19,18,
2660 PRINTTAE(SX%, SY%) S$ (I) IR%-1 )
2670 IF P)(%).0 PRINTTAB (PX%,PY%) ;CHR$238;
2680 VDU28,0,30,39,20
2690 ENDPROC
2695
2700 DEF FROG+ I ni sh
2710 IF end=1 PR IN aren't:. al lowed to smuggle sugar, you have been jailed f

or life!"
2720 IF end=2 PRIN T "Y ou got blown to bits!"
2730 IF end=3 PRINT" vou fool! You ran out of fuel, and your life support f ai 1 a

2740 ENDFRUC
2745
2/50 DEF PROLload
2760 0=UPEN1N NO
27/0 INFUIPX ,NL%, oD%,CR%, MAX%, 8%, ACC%, FUE1%, MFUEL%, HP87., C0%, THP%, DA

0%, P0%, D0%, 11,O, S0%,5/5,6 IR%, P1%, P%,SN$, SN%
2/80 FOR 15=0 10 8: INPIII # X 1././ NE x 1

2/90 FUR 1%=0 1 u 18: INPU 1 SIX , HS (1%) NE XI
2800 FLIP 1%.,0 10 2: INFO I%) :11EX1
2:310 CLUEiEitx
,32,)

28.0 RES [LIRE ( /30: FOR 17. =234 NJ RE
0, E, F IN SS (1%-.234)=CHRS (1%) NE?. I 1%
2840 LNDPRUL
2845

DL1 tR111...sa

20 /0 VIA
2880 0501 ENUU NO

PF 1111$ X ,I,JE%, GU% , L.R. % , ACL ';,. , UEL% ,I,1F LIE C0%, THP%, DAM%, RC%, CS%,
0%, P,,%, DX%,01%,SX%, SY%, D I R% , PI %, , SN%
2900 I UR I %=0 10 Li: PR IN le x L% (1%) s

2910 FOR 1%=0 lu 18:PRINI#X,MS, 1.%,:NEX1
2920 II* 1%=-0 10 2:0-RINi#x,HF,C.,:NLX1
29a, LL0SEli5

101,,,11,!11 I Jr-,

11111,1 . 11
I

RE.PLIR I :11,111" ,.1 11,

LND
1.10.141 11.er, ...I I

I NI,

% RC%, C67., P

Brimstone Part Two
by Paul Gallagher

To play 'Brimstone Part Two' you'll
need some adventure characters cre-
ated with 'Brimstone Part One', which
was published in last month's PCW.
Having equipped yourself with a char-
acter or an adventure party of up to four
characters,you can now begin yourfirst
scenario-The Dungeon.

The rules should be familiar to
Advanced Dungeons and Dragons
players as the game follows AD&D's
format; non AD&D players needn't
worry as full instructions are included
and the program uses simple menu
selections. As in the role-playing
games,you have to make any mapsyou

feel are necessary.
The rooms are contained in a data

block,thus permitting new dungeonsto
be readily created by other dungeon
'masters'. The dungeon in this program
has 75 rooms, and corridors on seven
floor levels. There's an option to save
the game at any room position provid-
ing you are not involved in combat, but
if you wish to progressto partthree,The
Tavern, you must save the game at the
exit (room one).

The program runs in over 30k, so
before loading, the following com-
mand must be entered:
POKE 25,6:NEW

I 0 'BRIMSTONE PART I I COP .JtAri te. P Ga I 1 a 91-ier. 1984
CLEAR700 D I M TF$( 66 ), MS( 80 ) S FR I NT " GAME OR CURRENT ADVENTURE." GOSUB40

I FK$= " C." THENGOSUB3180EL SEGOSUB3250
30 L=1 , R=75 : 0=96 P=107 M=1288 FOR X=11-0 XX FORY=11.08 , SVC X , )=SE X , ) , NE XTY LP=LP+
L( X ) NEXTX L P=L XX : GOSUB3340 GOSUB3740 GrJSIJB"]870 GOT0270
40 K$= I NKEY$ , I FK$=" " THEN40ELSERETURN
dig FORK= 1 T02000 NEXT RETURN
60 FORC=17T02415TEP32 ; PR I NTIPC STR I NG$ 15 , NEXT RETURN
70 FORC=288T04488TEP32 PR I NTE,C. STR I NGE 32,32 ) t , NEXT: PR I NTe480 STR I NGS.
TURN
30 PR I NTR416 " " ; : I NPUTN$ FORX= I TOXX I FN$44$( X )THENRETURNEL SENEXT
90 PP I fThi..448 " IS NOT WITH YOUR PARTY.";:COSLI850 PRINT9448 " " GOT080
100 X1=1024+( I NT( ( 8-YR )/2 ) )*32+ INT((16- XR )/2 ) X2= X I + XR X3=X1+YR*32
1113 CLSFORX=X1 TO32 POKEX 191 , POKE( X+YR*32 ), 191 , NEXT roseX=X1 TOX3 STEP32
. 191 : POKE X+X.F 191 , NEXT
120 XN= X1 + I NT( XR/2 ) I FDN >OTHENPOKEXN, 255 POKE( XN+1 ) t 255
130 XS=X3+ I N -R XR22 I FOS >OTHENPOKEXS 175 POKE( XS+1 ) , 175

F'F

Pi:VE
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PROGRAM FILE
0 140 XW=X1+(INT(YR/2))*32,1FDIOOTHENPOKEXW.239

150 XE=X14+XR,IFDE>OTHEAPOKEXE.128
160 IFDU<OTHENPOKE(X1+33),150
170 IFDU>OTHEAPOKE(X1+33),214
180 IFLC=ITHEAM=X1+65,LC=0
190 IFRN=ITHENPOKEXS,0,POKE(XS+1),Q,DS=0 '

200 GOSUB60,PRINTIP20,"LEVEL"jU'PRINTE50,"ROOM"jAi"*";YR'PRINTR83."CONTENTS,":
,PRINT8115.F$(2)j,PRINTE147,F$(3)j,PRINT8179,F$(4);
210 IFLF=1 ORA=6 ORR=FR THEN250
220 IFR=R2 THENGOSUB1570,GOT0250
230 RS=RND(5),IFR=ITHENRS=1
240 IFRS>3THENGOSUB1540
250 PRINTR288."ACTION OPTIONS,-":PRINT"wEARONS READIED.",PRINT"RARTY STATUS. cAR
PIED TREASURE.":PRINT"eXPLORE ROOM."
250 PRINT"d0ORS(SECRET) & TRAFS(HIDDEN).":PRINT"sAVE ADVENTURE.",PRINT1480."10CK
ED DOORS:PICK OR FORCE."j,RETURN
270 R=1,GOSUB3340,GOSUB100
280 F00RZ2=1702STEPO,W=M,POKEM,P
290 RS=RAD(6),K$=INKEY$AFK$=""THEN290
300 IFK$="W"THENGOSLIB 1030
310 IFK$="P"THENGOSUB2240
320 IFK$="E"THENGOSU81070
330 IFK$="D"THENGOSUB1530
340 IFK$="L"THENGOSUB870
390 IFK$="C"THENGOSUB2270
360 1FK$="S"THENGOSUB3100
370 1FK$="Y"THENM=M-32380

IFK$="U"THENM=M-31
390 IFK$="J"THENM=M+1
400 IFK$="M"THENM=M+33
410 IFK$="N"THENA=M+32
420 IFK$="8"THENM=M+31
430 IFK$="G"THENM=M-1
440 IFK$="T"THEAM=M-33
450 IFFT>OAND(M=FT ORM=FT+1ORM=FT+32 ORM=FT+33)THENGOSUB980
460 P1=PEEK(M)
470 PI=PEEK(M),IFP1=191THEAM=W,GOT0570
480 POKE W.0,IFOL=1THEN R3=1
490 IFP1=255THENGOSUB630

,.. 500 IFP1=175THENGOSUB570
"' 510 IFP1=239THENGOSUB710

520 IFP1=128THENGOSUB750
530 IFP1=150ORP1=214THENGOSUB790
540 IFP1=19THENGOSUB810
550 /FP1=159THENGOSU6980
550 TN=TA+1:IFTA>100THENGOSUB580
570 NEXT2.7
580 FORX=X1+33TOX3-31STEP32,FORY=X TOX+XR-2:POKU,128,NEXTY,X
590 IN=0,GOSUB40:IFK$<>"T"THEN590
500 CL=0:LH=0,S=S+1,IFS>STHENFOR:X=ITOXX:FORY=1108,SV$(X,Y)=SCX,Y),NEXTY,X,S=0
510 IFLI=1THENFORX=1103X:FORY=1705,7$(X,Y)="",NEXTY,X'PRINT"YOU MANAGE TO FIGHT
YOUR WAY BACK Ti' THE ENTRHNCE BUT LOSE MOST OF YOUR TREASUFE IN THE DARK
.":GOSUB40,R=1,GOSUB3340,GOSUB100,RETURN
620 CLS,LI=LI-1,PRINTR2301" TORCHES LEFT PRINT" (INC.LANTERNS,OIL=10TORCHES)
":GOSUB40,LF=1,GOSU8100:RETURN
630 IFPN=R OR OL=1THEN650
540 MF=0,IFRS>30RLA=1THEN LA=1411=0,1:301-0850 ,

650 PR=R,PS=DA,R=DA,GOSUB3340
650 GOSUB100,IFM=1160THENRETURNELSEM=XS-32:RETURN
670 1FPS=R OR OL=ITHEN590
580 MF=0,IFRS>30RLS=1THEN LS=1,P3=0,GOT0850
690 PR=R:PN=DS,R=DS,GOSUB3340

0 700 GOSUB100,IFM=1160THENRETURNELSEM=X11+32:RETURN
710 IFFW=R OR OL=ITHEN730
720 MF=0,IFRS>30RLW=1THEN LW=1.PW=O'GOT0850

. 730 FR=R:PE=DW,R=DW,GOSUB3340
''' 740 GOSUB100,1FM=1160THEARETURNELSEM=XE-1:RETURN

750 IFPF=R OR OL=ITHEN770
750 MF=0:IFFS>3CRLE=1THEN LE=1,FE=0:GOT0850
770 PR=R,PW=DE,R=DE,GOSUB3340
780 GOSUB100:1FM=1500THENREILRNELSEM=XW+1,REPAN
790 LP4=STR$(DU):L$=MIDELR$,2,11,R$=MIDCLR$,3i,L=VAL,L R=VAL(6$)'LC=.1
800 GOSUB3340.GO8118100'RETURN

810 PR=R,IFSD=XN THENGOSUB3340,GOSUB100,M=X3-32
820 IFSD=XS THENGOSUB3340,GOSU8100'M=XN+32
830 IFSD=XM THENGOSUB3340,GOSUB100,M=XE-1
840 IFSD=XE THENGOSUB3340,GOSUB100,11=31.1+1
850 RETURN
860 1.1=11GOSUB70,PRINTE389,"*** DOOR LOCKED ***",RETURN
870 GOSUB70,P1=PEEK(M-32),P2=PEEK(M+32),P3=PEEK(M-1),P4=PEEK(M+1)'IF(P1=191ORP1=
96)AND(P2=1910FR2=95)EIND(P3=1910RP3=95)AND(P4=1910RP4=95)THENPRINT8320,"WHICH DO
OR? YOU ARE NOT STANDING'NEFIR A DOOR. " '0030840, RETURN
880 GOSU670,FRINT8323,"WHO WILL TACKLE THE DOOR"'GOSUBSO
890 IFC$(3)<>"THIEF"MEN910
900 IF OL=-1 THENGOSUB70'FRINICq353,"HAS YOUR THIEF GOT SUCH A LOW INTELLIGENCE
THAT HE DOESN'T REALISE WHEN HE'S FAILED !!!!",RETURN

910 IFCCX)="THIEF"THEN OL=21+L(X)*4,IFR$(X)="DWARF"THEN OL=0L+10
920 IFC$(X)="THIEF"ANDR$M.="HALFLING"THEN OL=0L+5
930 RP=RAD(100),IF C$(X)="THIEF"ANDFP>OL THENPRINT"YOUR THIEF IS UNSUCCESSFUL.

NO FURTHER ATTEMPTS ALLOWED!",OL=-1:RETURN
940 IFC$(X)="THIEF"ANDRP<OL THENPRINT" .1 YOUR THIEF IS SUCCESSFUL **";,OL=1,RETU
RA
950 IFOL=-2THENGOSUF0'PRINT8320,"YOUR FIGHTERS ARE UNABLE TO MOVETHE VERY SOLID
cinaP l ! I " j iRETLIP.N
960 IFS(i'.»RAD(30)OR VAL(B$(X))>RAD(100)THEN PRINT"*YOUR FIGHTER SMASHES THE Dili)
R OPEN ... ..";,OL=1,RETURN
970 PRINT": UNSUCCESSFUL -DOOR TOO SOLIC4":0L=-2,RETURN
980 GOSUB70:PRINT8288,"A TRAP DOOR OPENS IN THE FLOOR- THE WHOLE PARTY FALL THRO
UGH. "

990 FORX=ITOMIFH(XX1THEN1020ELSED=INT(.9*RAD(5)/(S(X)+C(X)+D(X))),IFH(X)-D<1 T
HEND=H(,<)-1
1000 F0RY=1705,IFTEX,Y)=TF$(53)THEND=0,NEXTY

-,PR 0,:1010 14(:,==H)C. INTN$)j" SUFFERS";D" HP DAMAGE"
1020 NE7:TX,R=TR,L=L+1,G17SU840,GOSU83340,GOSUB100,RETURN
1030 GOSUB70,RRINT8288,"PREPARE WEAPONS FOR -":FORX=1TOXX
1040 PRIKT9448,""iPRIND2(320+n32),N$00i4INPOTW$('111)
1050 IFWX)=WICX)ORMX)=W2EX)OR14(X)=43$00THEN1050ELSEFRINTE448,ACH)," DOE
2 NOT NAVE A ";W$(X)i:GOSUB50,GOT01040
1050 NEXTX:WD=L:GOSUB250:RETURN
1070 IFFF=R THENGOSUB70,PRINT8320,"YOU HAVE HLREADY SEARCHED THIS 60011. YOUR CO
NT1NUFD EXAMINATIONREVEALS NOTHING MORE."OSU84Q'RETURLI
1080 FF=R,GOSUB70'PRINT2320,"WHO IS SEARCHING";:GOSU880:RP=RND(100)
1090 IFRP>I(X)*1.5+D(X)*1.5THENPRINTE450,"** NOTHING OF VALUE FOUND **" GOS0350
:RETURN

. 1100 GOSUB1180,GOSUB70'FORZ:=1702STEP0

. 1110 GOSUB70,PRINTE288,"tAKE. DETECT MAGIC. dROP ITEM." PRINTE320,"a.GREE TO LEAV
E ROOM.";,GOSUB40,K1$=K$
1120 IFK$="T"ANDAT=OTHENGOSUB1240
1130 IFK$="T"ANDAT=ITHENPRINTE422,"*ALREADY TAKEN " GOSUB50
1140 IFK1$="M"THENGOSUB1320
1150 IFK1$="D"THENGOSUB1370
1160 IFK1$="A"THENRETURN

MICROIVIART

MODULA-2 & ADA

We offer Europe's largest selection
of Modula-2 and Ada subset L. Idlers
for microcomputers.

MODULA-2 COMPILERS

Mcdula Corp (MS-DOS,Apple) £ 80
JRT (CP/M-80) £ 95
Volition (various) from £ 240
Logitech (MS-DOS,CP/M,86) £ 380

ADA (subset) COMPILERS

Augusta (CP/M-80) £ 80
Supersoft (CP/M-80) £ 155
Janus (CP/M-80,-86,MS-DOS) from £ 265
Telesoft (IBM PC-XT) £2500

Prices include delivery, but not VAT.

For more information call us.

GREY MATTER
4 PoggA4eadow,Ashburton, Devon T013 7DF

TEL. (0364)53499

REALISE YOUR FULL POTENTIAL

LIFE -LINE
SELF ANALYSIS
CAREER COUNSELLOR
FOR ANY SPECTRUM COMPUTER
(CBM64 and BBC coming soon)

Understand yourself and others using this brilliant new programme
LIFE -LINE will reveal:

 YOUR TRUE CHARACTER
THE CHARACTER YOU TRY TO PROJECT
*YOUR SELF-IMAGE

LIFE -LINE can help you:

CHOOSE THE RIGHT CAREER
ACHIEVE MORE
OUNDERSTAND OTHERS
IMPROVE YOUR RELATIONSHIPS

LIFELINE is simple to use. amazingly accurate. and comes complete
with on instmction manual written by St. John A. R. Young B.A. (Psych
LIFE -LINE is designed for use in the home. school or college -
anywhere that people matter.

Price £14.95 inclusive of VAT and Postage.
All enquiries SAE please

E31harclay:Access orders accepted by telephone

WILLIAM Quarley Down House Cholderton
s-ruART Sr Salisbury Wiltshire SP4 ODZ
SYSTEMS Lcd Tel 098 064 235

Low cost Software for your PC
SIDEKICK
No matter what software you're running, hit the button and a
sidekick window opens: a diary, a notepad, a phone directory, a
calculator or an ASCII table. All at once... or one at a time,
anywhere on the screen you like. Another keystroke, and you're
right where you left off in your original program! Available for
IBM-PC or true compatibles £54.95

TURBO PASCAL V2.0
Extended Pascal for PAS DOS, MS DOS, CP/M-86 and CP/M-80.
Includes 250 page manual and FREE spreadsheet program written
in Turbo Pascal. * * Only £54.95 * * (8087 version £99.95),

TURBO TOOLBOX
A specially crafted -set of tools designed to compliment the speed
and power of TURBO PASCAL. If you're writing any application
that requires a sort or search then you'll appreciate TOOLBOX.
Also whatever software you're creating can include its own
terminal installation' module. * * Only £54.95 * *

(Available for CP/M-80, CP/M-86, PC -DOS or MS-DOS)

SMALL C compiler V2.1 for PC-DOS/MS-DOS.
K&R I/O & standard library. * * £49.95 * *
(Requires ASM or MASH).

CBUG
Source level debugger for Small C. £49.95

All prices luny Inclusive for prepaid orders.

CONGUIN SOFTWARE
14 GOODWOOD CLOSE, MORDEN, SURREY SM? RAW

Tel: 0524 381423 No callers please
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Q L
SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

DL File Manager simplifies and extends microdrive file
handling. A sorted directory of either or both drives is kept.
The usual file commands are available, but compressed and
generalised by 'wild cards' and defaults. All defaults are
expanded, all 'wild card' names itemised. More error
messages than Super Basic! Char size and screen width
presettable. File contents can be inspected, On-line HELP.
And more.

* = any string
? = a single character

<n,>n = a numeric string<or>n

EXAMPLES:
dn??? <13-.delete mdvn ???<13

Delete from both drives all 3 letter files whose extension is a
numeric string<13.

doc-copy mdv1 * doc
Copy from drive 1 to drive 2 all files (not already on 2) which
end in i_doc'.

£10 all inclusive
SAE for details from:-

SALTIGRADE SOFTWARE
31 ROYAL TERRACE, EDINBURGH EH7 5AH

INTERFACE PROBLEMS?
SOLUTION 1:

SERIAL - CENTRONICS CONVERTER £59.95
(inc VAT, P&P)

For owners of computers with RS232 outputs who wish to save
money on printers. No special software required totally
transparent to computer: needs no external power.

SOLUTION 2:
SERIAL -4 -WAY SERIAL £59.95

(inc VAT, P&P)
For owners of computers with RS232 outputs who wish to talk to four
different devices without swopping leads. Needs NO POWER.
Supplied with any mix of sockets and leads.

SOLUTION
CENTRONICS -2 -WAY CENTRONICS £59.95

(inc VAT. P&P)
For computer owners who wish to drive more than one printer. Add
£25 for additional ways. Reverse also possible at same price.
Requires no power, includes both printer leads.

SOLUTION 4:
SERIAL -2 -WAY CENTRONICS £84.95

(inc VAT, P&P)
For owners of computers with RS232 outputs who wish to connect
two (or more) printers and save money on leads and effort on
swopping leads, as they are included. Add £25 for additional ways.
Especially suitable for:
EPSON HX20, PX8 NEWBRAIN, SINCLAIR SPECTRUM INTER-
FACE 1, IX, APPLE 110, ETC... PLUS SPECIAL VERSION FOR CBM 64
Please enquire about our range of software for the NewBrain.
All the above prices include VAT, postage and packing in EUROPE.
For other solutions, watch this space, or contact us at,

TYEPRO LIMITED
30 CampkIn Road, CAMBRIDGE CB4 2NG
Tel: Day 0255 422087, Eve 0223 322394

TWO COMPUTERS
`AS NEW'

SHARP MZ80 B with Cassette Drive
and 2 Disk Drives.

Manuals and Software
£1,050 + VAT

BMC if 800 Model 20 Colour
Computer, 2 Disk Drives, Printer

Centronics Interface, A/D Converter
and ROM Pack.

Manuals and Software
£2,000 + VAT

Call Martin Perry

( HEYDEN DATASYSTEMS )

Heyden & Son Ltd, Spectrum House
Hillview Gardens, London NW4 2J0

Tel: 01-203 5171

1170 NEXT= -
1180 G=0.7=0F(0)=0,F(1)=014=""RT=RAD(20,GOSUB70qPRTAOTHENG=RT44,PRIMTR320,
"YOU HAVE UNCOVERED A LEATHER BAGCONTAINING ":G;"GP.",GOSUB40,F$(0)="GOLD",E

(0)=G,RETURN
11313 IFRT>3THENG=R1430,PRINTe320,"YOU'',E FOUND A CACHE OF"R.I.;"GEMS WORTH 50GP

EACH PLUS";GJ"GOLD COINS.";G=RT*50+G,GOSUB40.F$(0)="GOLD",F(0)=G.RETURN
1200 T=RND(3+L*9),T$=LEFTI(TES(T),9)
1210 PRINT9320."A GOOD FIND....YOU'VE DISCOVERED";:IFT$<>"CHAINMAIL"ORT$<>"FtATE
IIAIL"THENF'RINT"A ";
1220 IFTFET/="GOLDEN CROWN"ORLEFTI(IF$(7),2)="SC"THENPRINTTF$(T)ELSEPRINTT$
1230 GOSUB40:RETURN
1240 GOSUB70:PRINTR320,"WHICH ITEM DO YOU INTEND TAKING".GOSUB40F$(1)=TS,RF,R1TD

(100):F(2)=200+RP,F(3)=900+F(4)=100+FP
1250 FORZ=0204.1FK$=LEFT$(F$(7):1)THEN1270ELSENEXTZ
1260 PRINT"THAT ITEM IS NOT HERE ,!":GOSUB5ORETURN
1270 PRINT"WHO WILL CARRY THE "JF$C2.);,GOSUB80
1280 IFWE(X)<F(2)THENPRINT"IT'S TOO HEAVY FOR ";N$;" OVERLOADED?" GOS

UB50RETURNELSEIFKWG"THEN1310
1290 FORY=IT05:IFT$(:*;,Y)=""ANDZ=1THENWX,Y)=TF$(7),GOT01310
1300 NE(TYFRINTR448,W" IS CARRYING TOO MANY ITEMS TO MANAGE ANYMORE."J:GOSUB5
0,RETURN
1310 PRINTN$J" TAKES THE ";F$(Z)GOSUB5041E(X)=WE(X)-F(Z),G(X)=G(X)+F(0),AT=1,RF
TURN
1320 DM=0.GOSU670,PRINTR320."WHO CASTS. THE SPELL?";,GOSUB80
1330 FORY=1T08,IFSCX,Y)="DETECT MAGIC"THEN1350ELSENEXT
1340 PRINT"YOU DO NOT HAVE DETECT MAGIC!";:GOSUB50,RETURN
1350 PRINTR352."WHAT ITEM DO YOU CAST IT ON?";GOSUB40IFK$=LEFT$(11,1)THENPRINT
R352."THE ITEM GLOWS YOU HOLD A ";TF$(T)GOSUB40,DM=1:RETURN
1360 GOSUB70,PRINTC0.358,"**NOTHING HAPPENSU":GOSUB50RETURN
1370 GOSUB70,PRINTe288,"WHICH ITEM ARE YOU DISCARDING";.GOSUB40

0 1380 IFK$="G"THEN1410
1390 FORX=ITOXX.FCRY=11.05AFK$=LEFT$(T$(X.1)ORY.$=LEFT$(F$(Y).1)THEN1520ELSENE.
XT Y.X
1400 PRINTe352,"NO-ONE IN YOUR PARTY APPEARS TO HAVE THIS OBJECT.";,GOSUB50,PETU
RN
1410 PRINTC1320:"WHO IS DISCARDING GOLC0,GOSUB80
1420 PRINTIi352,"DO YOU WISH fo-.,:41VE THE GOLD TO SOME -ONE ELSE OR lEAVE IT IN THE
ROOM.":GOSUB40
1430 IFK$="G"ORK$="L"THENPRINT"HOW MUCH";.INPUTG ELSE1420
1440 IFG>G<X)THENFRINTe448,"THIS IS MORE THAN YOU WyE FOUND";,GOSUB50RETURN
1450 IFK$="G"THENPRINT9448,"WHO TO";,INPUTN2IELSE 00701500
1460 FORY=ITOXX,IFN2$=N$(Y)THEN1480ELSENEXT
1470 PRINTA2$;" IS NOT IN YOUR PARTY",GOSUB50,RETURN
1480 IFGAE(Y)THENPRINT"THIS IS MORE THAN";NEYWCAN CARRY".GOSUB50.RETURN
1490 G(X)=GOO-G,WE(X)=WE(X)+G.G(Y)=G(Y)+G;WECY)=WECIG.PRINTR448."TRANSACTION
COMPLETED.";.GOSUB50,RETURN
1500 IFK$="L"THEN G(X)=G(X)-G,WE(X)=WE(X+G,PRINTe448,"THE GOLD VANISHES ON SCAT
TERING ACROSS THE FLOOR.";,00511B50.RETLRA
1510 PRINT'HUH!".GOSUB50,RETURN
1520 RP=RND(XX),F$(3)=TCX,Y).PRINTrk384,"0.K.".N RP);" PUTS THE ".F$(Y) ONTO
THE FLOOR.".GOSUB50.F(3)=0.T$CX,1')=""RETURN
1530 2=0.GOSU670
1540 FORX=ITOXX:IFRCX)="ELF"THENZ=Z+1
1550 NEXT.RS=RND(6+2*2/3)
1560 IFFT>CIANDRS>5THENPRINT13356."#4FLOOR TRAP DETECTED44" POKEFT,159POKE(FT+17
159,POKE(FT+32),159POKEKFT+33),159,GOSUB40RETURN
1570 P1=FEEVXM-32):F2=PEEK<M+32),P3=PEEK(M-1)P4=FEEK(M41):IFP1=96ANDP2=95ANDF.
96ANDP4=WTHENFRINTe352,"THERE ARE NO SECRET TRAP -DOORS DETECTED HERE.",GOSUB40
:RETURN
1580 SD=M-3211FSD=XN ANDDWO ANDRS>5.5THENPOKESD.19=-1*DN,GOT01630
590 SD=14+32:IFS1-i=XS; ANDDS;<0 ANDRS>5.5THENPOKESD:19=-13DS:GOT01530
500 SD=11-1,IFSD=X1J ANDDWO AND 'f

lit SD=11+1.IFS1=XE ANDDE<0 AND RS>5.5THENFOKESD.19,P=-1*DE,GOT01630
690 FRINTP448."NOTHINGSENSED OR DETECTED.".GOSUB4OGOSUB250,FETURN
630 FRINTR448,-"SECRET DOCR DISCOVERED..."RETURN
540 MM=RND(10+10*L):-IFL>21AENMM=INTOIM4LOG(L)>,IFMM>80THEN15.40
550 MF=0,NM=RND(XX+2),IFMM7OTHENNM=1
560 IFMM>40ANDMM<51THENNM=1
670 IFMF=1THENNM=M1,MM=M2
680 MA=8-I ,MP=8*LFORY=ITONWMP(Y)=RNNMFFIE=HE+MPKy FL).2THENMPIAT(MF,:Y,
LOC(L.i)
690 NEXIHM1.AMTID=L:IFL)2THENMD.INI(L*LOG(1))
700 HE=((0.7*MD"3+15)1:NM+HE*MDA(L/LP
710 IFAM=OTHEAHM-I
720 GOSUB70.FRINT(2320."vou. are attacked 53 -"44:INT141;" ";M$(MM)
730 FRINTR415,"fiGHT cOMMUNICATE rLIA",GOSUB40K1$=K$
40 IFK1$="R"THEN MF=1411=AM.M2=MWR2=R:R=PR:GOSUB3340GOSUBIOELM= =1150F

ETURN
1750 IFK1$="C"ANDMM<51AENGOSLE1790REILRN
1750 IFK1$="C"ANDM>51AENFRINT"THEY IGNORE YOUR SPEECH & FITTACKGOSH850:GosuF1
890,RETURN
1770 IFK1$="F"THENU(iSUB1890,RETURN
1780 IFA=6THENGT3uE100:RETURNELSEGOT01730
1790 GOSU870T,RI11T1K20,"NHO ATTEMPTS TO COMMUNICATEM-J0
1800 IFRAD(100))T(X)4421HENFRINT"TAEY'RE NOT INTERESTED-attax=k";GOSU OCr:2950;GSUB1:RETURN
1810 GOSUP7O.FL=0PRINTR288,"THE "JMO(MM);" REC:0ThISE YOUR"T,FINT"FRIENDLY GESTU
F'ES AND ','OUR SUFERICR STRENGTH !"
.20 R.=RND,4)+PND,4),IFITHENFRINT"TAEY TELL YOU OF A LEGENC. OF A POWERFUL G

OLDEN CROWN ANC, SEVEN MAGICAL. GEMS. SCATTERED & LC6T INTHE DEPTHS -BELOW!!!";
1830 IFRS=7THENPRINT"THEY TELL YOU THERE IS A HIDDEN REAR: EXIT WHICH THEY''yE HEA
RD OFFROM AN OLD HOBGOBLIN !!!";
1840 IFRS=6THENPRINT"THE ";MEMM);" CONFIDE",PRINT"IN YOU THAT THEY'VE HEARD OF
A JEWEL OF FABULOUS WEALTH LOST SOME -WHERE IN THE COMPLEX BELOW";
1850 IFFS=504THENPRINT"THEY SAY THAT THEY ARE JUST TRAVELLING BY ANC' HAD
STOPPED TOLOOK INSIDE. THEY BACK OLIT SLOWLY";
1860 IFRS=3THENPRINT"TERRIFIED,THEY TELL YOU OF FOUL DEMONS DRAGONS; LURKING BE
LOW, AND THEN LEAVE YOU HASTILY !!";
1870 IFRS=2TAENPRINT"TAEY RELUCTANTLY HINT AT A TALE OF A MAGICAL STUAE WHICH IS

RUMCURED TO GRANT ANY WISH !!'

1.880 GOSUB40,RETURN
1890 N=XX
1900 GOSUB70,PRINT4228v8;"USE wEAPON, MAGIC OR dISENGAGE",G7131J540,IFK$="M"THENGOSU
82690,GOSU050.L.F=1:GOSL6100,IFA=6THEARETURNELSEGCGLE70
1910 IFK$="D"THENMF=1,M1=AMM2=AM,R=PR.FOR2=1-MAMTVZ)=MR(2)44E(TZGOEU83840,GOS
UB10041.1160FL=0.RE7tRA
1920 IFNM>OTHENGOSUB1950
1930 IFNM=OTHENGOSUB70.FRINTe322."THE OPPOSITION IS VANOUISHECGOSUB50,GOSUB22
90,RETUR4J
19413 GOSUB2080GOT01900
1950 PRINT12288.""FORZ=11C111,1EMP(22<1THEN1950ELSEPRINTIV320+342),2
1950 NEXTFORX=1TOXX,PRINTR352,"":PRINT,PRINTHIFF(X)<1THEN2070ELSEPRINTR352 WHT
CH DOES ";NS<X);" STRIKE"
1970 GOSUB40:=VAL(KO),IFY<IORYAl1 ORMP(Y)<1 THEN1970
1980 CH=20-L(X)-813(X)-MART=RND(20)D=RND(5)+DB(X)+1JD,IFF1=4ANDDX=I THEND=D+20
1990 IFRT>CH THEN MP(Y)=MP(Y)-D ELSE ON RAD(2)GOT09040.2050
2000 IFMR(Y)<ITHENPRINTWMM)" SLAIN"M=NM-1:PRINTR(320+3*Y)," "):GCOQ200
2010 ON RND(2)G0T02020,2030
2020 PRINT"A HIT0CAUSING"jD"LAMAGE.".GOT02050
2030 PRINT"A MIGHTY STRIKE-"jD;"DAMAGEGOT02060
2040 FRINT"YOUR BLOW IS DEFLECTED !"GOT02.060
2050 PRINT"WUR WILL, SWING TOTALLY MISSES."
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2060 GOSUB50
2070 IFNM>OTHENNEXT.RETURN
2080 FORY=ITOMI.YI=Y,D=0
2090 IFY>XX ORH(Y1)<1THENYI=RND(.XX)
2100 IFMR<Y)<1THEN2230ELSEMH=20-MD-RUY1).RT=RND(20).D=RND(INTC4*LOG(L)+4-Lii.IF
A=5ANDY1=I THEND=0
2110 1F+KYIXITHEN2230ELSEPRINTe384,"",PRINT352.MCMM)iYj" STRIKES AT "jN$(Y1).

PRINTE'416.""
2120 IFRT>MH THENH(Y1)=H('1)-D,ON RND(4)G0102140,215002160
2130 ON RND(3)GOT02170,2180,2190
2140 PRINT"A BLOW TO THE HEAD-"jDj"DAMAGE",GOT02200
2150 PRINT"YOUR CHEST IS STRUCKL"jDj"DAMAGE".GOT02200
2160 PRINT"A STRIKE TO YOUR ARM."j0;"DAMAGE".GOT02200
2170 PRINT"YOU SKILLFULLY DEFLECT THE BLOW.G0102220
2180 PRINT"SAVED BY YOUR ARMOUR!".GOT02220
2190 PRINT"YOU DEFTLY AVOID THE BLOW,GOT02220

0 2200 IFH(Y1)C1THENPRINTE0480,NEY1)j" -dead!"i,N=N-1.GOSUB50
2210 IFN=OTHENCLS.PRINTE,227,"YOUR PARTY ARE ALL. DERD.".END
2220 GOSUB50
2230 NESTS: RETURN
2240 GOSUB70.PRINTe296,"*.FW(Y STATUS6.PRINTR330,"L HP AC GP WT".FORX=1TOX
X.PRINTWX),PRINTIR(329+X632), ,PRINTUSING"WA.(X);,PRINT" ".

2250 PRINTUSING"WiH(X);.PRINT" ";:PRINTUSING"WjAC(X.PRINT" "..PRINTUSING"
#$$$":,(X).PRINT" ".,PRINTUSING"$$$$"WE(X)
2260 NEXTX.PRINT@480,"TOTAL COMBAT EXPERIENCE.".ML.GOSUB40.GOSU8250.RETURN
2270 FORX=1TOXX.CLS,PRINTNEX),FORY=1705.PRINTTEX,Y).NEXT.GOSUE40.NEXT.IFCC=1TH
ENPRINTE,384,"6 DEAD COMRADE BEING CARRIED *".GOSUB502280 LF=1.GOSUB100,RETURN
2290 MT=INT(MT+HE).HE=0,FORZZ=ITO2STEPO
2300 GOSUB7O.PRINTK88," hEAL WOUNDED. .-EARCH BODIES. lEAVE.";

2310.GOSUB40.IFK$="L"THENRETURN
2320 IFK1="S"THENGOSUB2350
2330 IFR6="H"THENGOSUB2420
2:340 NEXTZZ
2350 IFSB=ITHENPRINTCP384,"YOU'VE ALREADY SEARCHED THE BODIES - NOTHING MORE
IS FOUND.",GOSUB50,RE1ORN
2360 FORZ=1TOM1.RT=RND(20)RP=L*RND(100)
2370 PRINTe384,"WHO SEARCHES "41$(MM);Z:,GOSUB80
2380 IFRT<8THENPRINTE*416,"NOTHING FOUND ON "iM4(MM),Z,GOT02410
2390 RS=INT(RT*Li2).PRINTE416.RSj." GOLD";;IFRT<20THENRP=OELSEPRINT"+ A GEM WORTH
",RFS"GP"
2400 PRINT" FOUND ON ";MS(MM);ZiAFRP+RS<WE(X)THENWE(X)=WE(X)-RP-RS.G(X)=G<X)+RP
+RS
2410 GOSUB50.PRINTU84,"".PRINT.PRINTNEXTZ.S8=1,RETURN
2420 H1=0:PRINTIK84,"WHO DO YOU WISH Ti:, ADMINISTER TO".GOSUBSO.N1$=N$4.1=X
2430 FORZ=ITOXX.FORIT05.1FH(U)<1AND7$(Z,Y)=TF4(50)THENPRINTe416,N$(.7);" HAS R
SCROLL OF RAISE DERD".H1=2,2:1=2,Y1=Y
2440 IFH(UXIANDT$(Z,Y)=TF$(63THENPRINT12416,N$(2)j" HAS A RING OF REGENERATION"
H1=1

. 2450 IFH(U)<IANDL(2)>SANDC$(2)="CLERIC"THENPRINT(2384,"YOUR"jL(2):"TH LEVEL CLERI
". C HAS; THE POWER TO BRING ";N$:" BACK TO LIFE."411=3

2460 IFH(U)<IANDL(Z)>11AND(C$(Z)="DRUID"ORMZ>="MAGICIAN")THENPRINTe384,N$(2);"
HAS THE POWER TO RE -INCARNATE "JNS.H1=4
2470 NEXTY,2.IFH1>OTHENGOSUB50.GOT02530 0
2480 IFFKXXIHNDM1=0THENPR'INT12352,"YOUR PARTY HAVE NO MEANS TO HELPYOUR DEAD COM
RADE.WILL YOU CARRYYOURCRIEND,TAKE ITEMS FROM THE BODY OR lERVE IT AS FALLEN.";
.GOSUB40.GOSUB2590,RETURN
2490 GOSUB70,PRINTIR320,"WHO WILL TEND TO "L41$J.GOSUB80.IFCEX)="CLERIC"ORLC4(X)
="DRUID"ANDL(X)>1>ANDCL<LX:OTHENCL=CL+1.GOSUB2670.RETURN
2500 IFCA(Cm"PALADIN"ANDLH<L(X)THENLH=LH+1.GOSUB2670;RETURN
2510 FOF2=1TOXX.FORY=IT05,IFT$CS,Y)=TF$(1)ORTES,Y)=TF$(2)0Fj4(2,Y)=TF$(39)THENH
(LO=H(U)+RND<S7ELSEIFT$CZ,Y)=TF$(16)THENH(U)=H(U)+3*RND(8),IFH(U)>HP(U)THENH(U)=
HP(U).PRINT" ";NI$j" NOW AT";H<U):"HIT POINTS.",GOSUB5ELME,Y)=""

. 2520 NEXTY.2.IFCL=OTHENPRINTe448,"YOU HAVE NO FACILITY TO HEAL"'GOSLE50,RFTURNEL
.SERETURN
.2530 PRINTQ448. "DO YOU WISH TO UTILISE THIS FACILITY/14)".:GOSUB40.IFKWY"

. THENGOSUB70.1-KU>=HP(U).ON HI GOT02540,2550,2560,2570 ELSERETURN
2540 N=N+1.PRINTR416:"THE RING GLOWS A BLOOD RED ...... "MIS:" BEGINS TO STIR..."
J.GOSUB50,PRINTe480,"aliVe Agaln";,GOSUB50.RETURN
2550 N=N+1.PRINT11384,"AS YOU FINISH INTONING FROM THE SCROLL "041$;" BEGINS TO B 0
REATH AGAIN AND THEN...."j.T$(ZI,Y1)="".GOSUB50.PRINT"GETS UP,SHAKILYGOSUB5
0: RETURN
2560 N=N+I'PRINT(i416,"YOU ARE SUCCESSFUL "M$(2)PRINTh1$j" RISES TO FIGHT AGAIN

ALTHOUGH WEAK AT PRESENT!";.GOSUB50,RETUFfl
2570 RI$(1)="DWAFF".RI$(2)="ELF".RI$(3)="GNOME".RI$(4)="GOBLIN".RI$(5)="HALFLING
",RW6)="HALF-ORC".RI$(7)="HLIMAN".RI$(8)="CENTRUR",R1$(9)="ORE"
2580 N=N+1.R.F,RA PD(9).RINT@416,"FIS YOU FINISH RECITING YOUR RE-IN&IRNATION S
FELL "MIS," RISES AGAIN R3..... ";:GO. UB50.PRINT"A "jR1$<RP)).REU)=RI$(SP) GOSH
050, RETURN
2590 IFK$="F"ANDCC=1THENPRINT" over -Loaded YOU ALREADY CARRY ONE OF YOUR LATE
COMRADES."
2595 IFK$="F"ANDCC=OTHENCC=1:FORY=1TOXX:WE0')=0.NEXT,GOT02660
2600 IFK$<>"F"ANDK$<>"I"THEN2650
2610 FORZ=1TOXX.FORY=1T05.1F14(U,Y)=""ORZ=U THEN2630
2620 IFTCZ,Y)=""THENT$<Z,Y)=TCU.Y).T$W.Y...""
2630 NEXTY.Z,FORX=ITOXX,IFX=U THEN2640ELSELF=INT(G(U)/3),G(X)=G(X)+LF.WE(X)=WE(X
)-LF.IFWE(X)<OTHENWE(X)=0
2.640 NEXT.GW3=0

... 2650 NCUi="".C$0.1)="".R$(.1)="".WICU)="".W2CU)="".W3CU)=""'ACU)=""

. 2660 LCU)=0.S(U)=0.I(U)=0.W<U>=0.C(U)=0,M)=0.R(U)=0,B$(U)="",GP(U)=0:HP<U)=0.S
B(U)=0.DB(U)=0:WA<U)=0:AC(U)=0.WE(U)=0.RETURN
2670 RS=RNE.63+2.IFRS+H(U)>HP(U)THENRS=HP(U)-H(U)
2680 IFCF=1THENPRINTR352,"YOUR SPELL IS NOT YET RECHARGED YOU MOST RECOVER YOUR ill
STRENGTH!".RETURNELSEPRINTR352,MX);" YOU HAVE CURED"'PRINTRS;" DAMAGE FOR ",N$
CLOi,H<LO=H(U)+RS.GOSUB50.CF=1RETURN
2690 PRINTC0.320,"WHO CASTS MAGIC...?".GOSUB80'IFHOTHENPRINT"he is dead"JR=R2 5
,RETURN
2700 CLS.PRINTWX);",YOU KNOW.".FORY=1108.PRINTSVEX,Y),NEXT
2710 PRINT"YOU CARRY.".FORY=1705.PRINTTCX,Y).NEXT
2720 PRINT12480,"sPELL OR aRTIFACT?";,GOSUB40IFK.$="S"ORKS="A"THEN2730ELSER=R2:RE
TURN
2730 IFK$="A"THENLF=IELSELF=0
2740 IFLF=OTHENGOSU670ELSEFORY=0707.PRINTe(326Y),"" NEXT
2750 PRINTe4800"WHICH 2";,GOSUB40
2760 K=ASC(K4)-64,A$=CHR$<K+96).FORY=1105,IFLF=IANCLEFT$(7$(X,Y)6>="POTION"ORL.
EFT$(1.$0,6)="SCROLL")ANDINSTR(9,74(X,V),A$)>OTHENT$(X,Y)=""
2770 IERND(100)>94ANDINSTR(9,71(X,Y),A$)>OAND(LEFT$U$(X,4)="RING"ORLEFTS(TS(
X,Y).4)="WAND")THENT$MY).""+RIAr last. charge,GOSUB50
2780 NEXT:IFLF=OTHENFORY=IT08,IFINSTR(1,SWX,Y),05)>OTHENSVVX,Y)=""ELSENEXT
2790 IFLF=OTHENFORY=1T08AFRAD(.100)->90ANDINSMI,SVVX,YOAND<LEFTS(SVE.X,Y
7,4)="RING"ORLEFT$<SVEX,Y),4)="WHND")THENWX,Y)="",PRINT"last rhar9e".GOSUB5OF
LSENEXT
2800 FORSS=1056T01500.IFFEEK(:SS)=K THEN2820ELSENEXI
2810 PRINTIi480,"NOT AVAILABLE ..... ". .R=R2.GOSUB50.RETURN
2820 A=0.C$=LEFTS<C$CS),1).CL3
2830 IFK=2AND(C$="I"ORLF=1)THEPFINI"A BLINDNESS AFFLICTS THE "M$04M)j",ALLOWIN
G YOU TO DESPATCH THEM".A=1
2840 IFK=3AND(C$="I"ORC$="D"ORLF=1)THENPRINT"THE ",11$(111);" ARE THROWN INTO DISA

0 PRAY ALLOWING YOU TO STRIKE UNHINDEFECA,1
2850 IFK=4ANDRIGHTV.MVMM),6)="DRAGON"THENPRIAT-IHE DRAGON BECOMES DOCILE AND
LIES DOWN QUIETLY "::A=2
2860 IFK=5ANUCS="D"ORLF=1)THENPRINTTHE "JVIVMA);" SUDDENLY BECOME ENTANGLED IN

PROLOG & LISP

This month we have augmented our
Prolog interpreters with a fine
selection of Lisp interpreters, and
are offering Qlgial, the first of a
new generation of languages which are
more powerful than Lisp, yet are
easier to learn and use.

If you need advice on your choice of
'ultra high level language' we will
be pleased to help you.

PROLOG INTERPRETERS

8 -bit micro -PROLOG £ 95
PROLOG -1 £250

16 -bit PROLOG -86 £110
micro -PROLOG £240
PROLOG -1 £330
IF/PROLOG £600

LISP INTERPRETERS

8 -bit Toolworks LISP/80 40
iLisp I. 55

Waltz Lisp £160
muLisp-80 £170

16 -bit Tbolworks LISP/86 £ 40
BYSO LISP 90

IQ Lisp £155
mOLisp-86 £205
Gold Common Lisp £430

OTHER FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGES

Q'Nial (IBM PC) £335

Prices include delivery, but not VAT.

For more information call us.

GREY IVIAVIER
4 Prigg Meadow. Ashburton. Devon TP13 7DF.

TEL. (0364)53499

BRAIN
SURGEONS

Anita Electronic Services (London) Ltd. are

specialists in the repair and service of the

Superbrain and associated peripherals.

We offer a fast on -site nationwide service

or alternative repairs can be carried out at

our workshops should you wish to bring
your machine in to us.
Maintenance contracts are available at

very competitive prices.
We also specialise in the repair of Com-
modore, Apple, IBM Apricot, Osoorne and
Sirius.

Trade enquiries welcome
For further information telephone or write
to:-

Mr. D. Wilkinson
Anita House,

15 Clerkenwell Close,
London EC1 R OAD
Tel: 01-253 2444

PCW241



MCROMART

Programming The VIC
By Raeto West

Reference encyclopedia for VIC-20 owners. The only comprehen-
sive teaching and reference book on VIC-20 and its peripherals.
Topics include this and more: BASIC syntax, storage, functioning,
efficiency; designing, debugging BASIC; algorithms; techniques;
keyboard; program recovery; utilities and tricks; security. Machine
language: introduction and full course; every opcode explained; fast
graphics &c routines; interrupts; using inbuilt ROM routines; guide to
ROMs; memory maps; mixing ML with BASIC; all aspects of
graphics and sound; tape, disk detailed, with full commands,
file -handling, ML programs, 8c; games port, printers and other
peripherals; hardware outline; VIC; VIAs; tips; interfaces; appen-
dices.
Programming The VIC. Many programs, charts, and diagrams. 17
chapters. Appendices. 608 pages. 71/2" iv 9" paperback. Published
by Level Ltd (Computer Publications) in UK, Compute! in USA. UK
ISBN 0 9507650 1 5. Price in UK and Europe £15.90 each (includes
post and packing). From dealers and bookstores or direct (48 -hour
order turnround; ordering information below). Also available: Prog-
ramming The PET/CBM (ISBN 0 9507650 0 7) at £14.90. Available
March 1985: Programming The Commodore 64.
Send orders and make cheques payable to:

BIBLIOS LTD, Star Road, Partridge Green,
HORSHAM, W. Sussex RH13 8LD.

Tel: (0403) 710971

Send copyries Programming The VIC at £15.90. I enclose

cheque/PO for £

Name

Address

(PCW 12.84

PRINTERS NEW LOW
PRICES

Large selection available.
We specialise in interfacing to

SHARP
computers

MZ8OK and
A Eprom Programmers ADC, relay

output, etc.

Interface for MZ700 £39
UK orders add 15% VAT

Details on our complete range from

PETERSON
ELECTRONICS LTD

ACADEMY STREET, FORFAR,
TAYSIDE, DD8 2HA

Tel: 0307 62591

SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE' LIBRARY
VOLUME 1 - STATISTICS AND FITTING FUNCTIONS
Mean, SD, normal distribution, partial expectation, Chauvenets
criterion, least squares fit to polynomial and arbitrary function,
repetitive least squares fits, covariance matrix, chi -squared statistic,
matrix inversion, solution of linear simultaneous equations.

VOLUME 2- LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Reduction of a simplex tableau, integer programming, partial integer
programming, conversational linearprogramming system, least cost
mix problem.

VOLUME 3- FURTHER STATISTICS
Ranking, qualities, frequency, correlation coefficient, T, chi -squared
and F distributions and their inverses, T test, chi -squared test,
Wilcocson test, linear and multiple regression, ANOVA 1 -way and
2 -way.

VOLUME 4 - TRANSFORMATIONS AND SORTING ALGORITHMS
Fourier and Fast Fourier transforms, numerical integration and
differentiation, harmonic analysis, Interpolation, coordinate trans-
formations. Exchange sort, Ouicksort, Shellsort, Tree sort.
All routines are written in BASIC for easy implementation on any
machine.

Machine readable source code E75 + VAT per volume (Most disk
formats + OL microdrive now available)
Manuals including full source listings with implementation notes and
documentation E25 per volume

CP/M TO DEC FILE TRANSFER
Software to read and write RT-11 format RX01 diskettes under CP/M.
Supplied on 8" SSSD diskette- £25 + VAT

SINCLAIR OL TERMINAL EMULATOR
Allows the SINCLAIR DL to act as a terminal to connect to other
micros, bulletin boards and mainframes - £25 + VAT

Write or phone for further information on any of our products.

MICRO LOGIC CONSULTANTS LTD.
57, Station Road, Southwater

Horsham, W. Sussex RNLI 7HQ
Telephone: 0403 731818

PROGRAM FILE
A MASS OF VINES,ALLOWING YOU TO KILL THEM. A=1
2870 IFK=6AND(CS=WORC$="D"ORLF=1)THENPRINT"FIRE SHOOTS AT THE MONSTERS AND DAM
AGES THEM CONSIDERABLY.",A=3
2880 IFK=7THENPRINT"YOU FEEL A SUDDEN SURGE OF GFEATSTRENGTH & CHARGE THE FOE.",
A=4

0

2890 IFK=8AND(CA="CflORLF=1)THEAPRINT"THE OPPOSITION IS HELD FAST UNABLE TO A
,., TTACK OR DEFEND."; A=2
''' 2900 IFK=9THENPRINTN$O3;" SUDDENLY DISAPPEARS FROM VIEW..ui:A=5

2910 IFK=12AND(C$=WORCS="D"ORLF=1)THENPRINT"LIGHTAING BURSTS FORTH FROM YOU.",
A=3
2920 IFK=13AND(C$="WORLF=1)1HENPRINTLC,,"M11.-. Ni'ili..ES ,:FEED FROM YOUR H

13111'S & STRIKE THE uji$(Mili,A=3
2930 IFK=14THENPRINT"THE STAFF OF STRIKING CRACKLES WITH POWER - BLUE FLAME BUR
STINGFORTH."jA=3
2940 IFK=15AND<CWWORLF=1)THENPRINT"AN ICE STORM ENVELOPES THE. AMA(MM)j" FEEZI
NG THEM SOLID.",A=2
2950 IFK=16AND(CWWORLF=1)THENPRINT"THE ",AVMM);" FALL UNDER YOUR SPELL."j4:P: 0

2960 IFK=181HENFRINT"THE ",AVFIAW APE STRUCK WITH FEAR AND FLEE THE ROOM.";4-1=

e v433 IFKAN9AVCWWORLF=1)THENPRINT"THE ";MV.MM)," SUDDENLY FALL TO THE FLOOR. 411

..ASLEEP! j;1-1.2
29811 IFK=20ANVCS=WORLF=1)THENFRINT"STRENGTH FLOODS INTO YOU.", ,A=4
2990 IFK=22THENPRINT"YOU FEEL INVULNERABLE RS AN AURAOF POWER ENVELOPS `;'fill.";N

3000 IFK=24AND(CS=WORLE=1)THENFRINT"AS YOU COMPLETE. THE SFELL THE "AVM)," FP

3010 IFK=25AND(C5="I"ORLF=1)THENPRINT"A COLOUFi! SPRAY CONFUSES THE "iMS<MM);" FIND

YOU ARE ABLE TO STRIKE UNNINDERED.":A=1
3020 IFK=26AND(C$="UORLF=1)THENPRINT"THE ";MVMM);" ARE PARALYZED.".,4I=2

3030 IFA=ITHENAM=0
3040 IFA=2THEART=(L*LOG<L)*RND(28))/L(X):IFRT>15THENPRINT" BUT THEY QUICKLY RECO

VER..."i:ELSENM=0
3050 IFA=3THENFORY.ITOMI:MFMA(Y)-RND(6)*L00:1FNP(Y)<ITNENNM.NM-1:NEXT
3060 IFA=4THENI=X
3070 IFA=5THENI=X
3080 IFA=6THENRETURN
3090 LF=I:RETURN
3100 CLS:PRINTQ5,"*DO YOU WISH TO SAVE*":PRINTR39,"*THESE CHARACTERS*":PRINTQS0,
&"'PRINTP104,"*THIS ADVENTURE*"

3110 GOSUB40IFK$="N"THENGOSUB100:RETURN
3120 PRINT:PRINT" PREPARE TAPE & THEN PRESS ANY KEY ":GOSUB40

3130 CLS.PRINT8234,"41,SAVING**":0PEN"0",40-1',"DUNGEON":PRINT*-1,XX:FORX.ITOXX
.3140 PRINT*-1,NVX),RVX),C8(X),L(X),S00,I(X),W(X),C(X),L,R(X),B$KX),GP(X),H
Fi,,SA(X),DBOO,WA00,WIS(X),W2$00,W3S(X)
3150 PRINT*-1,AVX),AC(X),LICO,E(X),QM,G(X),HM,A(X),WE(X)
3160 FORY=1T08:PRINT*-1,EVX,Y),SVX,Y):AEXTY:FORY=1705'PRINT$1-1,TVX,Y),NEXTY,X
;PRINT5-1.,filTiPiLiCCiDC.
3170 CLOSEW-1HOLS:PRINTe234,"*DUNGEONPRINTrit267,"*SAVED*":END
3180 '* LOAD ADVENTURE *
3190 CLS:PRINI132,"YOU'RE IN MID-ADVENTURE..1":PRINT"PREPRRE TAPE & PRESS ANY KE
Y.":GOSUB40:CLS:PRIN112234,"8 LOADING 8":PRINTe266,"8 DUNGEON 8"
3200 OPEN"I",#-1,"DUNGEON"ANPUTW-1,XX'FORX=1TOXX
3210 INPUTit-1,N$04),RS(X),CEX),L(X),S(X),100,W(X),C00,17(X),R00,134(X),GPCH
P(X),SBCX),DB(X),WA<X),WIS(X),W24(X),W3SM
3220 INPUT*-1,AV X ),RCCX ), LI( X ), E00, ID( >:: ), GO: ), W. X i, At X ), WE( X )

3230 FOR%....1T08:INPUT41-1,EVX,Y),SVX,Y):NEXTY:FORY=1705:INPU711-1,TCX, ''NEXTY.,X

INPUT*-1,MT,R,L,CC
3240 CLOSE*-1:FORZ=1TOXX:LI=LI+LI(Z)NEXT:RETURN
3250 'LORD INITIAL CHARACTERS

** WELCOME 1-0 BRIMSTONE **".PRINT:FRINT" YOU MAY ADVENTUR
E WITH UP TO FOUR MEMBERS.":PRINT:PRINT" HOW MANY CHARACTERS WILL YOUR PART

Y COMPRISE."j'INPUTXX
3270 IFXX<10FM>4THEN3260
3280 FORX=FTWX:PRINT:PRINT" PREPARE THE TAPE TO LOAD 'NUR CHARACTER. THEN ENTE
R THE NAME OF YOUR CHARACTER..."'INPUTA$
3290 CLS'PRINT8234,"**LOADINGWOPEN"I"4-1,A$(X)'IFEOF(-1)THEN3330
33E10 INPUT -W-1 , NS( X ),R$00, CS( X ), L( X ),S( 3 ), Exi.w(x),c(x)..D( X ), R( X), BC X i, GP( X ), H

P(X),S13(X),DB<X),WAGO
3310 INPUT*-1,WISOO,W2EX),W3C)041$00,FIC(X),LI(X),E(X),0(3) 0
3320 FORY=ITCe:INPUT#-I,ES<X,Y),SCX,Y)'NEXTY'FORY=1705'INPUTit-1,TS<X,Y),NEXTY
3330 CLOSE41-1:F(X)=HP(X)WE00=WA(X)PRINT8234,"***DONE***"'NEXTXFORZ=1TOXXWI=
LI+LI<Z)4IEXTZ:RETURN
3340 HE=0,LF=0'CF=0:AT=0'0L=0:LA=0.LS=0:LW=0'LE=01R=30:8B=0
3350 RESTORE,FORX=1TORREAD XR,YR,RA,DA,DS,DW,DE,DU,FT,F$(2),F$(3),F$(4):NEXT:RE
TURN
3160 DATA16,7,1,2,0J3,0A0,0,,ENTRANCE,CHAMBER,16,8,2,-5,1,4,U,0,0,,EMPTY,RWA
3370 DATA10,6,3,4,0,0,1,0,0,,TABLE,CHAIRS,12,6,4,0,3,0J2,0,0,,,BENCHES
3380 DATA4.8.5.6.-2,0,0,0,0,,,C0RRIDOR,8,8,6,7,5,0,0,0,0,,GUARD,ROOM
3390 DATA8,8,7,0,6,-8,0,0,0,,,NOTHING,8,8,8,0,0,9,-7,0,0,,,ARMOURY
3400 DAT88,8,9,10,0,19,8,0,1126,,EMPTY,ROOM.4,8,10,11,9,0,0,0,0,,,CORRIDOR
3410 DATA8,8.11,0,10,0,0,0,0,TRBLE,AND,BENCHES,8,8,12,-19,-13,0,0,0,0,,SECRET,R0
OM
3420 DATA8,8.13,-12,0,14,0,0,0,8TORE,ROOM,ARMOUR,8,4,14,0,0.15,13,0,0,,,CORRIDOR
3430 DATA14,7,15,0,16,18,14,0,0,,PECEPTION,ROOM,12,6,16,15,0,-17,0,0,0,,THRONE,R
00M
3440 DATA6,6.17,0,0,0,-16,-221,0,BARE,SMNE,CHAMBER,10,4,18,0,0,0,15.0,0,,GUARD,
ROOM
3450 DATA8,8.19,0,-12,-20,9,0,0,,EMPTCORRIDOR,13,20,0,0,0,-19,0,0,,WASH,ROOM
3460 DFITA7,7,21J22,0,0,0,117,0,DANK,STAIR,WELL,4,8,22,23,21,0,0,0,0,,,CORRIDOR
3470 DATA14,8,23,-24,22,0,0,0,0,ROOM,OF,AIRRDRS.14,6,24,0,-23,0,25,0,0,,PJUDY,R0
OM
3480 DATA12,6,25A-26,0,24,0,0,0,,LIBRARY,,6,6,26,0,-25,0,0,-338,0,,EMPTY,ROOM
3490 DATA12,8,27,0,0,0,28,0,0,,LABORATORY,.12,6,28,29,0,27,0,0,0,OFFICE,WITH,DES
K
3500 DATR12,6,29,-30,28,0,-31,0,0,,ANTE,CHAMBER,12,6,30,0,-29,0,0,0,0,DAMPA DIP
TY,CELL
3510 DATA16,4,31,0,0,-29,32,0,0,,CORRIDOR,,14,8,32,33,0,31,0,0,0,BENCHES,AND,TAB
TES
3520 DATA8,6,33,0,32,0,0,-334,0,,SMALL,CHAPEL,8,6,34,0,0,-35,0,233,0,EMPTY,STAI 411

,WELL
3530 DATA16,6,35,0,0,36,-34,0,0,,ROBING,ROOM,16,8,36:0,-39,37,35,0,0,LRRGE,THRON
E,ROOM
3540 DATA8,8.37f0,0,-38,36,0,0,SMALL,DRESSING,ROOM,8,7,38,0,0,0,-37,2'26,0,GUARD,
POOM, STAIRS
3550 DATA10,8,39,-36,40,0,0,0,0,,TROPHY,CNAMBER,8,8,40,39,0,0,0,44/,0,SMALL,SITT 0
ING,ROOM
3560 DFITA8,8,41,0,42,0,-52,340,0,STORE,(FOOD),ROOM,16,8,42,41,43,0,0,0,0,,LARGE,
KITCHEN 0
3570 DATA14,8,43,42.44,0,0,0,0,,BANQUET,ROOM,16,8,44,43,0,0,45,0,0,,GREAT,HALL
3580 DATR14,8,45,0,0,44,46,0,0,LARGE,DINING,ROOM,12,7,46,0,0,45,-47,0,0,COMBINED
,PANTRY,& KITCHEN

. 3590 DATA8,8,47,48,0,-46,0,-557,0,,LOUNGE,,5,8,48,49,47,0,0,0,0,,,CORRIDOR
3600 DATA12,8,49,-50,48,0,00,0,SERVFINT'S,DORMITORY,,8,8,50,0,49,0,0,-553,0,,ST
ORE,ROOM
3610 DFITA16,4,51,0,0,52,-50,0,0,,CORRIDOR,,14,8,52,0,0,-41,51,0,0,,LARGE,REFRECT
ORY
3620 DATA8,8,53,0,56,0,54,450,0,STORE,ROOM,,8,8,54,0,55,53,0,0,0,,UNTIDY,WORKSHO
P
3630 DATA8,8,55,54,0,56,0,-658,0,,EMPTY,ROOM,8,8,56,53,0,0,55,0,0,SAHLL,WERPONS,
SMITHY
3640 DATA10,8,57,0,0,0,0,447,0,,EMPTY,CELL,S,8,58,0,64,0,-59,555,0,,EMPTY,CELL
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PROGRAM FILE MICROMART
3650 DATA16,5,59,0,0.-58.60,0,0,,CORRIDOR,,14,8,60,61,0,59,0,0,0,,,BARRACKS
3660 DATA14,8,61,0,60.62,0,0,0,SEVERAL,CRUCE,AEDS,16e8,62.0,0,-63,61,0,0,TRAININ
G.EXERCISE,ROOM/GYM
3670 DATA8,8,63.0,0,0,-62,-771.0,EMPTY,STAIR,WELL,4,8,64,58,65.0,0,0,0,CORRIDO

3680 DATA8.8.65,64,0,0,66,0,0..TORTURE,CHAMBER,8,8,66,0,67,65,0,0,0,,PRISON,CELL

3690 DATA8,8,67,66,0,0,68,0,0,,GUARD'S.ROC41,8,8,68,0,69,67,0,0,0,MORE,PRISON,CEL
LS
3700 DATA8,8,69,68.0,0,-70,0,0,,STRONG.ROOM.8,8,70.0.0,-69,0,0,0,,SECRET,CHAMBER
3710 DATA8,8,71,72,74,73.75,663,0,DARK,EERIE,ROON.8.8,72.0,71,0,0,0,0.SLIME,COVE
RED, WALLS
3720 DATA8,8,73,0,0,0,71,0,0,FOUL,SMELLING,AESTIA8,8,74,71,0,0,0,0,0,DARK,GLO
OMY, CRYPT
3730 DATA8,8.75,0,0,71,0,0,0.,SEYERAL,TOMBS
3740 FORX=IT066,READTFS(X).NEXT,RETURN
3750 DATA POTION...OF HEALING,SCROLL...OF CURE LIGHT WOUNDS,SCROLL...OF ENTANGLE
.SCROLL. .OF mAGIC MISSILE
3760 DATA SCROLL...OF CHARM PERSON,.SCROLL...CIF sLEEP,SCROLL...OF COLOUR SPRA.,,,RI
NG..,..OF wAAMTH.NAND OF mAGIC MIS8ILFS
3770 DATA CHAINMAIL+1,SHIELD...+1,SWORD....+1,AXE +1,DAGGER. .+1,MACE.. .+1

R3780 DATA POTION...OF EXTRA-HEALING,SCROLL...OF hOLD PESON,SOROLL...OF INvULNEP
ABILITY,SCROLL... OF bLINDNESS,RING OF iNVISIBILITY,CLOAK OF PROTECTION+1
3790 DATA DAGGER...+2,SWORD....+2,AMULET OF GOLDS PLATINUM,BAG OF DEVOURING
3800 DATA POTION...OF iNVISIBILITSCROLL...OF CALL lIGHTNING,SCROLL...OF iNVISI
BILITY,SCROLL. .OF PARALYzATION,RING oF FROTECTION+1,WANC..OF FIRE
3810 DATA CHAII7AMAIL+2,SHIELD. +2,AvE +2,SPEAR....+2,RED PEARL. SAPPHIRE
3820 DATA POTION...OF INvULNERABILITSCROLL...OF CURE DISEASE.SCROLL...OF StREN
GTH,SCROLL...OF lIGTHNING BOLT,SCROLL...OF fIREBALL,SCROLL...OF cHAOS, WAND ii

F FEAr
3830 DATA PLATEMAIL+1,SWORD....+3,EMERALD,STAR RUBY
3840 DATA POTION...OF gIANT STRENGTH,SCROLL...OF RAISE DEADJSCROLL...OF WALL.. OF
fIRE,SCROLL...OF ICE STcRM,RING OF FEATHER FALL,WAND OF STRIKInG
3850 DATA AXE +3,DAGGER .+3,MACE +2,FIRE OPAL.DIAMOND
3860 DATA POTION...OF dRAGON CONTROL,SCROLL...OF cONFUSION,SCROLL...OF DEATH SPF
Lt.(x>.RING OF REGENERATION,PLATEMAIL+2,MOONSTONE.CROWN OF GOLD
3870 FORX=1T080READMVX1NEXT,RETURN
3880 DATA BANDIT,BERSEAKER,ORC,GOBLIN,KOBOLD,GHOUL,GNOLL,IMR.GIANT ANT,BUGEEAR
3,890 DATA LIZARDMEN,CRPRION CRAWLER.GIANT RAT,SKELETON,STIRGE,GIANT CENTIPEDE,WO
LVEN,IROGLODYTE,EVIL DNARVES.SHRIEKER
3900 DATA HO8GOBLIN,FIRE-IMA,GIANT TICK,HARPIES,MUMMIES,MANE,LEMURE,LARMA,FIRE 6
EETLE,WEREWOLVES
3910 DATA OCRE,OWLBEAR,GIANT SPIDER,TROLL,ZOMBIE,BASILISK,CFNE BEAR,BLINK DOG,CE
NTAUR,COCKATRICE
3920 DATA SUCCUBUS,ANHKHEG,ERINYES,LAMIA,SFECTPE,HYDRA,GELRTINOUS CUBE.GHOST.STO
NE GIANT, STONE GOLEM
3930 DATA CHIMERA,COUATL,GIANT APE,GIATM SNAKE,ETTIN,GORGON,GRIFFOH,GARGOYLE,MAN
TICORE,MINOTAUR
3940 DATA ROPER,RUST MONSTER,VAMPIRE,UMBER HULK,WIGHLXORN,NYVEMWRAITHANNI.
OTYUGH, MIND FLAYER,LICH
3950 DATA IRON GOLEM,BALROG,DRAGONNE,SLACK DRAGON,GHRJMATD, DRAGON, GREEN DRAGON.
RED DRAGON. WHITE DRAGON

Spectrum Golf
by Chic James

As if to show that anything the BBC can
do the Spectrum can do better, I

received this golf simulation shortly
after publishing 'Golf' for the Beeb last
month. Instructions are included in the
program for nine- and 18 -hole games.

If two people want to play simul-

taneously, you'll need a microdrive in
which to store the hole design. One -

player games can be run on cassette-
based systems.

One word of warning - the game is
won or lost on the putting green.

1 REM "golf" BY CHIC JAMES
5 BRIGHT 1

163 IF x>=c-20 AND x<=c+20 AND
y>=b-20 AND y<=b+20 THEN GO TO

8 BORDER 5: PAPER 4: INK 0 170
9 CLS : GO SUB 9100 165 PLOT q,r: DRAW x-q,y-r
10 GO SUB 9900 170 LET .q=x
15 GO SUB 9700
30 PRINT PAPER 7; BRIGHT 1; I

180 LET r=y
190 IF x>=c-1 AND )4 =c+1 AND y> 411/

NVERSE 1;AT 20,0;"HOW MANY HOLES =b-1 AND y<=b+1 THEN GO TO 3000
DO YOU WISH TO PLAY ? 200 GO 'SUB 6000

290 LET s=s+1
40 INPUT PAPER 7; INK 0; BRIG 295 PRINT AT 0,0; PAPER 0; INK

HT WENTER 9 or 18 ";h 7;"STROKE No. ";s
45 CLS 320 GO TO 105
50 INPUT PAPER 7; INK 0; BRIG 999 REM *** set out hole ***

41/ HT 1;"ENTER 1 or 2 PLAYERS ";iila
yers

1000 IF p1=2 THEN GO TO 1600
1002 CLS : FOR n=0 TO 2: PRINT A

0

60 IF players>2 THEN GO TO
90 GO SUB 1000

T n,0; PAPER 0;"
.

": NEXT n
100 REM ** play one hole ** 1005 LET z=z+1: PRINT AT 1,16; P
105 INPUT PAPER 2; INK 7;"PLAY APER 0.; IW 7;"HOLE No. ";;:. 0

ER ";(p1);" ENTER ANGLE:";a . 1010 LET q=10: LET r=10
107 IF a>180 THEN GO TO 3003 ' 1030 LET s=1
110 PRINT AT 1,0; PAPER 2; INK 1100 FOR n=1 TO 30

7;"ANGLE ";a;" " 1110 LET a=3+INT (RND*18)
120 INPUT PAPER 1; INK 7;"PLAY 1120 LET b=l+INT (RND*31)

ER ";(p1);" ENTER SWING:";d 3130 PRINT. AT a,b; PAPER 8; INK
125 IF d>200 THEN GO TO 120 0;"1"
130 PRINT AT 2,0; PAPER 1; INK,

7;"SWING ";d;" "

1140 NEXT n
1150 FOR n=1 TO 5

135 LET d=d/2 1160 LET a=3+INT (RND*13)
0 140 LET x=INT (d*COS (a/180*PI): 1,170 LET b=l+INT (RND*27)

)+q 1180 LET c=l+INT (RND*5)
150 LET y=INT (d*SIN (a/180*PI) 1190 FOR m=1 TO c

)+r 1200 PRINT AT a+m,b; PAPER 8; IN 411

155 GO SUB 6080 K,0;"4:1"
160 CIRCLE INK 7;x,y,1 1240 NEXT m

THE C LANGUAGE

New this month, a range of C
libraries and the INSTANT C
interpreter, both to help you speed
up program development.

C COMPILERS

8 -bit Aztec C II v1.06D
Aztec C65 v1.05C
BDS C v1.50a
c/ao v3.1
Eco-C v3.1
0/C v3.2b

16 -bit Aztec C86 v1.06D
CI Optimizing C86 v2.2
C -Systems C v2.0
De Smet C88 v2.3
Digital Research C
Instant -C

Lattice C v2.13
Mark Williams MWCE6
Microsoft C v2.03

C LIBRARIES

Phact
db-vista
C-ISAM
Btrieve
C-to-dBase, source
V -File

ICS Generic BTREE,s'ce

£155
£155
£110
£ 45
£185
£ 85

£185
£345
£210
£135
£235
£425
£425
£425
£365

£250
£445
£225
£245
£125
£295
£295

Graphics Halo £175
C Tools, source £110

Screen Panel £225

Misc C Helper, source
Basic C,basic functs
C Refiner,bas features
C Food Smorgasbord
Greenleaf, source

£135
£175
£145
£135
£175

Prices include delivery, but not VAT.

POr more infornatim call us.

GREY MATTER
4Pnw,Meadow Ashburton

TEL (0364) 53499

BLANK CASSETTES
Guaranteed top quality computer/audio cassettes
at great budget prices.
Packed In boxes of 10 with labels, inlay
cards and library case.
Prices include VAT, post and acki ng .

O C5) £3.35 0 C30 £4.70
0 C60 £5.30

O C12 £3.45 0 C90 £7.00
El C15 £3.75

SF LORRY DISKS
Prices of boxes of 10
0 51/4 Single side/Double density £19.95
0 51/4 Double side/Double density £21.85
0 51/4 Double side/Quad density £28.75
MICRO FLEXI DISKS
Price per unit
0 31/2 Single side £4.00 each
0 31/2 Double side £4.75 each
Indicate quantity of each product required in boxes.
Free delivery UK only.
Cheque/PO Enclosed for

NAME

ADDRESS

PROPESSIOD AL
MAGDETICS LTD

Cassette House, 329 Hunslet Road, Leeds LSIO
FREEPOST Tel: 10532) 706066 PCW/12/84

PCW243



MICROMART PROGRAM FILE

POOLSWIN R
THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM
 MASSIVE DATABASE Is Inn La a sopesecaled Pools

Predicuon corn complete ...In laceest database
az000

matches come N.
years The database updates

automancally as results come us
 PREDICTS Na us, SCOREDRAWS. but AWATS. NONIES

and NO CORES
 succii311L SELEC .u.nuttee that Poolsvonner performs

g. hatterfican.i thee ChanCe

 ADAPTABLE Probabffines are snven on every brave -
choose as many zelecnons as you need for yew be. The
precue predsceon formula can be set by the user you can
develop and test your ovm unique method

 SIMPLE DATA ENTRY All English and LEARNS team names trvalo. ern.
ale in the program Stroply type in the reference numbers from the screen Or use FIXGEN
to produce fixture bet autornaucally (see below,

 DISCrtAICRODRIVECOIAPATDILE NI versions (except APPte aed 66h0 ace sUPPLed
on tape. y. ample restrucLote for converuon rodsotnacrodeve opetason

(The se ..results ate suppbed with the package es that temhe.6 can ea. tonse.atS
AVAILABLE FOR Spectrum (4810. Commodore 61. 201 1610. AMSTRAD
CPC .4. BBC B. Ann..). ZEE (161). Dragon. Apple II Dampc

PRICE 115.00 (an inclusive)
AT LAST No more atosSebee for hoscs

FIXGEN 84/5 ';n-ermed taleall EnoLsh (mim=egurtu:e;Zr.,1684.1 Sznply type m thLLe.7,1 the lull n is

P6C L SW MN wittsvrIMN :16.50
Pooh

in7Live)
nagenalove L5.50

rEmmwouccosts,camoc.. =T==g.,c
daily newspapers or Spors. Lde wellon unportam factors can be mpul and

analysed. The program supphed a database del...? baste...and
m.o. and er., of the dxwroran ent.n courses ,Flat A eaten. Hunt
AVAiLs.1.6 FOR Spectrum tee,. Commodes SA BBC( u.e., kan14010 ASO.tl

PRICE C12.50 (all inclusive)
OF

eleCmrn
POST) o

ooneatu. SOFINCA RI phone 21 hrs

37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE, IT 061-428 7425

READ & PRINT
BAR-CODES USING

ANY COMPUTER

Bar-codes give a speedy and
error tree means of data entry
and provide a foolproof method
of identification for any item or
document. Typical uses include
stock control, libraries, filing system , security and ch ckpoint verification,
point of sale terminals, spare parts identification, et , etc. Already most
grocery products are bar-coded at source and many of er areas of industry
and commerce are following. Bar-codes will soon be ommonplace.
Altek decoding algorithms have been developed over a period of years and
are recognised as being second to none. (Others use our software under
licence, in their own products.) All bar codes may be scanned
bidirectionally, and our decoders easily exceed the industry standard
benchmarks. (90% first time read and one substitution error per million
reads).
All Altek decoders are housed in a smart instrument case with 'ink-well' for
the scanning wand when not in use. In addition they all come with software
to print bar codes on a standard dot matrix printer. (Epson or compatible). a
complete bar code identification system at minimal cost.

R8232 Bar-code reader

This microprocessor based unit decodes the bar-code and converts it into
ASCII for transmission to the host via a RS232 port. Complete with power
supply and cables. Works with virtually any computer. Baud rate, data
format and optional check digit verification selectable with DIL switches.

E1185.00 *VAT
NEW system for BBC micro

ROM based, interrupt driven software. Switch on and read bar codes!
Nothing to load, no commands needed to start. Reads alphanumeric codes
at power up and automatically inserts the data into the keyboard buffer so it
is possible to control the computer entirely via barcodes! Decodes ALL these
formats: EAN13, EANI3, UPC -A, CODE -39 8 INTERLEAVE 2/5. As supplied
to Acorn. 2249.00+VAT

CBM/PET 8 APPLE 2
Lowest cost system. Disk based software decodes the bar code format of
your choice and is easily interfaced to BASIC or Assembler. A full
specification bar code identification system as used by many private and
public sector laboratories, industrial and commercial organisations.

£199.0*VAT

(Not suitable far Apple running CP/M .
Use RS232 system!) Phone or write for

further details. Please state area of

interest and what computer is to be
used.

ALTEK
INSTRUMENTS
Enterprise House
44-46 Terrace Road
Walton -on -Thames, Surrey
KT12 2S0
Tel: (0932) 244110
Telex: 295800 CWAOL

1220 NEXT n
1230 LET i=3+INT (RND*15)
1240 LET j=l+INT (RND*27)
1245 PRINT AT 1-1,j-1; PAPER 3;
INK 2;" r "

1250 PRINT AT i , j-1 ; PAPER 3;

1261) PRINT AT 1+1,j-1; PAPER 3,"

1270 PRINT AT i+2,j-1; PAPER 34"

1275 PRINT AT i+3,j-1; PAPER 3;"

1280 LET c=j*8+12
1290 LET b=175-(1*8+10)
1300 CIRCLE c,b,2
1310 GO SUB 5000
1320 PRINT AT 1+1,j+1; PAPER 3;"

1330 CIRCLE c,b,2
1370 PRINT AT 0,16; PAPER 0: INK

7;"TOTAL S1ROKES:";e(p1)
1390 PRINT AT 1,0; PAPER 2; INK

7;"ANGLE ;AT 2,); PAPER
1; INK 7;"SWING
1395 PRINT AT 0,0; PAPER 0; INK

7;"STROKE No. ";s
1400 LET 1=c+b
1405 IF 10=10 THEN LET p=2
1410 IF 10=100 THEN LET p=3
1420 IF 10=200 THEN LET p=4
1430 IF 1>=300 THEN LET p=5
1440 PRINT AT 2,16; PAPER 0; INK

7:"PAR:";p:" ":1;"Yds."
1450 FOR n=19 TO 21
1460 PRINT AT r,,0; PAPER 6:"
1470 NEXT n
1480 PRINT AT 19,0; PAPER 6; INK
0;"T"
1490 PRINT PAPER 8;AT 10,15;"1"
;AT 11,16;"1";AT 17,15;"1";AT 11

1500 PRINT PAPER 8;AT 8,4;"1";A
T 8,11;"t":AT 8,18;"t":AT 8,26;"

1510 PRINT PAPER B;AT 15,4:"t";
AT 15,11;"1";AT 15,18;"t";AT 15,
26;"t"
1520 CIRCLE INK: 7;q,r,1
1530 IF players=1 THEN GO TO 10
0
1549 REM *** SAVE HOLE ***
1550 ERASE "m";1;"hole"
1560 SAVE *"m";1;"hole"SCREEN$
1565 VERIFY *"m";1;"hole"SCREEN$

1570 GO TO 100
1599 REM *** LOAD HOLE ***
1600 LOAD *"m";1;"hole"SCREEN$
1610 LET q=10: LET r=10
1620 LET s=1
1630 PRINT AT 0,16; PAPER 0; INK
7;"TOTAL STROKES:"Ce(p1)
1640 GO TO 100
2999 REM *** holed shot ***
3000 LET e(p1)=e(p1)+s: PRINT AT
21,8C -PAPER 2; INK 7; FLASH 1;"
HOLED

3005 GO SUB 7300
3010 PRINT AT 0,16: PAPER 0; INK
7;"TOTAL. STROKES:";e(p1)
3015 PAUSE 100
3016 IF p1=1 THEN LET t(z)=s
3017 IF p1=2 THEN LET i(z)=s
3018 LET v(z)=p
3020 PRINT AT 10,6; PAPER 6; INK:

0;s;" STROKES FOR HOLE No.";z
3021 IF players=1 THEN GO TO 30
25
3022 IF p1=1 THEN LET p1=2: PAU
SE 100: GO TO 1000
3025 LET k=k+p
3030 PRINT AT 2,16; PAPER 0; INK
7;"PAR:";pc" ":1;"Yds."
3035 PAUSE 100
3040 LET p=0: LET 1=0
3050 IF z=h THEN GO TO 4000
3055 LET p1=1
3060 GO TO 1000
3999 REM *** end of round ***
4000 CLS : PRINT BRIGHT 1;AT 0,
3; PAPER 7; INK O; "PAR FOR THIS
COURSE WAS:";k
4002 GO SUB 4500
4005 LET p1=1
4010 IF .k=e(p1) THEN GO TO 4100
4020 IF k>(p1) THEN GO TO 4200
4030 IF k<e(p1) THEN GO TO 4300
4100 IF p1=1 THEN LET x1=0
4102 IF p1=2 THEN LET x1=16
4105 PRINT AT 1,>:1; PAPER 3; INK

7;" PLAYER ";p1;AT 21,x1:e(p1);
LEVEL PAR "

4115 IF players=1 THEN GO TO 44
00
4120 IF p1=1 THEN LET p1=2: GO
TO 4010
4130 GO TO 4400
4200 LET u=k-e(p1)
4202 IF p1=1 THEN LET x1=0
4207 IF p1=2 THEN LET .x1=16
4210 PRINT AT 1,x1; PAPER 1; INK

7;" PLAYER " ; pl ; AT 21 , xl ; e (pl ) ;

:";u;" UNDER PAR "

4225, IF players=1 THEN GO TO 44
Olt

4230 IF p1=1 THEN LET p1=2: GO
TO 4010
4240 GO TO 4400
4300 LET o=e(p1)-k
4302 IF p1=1 THEN LET >11=0
4303 IF p1=2 THEN LET x1=16
4310 PRINT AT 1,011; PAPER 2; INK

7;" PLAYER ";p1;AT 21,x1;e(p1);
":";0;" OVER PAR "

4325 IF players=1 THEN GO TO 44
00
4330 IF p1=1 THEN LET p1=2
4410 INPUT BRIGHT 1; INK 7; PAP
ER 0; FLASH 1;"ANOTHER ROUND? (Y
or N) ";c$
4420 IF c$="y" THEN GO TO 15
4430 IF c$<>"y" THEN STOP
4500 PRINT AT 1 , 1 1 ; "PAR" ; AT 1,28

;"HOLE"
4505 FOR n=1 TO h
4510 PRINT AT n+1,5;t(n);AT n+1,
12;v(n):AT n+1,21;i(n):AT n+1,29
;n

4520 NEXT n
4530 RETURN
4998 REM ** set up hazards **
4999 REM ** cap's in " " =

U.D.G's. **
5000 FOR n=1 TO 3
5002 LET q(n)=3+INT (RND*12)
5003 GO SUB 7000
5005 FOR m=q(n) TO q(n)+2
5010 PRINT AT m,ch; PAPER 8; INK

g"
5020 NEXT m
5022 NEXT n
5025 FOR n=4 TO 5
5030 LET q(n)=3+INT (RND*12)
5032 GO SUB 7000
5035 FOR m=q(n) TO q(n)+2
5040 PRINT AT m,ch; PAPER 8; INK
2;"ttt"
5050 NEXT m
5055 NEXT n
5100 FOR n=7 TO 10
5110 LET q(n)=1+INT (RND*28)
5120 LET w(n)=q(n)*8
5125 LET f(n)=w(n)+23
5127 GO SUB 7100

.E7 671imhTT ch,q(n); PAPER 8;

5140 NEXT n
5150 LET n=6
5160 LET q(n)=4+INT (RND*25)
5170 LET w(n)=q(n)*8
5180 LET f(n)=w(n)+23
5190 GO SUB 7100
5200 FOR m=ch TO ch+2
5210 PRINT AT m,q(n); PAPER 8;

5220 NEXT m
52.30 IF n=11 THEN RETURN
5240 LET n=11: GO TO 5160
5999 REM ** check hazards **
6000 GO TO 8000
6005 IF x>=64 AND 0.<=71 AND Y)=W
(1) AND y(=f(1) THEN GO TO 6100
6010 IF x>=1536 AND x<=147 AND y).
=w(2) AND y<=f(2) THEN GO TO 61
00
6020 IF x>=192 AND x<=199 AND y>
=14(3) AND y<=f(3) THEN GO TO 61
00
6030 IF x>=w(10) AND x<=f(10) AN
D y>=40 AND y<=47 'THEN GO TO 62
Cili

6035 IF x>=w(7) AND x<=f(7) AND
y>=112 AND y<=119 THEN GO TO 62
00
6040 IF x>=w(8) AND x<=f(8) AND
y>=96 AND y<=103 THEN GO TO 620
0
6050 IF x>=w(9) AND x<=f(9) AND
y>=56 AND y<=63 THEN GO TO 6200
6060 IF x>=0 AND x<=31 AND y>=w(
4) AND y<=f(4) THEN GO TO 6300

244PCW



PROGRAM FILE MICROMART

6330
";

6065 IF x>=w(11) AND x=f(11) AN
D y>=0 AND y<=23 THEN GO TO 630
0

6070 IF x>=w(6) AND x<=f(6) AND
y>=128 AND y<=151 THEN GO TO 63
00
6075 IF x>=224 AND x<=247 AND y>
=w(5) AND y<=f(5) THEN GO TO 63
00
6077 RETURN
6079 REM * check out of bounds *
6080 IF x<1 THEN GO TO 6400
6085 IF x>254 THEN GO TO 6500
6087 IF y>=152 THEN GO TO 6600
6090 IF y<1 THEN GO TO 6700
6095 RETURN
6099 REM ** inform penalty's **
6100 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6; INK,

0; FLASH 1;" IN THE WATER:LOSE
TWO STROKES "
6105 GO SUB 7200
6110 LET s=s+2
6120 PRINT AT 0,0; PAPER 0; INK
7;"STROKE No. ";s
6130 PAUSE 50
6140 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6;"

PAPER 4;"

6145 PRINT AT 21,q(11); PAPER 4;
INK 2; " Itft"

6150 RETURN
6200 PRINT AT 21,5; PAPER 6; INK
0; FLASH 1;" BUNKERED:LOSE ONE
STROKE "
6205 GO SUB 7200
6210 LET s=s+1
6220 PRINT AT 0,0; PAPER 0; INK
7;"STROKE No. ";s
6230 PAUSE 50
6240 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6;"
"; PAPER 4;"

6245 PRINT AT 21,q(11); F'APER 4:
INK 2; " itflt"

6250 RETURN
6300 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6; INK
0; FLASH 1;" IN THE WOODS :LOSE
ONE STROKE "

6305 GO SUB 7200
6310 LET s=s+1
6320 PRINT AT 0,0; PAPER 0; INK
7;"STROKE No. ";s

PAUSE 50
6340 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6;"

PAPER 4;"

6345 PRINT AT 21,q(11); PAPER 4;
INK 2; "tfy"

6550 RETURN
6400 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6; INK
0; FLASH 1;" OUT OF BOUNDS:LOSE
ONE STROKE "
6405 GO SUB 7200
6410 LET s=s+1
6420 LET x=1
6430 PRINT AT 0,0; PAPER 0; INK
T;"STROKE No. ";ss

6435 PAUSE 50
6440 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6;"
"; PAPER 4;"

6445 PRLNT AT 21,q(1I); PAPER 4;
INK 2;"*"*"

6450 RETURN
6500 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6; INK
0; FLASH 1;" OUT OF BOUNDS:LOSE
ONE STROKE "

6505 GO SUB 7200
6510 LET s=s+1
6520 LET x=254 '
6530 PRINT AT 0,0; PAPER 0; INK
7;"STROKE No. ";s
65:35 PAUSE 50
6540 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6;"

; PAPER 4;"

6545 PRINT AT 21,q(11); PAPER 4;
INK 2; " fff"

6550 RETURN
66(1(1 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6; INK
Cr; FLASH 1;" OUT OF BOUNDS:LOSE
ONE STROKE "

6605 GO SUB 7200
6610 LET s=s+1
6620 LET y=151
6630 PRINT AT 0,0: PAPER 0; INK
7;"STROKE No. ";s
6635 PAUSE 50
6640 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6;"

PAPER 4;"

6645 PRINT AT 21,q(11); PAPER 4;
INK 2; "'ft"

6650 RETURN
6700 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6; INK
0; FLASH 1;" OUT OF BOUNDS:LOSE
ONE STROKE "

6705 GO SUB 7200
6710 LET s=s+1
6720 LET y=1
6730 PRINT AT 0,0; PAPER 0; INK
7;"STROKE No. ";s
6735 PAUSE 50
6740 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6;"
"; PAPER 4;"

6745 PRINT AT 21,q(11); PAPER 4;
INK 2; " ftt"

6750 RETURN
6999 REM ** check hazards sub **
7000 IF q(n)=3 THEN LET w(n)=12
8: LET f(n)=w(n)+23: GO TO 7100
7001 IF q(n)=4 THEN LET w(n)=12
0: LET f(n)=w(n)+23: GO TO 7100
7002 IF q(n)=5 THEN LET w(n)=11
2: LET f(n)=w(n)+23: GO TO 7100
7003 IF q(n)=6 THEN LET w(n)=10
4: LET f(n)=w(n)+23: GO TO 7100
7004 IF q(n)=7 THEN LET w(n)=96
: LET f(n)=w(n)+23: GO TO 7100
70(15 IF q(n)=8 THEN LET w(n)=88
: LET f(n)=w(n)+23: GO TO 7100
7006 IF q(n)=9 THEN LET w(n)=80
: LET f(n)=w(n)+23: GO TO 7100
7007 IF q (n) =10 THEN LET w (n) =7
2: LET f(n)=w(n)+23: GO TO 7100
7008 IF q(n)=11 THEN LET w(n)=6
4: LET f (n) =w (n) +23: GO TO 7100
7009 IF q(n)=12 THEN LET w(n)=5
6: LET f(n)=w(n)+23: GO TO 7100
7010 IF q(n)=13 THEN LET w(n)=4
8: LET f(n)=w(n)+23: GO TD 7100
7011 IF q(n)=14 THEN LET w(n)=4
0: LET f(n)=w(n)+23: GO TO 7100
7100 IF n=1 THEN LET ch=8
7105 IF n=2 THEN LET ch=17
7110 IF. -n=.., THEN LET ch=24
7115 IF n=4 THEN LET ch=1
7120 IF n=5 THEN LET ch=28
7125 IF n=6 THEN LET ch=3
7130 IF n=7 THEN LET ch=7
7135 IF n=0 THEN LET ch=9
7140 IF n=9 THEN LET ch=14
7145 IF n=10 THEN LET ch=16
7150 IF n=11 THEN LET ch=19
7160 RETURN
7199 REM *** beep ***
7200 FOR n=1 TO 3
7205 BEEP .50,-10
7210 BEEP .75,-20
7220 NEXT. n
7230 RETUR
7300 FOR n= TO 16
7305 BEEF' .02,n
7310 NEXT n
7320 RETURN
7999 REM ** hit tree routine **
8000 IF x>=32 AND x<=39 AND y>=1
04 AND y<=111 THEN GO TO 8100
8005 IF x>=88 AND x<=95 AND y>=1
04 AND y<=111 THEN GO TO 6100
8010 IF x>=144 AND x<=151 AND y>
=104 AND y<=111 THEN GO TO 8100
8015 IF x.>=208 AND >t<=215 AND y>
=104 AND y<=11I THEN GO TO 8100
8020 IF x>=208 AND x<=215 AND y>
=48 AND y<=55 THEN GO TO eloo
8025 IF x>=144 AND x<=151 AND y>
=48 AND y<=55 THEN GO TO 8100
8030 IF x>=88 AND x<=95 AND y>=4
8 AND y<=55 THEN GO TO 8100
8035 IF x>=32 AND x<=39 AND y>=4
8 AND y<=55 THEN GO TO 8100
8040 IF x>=120 AND x<=127 AND y>
=88 AND y<=95 THEN GO TO 8100
8045 IF x>=120 AND x<=127 AND y>
=32 AND y<=39 THEN GO TO 8100
8050 IF o>=128 AND x<=135 AND y>
=80 AND y<=87 THEN GO TO 0100
8055 IF >::>=176 AND x<=183 AND y>
=80 AND y<=87 THEN GO TO 8100
8060 GO TO 6005
8100 FOR n=5 TO 10
8105 BEEP .01,n
8110 NEXT n
8120 LET y=y+INT (d/3)
8130 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6; INK
0;" HIT TREE : BALL REBOUNDED

8140 PAUSE 50
8150 PRINT AT 21,0; PAPER 6;"
"; PAPER 4;"

0

COMPUTERS
Spectrum 48K £108.70 BBC B £152.20
Commodore 64 £161.00 Tatung Einstein £19130
Electron £17380 Sanyo MBC555 £899.00

Apple Computers available

PRINTERS
Alpha Com 32 Epson RX80 £189.95(forSpectrurn) £57.00 PrinterCable £8.50Epson RX80F/T £213. 00 DX100 £355Epson FX80 £316.00 Juki £324

MONITORS 14" COLOUR
Microvilic £173. TV Monitor £195

both complete with lead Nomendy. Saba

CUMANA DISK DRIVES
SPECIAL PRICE 100K single without power supply £99.95
with power supply £133.00 200K double £237.00

Phone for price on other drives

ACCESSORIES
BBC Disk interface £91.30
Upgrade A-. B now £65.00
Spectrum I6K to 48K £2400
JOYSTICKS Quickshot 1 £6.50

Quickshot 2 £7.50
Sidewise Rom Board now 06.00
27128 EPROMS Special pecan £15.00
2764 (PROMS £450

Education orders supplied
Trade enquiries welcome

Add 80 pence Post & Packing for small items and £6 for large items
ADD 15% VAT TO TOTAL

Leigh Computer Systems
36 Derby Road, Hinckley 75 Cross St
Leicestershire LE10 1QF Sale

Tel: (0455) 612139 Nr Manchester
"Discounts on volume Tel: 061-9052144

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES

COMPUTERS
IBM PC, 2 360k Drives, 2 56k RAM, UK
Keyboard, IBM Mono Monitor £1,777
IBM PC, 136k Drive, 1 10 Meg Hard Drive, 1 28k
RAM £2,450
PC XT, 80 Call for low price
COMPAQ PORTABLE - 1 360k Floppy, 1 10
Meg Hard Drive, DOS 2.1 £2,888

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
64k RAM CHIPS for IBM PC XT, compatibles and boards

£4.25

PERIPHERALS AND SOFTWARE
Hard Drive - 10 Mbyte w/controller self booting
changes TC to XT £777
Lotus 1 2 3 £279
Symphony £399
Condor £165
IBM to Epson printer cable £20
Call for lowest prices on AST, Techmar.
Policies - Prices inclusive of carriage and VAT. All
products guaranteed and new.

PC CONNECTION
(IIT) Suite 12A

24 Wadderburn Road
London NW3

Tel: 01-435 1349

BASIC COMPILER
For the BBC Micro

Turns Basic programs into really fast
machine code. It is very easy to use

and comes complete with full
instructions. Suitable for the Model

B or Model A with 32K

CASSETTE £17.95
DISK £19.95

Enquire at your local computer store
or order direct (Post FREE) from:-

A.C.K. DATA
BBC Dept

21 Salcombe Drive
Redhill

Nottingham NG5 8JF
Tel: (0602) 262498

Dealer enquiries welcome
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FAIRS
Designers of fast effective software for the
ACT Apricot, ACT Sirius and IBM PC

personal computors.

Some games for thinkers?

Seven Games that require a little thought
to play. £20.12 (£17.50 + 2.62 VAT)

Block Graphics Processor

Create your own logos and diagrams with
Block Graphics. £34.21 (£29.75 + £4.46

VAT)

FAIRS LTD.
10 Market Street,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne
NE1 6JF

(Tel: 0632-617889)

OPEN HOUSE
TUITION FOR
NOVICES AND

OTHERS
Choose your time - day or evening.
Learn at your own pace.
BASIC programming £60
BUSINESS Packages £70
Word -Processing introduction £25

Brochure from:

MICROCOMPUTER
ADVISORY CENTRE

Polytechnic of the
South Bank

Borough Road
London SE1 OAA

01-928 8989 ext. 2468

DISCOUNT
COMPUTER
SUPPLIES

PRINTERS - New products now available
HP ThinkJet, 150 cps, 50dBA F/T £369
Panasonic KX P1091, 120 cps, FIT, NLCI £289
Shinwa CPA80 F/T. Many new features £189
S. Corona F80/L1000/0200 £1551£219/029
Printer Buffers 8K -128K eg 161( £99
Please write for list of our extensive range of printers

FLOPPY DISKS - Now at even lower prices!
5.25" Per box of 10 POST FREE

DYSAN 3M
1 2-4 5+ 1 2-4 5+

SSDD 40 18.50 18.00 17.50 15.00 14.50 14.00
DSDD 40 26.00 25.50 25.00 20.50 20.00 19.50
SSDD 80 26.00 25.50 21.25 . 75

DSDD 80 30.50 30.00 29.50 25.50 25.00 24.50

SONY 31/2" single -sided £35.50, double -sided £47.50
Equally competitive prices on CDC, VERBATIM DATALIFE,

XIDEX, FUJI. All 5.25" and 8" formats available.
FANFOLD PAPER. The most competitive prices available
eg 11"x 91/2" £9.75 (2000 sheets). All sizes available.

SOFTWARE. All major business software supplied at
discount price.

P&P. Disks and printer buffers POST FREE. Printers £7. Paper
£3 per box. Please add 15% VAT to all prices. Send cheque

with order or write for full list to:-

A.M.A. COMPUTER SUPPLIES
Dept A, 8 Glebe St. Beeston,

Nottingham NG9 1 BZ

Tel: 0602 255415

8160 PRINT AT 21,q(11); PAPER 4;
INK 2; " tt,"

8190 GO TO 160
9099 REM *** golf rules ***
9100 PRINT AT 0,0;" GOLF "
9110 PRINT AT 1,0; PAPER 6; INK

0;"T "; PAPER 7: INK 0;" THE TE
E WILL DE AT THE
9120 PRINT AT 2,0; PAPER 6; INK

04" "; PAPER 7; INK 0;" BOTTOM
LEFT OF YOUR SCREEN "

0,40: PRINT AT 4,14;"90"
9470 PAUSE 50: PLOT 119,96: DRAW
-32,32: PRINT AT 5,9;"135"
9480 PAUSE 50: PLOT 119,96: DRAW
-40,0: PRINT AT 9,7;"180"
9490 PAUSE 50: PLOT 119,96: DRAW
32,-32: PRINT AT 14,18;"-45"
9500 PAUSE 50: PLOT 119,96: DRAW
0,-40: PRINT AT 15,13;"-90"
9510 PAUSE 50: PLOT 119,96: DRAW
-32,-32: PRINT AT 14,9;"--135"

0

ID

0

9130 PRINT AT 3,0; PAPER 6; INK 9520 PRINT AT 17,0;"YOU MAY USE
0;" "

ANY ANGLE 0 TO 180"
9140 CIRCLE 10,156,1 9530 PAUSE 100
9150 PAUSE 100 9540 PLOT 151,96: DRAW -64,0,PI:
9160 PRINT AT 3,1; PAPER 6; INK DRAW 4,4: DRAW -4,-4: DRAW -4,4
2;"'-t"; PAPER 7; INK 2;"he ball" 9550 PRINT AT 19,0;"OR 0 TO -179
9170 PAUSE 200
9180 PRINT AT 5,0; PAPER 3; INK 9555 PAUSE 100

2;" e "; PAPER 7; INK 0;" THE GR 9560 PLOT 151,96: DRAW -64,0,-.P1
EEN WILL BE AT A : DRAW -4,-4: DRAW 4,4: DRAW 4,-
919(1 PRINT AT 6,0; PAPER 3; INK 4

0;" o "; PAPER 7;" RANDOM POSITI 9570 PRINT INVERSE 1;)0;"PRESS
ON ON THE ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"
9200 PRINT AT 7,0; PAPER 3; INK 9580 PAUSE 0
0;" "; PAPER 7;" 9600 CLS : PRINT AT 0,0; INK 2;"

COURSE" WARNING"
9205 PAUSE 100 9610 PRINT AT 2,0;"EXTRA CAUTION
9210 PRINT AT 7,1; PAPER 3; INK MUST BE TAKEN IF THE GREEN IS
2; '^t"; PAPER 7; INK 2;"he hole" OVER A HAZARD eg:"
9215 PAUSE 100 9620 PRINT AT 6,14; PAPER 3;"
9220 PRINT AT 9,0;"YOU DECIDE TH ";AT 7,14; PAPER 3; INK Will";AT
E STRENGTH AND ANGLE OF YOUR 7,15; PAPER 3; INK 0;"0"; PAPER
SHOTS 3; INK Wile
9230 PRINT AT 12,0;"AVOIDING THE 9630 PRINT AT 8,14; PAPER 3;"
HAZARDS"
9235 PAUSE 100 9640 PRINT AT 10,0;"AS A MISSED
9240 PRINT AT 13,0;"WATER "; PAP SHOT COULD RESULT INTHE LOSS OF
ER S; INK 5;"%"; PAPER 7; INK 0; STROKES"

" LOSES TWO STROKES
9250 PRINT AT 14,15;"BUNKERS "; P

9650 PRINT AT 13,0;"NOTES"'"1:A
line will be drawn between each

APER 8t INK Ways"; PAPER 7; IN

K 0;" LOSE ONE STROKE
shot until you land on the gree

n"

9260 PRINT AT 15,01"WOODS "; PAP
ER 8; INK 2; "Iftt"; PAPER 7; INK

0;" LOSE ONE STROKE .

9660 PRINT AT 18,0;"2:If you fin
d the hole too smallat first you
can widen it by altering the

9270 PRINT AT 17,0;"OUT OF BOUND No's in line 190"
S LOSES ONE STROKE " 9670 PRINT INVERSE 1;)0;" PRESS
9280 PRINT AT 18,0;"THE FENCES 44 ANY KEY TO CONTINUE
4:14:1 AND OTHER TREES t DO NOT LOS 9680 PAUSE 0
E YOU STROKES BUT YOU MAY REBO 9690 CLS
UND OFF SOME OF THE TREES." 9695 RETURN

9290 PRINT INVERSE 1;)0;"PRESS 9699 REM ** set up variables **
ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" 9700 LET k=0: LET u=0: LET o=0
9300 PAUSE 0 9710 LET a=0: LET b=0
9310 CLS 9720 LET p1=1
9320 PRINT AT 0,0;"STRENGTH AND 9730 LET z=0
ANGLE OF SHOT" 9740 LET p=0: LET 1=0
9330 PRINT AT 2,0; PAPER 1; INK 9750 DIM t(18)
7;"STRENGTH" 9760 DIM i(18)
9340 PAUSE 50: PRINT AT 4,1; PAP 9770 DIM v(18)
ER 7; INK 0;"10": CIRCLE 10,132,
1: DRAW 5,0: CIRCLE 15,132,1

9780 DIM g(11)
9790 DIM w(11)

9350 PAUSE 50: PRINT AT 6,1; PAP 9800 DIM 4(11)
ER 7; INK 0;"25": CIRCLE 10,116,
1: DRAW 12,0: CIRCLE 22,116,1

9810 DIM e(2)
9820 RETURN

9360 PAUSE 50: PRINT AT 8,1; PAP 9899 REM *** set up U.D.G's. ***
ER 7; INK 0;"50": CIRCLE 10,100,
is DRAW 25,0: CIRCLE 35,100,1

9900 FOR j=USR "a" TO USR "h"-1
9910 READ a: POKE j,a: NEXT j

9170 PAUSE 50: PRINT AT 10,1; PA 9912 RETURN
PER 7; INK 0; " 100" : CIRCLE 10,84 9915 REM a.--,11

,1: DRAW 50,0: CIRCLE 60,84,1 9920 DATA 0,7,15,127,127,127,25
9380 PAUSE 50: PRINT AT 12,1; PA ,255
PER 7; INK: 0;"150": CIRCLE 10,68 9925 REM b=ii 0
,1: DRAW 75,0: CIRCLE 85,68,1
9390 PAUSE 50: PRINT AT 14,1; PA

9930 DATA 0,199,239,255,255,255,
255,255

PER 7; INK 0;"200": CIRCLE 10,52 9935 REM c=ls
,1: DRAW 100,0: CIRCLE 110,52,1
9400 PRINT AT 17,0;"YOU CAN USE

9940 DATA 0,224,248,254,254,254,
255,255

ANY STRENGTH"'" 1 TO 200";)0; IN 9945 REM d=a
VERSE WPRESS ANY KEY TO CONTIN 9950 DATA 126,124,120,60,124,124
UE" ,62,62
9410 PAUSE 0 9955 REM e=44
9420 CLS : PRINT AT 0,0:"STRENGT 9960 DATA 34,2:14,34,34,34,254,34
H AND ANGLE OF SHOT" ,34
9430 PRINT AT 2,0; PAPER 2; INK 9965 REM f=P
7;"ANGLE" 9970 DATA 0,126,126,126,126,64,6 0
9440 PAUSE 50: PLOT 119,96: DRAW 4,64
40,0: PRINT AT 10,20;"0" 9975 REM g=t
9450 PAUSE 50: PLOT 119,96: DRAW 9980 DATA 24,124,126, 124, ..60,,,,4,.2

,32: PRINT AT 5,19;"45" 4,52
9460 PAUSE 50: PLOT 119,96: DRAW

BBC Sector Mapper
by Joe Arrowsmith

This program provides a graphical System organises files on a disk: each
display of the way the Disk Filing file is depicted as a number of coloured
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blocks containing an integer. The prog- routine for a printer. This should be
ram could be used as an educational omitted if you only want a graphic
program illustrating disk organisation display. Note that sectors 0 and 1 of
or as a type of graphical directory. track 0 are never used for storage as

Line 170 contains the screendump they contain the disk directory.

10 REM ***********************************
20 REM ** **
30 REM ** SECTOR MAPPER **
40 REM ** **
50 REM ** For 40 Track Discs **
60 REM ** **
70 REM ***********************************
80
90 MODE1

100 e
110 PROCnumbers
120 PROCparameters
130 CALL read
140 IF cat?7 + 3(100*(cat7'6 AND 3)400 THEN CLS

: PRINT"40 Track Discs Only"
: END

150 PROCgrid
160 PROCmap
170 *SDUMP
180 END
190
200 DEF PROCgrid
210 col=0

GCOL 0,3
220 MOVE 0,0

: DRAW 0,1023
DRAW 1279,1023 :

: DRAW 1279,0
: DRAW 0,0

230 VDU 29,0:-20:
240 FOR X=0 T040 STEP2
250 MOVE 100+X*25,100

: DRAW 100+X*25,500
260 MOVE 100+X*25,600

: DRAW 100+X*25,1000
270 NEXT
280 FOR X=0 T010
290 MOVE 100,X*40+100

DRAW 1100,X*40+100
300 MOVE 100,X*40+600

: DRAW 1100.X*40+600
310 NEXT
320 VDUS

FORY=OTO9 :
330 MOVE 60, 632+X*40

PRINT:X: :
40 MOVE 60,132+X*40

: PRINT:X:
350 NEXT
360 FOR X=0 T039

: bank%=90
IF X<20 bank%=590

370 MOVE 108+(X MOD20)*50,bank%
VDU240+(X DIV1O)

380 MOVE 108+(X MOD20)*50+20,bank%
: VDU240+(X MOD10)

390 NEXT e

VDU4
: ENDPROC

400
410 DEF PROCfill(S%.T%)

: base%=100
: IF T%<20 base%=600

420 GCOL 0,col

LOGIC PROGRAMMING
AND FOOTBALL

Put your micro -PROLOG to work and predict the pools.

Al Apply Fifth Generation methods to
football data.

PROLOG Over 10 modules of PROLOG
programs.

DATABASE Several seasons of first division
results.

Specially written update programs.
POOLS Rules based prediction system. Add

your own rules and heuristics.
NAT Natural language interface.

Requires micro -PROLOG 3.1

Text (over 100 pages) and IBM-PC diskette at
£60.00 (includes air -mail postage to Europe.) Mail
Order. VISA. Make cheques/POs payable to Com-
puter Knowledge.

COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE
FaxaskjOI 4

107 Reykjavik
Iceland

QL
SOFTWARE

CODE - 68000 assembler with
QED -screen editor

Manual and examples (print spooler
and sprite routines)
AVAILABLE NOW

O CODE is a 2 -pan assembler featur-
ing the full 68,000 instruction set and
all addressing modes. Labels, sym-
bols and expressions are supported.

£20 cheques to:
CI CODE

42 Swimbourne Road, Abingdon, Oxon.
Tel: 0235 28359 (anytime)

NEW PRODUCT - Terminal Emulator,
Dissassembler phone for details.

,ce-rriNG

Typesetting
on your computer

Our customers are setting
books, brochures, pamphlets,
ads and database files on their
office micros. Find out how you
can do it and save time and
money. Our information pack
tells you all you need to know.
Send for your copy.

LONDON & WEST

15 Clock House Rd.
Beckenham, Kent
01-658 8754

OTHER AREAS

1 The Esplanade
Rochester, Kent
(0634) 41878
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Computer
Interfaces

We specialise in computer cables made up to your
requirements at the lowest prices anywhere.

TEAC100kdiscdnve £140.00
Wabash SS/SD 100k discs £13.00
Epson FX80 £335.00
Epson RX80 £234.00
Epson RX80 F/T £256.00
Epson FX100 £436.00
Also Seikosha, TEC. Buffers from 2k to 512k. A
selection of ribbons for most printers.
Epson FX80 £3.60 Shinwa CP80 £3.60
SCM TP-1 £2.00 Seikosha GP80 £3.60
Paper per 2000 sheets £12.00
Plotters. Monitors. Modems, C12 cassettes and Dust
covers for most printers & computer.

SEND NOW FOR OUR FULL DETAILED
PRICE -LISTS

Delivery within 30 miles of London FREE!
All prices shown are exclusive of VAT

MAIL ORDER ONLY
22 GREENHAM HOUSE,

55 STANBOROUGH ROAD, HOUNSLOW,
MIDDLESEX TW3 1 YF

Tel: 01-572 0656

SOFTWARE FOR PROFESSIONALS!
THE BEST PRODUCTS AT THE BEST PRICES

List Our
priceprice

List Our
priceprice

WordStar Prof 399 295 Friday! 195 135

Superwriter 295 195 Symphony 550 460

Spellbinder 320 240 Framework 495 345

Lotus 1-2-3 375 290 Open Access 450 345

SuperCalc II 195 135 Quick Code 200 140

SuperCalc III 295 210 Quick Screen 165 120

Multiplan 179 140 Crosstalk 140

D -Base II 365 250 R:Base 4000 365 255

D -Base HI 495 345 OZ 330 240

This represents just a small selection from the many
famous packages that we can supply at very competitive
prices.

Should the package that you require not appear in the
above list, or should you need free advice on choosing a
package for your needs. please phone us today - we
can almost certainly help.

If ordering any of the above, please add 15% VAT
and £4 P&P. All orders are treated as urgent!

Please state your micro type and disk format.

Prices are liable to change under exceptional circumstances

MICROSTAR SOFTWARE
106 LONDON ROAD

LEICESTER LE2 OQS
Telephone: (0533) 544601

ACORDIT
OFFICE SUPPLIES

SPECIAL OFFERS ON ALL DISKS
51/4" Disks Control

Data
Dysan

SS DD 48TPI 14.70 18.50
DS DD 48TPI 19.00 27.00
SS DD 96TP1 21.00 27.00
DS DD 96TP1 23.50 33.00

Prices per box of 10
Prices include postage, but exclude VAT

31/2 Sony disks SS DD £3.50
DS DD £4.60
Plus all types of hard sectored and 8" disks.
Plus everything you will ever need for your home
and office, including listing paper, ribbons,
preformatted disks etc, etc.
Please ring for quantity discounts.

Please ring or write:
ACORDIT OFFICE SUPPLIES

45 MILL ROAD,
WORTHING, SUSSEX

Tel: (0903) 503510

: VDU 19,2,6:0;
430 x=100+(T% MOD20)*50

: y=base%+9%*40
440 MOVE x+8,y+B
450 MOVE x+8,y+32
460 PLOT 85,x+42,y+32
470 MOVE x+8, y+8 e

480 PLOT 85,x+42,y+8
490 GCOL 0,0

: VDU 5
: MOVE x+20,y+34
: VDU fn,4

500ENDPROC
510
520 DEF PROCdisplay(st%,1g%)

: col=(col+1)AND3
IFcol=0 col=1

530 ln%=(1g%+255)DIV256
540 FOR z=1 TOln%

: PROCfill((st%+z-1)MOD10,(st%+z-1)/10)
: NEXT
: ENDPROC

5'i0

560 DEF PROCnumbers
570 VDU 23,240,0,Z,E0,&A0,&A0,&AO,g(E0,0;
580 VDU 23,241,0,&40,g(CO3&40,&40,&E0,0;
590 VDU 23,242,0,&E0,tc20,&E0,&80,3cE0,0:
600 VDU 23,243,004E0,&20,&60,&20,&E').0:
610 VDU 23,244,0,&A0,&A0,&E0,&20,&20,0;
620 VDU 277.,245,0,&E0,&800,E0,&20,&E0,0;
630 VDU 23,246,0,8(E0,&80,84E0,&A05.9,,E0,0:
640 VDU 23,247,0,&E0,8(20,gt20,&20,&20,0;
650 VDU 23,248,0,3(E0,8(A0,&E0,&40,&E0,0; e

660 VDU 275,249,0,&EO,Fy.A0,&E0,8(2004E0,0;
670 ENDPROC
680
690 DEF PROCparameters
700 DIM block 20,cat 255
710 block?0=0

REM Drive 0,Track 0,Sector 1

720 block!1=cat e

730 block:75=3
block?6=&53
block?7=0

:

block?8=1 :

740 block?9=g(21
: block?10=0

750 P%=b1ock+11
: I OPT 0
: .read

760 LDX fblock AND255
770 LDY £block DIV256
780 LDA £&7F \Read Track 0 Sector 1

: JMP &FFF1 \Via OSWORD &7F
: 7

790 ENDPROC
goo
810 DEF PROCmap
820 files=cat?5/8
830 FOR n=files TO1 STEP -1

: sc=8*n
: fn=240+(files-n+1) MOD 10

840 length=cat?(sc+4)+&100*cat?(sc+5)
: start=cat?(sc+7)

850 hi=cat?(sc+6)
: length=length+Sc10000*(hi AND&30)

860 start=start+&100*(hi AND&3)
870 PROCdisplay(start,length)

: NEXT
: VDU29,0;0;
: ENDPROC
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Sort At Input

by Tom Ithell
Sorting is probably the most written -

about topic in software literature.
Reams and reams have been written
about chopping a few extra mic-
roseconds off a sort time.

When the data to be sorted is typed at
a keyboard, the most obvious and
frequently overlooked method is to sort
at input. During the pause between
pressing RETURN and the next data
item, there's usually sufficient time to
placethe data item in a sorted array. The
impressive aspect of this method of

sorting is that a sorted output is
immediately available after entering
the last item.

The routines were written on a

TRS-80 Model 1, although little mod-
ification is needed to run the routines in
any dialect of Basic. Listing one is a sort
of numbers into ascending order, list-
ing two is a sort of strings into
ascending order, and listings three and
four show the changes needed to make
the sort in descending order.

1 REM LITING 1

10 REM NUMB -..-:,R SORT ON INPUT
20 REM (C) T.A. r,HELL 1934
70 REM USEFUL FOR UP -12 200 NUMBERS
40 REM DELETE REM STATEMENTS FOR FASTEST OPERATIE
100 CLS
109 REM SPECIFY RERDINGS
110 INPUT"STATE NUMBER OF ITEMS TO BE SORTEL -NR
119 REM DIMENSION ARRAY
120 DIM ARRAY(NR+1)
129 REM INITIALISE ARRAY(0) WITH LARGE DUMMY NUMBER
130 ARRAY(0)=1000000000000000000
139 REM ZERO ARRAY
140 FORZ=1 TO NR+1
150 ARRAY(Z)=0
1E0 NEXTZ
1E9 REM NUMBER INPUT LOOP
170 FOR LOOP=1 TO NR
130 PRINTLOOP;:INPUT"STATE NUMBER";V
139 REM CHECK IF INPUT IS LESS THAN DATA ALREADY IN ARRAY
190 FOR CHECK=0 TO LOOP
200 IF V(=ARRAY(CHECK)THEN220
210 NEXT CHECK
218 REM MOVE ALL EXISTING SORTED NUMBERS FORWARD ONE ARRAY
219 REM ELEMENT TO CREATE SPACE FOR NEW NUMBER
220 FOR MOVE = LOOP TO CHECK STEP -1
230 ARRAY(MOVE+1)=ARRAY(MOVE)
240 NEXT MOVE
249 REM PUT NEW NUMBER INTO THE ARRAY
250 ARRAY(CHECK)=V
260 NEXT LOOP
269 REM PRINTOUT THE SORTED NUMBERS
270 FOR PR=0 TO NR -1
280 PRINT ARRAY(PR);" ";

290 NEXT

1 REM LISTING 2
10 REM STRING SORT ON INPUT
20 REM (C) T.A.ITHELL 1984
30 REM USEFUL FOR UPTO 100 STRING DATA ITEMS
40 REM DELETE REM STATEMENTS FOR FASTEST OPERATION
100 CLEAR2000:CLS
109 REM SPECIFY RERDINGS
110 INPUT"STATE NUMBER OF STRINGS TO BE SORTED";NR
119 REM DIMENSION ARRAY
120 DIM RRRRY$(NR+1)
129 REM INITIALISE ARRAY$(0) WITH LARGE DUMMY STRING
130 ARRAY$(0)="ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ"
139 REM ZERO ARRAY
140 FORZ=1 TO NR+1
150 ARRAY$(Z)=""
1E0 NEXTZ
1E9 REM STRING INPUT LOOP
170 FOR LOOP=1 TO NR
130 PRINTLOOP;:INPUT"STATE STR1NG";V$
189 REM CHECK IF INPUT STRING IS LESS THAN DATA ALREADY IN ARRAY
190 FOR CHECK=0 TO LOOP
200 IF V$(=ARRAY$(CHECK)THEN220
210 NEXT CHECK
218 REM MOVE ALL EXISTING SORTED STRINGS FORWARD ONE ARRAY
219 REM ELEMENT TO CREATE SPACE FOR NEW STRING
220 FOR MOVE = LOOP TO CHECK STEP -1
230 ARRAYS(MOVE+1)=ARRAYS(MOVE)
240 NEXT MOVE
249 REM PUT NEW STRING INTO THE ARRAY
250 ARRAYS(CHECK)=V$
260 NEXT LOOP
269 REM PRINTOUT THE SORTED STRINGS
270 FOR PR=0 TO NR -1
280 PRINT ARRAY$(PR)
290 NEXT

KINGSLEY
ENTERPRISES

Specialists on all kinds of floppy diskettes
Mail Order Discs

Prices are for boxes of 10 discs

Solt Sector Nashua XPey Dysan CenTech
5 25" Diskettes

SS/SD 48 14.00
SS/0D 48 16.00 18.00 19.00 19.00
DS/DD 48 18.00 23.00 26.00 24.00
SS/DD 96 2100 25.00 26.00 25.00
0S/00 96 23.00 30.00 33.00 31.00

8" Diskettes
SS/SD 48 20.00 25.00
SS/DD 48 21.00 22.00 26.00 29.00
DS 'DD 48 22.00 26.00 30.00 33.00

Sony 3 5 (Apricot) Diskettes C36.00
Post Pad. Please add V.A.T. alt5%
Prices correct at time of going to press
Please ask for details of hard sector discs,
business/educational accounts.
discounts. formatting

KINGSLEY ENTERPRISES
87 Whitefield Road
Stockton Heath
Warrington
WA4 6NB Tel

0925 64207
hour

SP,,P

MULTIKEY
THE DATABASE KIT

The only kit to give you fast flexible data
access from your own interpreted or
compiled basic programmes.
MULTIKEY gives you:
* Record access by full. partial or combinations

of keys of variable length
* Multiple filesopen simultaneously
* Flexibilityandspeed
The KlTgivesyou:
* The multikey routines and manual
* An electronic card index routine
* Routines for bulk entry, file handling archives

and maintenance
Written in 'C' available on: CP/M, MS-DOS,
PC -DOS, CP/M-86

PRICE £90+ VAT
Coming shortly* Multikey kitsfor usewith Pascal, 'C',
Fortran .

For fact sheet phone (0786) 85697 orwrite to: -
CAIRN Associates Ltd
Thornhill, STIRLING FK83PL

CAIRN

WANTED
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

APPLE
SIRIUS

SUPERBRAIN
TELEVIDEO

IBM PC
OSBORNE

COMMODORE

HARDWARE
ACCESSORIES
FLOPPY DRIVES
WINCHESTERS

PRINTERS
ADD -IN PCB -S

Fair cash prices paid working or not.

Tel: 061-941 5732 (day)
062-587 8595 (night)
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CINE TO VIDEO
(any format)

SUPER &
STANDARD 8/16mm

U-MAT1C

Why not have your old cine
films/colour slides transferred to

video cassettes

(Tape to tape and duplicating services
available for home videos)

For details:

Chigwell Video Film Library

10 BROOK PARADE, HIGH ROAD
CHIGWELL, ESSEX

Tel: 01-501 1186

SHARP
Starting machine code on the Sharp a new book
by G. P. Ridley for all MZ80K, MZ80A, MZ700
owners. wishing to expand their knowledge of
machine code, £6.95 from Sharp dealers or

direct inc p&p from:

G. M. SERVICES (PCW)
D. C. BRENNAN ENG.,

14 North Western Avenue, Watford,
Herts.

For your copy of our MZ700 software
catalogue

From GAMES to BUSINESS and EDUCATIONAL
From LANGUAGES to UTILITIES

OVER 180 TITLES plus Peripherals and Accessories.

Send P.O. for 50p (refundable on first
order to the above address)

PET CONVERSIONS AND UPGRADES
Its here at new LOW low price!!!
Don't throw out your old 9" PET.
The micro port 80 column conversion board for the 9' PET/CBM basic 4.0 or
upgrade 2001/3000 series machines will upgrade it to a true 8000 aeries Simply
plugs into the main logic board. and with a small keyboard modification turns your
PET into an 8032 Compatible with any 8032 software and ROM facilities. Supplied
complete with full fitting instructions. or fitted free of charge at our workshops
Full money back guarantee within 14 days it not delighted £125.00
Externally mounted switching unit for above (40/80 column suitable) £15.00
it VDU (FAT 40)8 column conversion £02.00
40-80 column switchable (two machines in one! ESL 00

''I7 rdfuirsTITIESC2EP_TigTLL
ia;DEfINNlN0V7LOiErASE,GRAPCMODAND DEA0mT

onli
available in direct or program mode.
Any micro port convened machine is also upgradable to 8096 specification with our OAK add on

board E250.00.

MEMORY UPGRADES
WHILE -U -WAIT conversion (Dynamic RAM PETS only).
Memory expansion- 86.32K 053.90

16K -32K from E43.110, 8k -16K E34.40.
COM OUAUTY SOFTWARE
If you own a PET system with disk or printer and have added a Commodore 64. then
why not use your PET as an interface for the 647 SIPOD is a IEEE to parallel IEEE
interface allowing au to use all the PET's disk drives, printer. plotters. modems etc
directly from the No memory space is consumed within the 64 as SIPOD loads
and executes within the PET. SIDPOD is supplied complete with interface. lead and
instructions £29.00
PRINT UNK 04
Interlaces a 64 directly to any printer with centronics input.
The printer will respond to all the normal basic commands.
Supplied complete with instructions and interface cable £26.00

WE ONLY SELL ONE WORDPROCESSOR FOR THE U. WETHINK IT'S THE BESTI
VIZAWRITE 64, TEXT formatting word processor disk or canndge E69.00
VIZASPELL 64, Spelling checker with 30.000 word dictionary £59. 00

VIZAWRITE VIZASPELL, Combined package (disk only) E99.00
MIKRO ASSEMBLER. Write machine code with the ease of Basic E50.00
ARROW, Save and load to tape up to 7 times faster than normal MOO
VICTREE, All toolkit and basic 4.0 commands a lot more E41.00
ZOOM, An excellent machine code monitor for the 64 £11.00
GRAPHIX 64, Easy to use high resolution graphics f nom basic £10.00
STIR, A most addictive and compelling game (Joysticks required) £17.35
ottipal orders from schools, universities, major companies, etc. are welcome.
UK customers please add 15% VAT. Prepaid orders are post free.

eMiawck ,VrelhX, Heetra4sWTO any Ter01-a9T3"831;5. MICROPORT,
7

PROGRAM FILE
1 REM LISTING 3
10 REM NUMBER SORT ON INPUT (DESCENDING ORDER)
1

DELETE LINES 129 AND 130
I

139 REM ZERO ARRAY
140 FORZ=0 TO NR+1
150 ARRAY(Z)=0
160 NEXTZ
I

133 REM CHECK IF INPUT IS GREATER THAN DATA ALREADY IN ARRAY
190 FOR CHECK=0 TO LOOP
200 IF V=)ARRAY(CHECK)THEN220
210 NEXT CHECK
1 REM LISTING 4
10 REM STRING SORT ON INPUT (DESCENDING ORDER)
I

DELETE LINES 129 AND 130
I

139 REM ZERO ARRAY
140 FORZ=0 TO NR+1
150 ARRAYS(Z)=""
160 NEXTZ
I

183 REM CHECK IF INPUT STRING IS GREATER THAN DATA ALREADY IN RR
RAY
190 FOR CHECK=0 TO LOOP
200 IF V$=)ARRAYS(CHECK)THEN220
210 NEXT CHECK

Commodore 64
by M Hibbet

Defkeys

With this program it's possibleto define at the end of the text, then the last
each of the eight function keys on the character before the " should be a
Commodore 64 to any string of text up shifted R.
to 60 characters in length. Its obvious When a key has been defined,
use is to define the most commonly- whenever the key is pressed its associ-
used Basic commands and statements, ated text is printed from the current
such as PRINT, POKE, LIST, RUN, and so cursor position.
on. RETURN may be included atthe end To run the program, type it in and
of the text so that direct commands will then RUN and SYS 49312. If, for any
be executed immediately. Sixty charac- reason, you want to return the function
ters gives plenty of scope to produce keys to their normal operation, this can
more complicated operations, as a be done with SYS 49328.
number of statements can be linked Once the program has been run and
together using semicolons. loaded into memory, it's convenient to

The text for the keys may be defined save it to tape as a machine code file.
in two ways: by a direct command,or as This is done as follows:
a line in Basic. The method of doing this POKE 44,196:POKE 43,0
is as follows: POKE 46,195:POKE 45,129
1) By direct -command - SAVE "DEFKEY MC"
n= text It can be loaded back into memory
where n is the function key number 1 to with:
8. To set function key 3 to the text LOAD "DEFKEY MC",1,1
'PRINT' you type: When loaded type:
3= PRINT NEW
2) In a Basic line- The machine code must be loaded
REM n= text before any Basic program which uses it.

In both cases, if RETURN is required

10 FOR A= 49152 10 49340
20 READ B
30 POKE 0,8
40 NEXT
50 FOR A= 49920 10 5P48
60 READ B
70 POKE A,B
80 NEXT
90 FOR A='49408 I-0 49919
100 POKE 0,0
110 NEXT
1000 DA10160,0,18(j,14,192,13,1P-i,G1,20,
192,6,208,245,9b,32,20,192
1010 O01032,65,192,32.,43,192,201,33,208,
15,32,65,192,32,43,192,141
1020 DA10.22,192,32,23,192,-32,Fii,192,96,1
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PROGRAM FILE
65,122,141,62,192,165,123.141
1030 037063,192,238,62-,192,208,3,238,63,
192,123,0,8,96,230,122,208
1040 03102,230,123,96,234,169,l93,141,15
8,192,173,72,192,56,233,49,141
1050 DAT022,192,162,0,41,3,240,12,162,64
.74;240,2,162,192,106,48
1060 DAT02,162,128,142,15;;,192,173,72,19
2,201,4,48,3,238,158,192,162
1070 09180,32,65,192,32,65,192,32,65,192
.32,43,192,201,210,208,2
1080 0818169,13,201,93,240,8,32,156,192,
232,224,63,208,232,169,0,32
1090 0316156,192,96,157,0,193,96,32,0,19
2,120,169,5,141,20,3,169
1100 DATA195,141,21,3,88,96,120,169,49,1
41,20,3,169,234,141,21,3
1110 031888,96
1120 03166,0,2,4,0,8,165,197,205,4,195,2
08,3,76,114,195,201
1130 DATO3,16,8,169,0,141,4,195,76,114,1
95,201,7,16,244,141,4
1140 03T8195,56,233,3,170,189,0,195,24,1
09,141,2,72,162,0,41,3
1150 0613240,12,162,64,74,240,7,162,192,
106,48,2,162,128,142,84,195
1160 0016169,193,141,85,195,104,201,4,48
.3,238,85,195,160,0,185,0
1170 0310193,201,0,240,24,201,13,240,24,
132,254,174,134,2,41,191,32
1180 061319,234,32,182,230,164,254,200,1
92,63,208,225,40,76,49,234,141
1190 0318119,2,169,1,133,198,40,26,49,23
4

NewBrain Prog-Editor
by Colin Smith

One of the NewBrain's better features is
its editing facilities. However, even
good features can be improved, and the
following search routine will make
program editing even easier.

Load the program on which you wish
to work and MERGE the 'Prog-Editor'
routine, or vice versa, then type GOTO
60000. When the prompt 'FIND?' is
displayed, enter anything you wish the
program to contain. For example, you
may wish to find every occurrence of

'GOSUB 2300' in order to make some
amendment; simply type GOSUB 2300
and the program will be listed with
every occurrence of that string high-
lighted.

When working on very long prog-
rams, it will be necessary to make a
change in line 60030 in order to narrow
the range of the search. Line 60030 can
be thus amended several times for
successive line ranges.

60000 REM *** PROG-EDITOR ,cds ***
60010 PUT31:,.PROGRAMME EDITOR FOR UP TO 225 LINES.:=.AMEND LINE 60030 FOR LONGE
R PROGRAMMES.:,:,"PRESS NL TO CONTINUE.:GETg
60020 PUT31:CLEAR:FOR1.170255:CLOSEMI:NEXTI:OPEN00,4,.255.:OPEN0100,0:PUT23,65:P
UT 0100,23,65
60030 LIST 1 - 59999:pUT21:GETX,YM:REM *** Line numbers should be changed for ve
ry long programmes
60040 PUT2I:GETX,YM
60050 7M100,"FIND .:INPUT*100,FS:IFFS=..007060050
60060 XI:Y=1:22=1
60070 YTI:PUT22,1,Y.I:PUT5:LINPUT(..)136
60080 L2LEN(13$)
60090 IFL2)40THENYTVT.INTCIL2-401/39):GOT060110
60100 GOT060120
60110 IF L2-40-INT(CL2-401/39)*39>OTHENYT=YT.1
60120 IN=INSTR(86,F.,ZZI:IFIW.OTMENPUT22,10.1:713$:Bli=..:ZZ1:00T060140
60130 PUT22,10,1:BS=LEFTO(DS,IN-11.CHRSIASCILEFTSIF15,11.1281.MID$CBS,T 1.1 :=:.
ZZ*1:GOT060120
60140 X=1:Y=Y.YT:IFy>tMG0T065000
60150 GOT060070
60160 GOT061120
65000 END

MICROMART

Ateur6caLt FORTH
Extended fig -FORTH

A full implementation of Forth
with extra features
* Stream I/O handling
* Full use of screen editor
* Full high resolution graphics
* Ram disc simulation: Named cassette

files
* Software tools
* Fig. editor
* Full documentation
* User support

Cassette version

£17
Cheques, POs, etc. to

JUST ASK
47A DORNTON ROAD, LONDON SW12

Tel: 01-675 0205
or sae for further details

JOIN NBUG
The NewBrain Users Group

Annual subscription (6 newsletter, special offers, and help) UK £5
Europe £8
Saudi Arabia etc
Far East, USA, South Attica £11
Limited introductory offer
Technical manuals £12 + £2 outside Europe
Beginners' Guides £6 £1 outside Europe - new members only

Special Offer
NewBrain Beginners' Guides £2.00 UK

£3 00 Europe
MPE-FORTH & ROM BOX £89.95
screen editor, NB i/o and maths pack, Z80 macro assembler,
decompiler, utilities and manual.
Invader machine code space game £8
and the best graphics game on the NewBrain
Star Battle high speed mic animation £15
Software supplied on cassette:
Anthony Ashpitel's TYPING MASTER £15
Chess 2 (an update to the original) £15
Draughts/Backgammon £15
MEMOPAD text processing, wordwrap, etc £10
Graphics Artist, aid to graphics El 0
MORTGAGE £5
MATHS PLOTTER £5
MICROPAGE ROM box expand up to 120K £34.95
EPROM SIN: TYPING MASTER £35
MORTGAGE £15 MEMOPAD £20
Your own 8K program in EPROM for £15
JOYSTICK including interface and SAN £25.95
Games software for joystick £5

GFG Microsystems
36 Armitage Way, CAMBRIDGE CB4 2UE

Tel: (0223) 315120/207237

NO extras to pay. Postage etc free
Dealer enquiries welcome

MICRO ARTS
MAGAZINE AND SOFTWARE: Micro Arts is a forum organisa-
tion for people working in microtechnology and the arts. The
magazine covers micro art, music, general debate and other
more speculative areas. The Software label will build up a
catalogue of new artist's work (work for any micro is
welcomed). Art software includes anything that falls outside
existing straightjackets eg graphics, literary, interactional etc.

FREE MAGAZINE WITH ALL SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE: Spectrum 48/16K (Specify): MAl; "Abstract
Originals"- 8 Environmental Graphs, Full Menu Control, Open
Listing - £3.00.
MA2; Various Unusual Events; 6 Tantalising Provocations -
incl. Money -work System; Carry on Computing; Dada -12.50
BBC MODEL t': MA3; Martin Rootes - Vol 1; 6 Graphic
Animation Programs incl. Mondrian, Pic -swap -El 00

XMAS SOFTWARE (Spectrum 16 or 41114
MAX 1 - Colourful Xmas card graphics and messages with
music - IDEAL PRESENT £2.50
MAGAZINE: ISSUE ONE: "Language - What is Computer Art;
Language as Virus; Electronic Beowulf; Micro Music; Film and
Video; Glossary, Photo Pages; more.

ISSUE TWO: "Sextech" - Sensuality and Technology; Prog-
rammer as Onanist; Micro Music; Systems Music; The Random
Soul; more.
Mags 90p each incl. Postage

Please contact

MICRO ARTS (P), PO Box 587
London SW4 9PH
Tel: 01-720 4456
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r home or business the IBM compatible
Advance

For the home user start with Model A with its massive 144K RAM
and outstanding typewriter style keyboard that fits within the base unit
for portability and storage.
Note the large return key and position of the numeric keyboard. Fast retrieval from
storage and fast action on games is achieved by the use of the Intel 8086 True 16 -bit
micro -processor running at 4.77 MHz.
The Advance 86 runs IBM PC software.
Specification

16 Bit Micro -Computer

Under £350*

CPU Type
RAM
Languages Included
Type of Keyboard
Keyboard Facilities
Character Set
Method of Display
Display Facilities
Text
Graphics Resolution
Colours Available
Graphics Facilities
Cassette Recorder
Interfaces Included
Sound
Operating System
Printers
Comments

Warranty

True 16 -bit 8086 running at 4.77 MHz.
128K or 256K with parity plus 16K video
Basic
Full 84 keys tactile
10 programmable keys
256 in ROM
TV, RGB, Comp/Sync colour or monochrome monitor
Full screen handling, 4 screen paged
80 x 25 or 40 x 25
320 x 200 or 640 x 200
16
Scroll, reverse image
Audio
Cassette port, light pen, joystick, Centronics
Built-in speaker
Built-in ROM
Any using Centronics parallel interface
Hardware and software compatible with IBM PC Upgradeable
to Model B Provision for 8087 Arithmetic Processor
12 months

Benchmarks
The standard Benchmarks were run using Advance Basic, which is the equivalent
of Microsoft GWBasic and Basica on the IBM PC.

Machine BM1 BM2 BM3 BM4 BM5 BM6 BM7 BM8 Av.

Advance 86 - 8086 0.8 3.3 7.3 7.4 8.1 14.6 23.9 26.0 11.4

ACT Apricot - 8086 1.6 5.2 10.6 11.0 12.4 22.9 35.4 34.4 16.7

IBM PC - 8088 1.2 4.8 11.7 12.2 13.4 23.3 37.4 30.0 16.8

MI Ell =i MI= IMO

To Advance Technology UK Ltd., 8A Hornsey Street, London N7 8HB

The business user can upgrade to Model B by adding
the Advance Expansion box containing 2 x 5.25" disc
drives providing 720K storage at £740 + VAT.
The Advance 86 Model B offers the business micro-
computer buyer an IBM compatible disk -based
system with twin drives, with Perfect Writer/Speller,
Calc and Filer Software (MS/DOS) included for only
£1086.95 + VAT.

Advance 86 Models A & B are designed and marketed
by Advanced Technology UK Ltd. Made by Ferranti in
Oldham. Delivery within 30 days from receipt of
payment. 128K memory expansion £108.70 + VAT.

Advance Technology UK Ltd.
8A Hornsey Street, London N7 8ZHB
Tel: 01-609 0061 for leaflet:

On site warranty for 12 months by National Advanced
Systems (part of National Semiconductor) one of the
largest companies in the U.S.A. for Model B.
"Ex VAT.

!MI EMI - SIM ME

 Please send Model 86A, Micro -Computer & Keyboard I enclose £399 including VAT

111 Please send Model 86B which includes Model 86A plus Expansion Box & Software. I enclose £1250 inc. VAT.

 Please send 128K Memory Expansion £125 inc. VAT. Cheque/Barclaycard/Access No.

Name Company

Address Address

cwi
ME ME WM MM MM MM ME WM ME ME MM MM MM ME NM MIN ME ME MM MM MM En MM MM MM MM EM ME ME
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ITHE NATIONALLY KNOWN MICRO STOREWITH THE BIG DIRECT-SAVINGS BONUS I
ALL YOUR COMPUTER NEEDS
 PERFORMANCE -PROVED
 QUALITY -TESTED
 DELIVERED FROM STOCK

PLUS!!
THE FAMOUS NO -QUIBBLE
MICRO SHOP GUARANTEE
We will instantly replace any hardware
item from stock which, on receipt, falls
short of oUr high standards, or fails in any
way to give you complete satisfaction.
AND NO QUESTIONS ASKED.

At last a shop -at-home computer store
which celebrates the Age of the Micro
with a personal service that matches it in
scope and imagination! The Micro Shop
really does cover all your computer
needs. Direct to you from the biggest
names in the computer business come
today's finest micros. Call for all you're
looking for or check us first for new
programs reflecting the latest break-
throughs in business, home or leisure
applications. In its range of personal
choice the Micro Shop has few rivals.
And when it comes to honest to
goodness value for money, it's
unbeatable. Check and see the big direct -
buy savings you can make right now by
ordering direct from the Micro Shop - and
remember: every item you buy, whether
complete system or small interface,
carries the Micro Shop's own No Quibble
Guarantee.

COMPARE MICRO SHOP PRICES
MRRP OUR PRICE

Commodore Computers & (inc. VAT) (Inc. VAT) BBC Micro & Accessories
MRRP OUR PRICE

(inc. VAT) (Inc. VAT)Accessories BBC Micro Model B 399.99 398.95Commodore 64 Computer 229.99 179.99 BBC Micro Model BD 470.00 469.95Commodore Plus 4 Computer 299.99 279.99 BBC Micro Model BE 449.99 445.00Commodore 16 Computer 139.99 125.00 BBC Micro Model BDE 519.99 514.99Commodore C2N Cassette Deck 44.99 39.99 Acorn Electron 199.99 195.00Commodore 1531 for Acorn - 1 Interface
CBM 16 & Plus 4 44.99 39.95 Li (printer/analogue ports

Commodore MPS801 2 ROM sockets) 59.99 57.99Matrix Printer 229.99 184.99 ,_. Acorn Data Recorder 35.65 34.95Commodore MCS801 - Acorn Tele Text Receiver 225.00 219.957 Colour Matrix Printer 399.99 379.99 Torch Z80 Disk Pack for BBC 803.85 779.95Commodore 1701 Colour Monitor 229.99 184.99 Speech Interface for BBC 54.99 54.99Commodore 1520 - Modem 1000 (BBC) 89.95 79.954 Colour Plotter Printer 169.99164.99 Seikosha GP500A Matrix
Commodore 1541 Printer for BBC Micros 249.95 244.95Single Disk Drive 299.99 184.99 NEC DC/8023/N Matrix
Commodore DPS 1101 Printer - 120 cps 229.00 210.001_,Daisy Wheel Printer 399.99 379.99 Juki 6100 Daisy Wheel
Commodore SFS Fast Disk Drive Printer (BBC Interface) 499.99 445.00for Model 16 and Plus 4 Telephone for prices

Sinclair Computers & AccessoriesStack Graphics Tablet for CBM 64 79.99 75.00
Sinclair QL 399.00 385.95

Cumana Disk Drives for BBC Micros
Spectrum 48K (includes

E57.60 free software) 129.99 119.95CSX 100 171.35 164.99 Sinclair Spectrum Plus
CSX 200 221.95 215.001 (with free software) 179.00 169.00CSX 400 247.25 239.00 I I Prism VTX 5000 Modem for
CS100 Single -sided 100K capacity 194.35 194.35 Sinclair Spectrum 99.95 89.95
CS1OOE 175.95 169.00 Sinclair Microdrive 49.95 49.95CS200 Double -sided 200K capacity 240.35 234.95 Spectrum Interface 1
CS200E 224.25 219.95 (RS232 & Microdrive Interface) 49.95 49.95 f.CS400 Double -sided 400K capacity 267.95 267.95 , Blank Sinclair Micro
CS400E 251.85 244.99 Drive Cartridge 4.95 4.95 1 .

CD200 Dual Single -sided each Alphacom 32 Thermal Printer
100K capacity 350.75 344.99 1 for Sinclair 69.99 64.99

CD400 Dual Double -sided each Alphacom 32 Paper for above 7.99 7.99200K capacity 443.90 429.95 Spectrum Interface 2 (for
CD800 Dual Double -sided each ROM Cartridges & Joysticks) 19.95 18.95 i .400K capacity 495.65 489.95 Stack Light Pen for
CD400S (as CD400 but BBC & CBM Computers 29.99 27.991.switchable 40/80 Track) 539.35 519.95 Full Size Keyboard for Spectrum 45.00 42.001CD800S (as CD800 but

switchable 40/80 Track) 573.85 555.00 Oric Computers
Microvitec 1431 Cub Colour Monitor 228.85 228.85 Oric Atmos 48K Computer 170.00 129.991Amstrad CPC 464 Colour Computer Oric 4 Colour Printer 150.00 129.99 f(includes colour monitor) 359.00 329.95 Oric Disk Drive 299.99 260.001Apple IIC Computer (excl. monitor) 1063.75 825.00

Prism RobotsApple Macintosh 2064.25 1545.00
Apple Image Writer Printer Line Tracer 1799 15.99for Macintosh 442.75 345.00 Piper Mouse 19.99 17.99Prism QL Monitor 199.00 194.95 Memocon Crawler 34.99 31.99
Epson PX8 Portable Computer Monkey 9.99 8.99(incl. free software) 917.70 799.95 Circular 29.99 26.99

Tel: (0536) 520910

Apricot Fl, Fl E & Portable Computers
NOW IN STOCK

phone for best prices!
Orders over £200 post free -Orders less than £200 add £5 p&p.

24 -hour insured delivery. -add £10.

Extensive range of Books and Software -telephone for details.

Please despatch to me the items I have ticked at the total price
of C (price includes VAT)

I enclose my cheque -
Please charge my ACCESSO BARCLAYCARDO VISAO
My card
number is

SIGNATURE

NAME

ADDRESS

I The Micro Shop, Brikat House, Montagu Street, Kettering, Northants NN168XG PLEASE ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY======--g mo mo Nem ow Ns so um Ns me EN in mil so MI NM NIB
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SAKATA PERIPHERALS from [datafax

SCP800
4 colour printer/plotter
A4 single sheet paper insertion
or 210mm paper roll
Prints on overhead projector film (special pen)

Centronics parallel interface
Simple BASIC graphics commands

£179.00
(R.R.P. £199)

SP1200
120 cps high quality printing
Logic seeking head
Fixed and proportional Pica and Elite characters
Graphics/double width characters
Centronics parallel interface (RS232c serial option)

£225.00

51/4", 31/2", and 3" disc drives complete for:

BBC, SPECTRUM, APPLE
TANDY TRS80, DRAGON
and others

CALL NOW FOR FULL PRICE LIST

Trade
DATAFAX possibly distribute the widest range
of OEM disc drives in the country.
Please call for details

U.K. Distributor

Datafax Ltd.
Datafax House, Bounty Road, Basingstoke, Hants RG21 3BZ

Tel: (0256) 464187 Telex: 268048
Prices shown exclude VAT Trade enquiries welcome

Sakata-Shokai Ltd - Worldwide Distributors of the DUET 16 microcomputer
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DISKETTES

///
UNBEATABLE OFFER

During the next 28 days you may order any quantity of our discs at a special introductory price.

INTRODUCTORY PRICES
51/4" DISC 1 -9 Boxes 1 0+ Boxes OFFER

PRICE

SINGLE SIDED
Description Ex

VAT
Inc

VAT
Ex

VAT
Inc

VAT
Ex

VAT
Inc

VAT

Double Density
SS/ DD 12.40 14.26 11.40 13.11 8.80 10.12

Quad Density
SS/QD 17.40 20.01 16.40 18.86 12.30 14.15

DOUBLE SIDED
Description Ex

VAT
Inc

VAT
Ex

VAT
Inc

VAT
Ex

VAT
Inc

VAT

Double Density
DS/ DD 16.40 18.86 15.40 17.71 11.40 13.11

Quad Density
DS / QD 20.40 23.46 19.40 22.31 14.30 16.45

Post and packing 75p per box or Free for order of 10 or more

AIM Diskettes are packaged in boxes of 10.
Each disc has a lifetime guarantee and
comes complete with hub ring, sleeve,
library labels and write -protect labels.

AIM is a well established company in
the United States supplying discs to the
American market.

Our reputation is such that we insist
upon only the highest quality of disc.

Due to the large quantities involved,
we are now able to offer these superb
discs for the first time in the U.K. at a
price which will dramatically reduce
your operating costs.

Agents:
We are rapidly expanding our agent
network in the U.K. If you are already
established in computer software, then
you are invited to contact Mr Paul Burn,
Advanced International Marketing (UK).

Please send the following quantity of AIM DISKETTES ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL MARKETING (UK)
74a Heath Road, Twickenham, TW1 4BW
Telephone: 01-891 3644 Telex: 946461
(USA) 111 West St John Street, San Jose, Cal. 95113. Tel: 0101-408 286 801 3

Name

Address

Post code

Please debit my Access card, number

Signature:

Description Qty Price (ex VAT)

10 SS/DD 48 TPI @ £8.80 per box

10 SS/QD 96 TPI @ £12.30 per box
10 DS/DD 48 TPI @ £11.40 per box

10 DS/QD 96 TPI @ £14.30 per box

Total value exclusive of VAT

Total Postage and Packing

Sub -Total exclusive of VAT

VAT (a 15%

Total Value (Payable to Al.M.)
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CTIVE ADD-ONS!

ECONO BUFFER 48KB
DON'T KEEP WAITING FOR PRINTOUTS

 copy function
 space compression
 single space mode
 page numbering
 QL version available!

$4°RS232
version 135.90

centronics
version: 139.90

UNIVERSAL EPROMPROGRAMMER

40k

INCL
SOFTWARE

For 2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 2532 eproms

 already connected to e.g.
C8m 64, VIC-20. Z;(61,Apple,Junior,
TRS 80. Acorn Atorn.OSIsP, PET, SWTPC,
Exorciser, Bascom, Exidy,
Maxboard, Amicos, Sym, DAL=
AIM, Explorer, Heathkit, ABC

EPROM ERASER
 erases 4 eproms

simultaneously
 mounted in a

solid case 30.45

MONITOR, ZENITH

 12 inch non -glare screen EM
 OPTION: tilt base 5.95

COMMODORE :

 PARALLEL PRINTER
INTERFACE
for every standard printer

 16 kB high speed buffer option

IECO

Cr CBM.64
 80 COLUMN/GRAFIC-

CARD
 COMMUNICATION

INTERFACE

77.50

109.

Cr VIM()
 16 kB RAMPACK

incl. 2 slots motherboard
 32 kB RAMPACK

switchable
 64 kB RAMPACK

switchable and software
 40/80 COLUMNCARD

63.90

61.50

Cr CBM.64 & VIM°
 MOTHERBOARD 2 slot
 MOTHERBOARD 5 slot rZEIswitchable, buffered
 EPROMCARD

8.90

8.90

HOUSE CONTROL for every micro NOUSE CONTROL
SHOW YOUR FAMILY, YOUR COMPUTER CAN DO MORE discover those

ALSO FOR

unlimited possibilities COMMODORE

 RELAY BOX
switches everythina on/off

20.95

 POWER BOX
switches mains on/off 20.95

 SERVO SYSTEM FROM

the "muscles" of your compuW

 INFRA -RED SYSTEM
invisible beam, distance 75 ft

zero
ELECTROHICS

 All prices include VAT
 Supplierto schools, universliesand

government departments
 All products guaranteed
 Send far free details+ order loon
 Money refunded (less PAM.), It goods re.

turned In good condition within 10 days

lill37,18=17(3111=

149 KINGSTREET GT. YARMOUTH NR30 2 PA TEL : (0493)- 842023
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ORIC AND SINCLAIR
COMPUTERS

imimnrrangogmaramammo
oximprammnFarammgam
111141,WRIRIBERIPMEARELB

Oric 1 computer 48K £95 (£92) £102. Oric Atmos
computer 48K £171 (£158) £168. Oric colour printer
£134 (£123) £140. Oric disk drive £304 (£278) £298.
New Sinclair QL Computer £406 (£385) £410.
Sinclair Spectrum 48K (with 6 free programs while
Sinclair's offer lasts) £131 (£131) £143 Microdrive
£51 (£50) £60. RS232 interlace 1 £51 (£50) £60.
Limited period special offer Microdrive + Interface 1
14 Blank cartridges £102 (£100) £120. Blank
microdrive cartridges £8 (£8) £9. Interface 2 £20-45
(£20) £24. 32K memory upgrade kit for 16K Spectrum
(issue 2 and 3 only) £31 (£28) £30. Spectrum printer
interfaces with cables: Centronics £51 (£47) £52,
RS232 £35 (£33) £38. ZX printer has been replaced
by the Alphacom 32 £71 (£67) £77. 5 printer rolls
(State whether Sinclair or Alphacom) £13 (£16) £21.
ZX81 computer £45 (£44) £54. 16K ram packs for
Z81 £28 (£25) £30.

COMMODORE
COMPUTERS
Commodore C16 £145 (£142) £162. Commodore
Plus 64 £305 (£281) £301. Commodore 64 £204
(£184) £204. Vic 20 starter pack £75 (£85) £115.
Convertor to allow most ordinary mono cassette
recorders to be used with the Vic 20 and the
Commodore 64 £9-78 (£9) £11. Bargain package
cassette convertor + compatible cassette recorder
£37 (38) £44. Commodore cassette recorder £43
(£44) £50. Printer interfaces for Vic 20 and the
Commodore 64: Centronics £45 (£41) £46. RS232
£45 (£41) £46. Disc drive £233 (£209) £234. 1520
printer/plotter £165 (£149) £159. 1525 Printer £235
(£220) £245. 1526 Printer £350 (£330) £360. Light
pen £29 (£29) £33. Vic 20 Accessories: Super
expander high res cartridge P33 (£29) £34,
Programmers aid cartridge £33 (£29) £34, Extra
memory rain packs 8K £19 (£17) £20, 3K £6 (£7) £9

ACORN COMPUTERS
Electron £203 (£209) £229. Electron joystick and
printer interfaces £61 (£62) £69). BBC Model B £404
(£357) £387. Light Pen £29 (£29) £33. 14" Colour
Monitor £228 (£299) £319. Kends double density disk
interface system £139 (£125) £135. Disc drives 5.25"
40 track: single P200 (£184) P204, dual P356 (£325)
£355.

PRINTERS

Brother HR5 £185 (£171) £190. Shinwa CTI CP80
£225 (£218) £248. Cannon PW1080A £332 (£299)
£329 Epson RX80 £277 (£251) £282. Epson
RX8OFT £314 (£286) £316. Epson FX80 £399
(£358) £388. Combined matrix printers and electric
typewriters: Brother EP22 £173 (£166) £186, Brother
EP44 £258 (£235) £260. Smith Corona TP1 Daisy
wheel printer £252 (£225) £255. MCP40 Oric colour
printer/plotter £134 (£123) £140. Interlaces to run the
above printers from Vic and the Commodore 64 £45
(£41) £46. We can supply interfaces to run the above
printers from Sharp computers £58 (£52) £55.

16 DIL SUB -MINIATURE
RELAYS
5V 56 Ohm coil 1 SPOT contact 1 Amp DC. UK Price
67p each plus 35p postage on total order.

UK101, SUPERBOARD
AND VIDEOGENIE
COMPUTERS
We still support these gorgeous machines. Please
write for our free price list.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
The Computer Export Specialists

Dept PCW, 32 Goldsel Rd, Swanley, Kent BR8 8EZ,
England

Tel: SWANLEY (0322) 64851. Official orders welcome. UK prices are
shown first and include post and VAT. The second price in brackets is
for export customers in Europe and includes insured airmail postage.
The third price is for export customers outside Europe (including
Australia etc) and includes insured airmail postage.

Concise Computer Consultants Limited

RING
01-681-6842

24 hrs.

MONITORS
12" GREEN

ZENITH £69.00
DYNEER £99.00
KAGA £99.00

Plus VAT

PRINTERS
DAISYWHEEL
QUEN-DATA

DWP 1120 £199.00
TRACTOR £75.00
SHEET FEED £199.00

Plus VAT

DISKS
CONTROL DATA SS/D1) 5

YEAR

£12.50 per box

DISKS FROM

99p
Plus VAT

IBM
COMPATIBLES

2 Int drives
256k RS232

Centronic clock
calendar colour

graphics

ei 550.00
10 MEG hard disk

system

£3000.00
Plus VAT

SPECIAL
PC2000
64k RAM

2 Int drives
6502/Z80

RS232 parallel
RGB PAL

(all internal)
Det. keyboard,

printer,
80 col.

12" green monitor.
ALL FOR

£825.00
Plus VAT

ALL BBC
RING FOR

BEST
PRICE

RING
01-681-6842

24 hrs.

MONITORS
COLOUR

MICROVITEC
CUB 14"
£174.00

DYNEER IBM 14"

£329.00
Plus VAT

PRINTERS
DOT MATRIX FULL 80
COLUMN from

Ell 29.00
QUEN-DATA DP100
100cps GRAPHICS

£1 85.00
Plus VAT

APPLE CARDS
16k RAM £42.50

80 col card 64k ex
£85.00

Printer par £35.00

MANY OTHERS

DISK DRIVES
FROM

£85.00
Plus VAT

1 CARLTON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY, CR2 OBP

256 PC W



Outstanding
Modem WS2000
the only modem you'll ever need to buy.

WS2000 brings 1990's modem technology to you NOW! Link
across the world - your computer to mainframes, to Prestel,

Micronet, Easylink Telex, Telecom Gold, to other
corn e4s4 r yai.here.4,

POWER

Tx DATA

Rx DATA

CARRIER 46 -

ON LINE ,titt,

1200Rx-75Tx
VIEWTEXT

300/300
75Rx-1200Tx
1200 600

EXTERNAL
CONTROL

ON LINE

LOCAL TEST

MI
echnoloMEm Tgy Modem WS 2000

Software packages
Off -the -shelf dedicated software
packs for most major computers:
DataTalk for IBM PC/PCXT, VICOM
for colour Prestel plus bulletin
boards on Apple, many packages for
BBC, Commodore and other
computers. WS2000 covers the field.

CCITT
300 FULL

ORIG---\DUPLE,

1200

Et
EOU

E
L
L

1200 -

ANS --
300 FULL

ORIG

MC/

Satisfied Users
"This modem is so simple to use." -
Miss VAB of Bristol.

"It's got every feature we need -
even telex use." - Company director
Mr JLK of Wigan.

"What a wonderful machine! Its
operation is quite faultless." -
Mr CJC of Beaconsfield.

Expansion Accessories
WS2000 can grow to suit your needs! The
modem's unique User Port lets a computer
access all the modem's functions - full software
control is possible. Auto answer and auto dial
plug-in accessories let your computer accept
and initiate telephone calls. TTL interfacing,
acoustic coupling, battery back-up, process
control interfacing - they're all possible for the
WS2000 owner.

MAINS

utimrqisvve
120/240Vevts OFF

ANS

--1200

1200
EQU

.gin

Enthusiastic Press
"The best value for money in the
modem field." Quentin Reidford,
APPLE USER.

"Very versatile; good value." Peter
Tootill, PCW.

"Could turn out to be the peripheral
you can't live without." Ralph
Bancroft, PCN.

Madam WS2000
Mad. in England by

Miracle TechnologyllA /Ltd
IPSWICH ENGLAND

still only £129.95 exc.
WS2000 complete with BT modular line plug
and socket and full instructions for use -
£152.50 inc VAT and P/P.

Order by cheque/Barclaycard/Access/Official order to

Miracle Technology
(UK) Limited
10/12 St Peters Street
Ipswich IP1 1AJ
Tel (0473) 50304
Reg in Eng No 1756137

IRACLE
TECHNOLOGY(U.K.)LTD.

PCW



A new printer series from C. Itoh Electronics
C. Itoh Electronics introduces three new printers. The 7500 is

an 80 -column, 105 cps dot matrix printer for the volume PC market
place. It has been specifically designed to be assembled by robots,
thus maintaining high reliability, high volume production and
economical price.

The V-10 is the baby in C. Itoh's range of quality
daisy wheel printers which includes the
popular A-10 and F-10 models. A variety
of encapsulated clip -in daisy
wheels, plus optional industry
standard interfaces and
sheet feeder, make

7500

V-10 the ideal answer to your PC word processing needs.
The 1570 Phase II has increased speed to 200 cps in draft mode,

133 cps in NLQ mode and approx. 60 cps in ALQ mode. This new
generation 24 pin dot matrix printer provides in one machine

everything for the PC user. For the first time, a dot matrix
printer emulates all the functions of our industry

standard F-10 daisy wheel printer, enabling
the machine to behave as a superbly

versatile dot matrix printer or,
at the touch of a switch, as a

near letter quality word
processor printer.

For a complete data pack contact: C. Itoh Electronics G.m.b.H.
C.Itoh Electronics Co.Ltd., Rosstrasse 96.
Beacon House, 26-28 Worple Road, 4000 Dusseldorf 30. West Germany.
London, SW19 4EE. Tel: 01 946 4960 Tel: (0211)454980 'Ilex: 8584102 CIE. D.

1111113333,

The symbol of quality

Y-10



£60 WILL ORGANISE YOUR
SYSTEM BEAUTIFULLY.

If you have a micro system which is beginning
to roam all over the room, Opus can help you to
get organised.

For only £59.95 you'll find our purpose built,
beautiful teak finished Organiser Desk has plenty of
storage space for a complete micro system.

The top shelf has sufficient room for both
monitor and printer, while the large desk top area
will accommodate your computer, disc drive or
cassette recorder and software.

It has castors, making it fully mobile. And the
assembled dimensions are H: W: 401/4' D:

Our price includes VAT and free delivery.
And the desk comes with simple assembly
instructions.

To order your system phone us on 01-7018668
or post the coupon to: Opus Supplies Ltd.,
158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE.
Opening Hours: 9.00 - 5.30pm Monday - Friday.
9.00 - 1.00pm Saturdays.
ALSO AVAILABLE AT OPUS DEALERS NATIONWIDE.

P
To: Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road,
London SE5 OEE.
Please rush me the following:
(PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE.)

Organiser Desk(s) at S>59.95 each (inc VAT)
I enclose a cheque for S, or please debit my
credit card account with the amount of S,
My Access/Barclaycard (please tick) no. is:

Name

Address

Telephone
L

Opus.
pµ'25P25 Opus Supplies Ltd.

PCW259



NEW BOOKS
IN COMPUTING

FROM CHAPNIAN
AND HALL

Computer Graphics
and Applications
D. P. HARRIS, Computer Graphics Advisor to
the Polytechnic of North London

This book is an introduction to the principles
and many uses of computer graphics. It
describes how the hardware works, the
different types of software needed, and then
covers various applications from art and
animation to architecture, business,
chemistry defence, design and simulation.
Each chapter suggests real projects to be
undertaken and the final chapter provides a
group of microcomputer case studies
focussing on games, calligraphy and
computer -aided learning.

August 1984 180 pp illus
Hb 0 412 25080 2 f20.00 Pb
0 412 25090 X f9.95

Computer Operating
Systems
For micros, minis and mainframes

D. W. BARRON, Professor of Computation,
University of Southampton

From reviews of the First Edition:
'I recommend this as a first book on
operating systems to computer science
students or professional programmers'.

M. Evans, The Computer Journal

This book introduces the principles of
operating system design and use, and
provides numerous examples from those
systems employed in today's mini and
microcomputers.

2nd edn. October 1984 148pp
Hb 0 412 15620 2 f12.00
SP 0 412 15630 X f6.95

Computer
Graphics and
Applications

DENNIS HARRIS

CHAPMAN AND !TALI COMPUTING

A Practical Guide to
Designing Expert Systems
S. M. WEISS and C. A. KULIKOWSKI both of
the Department of Computer Science,
Rutgers University, Pennsylvania

This practical introduction to expert systems is
designed not only for computer programmers
but for all those who want to know how
expert systems are structured and what they
can do. The coverage is restricted to
reasonably simple yet effective techniques,
and the overall objective is to give readers
enough knowledge that will allow them to
"build expert systems that work".

June 1984 200pp
Hb 0 412 26450 1 f15.00

(I)

Expert Systems
Principles and case studies
Edited by R. FORSYTH, formerly of the
Polytechnic of North London, presently
Managing Director of Warm Boot Ltd

This book explains the concepts behind
expert systems to readers who know about
computing but are unfamiliar with the latest
research and with what they can do
themselves in building and using expert
systems.

October 1984 244pp
Hb 0 412 26270 3 f20.00
Pb 0 412 26280 0 f9.95

From E & F N Spon
the Third Edition of
Computer Programs for the
Building Industry
G. HUTTON and M. ROSTRON, architects/
information consultants, Directors of the
data processing company Hutton & Rostron

This directory provides a reference to over
1700 computer programs (from around the
world) relevant to all aspects of construction.

The programs included cover office
management and accountancy, as well as
structural mechanics, heating, lighting,
ventilation, air-conditioning and building
design generally. The directory is
comprehensively indexed by subject, type of
computer and programming language and
contains names and addresses of hardware
and software suppliers.

3rd October 1984 284pp
Hb 0907 10101 1 f25.00

260 PC W
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WAR IN RRP: £67.00
OUR PRICE:

RUSSIA £60.30
A massive simulation of Hitlers war
with Stalin from SS1. Extensive rules
cover all aspects of the war including
partisans, artillery, Soviet Guards
and much, much, more!

One or two player disk

For the SIEGE
48K

SPECTRUM ON NEW PRICE:

THE VOLGA
The battle of Stalingrad! First in a
series from Omega Games. A realistic
and exciting game system enables
you to recreate one of the fiercest
battles of the Second World War.
Includes Air power, artillery, surprise
attacks and much more!

One player cassette

OBJECTIVE
For Me
APPLE
ATARI

KURSK
RRP: £33.00
OUR
PRICE: £29.70

Yet another fine game from SS1. A
grand tactical recreation of the
greatest tank battle of all time!
Includes Tiger tanks, engineers etc.

One or two player disk

Just three of many great
titles available!

Send your orders to: -

WOODLAND SOFTWARE
103 Oxford Gardens,

London W10 6NF
Telephone: 01-960 4877

All prices are exclusive of 15% VAT
APPLE/ATARI/COMMODORE Price List on request

The versatile HX10 -
for business use and computer games
 MSX* standard
 64K Memory
 16 Colours
 73 Full stroke keys
 ROM cartridge slot

REYNOLDS
79 ORSETT ROAD, GRAYS, ESSEX RM17 5HH

COMPUTER CENTRE
TEL: (0375) 5948

THE REVOLUTIONARY

kte
HOME COMPUTER FREE 2

 Cassette recorder interface
 Centronics printer interface
 RF and video connections
 Audio output connection
 Twin joystick ports

Toshiba's MSX* computer, the HX10, is a powerful home computer which
has been designed to satisfy the needs of the first time user, enthusiast,
and businessman alike.

Combining attractive and robust styling, the Toshiba HX10 has a large 64K
RAM memory and adopts MSX* BASIC as the operating language,
providing the user with a more powerful and advanced language requiring
fewer words when writing programs.

JOYSTICKS

TOSHIBA mg
MSX Software
and Peripherals
available

r-

£279.95
ORDER NOW FOR XMAS

WHILE STOCKS LAST
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. SEND SAE FOR LEAFLET.
MAIL ORDER SERVICE. POST FREE.
Remittances will not be cashed until goods are ready to be dispatched.

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £ made payable to H. Reynolds

Please debit my Access Card No for £

1E3 v,i. Barclaycard No for£

Signature

Name

Address

Tel' No

(Established 29 years)
PCW 12 84

PCW261



U -MAN SERIES 1000

32 bit personal
su ermicro

68000 based.
411111111111111111111111111111ima.-

111111111111

II  II

The U -MAN Series 1000
represents a major step forward
in accessible computing power.

Open architecture: Like the
venerable Apple II and the more
recent IBM PC all the facilities are
accessible. Accessible through
powerful operating systems CP/
M68K and UCSD p -system.
Accessible for adding hardware
for every application. Accessible
because of the information we
make available.

Remarkably well-equipped: The
minimum model features 192K of
RAM, 10MHz 68000 main
processor, 6809 auxiliary screen
and I/O processor, mono, colour
and graphics display output, dual
800K floppies, built-in serial ports,
clock & timer, Centronics port,
sound generator, speech
synthesiser, 10 bit A/D, 16 line
parallel I/O, 4 slot (Apple
compatible) expansion bus and
97 key keyboard. Models with

320K and 1MB RAM available
now!

Remarkable value for money:
From £2500 for the 192K dual
floppy machine or £7500 for 1MB
RAM with 40MB Winchester +
800K floppy. Optional mono or
colour monitors. Works with
virtually any printer.

Bench or Floor Mounting.

Software NOW! - The UCSD
p -system comes complete with
development tools, Pascal
compiler and 68000 assembler.
FORTRAN 77 and BASIC
compilers also available. The CP/
M68K includes a 'C' compiler
(compatible with UNIX systems)
and 68000 assembler while
CBASIC and Pascal MT+ are also
available.

The U -MAN Series 1000 was
developed and is being
manufactured in Warrington,
England.

Ask for detailed literature and
prices now!
SPECIAL support scheme for
software and hardware
developers with big discounts.

U -Microcomputers Limited,
Winstanley Industrial Estate,
Long Lane, Warrington,
Cheshire WA2 8PR, England.
Tel: 0925 54117
Telex: 629279 UMICRO G.

Easy for programmers to make easy to use!

Distributor, OEM and dealer
enquiries welcomed.

'make it easy on yourself' 1111-1111CRO

262 PC W



ULTI - USER PEGASUS £295.00
Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger
Nominal Ledger
Invoicing
Order Processing
Stock Control
Payroll
Job Costing

ROJECT MANAGEMENT
Hornet -.£2750.00
Harvard -095.00

W LOTUS SYMPHONY £495.00
New Lotus 123 Upgrade
Spreadsheet
Graphics
Database
Communications
Word Processing

TUS 123-.075.00
EWORK £475.00

RIOUS SELECTION
PC ilitor 2.0-£41.00

Basic- £140.00
Pascal/MT+ £420.00
Microsoft 'C' £384.00
Chess- £61.00

orlon Utilities- £59.00
Backgammon- £35.00
Electronic Disk- £50.00
Copy II pc- £29.00

IBM %kilhorised Ikaler

BASIC SYSTEM
 IBM Personal Computer

64K RAM, Single sided Disk
Drive
Keyboard, Screen -£1567.00

 IBM Personal Computer
128K RAM, TWin 360K Drives
Keyboard, Screen -£2087.00

BUSINESS SYSTEM
 IBM Personal Computer

256K RAM, Twin 360K Drives,
Keyboard, Screen- £2299.00

C0/17PAZI

637, Holloway Road
London N19 5SS 01-281 2431

14, Charles Street  Hanley
Stoke-on-Trent (0782) 269 883

HARD DISK SYSTEM
 IBM Personal Computer

128K RAM, 10Mbyte Hard Disk,
Single 360K Floppy Drive
Keyboard, Screen -0395.00

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD
 Additional Cost only £215.00

COLOUR SYSTEMS
 Additional Cost only £405.00

DATABASE PACKAGES
 dBASE III £475.00
 DMS- £195.00
 Delta- £495.00
 Everyman- £475.00
 Knowledge Man - .£350.00
WORD PROCESSORS
 WordStar- 045.00
 Microsoft Word/Mouse-040.00
 M ultimate- £340.00
 Wordcraft- £340.00
 Word Perfect -£425.00
 Display writer II £245.00

TELEX LINK

 Send telexes from IBM PC -
£1350.00

ARABIC IBM PC
 Conversion to Arabic -£590.00
 Arab Word Processor -£595.00
PRINTERS FROM £250.00
 Epson FX-80/FX-100/LQ1500
 Brother HR15/HR25
 NEC Spinwriter
 Sheet Feeders Available
 Typeface Catalogue Available
*Acoustic Hoods from £295.00

THE PROFESSIONALS
 Full training provided
 Free 12 months warranty
 Leasing deals arranged
 Highly competitive quotations
 Long and short term rentals

IBM PORTABLE

*67, Westow St.  Upper Norwood
London SE19  01-771 6373

*2/4 Paul Street London EC2
01-247 8577 *Not IBM Authorized



In 1982, three Americans discovered a
blindingly obvious fact. Businessmen wanted a
personal computer that was genuinely portable.

They made one and called it Compaq.®
Within one year Compaq® was the biggest

success in the history of American business.
Within one year Compaq® were number

two to IBM® in the 16 bit micro computer market
All because of a machine that weighed a

mere 281bs and could be moved around as an
integral unit and operating in seconds.

Which was not only more compact than
IBM's® personal computer but offered the most
complete compatibility with IBM® software.

IBM® IS THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES



American
takeaway

The Compaq® delivers up to 640K byte
RAM, and one integrated 10MB fixed disk drive,
all within a tough outer casing that even repels
bullets. So it's going to be around for a long time.

Ask 100,000 Americans, or any one of the
dealers listed overleaf. COMPAQ® 11

YT TP7C77.
\v7

f0MGEOFOF g0,00Fgg
LONIPAQ'1;., II IE 121 (AM N.KLD IRAN MAKK DI COMPAQ COMPUTERS 1.1 I)



Developed in conjunction
with Sinclair Research Ltd.,
the Sinclair Vision QL monitor
is based on proven Taxan
monitor technology.
Its black angular design and
12" non -glare tube result in a
remarkably compact unit that
complements the QL in looks
and performance - including
85 column text display.

Specifications:
Input form: RGB
Amplifier type: Linear
VideoBandwidth:More than

18MHz

Display area: 214 mm (H)
x158 mm (V)

Dot resolution: 640 (H)
x 440 (V)

VISION

QL

The Sinclair Vision QL is the
ideal monitor for high
resolution colour graphics
and professional business
applications.

Comes complete with cable
and full 12 months warranty.

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED BRANCHES OF MAJOR RETAILERS NATIONWIDE

MBS Data Efficiency Ltd

Computer Peripherals Division, Maxted Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 7LE Tel: (0442) 60155 (20 liciestielex: 8255541*
11. 111, fia

110 _40 "at' PP, 4ft_ _It.
'Sinclair' and are re

MONITOR

Recommended by Sinclair Research Ltd.
for use with the Sinclair QL computer.

Manufactured for and sold, guarantee
and serviced by MBS Data Efficiency Ltd.

DE is a member
of the Micro Business Systems plc
group of companies.

CD CO
CD (3

0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0



Compaq® dealers.
LONDON
Air Call PLC 108 Rochester Row, London SW1V, Tel - 01-834 9000

Bonsai Ltd, 112-116 New Oxford St, London WC IA 1HJ, Tel - 01-580 0902.

Byte Shop, 324 Euston Road, London NW1 3BG, Tel - 01-387 0505

Computacenter Ltd, Salisbury House, Finsbury Circus, London EC2,
Tel - 01-638 4274.
290 Kensington High Street, London W14, Tel - 01-602 8405.

Computerland, 59-60 Holborn Viaduct, London ECI, Tel - 01-248 8385
38 Edgware Road, London W2 2EH, Tel - 01-723 3071.
34 Charing Cross Road, London WC2, Tel- 01-379 0955

Debenhams PLC 334-348 Oxford Si, London WIA lEF, Tel 01-580 3000.
Station Road, Harrow HAI 1NA, Tel- 01-863 2211.

Digitus, 10-14 Bedford Street, Covent Garden, London WC2E 9HE, Tel - 01-379 6968.

First Computer Ltd 40 Duke Street, London W1M 5DA, Tel - 01-499 3046.
76/77 High Holborn, London WC2. Tel -01-2421418
84 Piccadilly, London WI. Tel -01-4917487
110 Moorgate, London EC2. Tel - 01-638 2103
40 High Street, Croydon, CRO 1YB, Tel - 01-688 0605.

Hoskyns, Africa House, 64-78 Kingsway, London WC2E 6131., Tel -01-2421951.

Intelligence (UK) PLC Network House, Wood Lane, London W12 7SL,
Tel -01-740 5758.

Interface Network PLC 18A-20 Baker St., London W1M IDE. Tel - 01-487 4701.
289-293 High Holborn, London WC1V 9HZ. Tel - 01-404 4667
Forge House,66 High, St, Kingston, Surrey, Tel -01-5411055.

MBS Personal Computers, St Mary Abchurch House,123 Cannon St, London EC4N
5AX Tel - 01-626-218F

Microplan Communications Ltd, Axe and Bottle Court, 70 Newcomen St, London
SEI 1YT, Tel - 01-378 6691

Microware, 637 Holloway Road, London N19 5SS, Tel -01-272 6398

Office Efficiency, 150/2 King Street, Hammersmith, London W6, Tel -01-7417381

P +P Micro Distributors Ltd,1 Gleneagles Rd, London SW16 6AY, Tel -01-7691022

Personal Computers, 218 & 220/226 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 4JS
Tel- 01-377 1200.

Planning Consultancy Limited, 46-47 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5JG,
Tel- 01-839 8890.
Enterprise House, 8-28 Woodfield Place, Harrow Road, London W9. Te1-01-289 7231

Programs Unlimited, 35 Baker Street, London WIM IAE, Tel - 01-487 3351.
19 Imperial House, Kingsway WC2, Tel -01-240 9006.
60 George Street, Croydon, Surrey CRO 1PD, Tel -01-6818941/2.

Silicon Valley Computer Centre, 164 Grays Inn Rd, London WC1, Tel -01-833 3391.

Simmons Magee Computers Ltd 13 York Street, Twickenham, Middx TW1 3JZ,
Tel- 01-8914477.

Specialist Computer Centres Ltd, 91 Wigmore Street, London W1H 9FA,
Tel -01-935 4150.

Stag Terminals, 30 Church Road, Teddington, Middx TW11 8PB, 01-977 3288.

Star Computer, 64 Great Eastern St., London EC2A 3QR, 01-739 7633.

Steiger Computers Ltd, Steiger House, North Circular Rd, Stonebridge Park,
London NWIO 7QZ, Tel -01-9616000.

Sumlock Bondain Ltd 263-269 City Rd, London EC IV 1JX, Tel - 01- 250 0505.

Thos. Hill International Ltd, Hill House,142 Clocktower Rd, lsleworth,
Middlesex TW7 6DT, Tel -01-8471881.

Timon, 12 Royal Exchange, London EC3V 3LN, Tel- 01-623 2550.

SOUTH
4B Microcentres Ltd, 13-14 North Bar, Banbury, Oxon OX16 OTF, Tel - 0295 67551/2.

Anglia Computers Ltd, 26 Princes St, Ipswich, Suffolk. Tel -0473 214121
88 St Benedict's Street, Norwich, Norfolk, Tel - 0603 667031-7.

Byte Shop, 23 Cumberland Place, Southampton SOI 2BB,Tel- 0703 334711.

Computacentre Ltd,I4/16 Oxford Road, Reading, Tel - 0734 509911.

Computerland, Spencer House,12-14 Carlton Place, Southampton SO1 2EA.
Tel - 0703 39571.

Data Efficiency, 1 Finway Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7PS, Tel- 0442 60155.

Data Supplies, Sterling House,165-175 Farnham Road, Slough, Berkshire SL1 4XP.
Tel - 0753 820004/6.

Debenhams PLC, Millbrook, Guildford GUI 3UU, Tel - 0483 32102.
Market Place, Romford, RM1 3ET,Tel - 0708 28456.
Magdalen Street, Oxford OX1 3AA,Tel- 0865 250530.

Entre Computer Centre , 17 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL1 3UL Tel - 0753 31222.

Essex Computer Centre, 216 Moulsham Street,On-The-Parkway, Chelmsford, Essex
CM2 OLR,Tei - 0245 358702.

Ferrari Software Ltd, Ferrari House, Station Road, Egham, Surrey TW20 9LB,
Tel - 0784 38811

First Computer Ltd, 3/4 Prudential Building, Williams St, Slough, Tel- 0753 821545.

Granada Business Centre, 119 High Street, Slough SLI1DH, Tel - 0753 820966.

HG Computer Services, Norman House, 97/99. London Road, St Albans ALl 1LN,
Tel- 0727 30129.

Instrumatic, Oxford House, 23 West Wycombe Rd, High Wycombe, Bucks HP11 2QL
Tel - 0494 450336.

Interface Network, Unit 17, Bilton Road, Kingsland Industrial Park, Basingstoke
RG24 OLJ, Tel - 0256 61191.

Johnson Microcomputers, Johnson House, 75/79 Park Street, Camberley, Surrey
GU15 3XE, Tel - 0276 20446.

MBS Personal Computers, 119/120 High St, Eton, Windsor, Berks SL4 6AN,
Tel - 07535 68171

Microtechnology Ltd, 51 The Pantiles, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2 5TE,
Tel - 0492 45433.

Oxford Data Systems, 29 Pound Way, Cowley Centre, Oxford OX4 3XX,
Tel - 0865 717720.

Ranmor Computing Ltd 14 Nelson Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex SSI 1EF,
Tel- 0702 339262.

Systemsworld Ltd Intelligence House:62/78 Merton Road, Watford WDI 7BY,
Tel- 0923 49677.

The Professional Connection Ltd, The Old Manor House, Wickham Road
Fareham, Hampshire P0 16 7AR Tel - Fareham 0329 230870.

Tesco Business Centre, Bessemer Road, Welwyn Garden City, Herts AL7 IHB.
Tel- 0707325161.

West Surrey Computers Ltd Chandler House, Anchor Hill, Knaphill, Woking,
Surrey GU21 2NL Tel- 0487 88561.

WEST
Colston Computer Centre Limited, The Colston Centre,11 Colston Avenue,
Bristol BSI 4UR Tel - 0272 276619.

Computacenter Ltd, Theatre Square, Swindon SNlIQN, Tel - 0793 694997.

First Computer Ltd, Bristol & West House, Broadquay, Bristol BSI 4BY,
Tel - 0272 277033.

Sumlock Bondain, 36 King Street, Bristol BSI 4D2, Tel - 0272 276685.

MIDLANDS
Computerworld, 19 Abington Square, Northampton NNI 4AA, Tel- 0604 31661.

P+P Micro Distributors Ltd, Dale Street, Bilston, WV14 7JY, Tel - 0902 43913.

Specialist Computer Centres, Lichfield House, 85 Smallbrook, Queensway,
Birmingham B5 4JF, Tel - 021-643 4743.

Sumlock Bondain Ltd, 266-268 Stratford Rd, Shirley, Solihull, Birmingham, BS14 DA
Tel -021-7458616.

Westwood, 112/118 Tennant St, Five Ways, Birmingham B15 1EY, Tel -021-643 8680.

NORTH
Applied Micros The Genesis Centre, Birchwood Science Park, Warrington, Cheshire,
Tel - 0925 819939.

Byte Shop, 11 Gateway House, Piccadilly Station Approach, Manchester M26 9LA,
Tel - 061-236 4737.

Combro, Bamford Grange, 239 Adswood Road, Stockport, Cheshire SK3 8LE,
Tel - 061-477 4500.

Computerland, 37-41 Grainger St, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NEI 5JE,Tel- 0632 612626.
2-10 Albert Square, Manchester M2 6LW, Tel - 061 833 9327.

Hoskyns Springfield House, Springfield Road, Sale, Manchester, Tel - 061 969 3611.

Microcomputing Ltd, Armstrong House, Washington, Tyne and Wear NE37 1LH,
Tel -0914176018.

P+ P Micro Distributors Ltd, New Hall Hey Road, Rossendale, Lanes,
Tel - 0706 217744.

Programs Unlimited 26 Fossgate, York, Tel - 0904 32089.
81 Washway Road, Sale, Cheshire, Tel -061962 9435.

Specialist Computer Centres, 2a North John Street, Liverpool L2 2RT,
Tel- 051-2271285.

Thos. Hill International, Hill House, 45-53 George Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
NE4 7LQ, Tel- 0632 739 261.

Yorkshire Microcomputers, Standard House, James Street, York Y01 3BU,
Tel - 0904 642941.

SCOTLAND
Abtex Computer Systems Ltd 58 Carden Place, Aberdeen ABIIUP.
Tel - 0224 647074.

Computerland, 126-128 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 4TA, Tel - 031 225 3693.

Microcentre, 30 Dundas Street, Edinburgh EH3 6J N, Tel - 031-556 7354.
207 Bath Street, Glasgow G2, Tel -041-248 2767.

Programs Unlimited, 17 Queen St., Edinburgh EH2 IJX, Tel- 031 225 7488.

Thos. Hill International Ltd 169 Ingram St, Glasgow GI 1DW, Tel -041-552 8344.

EIRE

Trostan Computers Ltd, Fannin House, 15/16 Redmonds Hill, Dublin 2, Eire
Tel - 0001 782211.

COMPAa®
00,00OWN gOGNIFOD

COMPAQ a IS THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF COM 'AQ COMPUTER LTD
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OMPUTER WAREHOUSE
,000,. OF

FOR CALLERn
THE ALADDIN'S CAVE OP COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

liAgo DISK DRIVES
Fully refurbish DIABLO/DRE series 2.5 Mb disk drives.
DEC RKOS, NOVA, TEXAS compatible.

Front load. Free stand or rack mount £350.00
Exchangeable type (via lid removal) El15.00
mis3029 PSU unit for 2 drives £123.00

DIABLO/DRE 44-4000A/B 5+5 ex stock from MS.00
1000's of spares for S30, 4000. 3200, HAWK ex stock.

Plus in house repair, refurbishing service.
Call for details or quotation.

c :

OVER 100,000 ITEMS INCLUDING:
Intel D8085AH-2 225.00 D8271 265.00 FP1500 Heavy Duty 25 cps daisy wheel

D8202 D8257-5 8255 D3002 RS232 interface, bidirectional printers,
2732 EPROM SPECIAL fully guaranteed Brand New at £499.00
450ns 23.75, 350ns 24.00, 300ns 24.50 CALL FOR MORE DETAILS

MOT LINE DATA VASE

DISTEL ©
THE ORIGINAL FREE OF CHARGE dial up data base
1000's of stock items and one off bargains.
ON LINE NOW- 300 baud, full duplex CCITT tones, 8 bit
word, no parity. 014 9 1888

COO
Keep your hot parts COOL and RELIABLE

I t

with our range of BRAND NEW professional
cooling fans
ETRI 99X1101 Dim. 92 x 92 x 25 mm.
Miniature 240 v equipment fan complete with
finger guard £9.95.
GOULD JB-3AR Dim. 3" a 3" x 2.5" compact
very quiet running 240 v operation. NEW £6.95
BUHLER 69.11.22. 8-16 v DC micro
miniature reversible fan. Uses a brushless
servo motor for extremely high air flow,
almost silent running and guaranteed 10,000
hr life. Measures only 62 x 62 x 22 mm.
Current cost E32.00. OUR PRICE ONLY
£12.95 complete with data.
MUFFIN -CENTAUR standard CaCx 1.25"
fan supplied tested EX EQUIPMENT 240 v at
£6.25 or 110 vat £4.95 or BRAND NEW 240 v
at £10.50. 1000's of other fans Ex Stock.
Call for Details. Post'& Packing on all tans £1.6

UAL 5" DISK DRIVE
Current, quality, professional product of a
major computer company, comprising
2 x 40 track MPI or Shugart FULLY BBC
COMPATIBLE single sided drives in a
compact, attractively styled, grey ABS
structured case with internal switched
mode PSU. The PSU was intended to drive
both drives and an intelligent Z80 controller
with over 70 ic's. The controller has been
removed leaving ample space and current
on the +, -5, +12 and -12 supply for all
your future expansion requirements
Supplied tested with 90 day guarantee in
BRAND NEW condition with cable for BBC
micro. Ex Stock at on lyE259.00
+£10.00 carr. Limited Quantity Only

SAVE

0019;0

STILL IN STOCK

BARGAINS

COMMIS 'CAB'
All in one quality computer
cabinet with integral switched
mode PSU, Mains filtering, and twin fan cooling.
Originally made for the famous DEC POPE computer
system costing thousands of pounds Made to run 24
hours per day the PSU is fully screened and will deliver a
massive +5v DC at 17 amps, +15v DC at 1 amp and -15v
DC at 5 amps. The complete unit is fully enclosed with
removable top lid, filtering, trip switch, 'Power' and 'Run'
LEDs mounted on Ali front panel, rear cable entries, etc.
etc. Units are in good. but used condition - supplied for
240v operation complete with full circuit and tech. man.
Give your system that professional finish for only
£49.95 + Carr. Dim. 19" wide 16" deep 10.5" high.
Useable area 16"w 10.5"h 11.5"d
Also available LESS PSU, with FANS etc. Internal dim.
19"w. 16"ct 10.5"h. E11.115. Carriage & insurance £9.50.

SUPER PRINTER SCOOP
BRAllut CENTRONICS

739-2
--The "Do Everything Printer" at a price that will

NEVER be repeated. Standard CENTRONICS
parallel interface for direct connection to BBC,

ORIC, DRAGON etc. Superb print quality with full
pin addressable graphics and 4 type fonts plus

HIGH DEFINITION internal PROPORTIONAL SPACED
MODE for WORD PROCESSOR applications. 80-132

columns, single sheet, sprocket or roll paper handling plus
much more. Available ONLY from DISPLAY ELECTRONICS

at the ridiculous price of ONLYEl f11.00 + VAT Complete with
full manual etc. Limited quantity -Hurry while stocks last.

Options, Interface cable (specify) for BBC, ORIC,
DRAGON or CENTRONICS 36 way pig £12.50. Spare ribbon

£3.50 each BBC graphics screen dump utility program E8:60.
rri n In 1 + VAT

SPECIAL 300 BAUD MODEM OFFER
Another GIGANTIC purchase of these EX BRITISH TELECOM, BRAND
NEW or little used 2B data modems allows US to make the FINAL
REDUCTION, and for YOU to join the exciting world of data
communications at an UNHEARD OF PRICE OF ONLY £29.95. Made to
the highest POST OFFICE APPROVED spec at a cost of hundreds of
pounds each, the 2B has all the standard requirements for data base,
business or hobby communications. All this and more!!

 CALL, ANSWER and AUTO modes
 Standard RS232 serial interface
 Built in test switching
 240v Mains operation
 1 year full guarantee
 Just 2 wires to comms. line

GE TERM/PRINTER
A massive purchase of these desk top
printer -terminals enables us taoffer you
these quality 30 cps printers at a SUPER
LOW PRICE against their original cost of
over £1000. Unit comprises of full QWERTY,
electronic keyboard and printer mach with
print face similar to correspondence quality
typewriter. Variable forms tractor unit
enables full width - up to 13.5" 120 column
paper, upper - lower case, standard RS232
serial interface, internal vertical and.
horizontal tab settings, standard ribbon
adjustable baud rates quiet operation plus
many other features. Supplied complete
with manual. Guaranteed working 1130.00 or
untested WOO, optional floor stand £12.50
Carr & Ins £10.00.

DATA MODEMS
Join the communications revolution with our
range of EX TELECOM data modems Made to
most stringent spec and designed to operate
for 24 hrs per day. Units are made to the
CCITT 'tone spec. With RS232 i/o levels via
a 25 way D' ski. Units are sold in a tested
and working condition with data Permission
may be required for connection to PO lines
MODEM 20-1 Compact unit for use with
MICRONET, PRESTEL or TELECOM GOLD
etc. 2 wire uirect connect. 75 baud transmit
1200 baud receive. Data i/o via RS232 '0'
socket. Guaranteed working with data Mt VS
MODEM 20-2 same as 20-1 but 75 baud
receive 1200 baud transmit E13000
TRANSDATA 307A 300 baud acoustic
coupler RS232 i/o £95.00 brand new.0 £4.50
NEW DSL2123 Multi Standard modem
selectable V21 300-300 bps, V23 75-1200,
V23 1200-75 full duplex. Or 1200-1200 half
duplex modes. Full auto answer via modern or
CPU. LED status indicators. CALL or ANS
modes Switchable CCITT or BELL 103 &
202. Housed in ABS case size only 2.5" x 8.5"
x 9". E286.00 + VAT
For further data or details on other EX STOCK
modems contact sates office.

Carriage on all modems £10.00 + VAT.
A

 300 baud full duplex
 Full remote control
 CCITT tone standards
 Supplied with full data
 Modular construction
 Direct isolated connection

Order now -while stocks last. Carriage and Ins. £10.00

8" 19M8 WINCHESTER DISK DRIVE
Made in the UK by a subsidiary of the World's largest disk drive manufacturer.
This BRAND NEW "end of line" unit offers an outstanding opportunity to add a
MASSIVE 19 mb of storage to your computer system. Superbly constructed
on a heavy die cast chassis the DRE 3100 utilises 3 x 8" plattens in a dust
free cavity. All drive functions are controlled by microprocessor electronics
using an INTEL 8035 Cpu and TTL support logic. Data to the outside world is
via two comprehensive 8 bit TTL level bi directional data busses with full status
reporting for ease of interfacing. Many features such as Av. seek time 35 ms,
512 bytes per sector, +24,-24 and +5 v DC supply, plug in card system, and
compact size of approx. 19cm H x 21cm W and 42cm D etc, etc, make this item
a real snip.
Units are BRAND NEW and BOXED and sold at a FRACTION of original cost
- hence unguaranteed. Complete with 150 page manual, circuits and
applications guide.

ON LY £225.00 Carriage £10.00
Suitable power supply unit - sold ONLY with drive £39.95.

PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARD OFFER
An advantageous purchase of brand new surplus allows a great OWERTY, full travel,
chassis keyboard offer at fractions of their onginal costs.
ALPHAMERIC 7204/60 full ASCII 60 key, upper, lower + control key, parallel TTL
output plus strobe. Dim 12" x 6".+5 & -12 DC. £311.50.
DEC LA34 Uncoded keyboard with 67 quality, GOLD, normally open switches on
standard X, Y matrix. Complete with 3 LED indicators & i/o cable- ideal micro
conversions etc. pcb DIM 15" x 4.5" MIPS Garda .e on keyboards E3.00.

66% DISCOUNT
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
EQUIPMENT

Due to our massive bulk purchasing programme which enables us to bring you the best possible
bargains, we have thousands of LC 's, Transistors. Relays. Caps. P.C.B.'s. Sub -assemblies,
Switches, etc. etc. surplus to our requirements. Because we don t have sufficient stocks of any
one item to include in our ads. we are packing all these items into the "BARGAIN PARCEL OF A
LIFETIME'. Thousands of components at -giveaway prices' Guaranteed to be worth
at least 3 times what you pay. Unbeatable value,' Sold by weight.
2.5kIs E4.25 + pp £1.25 5kIs £5.90 + £1.80
10kis £10.25 + pp £2.25 20 kis £17.50 + £4.75

CBS PLUS VAT

BUDGET RANGE
VIDEO MONITORS

At a price YOU can afford, our range of EX
EQUIPMENT video monitors defy
competition!! All are for 240v working with
standard composite video input. Units are
pre tested and set for up to 80 col use on
BBC micro. Even where MINOR screen
burns MAY exist- normal data displays are
unaffected.

1000's SOLD TO DATE
9" HITACHI very compact fully cased. dim.
21cm H x 21cm W x 22cm D. Blackand
white screen E44. 95
12" KGM 320-321, high bandwidth input,
will display up to 132 columns x 25 lines.
Housed in attractive fully enclosed
brushed alloy case. IBM only £32.95
GREEN screen 09.95
24" KGM large screen black & white
monitor fully enclosed in light alloy case.
Iglealsch_ohdhops, clubs etc.
ONLY E5
14" BRAND NEW Novex COLOUR type
NC1414-CL. Many exacting features such
as RGB TTL and composite video input,
GREEN TEXT key, internal speaker and
audio amp. Even finished in BBC micro
ailiiiigodos. Fully guaranteed.

Carriage and Ins on ALL videos £10.00

SEMICONDUCTOR
'GRAB BAGS'

' Mixed Semis amazing value contents
include transistors, digital, linear, I.C.'s triacs,
diodes, bridge recs., etc. etc. All devices
guaranteed brand new full spec. with manu-
facturer's markings, fully guaranteed,
50+62.95 100+ ES.IS.
TTL 74 Series A gigantic purchase of an
"across the board" range of 74 TTL series
I.C.'s enables us to offer 100+ mixed
"mostly TTL" grab bags at a price which two
or three chips in the bag would nnormally
cost to buy. Fully guaranteed all I.C.'s full
spec 100+ tf.100 200+112.30 300+ f19.50

ssocx

DEC iaiiRNER
BA11-MB 3.5" Box, PSU, LTC £385.00
DH11-AD 16 x RS232 DMA

interface £2100.00
DLV11-J 4 x EIA interface £310.00
DUP11 Sych. Serial data i/o £650.00
DZ11-8 8 line RS232 mux board £650.00
LA36 Decwriter EIA or 20 ma loop £270.00
LAXX-NW LA180 RS232 serial interface

and buffer option £130.00
LAX34AL LA34 tractor feed £85.00
MS11-JP Unibus 32 kb Ram £80.00
MS11-LB Unibus 128 kb Ram £450.00
MS11-LD Unibus 256 kb Ram £850.00
MSC4804 ()bus (Equiv MSV11-L)

256 kb £499.00
PDP11/05 Cpu, Ram, i/o, etc. £450.00
PDP11/40 Cpu, 124k MMU £1850.00
RT11 ver. 3B documentation kit £70.00
RK05-J 2.5 Mb disk drives £650.00
KL8JA PDP 8 async i/o £175.00
MUSE PDP 8 Bootstrap option £75.00
VT50 VDU and Keyboard -

current loop £175.00

1000's of EX STOCK spares for DEC
PDP8, PDP8A, PDP11 systems &
peripherals. Call for details. All types of
Computer equipment and spares wanted
for PROMPT CASH PAYMENT.

All prices quoted are for U.K Mainland, Paid cash with order in Pounds Stirling PLUS VAT. MinimumordervalueE2.00,Minimum Credit
Card order E10.00. Minimum BONA FIDE account orders from Government depts, Schools, Universities and established companies
011.00 Where post and packing not indicated please ADO £1.00. + VAT Warehouse open Mon -Fri 9.30- 5.30. Sat. 1015- 5.30
We reserve' the right to change prices and specifications without notice. Trade, Bulk and Export enquiries welcome.

A -
ri nil All I- r 32 Biggin Way, Upper Norwood, London SE19 3XF

m
C.L0- I NU/ i/P- -1- Telephone 01-679 4414 Telex 27924

ap-
j
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BROMLEYS FIRST
SPECIALIST COMPUTER STORE

We are official Acorn Dealers with high
standards to maintain and take pride in
friendly and efficient advice and service.

See our extensive range of printers,
monitors, disc drives, software and
books.

Data Store
6 Chatterton Road, Bromley, Kent. 460 8991

Anglia Computer Centre
88 St Benedicts Street, Now open
Norwich NR2 4AB. Tel: 26 Princes Street,
(0603) 667032/3/4. Ipswich IP1 1RJ. Tel:
Telex: 975201 ACOMP G (0473) 214121

SPECIALISTS IN BUSINESS COMPUTERS

King's
Lynn

BUSINESS COMPUTERS
Phone (0603) 66703213 or 21117

APPLE, SIRIUS,
OSBORNE, ANADEX,
IBM*, DEC, EPSON.
* Complete with professional
back-up service

Dereham

Cromer

NORWICH
(t1

Great
Yarmouth

Thetford Lowestoft

HOME COMPUTERS
Phone (0603) 260021667031 Diss
BBC, DRAGON,
COMMODORE 64,
SINCLAIR, ORIC, LYNX.
* On special offer
Call for Price LEE IPSWICH

BOOKS AND
STATIONERY CENTRE
Phone (0603) 29652

PROBABLY THE
LARGEST SELECTION
OF COMPUTER BOOKS
IN EAST ANGLIA

ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD WELCOME
*IBM authorised dealer - IBM Personal Computer

ChipCM9
aChst moderns are the most versatile and up to date

available at the pace. With autoanswer as standard and
intelligent awtodial with speed conversion as an option,
ChipChattsmav be used to access computers and databases
such as.Pres*, tlicronet, tiomelink and BT Gold.
ChipChaticsupport the CCITT V21 protocol: 300/300 baud and
the V23 protocol: 1200175, 75/1200 and 1200/1200 (half
duplex). Where local regulations permit, Bell standard operation
maybe -used for ding U5 databases.

GhipChaaswse the latest technology and provide valuable extra
features such as auto -disconnect to save your telephone bills,
anctspeedcomversion for operation with ISM PCs. A full
complement of LEDs monitor data flow and the status of
handshake lines. on the Cannon D -type connector.

QhipWtet CC2123A Autoanswer £130.35 (f149.90 inc VAT)
CLIapQhat CC2123AD Autodial £165.13 (f 189.90 inc VAT)

P8rPf2.70 + VAT BART Approval
Applied For

111111.111-
Digisolve Limited, Aire &Calder Works
Cinder Lane, Castleford, West YorksWEIO 1LU
Tel 0977 513141 lletex 557E61 AGRAM

PRACTICAL
PRINTER STANDS

SENSIBLE PRICES
 Makes paper management simple and easy
 Stands neatly on a desk top
 Supply paper locates below the printer; reduces sprocket tear

and can stay in its carton
 Stands are complete with tray; sturdy construction throughout
 Quantity discounts on application

Order direct or ask
-- for brochure

To

NAME:

COMPANY:

AR15
For most

makes of 80character
printers; steel const-ruction finished

brandy white

ONLY £32.20

AL24 For mostmakes of 132 characterprinters;
aluminium

standwith black tray

ONLY £59 80inc,.(uVKATmaa ndladelivery

46dh
Advanced Resources, St. Gabriels, Much Birch, Herefordshire, HR2 8HY

Tel: (0.981) 540262
PLEASE
SUPPLY Qty

ADDRESS:

POST CODE

TEL NO:

Please send cheque with order
or include your ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No:

PEralccie, Total

Model
AR15 £32.20

Model
AL24 £59.80

Grand Total

PCW269



ATTENTION ALL MHM PC a PC CLONE USER,

THIS CONCERNS YOUYOU NEED
COMPULMNRITHE UM'S FIRST ALL SYSTEM USER G12 Oil

NO MATTER WHAT SYSTEM YOU USECOMPULINK HAS SOMETHING FOR YOU

. FREE SOFTWARE FREE SOFTWARE S
YESFREE SOFTWARE

J021,1 OOMPUDINNAND YOU WILL RECEIVEIMMEDIATE ACCESS
TO OUR GIGANTIC

.........................
FREE SOFTWARE LIBRARY W..........................

OUR LIBRARY CONTAINS OVER 4000 PROGRAMS
ALL NEW MEMRERE. RECEIVE

A LISTING OF THE CONTENTS OF OUR FREE SOFTWARE LIBRARY.
PASSWORD AND CODE -NUMBER TO ACCESS OUR BULLETIN BOARD.

DETAILS OF SPECIAL GROUP PURCHASE OFFERS
DETAILS OF FORTHCOMING USER GROUP MEETINGS

COMPULINK NEWS -LETTER
ANYTHING ELSE WE CAN THINK OF

***M**********************************

MEMBERS NOT WISHING TO DOWNLOAD FROM OUR BULLETIN BOARD
MAY ORDER DISKS FROM OUR LIBRARY AS CATALOGUED

A COVER CHARGE OF 110 PER DISK IS MADE
THIS IS TO COVER THE COST OF A BLANK DISK.POST.PACKING.AND ADMINISTRATI..r.

TO JOIN COMPULINK SEND CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER FOR 116-50 To

COMPULINK UK USER GROUP
2 ABBEY CLOSE

CIPPENHAM
BUCKS
SL1 5H1

TELEPHONE 06286 65371

Do1,11

have a TORCH or BBC with Z80 disc pack?
use BBC BASIC (Z80)?

read on
If you write your own programs in BBC BASIC (Z80) and wish

you could link them into a directly executable .COM file to
run under CPN or CP/M, without the user being able to gain

access either to your program text OR the BBC BASIC
interpreter, we have the program for you.

LINKBBC was written in house by our systems programmer
for this very purpose You can write and debug your program
normally using BBC BASIC (Z80), then run the linker, which is
simplicity itself to use. The linked program may then be run

by simply typing it's name, and it always exists to the
operating system, not to BASIC. Parameters may be passed
in the command line, and are available to the program as a

standard BASIC string variable. If you intend selling your
software to third parties, you really MUST have LINKBBC.

Available by mail order or to personal callers to the address
below. Please make cheque or postal order payable to

Autocall Computers Ltd., and send to the address below.
Price is an astonishing £29 including VAT and postage.

Supplied on a standard TORCH format 5.25 inch 80 track disc.
Please enquire if other formats required.

You don't use a second processor
on your BBC? (!!)

Then you need a TORCH UNICORN product from
AUTOCALL COMPUTERS. All come complete with

wordprocessing, spreadsheet and database software,
plus BBCBASIC (Z80). We have everything from the

inexpensive ZEP100 second processor (£299 + VAT) to the
incredible UNICORN 68000/280/6502 disc pack offering full

UNIX system 3 as well as CPN, 256k RAM (expandable
to 1MB), 20MB hard disc and full networking with both UNIX

and CPN machines, all for under £2900 (excl, VAT) The range
Includes the very popular Z80 disc pack, providing a Z80
processor with 64k RAM (63k user) along with twin high -
quality 400k disc drives and a RELIABLE low -stressed
power supply, all attractively housed in a slimline case

for under £700 (excl. VAT).
We also stock a full range of peripherals and CP/M software

for the TORCH, including the ever -popular WordStar and
dBase II, fully configured and ready to run,

Ir Middlesbrough Road,louth Bank,
Middlesbrough Cleveland 116 CNN
telephone Eston Grange (0642)468618
telex: 587428 AUTCAL G

AUTOCALL
COMPUTERS

kevzone
SOLID STATE DESK TOP
SWITCHING DEVICES

PRINTERSHARER/CHANGER
Solid State
Switching

* Extra cable
lengths

* Connect in
muliples

* Easy to operate
* Simple installation

* Saves time
* Saves money

* No limit to
sharers

" 12 months warranty
* No plugging/unplugging

PRINTERSHARER-PARALLEL EX VAT
26 PIN (AS BBC) 3 MICROS TO 1 PRINTER £65-
26 PIN (AS BBC) 6 MICROS TO 1 PRINTER £129-
36 PIN (AMPHENOL) 2 MICROS TO I PRINTER £85-
36 PIN (AMPHENOL) 3 MICROS TO 1 PRINTER 105-

PRINTERCHANGER-PARALLEL EX VAT
26 PIN (AS BBC) 1 MICRO TO 3 PRINTERS £75-
36 PIN (AMPHENOL) 1 MICRO TO 2 PRINTERS £95-
36 PIN (AMPHENOL) I MICRO TO 3 PRINTERS £115 -

OPTIONAL DC Mains power pack .for sharer/changer £6.50
SERIAL - RS232 3 way 25 pin printersharer/changer £75 -
LEADS AVAILABLE OFF THE SHELF OR MADE TO
ORDER

BARCLAYCARD

WSA
KEYZONE LTD
U 14, Regeneration House, School Road, Park Royal, London
NWIO 6TD, Telephone: 01-965 1684/1804 Telex: 8813271

P&P Sharer/Changer £1.50 each. MP1 & Leads £0.50

1 THE QUADRANT, BRIDGE STREET,
GUILDFORD, SURREY GUI 4SG
TEL: 0483 578848
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AREN'T YOU SORRY
YOU DIDN'T BUY

BARBICAN?
You meant well but perhaps you were enticed by flashy
advertising or give-aways. At Barbican we don't sell
fancy copy or "give-away" plastic boxes. We put our
money into producing the best diskettes that you can
buy. You get both the best price and the best quality.
Some "bargain" diskettes are nothing more than
"seconds" manufactured in the United States and
dumped abroad. Barbican Diskettes are first quality
diskettes. In fact, if you like Dysan, 3M, Verbatim, et
al, you'll love Barbican Diskettes. Here are just a
few of the reasons why:
 Barbican Diskettes are lap polished for a super
smooth recording surface to increase head life and
ensure intimate head -disk contact.
 Barbican Diskettes have oxide lubricants built into
their coating for long-term durability and error free
operation.
 Our special liner provides continuous cleaning action
during operation.
 Barbican Diskettes are made from heavy duty,
homopolymer vinyl for higher storage and operating
temperatures.
 Diskette jackets are specially formed to prevent
warping, jamming and to tolerate rigorous handling.
 Each Barbican Diskette is tested track -by -track,
bit -by -bit to be 100% error free.
AND ONE LAST THING: BARBICAN DISKETTES ARE

WARRANTED FOREVER AND A DAY WITH AN
OUTSTANDING THREE FOR ONE REPLACEMENT

POLICY!

ALL THIS FOR ONLY
(includes: hub ring, Tyvec

envelopes, write protect tabs
and user labels)

PS If you really want the plastic box they're only £1.15 each.

QUALITY YOU EXPECT AT A PRICE YOU DON'T

BARBICAN MANUFACTURING
27A Half Moon Lane, London SE24 9TU

Phone orders: 01-274 6223 VISA
MIR=Access & Visa welcome

Orders only in packs of 25. P & P £2.50 per 25. Orders of 100 and over,
10% discount.

r
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MAKE SURE YOUR
HOME COMPUTER

WORKS... FOR
YEARS AND YEARS

Guarantee years of service from your home computer.
Protect your investment by joining the MICRO REPAIR CLUB.

After your warranty has run out can you afford the manufacturers'
repair charges which can be as high as £60 minimum?

THE MICRO REPAIR CLUB is a brand new organisation offering a
unique scheme which guarantees that should your computer break

down, it will be repaired at absolutely no cost.
THE MICRO REPAIR CLUB has been formed to save you money
and ensure that your computer is in tip-top working condition for

years to come.
A one-year membership that guarantees all repairs to your
micro costs only £24.95, with an annual renewal of £14.95.
A two-year membership costs £35.95, three years £46.95.

For incredible value for money a four-year membership costs
only £57.95.

All prices are inclusive of VAT
THE MICRO REPAIR CLUB is backed by one of the world's largest
insurance groups and the actual repair work will be carried out by

Computeraid Services, a division of Thorn EMI Information
Technology Ltd.

There can be no greater protection. So if you own a Sinclair, BBC,
Acorn, Dragon, Commodore or any other home computer join the
Club by ringing the HOTLINE on 01-946 7777 or clip the coupon

below and send it to:
Micro Repair Club Limited, Swan Court, Mansel Road,

Wimbledon, London SW19 4AA.

MICRO
REPAIR

CLUB

I would like to join the MICRO REPAIR CLUB for years and look
forward to receiving my full membership pack.

I enclose a cheque for £24.95  One year's membership*

£35.95  Two years £46.94  Three years £57.95  Four years

Made payable to Micro Repair Club Limited 'Please tick relevant box

Please debit my
Visa/Access card No.

Card expires on Signature

Name

Address
PCW/1 2/84

I own a home computer and it is in working order.

1
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O Star
stx-80.

The Silent.

Prints 60 characters
per second with
muffled serenity.
Standard ASCII, select-
able international
characters. Block
graphics and bit -image -

graphics. The stx-80.
At a price to start
with. Soft on the ear.
Easy on the purse.

gemini-15X.

The Economical.

At Pro -Range.

For professional out-
put at a reasonable
price the gemini-l5X
is hard to beat.
The print -head provides
you with more than 100
million characters.
gemini-15X. The optimal
price/output relation.

delta -10.

The Powerful.

Serial and parallel
interface. 8k -byte

buffer. Macroinstruc-
tion. 2 x 96 download
characters. Bi-
directional printing
with logical seeking.
Where others speak of
extras we mean
standard. The delta -1C

Star Europe GmbH. Frankfurter Allee 1-3.

gemini-10X.

The Bestseller.

No.1 in the range,
the gemini-10X has
swiftly soared to
stardom. 120 characters
fast per second. Eco-
nomical. Reliable. And
now compatible with
IBM: gemini-10i. Any
more details? Let us
know. We support you.



arade
D-6236 Eschborn. Tel. 0 61 96/7 01 80. Tlx. 415 867 star d.

delta -15.

The Powerful.

At Pro -Range.

For full power, wide
carriage output the
delta -l5 is your
printer. Up to 233
columns width and 160
characters per second.
Just great. Effort-
less efficiency at
a standard price.

New: radix -10.

The Pro.

200 cps, automatic
single sheet feed,
16k -byte buffer, near -

letter -quality. For
the professional use.
radix -10. Setting new

output standards.
From Star.

New: radix -15.

The Pro.

At Pro -Range.

It's super duper. With
super -wide action.
Provided with every-
thing a pro asks for.
radix -15. Right

on course.

,;;C, sef`'
\oect'c'

;ces

New: PowerType.

The Typist.

For your computer.

Sets new dimensions in
your correspondence.
With over 100 type
fonts. 18 clear
characters per second.
Serial and parallel
interface. Proportional
printing. PowerType.
Prints as typed. At a
surprising low price.

1gie ind

the printed word.



FIRST
AID

for your 64
Computers, like people, are fallible. They need the right

combination of code and care to perform effectively in the
business or the home. And that requires first hand knowledge
from you to create a healthy operating environment for your

Commodore 64.

Knowledge about machine language, about the lesser known
qualities of the 64, about the disc drives, graphics, and about the
tricks and tips to keep your 64 on line. That's why First Publishing
has now launched in the UK a series of high quality books and

software packages to provide a complete health care kit for your
64. Commodore 64 users throughout Europe have already found it

a tonic. We think you will, too.

'For a brochure on all the Commodore 64 books and software packages available frorr71
First Publishing, please fill in the coupon and send to: Amanda York, First Publishing,

I Unit 20B, Horseshoe Road, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Berkshire.

I Name

Address

LC../r ring Amanda York at (07357) 5244 or Caleo Software at 01-546 7256 PCVVL1
FIRST PUBLISHING LTD
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BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD
230 Tottenham Court Road London W1. Telephone: 01-637 2624

10 MB
HARD
DISC

-0044/4174,40- , tro,Ott,
ittit

FREE WITHEACH
MODEM

WITH

APRICOT
BOUGHT

BEFORE

31.12.84

apricot WITH

10MB WINCHESTER
ONLY £1995 +VAT!
PLUS

FREE Monitor
FREE Wordprocessor
(Superwriter)
FREE Spreadsheet
(Supercalc)
FREE Super Planner

INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS PACKAGE
* FREE Invoicing

FREE Stock Control
* FREE Sales Ledger

FREE Purchase Ledger
FREE Nominal Ledger

" FREE Payroll
FREE Mailing List

141, d
SPECIAL

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

1.4MB
FLOPPY

t5111-1

SANYO MBC
WITH 2 x 720KB
FLOPPY DISC
ONLY £995 +VAT!

PLUS

FREE

FREE
FREE
FREE

" FREE

FREE
FREE

FREE
FREE

FREE

FREE

Monitor
Wordprocessor (Wordstar)
Spreadsheet (Calcstar)
Super Planner
Invoicing
Stock Control
Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger
Nominal Ledger
Payroll
Mailing List

TRAINING
PROVIDED ON
ALL SYSTEMS

SUPPLIED

Integrated
Accounts
Package

apricot PC

DUAL
315K
DRIVES
(730K)
ONLY
£1395 + VAT!
PLUS

FREE ACT 9" Monitor
FREE Superwriter (Wordprocessor)
FREE Supercalc (Spreadsheet)
FREE Superplanner
FREE CPIM 86
FREE Concurrent CPIM

256K Memory

441:r
draivie.t,

',WPw`O..>L..

APRICOT
PORTABLE

only
£1495
+VAT

GALAXY BARGAINS
IBM XT: 128K RAM, 360K
floppy, 10MB Winchester,
Monochrome Monitor and
Printer Adaptor
£3695 +VAT
APRICOT PC: DUO
720K discs and monitor
£1595 + VAT
APRICOT Xi5: 5MB
Winchester
£1995 + VAT
APRICOT Xi1 0: 10MB Win-
chester £2195 +VAT

PLUS FREE
INTEGRATED
ACCOUNTS
PACKAGE

WITH THESE
SYSTEMS

We also stock a wide range of Printers, Monitors, Disc
Drives and Software Packages, plus many other Com-

puter Systems at bargain prices.

OPENING HOURS MON-SAT 9AM-6PM

1 YEAR
WARRANTY &

MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTS
AVAILABLE

MAIL ORDERS TO: West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd,
230 Tottenham Court Road, London, WI

Cheques payable to: West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd 111.1



COMPUTER
PRINTERS

Keith and Roy Budden
are able to supply at

SPECIAL PRICES
CANON PW1080A

£289 + VAT Limited Offer
JUKI 6100 £395 + VAT

MP 165 (NEW) £299 + VAT
INTERFACES FROM £45 + VAT

CABLES FROM £14 + VAT
to suit all requirements

All prices plus £9.50 delivery
Mail Order only

FOLLY MICRO
0730 894078

ghlia 0730 67057
10 College Street, Petersfield, Hampshire

9am-9pm every day or send SAE for full range
We have no connection with any other retailer

276 PCW



Electronequip
(Authorised BBC Micro Dealer, and Econet service centre)

* SPECIAL OFFERS
Mail order only

*EPSON
RX-80FT £225.25 + VAT

FX-80 £320.88 + VAT

Printer price includes paper and BBC cable
Screen dump rom available for £11.50

TAXAN/KAGA *
KP810
£242.58
+ VAT
Printer priceprice includes paper and BBC cable
Screen dump rom available for £11.50

VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS
*10% off list prices

Discounted price
JSVOLT14 Voltmace Delta 14B Joysticks inc. VAT 13.46
JSVOLTAD Voltmace 14B/1 Adaptor Box 13.36
JSVOLT3B Voltmace Delta 3B Twin Joysticks 18.09

SIDEWISE

"SIDEWAYS" rom
board for BBC
Micro. No
soldering required

£33.44 + VAT

SIDEWISE FITTED

NORDMENDE
14" TV/Monitor
£199.96 + VAT

I41
ACORN Zf 11,

CO PUTER

BBC/Electron Starter Pack: 5 Acornsoft Cassettes
1 BBC Data Recorder
+ 1 years warranty

BBC B £399.00 Electron £229.95

T:=r, f', f...n.' 1 T,,,, i T.', , T, , T-,, , " , ' I ,:',.1,...1.1 'C'"A
A a D r a - ,.1 1 1 t ..'''...

1 ,!..i .:'.< I '...1 : 1.11  I -I 1 - i '. T

Electronequip is an authorised Acorn service centre
and has been an Acorn dealer since the introduction
of the Atom. Our demonstration facilities include 20
station Econet and Torchnet systems.

Ex VAT Inc VAT

ANB02 BBC Model with Econet Interface 389.14 446.00
ANB03 BBC Model with Disc Interface 409.14 469.00
ANB04 BBC Model B with Disc & Econet Interface 450.01 516.00
ANC01 6502 Second Processor 174.35 199.00
ANC04 Z80 Second Processor 348.26 399.00
ACBBITST Acorn Bit Stik (ANF04) 327.39 376.50
ACBTELET Teletext Receiver (ANE01) 195.65 225.00

3" Micro Disc £89.00
(inc. VAT)

Disc Interface &
Drive
£181.30 (inc. VAT)

Micro Disc Drive for
,the BBC Micro

The Micro disc drive offers a method of low cost quick access to
programs. The drive is essentially a small version of a 5k" disc
drive and offers similar features to the larger drive.
The data is stored on a 3" disc, this is enclosed in a protective
hard plastic cassette which features a write protect switch.
The micro drive requires the standard Acorn disc interface, but a
new disc filing system rom. Acorn DFS may be exchanged for the
micro DFS for £2.30. The new micro disc filing system can read and
write to Acorn DFS discs.
Thus if a 54 inch and a micro floppy were connected on the same
cable files could be transferred between them.
Capacity: 80.64 K bytes Transfer Rate: 125k bit/s.

All offers subject to availability
Prices subject to variation without prior notification
Prices for monitors & printers include BBC cable

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Access & Barclaycard Accepted
Large Stocks - 24 Hour Despatch Carriage 46p

BRANCHES
MAIL ORDER: 36-38 WEST STREET
FAREHAM, HANTS. (0329) 230670
SHOP/TECHNICAL: 59 WEST STREET
FAREHAM, HANTS. (0329) 230671
KINGS LYNN: 17 TENNYSON AVE. (0553) 3782

Electronequip
36-38 West Street, Fareham, Hants (0329) 230670

BBC
PC W 277



THOUGHTS & CROSSES
37 MARKET STREET, HECKMONDWIKE, WEST YORKS

COMPUTERS
BBC B (£90 software free)

BBC B with Ecormt .

E399
£469
£446

Microvitec 1451 AP Composite... £335
Philips (Green Screen) ++++ ............ £75

Fidelity TV/Monitor ............... .. £210
£199

DESKS

Opus Model 2

5 -pin to 3 Jacks.
Sinclair 48K Cassette Lead
RGB Monitor (6 -pin DIN)
THE PLUG Suppressor & RFI Filter ............
Spectrum On/ Switch

£2.40
£1.80
E3.20

£16
12.99

Spectrum Plus (560 software free)........
Memotech 512... .....

E125
.£175
£275

adAmstr Modulator £30

DISK DRIVES
Opus Model 5.....

SPECTRUM

Apple Ile -F 2 Disk Drives &Cont .

Amstrad Colour Monitor)
..f.239

E349
£399

. £45
Sinclair Interlace I E45

CUMANA

RIBBONS
Epson MX/FX/RX80.
Epson MX/FX100.. . £8

Pinnacle Spectrum Amplifier
Light PenKeyboard

£25 software DKTronics
Extension to keyway £4

Electron £189 Single without PSU
CS X100 100K 407 £118

Seikosha GP100
Seikosha GP80 JOYSTICKS & INTERFACES

CS X200 200K 801 E155 Canon PW1080A £11 Quickshot Il.........
PRINTERS CS X200D 200K 407 DS 063 Canon PW1156A £11 Sure Shot

Canon PW1080A NU:).
Canon PW1156A NLO.......

£305
£395

CSX400 400K 807 £181

Single with PSU
NEC8023 ..
MP3801 E6.50

State: BBC Dragon
Spectrum or Commodore

£15

Canon PJ1080A .
Epson RX80..

£399
£269

CS100 100K 407. E149
CS200 200K 807 . £181 .. £12

Epson RX130 CS200D 200K 40T DS .. £190
CS400 400K SOT DS 0206 Oume MS 12/3 £3.80

Kempston 5000
Cambridge Joystick + Interface 6 Program...

.. £13

Epson FX100 £520 Twin Drives with PSU Kemston interlace . ..£11.50

Epson 00100
Brother HRS..
Brother HR15 (Centronics or RS232)..

£475
£155

£266
CD400D 2.200K 40T DS............................

£339
. . E5

DKTronics Programmable ....
DKTronics Dual Pod.
Sure Shot Zipp Stick Interlace

£22
£12
E20

Brother EP44 £235 CD800S 2.4000 40.807 £402 Protek Switchable £16

Juki 6100 (Centronios)
NEC PC8023 ...
Shinwe CPAS° entronlcs)

£375
£210
£215

OPUS
Single without PSU
5401 100K 407 .... £116

Brother Correctable

Others available, please oak.

£5 Ram Turbo
First Byte Interface for Electron

£22
£25
£10

Commodore 1520 Printer/Plotter.....................

Quen Data Daisywheel

£210

£275

.... £155
5802 4D0K 40/807 .£180
Single with PSU
5401P 100K 40T.... £145

PRINT WHEELS, please ask.

PVC COVERS

BBC ROMS & UTILITIES

Replica II (Disk) Glares
Replica 1143" Disk) Glares .

£10.50
£13

MCP40
Alphacom 32.

£125
£69

£4.60

Juki Sheet Feeder . £240 Twin Drives with PSU Beta Base (Disk) Clams

INTERFACES Epson FX80 £4.60
Beta Base (3" disk Glares
Wordwise (Rom) Comp Cob..

£22
£40

Centronics - OL 90232........... £40
£80 ...£125

Epson ROBS
Apple

£4.30
£4.50

Disk Doctor (Rom) Comp Con........
Gremlin (Rom) Coop Con

£30
£30

Epson RS232 £29 Selkosha 100 £3.75 Caretaker (Rum) Comp Con £32

Juki RS232 ...COO ...C410
Over 40 different covers available. Phone for availability
end price. Acorn Speech (Rom,

£95

Shinwa RS232 + 2K Buller.
Kempston Rom - Spectrum (Cerrtronics).........
Kempston Tape- Spectrum (Centronics) ........

£60
£55
£38

6502 2nd Processor E199 LEADS
BBC to Parallel Printer .

CASSETTE RECORDERS

Tasman Tape - Spectrum (Centronics) £35 WABASH and 3M DISKS BBC to Serial Printer ... ......
RS+ 23 5 -PM Din to 5 -Pin Din ....

Commodore C2N
Ferguson.

£17
Memotech Printer Coed

IE - Epson (Centronics) . £45 D/S D/D 40T 101or . 2 Dragon to Centronics Printer e13£1541 SOFTWARE
IEEE - Epson -r 2K (Centronics) £65
Electron Plus 1
Wens. or able tO. obtain inteffecestO conns t any printer

DiS D/D 801'10 for.

DYSAN DISKS

Commodore to Centronics Pnnter

Pet to Centronics Printer
E13.50
£13.50

Spectrum Tales
Commodore 64 Tritee
Amstrad Tales

to any computer. Please ask. E20
£29

Atan to Centronics Pnnter.
BBC to Single Disk Once

£13.50
E13

MONITORS 204/2D DIS DID 80T 10 for £35 BBC to Dual Disk Drive . £16

BBC to Dual Power
E5

Microvitec 1451
Microvitec 1451 -QL (Med Res,

C290
£275

312 Hewlett Packed, Single. £4.50
Further discounts tor quantity on all disks: 50+, 10%

7 -pin DIN to DIN + Jack
7 -pin DIN to 3 Jacks

E2.40
£2.40 Send for list

Mrcrovitec 1431 AP Composite £235 discount, 100r 15% discount 5 -pin DIN to 5 -pin DIN + Jack £2.40 Access or VISA available.

Tel: (0924) 402337 for General Enquiries.
Open 9-5pm Mon -Sat

Tel: (0924) 409753 for Credit Card Orders only.

Mani LTD.

THE HOME COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

BBC 'B' + DFS
WITH 100k DISK DRIVE

BBC '6'
WITH CASSETTE RECORDER

SINCLAIR QL

COMMODORE 64
WITH CASSETTE RECORDER

ACORN ELECTRON
WITH PLUS 1 INTERFACE

ACORN ELECTRON
WITH JOYSTICK & INTERFACE

ORIC-1

£589

£399
£399

£234

£234

£209
£75

BRANCHES:

230 TOLWORTH RISE SOUTH, SURBITON. Tel: 01-337 4317

30 STATION ROAD, BELMONT, SUTTON. Tel: 01-642 2534

114 GUNNERSBURY AVE, EALING. Tel: 01-992 5855

26 STANLEY ROAD, NEWBURY. Tel: (0635) 30047

1 MANOR ROAD, CADDINGTON, LUTON. Tel: (0582) 458575

Your own individual
letterheading and
continuous stationery in A4
size on top quality paper.

Ask for samples and prices

Reed Computers Ltd
Eastern Road
Bracknell RG12 2UP
Telephone 0344 56666

or 07535 59272

278PCW



The Art of
Daisywheel
Printing/

The new Juki Model 6100 letter quality daisy wheel printer, has
full features you'd expect to find on a more expensive printer.

It can support word processing and graphic functions, print
20 CPS and use a simple drop -in daisy wheel.

The 6100 has 10112115 pitch, proportional spacing, utilizes IBM
standard Selectric ribbons, has 2K buffer memory, parallel interface
both tractor feed and serial interface are available as options.

That's only the beginning - Best of all, the low -noise Juki 6100
is extremely reliable.

You can pay more, but you can't buy better than the Juki 6100.

available
for around

£399*

FEATURES:

*20 CPS (max.) print speed
*Bold and shadow printing *Subscripts
and superscripts * Wordstar compatible *Auto
underlining *Diablo protocols *Standard 2K buffer
*1 year parts and labour warranty *Comprehensive user
friendly manual * 10, 12 & 15 CPI + proportional spacing

Micro
Peripherals ltd
'THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD'

69 The Street, Basing, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG24 OBY
Telephone: Basingstoke (0256) 3232 (12 lines)
Telex: 859669 MICROP G Facsimile 0256 61570

*RRP ex. VAT

Call your local dealer NOW for full information on the Juki 6100
Daisywheel Printer or clip this coupon and we'll send you brochures
and print samples.

Name

Address

Tel. No
PCW12/84



Latest Programs from...

The most advanced software ever written for the BBC Micro?
Or just the most advanced and comprehensive Database
Management System? Read this check list of main features,
and decide for yourself!
 24K ROM Based Random Access Database with 184 page manual.
 Allows searches on any field or COMBINATION of fields to ANY depth.
 Up to 9 subsets of data INSTANTLY available and saved to disk

automatically.
 Sorts alphabetical or Numeric on any field, ascending or descending with

NO LIMIT on the depth of sort.

 Interfaces with 'VIEW' and 'WORDWISE'.
 Includes a free format report generator for a completely flexible printing

format.

Latest Programs from...

0901
£129.95

 Allows the user to extend the file or add fields after having started to enter
data.

 Allows up to 5100 User Definable Records with up to 62 fields per record
and a maximum file size of 10 Megabytes.

 Permits just ONE file to exist over FOUR floppy disk drive surfaces.
 Offers a free format painted screen which scrolls 120x120, and supports

extensive mathematics.
 Provides User defined field relational variables and multiple and single

character wildcards.
 Exists self contained on ROM, and does not require additional utilities on

disk.
 Finds the occurrence of a string or partial string in ANY field in the

database with just one command.
 Customised Masking disk design service available for commercial and

professional users.

1

NEW
IMPROVED
DATABASE

BBC MICRO

C.0101 Cassette £19.95

D.010140 Track Disk £23.95
80 Track Disk £24.95

4NININEW

Uses Machine Code to optimise the memory

available and improve processing speed.

A very professional system, ideal for home,

smaller business or educational requirements....

INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING
for the BBC Micro.
Designed for the small to medium sized business
user, where speed and efficiency are vital.
Gemini Integrated programs are suitable for sole
traders, partnerships or limited companies. All
require a BBC B 32K microcomputer, and an 80
column printer. A double disk drive with an
Acorn compatible DFS is required for integrated
accounting purposes. A single disk drive may be
sufficient where modules are used indepen-
dently, although this is not recommended for the
Sales Ledger and Invoicing module. The manuals
indicate the system capabilities for various disk
drive combinations.

£99.95
per module

PRE-PRINTED...
Continuous Invoices, Statements,
Remittance Advices and Payslips
available.

Demo Disk £5.00 refundable
on the purchase of any module.

Why Integrated Accounting?
Because it will retrieve information stored in one
program for use by another and store data in one
program which has been generated by another.

Why Gemini?
Because our business software for the BBC Micro
is based upon the solid foundation of experience.
Not only are three of our Directors Chartered
Accountants, but we have also successfully
written business software for the BBC Micro
since it was first
launched.

INVOICING &
SALES LEDGER

Produces Invoices
and Statements holds

complete customer
information - 135

on 40 track 610
on 80 Track.

NOMINAL LEDGER
The central module Which

can also be used as a
'stand alone' Cash Book.
Contains 143 Nominal
Accounts, prints Profit
& Loss Accounts and

Balance Sheet.

NO
SECOND
PROCESSOR
REQUIRED

PAYROLL
Holds full

employee informa-
tion produces pay
slips for 98 employ-
ees (40 Track) 198

(80 Track.)

STOP PRESS...STOP PRESS
AMSTRAD titles now available - £19.95 each.

C.1801 Gemini's most comprehensive cassette Database ever!
C.1801 Report Generator: Interfaces with Database and allows
merging of Database data into form letters, mailing labels, etc.



Latest Programs from...
1nimi

COMPLETE CASHBOOK ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
The best in the business! Written by businessmen, for businessmen,
Gemini's accounting software brilliantly maximises the potential of the
home Micro for commercial use. Containing professional standard
manuals these Systems are ideal for CASH BASED businesses, where
credit sales, are minimal. They allow the user to transfer all Cash, Petty
Cash and VAT transactions onto the
Computer, saving hours of tedious book-
keeping, and allowing more profitable use
of valuable time.
Most important of all, they produce Profit &
Loss Accounts and Balance Sheets, DIRECT
from your original book-keeping entries,
together with notes to the accounts and
comparative figures. Ideal for practising Chartered Accountants OR
Business owners who wish to operate a more effective, efficient and
profitable accounting System.

Profit &
LossA/C

and
Balance
Sheet

Machine Product Code Price
BBC Micro - Cassette C.0405/6 119.90
BBC Micro - 40 Track disk D.0405/6/40 - 119.90
BBC Micro - 80 Track disk D.0405/6/80 - 119.90
Spectrum 48K - Cassette Microdnve compauble- C.0415 24.95

C.0818 89.95Commodore 64- Cassette
Commodore 64 - Disk D.0818 99.95

LATEST
Programs for the Commodore 64
Home Accounts
The best household Accounting package available, featuring budget compar-
isons, interactive Bank Account, Credit card records, graph plotting facility to
show trends etc,. Highly recommended for putting the 64 to serious work!
Cassette C 0807 £19.95
Disc D 0807 £24 95

Commodore 64 Business Combination Pack
Contains complete Cash Book Accounting System (above) PLUS Database,
Stock Control and Mailist Programs. This is a really comprehensive Business
Accounting Package which maximises use of the 64K memory on your CBM64.

Normal list Price Combination Pack
of Programs Price

C.0819 Cassette 119 90 89.95
D.0819 Disk 129.90 99.95

Stock Control
Holds up to 230 Stock Records per file...takes the tedium out of stock controll-
ing - saves time and money.
Cassette C 0802 19 95
Disk D 0802 24 95

Database
The No.1 menu driven, user friendly multi purpose Data Management system
with the following features: Dynamic Memory management which allows the
huge potential of the 64's memory to be fully used.... Search and calculate
facility which permits numeric field calculations to be updated by any
common arithmetic factor.... Searches on multiple selection criteria and high
precision sorting...Professional standard record verification prior to entry for
greater accuracy.
Cassette C 0801 19.95
Disk D.0801 24.95

Mailist
A dedicated database to allow for manipulations of names and addresses and
other data. Gemini's unique 'searchkey' system gives you a further ten 'user -
defined parameters' to make your own selections. Features include the
facility to find a name or detail when only part of the detail is known, and to
print labels in a variety of user specified formats.
Cassette C.0811 19.95
Disk D.0811 23.95

Trial
Balance

VAT
Records

Cash
Book

1:3"kccoullt

Petty

Bumper Spectrum 48K

Home Software Pack

£24.95 0.0417 Microdrive
Compatible

Contains the following programs - all cleverly and

excitingly written to stretch the 48Ke
Spectrum
to the limt ......

The ideal software to truly exploit this
potential!
DATABASE...HOME
ACCOUNTS-GRAPHPLOT...MAILIST

I
I

I
I
I
I

I

I

I

Available from:
Larger branches of Boots and W.H.Smith and most good
software dealers... or phone Gemini for prompt despatch
quoting your Access, Visa, or American Express card number.
Telephone (0395) 265165. Alternatively make your cheque or
Postal Order payable to Gemini Marketing Ltd., amd send to
Gemini Marketing Ltd., 18a Littleham Road, Exmouth, Devon
EX8 2QG.

Please send urgently (specify 40 or 80 track)

Prices stated in this brochure include VAT and Post and Packing (UK only)
Name

Address

Signature
Credit Card No. AccessNtssiAmencan Express (delete)

Please send further information concerning: PCW

I
I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I



wOH-4 Hantarex, the name behind
the screens in over 90% of
professional video games
machines, has come out into
the open with its new BOXER
range of monitors for personal
computers.

0 First in the range is the
BOXER 12" high resolution
monochrome monitor. The
elegantly styled cabinet houses
a black screen with an etched
faceplate for minimal reflection
and features a green 80
column display for clear easy
viewing.

0 The compact, portable
BOXER is compatible with most
personal computers and is
unbeatable value at £99.50
inc. VAT, and has 12 months
guarantee.

ccp

Aoy 449c.

Further information and illustrated leaflet available from:

NITARE
HANTAREX (UK) LTD.,
Unit 2,
Lower Sydenham Trading Estate,
Kangley Bridge Road,
London SE26 SBA.
Tel: 01-778 1414.

282 PC W



TURN YOUR BBC COMPUTER
INTO A REAL TIME IMAGE

PROCESSOR WITH THE IMAGE
III FRAME STORE

IMAGE III is a high resolution Frame Store which can capture and display
pictures in real time from any 625/525 line video source. Once captured in the
512 x 512 frame memory, the computer can access the stored image for
processing or manipulation. The store utilises 6 bit A/D and D/A converters to
give up to 64 grey levels per pixel. A major feature of this store is that if a lower
resolution picture is selected then the store can be partitioned to store multiple
pictures, eg for 256 x 256 resolution, four pictures can be stored. This allows
the computer to compare two or more pictures captured from the same or
different video sources.

The IMAGE III Frame Store turns your BBC computer into a low cost image
processing system and opens up a range of possibilities such as Robotic Vision,
Medical Imaging, Factory Inspection etc. Alternatively the store can be used in
applications where picture data is arriving slowly, eg weather satellite
transmissions, ultrasonic imaging, enabling the user to have a steady display
without the need for long persistence display devices.

IMAGE III plugs directly into the 1MHz bus on the BBC micro, and is supplied
with a comprehensive software package which demonstrates the features of
the store.

Price: £1,990 plus VAT
IMAGE III is also available for the IBM PC and Apple computers.

ELTIME LTD
Unit D29, Maldon Industrial Estate, Fullbridge

Maldon, Essex CM9 7LP
Tel: 0621 59500

The TV Picture Store Board used in IMAGE III was developed by British Telecom Research
Laboratories and is manufactured under licence by Eltime Ltd.

SOLVE THOSE DESKTOP
BLUES . . . FOR ONLY

£29.99
INCLUDING

CARRIAGE & V.A.T.

. WITH THE CEMOC
PRINTOUT FEEDER/STACKER

Send your cheque today
(made payable to CEMOC Ltd .

or telephone your Barclaycard order
through for immediate despatch

for our full price I
(Please state whether for 80 or 130 column printer)

CEMOC COMPUTERS
1 Samuel Whites Estate
Medina Road
Cowes, Isle of Wight, P031 7LP
Tel: (0983) 290584

'IN-HOUSE'
and

,r3N-S/TE,
COURSESVARIOUS

1 cieAse
kiLLs,

overivielitt
Etna

plus VVOPCISt
tar.

 CO NI

 N/ei/Merge

 Ms - OOS

COURSES
EIASED

ON 'I -IA NOS
- ON'

SESSIONS
and EXERCISES

WRITTEN7-0

LANITECH
Information Systems

SALE SALE SALE

I.B.M.
GOLFBALL PRINTERS

SALE PRICE £39.99 + VAT
INTERFACE EXTRA

5" Monitor (New) £40.00 + VAT
Keyboards from £4.00 + VAT
Mini Cassette Drives £20.00 + VAT
Centronics Printers (New)from £150.00 + VAT

PCB's, FANS, POWER UNITS, ETC.

COME AND LOOK AROUND

P & R COMPUTER SHOP
Salcote Mill, Goldhanger Road,

Heybridge, Maldon,
Essex.

PHONE: (0621) 57440
HOURS: MON-FRI 9am-5pm SAT gam-12am

Pr W 283
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SEIKOSHA IMPACT DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

GP -50A
Designed for the hobbyist
 Printing speed-40cps
5 inch, 46 columns Friction feed
 Centronics parallel interface
 Plain paper-low running cost
GP-50S-Sinclair compatible

model
GP-55AS-RS-232C serial model... '11.11.1111.100fteiromiammir

available soon.

GP-100VC
Built exclusively for
COMMODORE VIC-20/C-64
Personal Computer.
 Printing speed-30cps/50cps
 10 inch, 80 columns
Pin feed
GP-100A-Centronics parallel

model
GP-100AS-RS-232C serial model
GP-100AT-ATARI compatible model...available soon.

GP -500A
A new generation of Seikosha
low-cost, 10 inch, 80 -column
printer.
 Printing speed -50c ps  Pin
feed  Centronics parallel
interface  Low noise level
GP-500AS-RS-232C serial

model

GP -550A
Features a 2 -in -1 masterpiece -data
processing and correspondence
quality mode.
 Dual printing speed-50cps/
25cps  10 inch, 80 columns
 Various character modes for
special effects  Friction and
pin feed  Centronics parallel
interface  Optional interface-
RS232C, ROM set for IBM PC.

GP -700A
Superb 7 -color graphic printing.
 Printing speed-50cps
 Colors specificable in dot
units  10 inch, 80 columns
 4 -color cassette ribbon
 Friction and pin feed
Centronics parallel interface
 Optional interface-RGB
video for IBM PC, RS -232C,
Apple 11/11E.

BP -5420A
Multifunction business printer
with super high-speed
capability.
 420cps (draft)/104cps
(correspondence)
Throughput -152 LPM at
132 chars./line
 15 inch, 136 columns
 Pin feed and friction feed.
Paper width up to 15.5 inches.
BP-54201-IBM PC compatible model
BP-5200-200/100cps, 15 Inch available soon.

Put your
efficiency

in our
hands...

SEIKOSHA
GIVE YOUR
COMPUTER SYSTEM
A SPEEDY, EFFICIENT
AND COST -SAVING
PRINTER.
Seikosha has every-
thing-dedicated
impact dot matrix
printers to sophisticated
models incorporating the
latest technology and
features.

SEIKOSHA CO.,LTD.
SYSTEM EQUIPMENT DIVISION
4-1-1 TAIHE1 SUMIDA-KU TOKYO 130, JAPAN
PHONE 03-625-4610 TELEX 262-2247 SEIKO J FAX 03-624-8666

PC W 285



COMP TER

TOP
SHOWROOM

SERVICE
ROCK

BOTTOM
PRICES

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME AT OUR EXTENSIVE SHOWROOMS
MOST EOUIPMENT ON DEMONSTRATION

The UK's Best Printer Prices
Only a sample of our massive range of printers

shown here - phone for further details

DAISYWHEEL LETTER QUALITY
Smith Corona TP1 (P or S) £189.00 + VAT=
Juki 6100 (P) £335.00 + VAT=
Brother HR15 (P or S) E329.00 + VAT=
Daisystep 2000 (P) £239.95 + VAT=
PRINTER/TYPEWRITERS
Brother EP22 Dot Matrix (S) £119.00 + VAT=
Brother EP44 (S) £189.00+ VAT=
Modems available for Easylink and Telecom Gold
Juki 2200 Daisywheel (P or 5) £239.95 + VAT=
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Brother HR5 (P or S) £125.00+ VAT=
Canon 1080A NLO (P) £289.00 + VAT=
Canon 1156A NLQ (P) £349.00 + VAT -
EPSON RX80 (P) £195.00 + VAT=
EPSON RX80 F T PLUS (P) £225.00 + VAT=
EPSON FX80 (P) E324.00 + VAT =-
EPSON RX100 F T (P) £339.96 + VAT=
EPSON FX100 F T [P) £439.00 + VAT=
Seikosha GP100A (P) £129.90 + VAT=
Seikosha GP50A (P) E79.90 + VAT=
Seikosha GP5OS (Spectrum) E79.90 + VAT=
Seikosha GP500A (P) E139.90 + VAT=
Seikosha GP550A (P) £179.90 + VAT=
Seikosha GP700A Colour (P) £279.90 + VAT=
Shinwa CT80 (P) E175.00 +VAT=
[P)= Parallel-Centronici (S)=Serial RS232
Smith Corona range of printers Now in Stock -
Phone or write for details

£217.35
£385.25
£378.35
£275.94

£136.85
C217.35

£275.94

£143.75
£322.35
£401.35
£224.25
£258.75
£372.60
£390.95
£504.85
£149.39

£91.89
£91.89

C160.89
£206.89
£321.89
£201.25

INSTANT CREDIT Up to 36 months to pay
All items over E 1 50 available on our easy credit terms.

Written details available on request.

SUPERDISKS
LONDON'S LOWEST PRICES ON FLOPPY DISKS

Prices per box of ten ex VAT

moo
40TR

OSO 0

40TR

SS96TP1

BOTR

0S9BTP1

BUR

BASF 5114 £10.95 £18.20 £19.80 £22.50

3M 51/4 £13.55 £19.50 £20.05 £24.00

VERBATIM 51/4 £15.50 £23.50 £22.50 £30.50

DYSAN 5114- £16.80 £24.90 £24.90 £32.00

TN 5114 £17.50 £25.50 - £33.00

BASF 3112 £34.90 - - -
Add 70p for P&P per box of 10 disks

CASH & CARRY COMPUTERS
53.59 High Street,

Croydon, Surrey CRO 100.

12" MONITORS - GREEN SCREEN
Sanyo 2112 Med Res E65.00 + VAT= £74.75
Sanyo 8112 High Res E88.00 + VAT= C101.20
14" MONITORS - COLOUR
Commodore 1701 Composite/Sound £173.00 + VAT= C198.95
Fidelity CM14 RGB/Comp/Sound... £179.00+ VAT= C205.85
Microvitec 1431MS Norm Res RGB. E173.00 + VAT= C198.95
Microvitec 1431MZ for ZX Spectrum E199.00+ VAT= C228.85
Microvitec 1451MS Med Res RGB E229.00+ VAT= £263.35
Microvitec 1451E10 for Sinclair OL £234.74 + VAT= C269.95
Microvitec 1441MS High Res RGB E379.00 + VAT= C435.85
Sanyo 3125 Norm Res R GB . E173.00+VAT= C198.95
Sanyo 3117 Med Res RGB £285.00 + VAT= C327.75
Sanyo 3115 High Res RGB ........ E399.00 + VAT= C458.85
Commodore
Plus 4 NEW 64K Computer E243.43 + VAT= C279.95
C16 Starter pack inc. cassette deck. E113.00 + VAT= C129.95
C2N Cassette E32.61+ VAT= C37.50
DPS1 101 Daisywheel Printer (by Juki) E309.95 + VAT= C356.44
801 Tractor Printer.......... E165.17 +VAT= C189.95
802 Friction Tractor Printer £260.93 + VAT= C299.95
1520 Colour Printer Plotter. E60.83 + VAT= £69.95
1701 Colour Monitor. E173.00+ VAT= C199.00
Amstrad
Amstrad CPC464 Green Monitor. E192.00+ VAT= C220.80
Amstrad CPC464 Colour Monitor E289.00 + VAT= C332.35
SANYO NBC 555 Business Computer
128K including VVordstar Calcstar. Infostar. E795.00 + VAT= C914.25
BBC
BBC Model B E339.09 + VAT C389.95
Model B inc Disk I F E399.96 + VAT- C459.95
Cumana 1x100K OD CSX100 E126.00 + VAT= C144.95
Cumana 1x200K DD CSX200 E191.26 +VAT= C219.95
Cumana 2x100K DD inc PSU. E321.70 + VAT= C369.95
Cumana 2x200K OD inc PSU. E347.78 + VAT= C399.95
Cumana 2x400K 00 inc PSU E434.74 + VAT= C499.95
All above Cumana Disk Drives include Cable. Manual + form. disk.
Sinclair
NEW Spectrum 48K PLUS inc 6 Free Programs . E147.713 + VAT=
Spectrum 48K + 6 Free Games (worth E561 E106.91 + VAT=
Microdrive + Interface 1 + 4 Free Programs £82.60 + VAT=
16K -48K Upgrade E21.70 + VAT=

C169.95
C122.95

C95.00
C24.95

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
We have a wide range of business software at our normal discount prices.
All prices ex VAT Add 700 for P&P per order
VVordstar £195
Open Access £360
Lotus 123 C295
Syymphony
Multimate
D Base II
DMS Delta
Friday
Framework
Please state computer format required when ordering.

C490
C240
C280
C395
£135
C345

Mail Order+ Export +Tirade
Hot Line Phone 01-686 6362

OP Delivery by Securicor (3 day) please add £5.00 + VAT per item.
ea Delivery by T.N.T. (overnight) please add £9.50 + VAT per item.

Send off the coupon or order by 'phone quoting your Access,
Barclaycard No. 'Phone 01-686 6362. Immediate
despatch on receipt of order or cheque clearance.

Or you can Telex your order on: 946240 Attn 19001335

We accept official orders from PLC's, Government Departments
and Educational establishments.

These prices correct until superceeded by next advertisement.

To: Cash & Carry Computers, 53-59 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CRO 100

Please supply

I enclose my cheque for E including delivery by Securicor/T.N.T.°

or charge my Access/Barclaycard No

Name Signature

Address

'Please Delete PCVV 1?

286 PC W
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9 SUPER CONTROLLER £14.95

EVERYTHING YOU WANT FROM A HOME COMPUTER
1. ATARI 64K 800XL - £169: The Atari 800XL has many facilities and includes such advanced specifications that you will be amazed by itsperformance. At the new retail price of only £169 for a full specification 64K computer with a proper full stroke keyboard, we believe thatthe 800XL cannot be beaten. Just look at the following specifications:-

COLOUR CAPABILITIES: 16 colours and 16 intensities giving 256 different colours (all of the 256 colours can be displayed at the same time).OPERATING SYSTEM: 24K ROM including Atari Basic programming language and a self diagnostic test program.
KEYBOARD: Full stroke design with 62 keys including help key and 4 special function keys. international character set and 29 graphics keys.SOUND: 4 independent sound synthesisers each capable of producing music across a 31/2 octave range or a wide variety of special sound effects. (Additional
programming can achieve an octave range of up to nine octaves!)
DISPLAY: 11 graphic modes and 5 text modes. Up to 320 x192 resolution. Maximum text display 24 lines by 40 columns.
SPECIAL ATARI INTEGRATED CIRCUITS: GTIA for graphics display. Pokey for sound and controller ports. Antic for screen control and I/O (Input/Output).
CPU: 6502C microprocessor - 0.50 microsecond cycle and a clock speed of 1.79 MHz.
EXTENDED GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS: High resolution graphics. Multi -coloured character set. Software screen switching. Multiple redifined character sets.Player missile (sprite) graphics. Fine screen scrolling. Changeable colour registers. Smooth character movement. Simple colour animation facilities.PROGRAMMING FEATURES: Built in Atari Basic programming language supporting peek, poke and USR plus at least 6 other languages available. The helpkey will provide additional information and menu screens with certain software. Full on-screen editing is available as well as syntax checking on entry.
INPUT/OUTPUT: External processor bus for expansion with memory and peripherals. Composite video monitor output. Peripheral port for direct connectionto Atari standard peripherals. Software cartridge slot is included as well as 2 joystick controller ports.
SOFTWARE: Over 1,500 items of software are available including self teaching programs with unique voice over. The range of programs includes Education,Home Management & Programming aids. There is also AP% (Atari Program Exchange) and of course Atari's famous entertainment software now at only89.95. In addition there is a host of support and help available from specialist Atari magazines like Antic and Analog and from over 75 Atari books/manuals.

2. ATARI 800 48K COMPUTER - £69: We have a limited number of the Mk1 model 800 computer with 48K. The price is £69 (as a gamesmachine) or £99 with the Basic Programmer Kit (Basic cartridge & 2 manuals). Both come with a full 12 months guarantee.
3. ATARI 1010 PROGRAM RECORDER - £34: For low cost storage and retrieval capability. Data transmission 600 baud. Storage capability100K bytes on a sixty minute cassette. Track configuration four track, two channels (digital and audio). Auto record/playback/pause

control/unique soundthrough facility. Also included is built in accidental erasure prevention and automatic shutoff after each program aswell as a 3 digit tape counter.
4. ATARI 1050 DUAL DENSITY DISK DRIVE - £199: 5/a" disks holding 127K randomly accessible bytes provide both expansion andflexibility for your 400/800 or XL system with new 'helpful' DOS 3. All customers who purchase a Disk Drive from Silica Shop will be

automatically given a FREE set of 100 programs on 3 Disks recorded on both sides.
5. ATARI 1020 COLOUR PRINTER - £99: Printer and Plotter with four colour graphic print capability. 40 column width printing at 10characters per second. characters per sizes. Prints text in 4 directions. Choice of line types.
6. ATARI 1027 LETTER QUALITY PRINTER - £249: For word processing letters in professional type. Print speed of 20 chars per second.
7. ATARI TOUCH TABLET - £49: Enables you to draw and paint pictures on your T.V. screen, with the touch of a stylus.
8. ATARI TRAK BALL CONTROLLER - r19.95: Enables cursor movement in any direction and adds arcade realism to your games.

L.8. ATARI SUPER CONTROLLER -£9.95: The ultimate joystick with double fire buttOn to give you a greater competitive edge in your games
_A

SILICA SHOP ARE THE Not ATARI SPECIALIST
Silica Shop are now firmly established as the No 1 Atari retail/mail order and wholesale specialist in the U.K. We already offer our service toover 120,000 customers. 10,000 of whom have purchased Atari Home Computers. Because we specialise (and with a turnover of £1.5million), we are able to keep prices low by bulk purchases. Ring one of our 45 staff and we will be glad to be of service to you. Complete the
coupon below and we will send you our Atari pack with price list and colour catalogue:
EXTENDED TWO YEAR GUARANTEE: We are an Atari Service Centre. able to service and repair Atari equipment and have added a 12 month guarantee to theyear offered by Atari, giving you a full 2 year guarantee on your computer if you buy it from us.
SPECIALIST SUPPORT: Our technical staff are always available on the telephone to help and advise you. We endeavour to hold stocks of every Ataricompatible item available in the U.K. and we stock over 75 Atari books and manuals.
AFTER SALES SERVICE: Your name will automatically be added to our mailing list and you will receive price lists, newsletters and details of new releases anddevelopments as well as special offers which are exclusive to Silica Atari Computer Owners.
LOW PRICES: Our prices are extremely competitive and we will normally match any lower price offered by our competitors.
FREE COMPUTER OWNERS CLUB: This is open to all Atari computer owners irrespective of where you purchased your equipment. Membership is FREE andentitles you to receive bulletins giving details of new releases and developments. Send now for your FREE information pack, price list & colour catalogue.
PAYMENT: We accept cash, cheques, postal orders and all Credit Cards. We also off er credit facilitiesover 1, 2 or 3 years, please write fora written quotation.
NEXT DAY DELIVERY - FREE: All goods despatched from Silica Shop are normally sent by first class post or parcel post FREE OF CHARGE. As a specialintroductory offer for a limited period only we will be sending all Computers and Disk Drives by a next day delivery service at our expense.
So till in the coupon below with a literature enquiry or order and begin to experiencea specialist Atari service that is second to none../

SILICA SHOP LTD, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 01-309 1111

ORDER NOW -OR SEND FOR A FREE COLOUR BROCHURE
INN mi tip

ORDER REQUEST:

To: SILICA SHOP LTD, Dept PCW1284, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road,
Kent, DA14 4DX Telephone: 01-309 1111Sidcup,

LITERATURE REQUEST:

O Please send me your FREE colour brochures and 16 page price list on Atari Computers.
I own a Videogame I own a Computer

Mr/Mrs/Ms: Initials: Surname

Address:

Postcode:

Please send me: 0 1020 4 Colour Printer £99
O 800XL 64K Computer £169 0 Letter Quality Printer £249
O 800 48K Computer £99 0 Touch Tablet  Cartridge £49
O 1010 Program Recorder £34 0 Trak Ball £19.950 1050 127K Disk Drive £199 0 Super Controller £9.95

O I enclose Cheque/P.O. payable to Silica Shop Limited for the following amount £

O CREDIT CARD - Please debit my Access/Barclaycard/Visa/American Express/Diners Club

PCW1Z

41101 OM  011 MI Eli MI IM>igri:11,

Card Number



The ZX Spectrum
Expansion System. Only f99.95

Sinclair's complete
alternative to
floppy discs...

The ZX Spectrum
Expansion System contains:
 One ZX Microdrive
 One ZX Interface 1
 One wallet containing four

programs on Microdrive cartridge
 Microdrive demonstration cartridge
 One blank Microdrive cartridge
 Full documentation
 Connecting lead for Microdrive/

Interface 1
 ZX Net Lead

The new ZX Spectrum +
Fully compatible with all Spectrum
software and peripherals, including
this Expansion System
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Tasword Two word processor
Turns your ZX Spectrum into a high -quality word
processor!

Tasword Two has all the essential features of
professional word processing packages - move and
copy, insert, margin settings, 'help' pages, find and
replace, and much more.
Written by Tasman Software Ltd.
Usual price (RRP):

Masterfile filing system
Address lists... personal files ...stock inventories
stamp or album collections...club records...recipes
...if you can file it, you can Masterfile it!

Masterfile is a menu -driven filing and retrieval
system of immense power Display formats are user -

defined, so the range of applications is enormous.
Written by Campbell Systems Ltd.
Usual price (RRP): £16.95.
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Games Designer
Now, all you need to create original games are
original ideas -and Games Designer! It has eight,
very different, pre-programmed games for you to
play as they are -or modify out of all recognition!

There's never before been an easier, more enjoy-
able, way into games design.
Written by Quicksilva Ltd.
Usual price (RRP): £14.95.

Ant Attack
The all-time classic 3D strategy game. Ant Attack
combines stunning Escher-like graphics with fast-
moving action and a real tactical challenge.

Your task is to enter the walled city, seek out
your captured partner, and escape. At all times you
can choose from four angles of view. But beware:
the city is patrolled by giant ants...
Written by Quicksilva Ltd. Usual price (RRP): £6.95
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All programs run on a 48K Spectrum or Spectrum +. Recommended retail prices are for each program on cassette.

...includes this
great set of
Microdrive program's!
The unique ZX Microdrive system sets
the Spectrum apart from all other
home computers.

It gives you all the advantages of
floppy disc drives -at a fraction of the
cost. And tests show the Microdrives
are faster than some disc drives.

syNstoewm, the completeipnleotneeMpiaccrokdrieve

together with four of the
best -ever Spectrum
programs, on Microdrive
cartridges.

This software alone would
normally cost you over f50.

Yet the Sinclair price for
the complete ZX Spectrum

Expansion Pack is just £99.95!
You'll find full details of its contents

in the panel opposite.

ZX Microdrives-another Sinclair first!
The ZX Microdrive is a revolutionary
fast access/mass storage device. And
it's the only truly affordable alternative
to disc drives ...

*Loads or saves up to 85K of
program or data from Microdrive
cartridges.

Just 3.5 seconds to access a typical file.

*Only 9 seconds to load a typical
48K program.

The ZX Microdrive cartridge -a
unique storage medium.

Smaller than a matchbox, the ZX
Microdrive cartridge packs in a mass-
ive amount of data and programs.

Each Microdrive cartridge holds
at least 85K bytes of data or prog-
rams (that's 30 pages of A4 text). And
you can store up to 50 different data
files per cartridge, identified by titles
of your choice.

Every cartridge comes in its own
protective case. Simply remove the
cartridge, slot it into the Microdrive,
and it's ready to use.

ZX Interface 1-adds powerful new
capabilities to your Spectrum.

ZX Interface 1 connects to the back of
your Spectrum and controls up to 8
Microdrives. (Additional Microdrives
are available for £49.95 each.)

It also gives you:

An RS 232 interface - to link your
Spectrum with full-size printers, other

Microdrive
Expansion System

Ant Attack

Games Designer

computers using RS 232 (the industry-

standard interface) and provide data
transmission over telephone lines, via
modems.

ZX Net - lets you set up a local area
network of up to 64 Spectrums, for
high-speed data communications bet-
ween you and Spectrum -owning
friends.

At your local Sinclair stockist-today!

The ZX Spectrum Expansion System
adds an exciting new dimension to
Spectrum and Spectrum + computing.
At £99.95 it's superb value too.

To find out more, call in at your
local Sinclair stockist now!

Sinclair Research Ltd,
Camberley (0276) 685311.

ZX, ZX Spectrum, ZX Microdrive, ZX Net and
ZX Interface are Trade Marks of Sinclair Research Ltd.
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Tally 1 - £99.00
Sales Invoicing
Sales Ledger
Stock Control

Tally 2 - £50.00
Purchase Ledger
Nominal Ledger

There can be little doubt that the QL represents
an ideal entry-level computer for businesses
which have so far been deterred by the cost or
complications involved. Not only is the QL a
powerful machine in itself, it also comes supplied
with highly capable software packages covering
four of the five major business applications areas.

Now Quest supply the fifth - Accounts. Tally
offers all of the elements required to provide the

type of financial control used by large companies
at a cost which even the smallest can afford. It is
designed to integrate completely with the four
business programs supplied with the QL - so you
can use Tally in combination with them to control
stock, invoicing and mailshots and can even
display in graphic form sales performance by
product or period and from that make
projections and forecasts.

All in all, Tally is a unique combination of
accounts control and business management. By
using Tally in conjunction with the QL's bundled
software, you will be able to administer, monitor
and plan your company's performance at a very
reasonable cost. However much your business
expands, you will find that Tally. with its built-in
flexibility, has at all times a capacity and
capability to match your growth.

Please send Tally 1 @ £99.00 + £14.85 VAT  Name
Please send Tally 1 and 2 @ £149.00 + £22.35 VAT -u Position
Please send further details of Tally software for the QL

I enclose my cheque for £
ID Company

Please debit my Access, Visa card

Account Number

Address

Tally is part of the QL executive series of
hardware and software products which makes
the QL the ideal choice for business and home
use.

Quest International Computers Ltd.
School Lane.
Chandler's Ford.
Hants. S05 3YY
Tel. 04215 66488 (10 lines)

Customer help service
0276 63189

QL is a registered trademark of
Sinclair Research
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The Electron -A thoroughbred from
the manufacturers of the BBC, who
have incorporated all their
experience and knowledge
to conceive another
winning computer.
Many BBC
programs are
compatible. This
full colour 32K
ROM and RAM
computer with
text and graphics
includes a cassette input,
and a multi -way connector
for the addition of expansion
units containing interfaces to
additional hardware. It has a 56
key full travel QWERTY keyboard,
10 user -definable and 29 pre -defined keys
enabling BASIC keywords to be entered in
a single keystroke. The Electron comes with
free introductory cassette containing 19 programs
including a number of exciting games.

The
Electron
+ S top
Acorn
Games
£199

Europe's No. 1
Group of Retail Outlets

Check our multi -national
network for your nearest
dealer

Backed by an after -sales
service second to none
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SINCLAIR ZX
SPECTRUM -

48K basic, colour and
text graphics - £129.95
* including 6 pack software

COMMODORE
16 STARTER

PACK
£139.00

Beds
The Book Castle
12 Church Street
Dunstable
Tel: 0582 605670

Bucks
Citybench
2/4 Eaton Place
Marlow
Tel: 06284 75244

Cornwall
Computavision
4 Market Street
St. Austell
Tel: 0726 5297

TV/RGB
MONITOR

£259.00

TATUNG TV/RGB
COLOUR MONITOR
only £259.00

Many other monitors
available.

The NEW advanced home computer
designed with first time users in

mind. Full size professional
keyboard, four cursor keys,

powerful 16K RAM, easy to use
and program. 2 joystick ports, 121

colours, excellent sound and graphics.
Price includes Commodore Cassette

Recorder!

Derby
First Byte Computers
10 Castlefields
London Road
Derby
Tel: 0332 365280

Essex
The Home Computer Centre
261 Victoria Avenue
Southend-on-Sea
Tel: 0702 43568

Devon
Computer Systems (Torbay)
35 Hyde Road
Paignton
Tel: 0803 524284

Roy Hart
Computer Services
10 Fore Street
Tiverton
Tel: 0884 253468

Gloucs
The Model Shop
22 High Street
Stroud
Tel: 04536 5920

Sabre Consultants Ltd
103 High Street
Tewkesbury
Tel: 0684 298866

SOFTWARE

Herts
Hobbyte
153 Grove Road
Harpenden
Tel: 05827 3542

A wide range
of computing

best-sellers.

BOOKS

SOFTWARE
ALL LEADING CHART
SOFTWARE AVAILABI

Kent
Data Store
6 Chatterton Road
Bromley
Tel: 01 460 8991

Lance
Format Computing
67 Friars Gate
Preston
Tel: 0772 561952

N. Humberside Canterbury Software Centre London
Beverley Computer Centre 9 The Friars
1 Windmill Passage Canterbury
55 Lairgate Tel: 0227 53531
Beverley
Tel: 0482 881911 The Village House

S. Humberside
Ashby Computer Centre
247 Ashby High Street
Scunthorpe
Tel: 0724 871756

of Computers
87 Beckenham Lane
Shortlands
Bromley
Tel: 01 - 4F0 7122

Henry's Computer Shop
404 Edgware Road
London
Tel: 0 I - 402 6822

Miracle Computers
245A Coldharbour Lane
London
Tel: 01 - 274 7700



PRINTERS
FROM
£150.00

QUENDATA DOT
MATRIX £150.00
QUENDATA DAISY
WHEEL £299.00
EPSON FX80 £503.70

RX80 £286.35
ASTRON JP80 £199.00

COMMODORE 64
-£199.00 Colour
sophisticated ROM/RAM
user, UHF/Composite video,
high resolution graphics.

BBC
MODEL B

£399.00

COMMODORE 1541
coming soon -model

1542

COMMODORE
DISK DRIVE

£229.00

JOYSTICK & CASSETTE
PLAYERS-
Many joysticks and
cassette players
available from
stock.

BBC MODEL B -
£399.00 Full colour 32K
ROM Computer with text
and graphics, 80 column
text screen, extended
Microsoft Basic, built in

assembler,
1MHz and tube
interface,
sideways ROM,
RS 423, A/D
converter.
*Subject to availability

Greater Manchester
Control Technology

Norfolk
Abacus

Somerset
Sinewave Computer

Suffolk
Micro Management

W. Sussex
Orchard Business

Wales
Automation Services

Belgium
184 Market Street I2a Pottersgate Services 32 Princes Street Systems Ltd 42 Dunraven Place Micro ManagementHyde Norwich Corporation Street Ipswich 34 East Street Bridgend BelgiumTel: 061 366 8223 Tel: 0603 61441 Taunton Tel: 0473 59181 Horsham Mid Glamorgan Ballaerstraat 75Tel: 0823 57526 Tel: 0403 68461 Tel: 0656 3550 2018 AntwerpMiddlesex Viking Computers Surrey BelgiumEnfield Communications
135 High Street
Ponders End
Enfield
Tel: 01 -805 7772/7434

Ltd Ardney Rise
Catton Grove Road
Norwich
Tel: 0603 45209

Staffs
Eric Reynolds Ltd
86 High Street
Burton -on -Trent
Tel: 0283 65086/65869

Concise Computer
Consultants Ltd.
1 Carlton Road
S. Croydon
Tel: 01-681 6842

W. Yorkshire
Software Sales
60 North Street .

Leeds
Tel: 0352 456192

Scotland
Micro Store
38 The Arcade
King Street
Stirling

03 - 238 9284

Holland

Micro Management
Central Region NederlandsTwillstar Computers

17 Regina Road
Southall
Tel: 01- 574 5271

E. Sussex
Gamer
24 Gloucester Road
Brighton
Tel: 0273 698424

N. Ireland
Everyman Computers
80 Charlotte Street
Ballymoney
Co. Antrim
Tel: 02656 62116/62658

Tel: 0786 64571

For your nearest European
Dealer telephone Belgium
or Holland

Raad Huisstraat 98 2406
Ah Alphen-aan-den-rijn
01720 - 72580

International Dealer Network
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w# The Ultimate for the Spectrum owner!

Spectrum owners! Now you can upgrade your
machine to take full advantage of the sheer speed and
convenience of floppy disk operating.

Greater storage! Faster access! More operating
flexibility!

Disk drives were specifically designed for use with
computers so programs and data can be stored and
accessed quickly and safely. Also a disk drive uses random
access to get programs and data from any part of the disk.
The speed? Only a few seconds!

Upgrade nowwith this low-cost Beta disk interface
from Technology Research that uses only 128 bytes of
Spectrum memory and gives you instant operating
compatibility with any disk drive thatthe BBC micro uses!

Each interface comes complete with a 5'/4" disk with
utility programs already loaded. From the word go you can
transferthe contents of one disk to another or make copies
of individual programs or data to any other disk. There will
be no problems with your upgrade to DISK operation as the
LOAD and SAVE commands work equally well with
cassette or micro -drive.

Take advantage of this offer and get the compact yet
powerful Beta Disk Drive as well, made by TEC (as supplied
by Cumana), and be up and running on disk in minutes!

The Beta disk interface; the Beta disk drive. Only
from Technology Research. The sooner you order, the
sooner you'll be enjoying all the benefits of full disk
control!

Technology Research Ltd.
Unit 18 Central Trading Estate
Staines, Middlesex TW18 4XE
Tel: Staines (0784) 63547
Tlx: 896691 TLXIR G

EPROM disk operating system for ease of operation
Available in Single Density and Double Density
Uses only 128 bytes of Spectrum memory
Compatible with 40 or 80 tracks, single or double -sided
disk drives
Works equally well on 51/4", 31/2" or 3" disks, with
upgradability built-in from 100K to 2.6 Mbyte
Supports up to four disk drives
BASIC program merge facility
Duplicate Spectrum connector included
Uses Spectrum key words
Random access of data for fast operation
It costs less per byte of storage to switch from tape to disk

CUT OUT THIS COUPON AND SEND WITH CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO THE ADDRESS ABOVE

PLEASE SEND ME: QTY

SINGLE DENSITY BETA INTERFACE (a £ 97.75
DOUBLE DENSITY BETA INTERFACE (u £109.25
S501 BETA DRIVE* (a £152.00

*40 track single sided, including power supply
Prices for other disk drives available on request

Name

TOTAL

£2 p.p. IUK)
£2 p.p. (U K)
£6 p.p. (UK) £

£

Address

Postcode ee



Educational Software

BBC Micro
ZX Spectrum

ZX81
Electron

MA

Commodore 64
unexpanded VIC

PET

Apple

0level Maths in your hand tomorrow
MICRO ENGLISH (BBC, Electron), complete English Language
0 -Level, self -tuition or revision course of 24 programs. Includes
"SPEAK AND SPELL" programs (no extras required) 2 disks/tapes
£24.50.
MICRO MATHS 24 program revision or self -tuition course to 0 -Level.
£24.50 (except ZX81 £12.00).
SIR FRANCES DRAKE ADVENTURE GAME Authentic, historical,
graphics adventure game £6.50.
ANIMATED ARITHMETIC Teaches using moving colour pictures (not
words). Ages 3-8. £6.50 (disc £7.50).
BRAINTEASERS The highly acclaimed book of programs to puzzle
and amuse £5.95.

- "EXCELLENT'; EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING

World leaders in educational software (distributors in 24 countries)

Immediate despatch. Phone or send orders or requests for Free Catalogue (200
Programs) to:

LC L
26 Avondale Ave.
Staines, Middx.
Tel: 0784 58771

AS SEEN
/,.., ON TV

GENEROUS TRADE DISCOUNTS

Master Maths/MocroMatne/Ammated
Please send me. Modem Algebra,Cessene 99, P,clure Puzzles

Million Mazeseratriteasers Computer

Tape)Disc

I enclose (P&P 5091

MACINTOSH IBM
APPLE

APRICOT LISA

Purchase/Sales Ledger (inc. job analysis)
£595.00

Complete Business System £1,350.00

Purchase/Sales/Nominal/Order
Processing/Invoicing/Stock Control

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

SOUTHERN
COMMERCE
COMPUTERS

LIMITED

219 Croydon Road, Caterham,
Surrey. CR3 6XJ
Telephone: (0883) 48919/40547

MiTec Bookshelf

BOOKS TRAINING AIDS
BY MAIL ORDER

BOOKS
IBM PC DOS Handbook £15.95
Hands on BASIC IBM PC £18.95
Interfacing to the IBM PC(Eggebrecht)

£16.50
Expansion & Software Guide IBM PC

£18.50
PASCAL forthe IBM PC £18.40
The 8086 Book (inc18088) £19.45
Inside the IBM PC (SW as extra) £19.45
IBM PC Assembly Lang. (SW as extra)

£19.95
Computer Graphics IBM PC £19.45
8087 Applications for IBM £22.50
Networking IBM PCs £16.50
BASIC for Business IBM PC £18.95
The VisiCalc Book for IBM PC £18.95
Business Applications IBM PC £19.75
FRAMEWORK- a prog. ref. guide

£19.95
Using Symphony (Que) £18.40
Using 1-2-3 (Que) £14.75
Principles of Fortran 77 Prog. £23.85
Multiplan Models for Business £14.75

SOFTWARE T
CDEX How to Use the IBM PC £53.50
CDEX Training on IBM PC for;

Wordstar/Visicalc/dBasell/-
Easy Writerll each £53.50

P&P inc
Beneath Apple DOS £17.25
Kids & the Apple £18.95
Apple II UsersGuide £17.25
Assembly Lang. Prog. Apple II £17.35
Enhancing your Apple £16.95
Apple II Programmers Handbook

£15.95
£15.50
£17.25
£15.95
£13.95
£15.50
£16.50
£17.45
£14.95
£17.95
£17.95

Apple BASIC (Haskell)
Apple PASCAL
Apple Files
Programming the 6502
Advanced 6502 Prog.
Accountants BASIC Prog.
dBasel I for Every Business
1-2-3, Tips, Tricks & Traps
VisiCalc Matrix, (Apple & IBM)
SuperCalc: The Book
Wordstar Made Easy (inc Mailmerge)

£15.60
SuperCalc SuperModels for Business

£14.75
Fundamentals of I/A Comp. Graphics

£22.45
le

RAINING AIDS
CDEX How to use Apple Ile £49.85
CDEX Training for Visicalc (Apple II)

£49.85
CDEX Managing your Business using

Multiplan (Apple II) £49.85
CDEX Managing your Business using; 1-2-3/MultiplanNisicalc/Supercalc (IBM PC) each

£53.50
*** ***  **

Prices subject to fluctuation without notice.
Please add 15% VAT on all software.

All prices include postage and packing for the UK.
Current Apple/IBM lists available on request.

CHEQUE OR VISA/ACCESS WITH ORDER TO:

MiTec Bookshelf (Dept CW)
15 Sandy Lane, Hightown,

Liverpool L38 3RP
Tel: 051 929 2764

A ACC ASC A RD
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Rockfort
Disk Storage System

M.F. 10
Floppy
Disk Box
Holds 10 -
51/4" Disks

£2.45
Incl. VAT, Post
& Packing

M.F. 50
Floppy
Disk Box
Holds 50-
51/4" Disks

£9.50
Incl. VAT, Post
& Packing

M.D. 12/30
Micro
Disk Box
Holds 12 to 30-
3I/z" Disks according
to thickness

£7.85
Incl. VAT, Post
& Packing

Rockfort Diskfile Range of products
not only offer an easy reference and attractive
disk filing system but also offer complete
protection from damaging dust particles.
Post for your order today!

ROCKFORT
R DI S KE STORAG E

Manufactured by Projectron Ltd - Trade inquiries invited

pcwI
EROCKFORT PRODUCTS - Member of the Vignesh

Group, 30 Topsfield Parade, London, N.8. Tel: 01-348 0543

CODE NO. DESCRIPTION QTY PRICE
i P

M.F. 10 51/4" DISK BOX

M.F. 50 51/4" DISK BOX

M.D. 12/30 MICRO DISK BOX

TOTAL

PLEASE FORWARD THE ROCKFORT DISK BOX/S
AS INDICATED ABOVE. I ENCLOSE CHEQUE VALUE

NAME

ADDRESS

L POSTCODE



UNBEATABLE DEALS ON

SHARP & MSX

FROM SCOTLANDS

SOLE AXIS DEALER

Sony MSX Micro £260

Sanyo MSX Micro £260

Toshiba MSX Micro £242

Sony 3.5in. Floppy Disk £304

Toshiba Plotter -Printer £217

Toshiba 105cps Printer £304

£70 of software with every MSX

Sharp MZ-700, built-in cassette

recorder + 10 great games £129

Sharp MZ-700, built-in cassette,

4 Languages: Basic, Pascal, Forth

machine code + 50 programs £169

Sharp 4 Col Plotter -Printer £110

Dear Microfans,
We have used MSX since its release in Japan last
year. You will have read the articles in MSX USER
about us going to Japan to meet the inventor of MSX
and see the MSX manufacturers. We are acknow-
ledged as experts in Japanese computers by
TOSHIBA, SANYO, MITSUBISHI, AND SHARP who
all buy KNIGHTS programs. We are also enthusiasts
and will always help you- no other firm can match us
for service or value for money.

We have special deals on Sharp - where else can
you get a fast, reliable, 76K colour computer with a
proper keyboard for £129. We have now released a
FORTRAN compiler tape for the MZ700 series - the
cost is £25 and that includes 10 FORTRAN programs.
FORTRAN commands include Colour, Box, Fill,
Sound, Joy etc.

Ring or write and we will rush you full details of our
unbeatable deals. If you are really desperate ring us
with your Access or Visa number as we can usually
deliver anywhere in the U.K. within 24 hours. We have
sold thousands of Japanese products Worldwide in
the last 10 years and have never charged for a single
repair. We guarantee to beat any competitors price on
the spot. For personal service ring and ask for Graham
or Neil.

happy computing, Graham Knight and Neil Hunter

PS: U.K. customers add 15% VAT. EXPORT only add £10 for freight
PPS: Write for our massive SHARP and MSX SOFTWARE list.

KNIGHTS TV & COMPUTERS
108 ROSEMOUNT PLACE, ABERDEEN

TEL: 0224 630526 TELEX 739169 "KNIGHTS"

NEVER
ELEPHANT

FORGETS

PCW 297



INVALUABLE
UTILITIES

for the

BBC MICRO

The Pan/Personal
Computer News Computer
Library is an extensive
and authoritative series
of computer books.

Its broad range caters
for games players and
programmers of all levels
of ability and experience.

INSTANT ARCADE
GAMES Series
Jean Frost
£3.95 each (197mm x 130mm)

Introductions to creative
games programming for
newcomers to computing. The
books enable people with no
programming experience to
write their own programs
without learning BASIC.

COMPANION Series
£4.95-£5.95 (234mm x 156mm)

Reference books, examining
the inbuilt capabilities and
expansion facilities of the
popular micros. Each volume
evaluates a particular machine
and explores how to use its full
potential.

CRACKING THE CODE
Series
£6.95 each (234mm x 143mm)

Practical guides to machine
code programming for micro -
users ready to harness the full
power of the hardware.

pi:16Es OF SIXTY PROGRAMS
Series

OSSIBILITIES
Robert Erskine,
Humphrey Walwyn,
Paul Stanley & Michael Bews
£5.95 each (234mm x 156mm)

A massive software library for
the price of a single cassette. A
collection of 60 programs for
the most popular micros.

The books list space games,
war games, word games
together with utility and
educational programs.

UTILITIES Series
£5.95 each (234mm x 153mm)

Collections of powerful
programming aids for serious
programmers.

The LANGUAGE LIBRARY
£5.95 each (234mm x 153mm)

Comprehensive introductions
to the most important
alternative languages to
BASIC.

FOR

DU
MICRO

BEST SOFTWARE Guides
£3.95 each (197mm x 130mm)

Consumer guides to the vast
quantity of arcade games
software available for the most
popular micros.

U
Pan

Pan Books Ltd., Cavaye Place, London SW10 9PG. Registered in England. Registered No. 389591



REMEMBER

ELEPHANT NEVER FORGETS

Get the best from your computer with ELEPHANT disks. Certified 100% error -free and problem-

free, and with quality maintained for at least 12 million passes, ELEPHANT disks are
guaranteed to meet or exceed every industry standard and are compatible with virtually every

computer on the market.
Look for the ELEPHANT sign at your local Dealers - or in case of difficulty,
phone or write direct to Dennison Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Dennison Dennison Manufacturing Co. Ltd.

Colonial Way, Watford, Herts WD2 4JY, Tel: Watford (0923) 41244, Telex: 923321
France: Soroclass, 8, Rue Montgolfier - 93115, Rosny-Sous-Bois, Tel: 16 (1) 855-73-70
Germany: Marcom Computerzubeh6er GmbH, Podbielskistr. 321, 3000 Hannover 1, Telex: 923818
Other Countries: Dennison International Company, 4006 Erkrath 1, Matthias-Claudius-Strasse 9, Telex: 858 6600



spectrum Up to £1000

eGtrum

WIN!
A fabulous holiday for you and 3 friends in sunny

Florida
Including: Kennedy Space Centre,

Disney World & Florida Keys
with

SPECTRUM & COMMODORE*****PLUS *****
£2,500 Spending Money*****PLUS *****

The 10 Runners -Up each get a

£100 Voucher
To spend in any Spectrum Group appointed dealer store anywhere in the UK!

Pick up an entry form from your local Spectrum
dealer now - No purchase required!

New
Products!

Goldstar £239.99
Canon V20 £279.95
Sanyo MPC-100

£299.95

Rotronics Wafa Drive
£129.95

ZX Spectrum +
£179.95

Timex 2040 printer
£77.50

Microvetic Monitor
for the QL . £275.00

MICRO UPDATE
Spectrum's own computer guide,
published by the experts for YOU.

It's packed with illustrations and
descriptions of just about everything
you're likely to meet in home micro
hardware, add-ons and accessories.
Plus there's information on current
software, and hints and tips from
experts about home computing.

Call in to your local Spectrum
dealer and get YOUR copy - It's
great!

Just Arriving - the amazing
value -for -money

Goldstar
1
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Yes -the exciting new world of MSX computing is now here, and with the superb new Goldstar MSX micro,
from Spectrum It's at a sensational low price too!
MSX micros are made to a standard specification -but some things do vary and that's where the Goldstar
comes out on top. It's POWERFUL -a full 64K of user RAM, 32K of ROM AND a 16K video RAM. The sixteen
vivid colours and eight octaves of sound make it a great games player's micro, and a powerful Z -80A pro-
cessor to take on a world of home office tasks.
But it's the price tag that's really special -just
f239.99, a lot less than most of the others. Take a
look at the superb Goldstar MSX at your local
Spectrum dealer NOW!

 General purpose MSX micro
 Powerful 64K user RAM
 32K ROM, 16K video RAM
 Hi -resolution colour graphics
 Full typewriter keyboard and

cursor controls

SENSATIONAL VALUE

£23999

New! Canon V20 MSX
A64K MSX micro with 32K ROM and 16K video RAM. All
the benifits of standardised MSX software, 8 -octave

sound and super colour graphics.

SPECTRUM PRICE

Not all stores carry every advertised item, please phone before making a y prices at time of going to press E&O

CHARGE CARPI

 There's up to £1,000 worth of Instant Credit
available on a Spectrum Chargecard. See your
ffilocatiSanPdECTonlyUr TydpeicaaleirAfpoRr written298v details (UK

Latest News
for up to date news, information & offers
from SPECTRUM - see PRESTEL page
600181 for details



Sensational

New Products
Rotronics Wafadrive

At last - a versatile,
flexible twin data drive
for the ZX Spectrum! The
Wafadrive features twin 128K drives
that take the compact wafers (choose
from 16K, 64K or 128K sizes) - The dual
drive means professional -style ease of
use, with easy copying of files or whole
wafers. There are no cables to connect -

and there's RS232 PLUS Centronics
ports to take a host of extra peripherals.
For super reliability, the tape has been
designed for extra long life and top data
integrity. And it's incredible value -for -
money!

Plus! FREE Softeks Special
Writer - an excellent word
processor program.

for the ZX Spectrum

SPECTRUM PRICE
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Just arriving the super new

ZX Spectrum+
Here's the brand new Spectrum micro. The 'Plus' boasts a new, professional
typewriter -action keyboard, plus all the Spectrum's top selling features like
powerful 48K RAM, 8 colours,
10 -octave sound and full com-
patibility. AND you get a super
80 -page User Guide PLUS SIX
FREE SOFTWARE PACKAGES -
unbeatable value -for -money!

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Super Value Shado Add-Ons
Shado

BBC Compatible Data Recorder
Also suitable for
most other Micros.

This neat,
stylish data cassette

recorder is a terrific
value -for- money way to save

your program and data from your
BBC Acorn or Electron micro. The Shado connects easily, offers
reliable and consistent performance and features a Tape Position
indicator for easier data access.

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Commodore 64
Compatible Data Recorder

Directly compatible
with the Com-
modore 64 and VIC-20 mic-
ros, this excellent data
recorder eliminates the problems of using ordinary cassette
recorders - at a top value price too!

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Shado Joysticks
for the BBC

Designed as direct
replacements for the
Acorn originals, these
superfast joysticks
(connected to the
Analogue port) fea-
ture much improved
hand action with
sprung response. L 8 R
are identified by the
colour of the fire
buttons.

SPECTRUM PRICE

16"
per pair

Blank Data Cassettes
C12 Standard Data Cassette £0.50
C15 Standard Data Cassette £0.58
C15 Computatape Reel to Reel Cassette £0.75

Spectrum Computer Centres have no connection whatsoever with the ZX, Spectrum Computer manufactured by Sinclair Research Ltd.

Computer
Dealers

or prospective dealers. I you would like to
know more about becoming a SPECTRUM
APPOINTED DEALER on an exclusive area
basis please write to Bob Cleaver.
Spectrum Group PLC, Hunting Gate.
Hitchm, Hertz SG4 Oil Tel (0462) 37171 ore from Spectrum...



Micro Dealers UK's

Top 50
Britain's No.1 Software Chart

Elite
Beachead
Sherlock
Daley Thompson's Decathlon
NEW Jet Set Willy
Summer Games
Pitfall II
Zaxxon
Brass Bluff
Havoc
Zim Sala Bim
Ken tilla
Kokotoni Wilf
Daley Thompson's Decathlon
World Cup 64
NEW Deuce ex Machina
Hampstead
3D Grand Prix
NEW Combat Lynx
Battle for Midway
Mr Robot
High Noon
Decathlon
Aztec
Ankh
NEW Quo Vadis
Stunt Bike
Psytron
NEW Flak
Jack & the Beanstalk
Dark Star
Zombi Zombi
NEW Sub Hunter
NEW Boulder Dash
Strange loop
The perils of Willy
NEW Nato Commander
Falcon Patrol 2
NEW Snookie
NEW Halls of the Things
NEW Pyjamarama
NEW Pystraxx
Toy Bazarre
NEW Sorcerer of Clamorgu
Castle
Enduro
NEW Mine Shaft
Strontium Dog
Full Throttle
Lords of Midnight
Twin Kingdom Valley

Acornsoft
Access
Melbourne House
Ocean
Software Projects
Quicksilva
Activision
Synsoft
Micromega
Dynavision
Melbourne House
Micromega
Elite
Ocean
Artic
Automata
Melbourne House
Software Invasion
Durell
P55
Beyond
Ocean
Activision
Beyond
Beyond
The Edge
Ocean
Beyond
Funsoft
Thor
Design Design
Quicksilva
Micromart
State Soft
Virgin
Software Projects
Microprose
Virgin
Funshot
Design Design
Micro Gen
The Edge
Activision

eAdventrure International

Activision
Durell
Quicksilva
Micromega
Beyond
Bug -Byte

BBC £14.95
Spectrum £7.95
Spectrum £14.95
Spectrum £6.90
CBM 64 £7.95
CBM 64 £14.95
CBM 64 £9.99
CBM 64 £9.95
Spectrum £6.95
CBM 64 £9.95
CBM 64 £9.95
Spectrum £6.95
Spectrum £5.95
CBM 64 £7.90
CBM 64 £6.95
Spectrum £15.00
Spectrum £9.95
BBC £9.95
Spectrum £8.95
Spectrum £9.99
CBM 64 £8.95
CBM 64 £7.90
CBM 64 £9.99
CBM 64 £8.95
CBM 64 £8.95
Spectrum £9.95
CBM 64 £6.90
CBM 64 £8.95
CBM 64 £9.95
CBM 64 £6.95
CBM 64 £7.50
Spectrum £6.95
Spectrum £6.95
CBM 64 £8.95
Spectrum £6.95
VIC 20 £6.95
CBM 64 £9.95
CBM 64 £7.95
CBM 64 £9.95
CBM 64 £8.50
Spectrum £6.95
Spectrum £7.95
CBM 64 £9.99
Spectrum £9.95

Spectrum £7.99
BBC/Electron £6.95
CBM 64 £7.95
Spectrum £6.95
Spectrum £9.95
Spectrum £7.95

Sensational value for money!

Timex 2040
Thermal Printer for the

SPECTRUM 48K

SPECTRUM
PRICE

This top -value thermal dot matrix printer is
designed especially for use with the Spectrum
48K computer. ).5.0th a print rate of 80cps on no -
ribbon thermal paper and a maintenance -free
life, plus 80 dpi graphics capability, the 2040
really is a terrific buy at our low price!

Includes

FREE! Roll of
Thermal Paper

Super Value!

Juki 6100
Daisy wheel printer

 Daisywheel printing  20cps (ay. 18cps
Shannon Text)  10/12/15 or Proportional
character spacing Bi-directional friction -
feed  Tractor feed or cut paper  Centronics
as standard; RS232C optional  2K byte
print buffer

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Quendata

Just look at this for value - a true daisy -wheel
printer offering top quality printing at a

remarkably low price. Print speed is 18/20cps,
uni- or bi-directional printing (depends on
software), variable pitch.

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Tractorfeed optional extra

Other Printer Bargains
SEIKOSHA GP100VC VIC 20/64 £199.95 BROTHER
GP50A £99.95 Friction Feed GP100/250X. £28.75 HR -5 £159.95
GP50S Spectrum £99.95 EPSON HR -15 £458.85
GP500A £179.95 FX80 £503.70 EP -44 £249.95
GP550A £299.00 RX8OT £286.35 SMITH CORONA
GP100A Mk!! £199.95 RX8OFT £327.75 0100 £286.35

Not all carry every advertised Item, please phone before making a y prices co time of going to press MOE

spectrum  There's up to (1,000 worth of Instant Credit
available on a Spectrum Chargecard. See your

CHARGE CARD I local ISPdECTn1111.1)MT de.aleirAfFoRr written details (UK
Up to E1000 Latest News

for up to date news, information & offers
from SPECTRUM - see PRESTEL page
600181 for details



Superb value and Service in

Business Computers
from selected Spectrum Stores Nationwide

Among the very best value in personal computers is the
excellent Sanyo 550/555 Series. They feature high performance,
16 -bit CPU that runs on MS/DOS, with a RAM that's expandable
up to 256K bytes. The 550 has one 160K byte 51/4" floppy disk
drive while the 555 has dual drives for professional flexibility.
There's a choice of superb hi -resolution Colour or B&W Mon-
itors too (not included). Both come with a comprehensive pac-
kage of business software, and a very special free maintenance
offer. - Take a look at these superb micros at Spectrum
NOW!

Sanyo 550
Monitor Extra

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Sanyo 555
Monitor Extra

SPECTRUM PRICE

Excluding VAT.

Excluding VAT.

On -site service contract worth £175
Spectrum give you peace of mind with your new computer! There's a

twelve month on -site service contract, worth f175, ABSOLUTELY FREE
when you buy either a Sanyo 550/555 computer or an Apricot FlE/Fl.

Plus Free Business Software.
Both the Sanyo and Apricot computers come complete with a superb

pack of comprehensive business software worth hundreds of pounds. The
packs contain virtually everything you're likely to need to get the very best
from your computer -from Day one!
SEE YOUR NEAREST SPECTRUM BUSINESS COMPUTER STOCKIST FOR
DETAILS OF BOTH OFFERS.

Monitor as
illustrated extra

I g

Apricot
FliTlE System

These stylish new personal computers are among the best of the
new generation of business micros. Powerful and versatile, the F-1
features a standard 256K OF RAM (expandable to 768K), with a
16 -bit 8086 CPU running MS-DOS and Concurrent CP/M. That's
backed up by a built-in 31/4" floppy disk drive providing 720K on
double -sided disks (you can add another floppy or Winchester
drive later). The economical F1F has a 128K RAM and a single -
sided 360K disk drive -with the same 92 -key professional infra -red
keyboard on the El. And don't forget - when you buy from Spec-
trum you get the assurance of our trained, expert staff to help and
advise you!

Excluding VAT. Monitor extra.

Your local
Spectrum Business
Computer Stockist
Aberystwyth Aherdata Ltd
Accrington P.V.Tuhes
Alfreton Gordon Harwood
Bexhill -On Sea Computerware
Bognor Regis Bits 8 Bytes
Bromley Computers Today
Canterbury Jones Computers Ltd
Chelmsford Maxton Hayman
Crawley Gatwick Computer Services
Darlington McKenna & Brown
Epsom The Micro Workshop
Exmouth Open Channel
Guernsey Gruts
Hull Computer Centre
Ipswich Brainwave Micros Ltd
Kidderminster Central Computers
London NW11Computers Inc.
London !heron
London SE1 Vic Odden
London SE9 Square Deal
London N14 Logic Sales
Lowestoft Jahn Wells Limited

Liverpool Hargreaves
Luton Terry -More Photo
Morpeth Telerents (Northern)
Norwich Norwich Camera Centre
Norwich Fastylew
Nuneaton Micro City
Potters Bar Software Agents Ltd
Rainham Microway Computer
Seven Oaks Ernest Fielder
Shrewsbury Computerama
Sittingbourne Computers Plus
Southampton LT.C. Ltd
St Austell A B & C Computers
Stevenage D.J Computers
Thetford Thetford C.B & Micro
Walsall New Horizon Computer
Watford SRS Microsystems Ltd
West Bromwich Bell & Jones
Whitehaven P.D Hendren
Wigan Wildings
Woking H Computers
York York Computer Centre

See our address page for full addresses and
phone Numbers

sp rtrum Computer Centres have no connection wht tseever with the ZXSpectrum Computer manufactured by Sinclair Research Ltd.

Dealers
know more about becoming a SPECTRUM
APPOINTED DEALER on an exclusive area
basis please write to: Bob Cleaver,
Spectrum Group PLC, Hunting Gate,
Hitchin, Herts SG4 01.1 Tel: (0462) 37171

More from Spectrum...



Spectrum's

Top 20
Best Sellers

The pick of the best in micro computing - every month
from Britain's No. 1 computer specialists.

C15 Standard Data Cassette £0.58
Commodore 64 Computer £229.00
Commodore 1541 Single Disc Drive £229.00
Commodore 1701 Colour Monitor £230.00
Currah Micro Speech Synthesizer
for Spectrum £29.95
DK Tronics Dual Port Kempston Comp £13.00
DK Tronics Spectrum Light Pen £19.95
DK Tronics Spectrum Keyboard £45.00
Kempston Centronics I/face
(E Promtype) £55.00
RAM Turbo £22.95
Rotronics Wafadrive (Floppy Tape) £129.95
Sanyo CTP 3132 14' CTV £199.95
Shado BBC Compatable Data Recorder
with lead £32.50
Sinclair ZX Spectrum 48K £129.95
Spectravideo Quickshot MKII £11.95
Stonechip Programmable Joystick
Interface £24.95
Supersaver 20/64 Cassette Recorder £34.95
Timex 2040 Thermal Printer
for ZX Spectrum £77.50
Vixen 16K switchable RAM pack
(3,8,11,16K) £34.95
ZX Microdrive (Floppy Tape Cartridge) £49.95

This list is alphabetical

BBC Model B
with 5 Games & Data

Recorder

£399.99
Commodore 64
with joystick, C2N,

4 Games program

£249.99
Commodore

MPS801 Printer
with FREE 2000 sheets

paper

130.00
Commodore 16
with Data Recorder, Intro to

Basic & Games Software

£139.99

New! Microvitec
Monitor for the QL
Microvitech's 'Cub' monitor is probably the
best monitor you can buy for the new QL computer.
this stylish new monitor is designed around a
superior medium-resolution/high contrast tube
that gives outstanding focus and 'viewability.
Highly efficient electronics give low -power
consumption - and, of course, there's a full 12
month Warranty. And the 'Cub' is superbly finished
in an attractive, QL-style black casing ... at a super
value Spectrum price.

SPECTRUM
PRICE

Super value -for -money

Package Deals
(while stocks last!)

Commodore
SX64

with MPS801,
3 Business Programs

£799.00
Atari 800XL

with 4 Atari Games

£199.99
Spectrum 48K
with 6 Program pack

29.99
Sinclair

Interface 1
with Microdrive &
program cartridges

t199.99
Not n11 stores carry every advertised Item, please phone before making a I y prices co at time of going to press E&OE

spectrum Up to L1000 available on a Spectrum Chargecard. See your
 There's up to £1,000 worth of Instant Credit

cHARcE CARE] - local SPECTRUM dealer for written details (UK

11 'nstant mainland only) Typical APR -29.8%

Latest News
for up to date news, information & offers
from SPECTRUM - see PRESTEL page
600181 for details



There's a Spectrum near you...
SUSSEX

BATE Software Plus, 12 York St
Tel: (0225) 61676
WESTON-S-MARE K & K Computers,
32 Alfred St Tel: (0934)419324

BEDFORDSHIRE
DUNSTABLE Dormans 7-11 Broad Walk
Tel: (0582) 65515
LEIGHTON BUZZARD The Computer Ctr
at Milton Keynes Music, 17 Bridge St
Tel: (0525)376622
LUTON Terry -More, 49 George St
Tel: (0582) 23391/2

BERKSHIRE
B RACKNELL Computer Centre, 44 The
Broadway. Tel: (0344) 427317
NEW! WINDSOR Midgets 30 Peened
Str., Tel: (07535) 07211
SLOUGH MU Games and Computers 245
High St Tel: (0753) 21594

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
BLETCHLEY Rams Computer Centre,
117 Queensway. Tel (0908) 647744
CHUAN Reed Photography & Comp-
uters, 113 High St. Tel: (0494) 783373

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CAMBRIDGE K P Computers Ltd. 19/20
Market St. Tel: (0223) 312240
(Open 6 Days)
H UNTINGDON T.S.C. Electronics, 3 All
Saints Passage, High St
Tel: (0480) 411579
ETERBONOUGN Ptrbrgh Communications,
91 Midland Rd. (0733) 41007

CHANNEL ISLANDS
GUERNSEY Gruts, 3-5 The Polled,
St Peter Port Tel: (0481) 24682
JERSEY Audio & Computer Centre.
7 Peter St, St Helier. Tel: (0534) 74000

CHESHIRE

ALTRINCHAIN Mr Micro 28 High St
Tel: (061) 941 6213
NEW! CHESTER Cementer Link 21 St
Wierlurek St Tel: (0244) 316518
CREWE Microman Unit 2,
128 Nantwich Rd. Tel: (0270) 216014
ELLESMERE PORT RFR Computers, 1

Pooltown Rd. Whitby. Tel: 051 356 4150
STOCKPORT Wilding Ltd.
1 Little Underbank Tel: (061) 480 3435
WARRINGTON Wildings, 111 Bridge St
Tel: (0925) 38290
WIDNES Computer City, 78 Victoria Road.
Tel: (051) 420 3333
WILMSLOW Swift of Wilmslow, 4-6 St
Annes Parade. Tel: (0625) 526213

CLEVELAND
MIDDLESBOROUGH McKenna & Brown,
206 Linthorpe Rd. Tel: (0642) 222368

CORNWALL
ST AUSTELL A B & C Computers, Duchy
House, 6 Lower Aylmer Sq.
Tel: (0726) 67337
TRURO Truro Micro Ltd, Unit 1, Bridge Ho,
New Bridge St Tel: (0872) 40043

CUMBRIA
BARROW-IN-FURNESS Barrow Computer
Centre 2/4 The Mall. Tel: (0229) 38353
CARLISLE The Computer Shop, 56-58
Lowther St Tel: (0228) 27710
PENRITH Penrith Communications,
14 Castlegate. Tel (0768) 67146
Open Mon -Fri till 8pm
WHITENAVEN P D Hendren 15 King St
Tel: (0946) 2063

DERBYSHIRE

ALFRETON Gordon Harwood 69-71 High
St Tel: (0773) 832078
CHESTERFIELD The Computer Centre,
14 Stephenson Place Tel (0246) 208802

NEW! NEW MILLS New Mills Micro
Centre 381 Market Street,
Tel: (0003) 47332

DEVON

EXETER Seven Counties (Computers) Ltd,
7 Paris Street Tel: (0392) 211211
EXMOUTH Open Channel, 30 The Strand.
Tel (0395) 264408
PLYMOUTH Syntax Ltd., 76 Cornwall
St Tel: (0752) 28705
TIVERTON Actron Micro Computers,
37 Hampton St Tel (0884) 252854

DORSET

BOURNEMOUTH Lansdowne Computer Ctr
1 Lansdowne Crescent Tel (0202) 20165
NEW! DORCHESTER Seven Counties
Cptrs. 20 High Street East
Tel: (0305) 88022
NEW! POOLE Lansdowne Cptr Cente
14 Arndaie Centre Tel: (0202) 670901

DURHAM
DARLINGTON McKenna & Brown,
102 Bondgate. Tel: (0325) 459744

ESSEX

BASILDON Godfrey's 28-32 East Walk,
Tel: (0268) 289379
BASILDON Godfrey's Computer Centre,
5 Laindon Main Centre Laindon.
Tel: (0268) 416747
NEW! CANVEY ISLAND Tower Radio
lid. 43 High Str., Tel: (0288) 682211
CHELMSFORD Maxton Hayman Ltd.,
5 Broomfield Rd. Tel: (0245) 354595
COLCHESTER Brainwave 51 Head St.
Tel: (0206) 561513
BRAYS H Reynolds. 79 Orsett Rd.
Tel: (0375) 5948
ILFORD Woolfmans, 76 Ilford Lane.
Tel: (01) 478 1307
SOUTHEND Computer Centre 332 London
Rd. Tel: (0702) 337161

HAMPSHIRE
BASINGSTOKE Fishers, 2-3 Market
Place. Tel: (0256) 22079
PORTSMOUTH (Waterisoville)G B
Microland, London Rd., (Opp. C&-013)
Tel: (0705) 259911
SOUTHAMPTON LT.C. Ltd., 112 East St,
Tel: (0703) 333958/24703
WINCHESTER Winchester Camera &
Computer Centre. 75 Parchment St
Tel: (0962) 53982

HEREFORD

H EREFORD Melgray Hi -Tech Ltd., 53/54
Commercial Str., Tel: (0432) 275737

HERTFORDSHIRE
H ITCHIN GK Photographic & Computers,
68A Hermitage Rd., Tel: (0462) 59285
POTTERS BAR The Computer Shop,
197 High St Tel: (0707) 44417
ST ALBANS (Hertz) Clarks Computer
Centre 14-16 Hollywell Hill.
Tel: (0727) 52991
STEVENAGE 0 J Computers, 11 Town
Square. Tel (0438) 65501
WATFORD SRS Microsystems Ltd., 94 The
Parade, High St Tel (0923) 26602
WELWYN GARDEN CITY D J Computers, 40
Fretherne Rd., Tel (07073) 28435/28444

HUMBERSIDE

B EVERLEY Computing World, 10 Swaby's
Yard Dyer Lane. Tel: (0482 881831
GRIMSBY hC Johnson Ltd., 22 Friargate,
Riverhead Centre. Tel: (0472) 42031
N ULL The Computer Centre,
26 Anlaby Rd. Tel: (0482) 26297

ISLE OF MAN

DOUGLAS T H Colebourn Ltd.,
57-61 Victoria St Tel: (0624) 3482

ISLE OF WIGHT
COWES Beken & Son. 15 Bath Rd.
Tel: (0983) 297181

KENT

B ECKENHAM Supa Computers Ltd., 425
Croydon Rd., Tel (01) 650 3569
B ROADSTAIRS Video Vision 19/20 Willow
Court St Peters Park Road Tel: (0843)
63284 (No Early Closing Day)
BROMLEY Computers Today 31 Market
Square Tel: (01) 290 5652
CANTERBURY Ctbury Computer Centre 56/
57 Palace St Tel: (0227) 62101
DOVER Kent Photos & Computers, 4 King St
Tel: (0304) 202020
GRAVESEND MarshaIls Computers &
Cameras, 3 Windmill St Tel: (0474) 65930
RAINHAM Microway Computers Ltd., 39
High St Medway Towns.
Tel: (0634) 376702
SEVENOAKS Ernest Fielder Computers,
Dorset St. Tel: (0732) 456800
SITTINGBOURNE Computers Plus, 65 High
St Tel: (0795, 25677
N EW! TUNBRIDGE WELLS Modeta
Computers Ltd. 28-30 St Johns Rd.
Tel: (0892) 41555

LANCASHIRE
ACCRINGTON PV Computers,
104 Abbey St Tel: (0254) 36521/32611
PRESTON Wilding's, 49 Fishergate.
Tel: (0772) 556250

LEICESTERSHIRE
MARKET HARBOROUGH Harborough Home
Computers, 7 Church St.
Tel (0858) 63056

LONDON
EB Percivals, 85 High St. North, East Ham.
Tel: (01) 472 8941
Eli Erol Computers Ltd., 125 High Street
Walthamstow Tel (01) 520 7763
EC1 Pedro Computer Services Ltd, 47
Clerkenwell Road Tel: (01) 251 8635
EC2 Devron Computer Centre, 155 Moorgate
Tel: (01) 638 3339/1830
N14 Logic Sales, 19 Broadway, The Bourne,
Southgate. Tel (01) 882 4942
N 20 Castlehurst Ltd. 1291 High Rd.
Tel: (01) 446 2280
N W4 Da Vinci Computer Store, 112 Brent
St, Hendon Tel (01) 202 2272
N W11 Computers Inc., 86 Golders Green Rd.
Tel: (01) 209 0401/0279
SE1 Vic Odden's 6 London Bridge Walk.
Tel: (01) 403 1988
SE9 Square -Deal, 373-375 Footscray Rd.,
New Eltham. Tel (01) 859 1516
SE15 Castlehurst Ltd., 152 Rye Lane,
Peckham. Tel: (01) 639 2205
SW1B Butter Micro Shop, 310 Streatham
High Rd Tel: (01) 769 2887
W1 Computers of Wigmore St, 104 Wigmore
St Tel: (01) 935 2452
W1 Sonic Foto & Micro Centre 256
Tottenham Court Rd. Tel: (01) 580 5826
NEW! W1 Ramsons 4 Edgware Rd.,
Tel: (01) 724 2373

GREATER
MANCHESTER

B OLTON Wilding Ltd., 23 Deansgate.
Tel: (0204) 33512
MANCHESTER Lomax Ltd., 11 St Mary's
Gate Tel: (061) 832 6167
OLDHAM Home & Business Computers Ltd,
54 Yorkshire St Tel: (061) 6331608
ROCHDALE Home & Business Computers,
75 Yorkshire St Tel: (0706) 344654
SWINTON Mr Micro Ltd., 69 Partington
Lane. Tel: (061) 728 2282
Late Night Friday
WIGAN Wilding Ltd., 11 Mesnes St
Tel: (0942) 44382

MERSEYSIDE
BIRKENHEAD Fairs Cameras & Hi-Fi, Dacre
Hill, Rock Ferry. Tel: (051) 645 5000
HESWALL Thornguard Computer Systems,
46 Pensby Rd. Tel: (051) 342 7516
HUTTON Ian Houghton 5 Huyton Hey Rd.
Tel: (051) 489 5785
UVERPOOL Beaver Radio, 20-22 White -
chapel. Tel: (051) 709 9898
UVERPOOL (Al sssss) Hargreaves, 31-37
Warbreck Moor. Tel: (051) 525 1782

MIDDLESEX
H ARROW Camera Arts, (Micro Computer
Division) 42 St Ann's Rd.
Tel: (01) 427 5469
TEDDINGTON Andrews, Broad St
Tel: (01) 977 4716
UXBRIDGE J K L Computers, 7 Windsor St
Tel: (0895) 51815

NORFOLK

FAKENHAM Fastview, 12 Norwich Rd.
Tel: (0328) 51319
KING'S LYNN Computer Plus, 40 Conduit St
Tel: (0553) 4550
N ORWICH Norwich Camera Centre 20
White Lion Str Tel (0603) 612537
NEW! NORWICH Bralnwave 11A Cas-
tle Meadow Tel: (0603) 683798
THETFORD C B & Micros, 21 Guidhall St
Tel: (0842) 61645

NORTHAMPTONSHIR

N ORTHAMPTON Dormant 22 Princes Walk
Grosvenor Centre. Tel: (0604) 37031

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
N OTTINGHAM Jacobs Computers,
13 Middlegate Newark Tel: (0636)
72594
WORKSOP Computagrafix, 132 Bridge St
Tel: (0909) 472248

NORTHERN IRELAND
B ELFAST Arthur Hobson Ltd., 37 Great Vic-
toria St. Tel (0232) 246336
PORTSDOWN Pedlows, 16 Market St,
Craigavon County Armagh. Tel: (0762)
332265
LONDONDERRY Foyle Computer Systems,
3 Bishop St. Tel: (0504) 268337
N EWRY Newry Computer Centre. 34
Monaghan St Tel: (0693) 66545

NORTHUMBERLAND
MORPETN Telerents 31 Newgate St Tel:
(0665) 513 537

OXFORDSHIRE
ABINGDON Ivor Fields Computers, 21 Start
St. Tel: (0235) 21207
BANBURY Computer Plus, 2 Church Lane.
TeL (0295) 55890
OXFORD Ivor Fields, 7 St Ebbes St
Tel (0865) 247082

SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN North East Computers, 1-3 Ellis
St, Peterhead. Tel (0779) 79900
AYR Vennals, 6A New Bridge St.
Tel (0292) 264124
D UMFRIES Vennals, 71 English St.
TeL (0387) 54547
EDINBURGH The Silicon Centre,
6-7 Antigua St Tel (031) 557 4546
HAMILTON Tom Dickson Computers, 8-12
Cadzow St. Tel (0698) 283193

SHROPSHIRE
SHREWSBURY Computerama,
13 Castlegate. Tel: (0743) 60528
TELFORD Computer Village, 4 Hazeldine
House Telford Town Centre.
Tel: (0952) 506771

SOMERSET

TAUNTON Grays, 1 St James St.
Tel: (0823) 72986

STAFFORDSHIRE
STAFFORD Computerama, 59 Forgate St
Tel: (0785) 41899
STOKE-ON-TRENT Computerama, 11 Mkt
Square Arcade Hanley. (0782) 268620
STOKE-ON-TRENT The Microchip, 37 Sta-
tion Rd. Biddulph Tel (0782) 511559

SUFFOLK
BURY ST EDMUNDS Guildhall Cptr Ctr, 11
Guildhall St Tel: (0284) 705772
IPSWICH Brainwave, 24 Crown St
Tel: (0473) 50965
LOWESTOFT John Wells, 44 London Rd
North Tel: (0502 3742

SURREY

CAMBERLEY Camera Arts (Micro Computer
Division), 36 High St Tel: (0276) 65848
NEW! CATERHAM Telecare, 35-37
Croydon Rd, Tel: (0883) 40209
EPSOM The Micro Workshop, 12 Station
Approach Tel: (03727) 21533
H ASLEMERE Haslemere Computers, 17
Lower Str. Tel: (0428) 54428
RICHMOND Crest Computer Services, 8 Hill
St Tel: (01) 940 8635
WALLINGTON Surrey Micro Systems Ltd,
53 Woodcote Rd. Tel (01) 647 5636
WOKING Harpers, 71-73 Commercial Way.
Tel: (04862) 25657

AVON
B EXHILL -ON -SEA Computerware, 22 St
Leonards Rd. Tel (0424) 223340
N EW! BOGNOR REGIS Bits & Bytes
High Str., Tel: (0243) 887143
NEW! BURGESS HILL Weald Cptrs,
247-249 London Rd, Tel: (04446) 41381
CRAWLEY Gatwick Computer Services, 62
Boulevard. Tel: (0293) 37842
UTTLEHAMPTON Alan Chase Ltd., 39 High
St Tel: (09064) 5674

WALES
ABERYSTWYTH AberData at Galloways 23
Pier St. Tel: (0970) 615522
CARDIFF Randall Cox, 18-22 High St
Arcade. Tel: (0222) 31960
LLANDUDNO (Gwynedd) Cptr Plus Dis-
count, 15 Clomnel St Tel: (0492) 79943
N EWPORT (Gwent) Randall Cox, 118
Commercial St Tel: (0633) 67378
PEMBROKE Randall Cox, 19 Main St
Tel: (064) 682876
WREXHAM T E Roberts, 33 King St
Tel: (0978) 364404/364527

WARWICKSHIRE
NUN EATON Micro City 1A Queens Road
Tel (0203) 382049
RUGBY The Rugby Micro Centre, 9-11
Regent St Tel: (0788) 70522

WEST MIDLANDS
COVENTRY Greens, 22 Market Way.
Tel (0203) 28342
D UDLEY Central Computers, 35 Church Hill
Precinct Tel: (0384) 238169
WALSALL New Horizon Computer Centres, 1
Goodall St. Tel: (0922) 24821
WEST BROMWICH Bell & Jones, 39 Queens
Square. Tel (021) 553 0820

NEW! WOLVERHAMPTON Wolverhampton
Computer Centre 17/19 Lichfield Street
Tel: (0902) 29907

WORCESTER
KIDDERMINSTER Central Computers, 20-
21 Blackwell St Tel: (0562) 746941
WORCESTER David Waring Ltd., 1 Marmion
House High St Tel: (0905) 27551

YORKSHIRE
BRADFORD Erricks, FotosoniP House Raw-
son Square. Tel: (0274) 309266
DEWSBURY Home & Business Computers,
59 Daisy Hill Tel: (0924) 455300
DONCASTER The Soft Centre 8 Queens -
gate Waterdale Centre Tel (0302) 20088
HUDDERSFIELD Richards (Formerly
Laurier) 12 Queen St Tel: (0484) 25334
HULL Computer Centre 26 Anlaby Rd.
Tel: (0482) 26297
LEEDS Bass & Bligh, 4 Lower Briggate.
Tel: (0532) 454451
N EW! SKIPTON Skipten Cptr Systems
Victoria Nouse, Belmont Bridge
Tel: (0750) 98192
NEW! SHEFFIELD HVL Computers 012
Ecciesall Rd., Tel: (0742) 681328
YORK York Computer Centre 7 Stonegate
Arcade. Tel: (0904) 641862



Would you like to sell
professional micro computer
systems in your spare time?

You can earn excellent rates
of commission as one of our

part-time field salesmen.

For full details of this exciting
opportunity write in strict

confidence to the
Sales Director

SILICON CHIP
COMPUTERS LTD

11 GRANBY COURT
WEYMOUTH, DORSET

(0305) 787592

EXPORT
ALL MAKES

OF

MICROCOMPUTERS

PRINTERS

PERIPHERALS

AND

SOFTWARE

SUPPLIED AT

DISCOUNT PRICES

MICROGOLD
UNICOM HOUSE

182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET
LONDON NW1 9NN

Telex:295931 UNICOM G Tel:01-4821711

YOUR GUIDE TO THE
21` CENTURY

Practical Robotics is the only
magazine concerned solely with
robots in the home and classroom.
Every issue we carry the latest news
and reviews and a special Educational
Robotics section.

La
L

( )

[___

TI

o

November/December
VISION SYSTEMS SPECIAL

Also - 0 level robotics in North Wales
Papert on robots in Britain
Put brains in your Big Trak.

[
( o

Out Now - Only 85p from all good newsagents.

306 PCW



PRICES THAT'LL KNOCK
YOU OFF YOUR FEET!
PERIPHERALS
Commodore 1701 Colour Monitor £175.00
Sanyo 2112 Green Screen 15MHZ £65.00
Sanyo 3125 Col. Med. Ress. 400PIS £175.00
Sanyo 3115 Col. V.Hi Ress. 800PI £399.00
Commodore 1541 Disk Drive £156.52
Sinclair Microdrives £50.00
Keyboard £130.00
Sinclair Interface '1' £50.00
Commodore C2N Cassette £35.00
All leading software names available P.O.A.
Tailormade software written by our inhouse
software team P O.A.
Keyboards, cable, interfaces, tractor feeds. sheet feeds, disks,
software, up grades. listing paper, ribbons, daisy wheels
available for most products.

DAISY WHEELS
Brother HR15 £325.00
Brother HR25 £555.00
Brother HR35 £699.00
Daisy Step 2000 (20CPS) £225.00
Diablo 630 (API) £1310.00
EP 44 Personal Elec. Printer (KSR) £195.00
Juki 6100 £315.00
Quen-Data Daisy Wheel Printer £215.00
Qume 11/40 (RD) £1175.00
Qume 9/4S (RD) £1535.00
Qume Letter Pro 20 £450.00
NEC P.O.A.
Richo RP 1300 £875.00
Richo RP1600 £1175.00
Smith Corona TP1 Daisy Wheel Printer £175.00
Tel F 10/40 £875.00

* Guarantees included
* Wholesale prices!
* Export facilities arranged
* Superb stock of computers and peripherals
* Express delivery
*Open Mon to Fri 8 am -7 pm

RING 01-947 8562 DOT MATRIX
Worldwide Computers Ltd.,
Spa House, 11-17 Worple Road, Wimbledo
London SW19 4JS Telex: WOWICO 8955888 Canon PW 1080A (NLQ)
Official suppliers to the U K government departments. Commodore MTS 801
British Telecom arid many multi national organisations

Epson RX80 F/T

COMPUTERS
Apricot 256K 2x315 D/D + Monitor
Apricot 256K 2x720 D/D + Monitor .

Apricot 256K 10MB HD.D +Monitor
BBC Model B
Commodore 64
Commodore VIC20 Starter pack
Commodore SX 64 (Portable)
Commodore 8000 Series System
Epson QX10 + RX80 + cable
Epson Portable PX
Epson Portable PX + RAM
Sanyo MBC555 2x160K D/D + Monitor
Sinclair Spectrum 48K
Sirius + Victor

£1399.00
£1549.00
£2275.00

£320.00
£152.18
£108.69
£575.00

£1200.00
£1599.00

£649.00
£799.00
£899.00
£100.00

P.O.A.
Televideo P.O.A.

IBM:- Telephone for information on your configurations.

4.1.4,r`
"K :nsn0J3  PsZti,
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Admate CP 80 (Shinwa Mech) £169.00
Anadex DP 9000 £799.00

n Brother HR5 £130.00
£275.00
£155.00

Epson RX8OT £190.00
£215.00

Epson FX80 £320.00
Epson RX 100 F/T Printer £325.00
Epson FX100 F/T £425.00
Mannesmann Tally MT80 £199.00
Mannesmann Tally MT160 £399.00
Mannesmann Tally MT180 £580.00
MP 165 (NLQ) £275.00
Newbury Data P.O.A.
OKI Microline 82A Printer £249.00
OKI Microline 83A £389.00
OKI Microline 92 (P) £365.00
OKI Microline 84 (P) £629.00
Panasonic KP 1091 IBM (PC) £269.00
Radix 10 (NLQ) £445.00
Seikosha GP100A £179.00
Seikosha GP100VC £175.00
Star Gemini 10X £189.00
Star Delta 10 £319.00
TEC 1550 (P) £459.00

All prices eircludrnq VAT

Spa House, 11-17 Worple Road, Wimbledon, London SW19 4JS Tel: 01-947 8562 Telex: WOWICO 8955888

Now that you've outgrown
your toys, graduate



Addons,easy as A...B...C.

Cumana... The Best Name In
Memory .. . from £104

Concept .. the last word on
QWERTY . . from £69

Prices are subject
to VAT and delivery
charges.

We are major UK Distributors for Riteman, Astar, Concept
keyboards, Cumana products and Tec drives; offering prompt
supplies of these excellent add-ons to dealers nationwide.

All the quality products pictured are available now, plus a wide
range of consumables - ribbons - diskettes - cables etc:
START BUILDING YOUR STOCKS NOW FROM ADDONS -
THE PERIPHERAL PEOPLE.

Tec The Risk Out Of Buying Disk
Drives ... from £65. Ask about 31/2"
drives, and media . . .

Astar MCP80 . .. 4 colour sheet or roll
feed printer/plotter £179. Low profile,
High standard .

Microvitec . . Monitor your progress
with the best of British Quality
. .. from £199

Right Price,
Right Size,

Right Speed,
That's Riteman . from £249

addons limited
Unit 30, City Industrial Park,

Southern Road, Southampton, SO1 OHA.
Tel: (0703) 34775/6

Simple as One,Two,Three.
308 PC W



VALUE VALUE VALUE
IBM COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS ALPHA MICRO

NEW
TOSHIBA PC

STARTING AT
£1895

The new TOSHIBA PC offers full IBM
compatability but with a much higher
specification, and TOSHIBA'S renowned
quality. 192K RAM standard, parallel &
serial ports. Software option of
tomorrow's office and PeachPak which
includes a word processor, spread sheet,
speller and mailing manager.
Hardware Options: 10 MB Internal Hard
Disk, Graphics, Colour & Graphics, Hi-
res Colour Monitor, various TOSHIBA
printers.
IBM PC BOARDS
HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD £315
SIGMA MULFUNCTION CARD:
64K to 384K RAM, Serial/Parallel Ports,
Games Port, Clock, Calendar etc. £240
PC 301: Not dissimilar to IBM PC,
includes 2 X 320 K double sided disk
drives. Colour video board and 128K
multifunction card, expandable to 256K,
with serial port, parallel port and
clock/calendar, PC301 includes five
expansion slots, keyboard and MS DOS
210. £1495 + VAT

MULTI -USERS
MULTI -TASKING
EXPANDABLE TO
6 USERS
10 MB WINCHESTER
STORAGE
VIDEO BACK-UP

The ALPHA MICRO operating system, AMOS
has been outselling all other multi-user
micros in the USA since 1976. British
Telecom and the PTT in France alone have
purchased more than £2m worth since 1980.
The AM1000, the smallest machine in the
range is based on the M68000 and supports
two users, expandable up to six, and is
available in various configurations up to
40MB and 1024 KM RAM memory.
We are offering a 10 MB system with two
word processing screens, operating system,
BASIC language, Assembler, word processing,
over 150 utilities, and accounting software at
the remarkable price of £7250. Extra users
can be added at £650 per user.
A full range of ALPHA MICRO equipment
and software is available on request.

Complete Job Costing software £1500
512 Kb S100 memory £550

DEALER ENQUIRIES

We are main distributors for APPLE
products & PC 301. Dealer enquiries
are welcome.

PRINTERS & MONITORS
SMITH -CORONA
PRINTERS
QUALITY
PRODUCTS AT
WELL UNDER
£200

FASTEXT 80. 80 Col, 80 CPS Dot Matrix
D100 80 Col, 120 CPS Dot Matrix
0200 80 Col, 160 CPS NLQ, Dot Matrix
D300 132 Col, 160 CPS, NLQ, Dot Matrix
DAISYSTEP 2000 20 CPS

Daisywheel £239
JUKI 6100 18 CPS

Daisywheel £340 + £51 VAT
CP80 80 Col,

80 CPS Dot Matrix£179 + £26.85 VAT
RITEMAN Slim -line Printer 120 CPS £209 + 431.36 VAT
PHILIPS 12 inch Green Monitor £69 t £10.35 VAT

R.R.P.
£195
£249
£420
£550

APPLE COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS

Disk Drive Slim -Line
Disk Drive
280 Card
80a Col Card
Printer Card
Disk Controller

£155
£129

£41
£45
£38
£38

Full range of APPLE compatible cards in stock, phone for prices

TO ORDER
Please telephone order particulars to 01-629 3603
or visit our West End Offices at 58 Jermyn Street,
London SW1Y 6LX

1ST FLOOR, 58 JERMYN STREET, LONDON SW1 Y 6LX TELEPHONE: 01-629 3603

WOLFCROWN

build your own PC computer.
Up to 1

MEGABYTE
of Ram

Speaker/
Audio Port

Up to 3 20K
Eprom,
EROM
ROM

Standard
IBM
keyboard
Interface

Optional
8087 Co
processor

DELVEX
PC board

£99.95
+ VAT. (inc. full

technical
manuals)

8088 Processor 7 expansion
Fully IBM Compatible System slots

Manuals only £10.00
(refundable against
purchase of a
Delvex PC board)

0
0

Delvex Limited Pipers Road, Park Farm Industrial Estate,
Redditch, Worcestershire. Telephone: Redditch (0527) 27816
IBM is a Registered Trade Mark of International Business Machines.
Delvex Ltd. reserve the right to alter specifications without prior notice.

P.S. Our Christmas
present to you.
Vouchers worth £100!
When we get your
Christmas order we will
send you Vouchers V eqs
worth £100 redeemable V e s>2.(/ \>6. ocv ',10- ,eagainst future ..\ i. .1'6, \461- \Y -'S 6 ?). z.<'purchases 7 .pe * Npc`c, iSc' sy.N4`
of Delvex P.C. ,co. (11/4-,-, o 4 av7 g cet, cpcomponents. ,

Q\' 0 ?'7 ". 0
7 Pe e tt,60

\-0

Are you frustrated with the limitations of your machine?
Would you like a computer that has more options available than any
other micro in the world?
Are you ready for some real computing?

Then graduate to an IBM PC compatible!
"But a PC costs thousands -
how can I possibly afford to graduate?"
Simple, Delvex provides the answer:

"YOU BUILD IT YOURSELF"
The Delvex PC board allows anyone
to build his own IBM-compatible
micro in easy stages. Assemble it from
our high quality, double sided printed
circuit board, and expand it at your own
leisure. For instance, you can add up to
1Mb RAM, add a floppy disk, colour
monitor or even a 10Mb Hard disk., <,40c's
The choice is yours, and the "orb
options

NOW! r,"" Nc..§)``,,b,C0c3,4"

r ,ts) ,Voptions are endless.

and take advantage
of our special / e .c.pet:\ c99 x 0
Christmas

V q44. c> ,4),9 ,,, ,c,e

offer. a, c:\ Nc3N ose c'oz c53 &
ecs

o'c'e
e°

6":2Pecf°-



THIS MONTHS

AURORA
PACKAGE

A 71,

itekt,/,/

Micro-Pics
biletiONIMORMAIK,

Micro-pics is a highly
efficient stock control
software package for
manufacturing
companies that have a
computer with the
CP/M, CP/M-86,
PC -DOS or MS-DOS
operating systems.
Micro-pics will
monitor stocks, orders
and allocations.
Finished products can
be broken down into
their component parts
to produce complete
Bills of MateriaE
It is an aid to
production control and
product costing.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS. COMPLETE THE COUPON
AND MD TO:
GREAT NORTHERN COMPUTER SERVICES LTD,
16 TOWN STREET, HORSFORTH, LEEDS IS1S
TEL: (0532) 5899110.

rt

NAME

ADDRESS

PLEASE SEND ME DETAILS OF:

 MICRO-PICS  OTHER AURORA PACKAGES.

MicroSight

MicroSight I on the BBC model B includes:-
A CCTV camera with lens and tripod.
MicroEye vision interface 256 x 300 resolution
with 8 bit video plus all cables.
Fully documented hardware and software.
MicroSight software package with area perimeter
routines as well as disk and printer dumps.
Hi Res software package with mode 0 display,
disk and printer dumps and thresholding.
Package using mode 2 high quality display.

All for £495 + VAT
MicroScale
An image processing package with editing area and
perimeter calculations, dimensioning, windowing,
threshold and contrast setting.

MicroEye
Vision interface 256 x 300 resolution 256 grey
levels with full documentation and software for BBC
Sirius, IBM, Apple, RML, CBM etc.

11111111111111111

rage .11.1.
tiii ..,i 2,

,..0.11

MicroScale II
Image analysis for the IBM PC with:-

Object area measurement (absolute and %)
Perimeter measurement to user defined scaling
User definable and standard windows.
Disk and printer dumps.
Dimensioning and object counting.
Fully documented C software. £1950 + VAT

Also available for Hewlett Packard and Sirius.

For further details contact:-

D GT The image analysis people

Digithurst Ltd.
Leaden Hill, Orwell, Royston,
Herts. SG8 5QH Telephone (0223) 208926

3 10 PC W



WANTED. British made
portable bus. micro, incl.
Fin. Plan, Exec. Desk Top,
w.p. & filing software. Must
have BT aprvd. on -board
modem and auto -dial for
direct connect to Prestel,
Micronet 800, and other
Viewdata systems. Built-in
screen, RS232 and printer
interfaces, twin disk drives
and 64K bytes of memory
req'd. Should be no ore

FOR SALE. The new Wren
Executive System. No
other small computer
offers you more . . . so why
settle for less?

W RE \
EXEC,JTIVE SYSTEM

Distributed by: Prism Microproducts Ltd. Telephone: 01-253 2277
Carry the company in your hand not on your shoulders
The Wren is designed by Transam Computers Limited. Perfect Software r M is a trademark of Perfect Software Inc Micronet
800 is the trading style of Telemap Limited and British Telecom Executive Desktop is the copyright of Quantec Systems and

Software Limited. Prestel is the trademark of British Telecom 'All prices exclude VAT

For full details of the Wren Executive System complete this coupon and
I send it to:

Prism Microproducts Limited, 18-29 Mora Street, City Road, London,
EC1V 8BT Telephone: 01-253 2277

Name

Company

Address

Telephone
_J

PCW311



With so much choice 3
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If you're buying a computer for the first time, or up -grading and expanding
the choice before you is, to say the least, substantial.

In fact, some would say exhausting.

And so if you'd rather run your business than run around trying to sort out
what you need, there's no easier way than the Which Computer? Show

As the country's recognised leading computer event for business people,
the Which Computer? Show - this year bigger than ever- offers you far more
than just a wide choice. It also offers you ease of selection.

Fora start, there's the Visitor Information Pack, which you'll receive before
you even set foot in the Show It includes the 'Questioner -1a jargon -free checklist,
designed to help you define your precise requirements.

There's also the Product Locator, an electronic directory and guide, to help
you as soon as you arrive. Add to that, beginners workshops, seminars and
advice from experts - and you have a show that's unique for helping you
make the right choice with ease and
confidence.

Send for your FREE Visitor
Information Pack (including your
FREE tickets) today:

comPuTen?
Chatsworth House, WICHThe Which Computer? Show, II59 London Road,
Twickenham TW1 3SZ.
Telex: 936028.
Phone: 01-891 5051
during office hours.

EON- oFFER
p,SP

OR
discountM a

azulComputer?po

Whi

_FL
National Exhibition Centre

\ Birmingham
15-18 January1985

Make the right choice with confidence
No one under 18 admitted

P
FREE TICKETS WORTH £3 EACH
+VISITOR INFORMATION PACK

Please send me FREE tickets in my Visitor Information Pack.
To: The Which Computer? Show Chatsworth House, 59 London Road, liwickenham
TW I 3SZ.

Name

Position

Company

Address

Telephone

O I am interested in exhibiting at The Which Computer? Show

O I would like to receive Which Computer? magazine at the 33% discount rate of 12

(normal annual subscription £18 -send no money at this stage)



The deal that no other
computer dealer can offer!

Data Profile offers you all the expert help
you need, in choosing the right system for your
individual needs from the variety of software
programs and hardware options available. Plus
a very important extra. A guaranteed buy-
back price if you find, as people often do, that
your first machine isn't the one you want to
stick with.

Because of its close association with
MicroRent, Data Profile can give you almost
any combination of rental, lease or purchase
option.

So when you need the best advice, and
the best terms for a business system, call Data
Profile.

Authorised dealers for Apple and ACT.

127 Cloudesley Road, London N.1.01-833 2532 111)11 DATA PROFILE LIMITED

AXIS Personal Computer Product.)

COMPUTERS A wide range of personal and business micros
including the amazing new Einstein ... 80k,
colour, sound and integral 400k drive
for just £499

PRINTERS Dot matrix, daisywheel and line printers
from £288

SOFTWARE Business, education and games packages
for IBM PC, Apple and Einstein

. EXPANSION Memory, multifunction, graphics, ADC,
encryption and voice boards for
IBM PC and Apple II

ACCESSORIES Cables, interface testers, serial/
parallel converters, tape streamers

CONSUMABLES Ribbons, printwheels and discs

AXIS
Personal

Computer
Products

Eden House
32 Well Road
Maidstone
Kent ME14 1XL

Telephone
(0622)

58688

EVERY ITEM IS FULLY

GUARANTEED,
THOROUGHLY
CHECKED BEFORE
DESPATCH
AND
COVERED
BY THE

AXIS HOTLINE
SUPPORT SERVICE

Telex
965633G
(Attn. AXIS)

314 PC W



ae
Computer Supplies

DISCS (Prices per Box of 10 -Minimum order 1 Box)

DYSAN 5.1/4"
SS/DD 48 tpi 16.60
DS/DD 48 tpi 24.50
SS/DD 96 tpi 24.50
DS/DD 96 tpi 30.50

XIDEX 5.1/4"
SS/DD 48 tpi 17.20
DS/DD 48 tpi 22.90
SS/DD 96 tpi 25.00
DS/DD 96 tpi 30.00

RIBBONS (Prices per Ribbon)

Epson MX 80 2.58
Epson MX100 4.50

Diablo HT2 1.63

Ricoh 1600 1.72

LIBRARY CASES
5.1/4" 1.65

Oki 80 1.05
Oki 84 2.39

Qume 3/5 1.50

Olympia 1.89
(ES 100)

SONY 3.1/2"
SS/DD 35.50
DS/DD 44.50
HITACHI 3"
SS/DD 33.50

Brother HR1 0.99
Brother HR15 1.99

Olivetti ET/S 1.69

Canon 1.99
(AP Series)

NON LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
50 Disc Size 8.50

Post + Packing > per 10 discs - 1.50 > per Ribbon order - 1.50
Prices EXCLUDE VAT - add 15% to order excluding Post + Packing

Please send Remittance with order to:-

Kerrisdale Computer Suppliers Ltd.
P.O. Box 27
Wetherby
LS22 5LB

PCW 315



Volu

Portable
Computing-

make ityourbusiness
If you're in business, make it your business

to read Portable Computing - the first
magazine to bring you reviews and a
comprehensive guide exclusively for

portable computers.
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16 Bit Co -Processors for Z80 Systems
The HSC 16 Bit Co -processors attach to any Z80 computer system.
CP/M-80 systems can be upgraded to 16 -bit operating systems -
MS-DOS 2.1 and CP/M-68K, with no programming effort. Co-
processor RAM can be used as RAMDISK under CP/M-80.
C01686 with 8086 processor (6MHz), 256K RAM £675.00
MS-DOS 2.11, RAMDISK and interface software, Z80 interface.
C01668 with M68000 processor (6MHz), 256K RAM £795.00
CP/M-86K (with ASM and C Compiler), RAMDISK and interface
software, Z80 interface.
Enclosure and power supply £125.00

C Compilers
C/80 Compiler from Software Toolworks £50.00
C/80 Mathpak for floats and longs £30.00
Aztec C II for CP/M-80 £155.00
ECO-C Compiler (Z80) £185.00
BDS C Compiler £125.00
Q/C Compiler (Z80 and compiler source) £95.00
LATTICE C £420.00
AZTEC C-86 for MS-DOS & PC -DOS £195.00
De Smet C Compiler for PC -DOS & Apricot £125.00

LISP
LISP -80 Software Toolworks £50.00
muLISP for CP/M-80 £140.00
LISP -88 from Software Toolworks (MS-DOS) £50.00
muLISP for MS-DOS £175.00
IQ LISP for MS-DOS £150.00
A68K M68000 Cross Assembler CP/M-80 £185.00

Motorola Syntax MS-DOS £225.00
MACRO -80 Assembler £149.00
MICROSOFT Assembler & utilities MS-DOS £95
FORTH from Laboratory Microsystems for Z80 CP/M, MS-DOS
and CP/M-68K from £79.00
Adventure, Mychess each £40.00

Please add £3.00 postage and VAT

System Science
6-7 West Smithfield
London EC1A 9JX
Tel: 01-248 0962



SPECTRUM OWNERS
LET'S GET DOWN TO BUS/NESS TM

OCP ANNOUNCE ALL PROGRAMS COMPLETELY REWRITTEN FOR ZX MICRODRIVE
COMPATIBILITY & PLUS 80's FOR USE WITH 15 DIFFERENT CENTRONICS/RS232

INTERFACES INCLUDING ZX INTERFACE

FINANCE MANAGER *
* ADDRESS /110/16ER *

(BOTH LESS £3 REBATE FOR EXISTING USERS ON RETURN OF OLD CASSETTE)

* *80 COLUMN-PIUS 80' VERSIONS * * £19.95
(LESS £5.00 REBATE FOR EXISTING USERS ON RETURN OF OLD CASSETTE)

Write to us for a quotation for the software, the interface and the latest high performance Japanese Dot Matrix Printer - you will
find our prices very competitive.
Both programs are available in standard form which work only with ZXTM and Alphacom 32 column printers, and Plus 80 which
work in conjunction with most Centronics/RS232 Interfaces and 80 column printers.

ADDRESS MANAGER and FINANCE MANAGER utilise the same "on the page" presentation and offer 48K
Spectrum owners a 'professional standard' address filing, indexing retrieval, and financial analysis system. Below are examples
of the screen presentations.
Both have been carefully constructed
to provide the user with a tool that is
extremely friendly and easy to use, the
speed and presentation of these
programs are second to none.

MENU

I LOCATE ENTRY

:RENO ENTRY

DELETE ENTRY

S SELECT ENTRIES

DASPLAY ENTRIES

7 PRINT ENTRIES
8 MAINTAIN LIEF

Posdon Cursor-Ian MS. IENTEBI

SURNAME

FORENAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

MORE NO

INDEX

ADD ENTRY

[JOHNSTONE -
[EDMUND SIMON ]

ALLSWELL CRESCENT
MICLERKIRD

GREAT LIARMOLITN
NORFOLK

INV/ BR]

058754 _

W

SELECT ENT.,

NOEL CIF

MINI SELECTED ENTRIES

ortess BREAK to CA,

SELECT ANL nnaiclIFLF

SELECT ALL match.,
RETURN TO MENU

PRINT ENTRIES

AST NAME

PRINT FORMAT

FULL LIST or EDITED

Ives BREAK lo Fano, .

PRINT

RETURN 10 MENU

ADDRESS MANAGER features MULTIPLE INDEXING via our 3 way 3 character index, an ability to store over 400 full
names and addresses or 1500 individual names/titles.
USES include storing and updating names, addresses and phone numbers, printing out Xmas card lists, etc, mail order work,
customer classification by type size (doctors have used this program to catalogue patients by treatment).

FINANCE MANAGER is a powerful, flexible and fast MENU DRIVEN general purpose program carefully designed to
handle up to 255 separate accounts for domestic and business accounting applications. The magic of MACHINE CODE has
enabled us to produce the very latest "on the page" presentation which lets you enter and edit data naturally, as if with a pencil
and paper. That's not all, not by a long
way. This program automatically raises
a corresponding debit or credit for every
entry, and will even open up a new
account if an entry features an
unrecorded account name.

Voted "The best value financial program available" by Sinclair user.

LISTIAMENDIDEL NATNEST

taRESS Dm.
Noo

Accounts can be MERGED, DELETED, ANALYSED, MARKED as priority, RENAMED, EDITED and SCROLLED. Transactions can
be RECONCILED, AMENDED, DELETED, PRINTED, DESCRIBED for analysis and RENAMED. Standing orders can be APPLIED,
REMOVED, DESCRIBED, AMENDED, DELETED and even DUMMIED for planning purposes. Other features include DATE
CHANGE, RUNNING TOTALS, 2 KEYBOARD MODES, PRINT PAGE/ LINE/BLOCK/FROM END/FROM START/FROM DATE etc.,
LIST BALANCES, FIELD ERASE/INSERT/DELETE, EXIT TO BASIC. You may not want all these features but they are there just in case.

maws £9.95 *
* MACHINE CODE TEST TOOL*
* EDITOR ASSEMBLER*
* MASTER TOOL KIT*

ZX MICRODRIVE COMPATIBLE

(Existing users wanting latest versions will receive a £3.00
rebate on return of old cassette)

From WHSMITH and other outlets or send cheque or telephone details to 0753 889055.
Replacement tapes only available from OCP direct.
OXFORD COMPUTER PUBLISHING LTD., 4 High Street Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9013.

SOFTWARE * * * *SIMPLY NE BEST



Halfa box
is better
than one?

25 s/s d/d disks + box £29
plus VAT and P + P 50 s/s d/d disks + box £5025 d/s d/d disks + box £39

New!
Pre -formatted

ntrail
disks

Save yourself time and
trouble - we can supply
pre -formatted disks for
nearly every computer.

Available in boxes of ten.

plus VAT and P + P

SINGLE SIDED for AES Plus, BBC,
Olivetti ETV 300, Phillips 5002, 3, 4 etc.
£15

DOUBLE SIDED for DEC rainbow,
Professional, Phillips 5020 (Prospect),
IBM Displaywriter, Canon AS100 etc.
£24.

Please specify your machine and
formats when ordering, or ring
01-631 3600 to place a 'phone order

plus VAT and P + P

50 d/s d/d disks + box £75We ran the advertisement opposite to move some stock left from a
cancelled order. And move them it certainly did. We're still selling around
30 boxes a day, that's over30,000 disks a month. So we bought some more,
and are going to continue selling at the same price.
We also got a lot of people on the phone asking if we could supply slightly
fewer disks, and as you see, we're now offering boxes in 25's as well.
Every order of 25 or 50 comes packed in the same rigid plastic storage box
with four dividers, we've kept the same high specification and all disks
carry our two for one guarantee.
Disk features: write protect notch, centre hubs,
suitable for single and double density,
Tyvex sleeves and now with maw ©
To order, just clip the coupon below.
We accept orders from all government bodies, schools, universities, libraries, armed forces
etc. We despatch on receipt of an official purchase order.
If you can't raise a cheque without an invoice please post or telephone your order and we'll
send you a proforma by return.
Disco Technology Limited, Lex House, 3/6 Alfred Place,
London WC1, England. Telephone 01-631 3600 or 01-631 0255

ifSfafIff

Please rush me (qty) empty storage box(es) at £9.95
(qty) storage box(es) filled with 50 s/sided disks at £59.50 each.

_(qty) storage box(es) filled with 50 d/sided disks at £88.25 each.

(qty) storage box(es) filled with 25 s/sided disks at £33.35 each.

(qty) storage box(es) filled with 25 d/sided disks at £46.85 each.

(qty) pre -formatted disks for my
formatted to

(state machine)
(Add 15% VAT and £2 p&p)

Prices include VAT and P + P. I enclose cheque for Personal callers welcome.

or debit my Access card no

Name Signature

Address
Postcode

Telephone To: Disco Technology Ltd, Lex House, 3/6 Alfred Place, London WC1.

plus VAT and P + P

Dircarol

CY,
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- OFFER FOR THE FIRST TIME -

The outstanding

gzoil1/4 Lazolie
diskettes -direct from our warehouses

The diskettes of the future - super
full 3 -year no -quibble exchange guarantee.
All units tested to stringent standards offering
uncompromising value. Suitable for use on all
types of 51/4" and 8" floppy disk drives.

LOOK AT OUR PRICES
Order
Code Box of 10
511-0 14.0
512-0 15.10
522-0 18.50
514-0 20.20
524-0 23.00

51/4 "
SS/SD
SS/DD
DS/DD
SS/QD
DS/QD

1 Pack
2.00
2.10
2.35
2.50
2.75

2 Pack
3.40
3.55
4.20
4.50
4.95

ALL PRICES
CWO EXCL. VAT

PROMPT DELIVERY

3 Pack
4.85
5.10
6.00
6.45
7.15

Order
Code
811-0
812-0
821-0
822-0

8"
SS/SD
SS/DD
DS/SD
DS/DD

15.70
18.50
16.80
21.80

Oty Discounts (No of diskettes)
20-50 - 5%
51-100 - 10%
Bulk - On application

AO
67' Name

Company

Telephone:

Address

charge
postageer box

60P per back
',30p Per P

 Datasafe is the
Trade Mark of
Samleco International Ltd

Post to:
Mailadisk,
PO Box 115,
Amersham,
Bucks HP6 5SE
Tel: 02403 4536

L

woo nes wag NW avok

MD1284

ORDER
CODE

OTT BOX
PACKS PRICE

EACH
TOTAL

1 2 3

TOTAL TOTAL 1

Less discount (if appl) -

TOTAL 2

VAT @ 15%

POSTAGE

CHEQUE/PO VALUE

Would you like to have Power ?
While all Meet the

the rest

the dark.
are in 1 RANKS

POWER

OSTHE UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER
SUPPLY systems

that are the complete answer to ALL of your problems .

With the POWER BANK "BLACK OUTS" will not affect the operation of your computer system.
Micro Systems, Networks, Hard Disks, Printers, Telephone Exchange, Data Transmissions etc.

Output derived constantly from self contained * Far superior to a voltage stabilizer.
sealed for life batteries. * Overload and short circuit (output) indication

and protection.

* Bench or rack mounting (500VA).

* Battery level monitored - mains on - mains off
indication.

you bank on that much power ?

Sine wave shaped output - voltage and fre-
quency closely regulated.

Genuine "NO BREAK" unit with continuous
output ratings of 500-250 & 120VA.
Much more than a "spike and surge" suppressor.

tank rso

MANUFACTURED BY: POWER TESTING (UPS) LIMITED
23 Tallon Road,Hutton,Brentwood , Essex CM13 1TE Tel Brentwood (0277) 233188.Telex 24224 MONREF 586

320 PC W



LARGEST COMPUTER CENTRE
in

MANCHESTER
BBC, COMMODORE, MEMOTECH, SINCLAIR,

SHARP, SANYO, AMSTRAD, OL, EINSTEIN, ADVANCE86
COMPUTERS
BBC Model B
(Free Recorder + Games) £389
Electron Call
Memotech 512 £275
Memotech 500 £199
Advance 86b Call
Sinclair QL Call
Sanyo 550 £644+ VAT
Sanyo 555 £856+ VAT
Einstein POA
Amstrad Call
Amstrad colour Call
MONITORS
Sanyo 12N £90
Sanyo Medium Colour £227
JVC Medium Colour £199
JVC High £272
Microvitec Medium (OL) £275
Microvitec Medium (BBC) £299
Microvitec Medium (BBC) £299
Ferguson MC101 (TV -Mon) Call

PRINTERS
Shinwa CP80 CTI £219
Epson RX80 FT £289
Cosmos CP80 £199
Juki 6100 £388
Cannon 1080 £352
Brother HR15 £442
Olivetti JP101 £155
Star Gemini 10X £229
National Panasonic £366

DISK DRIVES
Opus, Pace, Cumana,
various

modems

BBC ACCESSORIES
6502 2nd Processor £199
Z80 2nd Processor £299
Bitstick System £374
Graphpad £143.75

COMPUTER STATIONERY, DISKS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, CABLES, ETC.

TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES/CORDLESS PHONES: NOW IN STOCK

Wide range of books, software (Educational software specialist).
Showroom, demonstration facility. Prices include VAT, all items
available mail order. Personal Export scheme. Add £8 p&p it mail

order. We accept Visa, Access and American Express.

111 MIGHTY MICRO
SHERWOOD CENTRE
268 WILMSLOW ROAD

FALLOWFIELD, MANCHESTER
TEL: 061-224 8117

RS 232
At last an
RS 232 inter-
face for your
Commodore 64.
which allows you to
connect your CMB to all RS 232
equipment such as printers, modems.
disk drives etc. By using switches on
the outside of the RS 232 cartridge
you can change the CTS -line from
high to low or vice versa to suit the
peripheral you are using without
having to switch your computer
off. What could he easier?

The RS 232 cartridge is
available from your nearest
computer dealer or clip the
coupon.

Please phone (0344) 778800
or write to Handle Software
5 Albert Road. Crowthorne
Berkshire R611 71/1

AUTHORISED
DISTRIBUTORS

OF
PCnet

ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTWARE (PCOX)

FROM CXI
AND OTHER COMMS

PACKAGES

2 MEADOW COURT, HIGH STREET, WITNEY, OXON
TELEPHONE: (0865) 880429 (0993) 76543 TELEX: 83138G.

MICROTIME INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

106A BEDFORD RD, WOOTTON, BEDS MK43 9JB

Telephone (0234) 767758/766351

NEC PC -8201A, TANDY MODEL 100 & OLIVETTI M10 OWNERS!

LOST FOR SOFTWARE?? NO LONGER!! CALL MICROTIME!!

From Traveling Software Inc.
Traveling Writer- acclaimed word processor £50
Time Manager-time costing for professionals £50
Appointment Manager-calendars & appointments £50
Sales Manager-sales activity/customer notes £50
Expense Manager-full expense accounting £50
Project Manager - budgets/actuals/costs/activities £50
Accounting - double entry general ledger package £50
T -Base - the ultimate relational database system £80
From Chattanooga Systems
Autopen-full featured word processor £30
Autopen N&A- as above with name/address options £40
Autopad -the 5K spreadsheet with everyfeature £35
Trip -expense account details and trip log £25
ChequeBook- personal cheque book record £25
Index- list processor and indexing system £25
Calc1/Calc2 - simple and advanced calculators £15
Autobase - database package (avail. Oct. 84) £60
From Dataccount, Inc.
Data-Dex - automated desktop card index system £35
Data-Text-text formatting and word processor £40
Data -Code - bar code generation package £30
Data -Max -database, any record in 0.5 secs. £50

From Silicon Crafts/MicroTime
MPLAN -the original portable spreadsheet £40
MSOLVE - multiple -equation solver £40
MBRAIN -full RPN calculation with stacks/memories £25
MLABEL- general purpose labelling program £30
MMAI LER - outstanding letter writer w/mail list

(all prices ex -VAT, incl. UK p&p, 2nd class post)
£40

SEND OR RING FOR DETAILS TODAY FROM MICROTIME

PCW 321



All our prices include VAT

Cream
CHALLENGE YOU TO FIND A BETTER DEAL

APRICOT
£1259 inc VAT

BUSINESS SYSTEM
Fl Computer 256 RAM
1 x 720K Disk Drive
GSX Graphics Utility
ACT Diary
ACT Sketch
Super Writer
Super Calc
Super Planner
FREE Shinwa CP8OFT Printer

SANYO
MBC555 £1295 inc VAT

128K RAM
2 x 160 Disk Drives
WordStar Wordprocessor
CalcStar
InfoStar

FREE
Shinwa CPA80 printer and printer cable
10 disks and box of paper

APRICOT
£2070 inc VAT

BUSINESS SYSTEM
Apricot computer - 256K RAM
Twin Micro Disk Drives - 720 x 2
Monochrome Monitor - 9" screen
Full keyboard with micro display and
numeric keypad
Superwriter word processor
SuperCalc spreadsheet
Super Planner
All manuals and documentation with
MSDOS, MSBASIC + standard utilities
Shinwa CP80 F/T dot matrix printer, printer
cable, 20 blank disks, box of paper

QL PACK
£549 inc VAT

QL Computer 128K
4 Software Packages:
Quill, Abacus, Archive, Easel
Printer Cable, 8 Microdrives
Brother HR5 Printer

QL Computer
£399 inc VAT

QL Computer 128K
4 Software Packages: Archive,
Easel, Quill, Abacus
8 Micro Drives

APRICOT Fl E
CALL

Apricot Computer 128K
Single Disk Drive 315K
CP/M86, Personal Basic
DR Logo with Tutorial
TV Adaptor Kit

PRINTERS
DOT MATRIX

Commodore MPS801 50 cps CALL
Shinwa CP80 FT (p) CALL
Shinwa CPA 80 100 cps, 2k
(p) CALL
Shinwa CPA 80 100 cps, 2k
(s) CALL
Epson RX8OFT 100 cps CALL
Epson FX80 160 cps CALL
Ensign 165 cps, 72 corresp CALL
Kaga Texan 160 cps, 27 NLQ CALL
Canon PW 1080A 160 cps, 27
NLQ CALL
Canon PW 1156 (wide)
160 cps, 27 NLQ CALL
Brother EP44 CALL
Brother HR5 30 cps CALL
Smith Corona D200 160 cps;
40 cps NLQ CALL
Smith Corona D300 (wide)
160 cps; 40 NLQ CALL

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

Juki 6100 20 cps CALL
Juki 6300 40 cps COMING SOON
Daisy Step 2000 18 cps CALL
Brother HR15 13 cps CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL

Brother HR25 25 cps
Brother HR35 35 cps
Smith Corona L1000 (S&P)
Commodore DPS 1101
18 cps
TEC 1055 55 cps
TEC 1040 40 cps

Delivery once cheque cleared within 7 days. Bankers' Drafts, Building Society Cheques, Post Orders 3 days only
Post & Packing per item, £4; overnight, £7; software - no charge

COD £3; for orders above £100 a deposit of £10 is required. Prices subject to change without notice + goods are subject to availability.
No credit Cards

*Offers strictly limited for one month

CRESTMATT LIMITED
RING 01-402 1254/5  01-723 4699  Telex 267653 (DRAKE G.)

Baker St. Station

Marylebone Station

Edgware Rd. Station

I
Morylobon Rood

York St.

Showroom/Mail order: 67 York Street, London W1

EXPORT INQUIRIES
NO TAX

DELIVERY AT COST

322 PCW



FROM

£2695+ VAT

apricot

GO 4th WITH
01 COMPUTERS!

THE APRICOT
START UP
PACKAGE

WITH WORDSTAR
The Industry's most successful word
processing package.

AND PRINTER
Daisy Wheel Printer
20 CPs fully Wordstar compatible
with optional Sheetfeeder and
Tractor.

si comPuTigsgs
Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SWll 3SA

TELEX 8954575 CTCLDN
PCW 323



All our prices include VAT

Crestm tit Way
CHALLENGE YOU TO FIND A BETTER DEAL

COMMODORE 64
PROFESSIONAL PACK

£599 inc VAT
Inlcudes CBM 64 + 1541 Disk Drive
+ MPS 801 Printer + Easy File +
Easyscript Word Processor + 6
games on disk + 1000 sheets of
paper + 20 blank disks + Intro to
basic.

APRICOT
£2070 inc VAT

BUSINESS SYSTEM
Apricot computer - 256K RAM
Twin Micro Disk Drives - 720 x 2
Monochrome Monitor - 9" screen
Full keyboard with micro display and numeric
keypad
Superwriter word processor
SuperCalc spreadsheet
Super Planner
All manuals and documentation with
MSDOS, MSBASIC + standard utilities
Shinwa CP80 F/T dot matrix printer, printer
cable 20 blank disks, box of paper.

ITT XTRA
£2211 inc VAT

BUSINESS SYSTEM
XTRA computer -128K RAM (operationally
compatible with IBM PC/XT)
2 Double sided disks - 360K ea
Amber monitor with adaptor
FREE: Daisystep 2000 (20 cps) daisy wheel
printer
FREE: Word Star word processor
FREE: Printer cable, box of paper, 10 blank
disks

APRICOT
£1259 inc VAT

BUSINESS SYSTEM
Fl Computer 256 RAM
1 x 720K Disk Drive,
GSX Graphics Utility
ACT Diary,
ACT Sketch
Super Writer
Super Calc
Super Planner
FREE Shinwa CP8OFT Printer

Q L £649 inc VAT

QL Computer 128 K
4 Software Packages
Printer Cable
Smith Corona L1000 Daisy
Wheel Printer

APRICOT
£3499 inc VAT

XI 256K RAM 10MB
WINCHESTER

9" Monitor
Super Writer Word Processor
Super Calc Spread Sheet
Super Planner
Brother HR25 Daisy Wheel Printer 25
CPS and Printer Cable
20 Disks
Box of Paper

PRINTERS
DOT MATRIX

Commodore MPS801 50 cps CALL
Shinwa CP80 FT (p) CALL
Shinwa CPA 80 100 cps, 2k
(p) CALL
Shinwa CPA 80 100 cps, 2k
(s) CALL
Epson RX8OFT 100 cps CALL
Epson FX80 160 cps CALL
Ensign 165 cps, 72 corresp CALL
Kaga Texan 160 cps, 27 NLQ CALL
Canon PW 1080A 160 cps, 27
NLQ CALL
Canon PW 1156 (wide)
160 cps, 27 NLQ CALL
Brother EP44 CALL
Brother HR5 30 cps CALL
Smith Corona D200 160 cps;
40 cps NLQ CALL
Smith Corona D300 (wide)
160 cps; 4ONLQ CALL

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Juki 6100 20 cps CALL
Juki 6300 40 cps COMING SOON
Daisy Step 2000 18 cps CALL
Brother HR15 13 cps CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL
CALL

Brother HR25 25 cps
Brother HR35 35 cps
Smith Corona L1000 (S&P)
Commodore DPS 1101 18
cps
TEC 1055 55 cps
TEC 1040 40 cps

Delivery once cheque cleared within 7 days. Bankers' Drafts, Building Society Cheques, Post Orders 3 days only
Post & Packing per item, £4; overnight, £7; software - no charge

COD £3; for orders above £100 a deposit of £10 is required. Prices subject to change without notice + goods are subject to availability.
No credit Cards

*Offers strictly limited for one month

CRESTMATT LIMITED
RING 01-402 1254/5 01-723 4699  Telex 267653 (DRAKE G.)

Baker St. Station

Marylebone Station

Edgware Rd. Station

Marylebone Road

York St

Showroom/Mail order: 67 York Street, London W1

324 PC W
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The puzzle
that needs a computer

Alien present the ultimate in word
puzzles -30 integrated crosswords

which form a cube.
All locations of this 3 dimensional

puzzle are contained in the
computer programme and you
can complete any part you
wish using the display on your
T.V. and computer keyboard
Understanding all the
relationships between the

crosswords is not possible without the
computer but as you proceed you will
discover new routes to help achieve
the solution.

Features: Solution Store, Instant
Display, Anagram Function, Character
Location in memory.

This is a tough puzzle with a degree
of difficulty - It's the ultimate but its
not impossible. Full instructions are included
with the programme.

Please mail me  copies of the Alien Ultimate Crossword
puzzle programme at £7.95 per copy inc. P.&P. for the

 BBC Model B  Oric & Electron  Spectrum 48K
I enclose E or my AccessNisa Card No is

Name

Address

Postcode

Please allow 14 days for delivery

A/A

The New Dimension
The Alien, Arndale House, Church St,

Blackburn, Lancs. BB7 5AF.

MN



APPLES
Under the

at the Bonnington Hotel

Phone: 01-387 5838
Crocker Computer Auctions

Viewing 27th & 28th November

Sale 28th November 6 pm

Late Entries Accepted

'0' LEVELS
not Just revision but full tuition software (Spectrum 48K)

MATHS
8 programs

TOTAL
150K

PHYSICS
7 programs

TOTAL
140K

BIOLOGY

6 programs

TOTAL
120K

Fractions, square roots, decimals, logarithms, areas, accuracy,
bases, interest, volumes, indices, modulo standard form, number
sets, pie charts, bar charts, histograms, averages, probability,
algebraic laws, use of brackets, quadratics, factors, simultaneous
equations, quadratics, matrices, vectors, sets, transformational
geometry, angles, tigonometry, differentiation, integration, maxi-
ma and minima.

Reflection, wavelength and frequency refraction, diffraction,
lenses, colour, refractive index, the eye and its defects, ray,
diagrams, magnetism, induction, dynamos and motors, force,
motion and current circuits, Ohm's law, amps, volts. Electronics,
series, parallel gas laws, energy forms, specific heat, kinetic
energy, momentum, Newton's laws, atomic structure, isotopes,
radiation, half lives.

Plant and animal cells, genetics inheritance, reproduction in man,
asexual and sexual reproduction, flowering plants, photosynthesis,
osmosis, transpiration, transport, food classes, diet, alimentary
canal, respiration, excretion, eye, skin, nervous system, ecosys-
tem, food cycles, bacteria, fungi, ear, earthworm, amphibians,
birds, mammals, response, abiotic factors.

COMP. SC. Data collection, coding, storage, processing, presentation and
validation, d.p. systems, privacy, security, hardware, software,

7 programs
data structures, low and high level languages, OS and job control,

TOTAL 110 devices, backing storage, machine code, compilers, inter -
140K preters, aids and errors in programming, files.

EACH SUBJECT ONLY £7.95 inc P&P

GCE TUTORING, DEPT PCW, 40 BRIMMERS
HILL,

WIDMER END, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS

The Microvalue Group dealers shown
below represent part of the Gemini network.

For expert advice and full details on the
Gemini System, contact your nearest dealer
today.

AMERSHAM COMPUTER CENTRE LTD
18 Woodside Road, Amersham, Bucks HP7 OBH
Tel: 02403 22307 Telex: 837788

BUSINESS & LEISURE LTD
16 The Square, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 IED
Tel: 0926 512127

CENTIFLEX MICROSYSTEMS LTD
Unit 6, Perry Road, Staple Tye, Harlow,
Essex CM18 7NW
Tel: 0279 442233

ELECTROVALUE LTD
28 St. Judes Road, Englefield Green, Egham,
Surrey TW20 OHB
Tel: 07843 3603 Telex: 264475

E.V. COMPUTING
700 Burnage Lane, Manchester M19 1NA
Tel: 061-431 4866

HENRYS RADIO
404 Edgware Road, London W2
Tel: 01-402 6822

LEEDS COMPUTER CENTRE
55 Wade Lane, Merrion Centre, Leeds LS2 8NG
Tel: 0532 458877

OFF RECORDS LTD
Computer House, 58 Battersea Rise,
Clapham Junction, London SW11 1HH
Tel: 01-223 7730

SKYTRONICS LTD
357 Derby Road, Nottingham NG7 2DZ
Tel: 0602 781742

TARGET ELECTRONICS LTD
16 Cherry Lane, Bristol BSI 3BG

Tel: 0272 421196

NEWBURN ELECTRONICS LTD
58 Manse Road, Ballycarry, Carrickfergus,
N. Ireland BT38 9LF
Tel: 09603 78330

:26 PCW



If you are a standard size and all your clothes fit
you perfectly, you're the rag trade's ideal customer.

But, for most of us, buying a new outfit is far
from simple: right size but wrong colour, right
colour but wrong size, sleeves too short, legs too
long...

CUSTO
COMPU
at off-the-peg
prices
. . . With a Gemini all you have to do is decide what you want
your micro based system to do for you.

Each system can be tailored to individual needs. No wasted capacity
so no wasted money. Add to that a choice of hundreds of CP/M software
packages and your Gemini system really starts to show its versatility.
It's even flexible enough to allow a D.I.Y. system to be
manufactured to your own specification.

And when your needs grow or diversify, so too can your
Gemini's capabilities and memory. You can even
integrate your system to link up to 31 terminals ---
to give a full local area network.

If you want to know more about the technical 'ins
and outs' of our remarkable and easily expandible
modular system, just write to us for our brochure.

If you're not that interested in RAMs, ROMs,
LANs and CPUs, then just pop into one of our
customer -friendly, hand-picked dealers who will tailor
a system to your needs.

Gemini produce a large range of compatible boards, ensuring the maximum
flexibility and ease of upgrade in the expansion of any Gemini based computer system.

Whilst the Gemini system uses CP/M, the addition of a 16 bit card will allow you to
run many popular programs now being generated.

Setting Fashion Trends
Gemini Microcomputers Ltd, 18 Woodside Road, Amersham, Bucks,

England. HP6 OBH. Tel: (02403) 28321. Telex: 837788
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your next product
Right now you are probably planning your
next product. A workstation. An intelligent
terminal. A network file server. Or perhaps an
embedded control system.

Whatever your application, benchMark 186 is
the computer you need never design.

Because we've done it for you.

It is so resourceful, you are only bound by
your imagination. It is blessed with an elegant
architecture and abundant computing power.
Its superb high resolution graphics and text
display are unheard of in this price range. Yet
it only costs around £750 in quantity.

And while we are taking care of quality and
the production, you can be spending more on
your new application.

But our support does not end there.

We also provide you with an excellent
software development environment. With
many languages, libraries and tools to match.
So you need not invest in expensive
development systems.

We even throw in a multitasking real-time
executive, and a concurrent debugger with
each board we sell.

And if you are not really looking forward to
interfacing that laser printer, ask us. We can
probably do it for you. We may even go out of
our way to customise the board if your order is
a large one.

We can also save you precious time with our
training programme. In hardware. Software.
Or both. Servicing should not be a worry
either. With our specially designed tools we
will show you how to test your product quickly.

Because we know your success is ours, we
work harder when you do. So before that
important exhibition you can contact us round
the clock on a special hot-line we provide.

And as we are a British company we are
never more than a short journey away. If it
cannot be said over the phone, we will come
to you to help.

At benchMark we pledge loyalty to our
customers. In fact, convince us, and we may
even give you an exclusive deal in your
immediate field.

So if you are interested and want to get on
board fast, contact us.

We will talk to you.

benchMark Technologies Ltd
11 Victoria Road, Kilburn
London NW6.
Tel: 01-624 5681

benchMark 186
single board computer
for OEMs

HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS
CPU 80186 6 or 8 MHz
EPROM 32K

RAM128K to 1M on board.
VIDEO 16K separate character butter

upto 1280 x 800 pixels bit resolution
upto 160 x 60 characters text resolution.
upto 16 x 32 bits character resolution.
Fully bit mapped graphics.
Soft character set of upto 2000 characters.
Full attributes and soft scroll.
Composite or direct video drive

COMMUNICATIONS Two full RS232 channels with independent baud rate generation and with
loop -In loop -out capability.
Asynchronous and synchronous protocols.

FLOPPY Controller fora upto 4 double sided. double density13.5 25 or 3.5 inch drives.
HARD DISC On board SAS( bus and support for 2 hard disc drives.

(fixed - removable)
KEYBOARD Parallel or serial keyboard interface.
PRINTER Centronics compatible parallel keyboard interface.
REAL-TIME CLOCK Battery backed clock with time, calendar and alarm functions.
CMOS RAM 50 bytes of battery backed RAM.
IEEE 488 Full electrical implementation of the IEEE 488 instrument control bus.
DMA CHANNELS 2 floating DMA channels. Most peripherals can be DMA and/or interrupt

driven
TIMER COUNTERS 3 uncommitted timer counters with external trigger and clock inputs
EXPANSION BUS Fully buffered expansion bus with access to interrupts. DMA channels and

TIMERS
ADD-ONs 8087 floating point module (November 841

Proximity string correlator module (January 85)
CAD/CAM 4 layer PCB 1330mm x 280mml.PCB

SOFTWARE
MS-DOS 2.11

'C' COMPILER

bRTX
bCD
bVT220
bSAS
bDEF

Multitasking implementation of MS-DOS operating system.
The operating system itself also runs as a task.
Specific supped for the Lattice C' compiler and tools with benchMark
specific libraries
benchMark multitasking real-time executive
benchMark concurrent debugger
benchMark VT220. VT100. VT52 emulation
benchMark signature analysis stimuli
benchMark hardware definition libraries

Ms -DOS is a tradernars of *Woos. Inc
Lattice is a trademark of Latbre Inc
I.o.W.. OW% bCD bVT22t1 InSALS DOES are eat:Wear. of ...wit Tacendowes Ltd
Paces and sr.citicatwes are subs. to mange wnnout score

Imulatadi
TECHNLC GIL



Runs
on

morels as graphicschines

than

any other
bussage

including:

IBM,
Apricot

(whole
range),

pack

Sirius,
DEC

Rainbow,

Honeywell,
LSI Octopus,

DMSNet
Cifer

2881,
ICLPC,

Epson
0.X -1a

Ferranti,

NCR-DM5,
NEC-APC,

XEROX
820 II, Olivetti

M24,

Torch.
Please

phone
to check

Whether DATAPLOT

PLUS has

been
configured

for amid.

Interfaces
to:

Supercac,
Calcstar,

Multiplan,

D Base
II, D Base

III, DMS
Delta,

LOtUS
1-2-3,

etc.

puts on
following

plotters:

7475/7470,
Calcomp

84
Out

EpEpsonHI -80,

Roland,
Pixy 3,

Sweet
P, Gould,

Colorwriter
etc.

Distributed
by:

ACT
(Pulsr)

Ltd, Software
Ltd,

TaMSy,
Tradesoft,

MPI,

SoftOption

Distributors,

Soft Option
(UK)

Ltd, Xitan
Ltd.

This software package
has been officially
recognized by ACT
for use with Apricot

Si Sirius personal
Computers

DATAPLOT PLUS

, xv

MI I

BUSINESS GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
- SIMPLE YET SOPHISTICATED -

Dataplot Plus now gives you the range and versatility of
graphics presentation previously only available on specialist
systems, for a fraction of the cost.

Using simple single key commands Dataplot Plus takes
only seconds to draw perfect graphs.

Dataplot Plus converts tabulated data from your
spreadsheet or database package into instantly readable form
with full control given the type, scaling, colour and style of the
graph.

Dataplot Plus is the business graphics package that
lets you spend less time at your computer - not more.

Grafox Ltd., 65 Banbury Road, Oxford OX2 6PE. Tel. (08651516281



The price tag. It's something rather special.
When you take a look at the new Goldstar

MSX you'll find an asking price of around £240
Quite a bit less than most of the others.

And since you're choosing a micro that's
designed and built to one standard, that'll leave
you a whole lot more for the super new MSX
games or business software.

What is standard, of course, is the superb
MSX specification.

There's one thing
about this MSX that isn't

quite standard.

State-of-the-art feature like 64K of 'user
RAM and 32K of ROM and 16K Video RAM place
the Goldstar right at the top of the MSX league.

Sixteen vivid colours and eight octaves of
sound make it a great games player's micro.

And there's a powerful Z -80A processor to
take on a world of home office tasks.

Goldstar MSX. The brightest new star
among micros that's unbeatable value for money.

You'll find it at above standard computer
dealers now.

GoldStar
Distributed by: -

MICRO DEALER UK Ltd
29 Burrowfield, Welwyn Garden City Herts AL7 4SS

Tel: (07073) 28181 Telex: 23674 MDUKG



By choosing a TAXAN
KP810 or KP910 NLQ dot
matrix printer from Kaga,
you can count on getting
the very highest quality,
reliability and value.

PRINT QUALITY
Both printers offer all the standard features
found in dot matrix graphics printers.
But really excel when it comes to Near Letter
Quality (NLQ) printing, producing output that
equals or exceeds the quality of printers costing
considerably more.

FEATURES
The KP810 and KP910 share some very
impressive features:  160 cps print
performance.  NLQ double pass printing -
selectable at switch on.  Unique incremental
printing mode.  Friction feed and tractor feed.
 Standard Centronics interface (serial option
available).  Fully compatible with all popular

software packages, including Lotus 1-2-3,
Applewriter, Wordwise etc.
The KP810 has a built in roll paper holder. The
KP910 will accept extra wide paper (up to17") -
printing 156 char/line normal print.

=MI VALUE
With all these features you might expect to pay
more. But at around £319 for the KP810 and
£399 for the KP910, these printers give excellent
value for money.

All prices ex -VAT and correct at time of going
to press.

TRADE AND OEM ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

AVAILABLE FROM W. H. SMITH AND OTHER
PROFESSIONAL DEALERS NATIONWIDE.

KIF-4308 MULTIPURPOSE TYPE
PRINTER BUFFER

64K RAM buffer,
expandable to 256K, capable of controlling wo
separate printers at one time . . . and more.

RING 0442 6015:
FOR DETAILS

EXCLUSIVE UK DISTRIBUTOR. TAXAN IS THE NEW BRAND NAME FOR PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED BY KAGA ELECTRONICS CO. LT

1-F-171-7-11

Data Efficiency Ltd
Computer Peripherals Division. Maxted Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 7LE Tel: (0442) 60155 (20 lines)Telex: 825554 DATE FF G

Whatever your system... insist on /14G4 TAW



(4.* BUY, BUILD AND CON1

BUILD YOUR OWN ROBOTS WITH
THE FISCHERTECHNIK ROBOT

COMPUTING CONSTRUCTION KIT

CONTROLTHEM WITH THE NEW
MICRO ROBOTIC SYSTEMS INTERFACE

Micro Robotic Systems of Great Britain and Fischertechnik of Germany
have co-operated to bring you a unique offer- the versatile Fischertechnik

robot builder kit together with Micro Robotic System's interface
package forjust f 115. The most exciting low-cost robotic system currently

available to the enthusiast or educational user.

The Fischertechnik kit contains detailed instructions and all materia Is,
including microswitches, motors, relays and potentiometers required to
build any of the 6 robots described. Once built the devicecan be broken

down and made into another. With a little imagination many other exciting
projects can be developed with this kit.

Micro Robotics System's easy -to -connect interface package, compatible
with most popular home and educational computers including BBC

Apple, Spectrum, Commodore and Oric, adds the exciting new dimension
of computer control to the Fischertechnik kit. Supporting software and

a comprehensive instruction manual together with suggested experiments
are included.

This unique and flexible package introduces the fundamentals of
mechanical engineering, practical software applications and providesan
ideal medium for teaching robotic concepts and sim ple control theory.

332 PC W



6 ROBOTS £112

Robot Tower of Hanoi an adoption of the task
set according to Buddhist tradition, to
determine the end of the world.

Robot Sorting System sorts modules
according to size.

Robot Plotter draws
graphics under domputer

control.

The Teach -In Robot learns movement
sequences and repeats them toyourcommand.

Solar Cell Tracking Robot follows the position
of the sun according to light intensity.

(ORDER FORMI

Please complete and return to:
Micro Robotic Systems Limited, 500 Chesham House,
150 Regent Street, London W1 R 5FA.

Orders will only be despatched on receipt of payment in full.
Allow 28'days for delivery

Please send Fischertechnik Robot Builder Kit(s)with Micro
Robotic Systems Interface for 1-115t plus 13. 50 postage and
packing, per kit.

Cheques should be made payable to:
Micro Robotic Systems Limited,
or we can debit your Barclaycard/Access/Visa card* number

Graphic Panel Input Unit
(not illustrated) allows almost
unlimited design possibilities
to create yourown graphics on
a TVscreen or monitor.

Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss)

Address

Postcode

Telephone

lam over 18 years of age. (If you are under 18 years of age the
signature must be that of your parentor guardian.)

My computer is a Signature

* Delete as appropnate 1 -Special Offer Price £100 plus VAT at 15%. Date

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

CUT HERE

PCW333



REGAL DATA SUPPLIES

The Computer accessories
specialists -for all your
computer supplies

Phone or send for free 48
page colour catalogue

MIimmo
omm.

' 1111

MAIL AL

Diskettes ex stock. Full range of Memorex,
3M Dysan and Nashua.

PRICES FROM £1.50 each

Also discounted prices on screen filters,
continuous labels, print put binders and

cassette ribbons.

Don't ring round - ring Regal
Buxton
(0298)-70315
Regal House
Hardwick Mount
Buxton
Derbyshire SK17 6PD

Scotland
041-3321144
Regal House

Park Gardens
Glasgow

G3 7Y0

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM GSL
PRINTERS
F10 40S/P £1,000.00 FX80 £349.00
F10 55 S/P £1,381.00 FX100 FT £455.00
OKI MICROLINE RX100 £369.00
80
80s
82A
92P
92S
83A

£169.00
£219.00
£249.00
£369.00
£441.00
£399.00

SOFTWARE
DATABASES
COMPSOFTS DELTA
D -BASE 2
FRIDAY

£350.00
£295.00
£150.00

93P £479.00 SPREADSHEETS
93S £549.00 SUPERCALC 2 £165.00
84P £649.00 MULTIPLAN £143.00
84S £729.00 PERFECT CALC £135.00
DYNEER CALCSTAR £100.00
DW 16P £269.00 PLANNERCALC £60.00
DW 16S £299.00 MASTERPLANNER £215.00
DW 20P £439.00 WORDPROCESSORS

DW 20S £459.00 WORDSTAR £245.00
DW 36P £719.00 MAILMERGE £121.00
DW 36S £749.00 SPELLBINDER £225.00

MULTIMATE £255.00
EPSON PERFECT WRITER £235.00
RX8OT £209.00 DISCS
RX80F/T £231.00 PHONE FOR DETAILS OF

OUR 'SILLY PRICE' DISCS.

For these and many, many more bargains 'phone Steve Silverstein on
01-249 2066 TODAY!

Plus a full range of accounting software, with unrivalled training, support

and after sales service.

All prices exclude VAT, postage and delivery.
Send for a free full price list.

GSL SYSTEMS LTD, 22-24 GLADING TERRACE, LONDON N16

Telephone: 01-249 2066

INCREASE YOUR SYSTEM'S
SPEED WITH ONE SIMPLE

PLUG IN UNIT

INTERFACES
IEEE TO PARALLEL EXCLUDING P.S.U.1F1200 £65.95
IEEE TO PARALLEL IF1210 £69.95
IEEE TO RS232 1F1310 £79.95
PARALLEL TO RS232 1F2310 £79.95
RS232 TO PARALLEL 1E3210 £69.95
CBM 64 TO PARALLEL 1E3210 £59.95

PRINTER BUFFERS
EXTERNAL SPOOLERS (MAINS POWERED)
INPUT OUTPUT
PARALLEL PARALLEL 8K BIF2210 £79.95
PARALLEL PARALLEL 16K BIF2211 £89.95
PARALLEL PARALLEL 32K BIF2212 £99.95
PARALLEL PARALLEL BIF2213 £129.95
PARALLEL RS232 8K BIF2310 £99.95
PARALLEL RS232 16K BIF2311 £109.95
PARALLEL RS232 32K BIF2312 £119.95
PARALLEL RS232 64K BIF2313 £149.95
RS232 RS232 8K B1F3310 £99.95
RS232 RS232 16K BIF3311 £109.95
RS232 RS232 32K BIF3312 £119.95
RS232 RS232 64K BIF3313 £149.95
RS232 PARALLEL 8K BIF3211 £109.95
RS232 PARALLEL 32K BIF3212 £119.95
RS232 PARALLEL 64K BIF3213 £149.95

INTERNAL SPOOLERS FOR EPSON PRINTERS
PARALLEL 8K SPOOLER BIF2220 £59.95
PARALLEL 16K SPOOLER BIF2221 £69.95
PARALLEL 32K SPOOLER BIF2222 £79.95
PARALLEL 64K SPOOLER BIF2223 £109.95

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

IBEK SYSTEMS
437 STONEY STANTON ROAD,
COVENTRY, WEST MIDLANDS

TEL: 0203 661162

OILMM.

OFFICE TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL

IIIMMIL
SEMEN&

SPECIALISTS IN
INSURANCE BROKER

SOFTWARE
* 'Broker' System for Lloyds Insurance Brokers
* Non -Lloyds Systems for Micro -Computers
* Consultancy advice on equipment selection

Systems also available for Portfolio Management
and Banking applications

01-236 9374/5
Queens Building, 1 0-1 1 Bishops Court, London EC4M TEL

334 PCW



One name stands out
for quality and value
assissi num mum

When you choose aTAXAN monitor from Kaga,
whether it's monochrome or RGB colour,
you're choosing the very best.

COMPATIBILITY
TAXAN monitors are compatible with all popular
micro computers. Apple'", Acorn/BBC'", IBM
Commodore-, Oric Dragon'', Research
Machines"', Osborne'", Tandy', Sinclair"'
(with interface) - you name it, KAGA TAXAN's
made for it.

COLOUR RANGE
There are several TAXAN Colour Monitors
available from around £215 to £399, including:

VISION EX (380 dots Horiz. res.) - PAL or
RGB input - Built-in Speaker- Equipped with
smoked filter - Ideal display for Computers
and/or Video Recorders.
VISION II (510 dots Horiz. res.) - RGB Colour
Display - Capable of 80 column display -
Equipped with smoked filter - Built-in
switchable interface. TRADE AND OEM ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

VISION III (640 dots Horiz. res.) - RGB Colour
Display - Suitable for 80 column display -
Utilises latest matt black non -glare tube -
Built-in switchable interface.
VISION PC - IBM compatible version of the
Vision III in 'IBM style' casing.

MONOCHROME RANGE
Just out: THE KX SERIES of monochrome
monitors from around £100 - 12" non -glare flat
screen - Green or Amber display - More than
20 MHz - Built-in handle - Optional 'tilt and
swivel' stand - IBM PC- compatible versions
available.

TAXAN monitors are among the most reliable
displays around, and are backed by a full 12
months' warranty.

All prices ex -VAT and correct at time of going
to press.

NLQ DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

TAXAN
KP810 (£299)
(80 col. model)
KP910 (E399)
(156 col model)

140 cos and
near c-er
(NEC qt.
--Sc.:..NitIva
voc.

RING 0442 60155
FOR DETAILS

EXCLUSIVE UK DISTRIBUTOR. TAXAN IS THE NEW BRAND NAME FOR PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED BY KAGA ELECTRONICS CO. LTD.

D Whatever your syste"..insiston It4G4T4X411
Data Efficiency Ltd
Computer Peripherals Division. Maxted Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 7LE Tel: (0442)60155 (14 lines) Telex: 825554 DATEFF G
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gapple PRICES SLASHED!

Apple Ile

Apple Ile 64k

D/d rive w/controller

D/d rive without

80 Col Card

80 Col + 64k

Apple 12" Monitor

Phoenix 12" Monitor

£450

£240

£190

£70

£180

£125

£90

Macintosh

WITH FREE MACWRITE
& MACPAINT

£1550

Lisa 2
COMPARE IT

WITH SYMPHONY

LISA 2
With Macintosh
Operating System

LISA 2/5
With 5MB Hard Disk

£2,625

£3,375

LISA 2/10
With 10MB Hard Disk £4,135

SUBERB GRAPHICS

and INTEGRATED SOFTWARE

AND FOR WORK FOR HOME FOR EVERYWHERE IN BETWEEN

THE APPLE II c
 128 K RAM AS STANDARD
 BUILT IN 51/4" DISK DRIVE
 40 AND 80 COLUMNS
 TRANSPORTABLE - WEIGHS 7Ibs

 2 SERIAL PORTS
 TAKES MOUSE, JOYSTICK, PADDLES
 LIBRARY OF 10,000 PROGRAMS
 12" LONG 111/4" WIDE 21/4" HIGH

THE TOTAL SOLUTION IN ONE BOX

ONLY £789

For computerised solutions to business problems contact

SIMMONS MAGEE COMPUTERS LTD
13 YORK STREET, TWICKENHAM, MIDDLESEX TW1 3JZ

011'8914477 All prices exclusive of VAT



Seeing
is believing

See the pack- see the screen- see the game.
See the difference the moment you pick up one
of the games from Firebird's new Silver Range.

The difference is that our packs show the high
quality you'll see on the screen when you play,

so you know exactly what you're buying.

(11

Here's a sneak look at three of the NEW games

BOOTY
Feast yer eyes on the BOOTY-ful treasure
stored in 20 holds.
There be pirates, parrots and fun galore!!!

The same high standard applies to all twenty
games in the range and all are available at the
remarkably low price of

SOFTWARE

£2.50

THE WILD BUNCH
Can you survive life on the run in this Wild
West adventure???

11)

5-

-L s _> _L 9

BIRD STRIKE
Dodge the planes and shoot the pigeons to
complete the tune -
then move to the next level.

Look out for these games in the FIREBIRD silver range at selected high street stores.
SPECTRUM: THE WILD BUNCH BOOTY MR. FREEZE TERRA FORCE VIKING RAIDERS MENACE EXODUS RUN BABY RUN CRAZY CAVERNS. VIC 20: SNAKE BITE MICKEY THE BRICKY.

COMMODORE 64: BOOTY MR. FREEZE  EXODUS  HEADACHE ZULU BBC MICRO B: BIRD STRIKE GOLD DIGGER ACID DROPS  DUCK!

The new range from British Telecom. V You'd better believe it!!!
FIREBIRD SOFTWARE, WELLINGTON HOUSE, UPPER ST. MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON WC2H 9DL. TEL: 01-379 6755/5626

Firebird and the Firebird logo are trademarks of British Telecommunications plc.
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* * * *   * *

ALSO AVAILABLE -
Optional adaptors for:
Sinclair Spectrum
Commodore 64
Standard parallel printer cable

Computerbase Dept YC1, 21 Market Avenue, City Centre, Plymouth PL1 1PG

L`j F-`,1 Immn%

*  * * * *      * * * * * * * * * * *

4r

IBICO'S
New Letter Quality Printer

Model LTR-1
Professional standards at your fingertips

for letters, lists, files, addresses etc.

Compact 292 x 57 x 165mm
Takes full A4 sheet
Continuous or manual feed
Elite type 12 pitch
Parallel and serial interface
80 Columns
96 characters
12 CPS Bi-directional

Computerbase Dept YC1, 21 Market Avenue, City Centre, Plymouth PL1 1PG

Please supply:

Ibico Printers

Adaptor for Commodore 64

Adaptor for Sinclair Spectrum

Parallel Printer Cable to fit Computer (state computer make)

I enclose a cheque or Postal Order for made payable to Computerbase or

debit my Access/Barclaycard/Diner: Expiry date

Account No

Name

Delivery address

Price per unit

f199.00
£21.70

f34.74
f8.65

f5 P P

Vat G, 15%

Grand Total

f5

Now! Teach yourself
COURSEWARE

IBM
-PC sa
PC

me

PC Master°
is here - the first research -validated,
interactive IBM PC® training program avail-
able to transform you into a knowledgeable,
confident PC user.

Even if you have never sat down at a com-
puter before, PC Master will have you using
your PC like a pro in just a few interesting
hours.

PC Master guides you in the sequence you
want and at your own pace - through the
intricacies of Word Processing. Communica-
tions. Data Base Management. Electronic
Spread Sheets. And it does it without com-
puter jargon or dull, confusing manuals. But
that's not all. PC Master also helps you
explore the benefits of seven other major uses
for your IBM PC, including education,
graphics and financial planning.

how and when
to use the IBM PC --
with your PC as your private instructor!
Here's what you get:
PC Master includes three complete training
programs that act as your own personal
instructors. They use computer graphics,
sound effects and interactive step-by-step
instructions that make learning a pleasant,
enjoyable activity.

What your PC can do for you: A hands-
on guided tour through eleven of your PC's
most useful applications.

When to apply your PC: Participate
hands-on in the four most used applications
- word processing, data management, com-
munications and spread sheets. And you'll
even learn how and when to choose the
software that best suits your needs.

How to use your PC: How to run applica-
tions software programs. You take command
of the keyboard and PC DOS in less time
than it takes to see a movie!

Novice or experienced computer users
can profit from PC Master.

You can use PC Master to introduce your
business associates or family members to the
exciting new world of computers. If you're a
new user who doesn't want to waste valuable
time in long, often boring classes, PC
Master is the perfect answer to your needs.

Order PC Master today. And
start finding out for yourself, in
complete privacy, how and when to
use all the potential power avail-
able in your PC.
PRICE: £99 Plus VAT.
Dealer Discount Available

(
Microphase Ltd

14 The Ridings Frimley
Camberley Surrey GU 16 5RA
United Kingdom
Telephone (0276) 682422

PC Master is a trademark of Courseware INC.
IBM PC is a trademark of IBM Corporation.
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£798 (+VAT)
Nothing like it exists

for the money.
"A computer that costs under £800, has the power of many desk top micros,

weighs under 4 lbs and fits neatly into a briefcase? There's got to be a catch:"
Sorry, there isn't. In fact the Epson PX-8 has even more to offer. Complete with

a word processing package and other business software it is practically a portable
office. Whether you're on a train, in a car or out to lunch, with a PX-8 at your fingertips
you can write letters, documents or retrieve anything from a vast memory of stored
information. Having a battery operated PX-8 around makes life so much easier.

EPSON It's the only way to work.

Available now with full software and
systems support for business use from:

PHONE US FOR OUR
XMAS OFFERS ON EPSON PRINTERS

IBS
Immediate Business Systems plc
3 Clarendon Drive, Wymbush, Milton Keynes MK8 8DA
Tel: Milton Keynes (0908) 568192
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Mirage
SOFTWARE &
DISTRIBUTION

9 Rossini Street
Seaforth
Liverpool
L21 4NS

Tel: 051-920 9713

PROGRAMMERS

WE ARE LOOKING FOR TOP QUALITY PROGRAMMES TO MARKET IN THE
UK AND ABROAD. THE PROGRAMMES MUST BE OF TOP QUALITY AND IN
MACHINE CODE WITH GOOD GRAPHICS AND SOUNDS AND ORIGINAL
CONCEPT. WE ARE LOOKING FOR PROGRAMMERS TO CARRY OUT WORK
ON NEW MACHINES SUCH AS THE C.B.M/16 AMSTRAD AND M.S.X.
WE CAN SUPPLY THESE MACHINES TO CARRY OUT WORK FOR
MIRAGE. WE ARE ALSO OFFERING £500 PRIZE FOR THE BEST PROGRAMME
RECEIVED BY THE END OF FEBRUARY 1985 WHICH WE WILL DECIDE TO
MARKET. WE OFFER AN OUT RIGHT PAYMENT OR 10% PLUS PAYMENT OR

20% ROYALTIES. FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE SOFTWARE
MANAGER HE WILL BE GLAD TO LISTEN TO ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY
HAVE.

SOFTWARE HOUSES

WE ARE LOOKING FOR TOP SELLING PROGRAMMES TO DISTRIBUTE TO
OUR WIDE RANGE OF OUTLETS THROUGHOUT THE UK AND GIVE YOU A
VERY FAST SERVICE TO HELP WITH YOUR SALES AND TO MAKE THE
MOST OF YOUR PRODUCTS. SEND A SAMPLE COPY OF YOUR PRODUCTS
WITH RATES AND TERMS FOR A FAST ASSESMENT. FOR MORE
INFORMATION CONTACT THE SALES MANAGER HE WILL BE GLAD TO HELP
AND ASSIST YOU.

DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTERS

DEALERS WE HAVE THE BEST SELLERS FROM THE BEST PRODUCERS;
WE ALSO OFFER VERY GOOD RATES AND TERMS TO HELP YOU AND US
TO ACHIEVE THE BEST SALES AND SERVICE. FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT THE SALES MANAGER.
DISTRIBUTERS HAVE YOU GOT THE MIRAGE RANGE ON YOUR
SHELVES, IF NOT THEN CONTACT THE SALES OFFICE FOR SAMPLES AND
RATES.

SALES MANAGER
T.C. SAPHIER

SOFTWARE MANAGER
C.A. SAPHIER



LOOSE LEAF MANUFACTURERS

We are actual manufacturers of all types of
ring binders and folders. We are leading
suppliers to the computer and software

industry. Please contact us for your loose leaf
requirements.

J.P. Charles (Binding Systems) Ltd.
42-44 De Beauvoir Crescent

London N.1 . 5SB
Phone 01 -249 6935/6

Also OSBORNE, EPSOM, SANYO, SIRIUS
and EINSTEIN

SOFTWARE, PERIPHERALS, TRAINING,
BACK-UP and PROGRAMMING

17 WEST BAR BANBURY
OXON. (0295) 65023

FREE IBM PC OR ITT XTRA
An ordinary telex machine will cost you around £3000.
Ourtelex machine will cost you
£3995,* but we'll thrown in the
Micro and printer for free.

With the Universal Micro's Braid Telex
Manager linked to an ITT or IBM Personal
Computer you get a first class office micro-
computer that will handle word-processing,
accounts, stock, financial planning and telex.
All this with neither the clumsiness of the old
tele-printer nor the high cost of a dedicated
telex system.
" IBM Configuration at £4195

*or £27 p.m. on lease
universal
MICROS

You get all this for only £3995*
 PC 192K RAM with 2 disc drives
 Asynchronous Communications Card
 Telex box with cable
 Telex Manager software
 80 CPS Dot Matrix printer

65 Newman Street, London W1P 3PG
Telephone: 01-631 3397 Telex: 291314
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SOFTWARE

HARDWARE

Discounts Ranging from

5%T0 30%
ON ALL SALES
These are just a few sample prices

LOTUS 1-2-3 £300
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £375
DBASE II £280
MULTIMATE £265
MULTIPLAN £145
DBASE III £325

EPSON FX100 PRINTER £495
MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS
(FROM) £225
PC & XT 64K RAM (9 CHIPS) £42
BROTHER HR1 PRINTER £500

SIMILAR DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
ON IBM PC, XT, DEC RAINBOW
APPLE, LISA, MACKINTOSH
SIRIUS, APRICOT.
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO
VAT AND DELIVERY CHARGES

Phone 0273 204377
Express Computer
Consultants Ltd.
1 The Drive, Hove. BN3 3JE

ZOOMSOFT
Latest Software for CBM 64 & ATARI

CBM Cass Disk

Zork 1 N/A £11.95
Zork 2 N/A £11.95
Zork 3 N/A £11.95
Starcross N/A £11.95
Deadline N/A £11.95
Boulder £8.95 £10.95
Bristles £8.95 £10.95
ATARI 400, 800, XL Cass Disk

Oils Well N/A £21.55
Flight Simulater N/A £37.95
S.A.M. (Talkie) N/A £41.95
Sorcerer of
Claymorgue Castle £9.95 £17.95

Hundreds more titles availble. Send SAE for free
catalogue or Tel: 01-723 0562 (10am-7pm) Please

state make of computer.
Send Cheques, P.O. to Zoomsoft, 46 Huntsworth

Mews, London NW1 6DB.

computer
market

                        
for Apricot and Sirius business systems.NOTTINGHAM Call in and discuss your requirements.

BEST PRICES ON FLOPPIES
NASHUA - The name on the finest discs
5 YEAR GUARANTEE -REINFORCED HUB RINGS

r

No. OF BOXES OF 10 1 9 10 50

5'/4" DISCS EXC. VAT INC_ VAT EXC. VAT INC. VAT

SINGLE SIDED, SINGLE DENSITY 48t.p.i. 12.75 14.67 12.00 13.80
SINGLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY 481.p.i. 13.75 15.81 12.95 14.89
DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY 48t.p.i. 16.25 18.69 15.25 17.54
SINGLE SIDED, QUAD DENSITY 96t.p.i. 17.05 19.61 16.50 18.98
DOUBLE SIDED, QUAD DENSITY 96t.p.i.

4
18.75 21 . 56 18.03 20.73

Collect from our Shop or p+p 1-2 boxes
99p; 3-4 boxes 2.00; 5-9 boxes 2.60; 10.
boxes + FREE p+p.

Urgent orders please telephone to arrange
despatch. Official Government, Educational
orders welcome.

8- Floppies phone for best prices.

Same day dispatch

27 GOOSE GATE, NOTTINGHAM NG1 1FE (0602) 586454

TELEPHONE ORDERS
ACCEPTED WITH

ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD
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PRIG.. THAT'LL KNOurL
YOU vii,100,17

YOUR FEET!
* Guarantees included
* Wholesale prices!
* Export facilities arranged
* Superb stock of computers and peripherals
* Express delivery
* Open Mon to Fri 8 am -7 pm

RING 01-947 8562
Worldwide Computers Ltd.,
Spa House, 11-17 Worple Road, Wimbledon
London SW19 4JS Telex: WOWICO 8955888
Official suppliers to the U.K. government departments, British Telecom
and many multi national organisations.

COMPUTERS
Apricot 256K 2x315 D/D + Monitor £1399.00
Apricot 256K 2x720 D/D + Monitor £1549.00
Apricot 256K 10MB HD.D +Monitor £2275.00

£320.00
£152.18
£108.69
£575.00

£1200.00
21599.00

£649.00
£799.00

BBC Model B
Commodore 64
Commodore VIC20 Starter pack
Commodore SX 64 (Portable)
Commodore 8000 Series System
Epson QX10 + RX80 + cable
Epson Portable PX
Epson Portable PX + RAM
Sanyo MBC555 2x160K D/D + Monitor .. £899.00
Sinclair Spectrum 48K £100.00
Sirius + Victor P.O.A.
Televideo P.O.A.

DAISY WHEELS
Brother HR15 £325.00
Brother HR25 £555.00
Brother HR35 £699.00
Daisy Step 2000 (20CPS) £225.00
Diablo 630 (API) £1310.00
EP 44 Personal Elec. Printer (KSR) £195.00
Juki 6100 £315.00
Quen-Data Daisy Wheel Printer £215.00
Qume 11/40 (RD) £1175.00
Qume 9/4S (RD) £1535.00
Qume Letter Pro 20 £450.00
NEC P.O.A.
Richo RP 1300 £875.00
Richo RP1600 £1175.00
Smith Corona TP1 Daisy Wheel Printer ... £175.00
Tel F10/40 £875.00

PPR! rwspp

rr

Commodore 1701 Colour Monitor £175.00
Sanyo 2112 Green Screen 15MHZ £65.00
Sanyo 3125 Col. Med. Ress. 400PIS £175.00
Sanyo 3115 Col. V.Hi Ress. 800P1 £399.00
Commodore 1541 Disk Drive £156.52
Sinclair Microdrives £50.00
Keyboard £130.00
Sinclair Interface '1' £50.00
Commodore C2N Cassette £35.00
All leading software names available P. O.A.
Tailormade software written by our inhouse
software team P.O.A.
Keyboards, cable, interfaces, tractor feeds, sheet feeds, disks,
software, up grades, listing paper, ribbons, daisy wheels
available for most products.

DOT MATRIX
Admate CP 80 (Shinwa Mech)
Anadex DP 9000
Brother HR5
Canon PW 1080A (NLQ)
Commodore MTS 801
Epson RX8OT
Epson RX80 F/T
Epson FX80
Epson RX 100 F/T Printer
Epson FX100 F/T
Mannesmann Tally MT80
Mannesmann Tally MT160
Mannesmann Tally MT180
MP 165 (NLQ)
Newbury Data
OKI Microline 82A Printer
OKI Microline 83A
OKI Microline 92 (P)
OKI Microline 84 (P)
Panasonic KP 1091 IBM (PC)
Radix 10 (NLQ)
Seikosha GP100A
Seikosha GP100VC
Star Gemini 10X
Star Delta 10
TEC 1550 (P)

£169.00
£799.00
£130.00
£275.00
£155.00
£190.00
£215.00
£320.00
£325.00
£425.00
£199.00
£399.00
£580.00
£275.00

P. O.A.
£249.00
£389.00
£365.00
£629.00
£269.00
£445.00
£179.00
£175.00
£189.00
£319.00
£459.00

All prices excluding VAT

READY TO USE IBM SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE

IRMAuthori,ed Dealers

You just need a printer! B & W Colour

IBM PC 64 256K E -1-850,,,E-1-400 ,..,, DisplayWrite 2.. £199
IBM PC 64 10mb 256K £2-59CrillUfiiSti;'' Symphony £430
IBM PC XT 10mb 256K,:g294.4.A05-O Database II £240
IBM PC Portable 2561Vt-1-9$gb;lib. Wordstar £195
IBM PC Portable 10mb 256K442.855 Multy-mate £275

Flight Simulator . £88
Lotus £299
Database III £360
MS Word £250
MS Mouse £125



NOMINAL
LEDGER

TO SIMPL THIS
If you're loaded down with ledgers, fed up with filing

and tired of ploughing through paperwork, you need Sage.
Sage produce the only fully integrated one diskette

accounting/book-keeping program on the market at just
£375 complete. It's the simple, efficient and inexpensive
solution to small business accounting problems.
Easy -to -learn and easy -to -use, Sage Accounts now offers
even more functions than before. Sales and Purchase
Ledgers  Nominal Ledger  Cash Book  Journal
Entries  Trial Balance  VAT Return  Monthly and
Annual Accounts  Age Analyses  Statements  Budget
Variance Reports  Credit Control Features  Audit Trail
- all together in one compact and comprehensive package.

In addition, Sage Plus provides invoice production
linked to stock files and integrated with the sales and
nominal ledgers.

Sage is suitable for use on most business micros and
is fully automatic - which means no shuffling through a pile
of disks to find the program you need. It's also complete
and self-contained - no expensive modules to buy every
time you need a new function.
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SIMPLY alf THIS
You'll also be glad to know that while Sage is putting

your accounting system in the pink, it won't put you into
the red. Sage Accounts costs just £375 complete -
a fraction of the price of most of the alternatives.

So don't risk making an expensive mistake.
Call 01-200 0200 or clip out the Coupon

Sage Accounts £375  Sage Plus £695  Sage Payroll £195.

SAGE
Please send me more details of Sage Accounting Programs and my
nearest dealer.
Name:

Position:
Company:

Address:
Tel:

Sagesoft Limited, NEI House, Regent Centre, Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 3DS.
Tel: 091 284 7077, Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

BETTER SAGE THAN SORRY
PCV31
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Please tick your Computer

INTERCEPTOR MICRO'S
Lindon House, The Green, Tadley, Hants, England

TEL: (07356) 71145/3711 TELEX: 849101

INTERCEPTOR
SOFTWARE

Sallie

c.:)(iyhdfiuuLE

BENEFITS ON JOINING INTERCEPTOR

SOFTWCIRE CUM

1. Up to date information on new releases.

2. Free posters 4 other promotional aids.

3. Special club member discount.

4. Help club for Interceptor adventure

5. Special offers on blank data cassettes

FREE MEMBERSHIP

COMMODORE 64

VIC 20
SPECTRUM

AMSTRAD

M S X

GUZZLER

SUITABLE FOR THE

commodore 6

N010 FPIOR
SOI

:11E

OPIRCHIESI!,

,01.1

SUITABLE FOR THE

commodore 6-1-

When you join Interceptor Micro's new software club
you will receive free posters. We will also keep you up to
date on all our new releases, and include a list of special
offers on some of our latest games. Available only to
members.

NAME
ADDRESS

DON'T DELAY! POST TODAY
Interceptor Software Lindon House, The Green, Tadley, Hants, England
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H.P.87 Computer £495.
H.P.83 £295.
H.P.7470a

Plotter £390.
H.P.7225a

Plotter £600.
H.P. 128k

Expansion £250.
H.P. CP/M £195.
H.P.lb (lm) L 10.
H.P. Rom Drawer £ 35.
H.P. Serial I/F £120.
H.P. Plotter Rom 30.

H.P. I/O Rom £ 80.
H.P. Visicaic £ 80.
H.P. Graphics £ 50.
H.P. Linear

Programming£ 30.
H.P. Mass

Storage Rom L 40.
H.P.11c Calc. £ 50.

H.P.12c " f 50.
H.P.15c £ 75.

H.P. Card
Reader 55.

H.P. Printer
(41c) £ 80.

H.P.Mem. Mods.
(Each) f 12.

H.P.App. Packs
Stats.
Maths.
Fin. Dec.
Navigation.

(Each) £ 12.

MSBORNE
CONIPUTaR CORPORATION

Osborne.
01 80 Column,
Double Density,
Demo Models inc.
Wordstar, Super-Calc,
C/Basic, M/basic etc.

BOXED. £650.
01 52 Column,
Single Density,
GREY Case,
inc. Software. £400.

WITH WARRANTY.
Osborne/Epson

Printer Cable £ 15.
Osborne Monitor

Adaptor £ 10.

SOFTWARE.
Datastar £ 25.
Supersort f 25.
Microlink £ 15.
Infocom Deadline
(Spot the Killer) £ 25.

May Have:-
Osoorne 01, 52 Column,

Double Density,
As Above, £550.

o)11L
ATARI'

ATARI
Thermal Printer

ATARI 1020
Printer

 49.

£ 60.

EPSON

PX8 Computer

EPSON HX-20

THE EPSON
CX21 ACOUSTIC
COUPLER

Portable
Transmission Speed
300 baud

£749.

PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE

HX Expansion L 80.

704 Cable £ 12.

Intext (ROM) £ 35.

MX 100 £275.

RS 232 I/Face £ 45.

SILENT 700,
Electronic

Data Terminal,
Mbdel 745. £500.

All prices plus VAT

Brother HR -1.

Daisywheel ex -demo £295

MORGAN CAMERA
COMPANY

160 Tottenham Court Road,
London VV1.

Tel: 01-388 2562

topple

Apple 2c £350.
Apple 2 Europlus £275.
Apple 3
Apple Disk Drive

(Boxed) £125.
Apple Compatable
Disk Drive from £ 75.
Apple Easywriter £ 15.
Apple 3 Profile £500.

GENUINE Apple Cards
Language Cards £ 40.
Pal Card f 40.
Comms. I/F £ 30.

Serial I/F £ 45.
80 Column/64k

(Apple 2e)£ 55.
Centronics I/F £ 45.

NON Apple.
128k Ram Card
Videx Card
Eprom Card
Z80 Card inc.soft
U.H.F. Modulator

SOFTWARE.
Easywriter
P.F.S. Report

APPLE 3.

P.F.S. File,
c/w P.F.S. Rep.

Pascal
Mail List Manager
Business Basic

SYSTEMATICS
SOFTWARE.

For Apple 2&3
(Bundled)

RING FOR DETAILS.

SHARP

65.
40
40.
55.
25.

£ 15.
15.

30.
50.
35.
27.

Sharp.
MZ BOB £275.
MZ BOA

Inc.Software £190.
Expansion Box 55.

Universal I/F 25.
Floppy Disk Card £ 45.

" Cable £ 18.

Disk Basic,
inc. Manual £ 12.

Printer I/F £ 10.
Card £ 18.

P6 Printer £190.
SOFTWARE

Sharp F/DOS 25.

Sharp Assembler £ 18.
Sharp Mac. Lang. f 10.
V.A.T. &

Stock Control
(Each) f 5.
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KGB
THE PRICEBREAKERS!

\ IBM PC AND XT
Various options available. Call for details.

NEW IBM PORTABLE £2195.00256K RAM. 2 x 360K Floppies.
Integral Screen. Keyboard. DOS 2.1.

Mil ABOUT OUR AMAZING
OLIVETTI AUTUMN OFFERS!
Very fast. Fully IBM compatible.
M24 True 16 Bit Processor. 128K RAM. 334954[1:1
2 x 360K Floppies. Screen. ex VA F

Keyboard. DOS 2.1

ex VAT

10MB Version .3:32004:Xt
.... ..... :::::: ..................

ex VAT ..

\11111111114

11111114,
\\\

11.q,r,v` Tga"
41:rr-

A, a 7-46CSlowa z
ok,

Standard
APRICOT

Full 16 Bit 8086 based Micro
Mil MOUT OUR M4Z/Ilewith 256K RAM. Mono Screen.

2 x 315K Floppies. MS DOS.
Basic, Supercalc, Superplanner, 33:795:zon

Superwriter.

AUTUMN OFFERS!

ex VAT

Xi
as standard Apricot but with 5MB Z2:6950
Winchester in place of one Floppy Drive ex VAT

HEW
Portable from E1:696A/11

ex VAT

Fl Series from 3:79.54-10
ex VAT

Free Software Seminars held on Second and FourthThursdays of every month
Ring Susan for details on Windsor 50111

KG
106 St Leonards Road,Windsor,
Berkshire, SL4 3DD TREE SOFTWARE SEMINARS WM 12/84

MICROS UMITED Tel:Windsor(07535) 50111 Telex:848521
I To: KGB Micros Ltd.. 106 St Leonards Road. Windsor. Berkshire SL4 3D[

Please send me full details on the Free Software Seminars.

Authorised dealer for

Olivetti
Specialists in Computer Aided Design

Personal
Computer

I Name

Position

I Address

Tel



GREAT NEWS FOR COMMODORE 64 OWNERS
HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT THAT PERHAPS YOUR MACHINE IS CAPABLE OF GIVING

YOU A LOT MORE THAN YOU ARE GETTING FROM YOUR CURRENT SOFTWARE?
CHECK OUT ANY OF THE PROGRAMS BELOW AND YOU'LL WISH WE'D BEEN AROUNDA

LOT SOONER! ORDER NOW FOR XMAS AND AVOID THE RUSH

UTILITIES
EXTENDED BASIC FOR THE CBM 64 WITH
BUILT-IN 2/3 PASS ASSEMBLER
This excellent programmers aid includes a 60 page reference
manual explaining in detail the 51 extra multifunctional
commands and 10 control functions made available to you which
include:- GRAPHIC, SOUND, PROCEDURE, RENUM-
BER, PROGRAM LINE DELETION, DISK DRIVE
ACCESS, SCREEN DUMP ONTO 1525 PRINTER &
FUNCTION KEY DEFINING. Although this program is 16K
long it is located in such a way as to leave 35.5K available for
storing a BASIC program.
CASSETTE £19.50 (Disk £21.50)

2/4 PASS MACHINE CODE ASSEMBLER
An updated version of the assembler contained in the extended
BASIC above. Comes complete with manual.
CASSETTE £5.50

"EPSON MAGIC" CENTRONICS INTERFACE
This program is a must for every owner of EPSON printers with dot addressable graphics
(MX -80 upwards) with these great features:- PRINTS COMMODORE CHARACTER SET:
PRINTS USER DEFINED CHARACTER SET: HIGH & LOW RES SCREEN DUMPS: BASIC WORKS
WITH ANY CENTRONICS PRINTER: CABLE IS COMPATIBLE WITH AUDIOGENICS OR
SUPERSOFT: CAN BE LOADED WITH OUR EXTENDED BASIC

CASSETTE AND MANUAL £5.50
ONE METRE CABLE £15.50
TOGETHER £19.50
TOGETHER £19.50

GAMES
SUPER SCRAMBLE
A great deal of effort went into the writing of this game,
resulting in imaginative sprite and graphic design and beauti-
fully smooth scrolling action. Not being satisfied with creating a
superb version of this ever popular arcade game, the writer has
gone on to add some extra features. Suitable for JOYSTICK or
keyboard.
CASSETTE £6.50

DUNE BUGGY
Advanced programming techniques give you amazingly realis-
tic background scrolling, the writer having split the screen no
fewer than 7 times! Other techniques including multi -tasking
have been used in this game where you must race your buggy
over the desert with the local customs militia determined to
prevent your getaway. Fast action using JOYSTICK or
keyboard.
CASSETTE £6.50

PRICES INCLUDE VAT P&P: OVERSEAS ADD £1
PLEASE MAKE YOUR CHEQUES PAYABLE TO:-

MUSHROOM SOFTWARE
193 Rommany Rd., London SE27 9PR

Phone: 01-670 3533 anytime

TRADE & EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Which comes first the
Computer or the Software?

The Software!
Why?

Because any Computer will do what you want it to, providing
you tell it to by using the right Software.
But what is the right Software?
The right Software is the Software that does what you want,
and in the way that you want.
What happens as my Company and my needs grow?
No problem, if you've chosen the right Software, it will grow
with you and allow you to change or amend the System without
losing valuable information which is all ready in use.
But what if I have a computer?
Again no problem. The right Software should be able to run on
a variety of computers including the best sellers, eg IBM,
Sirius and Apricot.
Westdata Computing believe "Tomorrow's Office" is the right
Software and to prove it we use it ourselves.
To arrange a demonstration or to get more information about
the right Software for you contact Bob or Roy on 01 928 0037

WESTDATA COMPUTING
20-22 EMERSON STREET, LONDON SE1 9DR Tel: 01-928 0037 or 01-261 9786
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After 83years
we've reached the end

of the tape.
It's almost unbelievable that we still use

punched paper tape to transmit important and
imperative messages around the world.

But it doesn't take a great leap of the
imagination to realise that by hooking up a
normal microcomputer to the British Telecom
telex jack, we can have all the advantages of
today's microchip technology.

No longer will you have to wait to receive or
transmit while you're typing out another telex
message.

You can alter the words directly on the
VDU, and send the same

APPROVED
for use watt

telecommunication systems
run by BrIttsh

Telecommunications
in accordance with the

conditIons in the
Instructions lor use

other jobs, and the noise level is just a
whisper.

Storage on a floppy disc can be optionally
selected, but if the disc is full (and it can take
up to 20 telexes), all telexes are printed, thus
reliability is assured.

When it's 9 o'clock in the morning in Dallas,
your telex can go out when they're in the
office and you can store incoming messages
'till you get in.

An inbuilt clock tells you how long each
transmission has taken, and can then be

attributed to any department.

telex to ten different destinations by pressing
just one button.

Automatic dialling, redialling and storage of
numbers, enable your operator to get on with

AIM

The KAI Telex Processor is fast, and has a

The KAI Telex Processor is
British Telecom approved, and
with an Apple II or Ile you
immediately have a quality
micro computer and a telex at
your disposal.

TELEX PROCESSOR

rFill in the coupon and send to 1
KAI Limited, 203a Belsize Road. London NW6 Tel 01-625 512ri

Please ring me for a demonstration El
Please send me further information

Name

Position

Company

Address

prodigious memory, with extended form
Tel No

capability for variable information that can be
added to customised forms such as invoices.

1184
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UNBELIEVABLE
SAVINGS

** COMPUTERS ** EX VAT
** MATRIX PRINTERS **

EX VATAPRICOT Fl - from £675.00 ANADEX DP -6500 500cps £2019.00APRICOT Point 7 from £2950.00 ANADEX WP -6000 £1808.00APRICOT PORTABLE from £1445.00 BROTHER EP44 £189.00APRICOT 256K 315Kx2 MONITOR £1395.00 BROTHER HR5 £125.00
APRICOT 256K 720Kx2 MONITOR £1545.00 BROTHER M1009 50cps £149.00
APRICOT Xi 256k 10MB MONITOR £2195.00 CANON PW1080A 160cps(NLQ) £274.00
BBC B £320.00 CANON PW1156A 160cps(NLQ) £339.00CIFER 9000 Multi User 21MB £5095.00 EPSON RX 80T 100cps £195.00COMMODORE 8250 DISK DRIVE £785.00 EPSON RX 80F/T 100cps £220.00
COMMODORE 8296 £695.00 EPSON FX 80 160cps £324.00
COMMODORE SX-64 PORTABLE £675.00 EPSON FX 100F/T 160cps £430.00
COMMODORE 64 £156.51 EPSON LQ 1500 200cps (NLO) £895.00COMMODORE DISK 1541 £165.21 HONEYWELL From £375.00COMMODORE PARALLEL INTERFACE £59.50 MANNESMANN MT80 80cps £177.00
COMMODORE 1530 C2N CASSETTE £32.00 MANNESMANN MT180 160cps(NLO) £579.00COMPA02 2X360K £1795.00 NEC PINWRITER P2(P)(NLQ) £535.00
COMPAQ Plus(10MB) £3195.00 NEWBURY DRE 8850 300Ipm £2095.00
IBM PC List less 17.5% PHONE NEWBURY DRE 8925 240cps £1385.00
OLIVETTI M20 160KB 2x320KB Drives £1295.00 OKI 84A 200cps £625.00
OLIVETTI M24 128KB 2x360KB Drives £1658.00 OKI OKI 92P 160cps £360.00
OLIVETTI M24 128KB 10MB Hard Disk £3195.00 OKI OK12410P 350cps £1535.00
SAGE 118,1V POA OLIVETTI DM4100E 120cps £520.00
SANYO MBC 555 128K 2x160K Drives £795.00 PANASONIC KP1091 120cps + NLQ £249.00
SIRIUS 256K 10MB £2850.00 SHINWA CP80 Model II FT £165.00
SIRIUS 256K 2.4MB £2095.00 STAR DELTA 10 160cps £299.00
SIRIUS 128K 1.2MB £1645.00 STAR DELTA 15 160cps £399.00
ACT/IBM Memory Expansions from £222.00 STAR GEMINI 10X 120cps £189.00
PLUS 5 External Hard Disk Drives POA STAR GEMINI 15X 120cps £269.00

** SOFTWARE **
STAR
STAR

RADIX 10 200cps(NLQ)
RADIX 15 200cps(NLQ)

£419.00
£525.00

TOSHIBA TH2100H 192cps £1275.00
ALL MAJOR SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SUPPLIED AT TREND 930 200cps NLQ 80cps £1350.00

LOW COST
WORDSTAR
OPEN ACCESS
LOTUS 123
SYMPHONY
MULTIMATE
D BASE II
DMS DELTA
FRIDAY
FRAMEWORK

£195.00
£360.00
£295.00
1490.00
£240.00
£280.00
£395.00
£135.00
£345.00

Not only do we offer top quality products at low
prices. We also support and develop Software with the
assistance of our long established software dept.
NEW RELEASE - UNIX MULTI USER ACCOUNTS
SOFTWARE.

MAYFAIR
MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE, PODMORE ROAD,
LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-870 3255 / 871 2555
We accept official orders from UK Government and
Educational Establishments. Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.

** DAISYWHEEL **
** PRINTERS **

BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
DAISYSTEP
DIABLO
DIABLO
FUJITSU
JUKI
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
OLIVETTI
OUME
QUME
OUME
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH

RICOH
RICOH
SMITH
CORONA
TEC
TEC
TEC
TEC

HR1
HR15
HR15 Keyboard
HR15 Sheetfeeder
H R25
2000 20cps
630 API
Sheet Feeder
SP320 48cps
6100 18cps
2010 Seria120cps
2030 Parallel 20cps
3510 Seria135cps
3530 Parallel 35cps
7710 Serial 55cps
7730 Parallel 55cps
DY450 45cps
11/40 RO
9/45 RO
LETTERPRO 12/20
RP1300S
RP1600S
RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k
RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k
IBM PC
RP1600S Sheet Feeder
RP1600S Tractor

EX VAT

£265.00
£329.00
£135.00
£185.00
£549.00
£219.00

£1295.00
£490.00
£795.00
£325.00
£545.00
£545.00

£1049.00
£1049.00
£1440.00
£1440.00

£880.00
£1185.00
£1550.00

£475.00
£895.00

£1190.00
£1249.00

£1299.00
£459.00
£138.00

TP1 12cps £154.00
STARWRITER F1040 40cps £895.00
STARWRITER F5055 55cps £1235.00
Sheetfeeder £459.00
Tractor £138.00

** VDU's & TERMINALS **
CIFER T4
HAZELTINE ESPRIT Fixed Keyboard
QUME QVT 103 (VT100 VT131)
TELEVIDEO 910

£780.00
£395.00
£695.00
£489.00

*MEMORY EXPANSIONS*
AST, HERCULES, QUADRAM, SIMONS
ALL AT BIG SAVINGS POA

I

DESIRABLE DAISYWHEELS
PRINTER/TYPEWRITERS

FROM PMS DEVELOPMENTS
Discover the benefits of letter

quality printing.
These modern, stylish, feature -
packed Daisywheel printer/

typewriters offer the versatility of
both serial and parallel communi-
cation, enabling connection to
most modern micro's.
Many optional extras available.
Features Hermes 15 Remstar 201

Serial RS -232 (300 and 1200 baud) * *
Parallel Centronics * *
13.3 Characters per second * *
Powered automatic paper loading * *
10,12, or 15 cpi switch selectable * *
13.5" platen (it -5" print) * *
Switch selectable line pitch * *
Lift off correction ribbon * *
46 character correction buffer * *
Variable print intensity * *
Express -carriage return - *
Relocate -after correction - *
Index -paper advance - *
Reverse index - *
Half space - *

Dealer enquiries welcome.
VISA

PMS
Oeuelopments

22 Tarsmitl Court Rotherwas Hereford HR2 6JZ
Tel: Hereford (0432) 265768



IT'S WHAT YOU'VE
BEEN

WAITING F IR . . .

"Domark's first venture is fun and the best I've
played" Editor, T.V. GAMER

"Never seen anything like it" SUNDAY TIMES.

"Even if you don't win the £25,000, the game is
definitely worth playing and will give you
plenty of fun doing so" Editor, GAMES COMPUTING.

"Game for a lot" DAILY MIRROR.

"In this World's oft fruitless search for value for
money, a new software package from Domark
shouldn't be ignored" YOUR SPECTRUM.

IS HERE
ENJOY YOUR SEARCH FOR THE SECRET TELEPHONE NUMBER



SPECTRUM'S ADVANCED KEYBOARD

The LO ----PROFILE professional keyboard is the ultimate
upgrade for your Spectrum. By replacing its existing keyboard
with a high quality LO - PROFILE, you give this world-
beating computer the keyboard it deserves.

The LO>>PROFILE is a full size QWERTY keyboard with
full -travel positive -action keys for super -fast entry of programs
and data. Presented in an ultra -modern and robust enclosure,
the LO>>PROFELE is elegantly styled and is inclined
forwards for convenient operation.

THE 0
:FROM A A N
tting your Sp mputer; board into
0>>PROFILE keyboard is easy. All you need is

screwdriver to secure the board onto the base of
tkeyboard enclosure using the mountings provided.
LO> >PROFILE is compat sle with all Spectrum add-ons.

e
a
e
e

Featuring a full size space bar with dedicated numeric and
curser keypad the LO-- --PROFILE increases the number of
keys from 40 to 53. A combination of clearly labelled,
sculptured and height -adjusted keys aids the advance to
fault -free touch-typing.

Advanced Memory Systems have established an excellent
reputation for product reliability and prompt delivery. This
product has been tested to an impressive 20,000,000
depressions per key and AMS offer a full one year guarantee.

PR FE
YS E

If not available from o e of our 200+ dealers then lll in the
coupon and we will send you a LO>>PROFILE wi our full
no -quibble money-bacl guarantee. Or phone 0925 602690/
62907 for instant Access or Visa orders.

-- mem

Please send No Lo> >Profile Keyboard at £49.95 Plus
I £2.50 p&p (VAT inclusive)

I enclose a cheque/PO for £ or debit my credit card.
I Card No

TT -T1 o Barclaycard
CI Access card

I Signature Date

Name
Address

Postcode

I To: Advanced Memory Systems Ltd.,
I Woodside Technology Centre,

Green Lane, Appleton, Warrington WA4 5NG

I

I

I

I

I

I



for the ZXSpectrum
Hisoft is pleased to announce a new compiler for this popular
and effective systems programming language. Not a tiny -C but
an extensive, easy -to -use implementation of the language.
Allows direct execution of compiled statements. Supplied with
function library. Available direct from Hisoft for ,C25, or write
for further details.
All prices, UK delivered, relate to 48K ZX Spectrum versions.
Our software is available for many other Z80 machines e.g.
Amstrad CPC 464, MSX, Memotech, SHARP MZ700, New -
Brain, CP/M etc. Please write for details.

IS
presents

FONT 464
for the

AMSTRAD CPC 464
FONT 464 is a font designer and character generator especially
developed for the CPC 464 microcomputer.
Design your own character fonts and graphic symbols with this
very friendly and powerful package.

FONT 464 allows you to create a new design or amend an
existing one using set, reset, invert, reflect, rotate, inverse and
even animation!
Load and save character sets to/from tape, use the new charac-
ter(s) from BASIC, design your own animated graphics - all this
and more with FONT 464 .

FONT 464 is supplied with three interesting and amusing
character sets for you to experiment with.

* All this power for: £7.95 inclusive *
We also have available for the Amstrad CPC 464:

Hisoft Devpac - our full Z80 assembler and disassemblerl
debugger with more features than you'll ever need.

Hisoft Pascal - a virtually full implementation of Standard
Pascal. Compiles and executes incredibly quickly.

I Please write to Hisoft for more details of Pascal and Devpac
on the CPC 464 or contact Amsoft with your order.

4

Md4G3QK04 f9.45
The most powerful toolkit yet for ZX BASIC. All the features
you will ever need; AUTO insert, full RENUMBER, block
DELETE, CLOCK, ALARM, error trapping, break trapping.
Full TRACE with single-step and much, much more. Makes
ZX BASIC easy -to -use and powerful.

oQdPaC £14
An excellent assembler, an advanced line -editor, a compre-
hensive disassembler and a superb 'front panel' debugger
all in one package. Used by many leading software houses to
write their games. "Buy it!' Adam Denning 1984.

A powerful and almost full implementation of Pascal - not a
Tiny Pascal. A valuable educational and development tool,
programs typically run 40 times faster than a BASIC equivalent.
Spectrum version includes Turtle Graphics package. " I haven't
seen any other compiler that could match Hisoft's Pascal"

HISOPT
180 High Street North

Dunstable, Beds. LU6 1AT
Tel: (0582) 696421

for the ZXSpectrum
Hisoft is pleased to announce a new compiler for this popular
and effective systems programming language. Not a tiny -C but
an extensive, easy -to -use implementation of the language.
Allows direct execution of compiled statements. Supplied with
function library. Available direct from Hisoft for £25, or write
for further details.

All prices, UK delivered, relate to 48K ZX Spectrum versions.
Our software is available for many other Z80 machines e.g.
Amstrad CPC 464, MSX, Memotech, SHARP MZ700, New-

CP/M etc. Please write for details.



THE AMAZING VOICE MASTER

 Record & playback speech in your own voice
 Any accent. Any language
 Playback without Voice Master
 Recognize your spoken commands
 Hum or sing to compose or play music in real time - notes

and chords!

All this and
more for only: $89.95 Add $10.00 for

shipping & handling

You won't believe it until you hear it!

UK DISTRIBUTORS NEEDED

COVOX INC.
675-D Conger Street Eugene, Oregon 97402, U.S.A.
Telephone (503) 342-1271
Telex 706017 (Av Alarm UD)



Softquest Ltd
The lowest prices in town

TYPICALLY:

20-30% DISCOUNT ON
SOFTWARE

dBase II Framework
dBase III Lotus 1 2 3
Symphony Pulsar
Wordstar Open Access
Peachtree Digital Research

Expansion boards include:
AST, QUADRAM, MICROSOFT, HERCULES

Extra discount on all accounting and spreadsheet packages

We cannot list all the products we carry.

PLEASE TELEPHONE OUR HOTLINE ON

01-788 6311
FOR FURTHER DETAILS



Cobolt
Direct imports at ridiculous prices

NEW BASE -LESS JOYSTICK
 Just tilt to operate.
 Single shot trigger.
 Auto -fire button.
 Use it single handed.
 No more wrist cramp.

£8.95  No more table suckers.
 Standard joystick connector.

All products have a full no -quibble guarantee

COMPUTER DATA RECORDER

 For most home micros.
 3 digit tape counter.
 Low battery indicator.
 Switchable monitor.
 Input, output, Din
and remote sockets.
 Mains power pack £4.95.

£19.95

Also a version
for Vic 20 and
Commodore 64.
Powered and
controlled by
the computer.

£21.95

Not a modified Audio machine -A top quality computer data recorder.

Our low introductor prices
include VAT and UK postage.

We have an expanding range of products
- send a large SAE for the latest lists.

Trade and overseas enquiries welcome.

To: Cobolt Systems Ltd.
37 Eastgate Pickering, Y018 7DU.
Tel: 0751-73315

NAME:

ADDRESS:

Please send me

I enclose: £

PCW 357



Authorised for IBM PC, Compaq, Apple and Epson sales in all our offices

Trade in Tradeup !
To an Apple Ile, Apple Ilc or a Macintosh

- or an IBM PC or a Compaq

Apple's Macintosh

Macintosh Computer with tree Macwrite/Mecpaint-E1795
Macintosh External Drive -E349 Macintosh Numeric Keypad -f69

Macintosh Security Kit -f34 Macintosh Carry Case Delux-E69
Macintosh Carry Case Standard -I39

Image writer Printer 10"-E.385
Imagewriter Printer 15"-0525

I/Writer Acc. Kit Macintosh -E38

New
Apple Credit
Card

OK, so you like your present Apple a lot. But, there
can be many advantages in moving up to one of

Apple's new, powerful and practical machines - if
only the problem of what to do with your present

machine can be solved.
We have the answer.

We need supplies of Apple II+ and Ile we will
lovingly clean, polish and restore them to like new,
before finding them new homes, so we will make

all you Apple owners an offer.

We will take your trusty aide in part exchange for a
new Apple Ile, Apple Ilc, or a Macintosh. The trade
we can give will be dependent on the configuration

and age of your present machine.
Interested? Call Steve McLean today on

Rossendale (0706) 217744 for immediate attention.

The Apple Ilc with Ilc Monitor & Stan,

NEW APPLE PRICES

Appleworks-E175 Logo Apple II 128K -E75 Apple Ilc Computer -E925 External Disk Apple /lc -f230
Access Apple II -E57 Monitor Apple Ilc-EI40 Monitor Stand Apple Ilc-127

Apple Ile 64K Computer -1587 Mouse Apple Ilc (inc. Mouse Paintl-E70
Apple Ile 64K Computer (Disk Drive with Controllerl-E795 Carrying Case Apple Ilc-E27 Additional Power SUPPIY Apple Ilc-

Apple Ile 64K Computer (Duodisk with Acc. Kit Ile, Monitor Ile/ -£1095 Image writer Act. Kit Apple Ilc-138

`)\-\
-\(),

14scoA

,okk
S

999

Yes, you may be eligible for up to sir £1500 instant credit* on Apple Computer
Systems and Apple branded products! Providing you are 21 or over,
permanently resident in the UK, and have a valid bank credit or cheque card,
you could be buying your new Apple System on our new Apple Credit Card.

Just pull into one of our offices, complete our application form and, subject to a
telephone call, then you could be walking out with your brand new

Apple System! If you can't come in, then simply phone or write to any
P & P Micro Distributors office and ask for an application form.

Your form will be sent to you immediately,
simply complete and return-we pay the postage,

so you don't even need a stamp.
You can repay your account by a variety of methods, and spread the cost

to suit yourself.
Buy your Apple the easy way - call for Apple Card today.

" Instant credit available subject to acceptance. APR 29.8 other method. Rates may vary. Facility provided by We regret that Apple Card will not be available in
repayment by direct debit. APR 34.4 repayment by any Welbeck Cardholder Services. Northern Ireland, the Isle of Man and the Channel Isles.

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE VAT PLEASE ADD 15%
Head Office: TODD HALL RD., CARRS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HASLINGDEN LANCS.,

BB4 5HU Tel: (0706) 217744 Telex 635740 PETPAM G
1 GLENEAGLE RD., LONDON, SW16 6AY Tel: 01-677 7631/01-7691022
Telex: 919220 PPMICR G
DALE STREET, BILSTON, WEST MIDLANDS, WV14 7JY Tel: 0902-43913
Norweigian Agent: Programvare Huset, Okernveien 145, N -OSLO 5. Tel: 47 2 64 55 77

LINES OPEN FOR ORDERS 8am - 6pm Mon -Fri (Lancs) 9am - 1pm Sat ILancs)
10am - 3pm Sat (London) 9am - 6pm Mon -Fri (London & Bilston)

358PCW



ADVERTISERS INDEX
A E M Rocon 46Acorn 64/65,80/81,40/41,191 ECC Publications 324 Mancos 83 Romag 34ACT 163,176/177,152/153 Electrokonsult 44 Mannesmann Tally 86/87
Actel Computers 44 Electronequip 277 Mayfair Micros 30
Adcomp (UK) Ltd 44
Adder Publishing 131

Eltime 283
Epson 216/217

McGraw Hill Book Company
Memotech

94
154

S
Addons 308
Ade1phi Business Computers 180
ADS Computing 20
Advanced Resources 269
Advanced Technology 252
Aim Diskettes 255
The Alien 325
Alliance Computers 19
Altor Computers 55
Anglia Computer Centre 269
American Dynamics 19
Amstrad Consumer Electronics 104/105

ESSP Distribution 180

F
Ferguson 56/5
First Publishing 274
Flexiwords 44
Folly Micros 276
Fraser Associates 187

G

Memsoft
Metacornco Marketing
Micro Computer Consultants
Micro Computer Services
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Microfast
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Micro Markets
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26/27

Samleco Computer Services Ltd 320
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Simon Computers 61
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Softquest 61
Software Arts 82
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Southern Commerce Computers 295
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Associated Book Publishers 260
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ATA Systems 47
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Goodbyte Computers 67
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Graffcom 84
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256
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263
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Stirling Microsystems 180
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Barbican Systems 271
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Miracle Technology
Mitec Bookshelf
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British Olivetti 42/43 Mitsubishi 72/73 Tabs 88/89
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Cambridge Computer Store 35 Hantarex 282 N Tasman Software 12
Cambridge Micro Centre 67 Haymarket Publishing 68/69 National Extension College 46 Technomatic 18
Cambridge University Press 125 HCCS 22 Technology Research 294
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Citoh Electronics 258 Homestead Electronics 44 Office Equipment Marketing 52 Thoughts and Crosses 278
C.J.E. Microcomputers 38 H Reynolds 261 0' Hanlon Computer Systems 95 3D Computers 278
Claydon Computer Centre 20 01 Computers 323 3M Static Control 178
Concise Computers 256 Opus Supplies 259.9.21.25 Torch Computers 45,96/97
Commodore 111/112/113/114 Oxford Computer Publishing 318 Toshiba 127
Compaq 264/265,267 Ibek Systems 334 Transelect Computer Services 180
Compshop 226 IBM 167/168/169 Trilex 157
Compsoft 143 ICE 5 P Turner and Sons Ltd 14
Compulihk UK User Group 270 Intelligent Interfaces 214 Pace 79
Computer Entrepreneur 37 International Computer Enterprises 16 Pan Books 4.298
Computer Hardware and Maintenance 148 Personal Computers Ltd OBC U
Computer Systems and Peripherals 70 PAS Computer Products 54 U -Microcomputers 262
Country Computers 307,309 J Philips Austria 39
Crestmatt Computers 322,324 Juki IBC Pinner Wordpro 53
Crocker Computers 326 Planning Consultancy 57 V

Portable Computing 316 Visionstore 286K Power Testing (UPS) Ltd 320 Vector Marketing 17D K -Bytes 46 P & R Computer Shop 283
Data Efficiency 266 Keelecodes 30 Prism 311
Datafax 254 Kempston Microelectronics 218 Protek Computing Ltd 90
Data Profile 314 Kerrisdale Computer Suppliers Ltd 315 Psion 133
Datastar 19.21.23 Keyzone 270 FTS 20 Wavemate Europe 164
Datastore 269 Knights TV & Computers 297 West One Galaxy 275
Davinci Computer Store 60 Kuma Microelectronics 218 Which Computer 312/3
Dennison Kybe 295.297,299 Q Wolfcrown 309
Digisolve 139,269 Qualsoft 21 Woodland Software 261
Digitask 284 L Quest 290 Worldwide Micros 307
Digithurst Ltd 310 Lancom 321 Qume 58
Digitus 1 Lantech Information Systems 283 X
Disco Technology 319 Lasky's 92/93 R Xebec Systems Ltd 71
Discount Micro Software 125 LCL 295 Radiusend 8
Disking 28/29 Link Word 86 Reed Computers 278
Display Electronics 268 London Computer Centre 31 Regal Data Supplies 334 Z
Dixonian Ltd 62 LVL 224 Retail Computer Services 164 Zero Electronics 256
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Microarts
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Microport
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Quant Systems
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Supersoft
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Poors dears: IBM and British
Telecom obviously feel they
deserve some sympathy
following the decision against
their joint networking
proposals. The two issued a
statement saying that they
were 'very disappointed'.
Notes of consolation,
wreaths, and so on, should be
sent to BT, 2-12 Gresham
Street, London EC2.
Bon appetit: PCW's reporter
at the Vidcom trade show in
Cannes noticed a particularly
interesting dish on the menu
at the Palm Beach Restaurant
- Dejeuner au grill
Commodore. He wasn't
tempted.
Maxwell mania: spurred on
by Fleet Street, ChipChat is
proud to announce the results
of two recent PCW
competitions. The prizes may
not be as grand as Robert
Maxwell's but unfortunately
we're not as rich as him.
Jennifer Carter of Reading
wins an Apple Ilc in our Show
Catalogue competition, while
SG Jacobs' name was the first
out of the hat from the replies
to our Reader Survey. An
Epson PX-8 is on its way to Mr
Jacobs in Colchester.
Unsurprisingly, nearly 10 per
cent of the readers who
replied fancied upgrading to
an Epson lapheld, but we
didn't let that influence our
decision on the winner. More
surprisingly, nearly one per
cent wanted to upgrade to a
ZX81. ChipChat hopes their
Christmas stockings bulge
appropriately.
Party games: the Labour
Party is now running its own
private area on Micronet. Neil
Kinnock obviously had
problems controlling his

enthusiasm when he
announced: 'This is an
example of the creative use of
technology in favour of
democracy rather than
against, and is therefore in the
mainstream of the Labour
Party's political objectives' -
doubtless a very reassuring
attitude as the year of Big
Brother draws to a close.
Beware, patrolling BT vans:
British Telecom has obviously
decided that its records need
a little updating. We received
a call from the Scottish
branch wondering if we knew
how many micro owners had
bought a modem. It's good to
know they're keeping in touch
with the market.
Guess who?: ChipChat's
annual quiz is upon you all
again, courtesy of our
American correspondent
David Ahl. There are no
prizes, so, on with the
questions.
(1) Who used to be in charge
of the largest microcomputer
manufacturer (some years
ago), and is now farming and
taking courses in medicine?
(2) Which Hollywood film
editor wrote a word
processing package with
customisation for 72 different
hardware configurations?
(3) Which expert blackjack
player is now making a living
writing computer books?
(4) Who held key positions at
Commodore, Apple, and
Victor, and is now with NNA?
(5) Who founded or financed
Chuck E. Cheese Pizza Time
Theater, Sente Software
Distribution, Androbot, and
one other company?
And now the answers:
(1) Ed Roberts-founder and
chief executive officer of

This month's question comes from the above entrant in
the PCW Show's Knobbly Knees contest. What exactly is
Tarzan up to now? The wittiest answer- which is fit for
publication - will receive a prize of f10.

Send your entries on the back of a postcard to ChipChat,
PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W1. Don't forget to include
your name and address so we know where to send the
money. The closing date is 31 December.

MITS, maker of the Altair
8800, the first mass-produced
microcomputer (1975).
(2) Michael Shrayer -the
Electric Pencil package had to
be customised for different
processors, video boards, and
memory sizes.
(3) Ken Uston - he is banned
at most casinos throughout
the world and turned to
,:omputers two years ago.

(4) Chuck Peddle - his brief
stint at Apple in 1980 didn't
work out; now he has
founded NNA (No Name
Available, so called because
every name he tried to get
was already registered).
(5) Nolan Bushnell-after
founding Atari and selling out
to Warner in 1980, his later
ventures haven't fared so
well. Fri

PRIZE CROSSWORD

111 AI 'IR 1111 71

1 f, 1 7
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U
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CLUES ACROSS
8 Sweet company's sales figures

(5,81
9 Key in type of channel errors 14)

10 Sound apparatus: arson unlikely
(51

11 fwhen added to the score (41
12 Power change puts Conservative

in new light (6)
14 Works in entertainment, set

shifting 181
16 Ponder a change: do something

with it! 171
18 Not necessarily an elegant

programming aid? (7)
21 Representative of mass Elan

distribution 181
23 Such infringement is both

sanctimonious and spicy 161
25 It's commemorative of zero

memory 141
27 Type style backfires (5)
28 Increase/decrease in waste paper

(41
29 Knight moves in circles via 'L'

(5,81
CLUES DOWN

1 Not like a computer guide 161

2 Operations interrupted by
university work (4)

3 By no means a sign (4,41
4 Activates the computer - gets

excited (5,21
5 Basically of zero value, being

disloyal? (6)
6 Figure where to watch a game (4)
7 Variable row (8)

13 -10 = n5)
15 Right lead: wrong make of

typewriter! (5)
17 Re -run of what umpire may say

to player (8)
19 It gives letters a certain style (81
20 The human face of automation?

(7)
22 Overcome the difficulties of

stream output (6)
24 Novice races wildly but jumps

successfully (61
26 Small width in metal type of disk

drive 14)
28 Symbol of a TRS (4)

Cut out or photocopy your entry
and submit it to PCW by 21
December. You could win £10!

Send your entries to: PCW, Prize Crossword, 62 Oxford Street, London
W1A 2HG

Name

Address

October winner: Ruth Lambert, London

October solutions:
SOLUTIONS ACROSS

3 Justification 10 Cobol 11 Animation 12 Protected 13 Base 15 Beeps 16
Grade 20 Peek 21 Tape punch 23 Load point 25 Epson 26 Configuration

SOLUTIONS DOWN
1 Number generator 2 Logical decision 4 Teletype 5 France 6 Crimes 7
Tea 8 Act 9 Intel 14 Argument 17 Apple 18 Paging 19 Sector 22 And 24
PRF
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JUKI 6300 -
Unbeatable at the price
How many times have you heard that? We thought so.
Manufacturers' opinions are all too often, shall we say, a trifle optimistic? Not this time.
The brand-new Juki 6300 is simply the most powerful and versatile daisywheel printer at the
price. Take a look at the features.
[6300 features]
 standard DIABLO* 96 -character daisywheel  standard DIABLO* hytype II ribbon
 40 characters per second  3k buffer memory (expandable to 15k)  fully compatible escape
sequence codes with DIABLO*630 API  proportional spacing, 15, 12, 10 pitch  operational noise
level of less than 60 dB  comprehensive, easy -to -read User's Manual

Now look at the price. Just £ 799. It must be the best value on the market.
(Except, perhaps, for our model 6100, which uses the standard IBM* Selectric II ribbon and costs
precisely £ 399).
We may be the latest name in information technology, but our philiosophy is as old as the hills.
Roughly translated, it means outstanding value for money.
Or, to put it another way, Juki means business.

DIABLO is a trade mark of Diablo Systems Inc.
IBM is a trade mark of IBM Corporation.

EJ11.1111C1
Technology true to type

JUKI (EUROPE) GMBH Eiffestr. 74  2000 Hamburg 26 F.R. Germany
Tel.: (040) 25 20 76 Telex: 2163 061 (JKI D) Fax.: (040) 25 20 79

Sole distributor: rr,-.1 micro 69 The Street, Basing, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG24 OBY
LW. Peripheral/ ltd Tel.: Basingstoke (0256)47-3232 (12 lines)

Telex: 859669 MICROP G, Facsimile (0256) 47-61 570
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Macintosh
Centre

(first again)
Personal Computers Ltd, the U.K.'s first personal computer dealer has done it
again! First in the U.K. with Apple Computers - first in the U.K. with Lotus
1:2:3 software - and now another first, the brand-new Macintosh Centre
open in the heart of the City of London.

Macintosh is the new computer sensation from Apple, designed on the simple
premise that a computer is a lot more use if its easy to use. Computers have little
value if they require thirty manuals to figure out and a adoctorate
in mathematics to operate. Ideally, working with a
computer should be like talking to a very bright
friend who is eager to help get your work
accomplished - and that's Macintosh.

With Macintosh you can write, analyse,
organise, create and illustrate, often at the
touch of a finger, by moving a 'mouse' on your
desk to move a pointer on the screen. It can
also help you prepare letters, reports, produce
charts and presentation slides, store and
retrieve information. And much more.

This doesn't just mean your work will be faster
and more accurate - it will also be better. And
remember the less time you spend shuffling
papers - the more time you have available to
exercise your creativity.

Macintosh takes over your deskwork, but not your desk. In fact it takes up an are
small as a standard sheet of paper.
Macintosh has a wide range of software available, and new packages are being ac
all the time. In addition to Mac's own software which includes MacPaint, MacW
MacDraw and MacProject, there's world-famous packages from Microsoft -
Multiplan, Chart, Word and File, and the best-selling Filevision - you'll find them
the new Macintosh Centre.

Macintosh - recently voted best value personal computer by 'W
Computer' magazine, source: 'Which Computer' su

August 1984 who called it "an unbeatable bt
Let us put'a mouse in your hand, and show

the capabilities of this exciting new computer.
in at the new Macintosh Centre, 218 Bishopsg

London EC2M 4JS or for further information
the Mac Hotlines on 01-377 1200 today!

218 & 224226 Bishopsgate. London EC2M,
Tel. 01.377 1200


